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Why do we need a new book on the Vikings? It is true that syntheses of the period appear with some regularity, most often written for a popular audience, together with well-illustrated catalogues resulting from the frequent exhibitions that are held on this theme. However, these books are not usually prepared with an academic audience in mind, and are understandably organised around particular collections of artefacts or the specific theme of an exhibition. At present there is no single work that gathers the latest research from the complete spectrum of disciplines involved, and that brings together all the leading scholars of the field. It has been our ambition to do this in this volume.

Most overviews of the Viking period have also been produced very much from a British perspective, albeit sometimes with Scandinavian involvement. Bearing in mind the geographic origins of the culture concerned, this brings with it certain inevitable problems of access to material and, not least, language. By contrast, this book covers both the homelands of the Vikings, as well as their impact on areas abroad. The authors include both established seniors of the profession and younger, cutting-edge scholars. We have here collected a team of some seventy authors who represents all the disciplines that go to make up the study of the Vikings – archaeology, history, philology, comparative religion, numismatics and cultural geography – drawn from every leading centre of early medieval studies across Europe, North America and even Australia.

This book has taken a very, very long time to prepare. It was originally proposed in outline by Neil Price, following a commission from the publishers. Having brought Stefan Brink on board, the volume was then planned and designed in detail by both editors, who shared communication with the individual authors. As the first papers began to come in, however, a combination of illness, workloads and extended periods of maternity leave forced Neil to adopt a secondary role. During this period we both have also moved between not only universities but also countries several times. The burden of the editing – that is, the primary work on the volume – has therefore been shouldered by Stefan.
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INTRODUCTION

Stefan Brink

The approach used in this book combines two interactive levels of contributions: longer articles providing overviews of important themes, supported by shorter papers focusing on material or sites of particular interest. The kinds of subjects covered by the latter include spectacular sites or finds, crucial written sources and the results of the latest individual research projects on specialised subjects. In each case we have tried to approach the leading international scholars in the relevant field.

The collection of articles starts with a presentation by Lotte Hedeager of the period that preceded the Viking Age, to be able to set the Vikings in a historical context. This is followed by a presentation of people and societies in Scandinavia – the Viking homelands. Stefan Brink discusses the polities and the legal customs in Viking Scandinavia, Inger Zachrisson the interaction between the Nordic people and the Sámi. Social aspects of society, such as gender roles and women in society, are discussed by Audur Magnúsdóttir, while Stefan Brink discusses the lowest layer in society, the slaves or the thralls.

The section on landscape and settlement begins with an overview of Scandinavian place names from the period by Stefan Brink. The settlement structure of farms and villages is then examined by Jan-Henrik Fallgren. An important special case, Tissø, is presented by its excavator, Lars Jørgensen. The urbanisation, which in Scandinavia starts in this period, is given an overview by Dagfinn Skre. In this section there are also several in-depth articles covering the most important towns and proto-towns of the time, such as Birka by Björn Ambrosiani, Hedeby by Volker Hilberg, Kaupang by Dagfinn Skre, Lejre and Roskilde by Tom Christensen, Ribe by Claus Feveile, ‘Ridanaes’ at Fröjel by Dan Carlsson, Sebbersund by Jens N. Nielsen, Sigtuna by Jonas Ros, and Uppåkra and Lund by Birgitta Härdb.
combat, the detail of the weaponry, and fortifications, discussed by Gareth Williams and Anne Pedersen.

A lot of attention has for a long time been upon the world of beliefs and mentalities, therefore the section on religions in the Nordic area in the period is vital. It starts with an overview by Anders Hultgård on the pre-Christian Scandinavian religion. Jens Peter Schjødt presents the pagan pantheon, the gods and goddesses of the north, Olof Sundqvist discusses the important question of a sacral kingship, while Gro Steinsland presents an important aspect hereof, namely a *hieros gamos*, that is, a myth of marriage between a ruler and a giantess. The creation of the mythological and eschatological world of the Vikings is presented by Margaret Clunies Ross. The aspects of this supernatural worldview that to a large extent survived into the Christian period are discussed by Catharina Raudvere. The material culture of the Old Norse religion and the encounter with Christianity is presented by Anne-Sofie Gräslund, together with burial customs presented by Neil Price. One of the key elements of the mindset of Viking Age men and women was their interaction with the invisible population of gods and other beings that shared their lives, something which is discussed by Neil Price in the chapter ‘Sorcery and circumpolar traditions in Old Norse belief’. It is difficult to find an adequate word for this in modern languages, though something like ‘sorcery’ or ‘magic’ perhaps comes closest according to Price. In Old Norse we find several different terms for it, the most important being *seiðr*, and in the Old Norse world important agents were the *völur*. Price also discusses links with and the interaction between Scandinavians and Sami on *seiðr* and shamanism.

The Viking world of language, runes, literature and art is covered in the next section. Michael P. Barnes discusses the language of the Vikings, which we can reconstruct mainly thanks to the runes, and this importance of the runes for any study of the Viking period is stressed by Henrik Williams. One of the main cultural contributions by the Scandinavians has been the sagas and the poetry from the Viking Age and the Middle Ages. Judith Jesch presents the Viking poetry (the *Eddas* and skaldic poems), while Terry Gunnell explores the way these poems may have been performed. The Icelandic sagas are given an overview by Lars Lönnroth, and Anthony Faulkes gives a biography of the most famous scholar-politician of them all, Snorri Sturluson. Guðrún Nordal discusses the important genre of Icelandic sagas and Stephen Mitchell the heroic and legendary sagas, which have seen a lot of attention in recent times. The unique Viking art and artistic tradition are given an extensive presentation by Sir David M. Wilson.

We then turn the attention to the exploits that have given the Vikings their international reputation, namely their voyages abroad, their interaction with other cultures, their explorations and colonisation of new land. Clare Downham gives an overview for the British Isles, and of the interactions between the Vikings and the Anglo-Saxons, followed by a discussion by Julian D. Richards of the form and extent of Scandinavian settlement in England, and special articles on the Danelaw by Dawn M. Hadley, the kingdom of York by Richard Hall and the Isle of Man by Sir David M. Wilson. In a longer article the important primary sources dealing with Vikings – or vikings, as Professor Dumville prefers to label them – in insular sources are discussed by David N. Dumville, and Gillian Fellows-Jensen gives an overview of the toponymic evidence, in the form of place names. Viking contacts with Wales, Scotland and Ireland are covered by the experts Mark Redknap, James H. Barrett and Donnchadh Ó Corráin, with a special article by Patrick F. Wallace on Viking Dublin.
The Viking activities on the Continent are presented by Johan Callmer, discussing encounters between the Viking world and the Franks, followed by a survey of colonisation and contact with France, in Normandy by Jean Renaud and in Brittany by Neil Price, who also discusses Spain and North Africa. The expansion to the east is covered by articles on Viking archaeology in Finland by Torsten Edgren and the Baltic by Heiki Valk. Viking activities in eastern Europe from an archaeological aspect are discussed by Fjodor Androshchuk, and an overview, drawn from the written sources, is presented by Jonathan Shepard, who also focuses upon the role played by the Vikings in the emergence of the Russian state. Viking interaction with Byzantium and the Middle East is discussed by Egil Mikkelsen regarding Islam, and J. E. Montgomery presents an extensive article on Arabic sources on the Vikings.

The Viking expansion into the North Atlantic region is given an overview by Gísli Sigurðsson. The discovery and settlement of Iceland is covered in depth by Jón Viðar Sigurðsson, looking at its unique laws, power structure and social organisation. Símun V. Arge presents the evidence from the Faroes. The colonisation of Greenland is discussed by Jette Arneborg, and Paul Buckland tells the history of life on a typical farm. The much discussed history of the discovery of America is given an overview by Birgitta Wallace, followed by a presentation of the evidence we have of expeditions that set out to North America and the High Arctic by Patricia Sutherland.

The volume concludes with the last phase of the Viking period, and Scandinavia’s developing links with the medieval, Christian world of Continental Europe. Here Stefan Brink explores the process of Christianisation and the organisation of the early Church, while Anne-Sofie Grøslund and Linn Lager look at the evidence on the runestones. Anne-Sofie also presents the material culture and the early Christian burial customs. With Christianisation and the emergence of the medieval kingdoms in Scandinavia, the Viking Age ended. These emerging kingdoms are presented for Norway by Claus Krag, for Denmark by Else Roesdahl and for Sweden by Thomas Lindkvist. An important special case, discussed by Niels Lund, is the enigmatic Cnut the Great, king over ‘England, Denmark, Norway and parts of Sweden’.

NOTE

In this volume some authors use viking(s), other Viking(s). The background for this different usage is as follows: since the beginning of modern English-language academic discourse, some scholars have written viking while others have preferred Viking. The implication of the former is that the word is a common noun (what latinate writers would have expressed as pirata), of the latter that it is an ethnic term. There is a further complication, ‘the Vikings’ has become common (especially as a book-title) and it implies our ability to generalise, which some scholars reject by always preferring ‘vikings’ to ‘the Vikings’ or ‘the Vikings’. In this book, the various authors have been allowed their preferred usage.
The Viking Age was the period when the Scandinavians made themselves known, or rather notorious. From around 800 to around 1050 Scandinavians stirred up northern Europe in a way they had never done before or since. Norwegians in particular controlled and colonised the whole of the North Atlantic, from Norway, to the Faroes, Iceland, Shetland, the Scottish islands, parts of Ireland, Greenland and all the way to the eastern brim of North America. Especially Danes, but also Norwegians and Swedes, ravaged and had an impact on the political and social development of England and parts of France. Swedes travelled eastward, traded along the Russian rivers, and down to the Byzantine and Islamic world. They established in Kiev, under the name of Rus’, a new policy, the embryo of Russia.

Why Scandinavians were able to change the social and political map in such a profound way in northern Europe is still under discussion. Early on one idea was that Scandinavia had been overcrowded with people, or that it was because of years of bad harvests that people had to leave. This cannot be the case. Today we instead stress power struggles within Scandinavia and an escalating incentive to trade. One important factor may be the new kind of sea-going ships that Scandinavians started to build. These ships were long, narrow and shallow; hence they had no need of special harbours: you could make land at any (sandy) beach. The smaller types, used on the rivers in the east, could be dragged or even carried between watercourses.

One side of the Vikings, which has been toned down during the past fifty years, is the ravaging, killing, raping, burning Viking; instead the peaceful, industrious, trading Viking has been on the research agenda. Viking-age Scandinavians, no doubt, spent time on both activities. However, the fear of the Northmen, of which we read in documents and chronicles from Anglo-Saxon England and Ireland, probably had nothing to do with them as traders. Still today, the word Viking is in the Anglo-Saxon world associated with pirates and men of violence.

The reason for focusing on Vikings as traders in research during the past decades, is partly because this side of the Northmen was neglected in early, romanticised history writing, but it partly also mirrors society as a whole. Every era uses history for its own purposes; every time shapes its own history. And especially during periods of strong political hegemony and with strong political will in a country, it has been common to
present the history which is the most relevant to the political will and struggle, to sanction the politics you pursue. The use of history and the focus on the warrior Viking in Nazi Germany is an obvious example. In post-war Europe, however, battered and tired of war, it was more welcome and natural to focus on the peaceful side of the Vikings, as traders.

THE VIKING AGE

The historical period of the Viking Age is a late construction. The Vikings themselves had, of course, no clue that they were living in the Viking Age. A man-made, constructed historical period must have a beginning and an end. Very often some well-known event has been used as the start and end of a historical period. Regarding the Viking Age two monumental 'events' have framed the period. By tradition the start of the Viking Age has been set at the year 793, which is the year we know that Vikings attacked and plundered the monastery at Lindisfarne, near the coast of Northumberland, mentioned in Anglo-Saxon chronicles. In the same way, by tradition, the end of the Viking Age is usually set in 1066, with the battle at Stamford Bridge, near York, when the English king Harold defeated a large army of Northmen under the command of the Norse king Haraldr Harðráði. In the handbooks it says that after this defeat, no Vikings bothered the British people any more. The Viking era was over.

This is what may be read in a handbook, but it is a qualified truth. In 1070 the Danish king Sven Estridsson came back to England to demand the crown, backed up by the English aristocracy. The new king in England, William, thwarted his plans, and Sven went back to Denmark the same year. In 1075 Knut, son of Sven, came to England with a Danish fleet. And so on. A historically important aspect for the start of Scandinavians beginning to travel outside Scandinavia for trade was obviously the general expansion of trade which took place around 700, which led to the emergence of many towns, or emporia, such as Dorestad, Quentovic, Hamwic, York, Ipswich etc. Here, goods and money were in abundance, and with large quantities of sceattas coins, minted by the Frisians, these towns probably were tempting goals for pirates and others. In the light of these circumstances, cases have been made for pulling back the start of the Viking Age to around 700. On the other side, an obvious end to the Viking Age was the introduction of the new Christian religion and the establishment of the Church. And with the Church came a new administration and government based on literacy. This 'Europeisation' of Scandinavia can – with very good arguments – be said to be the end of the Viking Age. And so we may continue. In my opinion there are no cogent reasons for changing the start and the end of the Viking Age, which anyhow is just an approximation and a late construction to help us understand a complicated past.

THE WORD 'VIKING'

The term which has been synonymous with a raiding or trading Northman during this period is hence Viking. This was, however, not the common word used at the time. In Francia these Scandinavians were called 'Northmen' or 'Danes' (in translation), and in England they were called 'Danes' or 'pagans' in contemporary chronicles. In Ireland Scandinavians were at first called 'pagans' ('gentiles'), and then a distinction was made between Norwegians, called Finngall 'white foreigners', and Danes, Dubgall 'black
foreigners’. In the east, Swedes could be called rus’ or varjag (ON væringi, væringr). It is in England during the ninth century (outside Scandinavia) that we find the usage of the term Viking for ravaging Northmen.

There is no consensus regarding the origin or meaning of the word Viking. We find a word wicing in the eighth century in Old English, but it is not certain that we are here dealing with the same word. In Old Scandinavian there is masculine vikingr, which is normally translated as ‘sea warrior’, and feminine viking, meaning ‘military expedition (over sea)’. The words are found in Anglo-Saxon chronicles as well as in runic inscriptions. The latter are especially important for understanding the semantics of the words. Vikingr is also used as a Scandinavian man’s name, and as a by-name (as in Toki vikingr on a runestone).

The masculine word, vikingr, seems – according to runic inscriptions – to have been the word used for a man who has gone away on a journey, obviously together with several others – on a ‘group journey’ we would probably call it today. Most certainly, the majority, perhaps all, of these journeys were raids and military expeditions, conducted by a group of warriors (ON lio, drótt) under the leadership of some king or chieftain. One example is found on a runestone from Hablingbo on Gotland, which tells us that Helge had gone westward ‘with vikings’ (með vikingum).

The feminine word, viking, has obviously denoted the actual expedition, the journey. This may be exemplified by another runic inscription, from Härlingstorp in Västergötland, Sweden, where we can read that a man Toli ‘was killed in the west in viking’ (varþ danhr a vestvægum i vikingu). On another runestone at Gårdstånga in Skåne, Sweden, we are told of several men famous for their expeditions (Per draengiar varu wþiða) (un)esið i vikingu).

But what about the original or etymological meaning of the word Viking? It is here that the interpretations start to diverge. A popular hypothesis has been that the name Viken, for the large bay up to Oslo, is the origin, hence the word originally meaning ‘the people living or coming from Viken’. Another explanation is that the word comes from vik ‘bay, inlet’, referring to ‘a person who dwells (or embarks) in bays’, or that these Vikings often lie in wait in bays. A third is that it could contain a ‘Baltic word’ wic, a Germanisation of a Latin vicus ‘harbour, trading place’, which we find in names such as Ipswich, Norwich, ‘Hamwich’ (Æ Southampton). This latter idea was much cosseted when the warrior side of the Vikings was toned down, and the Vikings as traders were favoured. A Viking would hence have been someone who visited these vicii or wics, and therefore they were called wicingas, vikingar ‘persons who visited and traded at these wics’. A fourth, but not so likely hypothesis, has been the idea that Viking could be related to a word vika ‘a distance at sea’, hence a week (that is, a section or period), with the meaning ‘a distance you were able to row between two pauses’. A fifth hypothesis is that it must be related to ON víkja ‘to move, walk, travel’, with an assumed meaning for Viking as someone who has digressed from home! All in all, no convincing interpretation has so far been given of the word Viking. But from what has been said above, it seems plausible to assume that a vikingr (m.) who was out in viking (f.) probably had not left Scandinavia for a peaceful trading journey. A warrior-like semantic component seems to be found in the word.

If the word Viking was used for a man (or the warrior) or a military expedition to the west of Scandinavia, we have seen that other words have been used for these Scandinavians who went to the south or the east. The ones who travelled on the rivers in
Russia could be called *Rus*′ or *Væringar*. The word *Rus*′ is most certainly to be connected to the name of the province *Roslagen*, the eastern part of the province of Uppland in Sweden, which we also find in the Finnish name for Sweden, which is *Routsi*. The word goes back to the words *ro* ′row′ and *rodd′a rowing session′. One idea is that this word *Rus*′ for a Swede was succeeded by the word *væringr, væringi*, in Russian *varjag*. The explanation put forward for this latter word is quite interesting. It is supposed that it emanates from the titles for the Scandinavian guard of the Byzantine emperor in Constantinople, as a member of his personal bodyguard. The word probably has the meaning of a person who has given an oath of fidelity (ON *vår′oath, promise′), obviously to the emperor. From here the word, so the hypothesis is, was later on transferred to a Swede or a Scandinavian in general.
PART I

VIKING AGE SCANDINAVIA
What is known as the Middle Ages in Scandinavia begins around AD 1000, half a millennium later than the rest of western and central Europe. Only from this date onwards did Scandinavia consist of unified kingdoms and Christianity was established as a serious force in pagan Scandinavia. It is consequently only from this date onwards that Scandinavia has its own written history. This does not, however, mean that the people of Scandinavia were without history, or without any knowledge of ancient events. Quite the opposite, in fact, although their historical tradition was oral, transmitted from generation to generation within the constraints of rulers and traditions of composition and performance.

The archaeological research tradition in the Scandinavian late Iron Age, that is, from the migration period onwards (i.e. from the fifth century), has since the 1990s been juxtaposed with the Old Norse sources from the twelfth to the fourteenth century. This is due to the new approach in archaeology, which focuses on cognitive structures, mentality, cosmology and systems of belief. However, the use of Old Norse sources as an explanatory framework for the late Iron Age causes obvious methodological problems and has been a matter of serious debate in the wake of this new research tradition. Although written down in a Christian context, and although the fact that they may exaggerate and fabricate at some points, these sources contain valuable information on the mentality and cognition of the pre-Christian past. The reason is that structures of collective representations in any society are highly stable and change very slowly. Using the terminology of Fernand Braudel and the Annales school this is ‘la longue durée’ – and following Pierre Bourdieu we are faced with the concept of ‘habitus’. Both of them furnish archaeologists with a general theoretical framework of long-time perspective, enabling them to get beyond the archaeological and textual evidence.

Lacking a modern separation of economic, political and religious institutions, pre-Christian Scandinavia can so far be compared to traditional non-western, pre-industrial communities; in both cases the world-view of a given society tends to fuse these separate domains into a coherent whole. A number of new excavations have contributed to a keener interest in ‘central places’ and ‘cult sites’, while major new finds of manorial settlements, gold hoards etc. have encouraged interpretations using terms such as ‘kings’, ‘aristocracy’, and the like, providing a concrete counterpart to Old Norse
literature, new directions in research into the history of religion, and place-name studies. Among the most important sites in this respect are Gudme/Lundeborg on Fyn (Nielsen et al. 1994; Hedeager 2001), Sorte Muld on Bornholm (Watt 1999), Uppåkra in the province of Skåne (Larsson and Hårdh 1998; Hårdh 2003) and Borg in Lofoten (Munch et al. 2003).

A new, interdisciplinary research movement has developed around these issues where religious, judicial and political conditions are seen as closely interwoven and where an alternative understanding of the connection between political authority, myths and memory, cult activity, skilled craft production and exercise of power in the late Iron Age has emerged (Myhre 2003 and Hedeager 2005 as the latest outlines). The interdisciplinary approach has been developed through the five-year research project Vägar till Midgård at the University of Lund (Jennbert et al. 2002; Andrén et al. 2004; Berggren et al. 2004). A similar approach is to be found in some other research projects (Melheim et al. 2004, and to a certain degree in Jesch 2002). Earlier studies have been based primarily on the economic character, involving such aspects as agriculture and settlement, economy and society, trade and urbanisation. Combined with burial evidence these topics have usually been the starting point for models of the social and political organisation.

MYTH, MEMORY AND ART

Although without a written history of its own, Scandinavia in the sixth and seventh centuries was nevertheless known to have held quite a special position in the minds of the migration-period Germanic peoples in Europe as the place from which many of them, or at least the royal families, claimed their origin (Hedeager 1997, 2000). This Scandinavian origin myth, repeated by several of the early medieval narrators and maintained by the Germanic peoples of early medieval Europe, was more than just a series of authors copying one another. Myths played a vital role in the creation of a political mentality among the new Germanic warlords and kings in Europe (Hedeager 1997, 1998, 2000; Geary 2003; Hill 2003). Naturally, the factual element within these early European migration myths is much disputed (see Hedeager 2000 and 2005 for references). What is crucial, however, is not to what extent these people once emigrated in small groups from Scandinavia, but that their identity was linked to Scandinavia and that their kings were divine because they descended from Gautr or Óðinn/Wotan, with this figure’s clear association with the Germanic pagan religion and, maybe, the Scandinavian pantheon.

The much later Old English poem Beowulf may draw on traditions that have roots in the sixth and seventh centuries. Here there are possible ties between the ruling families of the Wylfingas, etymologically identical to the Wuffingas, the East Anglian royal family, and the Wulfings who were thought to live in what is now south-western Sweden and south-eastern Norway during the late fifth and sixth centuries. Furthermore, there are archaeological indications of kindred relations between the royal families of East Anglia and Scandinavia in the sixth and seventh centuries (Newton 1993: 117), not least the connection revealed between the Sutton Hoo ship burial and the ship burials from Vendel and Valsgärde in the mid-Swedish Mälar area (Bruce-Mitford 1979; Lamm and Nordström 1983).

From the sparse written but rich archaeological material it is evident that close
contacts existed between the noble families of southern Scandinavia and those of western Europe during these centuries. The Scandinavian origin myth among the Germanic royal families/peoples, expressed in contemporaneous written sources, is supported by the archaeological evidence, notably weapons, jewellery, and, not least, art and iconography (Hedeager 1998). From about the beginning of the fifth century up until the seventh, the Nordic figurative world was used as a symbolically significant style among the migrating Germanic peoples. It was imitated and elaborated, becoming an impressive elite art style (Salin 1904; Karlsson 1983; Haseloff 1981; Roth 1979; Speake 1983; Näsman 1984: map 10; Hines 1984; Lund Hansen 1992; Høiland Nielsen 1997), until the point when Catholic Christianity put down firm roots during the first half of the eighth century (Roth 1979: 86). In Scandinavia, on the other hand, where a pagan warrior elite persisted during the Viking Age, the Nordic animal style ceased to develop from around AD 1100.

It did not survive the meeting with a new belief system and the political and social implications that this entailed. This can of course be explained through the idea that the people – especially the elite – had acquired different tastes and therefore preferred a new style around 1200 under the influence of the Church. More convincingly, however, it can be argued that the lack of potential for survival and renewal of the animal style in a Christian context had to do with its anchoring in a quite different system of belief (Hedeager 2003). The obvious role of animal style as an inseparable part of the pre-Christian material culture indicates that the animals also may have had an indisputable significant position in the pre-Christian perception of the world (Kristoffersen 1995, 2000b; Hedeager 1997, 1998, 2003, 2004; Jakobsson 2003; Gaimster 1998; Andrén 2000; Glosecki 1989; Magnus 2001; Lindström and Kristoffersen 2001).

The Nordic animal ornamentation does not only incorporate animals, it is animals, that is to say, it is entirely a paraphrasing of a many faceted complex of animal motifs which suggests that these styles, structurally speaking, incorporate an overriding abstract principle, reflecting social order and – perhaps subconsciously – also reflecting the physical order of the universe (Roe 1995: 58). As a recurrent theme in the Old Norse texts we find a dualist relationship between man and animal. It is expressed in the words hugr, fylgja and hamr. It consists of protective spirits which attach themselves to individuals, often at birth, and remain with them right through to death, when they transfer their powers to another member of the family. Fylgja often appears as an animal and is usually visible only at times of crisis, either in waking or in dreams. It is an externalised ‘soul’ but also an embodiment of personal luck and destiny, and the concept has much in common with the less attested hamr (Orchard 2002; Raudvere 2001: 102 f., 2003: 71).

Acknowledging that contact with the Other World passed through the animals and that the fylgja was the embodiment of personal destiny, also helps us understand how animal ornamentation could sustain an organising role in the Scandinavian – and Germanic – society up until the introduction/consolidation of Christianity. It also explains how the animal style was involved in the creation and maintenance of the socio-cosmological order and as such participates in the legitimisation of power (Kristoffersen 1995, 2000a, b; Lindström and Kristoffersen 2001; Hedeager 2003, 2004, 2005).
GOLD AND GIFT-GIVING

The written sources, whether Old Norse or from early medieval Europe, give the impression of gift-giving as the decisive instrument in creating and upholding these political alliances, between lord and warrior-follower and among the warrior elite itself. Items of gold and silver, often lavishly ornamented, played an important role for ritual and ceremonial use in the social reproduction of the late Iron Age. Although the idea of gift-giving was embedded in the cosmological world and as such was highly ritualised all the way through (see Bazelmans 1999, 2000), it is only in the migration period (as in the Viking Age) that the amount of hoards signal an outstanding intense competitive display. During these centuries immense numbers of gold hoards were deposited all over Scandinavia. They consisted of a wide variety of precious objects – bracteates, rings, sword attachments, relief brooches etc. – and they were often highly decorated with animal ornamentation. On this premise, it may be presumed that not only objects but also elements of style – not least the iconographic ones – have been selected with a great deal of care. By means of animal ornamentation these objects were imbedded with special qualities and through time they got their own biography and therefore communicated specific messages.

Broadly speaking, the hoards have been explained in two different ways: as treasures, that is, ‘economic’ depositions meant to go back into circulation – or as tactical gifts, that is, ritual sacrifices, meant for the supernatural world and a way of creating alliances with the gods. In the past decade the latter explanation has been the dominant approach (for discussion see in particular Geisslinger 1967; Herschend 1979; Fonnesbech-Sandberg 1985; Hines 1989; Hedeager 1991, 1992, 1999; Fabech 1994a; Wiker 1999). Although a great deal of the gold hoards are found in areas which, from a modern and rational economic point of view, are marginal, in an overall perspective they are connected to fertile agricultural areas. This is particularly clear in Sweden where a majority of the gold finds come from the most fertile Swedish provinces of Skåne and Västergötland (approx. 22 kg, i.e. more than half of the gold from mainland Sweden in this period) (Hedeager 1999: 246). The amount of gold in Denmark is about 50 kg, in Norway it is much less (estimated one-third or less) (Hedeager 1999). The hoards have obviously been deposited in deliberately chosen localities in the landscape (see also Johansen 1996: 97). They have been found in central settlement areas, in – or very close to – houses, and they have been found in marginal areas where they are in particular linked to bogs, streams, coasts etc., that means the transitional zone between land and water, and this is where a majority of sacral place names, that is, names with Óðinn, Týr, Freyr and God, are located too (Brink 1996; Andersen 1998: 26; Jakobsson 1997: 91). This transitional zone appears to uphold a special position in the perception of the cultural landscape as places for negotiation with the Other World and the depositions must reflect some kind of past ritual practice. Once deposited, for generations the hoards may have shaped the landscape by creating a sacred topography in people’s minds. They may have represented the link between past and present, between this world and the Other World, and as such they gave legitimacy to the land by becoming part of the discursive knowledge of the people who lived in these areas. Although hidden, these hoards remained ‘visible’ for generations, continuing to play an active role in people’s negotiation with the past (Hedeager 1999).
The gold hoards were deposited in a period of great social stress, and gold played a special role as mediator in resource-consuming political alliances and long-distance networks. The hoards may have served as an instrument in organising – or reorganising – the cultural landscape according to the cosmological world in a slightly more hierarchical political structure all over fertile Scandinavia in the migration period.

**CENTRAL PLACES FOR ACQUISITION AND TRANSFORMATION**

For the Nordic realm before 800, where there is no textual evidence of any specific locations of religious or political power, the archaeological sources and the toponymic evidence provide the only basis for analysing the hierarchical structure in this settlement structure. The concept of ‘central places’ has been developed in Scandinavian archaeology during the past decades to classify specific rich settlement sites from these centuries, often with great quantities of metal finds indicating extended casting and trade activities (Larsson and Hårdh 1998; Hårdh and Larsson 2002; Hedeager 2001; Jørgensen 2003).

To understand the role of central places in southern Scandinavia it is important to take into consideration the possible symbolic structure underlying the production and acquisition of valuable goods, because the association of the elite with crafts and long-distance trade can not merely be understood as a materialistic and economic phenomenon, but also in terms of qualities and values prevailing within a cosmological frame (Helms 1993; DeMarrais et al. 1996; Earle 1990, 2004). It is highly unlikely that any prehistoric society ever saw activities and objects associated with remote distances in a neutral light. The elite was involved in a process by which resources from outside were brought into their society, where they were subsequently transformed, both materially and symbolically, in order to meet local ideological needs. As a result of this, the central places in the late Iron Age were localities where precious metals from the outside were transformed into prestigious objects essential for local ritual purposes. Metal production and craftsmanship are usually regarded as a neutral or even secondary affair, but metallurgy and skilled craftsmanship were in fact closely connected to what these societies conceived of as the quality of power. The role of the metalworkers – especially blacksmiths and jewellers – deserves special attention. Weavers, for example, have been skilled artisans as well, but their activities are more difficult to trace (Holand 2001: 104 ff.). The technicalities of metallurgy and metalwork included a symbolic and ritual element, which gave the practitioners a special status (Herbert 1984, 1993; Hedeager 2001; Jakobsson 2003; Haaland 2004; Gansum 2004).

Given the importance of forging and jewellery associated with any central settlement and big farm from the fifth century until the late Viking Age in Scandinavia, such activities must have served a purpose. This problem may of course be approached from a functional perspective: all big farms needed tools and weapons, and forging must have been an essential part of day-to-day work in all non-urban, pre-industrial societies. Obviously weapons and iron tools were primarily manufactured to meet practical demands, but this is not true of items of gold and silver, which met social requirements. Keeping this in mind it is not surprising that forging and the manufacture of jewellery hold a significant place in the mythological world of pre-Christian Scandinavia (Hedeager 2001; Jakobsson 2003).
Indeed, the Old Norse literature also throws some light on certain essential components of 'powerful' places. For example, the hall assumes great importance in the ideological universe represented in these texts (Herschend 1993, 1997a, 1999: 414; Enright 1996; Brink 1996). Apparently ON salr means the kings' and earls' assembly hall, cult hall or moot hall: the place in which the functions of 'theatre, court and church' were united (see the comprehensive account in Herschend 1998). The hall was at the centre of a group of principal farmsteads; it was the heart of the central places from the later part of the Iron Age (a possible ranking of these places can be found in Näsman 1999: 1; Jørgensen 2003), which existed all over Scandinavia, as is now increasingly recognised. Places such as Gudme/Lundeborg, Sorte Muld, Lejre, Tissø, Toftegård, Boeslunde, Jørlunde, Kalmargård, Nørre Snede, Stentinget, Drensted and Ribe in Denmark; Trondheim, Kaupang, Hamar and Borg in Norway; Sløinge, Helgø, Birka, Uppåkra, Vä, (Gamla) Uppsala, Högom, Vendel and Valsgärde in Sweden (Munch et al. 2003; Duczko 1993; Jørgensen 2003; Brink 1996; Callmer 1997; Larsson and Hårdf 1998; Lundqvist et al. 1996; Hedeager 2001; Hårdf and Larsson 2002; Skre and Stylegar 2004). Characteristically, many of these sites are located a few kilometres inland, relying on one or more landing places or ports situated on the coast (Fabech 1999). Although this is still a matter of debate, such central places may have served as a basis for some form of political or religious control exercised over a larger area; the radius of their influence went well beyond the site itself. Furthermore, on several of these places a special building seems to have served cultic functions as a pagan vi, for example in Uppåkra in Skåne (Larsson 2002) and Tissø on Zealand, which actually means 'Týr's Lake' (Jørgensen 2003; Týr being the war god among the æsir).

In addition to their 'official' function as trading and market sites, and as centres where laws were made and cults were established, these central places were also associated with special functions such as the skilled craft of jewellery, weapons, clothing and, furthermore, with special cultic activities performed by religious specialists. These places were also the residence of particularly privileged warriors or housecarls (Brink 1996; Fabech 1998; Hedeager 2001; Jakobsson 2003). Some of the central places go back to the fourth century (e.g. Gudme/Lundeborg and Uppåkra), but the majority do not come into being until after AD 400. Many of these sites remained centres of power and of economic activity far into the Middle Ages (for an overview of settlements in Scandinavia, see Magnus 2002; Skre 2001).

**SCANDINAVIA BEFORE THE VIKINGS**

In the aftermath of the West Roman Empire, the Merovingians and subsequently the Carolingians gained supremacy over neighbouring kingdoms by military conquest and networks of long-distance alliances and gift-giving. Their form of political and economic organisation, with centrally localised production sites, markets and emporia, is reflected in the petty kingdoms of Scandinavia. Kings and nobles developed a great need for luxury goods to fulfil the social and ritual obligations necessary to keep them in power. The metal items, primarily weapons, jewellery and drinking equipment, are well known in the archaeological records, while carved wood items, prodigal dress and fur, food, alcoholic drinks, and the like are less well preserved and therefore less recognised. The need for exotic raw material was the background for the increasingly intensive exploitation of resources in northern Scandinavia (Myhre 2003: 91) and a closer contact
with the Sámi population, which in turn are manifested through the impact on the Norse religion in the late Iron Age (Price 2002; Solli 2002). The emerging Scandinavian warrior society with its dynamic and changing political configurations based on alliances and military power, demanded extensive agricultural resources for its social institutions as well. The reorganisation of the arable land, intensification in the production process, expansive resource utilisation, a hierarchical settlement structure etc. responded to this need. Manors with high density of buildings and evidence for extensive resource consumption, including highly skilled metalwork and imported luxury goods, developed during these centuries.

Against this background, however, the burial evidence is remarkably sparse. Generally speaking, during the late Iron Age cremation graves dominate and usually the grave goods are therefore so heavily damaged that only small fragments have been preserved. However, they confirm the impression of the rich material culture that existed among the Scandinavian elite. Some impressive grave monuments were constructed during this period, mainly on the Scandinavian peninsula. They are found in the inner part of south-eastern Norway, generally in the best agricultural districts, close to rivers and important land routes, and at strategic places along the coast. A remarkable site is Borre in Vestfold with an impressive burial ground with a number of large mounds; the earliest were built in about AD 600 and the others in the following centuries up to about 900. Borre is mentioned in the skaldic poem Ynglingatal as the burial place for the royal dynasty of the Ynglingar, whom the poem claims to have reigned in Vestfold during the seventh–ninth centuries (Myhre 1992, 2003). Ynglingatal is first mentioned and used by Snorri Sturluson in the 1230s, but ought to be from the ninth century (Myhre 1992: 301). During the same period comparable mounds were erected in Götaland, Svealand and in the province of Medelpad in Sweden. They were also situated in the most fertile areas of the cultural landscape. Close to the old church of (Gamla) Uppsala, three of the largest mounds in Scandinavia are to be found. They were all cremation graves from around AD 500 and the early sixth century and the quality of the fragmented grave goods confirms the status of the deceased. Uppsala, which is known as the religious and political centre of the Svea kings in the Viking Age, had probably been so since the migration period. Close to Uppsala two special burial grounds, at Vendel and Valsgärde, are to be found. They contain burial mounds with unburned boat graves and grave goods comparable with those of Sutton Hoo in East Anglia (Lamm and Nordström 1983). The cemeteries are dated from around AD 500 to 800 (Arrhenius 1983: 44).

In Denmark, the rich archaeological material stems from Migration-period hoards and from rich settlements of the sixth, seventh and eighth centuries, while grave finds from this period are sparse. No doubt, cremation burial practice was the norm during these centuries except for Bornholm, where well-equipped humation graves are still in existence (i.e. Jørgensen 1990; Jørgensen and Nørgård Jørgensen 1997). The only impressive burial mound from Denmark is located in Old Lejre on Zealand, dated to the sixth century. Old Lejre is mentioned among others in Beowulf and in Gesta Danorum by Saxo Grammaticus from around 1200 as the royal centre of the Skjoldungs, the dynasty of the Danish kings during the migration period. A newly excavated manorial site of extensive size supports Lejre’s special position as a royal centre in early Danish history (Christensen 1991; Jørgensen 2003).

Lejre illustrates the kingly organisation of the late Iron Age. The presumed royal seat was established and consolidated during the formative period of the sixth, seventh and
eight centuries, as were the royal centres at Borre and (Gamla) Uppsala. Whether the written evidence contains a core of historical reality or not, the archaeological evidence points to the establishment of a new political structure all over Scandinavia around AD 500. At the same time origin myths, royal genealogies, mythical tales and legends, together with the symbolic language of animal style, ought to be perceived as the ideological articulation of this new warrior elite, and the prerequisite for the emergence of Germanic royalty. In their own way, they played an organisational role in the establishment of these new kingdoms and served to demonstrate common cultural codes all over Scandinavia.
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CHAPTER TWO

LAW AND SOCIETY

Polities and legal customs in Viking Scandinavia

Stefan Brink

EARLY POLITIES AND PREHISTORIC PROVINCES

During the Viking Age Scandinavia was finally moving towards the establishment of territorised and unified kingdoms or states. Although we have no written records for this, we must assume that there were several kingdoms or polities before the establishment of Denmark, Norway and Sweden as major kingdoms. We know of several people (gens) in Scandinavia, mentioned by classical authors at the beginning of the first millennium, and by Jordanes in his history of the Goths, Getica, from around AD 500. Many of these can be identified and geographically located, for example: theustes, which should be the people living in the small province of Tjust; finnaithi, the people living in Finnveden; and ostrogothae, the Östgötar – all in southern Sweden; raumariciae, the people living in Romerike; grannii, the people living in Grenland; and ranii, the people living in Ranriki – all to be found in (medieval) Norway.

The provinces of Scandinavia, today called landskap, in prehistoric times called land, are certainly prehistoric, no doubt existent in and probably older than the Viking Age. We have for example the name jämtland mentioned on the runestone on Frísön as eotalont (J RS1928: 66), and Hadeland in Norway mentioned in the inscription on the Dynna runestone (N 68) as habalanti, both runestones dated to the eleventh century.

As is mentioned elsewhere in this book, Denmark and Norway began to emerge as major kingdoms in the tenth century (see Roesdahl, ch. 48, and Krag, ch. 47, below). However, state formation was a process covering several centuries. Many researchers believe today that several smaller polities, land, in Denmark were united into a kingdom already in the eighth century (e.g. Olsen 1999: 23–37; Näsman 1999, 2000). For Norway, control of the smaller polities or land – especially along the coast – was an obvious struggle in the early tenth century, when the polities along the ‘North Way’, obviously the coastal route, were united under the control of a king, hence the emergence of the name Norway. Sweden, however, remained a very confederate kingdom during all of the Middle Ages, consisting of different provinces (Sw land sg., länder pl.) (see Lindkvist, ch. 49, below).

The interesting question, extremely difficult to answer due to the lack of written sources, is what was the societal base for these smaller polities or land? It is probable that
Scandinavia had a similar situation to the one found for example in early Anglo-Saxon England and early Ireland, with small kingdoms, lordships and short-lived larger kingdoms. However, since we lack written sources in Scandinavia, we have no names for the possible lords, petty kings, kings and ‘high kings’. Therefore, the mention by Jordanes of a king Rǫðulf for the people called ranii (hence in Ranríki) becomes very important (‘ranii, over whom Roduulf was king not many years ago’). It hence seems a possible hypothesis that pre-Viking Age Scandinavia had a similar structure to Anglo-Saxon England, and to the Old Irish tuath system, with small kingdoms or at least polities under the control of a king, dróttinn, jarl or some other leader.

A toponymic analysis of these small länder, together with what we may reconstruct from later written sources, indicates that what seems to have kept these communities together was a common judicial custom. Attempts have been made to reconstruct focal sites in these länder often called þing, þinghrekkja, þinglótr, þingberg, þingmór, þingvallavöllr, þjóðstefna, þjóðarmál, þjóðarlyng, vallavölvirvellir, liunglyng, lot, baugr, fylkisbaugr, logberg), hence mounds, hillocks or plain fields, suitable for assembling, places where people met for legal discussions and settlements (Brink 2003a, b, 2004). It is perfectly clear that these legal communities were not working within an egalitarian peasant society, which was the belief in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, but were instead a hierarchical society, with kings, chieftains, free peasants, probably (semi-free) tenants and copy holders, and, at the bottom, slaves. The question is hence, who controlled the þing assembly? Was it a king or a chieftain, or was the ‘public’ important? What was the role of the Lawspeaker and how was he picked out in the community – was he a chieftain that ‘took’ the position, or was he elected to the office (if so, however, certainly from the upper stratum in society)? Most probably someone ‘controlled’, maybe even ‘owned’, the þing assembly. But with practically no written sources, we have to make probable models from the few written sources we have, from toponymy and landscape analyses, from retrospective analyses of the Old Icelandic literature and from early medieval documents, and from comparing with the Frankish, Anglo-Saxon and Irish cultures. The important knowledge we gain is that the Viking Age society, or rather societies, were legal societies, for which the borrowing of the word log into the English language (law, OE lagu < Pr.-Nordic *lagu-) during this period is one obvious piece of evidence.

THE PROVINCIAL LAWS IN SCANDINAVIA

The earliest written laws in Scandinavia emanate from the high and late Middle Ages (roughly eleventh to fourteenth century). They are to be seen as offsprings of the same tradition as the Continental Germanic laws (leges barbarorum), such as the laws of the Franks (i.e. Lex Salica), the Lombards, the Bavarians, the Anglo-Saxons etc., which, however, started to be written down much earlier than in Scandinavia. The Continental laws were all – in principle – written down in Latin, whereas the laws of the Anglo-Saxon kings and the Scandinavian provinces strangely enough are in the vernacular.

The Scandinavian laws are not contemporary texts from the Viking Age. Therefore a big issue in the discussion of these early provincial laws of Scandinavia has been to decide to what extent they reflect earlier (thus Viking Age) legal customs, or whether they exclusively reflect medieval legal ideology, mainly based on Roman and Canon law. Hence, were these laws orally transmitted legal traditions and customs, which were then written down, or medieval codifications and legislation by political agents in the Middle
Ages, who based their law codes on Continental judicial patterns? In the nineteenth century and more or less up to the middle of the twentieth century, the common stance held, in principle, to the former, whereas today there seems to be solid consensus that the Scandinavian provincial laws mirrored medieval judicial ideology, with a solid foundation in Continental law and jurisprudence. Today researchers are – still – very much occupied with comparing medieval Scandinavian laws with medieval Continental (and Roman and Canon) law, trying to prove Continental influence on Scandinavian laws.

A consequence is that in recent decades a focus has been on the Church laws (ON Kristinn vætr, OSw Kirkiu balker) within the provincial laws, rules of law which, of course, have a background in Canon and Continental law. In recent times there have been few analyses of other parts of the law, such as the behaviour between neighbours in hamlets (Víperboua balker), the rural system and maintenance of arable fields and meadows (Jorpar balker) etc. (one exception is Hoff 1997, 2006). In these cases it would not seem improbable that old, domestic customs are to be found.

With the massive reaction from the 1950s and onwards against earlier sloppy and uncritical views on the medieval Scandinavian laws as codified oral law, mirroring a prehistoric legal society – and more links between Scandinavian provincial laws and Continental law will be found, no doubt – we have today a situation when it is time to turn the whole question around and ask if there are any early intrusions or relics in the laws that have been taken over from a customary, oral legal society.


**TRACES OF PREHISTORIC LEGAL CUSTOMS IN ICELANDIC SAGAS?**

In the Icelandic collection of sagas, Heimskringla, we have the famous story told by Snorri Sturluson about Thorgny, a lawman among the Svear and at their assembly in Uppsala (Óláfs saga ins belga ch. 78), in a sub-province in Uppland. His forefathers had been lawmen for generations, according to Snorri. Thorgny was known as a rich, important and wise man and he had a large military escort (birið). In the same episode Snorri gives us a description of an assembly meeting at the Uppsala þing (ch. 80): ‘On the first day, when the thing was opened, king Olafr sat in his chair and his birið around him. On the other side of the thing site sat Rognvaldr jarl (from Västergötland) and Thorgny in a chair, and in front of them sat the birið of the jarl and the housecarls of
Thorgny. Behind the chair and around in a circle stood the peasant congregation.' After a persuasive speech by Thorgny that appealed to the congregation, the people made noise with their weapons: ‘þá gerði lýðrinn þegar vápnabrak ok gny mikinn’ (then the people there clashed their weapons and made a loud noise).

In Ólafs saga ins helga there is also the story of the sly lawman Emundr from Skara among the Västgötar, the most influential man in Västergötland after the jarl Rognvaldr. In this episode Emundr has a meeting with the king of the Swedes in Uppsala where he tries to settle a problem, in which the law of the Götar differed from the law of the Svear: ‘er log vár greinir ok Upsala-log’ (when our law differs from Uppsala law). Thus, at least for Snorri in the thirteenth century, the Västgötar had their law in the early eleventh century, and the Svear theirs.

This is, of course, medieval literature, and we have to take the stories for what they are, literary constructions, but if we can qualify statements and details by Snorri and others with information from sources other than literary sagas, we ought to be able to listen to the authors of the sagas in a more historically observant way.

From what we know, it seems obvious that in early Scandinavia it was the custom to make a noise with weapons at thing assemblies for expressing opinions, thus the marked-out and hollowed-out area where the judges sit, löggréta, give their consent to the verdict by rattling or raising their weapons in the air (vápnatak or þingtak).

In a famous episode in the saga of Egill Skallagrimsson the assembly at Gulaþing was established there was a level field, with hazel poles set down in the field in a ring, and ropes in a circuit all around. These were called the hallowed bands (vöðnd). Inside the ring sat the judges. How accurate may this account be? Is it to be looked upon as a fictitious literary invention by the author without any historical bearings? Most probably, it is not. In the Gulathing Law itself (ch. 91) it says that the þing site should have a round shape (þingbrinr; cf. Robberstad 1937: 198; Schledermann 1974: 374), and in the early Frostathing Law (I:2) the word vöðnd is actually used; it says that the ármenn (bailiffs) from all fylki shall with vöðnd enclose the place of the men in the löggréta. In the so-called Hundabœn from the Faroe Islands vöðnd is mentioned in a context with logþing: Var þetta gort a logþingi innan vebanda (Barnes 1974: 386), 'This was done at the law þing within the hollow bands.' Finally, the regulation of the use of vöðnd is also found in Magnus Lagabóter’s landslag (3:2) and bylog (town law) (3:2). The background of the usage of hazel poles to fasten the vöðnd on, mentioned in Ægill’s saga, may also be based on fact. This custom is for example known from Frankish Law (Lex Ribuarica 67:5) in the eighth century.

**THE THING SITE**

Regarding the legal assemblies in Viking Age Scandinavia, we know for certain of their existence (see Jesch 1998). A famous piece of contemporary evidence is the Bällsta rune monument in the parish of Täby, just north of Stockholm. On two runestones erected here one can read [úlfkil] uk arkil uk kui þir karþpu iar þikståþ 'Úlvel and Arnkel and Gye they made here a þing site (þingstáþr)' (Jansson 1977: 121). Several other þing
sites are known from runestones and place names in Sweden (see Brink 2003a, b, 2004). It is also possible to reconstruct þing sites through archaeological excavations. One of the most startling ones in recent times is the excavation at þingnes outside Reykjavík in Iceland. This may be the site of the famous Kjalarnesþing, mentioned in the Book of Settlement. Founded by Þorsteinn Ingólfsson, the son of the first settler of Iceland, Ingólfur Arnason, this þing may have served as a kind of general assembly until 930, but with no legislative role. A trace of this is that the chieftains of Kjalarnes and the descendants of Þorsteinn Ingólfsson held the honorary title Allsherjargóði, the supreme chieftain, whose function was to hallow the National Assembly at Thingvellir every year. Except for the sparse information we get in the Book of Settlement and Ari’s words in the Book of the Icelanders, very little is known of the þing assembly in Kjalarnes. Therefore it is most interesting that recent archaeological excavations at Elliðavatn by þingnes have probably revealed this first assembly site (Guðmundur Ólafsson 1987).

How old then was the þing-institution in Scandinavia? We cannot be certain. However, in a ‘Stand der Forschung’ article, Per Sveaas Andersen (1974: 347) finds it plausible that it goes back to the early Iron Age (i.e. before AD 600).

RELICTS OF PREHISTORIC LAW IN SCANDINAVIA?

For an analysis of our oldest legal sources in Scandinavia an obvious start would be for example Baugatal in the Icelandic law collection, Grágás; that is, rules concerning the duty to pay and to accept payment for injuries. Although this law-rule is stuffed with archaic words, it is very dubious, highly controversial and even uncertain if it has ever been in use (see Barlau 1981; Sawyer 1982: 44; 1987; Meulengracht Sørensen 1992: 169 f.; Jesch 1998).

Another possible departure could be the Old Danish ‘Vederlov’ (Witherlogh), the penalty law of the king’s birl, found in manuscripts from the late twelfth century, but in two of these stated to be from old Knut’s days (understood as being from the time of Canute the Great, thus in the early eleventh century). However, this law is also very problematic regarding origin and age (Kroman 1975; Fenger 1983: 63; cf. Hjärne 1979: 151–208).

The Old Swedish so-called Hednalagen, that is, ‘Pagan Law’, has, as the title of the law fragment indicates, also been assumed to be very old. The codex in which the Hednalagen has been written down is from the mid-thirteenth century, but the age of the actual law-rule is not known. The law discusses and regulates einvígi, the settling of disputes by fighting, and some phrases have been looked upon as very archaic (see Nelson 1944: 57; Stählé 1954: 130 f.; Wessén 1968: 51).

In an interesting study, Peter Foote (1987: 63) analyses the Icelandic Grágás, especially Landabrigóispátr and Rekaþátr, and his conclusion is that these parts of the law should be dated to the eleventh century. He even concludes that other parts of Grágás must be as old, perhaps even older, that is, from the pre-Christian period (cf. Meulengracht Sørensen 1992: 112 f.).

There are reasons to believe that the provincial laws may have older roots – words, fragments and perhaps even law-rules – in their different provinces (land) respectively, which are older than from the twelfth or thirteenth century. The codification, editing and writing down of the provincial laws in books during the twelfth to fourteenth centuries have, of course, seen the use of Continental law, jurisprudence and legal
knowledge as the basis for the new product, and the transferring of laws to other regions, as in the case of the Hälsinge Law, which is practically a copy of the Uppland Law. These facts have naturally been revealed. However, for the tracing of older strata and details in the laws, one has to look for things that differ. For example, the Hälsinge Law has taken over the administrative structure from the Uppland Law, but used (obviously retained!) a terminology totally unknown in the Uppland Law, which of course must have an explanation.

THE FORSA RUNE RING: THE EARLIEST LAW IN SCANDINAVIA

It is obvious that Viking society was a type of legal society, there is no doubt about this, but it is very difficult to find traces of this and to reconstruct it. We have, however, some – more or less – indisputable evidence of this legal culture in the Viking Age. One is the inscription of the runic iron ring called the Forsa rune ring.

In the parish church of Forsa in the province of Hälsingland, northern Sweden, an iron ring with a runic inscription has been hanging on a door for centuries. The ring was observed and mentioned already in 1599, and the inscription was published and translated around 1700 by the famous Olof Celcius. The ring measures 43 cm in diameter and it contains nearly 250 runes.

Traditionally, and ever since an important and influential analysis of the inscription by the Norwegian Sophus Bugge in 1877, this inscription has been called the oldest legal inscription (law-rule) in Scandinavia. There has been consensus regarding the fact that the inscription contains an ecclesiastical law-rule, regulating tithes, the protection afforded by asylum in a church or the illicit cancellation of divine service. The main argument for this being a church law is the occurrence of two key words, staf ‘(bishops) staff’ and lirbir ‘the learned (clergy)’, so read and translated by Bugge. The ring, and the inscription, has therefore been assumed to be from the Christian period, although the runes on the ring are very archaic; the same kind is found on for example the famous Rök runestone in the province of Östergötland (from c. AD 800).

In an important analysis of the inscription, made by the Norwegian runologist Aslak Liestøl in the 1970s, he was able to prove that Bugge’s reading of lirbir was wrong. Instead one should read liubir. This does away with the foundation of the traditional interpretation and dating of the ring. There is nothing that forces us to tie the ring to a clerical context any more.

The inscription reads:

```plaintext
: uksatuiskilanaukauratuqastafatfurstalaki :
: uksatuqaukaurafiurataþrulaki :
: inatþriutilkuksafiuraukauratasaufstaf :
: aukaltailiuauuirafihafkakritfurir
: suaplilubirakuatlilubiritsauasinfuraukhalkat :
: inþankirbusikbitanunratarstaþum :
: aukufakrihiurtstaþum :
: inuibiurnfaþi :
```

which may be translated as:
One ox and two aura [in fine] [to ?] staf [or] aura staf [in fine] for the restoration of a cult site (vi) in a valid state for the first time; two oxen and four aura for the second time; but for the third time four oxen and eight aura; and all property in suspension, if he doesn’t make right. That, the people are entitled to demand, according to the law of the people that was decreed and ratified before.

But they made [the ring, the statement or?], Anund from Tästa and Ofeg from Hjortsta. But Vibjörn carved.

Today it seems more obvious to date the Forsa rune ring to the ninth century, which makes its previous title of ‘the oldest law-rule in Scandinavia’ of course even more accurate (Brink 1996; Källström 2007: 145, 201–2; Williams, ch. 21, below). We here have a legal text, a kind of law-rule, from the early Viking Age. It has been proposed that it regulates the maintenance of a vi, a cult and assembly site (Ruthström 1990). For the failure of restoring the vi in a legal way, you should pay fines, one ox and two aura (ðvar) for the first time, two oxen and four ðvar for the second time and four oxen and eight ðvar the third time, and failing this, all your property was to be suspended. Perhaps the most important part of the inscription is the phrase svad liðir æigu at liðrætti ‘that, which the people are entitled to demand according to the people’s right’ (hence, the law of the land). Thus, we have here evidence of a special kind of law of the people or the land (most certainly Hålsingland), a liðrætr, cf. ON ljóðrætr (see von See 1964: 57 ff.). This statement is unique for Viking Age Scandinavia, to my knowledge, and it actually supports the statement by Snorri Sturluson, that different people had different laws in early Scandinavia. The Forsa rune ring must be looked upon as one of the most important artefacts of the early Viking Age, and for shedding light on early Scandinavian society.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE SÁMI AND THEIR INTERACTION WITH THE NORDIC PEOPLES

Inger Zachrisson

During the Viking Age a large part of the Scandinavian peninsula was inhabited by Sámi (Figure 3.1). Similar populations within the Uralic-speaking zone reveal many common elements of society and culture, cosmology and religion, dwelling types and settlement patterns. Sámi territory was traditionally divided into sijte areas, a territorial, economic and social unit. Society was socially and economically stratified; it was changing, dynamic. Some Sámi were probably settled. Regional differences were still existing, but gave way to a more and more ‘pan-Sámi’ material culture, and an increasing religious and ethnic consolidation.

Central Scandinavia and the north Norwegian coast were important areas for contacts between Sámi and Nordic peoples. The archaeological material shows that there were relatively clear and stable borders between their dwelling areas. Nordic expansion northwards was primarily the result of an inner development, not of immigration. Contacts between agrarian areas and hunting grounds must have been close and the latter not primarily looked upon as ‘outlying land’ but as ‘a homeland’, where Sámi relatives still lived (Hansen and Olsen 2004; Schanche 2000; Zachrisson et al. 1997).

Most of the written sources emanate from the early Middle Ages, but probably describe the Viking Age as well. They give information about Sámi in both northern and central Scandinavia. But everything that is said about them is said by others. The word for Sámi is based on the Old Norse finnar (sing. finn) – it was through Nordic people that knowledge of the Sámi reached the world. Finnmark meant the ‘forest’ or ‘border land’ of the Sámi. Their own name, Saame, is recorded once, in an Icelandic saga from the thirteenth century, in the word sensveinar (ON sveinn ‘young man’).

Skridefinnas (‘skiing Sámi’) are depicted by king Alfred of Wessex c. AD 890 as neighbours to the svear. Adam of Bremen writes in the eleventh century about Skritefini living between Swedes and Norwegians, in the area of the Swedes, and that some of them were Christianised. Historia Norwegie from c. 1150–75, probably written in southeast Norway, describes Sámi shamanism, and divides Norway lengthwise into three zones from west to east: the coastal area, the mountains, and the forests of the finnar. Snorri Sturluson, in the thirteenth century, and others talk about Sámi in southern Norway, for example Hadeland, Oppland, and possibly Härjedalen (Mundal 1996, 2003; Zachrisson et al. 1997).
Figure 3.1  A schematic picture of Sámi culture (vertical lines) and Nordic culture (horizontal lines), c. AD 1000 (after Zachrisson et al. 1997).
The Old Norse sources show that the Sámi were a natural part of Norwegian society; the two peoples lived in a kind of symbiosis. Some Sámi moved to Iceland, according to written sources and grave finds (Einarsson 1994). The borders between the peoples were not sharp. The Norwegians knew that they shared the country with another people—much more than later on. But the Sámi were not looked upon as equals. Local petty kings could have Sámi in their service. Snorri Sturluson tells of a man named Finn, or rather he was a *finn*. He was small and quick, a master on skis and with his bow, the stereotypes of a Sámi. He had long and faithfully been serving king Rörik of Hedmark (Mundal 2003).

*Finn* was taken up as a Christian name in the Norse culture, and used in some of the most aristocratic families. On the other hand, nearly all the Sámi in the written sources have Norse names. The concept *finnkonge* 'Sámi king' shows Sámi with a special status. Conflicts between Sámi and Norwegians are rarely described—it was considered wrong to mistreat the Sámi. The main criteria of Sámi culture seem to be based on ecological, economical and religious elements. Several people were probably bilingual (Mundal 2003; Zachrisson *et al.* 1997). It was because of contacts, not in spite of such, that the Sámi for so long could maintain their own culture (Odner 1983).

One can distinguish between ten Sámi languages today. During the Viking Age their language area was larger to the south—Sámi was probably the language in central Scandinavia when the Indo-European language arrived (Sammallahti 1996; Strade 1997; Wiik 2002). Influence from Sámi to Nordic may be indicated as far south as Uppland before AD 800 (Kusmenko and Rießler 2000). Many place names from the Iron Age and the Middle Ages in *Finn*- or *Lapp*--, hence identifying ethnic origin, are to be found in southern Norway, especially in the south-east (Olsen 1995).

According to genetic (mitochondrial DNA) research, the Sámi have a different genetic disposition compared with other peoples in Europe. It could mean that they emanate from a very old (west) European population (Sajantila *et al.* 1995; cf. Hansen and Olsen 2004).

Differentiated societies are usually rooted in some form of surplus production, and the possibility of using it in a trading position. The many prestige objects from the outside world in Sámi ancient monuments indicate exchange of a surplus. The Norse chieftoms functioned as redistributive systems (Odner 1983; Hansen 1990). When they became established in the north, they depended on alliances with corresponding societies to the south; one exchanges goods and marriage partners. In the north there were to be found walrus tusks, exquisite furs and gerfalcons, prestige objects sought after by the European elite—things that the Sámi hunters had access to (Hansen and Olsen 2004). Even if tax and plundering expeditions are mentioned, it was probably a more varied reality with co-operation, useful for both parties (Odner 1983). But it does not hinder an asymmetrical relation of power. The saga of *Egill Skallagrímsson* tells about how Þórólfr Kveldulfsson in the tenth century in winter time went from Hålogaland to trade with and tax the Sámi in the mountains. From them he received fur products, afterwards sold in England—‘most went calmly but part of it with fear’ (Zachrisson *et al.* 1997).

The north Norwegian chieftain Othere (ON Óttarr) reports to king Alfred of Wessex in c. AD 890 that the *finnas* live along with and east of the Norwegians, hunting, fishing and catching birds. Othere had 600 unsold tame reindeer, six of which were decoys. The wealth of the Norwegian chieftains was said to be mostly in the tribute of the *finnas*,
which was differentiated: ‘Each pays according to his rank. The highest in rank has to pay fifteen marten skins, five reindeer skins, one bear skin, ten measures of feathers, a jacket of bearskin or otter skin and two skip-ropes’, 60 ells long, one made from walrus-hide and the other from sealskin. The size of the reindeer herd may indicate that it was owned by several Sámi. The chieftains seem to have divided the tribute from the Sámi in exchange for political patronage, goods such as agricultural products, imported textiles or precious metals (Hansen and Olsen 2004). Historia Norwegie says about the Sámi: ‘There are also by the fiinnar numerous squirrels and hermins, and of the skins of all these animals they every year pay large tributes to the kings of Norway, whose subjects they are.’

When the kings’ power in Norway became stronger in the tenth century, the relations between the Sámi and the Norsemen got more strained. During the eleventh century the king got the fur trade as a monopoly. A surplus of fur probably lies behind the many imported metal objects found among the finds of the c. ten large Sámi sacrificial sites in the interior of northern Scandinavia. The many Norwegian silver coins in them are from c. 1050–1200. The coins were pierced, used as ornaments. But weights here and at a dwelling site, plus non-pierced coins from another site and a grave, indicate that the Sámi by now were part of the ‘weight economy’ of Scandinavia – perhaps as merchants themselves. Their society was well integrated in the trade and economic system of the surrounding societies (Hedman 2003; Zachrisson 1984; Zachrisson et al. 1997).

Some twenty silver hoards from the tenth to the thirteenth century, characterised by necklaces and bracelets, were found in the Sámi areas in the north. The finds have a complementary spread in comparison with the Sámi sacrificial-site finds. The agglomeration in the ‘border zone’ in Nord-Troms may indicate ritual depositions, perhaps between representatives for both Sámi and Norsemen, a symbolic confirmation of the border between them. Some of the silver ornaments have a very low silver content. Were they especially produced for the Sámi (Zachrisson 1984; Hansen and Olsen 2004)?

Sámi erected ‘hunting-ground graves’ c. 200 BC–AD 1300 in the inland of central Scandinavia, which were as a rule cremation graves under modest stone settings (Zachrisson et al. 1997; Zachrisson 2004; Bergstøl 2008; Skjølsvold 1980; Hansen and Olsen 2004). Adopting burial customs from others does not, however, necessarily mean that the underlying ideas were also taken over, but it indicates near contacts. Nordic grave customs spread further and further north among the Sámi in the inland of Sweden. At the same time the agrarian areas at the coast experienced a boom.

Near contacts between Sámi and Norsemen on a high social level are indicated at Vivallen in Härjedalen with twenty rich flat graves with inhumation burials from c. 1000 to 1200. They are typical of Sámi graves as regards burial custom (orientation, birch-bark shrouds), combinations of grave goods similar to those of the sacrificial sites (locally made hunting arrowheads and pendants, eastern-type penannular brooches and pendants, western coins and ornaments) and characteristic functional alterations of objects, compared with their areas of production. There were objects of goat skin in three graves. The dwelling site area nearby, from c. 800 to 1200, has up to now revealed remains of two Sámi huts with typical stone-filled fire-steads and bones of reindeer and goats/sheep (Zachrisson et al. 1997).

In the north so-called urgraver, graves of stone, and bear-graves, with ritually buried bears, became characteristic Sámi traits (Schanche 2000; Hansen and Olsen 2004).
The Sámi had a symbolic power in their magic, for which the Norsemen had great respect. Sámi figure as healers, advisers and masters of magic. Sámi and Norse share certain fundamental religious concepts, such as the seiðr and the belief in magical weapons and clothes. They fight together against the introduction of Christianity. In the earliest Christian law codes for south-east Norway, written down before c. 1120, the Christians are forbidden to go to the land of the finnar in order to have their fortune told or to be healed. As far south as in Hedmark a Sámi shaman hammer from about the twelfth century was found at a dwelling site (Bergsland 1970; Zachrisson et al. 1997; Zachrisson 2004).

The Nordic peoples interpreted their relationship to the Sámi in the light of myths. The Norse live in Miðgarðr, the Sámi in Útgarðr. The goddess Skaði skis and hunts with bow and arrows, like a Sámi woman, and the Sámi woman Snæfríðr became ancestress to the Norwegian royal dynasty (Mundal 1996, 2003).

The Nordic and Sámi elites exchanged marriage partners. There are women’s graves with Nordic types of ornaments in Sámi areas, and women’s graves with Sámi types of ornaments – often eastern, of bronze – in Nordic areas (Storli 1991; cf. Schanche 2000; Zachrisson et al. 1997). Written sources tell of Sámi women marrying Nordic men of the highest level of society. King Haraldr Hárfagri marries Snæfríðr, daughter of Svási the funn-king, who lives in a Sámi hut at the royal mansion at Dovre in southern Norway. They have four sons. In a high-status sphere Sámi were evidently accepted (Mundal 1996).

The ‘mats’ of birch-bark covering Nordic boat graves in Uppland were originally parts of conical huts, Sámi gåtie. Were they trade products or did Sámi live close by? Another question is why typical Sámi items were used at such prestige occasions, whether it was solely for practical reasons, or maybe also symbolical (Zachrisson et al. 1997). The Sámi have played a far greater role in both religion and economy than formerly assumed (Price 2002).

The attire of Nordic Viking Age man – and woman – was evidently an ideal for high-ranking Sámi men. Male graves at Vivallen and Långön Island in Ångermanland contained textiles of wool and linen: imported status objects. The richest man’s grave at Vivallen shows ‘double-gender affiliation’ (he was probably a shaman): it consists of an ‘oriental’ belt belonging to the East Nordic/international male dress, and adornments to high-ranking Nordic women’s attire, such as the necklace, knife and linen tunic (Zachrisson et al. 1997; Price 2000). Such belts – perhaps signifying a shaman – have been found in other rich Sámi graves in east Scandinavia as well. Swords, on the other hand, in Jämtland and Härjedalen are as a rule found in hunting-ground graves, not in those of the settled areas. Could this be a sign of Norwegian influence on Sámi (Zachrisson et al. 1997)?

The Sámi functioned as specialists inside the Nordic economic system. They were hunters and gatherers. Historia Norwegie says: ‘They are very skilled hunters, . . . nomads who live in tents . . . these they take on their shoulders, fasten smoothed boards under their feet . . . and move with their wives and children faster than the bird . . . whereby the reindeer pull them.’

Sámi women were of old specialists in preparing the pelts of animals, with methods, tools and terminology of their own. The fur trade in the South Sámi area was directed towards Nordic people: the Sámi words for ‘marten’ and ‘to prepare skin’ are here borrowed from the Nordic language, while the same words in the North Sámi area are
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from the Finnish language. The South Sámi word for ‘snare’ is giele, but also snaarroe, a word taken over from Nordic. It shows close collaboration (Zachrisson et al. 1997).

_Historia Norwegie_ also says about the Sámi: ‘There is an enormous amount of wild animals such as bears, wolves, lynxes, foxes, martens, otters, badgers and beavers . . . squirrels and hermins.’ The Nordic word for ‘fox’, ON refr, Norw ref, Sw räv, is probably a loan from Sámi/Fenno-Ugric to all the Nordic languages, which shows it to be an early loan (Bergsland 1970; see Hansen and Olsen 2004). The black (or white) fur of the mountain fox was one of the most valued of all skins from the north.

Trapping pits, usually in systems, for catching big game, elk or reindeer, seem once to have characterised Sámi culture, but later spread also to Nordic culture. In Dovre there were such large systems that the meat, hides and antlers from reindeer caught here must have been for sale at a large market, maybe a result of Sámi–Norse cooperation (Mikkelsen 1994).

Sámi probably made skis for Nordic people. Most of the several hundred prehistoric skis found in Fennoscandia are of Sámi type, several with typical ornamentation. That the Sámi were specialised in skiing is stressed from the ninth to the nineteenth century (Zachrisson et al. 1997).

Sámi were of old making exquisitely decorated objects of elk and reindeer antler, often with resin inlay. Reindeer hunters buried in the south Norwegian mountains were also specialised ‘comb-makers’, working in antler (Christensen 1986).

The much discussed _stalotomter_, a kind of hut foundations, may also indicate specialisation. These Sámi hut foundations, in rows, above the tree-line in Scandinavia, indicate a new use of the mountains. It is debatable whether the dwellings were erected in connection with hunting (Mulk 1994; Hansen 1990), or for reindeer herding. New types of location, with good grazing for reindeer, were now chosen for dwelling sites; this was a new type of Sámi society, based on a semi-nomadic living, which was yet another economic differentiation (Hedman 2003; Storli 1994). Changes in the vegetation indicate reindeer herding at Sösjön in northern Jämtland from at least the thirteenth century and at Vivallen in Härjedalen perhaps earlier (Aronsson 2004; König Königsson in Zachrisson et al. 1997). The South Sámi language has words from before AD 800 for driving with and milking reindeer. In all the Sámi languages there are, of old, special words for ‘tame reindeer’ as well as ‘wild reindeer’ (Knut Bergsland, see Zachrisson et al. 1997: 149).

Iron smithing is also stated during the Viking Age at Sösjön, and iron arrowheads like those from Vivallen and the sacrificial sites found there (Aronsson 2004). The Sámi seem to have been looked upon as specialists in this field according to written sources, and it is indicated from hunting-ground graves of the Viking Age and before (Zachrisson et al. 1997).

Sámi were well-known boat builders. A woman was buried in a sewn boat of Sámi type (Larsson 2007) in a Nordic boat grave in Västmanland, Sweden (Nylén and Schönbäck 1994). The Norwegian king Sigrurðr Slembidjákn ordered two sewn Atlantic ships to be built for him by Sámi in Lofoten. The Sámi then made a feast for him – a symbolic act.

On the shores of the border area in northern Norway, in then Sámi areas, there are _hellegroper_, oval/rectangular pits, used to extract train-oil from whale blubber or seal fat. Some pits are so big that the production cannot have been only for local demand (Henriksen 1995; Hansen and Olsen 2004).
Thus, during the Viking Age the interaction between Sámi and Nordic peoples was intensified, especially in central Scandinavia. There was a high degree of reciprocity and social acceptance between them. They had near economic, social and religious contacts. Steadfast forms of collaboration developed, based upon the specialisation of the respective group.
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One late summer evening in 1238, the prominent politician and writer Snorri Sturluson was enjoying the company of a few friends in his outdoor bath at Reykholts. It is said that the men were discussing chieftaincy, which probably included what characteristics a good chieftain should possess, how he should behave and perhaps even what material symbols of status were necessary. Doubtless the men consumed quantities of alcohol and in time started discussing the importance of alliances. Snorri himself gave an account of his own well-planned ties through marriage, not only his own, but even those he had planned on behalf of his children. Having been given that account, the impressed assembly assured him that none within Iceland could match Snorri’s powerful position due to his alliances through marriage (Sturlunga saga: 319).1

In the struggle for power in contemporary Iceland strong alliances were of utmost importance. Snorri also believed that he had managed to secure his own position by joining ties of friendship and marriage with many of the most powerful families in the country (on Snorri as a politician, see Gunnar Karlsson 1979; see Faulkes, ch. 23, below). His strategy had been to give his own daughters in marriage to men who were socially and economically of the same standing as he was. But the social networks Snorri had struggled for and which had impressed his friends, didn’t work out very well. In fact one of his former sons-in-law was responsible for getting him killed. How could this have happened?

Modern studies have tended to focus on the important role of marriage in medieval politics as well as in the political strategies of later times, a view that is well formulated by Georges Duby (1985: 19): ‘Marriage establishes relations of kinship. It underlines the whole of society and is the keystone of social edifice.’ This concentration on marriage and biological kinship, which in modern society clearly has a different meaning than in the Middle Ages, has meant that the social functions of other forms of relationship have been neglected until recently, thus the role of friendship in medieval politics has been an object of extensive research (i.e. Byock 1988; Althoff 1990; Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1992; Hermanson 2000). The treatment of marriage as the ‘keystone of the social edifice’ has obscured the fact that monogamous marriage has not always been the norm, that other forms of cohabitation were socially and politically as important as marriage, and that kinship is changeable over time. Thus the concept family has to be discussed in relation
to the historical context. In the Middle Ages blood ties weren’t necessarily the strongest bonds between people. Similarly the phrase ‘politics’ is in no way unproblematic, not to mention the expression ‘sexual politics’. What does it mean? And by whom are sexual politics practised? Before going any further a definition of the phrase is necessary. In Viking Age society – as in later times – women were subordinated to men. This obviously meant that they did not have the formal right to take action in politics; their possibilities of attaining power were thus minimal, as were the opportunities for them to independently control large economic properties. Together with social and personal honour (Pitt Rivers 1966; Henderson Stewart 1994), property is seen as one of the more significant bases for power in medieval society, social honour being the type of honour women could hardly ever achieve (for discussion about wealth and honour as the basis for power in Iceland, see Helgi Þorláksson 1982 and Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1999; on women, feud and honour, see Auður Magnúsdóttir 2007). It is thus clear that women neither had the formal rights nor the social and economic position to take action in the field of politics. Yet there were women who had influence, some through their husbands, some after they had become widows; in medieval Europe we even have examples of women rising from the status of concubines to queens, which in itself could illustrate the essential meaning of ‘sexual politics’ (Stafford 1983). On the other hand we have no proof that indicates that these women had intended their future position; most of them came to power after the death of their companion, hence they did not exercise sexual politics. In the following the phrase ‘sexual politics’ will refer to two modes of influence: firstly it signifies the actions of men planning their own and their children’s relationships – marriage or concubinage – and secondly it will be used as referring to women’s possibilities of exercising influence, through sexuality. This leads us to the two main questions of this chapter: what was the political and social significance of marriage and other sexual relationships in the Viking Age? Secondly, given that the prospects of unmarried women achieving power were minimal, the question of women actually taking part in politics will focus on women having, or having had, sexual relationships with men (similarly, unmarried men were unlikely to achieve essential power).

**WHEN DID IT HAPPEN?**

The myth of the ‘strong’ Viking woman, as she is illustrated in the Icelandic sagas, has not been challenged with any intensity, in spite of the critical examination of the sagas in general. The admiration for women like Guðrún Ösvifursdóttir in *Laxdala saga* and Auður Vésteinsdóttir in the saga of Gíslí Súrsson is still visible in recent studies, but the question of this ideal woman’s whereabouts in time, space or even as products of the authors’ mere fantasy is not raised. However, the historian’s possibilities of giving a clear picture of the Viking Age in general are limited, as are the chances of getting a plausible picture of woman’s actual situation (Jochens 1995; Jesch 1991). Hence, a study of the political conduct of women during the Viking period is a challenge. The sagas are inevitably at best the product of the thirteenth century, written by educated men of high social standing, many of whom were directly or indirectly involved in the conflicts and social changes that characterised the century. This undoubtedly had an effect on their writing. Furthermore, the Icelandic sagas were composed in the same period as the less known contemporary sagas, most likely by the same men. This in turn makes the
striking disparity between the two genres’ ‘social reality’ interesting. Can this disparity be the key to a society going under and a new one evolving?\textsuperscript{2}

During the thirteenth century the Church grew strong as an independent institution and accordingly followed the demands of the Church in Rome, among them the demands of celibacy and monogamous sacred marriage. In the contemporary sagas concubinage is common while the Icelandic sagas show a society where monogamous marriage is the rule. In fact the scholar Einar Ólafur Sveinsson (1940: 142) has described the Icelandic sagas as the most monogamous literature in the world. What’s more, women in the Icelandic sagas are far more visible than their sisters in the contemporary sagas, and hold a stronger position. This contrast, on the one hand between the depiction of intimate relationships in the two genres, and on the other hand their different images of women, provides one possibility in approaching the use and importance of sexual politics in the Viking Age. Inevitably this means that the point of departure is the thirteenth century, that is, the period of saga-writing, and thus the focus of this chapter will be on the contemporary sagas.

**MEN’S POWER – WOMEN’S SEXUALITY?**

It is well known that alliances through marriage were meant to create a bond between two families. The obvious goal was to establish a strong horizontal connection between the two groups (Auður Magnúsdóttir 2003: 66). This type of relationship is typical for marriage alliances, in which the families as a rule were of the same or similar social and economic standing. But there were other means of creating effective alliances. Friendship was one, fostering another. However, concubinage can be seen as the most effective way of establishing strong, lasting and loyal alliances. In contrast to the alliances made through marriage, these relationships were concentrated on one person (in most cases of high social standing) and were vertical and hierarchical. In order to show the difference between the two types of alliances it is fruitful to compare Snorri Sturluson’s alliances through marriage with Sturla Sighvatsson’s relations through concubinage and marriage. Snorri Sturluson and Sturla Sighvatsson were close relatives. Sighvatr, Sturla’s father, and Snorri were brothers. Both Snorri, and in due time Sturla, were active in the power struggle in thirteenth-century Iceland and became competitors as Sturla gained age and strong alliances. From 1235 Sturla may be seen as the most powerful chieftain in Iceland, but he was killed in the battle at Örlygsstaðir in 1238.

Before we go any further it is important to emphasise that in Iceland – as in the rest of Scandinavia – the kinship structure was egocentric and bilateral. Each individual had his/her own kindred; in practice this meant that only siblings had the same kindred. This, however, was true only until they married. Marriage created new kinship ties. An individual became a member of a new family and thus acquired new relatives. As a result loyalties changed. The need for effective alliances was great and marriage could strengthen the bonds between families. Within the same family, however, there were several constellations created by marriage or concubinage, and conflicts of loyalty could arise.
MARRIAGE AND SEXUAL POLITICS

When the time had come for Snorri Sturluson to marry, his mother had spent the inheritance he should rightfully have had after his father’s death. Thus Snorri, at the age of eighteen, was without property but of high social standing. His brother Þórar and his foster brother Sæmundur Jónsson proposed on his behalf to Herðís Bersadóttir, daughter of Bersi the rich and of Þórar’s mistress, Hróðny Þóðardóttir. Snorri had two children with Herðís but the marriage was not a happy one. The couple separated but Snorri continued to control Bersi’s property.

Snorri also had a few concubines and with them another three children that we know of. One of Snorri’s concubines was Guðrún Hreinsdóttir. She took care of his household at Reykholt. They had several children, but only the daughter, Ingibjörg, survived to adulthood. Guðrún was the daughter of Snaelaug Högnadóttir and the stepdaughter of Þóður Búðvarsson, who in fact gave his part of Lundamannagöðorð to Snorri, and in the same year even the important farm Reykholt. Thus the relationship with the concubine brought Snorri even more power and wealth than before (see Auður Magnúsdóttir 2001: 68). Snorri used his children ruthlessly in order to ensure his political and economic situation. His three daughters were married to some of the leading chieftains in the country, and consequently Snorri established important alliances with the Haukdælir, Ásbirningar and Vatnsfjöðingar. Through his own relationship to Hallveig Ormsdóttir, the daughter of Órnurl Jónsson from Oddi, and by far the richest woman in Iceland, he strengthened his connection with the family of Oddaverjar. It was after having arranged all these marriages that Snorri bragged about his good alliances in the outdoor bath in Reykholt. What Snorri was striving for was to establish strong, horizontal relations between his own social network and the leaders of other social networks, as strong as his own. And, as his friends admitted, his efforts were promising.

However, marriage as a political instrument wasn’t always an effective way of creating strong alliances. In contrast to what has been stated about marriage alliances in contemporary Denmark, the relations between fathers and sons-in-law wasn’t particularly secure in Iceland. Whereas in Denmark sons-in-law proved to be loyal supporters of their fathers-in-law, and sons not, the circumstances in Iceland were the opposite (Hermanson 2000: 174–5). A possible explanation is that in Iceland one could suppose that sons and fathers had the same or similar ambitions, and strived for the benefit of their own nearest family, the sons-in-law could, as leaders of other alliances, have ambitions which in many cases weren’t parallel with those of the father-in-law. A marriage was arranged between two socially and economically equal individuals, and if the new son-in-law had his own political goals and alternative networks, he had the possibility of standing on his own feet, or even opposing his father-in-law. In Snorri’s case this meant that he couldn’t even be sure of support from two of his most powerful sons-in-law, Gissur Þórvaldsson and Kolbeinn ungi. Thus Kolbeinn as a son-in-law of Snorri, but blood-related to Sturla, chose to support the latter when Sturla and Snorri came into conflict.

Alliances established through marriage were indeed a bond of dependence, but if the interests of the two families came into collision, each of them had the possibility of acting independently. It wasn’t even certain that the two families had the same network as a basis of power. This is one of the explanations of the frailty of the system. Strong, horizontal ties could result in difficult conflicts between the leaders of the two networks,
as the actors in many cases had the same social standing but an incompatible political position. This, together with the kinship system being bilateral – where you not only had different roles as son, brother, grandson, nephew, uncle, son-in-law and/or brother-in-law, and had obligations to all of your relatives – made marriage an uncertain way of establishing lasting and loyal bonds. This of course created a need for other complementary alliances. Fosterage and concubinage were as a rule vertical connections. Even if the focus here lies on the latter, the character of both relationships makes an interesting comparison to marriage.

CONCUBINAGE AND SEXUAL POLITICS

The insecurity of alliances through blood-relations may be well illustrated in the conflicts between Snorri Sturluson and his nephew Sturla Sighvatsson, in which case affinity was no guarantee of alliance or a peaceful relationship. Furthermore, their conflicts put their common relatives in a difficult position. The question of which of one’s relatives one should support appears to be frequent in Sturlunga saga, and each time as problematic. (For a short account of the political development during Snorri’s and Sturla’s ‘reign’ see Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1999: 71–83; for the relationship between brothers and nephews during the Icelandic Middle Ages, see Guðrún Nordal 1998 and Torfi H. Tulinius 2000.)

Sturla was an ambitious chieftain, and, like Snorri, he tried to establish strong political alliances in order to secure his own position. As a young and promising chieftain Sturla had a concubine, but in due time married Solveig Sæmundardóttir, daughter of the prominent Sæmundur Jónsson í Oddi. As a political alliance this marriage didn’t work out well. Solveig’s brothers and sisters were tied to other families through marriage, some of these families being Sturla’s prime enemies. As a consequence, Solveig’s brothers could never give Sturla any support in his political struggle. Instead, and in contrast to Snorri’s networks, Sturla’s most important networks were those he established through his relation to the concubine Vigdís Gísl dóttir.

Vigdís’ father, Gísl Bergsson, was a significant farmer (stórbóndi) in Miðfjarður, a district in which Sturla wished to strengthen his political position. Gísl Bergsson was an influential man in his district, and by choosing his daughter as a concubine, Sturla established a bond between the two families, and even got access to Gísl’s own social networks, mainly comprising important farmers in Miðfjarður. As with marriage, the relationship was supposed to bring benefit to both sides. Sturla himself attained the support and loyalty of several farmers, including Gísl’s five sons, his nephew, and niece’s husband. Their loyalty to Sturla and his father, Sighvatur, continued even after Sturla got married. At least two of Gísl’s sons were at Örlygsstaðir, where Sturla and Sighvatur were killed, and they obviously were among Sturla’s closest supporters. The association with Sturla was important to Gísl and his sons. Through their relationship they moved upwards in the social hierarchy, which in turn affected their power position. But the relationship was different from similar bonds through marriage. Gísl and his sons were indeed members of Sturla’s network, but at the same time they were dependent on him. If they opposed him, or failed in their support, they ran a risk of being excluded from the network and thereby losing the benefits they had gained through the relationship. The ties between Sturla and the family of the concubine were vertical – and hierarchical – and can in many aspects be compared with the patron–client relations in contemporary
Europe. The loyalty caused by the nature of the bond characterises concubinage in twelfth- and thirteenth-century Iceland. As inferiors in social status, the family of the concubine had neither contacts nor position to act independently against the chieftain, which in turn resulted in strong loyalty and explains why these relationships were stronger and more lasting than marriage alliances or even blood-relations. No less important is that even though the chieftain could have several ties of friendship with men of the same social standing as himself, the guardian of the concubine could not establish more than one bond of friendship with a chieftain at a time. He could establish networks with other farmers of the same social standing as himself, and to which the chieftain also had access. In establishing friendship with chieftains, however, he had to make a choice. As the farmer was bound only to one chieftain, problems such as which one of your kinsmen to support never occurred in such relationships. Consequently the relationships created by concubinage can be said to be stronger: loyalty was restricted to one chieftain and could not be broken.

_Sturlunga saga_ throws light on how marriage and other relationships, that is, concubinage and friendship, were used to maintain, extend and strengthen the power position of dignified men. In the Icelandic sagas friendship between men is common, and the circumstances of marriage contracts are frequent objects of narrative. Women do take action in the sagas: they incite to revenge, threaten their husbands and sometimes even take part in fights. Examples of this are to be found in both family and contemporary sagas, not to mention the legendary sagas. A question that remains unanswered is whether the authors were putting forth and thereby preserving stories from the past, or if their narratives contained material from their own lifetime, or if the sagas include a little of both. The form for behaviour, gender roles, social norms and codes must have been familiar to the readers of the sagas, and perhaps the strong woman in many cases is to be seen as a role model for negative behaviour.

Jenny Jochens (1980) has argued for the ‘educative’ purpose of the sagas, especially regarding marriage and monogamy, while Preben Meulengracht Sørensen (1993) has studied the relationship between author, text and public in several of his works. He underlines that in order to be understood the authors had to adapt their text to the public they addressed. This naturally meant even putting forward certain propaganda and/or opinions. Obviously this is highly relevant when studying women and gender in the texts. Nonetheless the written sources must be seen as reflections of the society they were created in, and perhaps the real position of the Viking woman is to be found in the dissimilarity between the different genres. Let us have a closer look at the position of women in _Sturlunga saga_ and the Icelandic sagas.

## WOMEN AND SEXUAL POLITICS

In discussing marriage, concubinage as well as other extramarital relations, the concentration is often on the political role of these relationships, which inevitably leads the focus of the analysis to men: men’s way of doing politics, men’s economic interests and men’s struggle for power. But what was the role and status of concubines and was it in any way different from that of the official wife? Under what circumstances could the wife – or concubine – interfere as a recognised actor in the political arena? Through her relationship to a man of a higher social standing, the concubine could advance socially. This fact raises several questions that cannot be answered fully in this chapter. One is if
the concubine thereby also advanced politically. Furthermore, it is interesting to discuss the possibilities of women independently establishing relations like friendship and concubinage, in which the man was equal or subordinate.

As stated above, medieval women were subordinate to men, to their fathers, brothers and finally their husbands. However, the sagas show several examples of women who go against their husbands, who take political decisions without consulting them, and divorce their husbands and act independently. These examples in most cases are women who in fact are socially superior to their husbands, and the saga-writers use this difference in social standing as an explanation for the women’s behaviour.

Another explanation, which even clarifies the shifting opportunities of women in other societies and periods, is that women can take a man’s place in his absence, but have to withdraw when he returns. Nonetheless, none of the famous ‘strong’ women in Old Norse literature are concubines. The position of the concubine was unavoidably less secure than the official wife’s. Besides being subordinate to her ‘man’ as well as father and brothers, on grounds of gender, the concubine was even subordinate in social standing. This no doubt affected her position and possibilities of interference in politics as well as her possibilities of deciding her own future. Thus Ragnheiður Þórðarson was nothing but a mere object in the conflict between her lover Jón Loftsson and her brother bishop Þorlákur, and doubtlessly wasn’t able to affect the choice of her future husband. When Sturla Sighvatsson got married, his concubine was sent home to her father. And although Gissur Þórvaldsson is said to have loved his concubine dearly, neither she nor her sister, the concubine of Þorgilskarð, are made visible in the saga. An obvious explanation of the lack of ‘strong concubines’ may be that Sturlunga saga focuses on the political struggle of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries where the main actors of course were men. Thus it is difficult to get a clear picture of the concubine’s status. However, there was probably a difference in rank between concubines of married and unmarried chieftains. Hence even if Sæmundur Jónsson had several concubines, he also gave them responsibility for his various households, and after his death at least two of his concubines had the same status as widows, which besides being economically independent, meant the possibility of deciding the future marriages of their children (Sturlunga saga I: 299). In that way these women, in theory, were able to effect the founding of new political alliances. Even if in Sturlunga saga we get a few glimpses of women seemingly independently involved in social networks, only Þórdís Snorradóttir, one of Snorri Sturluson’s illegitimate daughters, seems to achieve public acknowledgement as a leader. After the death of Þórdís’ husband, Snorri attempted to take control over his daughter and grandson, but failed. Þórdís never married again, but took two lovers and had one child with each of them. She obviously created her own alliances and acted as a politician until her son was old enough to take his inheritance. By that time Þórdís also withdrew from her former role, as she was now the mother of a man who had reached adulthood and was ready and willing to see to his own rights. And, according to tradition, the woman retired.3

Sturlunga saga reveals a society familiar to the authors. Sturla Þórðarson, who is the author of the largest part of the compilation, describes events and conflicts he and his close relatives took part in. Þórdís Snorradóttir, mentioned above, was his cousin, and it is not unlikely that he admired her for how she had stood up to her father. Sturla’s brother, Ólafur hvítaskáld, has been pointed out as a possible author of Laxdæla saga, in which we meet one of the most famous characters in the saga world, Guðrún.
Ósvifursdóttir, the image of the strong Viking woman. Furthermore, Laxdeela saga can be said to be the only saga in which a woman is the central figure. Indeed the saga contains many exceptional ‘strong women’. Here we meet Auður djúpúðga, the slave Melkorka, who turns out to be an Irish princess, Þorgerður, daughter of Egill Skallagrímsson and mother of Kjartan Ólafsson, and Brókar-Auður, the woman who in spite of her two brothers takes revenge into her own hands. On the other hand none of these women can be said to have practised sexual politics, possibly with the exception of Melkorka, who in order to raise money for her son’s expedition to Ireland decided to marry a farmer of good fortune (Laxdeela saga: 50–1). Clear examples of how women’s sexuality can lead to disaster and women using sexuality to accomplish their wishes are on the other hand to be found in Gísli Súrsson’s saga. However, none of these examples shows a woman politically active and gaining respect as an actor in the public arena. On the contrary, in most cases the counsels of women in the family sagas lead to disaster, whereas the actions of their sisters in the contemporary sagas do not. The logical question then of course is what conclusions we can reach from this contrast.

NOTES

1 Sturlunga saga is a compilation, in which Íslingenda saga, by Sturla Þórðarson, constitutes the largest and most important part. It is also in Íslingenda saga that we find this tale of the feast in Reykholt. Although we can never be sure of the veracity of the story, it nonetheless gives insight into what qualities and contacts were regarded as important in contemporary Iceland and Scandinavia. For a short but comprehensive account of the Sturlunga Age, see Helgi Þorláksson (1993).

2 Úlfar Bragason (1991) has argued convincingly for the political significance of Geirmundur pâtur beljar-kins in the Sturlunga compilation and the political significance of Sturlunga saga as a whole. His analysis has relevance for the study of the Icelandic sagas as well.

3 Cf. Laqueur (1990). – Lately Laqueur’s theories have been used in order to approach women’s social, political and economic situation in medieval and early modern Scandinavia, i.e. Clover (1993); Sjöberg (2001); Auður Magnúsdóttir (2002).
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Early Scandinavian society was more or less until the 1960s looked upon as an egalitarian peasant society, with free farmers, kings and chieftains (Sw bygdeböndingar). In the Icelandic sagas and the earliest provincial laws there were, of course, mentions of slaves, most commonly known as þrælar. So the existence of a slaving class was known, but not given any particular notice. Kings could have many þrælar, farmers some. This fact did not alter the view of the prehistoric society; it was still looked upon as fairly homogeneous. When the number of thralls was discussed, some scholars reckoned with large quantities in society, as many as c. 25 per cent of the population.

No modern and serious discussion of slavery in prehistoric Scandinavia has, however, seen the light so far. When the topic has been under analysis, the two main sources consulted have been the provincial laws and the Icelandic sagas; the former evidencing the last phase of thralldom in Scandinavia with the manumission of thralls, and for the latter sources – the sagas – we always have the creeping suspicion that they describe more the time of the writing of the sagas (thus mainly the thirteenth century) and what these authors thought of or had heard of thralldom in the Viking Age.

It would hence be hazardous to use sagas and the provincial laws to reconstruct the Viking Age situation of the thralls. In the sagas the thrall is always a stereotype – dark, short and stupid, no doubt used as spice in the narrative to contrast with the blond, tall and wise hero. The descriptions of thralls in these stories are far too stereotypical to use in any serious analysis of Viking slavery (see below). What we can deduce from the stories is the fact that many of the thralls in Iceland seem to have been seized abroad; very often slaves from Ireland are mentioned. Another interesting aspect in the sagas is the stories where a child of a female slave and an Icelander grows up as a free man and makes a reputation for himself.

The provincial laws are the most important sources for us in our study especially of medieval slavery (hence from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries). Here we get a wide range of terms for slave, and we get an insight into the judicial dependence of the slave in society (Nevéus 1974; Iversen 1994); there must have been legal rules in these laws, which were based on old customs, hence older than the Middle Ages. In order to understand prehistoric slavery, and to complement what we can learn from the laws,

However, the first question to ask is, what is a slave? This may sound self-evident, but the attempts to define a slave have been complicated, wide-ranging and problematic. One prominent scholar has written on this topic: ‘The ambiguities of this word [slave] are indeed so confusing that sociologists might be well advised to eliminate it from their discussion altogether’ (Leach 1967: 14). A definition of slave and slavery must contain social, economic as well as judicial aspects. What is characteristic of a slave in all societies is that he or she is the property of another, being looked upon as a tool, a ‘thing’, not a human being, to be used or abused at the master’s will or whim. The slave has no family, hence no social context, and the child of a female slave belongs to the owner. The slave has no legal rights. He or she is a judicial subject insofar as slaves are often mentioned in law-rules, but a slave could not act legally; it was the master of the slave who talked and acted for the slave.

The philosophical justification for slavery, mentioned already by Roman lawmen such as Ulpian and Justinian, was that a man who was defeated and caught in war and not slaughtered had given up his right to live (Watson 1987: 8; Turley 2000: 3). In war all defeated men not killed in battle should be slaughtered afterwards; that was the custom not only in ancient Europe, but also among North American Indians and other people. If their life were spared, they had forfeited their right to be free. They had been given a gift, their life, but had to pay back by giving up their freedom, the right of being looked upon as a human being; instead they became a tool for their master.

When we try to understand early society in Scandinavia it is obvious that it was decisive for an individual to be part of a family and a social group. You were in a way identified by your affiliation to a family, a group and a society. The worst punishment you could thus get was to be cut off from this group and society, to be excommunicated or outlawed, which has been described as a ‘social death’. In other words we can see that our forefathers had another concept of freedom than we have. Freedom was not defined as an individual freedom, but a right to belong to a fellowship, to be part of a social group. A stranger was often considered as an enemy. It is from this perspective that we have to understand how our ancestors could accept and even justify slavery.

The natural point of departure for all discussions on slaves in early Scandinavia has been the ancient Edda poem of Rígsþula. Here, we find an allegorical description of society, in which named persons represent the social classes, among them the slaves. In the poem, descriptions are also given of each person’s (i.e. each social category’s) behaviour, name, daily occupation and physical appearance. This poem has therefore been used as a kind of description of the tasks of a Scandinavian slave in the Viking Age (‘to make stone fences, to manure the arable land, to herd pigs and goats and to dig peat’).

Unfortunately, one has to use the Rígsþula with great care and caution, especially if the aim is to use it as a kind of cultural-historical source for life in Viking Age Scandinavia (Dronke 1992: 671 ff.). The poem is a very special one, a mythical allegory, in which the principal character, Rígr, as the god Heimdallr is called in the poem, bears an Irish name (Ir rí, OIr ríg ‘king’). Also the dating of the poem is problematic. Earlier, the Rígsþula was looked upon as an ancient poem, while later research has tended to place it in the thirteenth century (Simek 1993: 294 ff.; Karras 1988: 60). However,
there are scholars who even today are prepared, at least tentatively, to place the Rígsþula as early as the Viking Age (Meulengracht Sørensen 1993: 164).

The relevant part of the Rígsþula, in which we learn about the slaves, starts with Rígr coming to Ái and Edda, and eventually begets a child with Edda:

Edda bore a child,

[. . .]
In rough linen she [wrapped]
the black-[skinned] boy.
[Heavy were his eyes] –
they called him Thrall [Þræll].
[. . .]
There was on his hands
wrinkled skin,
gnarled knuckles,
[scabbed nails,]
fingers thick –
face unlovely,
bent back,
long heels.

He began more then
to test his might
plaiting bast,
packing burdens.
He carried home then
kindling through the cruel day.

There came to the homestead
a gadabout girl.
Soil was on the soles of her feet,
her arm sunburnt,
down-curving her nose –
her name, she said, was Thrallwoman [Þfr].

Children they bred,
had a home and were happy.
I think they were called
Bawler and Byreboy,
Clump and Clegg,
Bedmate, Stinker,
Stump, Stout,
Sluggish and Grizzled,
Stooper and Longleg.
They fixed fences,
dunged fields,
worked at the pigs,
watched over the goats,
dug the peat.

The daughters were
Stumpy and Dumpy,
Bulgingcalves and Eaglenose,
Shouter and Servingmaid [Ambátt],
Greatgossip,
Tatteredcoat
and Craneshanks.
From there have come
the generations of thralls [Þrela ætter].

(from Poetic Edda, vol. 2: Mythological Poems,
© Oxford University Press)

It is very clear that the author is following a certain slave topos that is always found
whenever slaves are mentioned in Old Norse literature. The thrall was dark, short,
stupid, gloomy and ugly; this was in contrast to the tall, blond, handsome and attractive
hero. The picture of the thrall is often used in contrast to the free human being
(Meulengracht Sørensen 1993: 161 ff.).

It is apparent that we are here dealing with literature. Therefore, one has to approach
the text with the utmost care, if one wishes to extract historical facts from it. This
literary topos is found again and again in the Old Norse texts. The thralls were not
only ugly, but also cowardly and stupid, as in the story of Pódr inn huglaisi (Pódr the
coward) in the Gísla Saga Súrssonar. This Pódr was so cowardly and stupid that he put
on another man’s clothes, whereby, owing to his stupidity, he was killed in that other
man’s place.

To sum up, the qualitative aspects of the slaves and their situation during early times
are difﬁcult to obtain in the Old Norse literature. The picture drawn here is based on
stereotypes and clichés.

THE TERMINOLOGY FOR SLAVES IN
EARLY SCANDINAVIA

An excellent point of departure for a discussion on the terms for slaves in Scandinavia is
to be found in a paragraph in the Old Law of the Gulathing (198): Tveir ero bans binar
besto ambatter. Seta. oc deigja. oc tweir þrelar. þiönn oc bryti (i.e. ‘Two bondwomen are
counted as the best, the housemaid and the housekeeper. Two thralls are counted the
best, the foreman and the master’s personal servant’; GL trans. by Larson 1935: 144).
Here, we see that the early West Scandinavian ambátt was obviously some kind of
collective term for a female slave, while the male counterpart was þrell. The seta and
deigja, and the þiönn and bryti, were hence slaves with some kinds of special functions.

The most commonly used contemporary term for a slave was ON þrell, OSw, ODa
þrel. This word, which is assumed to go back to a Proto-Scand. *þrahila-, has an obscure
background. Several etymologists connect the word with Goth. þragjan and OE þregan
‘to run’, thus ‘the one who runs for someone’. The word ambátt, ambátt f. as a name for a
female slave is believed to be a loan from Vulgar Lat. *ambactus* 'servant' (cf. Sw *ämbete*).
Other names for female slaves were *deigja*, which is derived from the word *deg* 'dough' and which thus had the meaning of 'the one who bakes', and *þý* f. (≠ *þýnþ*), which is closely related to Goth. *þiwi* and OE *þeuon*. There are several other slave words formed on the same stem, such as Goth. *þius* m. *slave*, OE *þéow* m. *servant* (cf. *þéowian* 'make someone a slave'), ON *þjómn*, OE *þéowen* 'slave, servant', ON *þjá* (≠ *þéuw* 'keep in slavery, treat as a slave, torment', Goth. *þiwan* 'keep in slavery' (found in the compounds *anaðtúwan* and *gáþúwan*) (Hellquist 1948; de Vries 1962).

In Old Swedish we find the words *fostri* m. and *fosta* f. for male and female slaves. The words have the meaning of 'the one who is brought up in the household/on the homestead', which probably alludes to the fact that these slaves were not prisoners of war, but were born and raised on the farm.

Names for foreigners sometimes have a secondary meaning of 'slave, unfree', which has an obvious background in the fact that prisoners of war and kidnapped or bought foreigners were vital as sources of new slaves. This is obviously the background of the word *slave*, Sw *slav*, which is thus really the ethnic name, and also the word OSw *val*, ON *valr* 'Celt; slave', also in the adjective *valskr*, which goes back to *valh*, *Wallonia*, etc.

The OE equivalent, *wealh*, pl. *wealas*, with an older meaning 'foreigner, Briton, Welshman', had in Anglo-Saxon a secondary meaning of 'slave', which is believed to have the same background - Britons and Welshmen taken as prisoners in all the battles between the ethnic groups (Bugge 1905: 43; cf. Faull 1975).

The thralls did not make up a homogeneous mass. Some were labourers, working the land and herding the cattle. They were probably – legally and economically – equal to the cattle they herded. However, there were also thralls with some special tasks, such as the *deigja* (above), and some obviously had qualified duties. We are here getting close to a social category of trusted servants and officials. This was the case with the ON *bryti*, originally an unfree servant, according to handbooks, who during the medieval period was transformed into a person of high status. The word *bryti* goes back to a Proto-Scand. *brätjan*, a formation from the stem of the verb ON *brjót* 'break'. Thus, it is believed that the original meaning of *bryti* was 'he who breaks (and distributes the bread)', hence a semantic pendant to the OE *blæþþyrtta*. The word *bryti* was also borrowed into Finnish, as *rutto*, *ruttia* 'steward, slave'. A *bryti* seems therefore originally to have been some kind of steward on a farm, a supervisor over the rest of the thralls. Later on, we meet the *bryti* as a steward on royal and lordly estates.

However, when we consult contemporary sources, such as runestones, we get a different picture. In for example the inscription on the famous runestone at Hovgården (U 11) on the island of Adelsö, opposite the more famous island of Björkö where Birka is located, we can read: *lit rista toli bry[ti] i roþ kunuki*, *Rett let rista Tolir bryti i Rod kunungi*, which has been translated as ‘Tólir the steward of Roþr had them [the runes] rightly carved for the king’. This very important historical runic inscription from probably the middle of the eleventh century is not easy to interpret. Elias Wessén (in U) assumes that the erecting and carving of the inscription was commissioned by the king. Wessén, and many with him, have connected the passage ‘bryti i Rodþ’ with the case in the Östgöta Law (Dräpsb. 14) which deals with *tarls bryti i roþzi bo*, and he thinks that *Tolir bryti* was the king’s ombudsman in the district called Rodén (i.e. the coastal area). Erland Hjärne (1947: 25–55; cf. Rahmqvist 1994: 109) argues – in my opinion quite convincingly – against Wessén’s interpretation, and instead proposes that *Tolir bryti* was a bailiff, a
manager on the royal farm Hovgården. This runic evidence indicates that a bryti in the tenth and eleventh centuries was to be found rather high up the social ladder, in the case of the Hovgården stone a man in close proximity to the king, probably his bailiff, and hence not a slave on the very lowest rung.

It has to be admitted that we have very little knowledge of the status of the thrall and the number of slaves in prehistoric Scandinavia. Probably it is quite wrong to compare the situation of a Scandinavian thrall with that of a slave in the Roman Empire 2,000 years ago or in North America during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. According to the etymological evidence of the contemporary terms for ‘slave’ in early Scandinavia, the diversified meanings found may suggest different kinds of dependence on an authority. The original meaning of several terms is ‘servant’. This dependence may not have been an extremely repressive relation between the servant and the master and may instead have been more of a ‘client–patron’ relationship.

It is not possible to rely on the fact that the meaning ‘slave, thrall, unfree’, found in lexica and encyclopaedias, was valid and adequate also in prehistoric times. From the etymological list above, it is evident that an often recurring, semantic component was ‘servant’. There is nothing that excludes the possibility that a word in an earlier language stage had the meaning ‘(free) servant’, that later on was changed to ‘(unfree) servant, slave’, and vice versa. Hence, it is possible that, for example, in the word ON þræll we have a semantic component of ‘servant’, in the form of a kind of dependence between a superior and an inferior, maybe a warrior, craftsman or a priest, that is, a patron–client relationship.

We know that a free man could give himself as a slave to another, to settle a debt or because of poverty. From this fact it is close to a case where someone is giving up his freedom and accepts a judicial slave status as, for example, a warrior in a hirð. By taking an oath of fidelity a young man could be taken up as a warrior in a king’s or a chieftain’s personal hirð. By doing this, he accepted to come under the master’s personal jurisdiction, literally he laid his life in his hand, but he was probably socially elevated, being close to the king or chieftain, having a seat in his hall. This kind of warrior could be called a karl, ON rekkr/OSw *rinkr or sveinn. This is to be illustrated with, for example, the ON vœringi, Sw vœring, institution (Russian varjagu, Greek varangoi). A vœring/varjag was the name for a Northman gone east and taken up duty in the hirð of the Byzantine emperor in Constantinople. The word goes back to a Proto-Nordic *wāragangja-, a compound of vœr, OE weor f., OHG wāra ‘oath, treaty, fidelity’ and the verb gangjan ‘walk’, hence ‘someone who takes an oath, enters into a treaty’.

WHAT WERE THE FUNCTION AND THE NUMBERS OF SLAVES?

The numbers of slaves assumed in early research are in my opinion grossly over-estimated. When Northmen were dealing with slaves, in Ireland, Anglo-Saxon England or Francia, large quantities could have been taken. But the custom seems to have been either to take them as hostage and then ask for a large ransom, or to sell them at some slave market. The bringing home of slaves to Scandinavia was certainly a fact, but in my opinion only on a small scale; probably the slave was seen as a precious commodity, to show off. I think slaves were fairly uncommon in society. There might have been working slaves on ordinary farms, but larger quantities were probably only to
be found on chieftains’ and well-to-do farmers’ farms. This could be reflected in some ‘double graves’, found in Denmark and Sweden, where one of the buried is often beheaded and has his or her hands tied (interpreted as a slave) and the other one is obviously a wealthy man or women with rich grave goods.

Regarding the function of slaves, they were probably of a wide range, from the chattel slave, the bygg, working on the fields and herding cattle, sheep and swine, via household slaves, as the Æ, deigja, fostra and amma, to officials and stewards fairly high up on the social ladder, but judicially on a slave rank, as probably were the bryti. A warrior in a personal hird was probably in reality legally unfree, but had a fairly high social status. The slave institution in prehistoric Scandinavia was hence, depending on economic, social and legal aspects, probably rather complex.
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The Viking Age in Scandinavia is – unlike in Francia, Ireland and Anglo-Saxon England – a prehistoric period, hence with practically no written sources. To be able to write the Viking history for Scandinavia we therefore have to rely upon other sources, of which archaeology, of course, is the most important. Another vital source are the place names, especially the names of settlements.

BACKGROUND TO THE TOPONYMIC STUDY IN SCANDINAVIA

The study of place names (toponymy) has a long history in Scandinavia, being more or less the cradle of research in this field. A couple of Scandinavian historians and especially philologists produced some groundbreaking research in this field in the nineteenth century; one to be mentioned is Oluf Rygh, Professor of Archaeology in Oslo, and the founder of the series *Norske Gaardnavne*, which would become a foundation and guideline for future research.

What these early founders of the discipline were attracted by was the possibility of extracting historical information from the old place names after they had been scrutinised and interpreted in a linguistically solid way, according to known language-historical rules. This material also lacks the problems related to letters, hagiographies and chronicles, which are nearly always biased in some respect and difficult to use. On the other hand, although the place names are linguistic entities, we do not get the full historical narratives, only a contextual hint. But since place names are a mass material, their potential as socio- and cultural-historical sources becomes great.

Place names have recently been highlighted again for their potential in landscape studies (Tilley 1994: 18 f.). Since every name carries some historical information, place names can make the landscape ‘speak’ to us. The names give another dimension to the silent archaeological sources. They become small narratives that can be used in retelling the history of an early landscape, a field of research that I have called *spatial history*, hence whose aim is to write a history where people are not the agents, but the landscape is.

A crucial prerequisite for using place names in this way is to have them dated. This problem has been discussed for nearly two centuries, and we now have a fairly solid
chronology for the Scandinavian settlement names (Brink 1983, 1984; Strid 1999: 43 ff.). One important terminus is the transfer of place names, words and elements from Scandinavia to the British Isles, and there especially to the Danelaw. From this evidence we can see that in early Viking Age Denmark the usage of the element -by must have been widespread, since so many English place names ending in -by of Danish origin are to be found in England, and in the same way elements such as -preit and -bölstaðr must have been in use in Norway, since they so often occur in northern England, Scotland and the Isles. On the other hand, ancient Scandinavian elements such as -vin, -beimr, -lösa and -levi-löv are never found in the British Isles, which must indicate that these place-name elements had ceased to be productive in the Viking Age, and hence must be older. (For the Scandinavian place names in Britain, see Fellows-Jensen, ch.28, below.)

The oldest place names we know of in Scandinavia are from the early Iron Age, perhaps some also from the Bronze Age, mainly denoting large features in the landscape, such as lakes: Vättern (OSw Veutur), Vänern (OSw Vænir < *Väniær), Siljan (OSw *Sylghir), Mjösa (ON Myrs < *Merö), islands: Ven (< *Hwadn?), Tjörn (ON Pjörn), Rådmansö (< Rødna), bays: Bleking (< *Blekungr), Fold, Sogn, and large rivers: Ljusnaren (< Låsn), Nidelva (< Nið), *Jostra (< *Jóstra or Jastra), Viskan (OSw Visk). From this period some classical authors (e.g. Tacitus, Jordanes) also mention several ‘people’ in Scandinavia: for example theuestes ‘the people living in Tjust, Småland’, hallin ‘the people living in Halland’ (originally obviously the southern part of the later province of Halland), ranii ‘the people living in Ranrǐki’ (northern Bohuslän), granii ‘the people living in Greinland, Norway’ and raumariciae ‘the people living in Romerike, Norway’ (Brink forthcoming). The oldest settlement names we today fairly securely date to the Roman period (c. 0–400), such as names in -beml-beim (cf. Germ. -haim and Eng. -ham), -inge, -levi-löv, -lösa, -vin (cf. Goth. winja ‘meadow’).

SETTLEMENT NAMES

The bulk of settlement names for the central areas in Sweden and Norway emanates from the early Middle Ages (corresponding to the late Iron Age in Scandinavia, c. AD 500–1100), where very often the parish names (also in Denmark) are from the early Iron Age. The major place-name elements from this period are -stad (< OScand. staðr), -by/ -bu, -land and -säter/-set. The last two most certainly originally denoted some kind of arable land or meadow, whereas the first two probably denoted the actual farm. The -stad names normally have a personal name as the qualifier, as in Gistad (Gislastadum 1375; < OSw Gisle) in Östergötland and Haugesta (Hagbnastom 1384; < OSw Hagbne) in Helgona, Södermanland, but not always. It is not uncommon with a place name or a topographical word as the first element, for example Sörviksta in Hälsingland (< Viklingsstaðr where *Viklingr is a lake name). The Scandinavian -by names from this period never contain a personal name. Instead many -by names have a first element relating to landscape features, for example Ekeby (< *Ekiy ‘the farm by the oak grove’), Myrby (< *Myrib ‘the farm by the bog’), Säby ‘the farm by the lake or sea’, which is also the case for the -land and the -säter names. This trait makes them different from the -by names of Scandinavian origin in England, where we often find a personal name as the qualifier. There are great regional differences regarding the distribution of these place names in Scandinavia: -stad names and -by names are very common in Sweden, -set names
are plentiful in Trøndelag in central Norway, while -land names are typical in southwestern Norway.

For especially eastern central Sweden the place names ending in -by and -stad make up the large bulk of settlement names within the settlement districts. This is an indication that these districts saw a restructuring or a new colonisation during the middle and second half of the first millennium. It is also an indication that these districts were more or less fully colonised during this period, with no possible expansion with new medieval farms. One example of this kind of ‘fossilised’ late Iron Age settlement district is the Markim-Orkesta district, north of Stockholm, in the province of Uppland (Figure 6.1). Here we find a couple of place names ending in -inge and -tuna, which are probably to be placed in an earlier settlement-historical phase than the many -by and -stad(d) names.

During the high and late Middle Ages (c. 1000–1500) new areas were colonised (especially during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries) and many new settlements established. Major place-name elements for these new farms and hamlets are -torp, -rud, -ryd, -röd/-röd, -boda, -böle. Place names ending in -torp and -rud make up the large part of the Danish settlement names, obviously indicating radical changes in the landscape and settlement structure. It seems likely that several of these -torp and -rud names are to be dated to as early as the tenth century. Also in southern Sweden place names ending in

Figure 6.1 The settlement district of Markim-Orkesta in Uppland, Sweden. (Drawing: Stefan Brink.)
-torp and -ryd, -röd are common for medieval settlements, whereas we find names ending in -boda and -bôle in northern Sweden from this period. In Norway the major element from this period of settlement expansion is -rud. In these twelfth- and thirteenth-century settlement names normally the first element is a man’s name (perhaps the one who first cleared the land).

These ‘medieval’ place-name elements often denoted a clearance or swidden, as in -ryd, -rud, -röd (< ruö-<ruö>), -rönnin (< rauërning), -sved (< swider), -fall (‘chopped-down forest’) etc. In other cases the names denoted the new farm or croft, which was often a single farm in the forest, such as -boda (-bohar ‘sheds, barns’) and -bôle (< ból-la-‘farm’). The element -torp (< þorp) has probably a special background (cf. Hellberg 1954). It is found all over southern Scandinavia (including southern Norway). It is somewhat problematic, since a few of these names are obviously not from the Middle Ages, but are really ancient, hence should be placed among place-name elements such as -levl-lív, -heim and -rin. The etymology of this ancient torp is not clear. The medieval element torp, however, must be seen in a context of the huge colonisation in northern Europe during the high Middle Ages, within a new ‘feudal’ agrarian system with a ‘manor’ and dependent tenant farms within an estate. In Germany these tenant farms often had the name dorf (< þorp), and the word for such a dependent farm was spread with the new colonising strategy to Scandinavia. Early on, the element torp must have developed into a meaning of secondary farm, a farm detached from a hamlet etc., hence not always denoting a tenant farm within an estate.

**DISTRICT NAMES AND THE NAMES OF THE COUNTRIES**

The names of the Scandinavian countries are – apart from Iceland and Greenland – much older than the Viking Age. *Denmark* (Danmark) contains the word mark ‘dividing forest’ and the name of the people Danir. Traditionally the name is understood as a pars-pro-toto name, originally denoting the forest that divided the people from the Saxons in southern Schleswig. The meaning of the name of the inhabitants, Danir, is obscure and still much debated.

*Sweden* is a compound of swear and þjōd ‘people’, hence originally meaning ‘the svea people’. The name of the Swedes (Svear) has been interpreted as an autonym, a self-praising name ‘we ourselves’. The ethnonym occurs in Sviariki ‘the riki of the swear’, which can be found in the present-day name of the nation in Scandinavian languages, Sverige, and Svēpjoð (an old stem composition), which is used as the basis for the name of the Swedish nation in English (Sweden), German (Schweden) and French (Suède). The name of the people, Svēpjoð, was commonly transferred to the area where the Sviar lived, and there is a consensus today that from early on and into the transitional period between prehistory and history in Scandinavia (around the eleventh century), Svēpjoð is to be identified and located to the region around Lake Mälaren in eastern central Sweden, comprising the provinces of Uppland, Södermanland ‘land of the people living to the south’ and Västmanland ‘land of the people living to the west’. Probably Svēpjoð was identified with this core area of the Sviar, whereas Sviariki and Sviaveldi were used for an extended Svia state (rīki), later on comprising regions obviously not originally under Svia control, such as the region of the Götar (Andersson 2004; Brink forthcoming).

*Norway* (Norge, Norg) is different from the other two, since it does not contain
an inhabitative name. Instead it seems to be a name of the route along the western Norwegian coast, towards Trøndelag and Hålogaland. This is the route (Nordwegh) which Othere describes that he travelled from his home down to Kaupang, of which we have a famous description from the 890s (Bately and Anglert 2007). This name became so identified with the land along the route that it gave its name to the country. Hence, Norway goes back to a Proto-Nordic *Nordrvegr, originally ‘the north way (route)’, where the fricative dental must have been lost early, reduced between two other consonants, in the same way as for the adjective ON norrønn ‘northerly’ (< norrønn). We may compare it with ON vestrvegr ‘land to the west’, austrvegr ‘land to the east’ and suðrvegr ‘land to the south’ (which could be especially Germany or Italy) (Brink 2007a: 66).

Place names become a very important source for reconstructing a prehistoric and early medieval organisational and administrative structure (Andersson 1965, 1982; Brink 1996, 1997). A basic societal entity in early Scandinavia was the bygd, which may be translated as ‘settlement district’. A bygd was an often naturally demarcated settlement district, comprising several hamlets and single farms with their arable land and meadows, surrounded by forests. We can see that they were looked upon by their neighbours as a unit, and therefore given a name related to some characteristic natural feature in the district (a lake, river, mountain etc.) or a collective name of the people (e.g. a compound with -ingar) living in the district. The place names also reveal that the bygd was probably a social, judicial and cultic unit, since we are very often able to

Figure 6.2 The settlement district of Ockelbo in Gästrikland, Sweden, a small, probably Viking Age bygd around a lake *Okle (today Bysjön), with the centrally placed Vi ‘pagan cult site’, where the church was erected. (Drawing: Stefan Brink.)
reconstruct a communal focus, with cultic and judicial indications. One example may be the bygd Ockelbo in the province of Gästrikland in Sweden (Figure 6.2). Here we have a small late Iron Age (probably Viking Age) bygd, surrounded by deep forests. The name of the bygd is a compound of a lake name ÖSw Okle and bo ‘settlement district’. In the very centre of the bygd, where a land route (an esker) and a watercourse (a river) crosses, we find the place name Vi, denoting a pagan cult site (cf. German weibe ‘consecration’, weihen ‘consecrate, make holy’, weihnachten ‘Christmas’, i.e. ‘The Holy Nights’). In this hamlet a church has also been erected for this parish. It seems more than probable that this place was the communal gathering place, as well as for social and judicial matters, for this district.

Also in eastern central Sweden, but with traces in Denmark and Norway, we find some really interesting place-name milieus, which obviously indicate some political power in the landscape. I have called these milieus ‘Central Place Complexes’ (Brink 1996: 238), and they seem to be from the Vendel/Merovingian period and the Viking Age, hence the second half of the first millennium. Normally we find as a focus in these districts a place name with tuna or busa, probably denoting a king’s or a chieftain’s farm or ‘manor’. Close by we nearly always find a place name Husby (< Husaby), which was the name of a farm belonging to the king’s bona regalia during the Middle Ages (Brink 2000). The plausible assumption is that the husaby has taken over the administrative function from the older ‘estate’. Also in the centre of the district we find one or several place names indicating cultic activities: theophoric names, such as Torsåker ‘the arable land dedicated to the god Þórr’, Ullevi ‘the cult site dedicated to the god Ullr’, Frösunda ‘the grove dedicated to the god Freyr’ etc., names containing a cultic element or obviously associated with cultic activities, Vi, How/Hof, Vang, Åker, or sometimes the actual focus, the ‘estate’, has a theophoric qualifier, as in Ulleräker ‘the arable land dedicated to the god Ullr’ and Torstuna ‘the “estate” dedicated to or in some way linked to the god Þórr’. Moreover, in these milieus we nearly always find place names such as Karlby (< Karlaby), Rineby/Rickeby (< Rinkaby), Svenneby (< Sveinaby) or Tegneby (< Tegnaby), hence with the qualifier in the plural. It has been assumed, with Anglo-Saxon parallels (earl, rinc), that these words, karl, *rinker/rekkr, sveinn and þegn, denoted some warriors who were obviously placed in the district. Finally we very often find one place name, Smedby (< Smidby), obviously denoting one or more blacksmith(s), who could forge weapons or jewellery, and one Gillberga in these milieus. No one has hitherto been able to explain the background to this last name, but I would tentatively see this in the context of a prehistoric guild (gille or *gill) institution, hence a kind of social unit, a communal grouping, of which we know very little, but which could have been similar to the Icelandic brøppr institution (see Brink 2008). (For examples of districts of this kind see Hellberg 1979; Brink 1997: 418–31; 1998: 301–22; 1999.)

In the Viking Age we are for the first time faced with administrative districts, in southern Scandinavia called hørað, around Lake Mälaren in central Sweden called bundare, and in Norway called fylki. The hørað institution is mentioned in a letter from 1085 and bundare is mentioned on one of the Jarlabanki runestones in Täby (U 211), Sweden, dated to c. 1050. The word fylki is a derivation of the word folk ‘people’, originally probably ‘the armed men’; hørað is disputed regarding its etymology, but the first element seems to be the word hær ‘a group of warriors, warband’, and one of the interpretations of bundare is that it is a compound of bund ‘hundred’ and hær ‘army, warband’. These administrative districts are thus the Scandinavian equivalents to the
Anglo-Saxon *hundreds* (note, however, that OSw *hundari* is not linguistically identical with OE *hundred*). In other words all these administrative terms are linked to armed men, a force. The traditional explanation for both *hærað* and *hundare* is that they have a background in the naval organisation called the OSw *leþunger*, ODa *leþing*, ON *leðangr* (Andersson 1965, 1982; cf. Lund 1996).

For reconstructing this hundred division the place names become vital. In the same way as for the *bygd*, the hundred names have a background in either a name of the settlement district, the *bygd*, which hence was used as a unit for the hundred, or the assembly place of the district, hence the thing site (Andersson 1965, 1982; the same is the case for the Anglo-Saxon hundreds, see Anderson/Arngart 1934, 1939a, b). For example the name *Møre hærað* in Småländ has an older history as a name of a settlement district, a *bygd* or a *land*, mentioned already in the famous journey by Wulfstan in the late ninth century as *Meore* (Brink 2007a: 69), and *Ulleråkers hundare* in Uppland is originally the name of the thing assembly site for this hundred (Vikstrand 2001: 182 ff.).

**CULTIC AND THEOPHORIC NAMES**

Finally the place names can give an important contribution to our reconstruction of the pagan religion. Since we lack written records from the time of the Viking Age, we have to rely on the Poetic Edda, Snorri’s Edda and Saxo Grammaticus, all written down during the Middle Ages. The contribution of the theophoric place names (containing the name of a god or a goddess) are twofold in this respect, they show us: (1) which of the gods and goddesses were actually worshipped, and also (2) where cult was executed, hence giving us a geographical dimension to the analysis. Moreover, we have the cultic place names, hence names containing an element denoting a pagan cult site, such as *vi, bøv/bøf, vang, ãker etc.*

Not all of the deities mentioned in the Eddas are found in place names, and thus they probably had no active cult, at least not in the landscape. The deities found in place names are *Óðinn, Þórr, Úllr, Úllinn, Freyr, Týr*, ON *Njóðr* and probably also the goddesses *Freyja, Frigg*, OSw *Njarðer* and *Hærn (?)*. This is to be compared with the much larger pantheon mentioned by Snorri in his Edda.

When we map all the known theophoric place names in Scandinavia, we find a surprising distribution. For example the gods Úllr and Freyr are, in principle, never found in southern Scandinavia, while the god Týr (Figure 6.3) is only found in Denmark and with a single occurrence in southern (probably Danish-dominated) Norway, and the god Úllinn – never mentioned in the literature, only in place names – is only to be found in south-central and western Norway. This is an indication that the pagan religion in Scandinavia was never homogeneous. It must have had regional variations and cults, where certain gods and goddesses were worshipped (Brink 2007b).

Some place-name elements are certainly, in some cases probably, denoting a pagan cult site (Andersson 1992; Vikstrand 2001). The most ‘secure’ one is *vi* (see above), Da *væ*, ON *vé*. It is found all over Scandinavia, both as a simplex *Vi/Væ*, and in compounds, such as *Odense* (< ODa *Oðins-væ* ‘the cult site dedicated to Óðinn’) and *Ullevi* (< OSw *Ullar-vi* ‘the cult site dedicated to Úllr’). The element *bøv*, ON *bøf*, is etymologically not to be placed in a sacral semantic sphere. It originally meant ‘hillock’. No doubt in the Icelandic sagas, and also in some place names, the word *bøf* denoted a cultic building or site. This is also the case for the compound *bøstæðir*. In the cases where *bøf* obviously
denoted a cultic building or a hall, one cannot disregard the possibility that the Scandinavian word, ON \textit{hof}, has been semantically influenced by the German word \textit{hof} ‘mansion, court’, whereby a new meaning ‘(banqueting) hall’ has emerged. In the same way as for \textit{vi}, this element occurs both as simplex, \textit{Hov/Hof}, and in compounds: \textit{Frøshof} (Froeyshof 1391) in Trøgstad, Østfold, Norway. A much discussed element and word is *\textit{al} (< \textit{alb}-). It was in early scholarship translated as ‘temple, sanctuary’, but this is inaccurate. This meaning is found for the Gothic equivalent \textit{alhs}, in the Gothic Bible, but a secular usage of the word in the Germanic languages obviously has been ‘protected village’ etc. If we have examples of this word in Scandinavia (probably \textit{Fröjel}, \textit{Fryele}, \textit{Norr-} and \textit{Söderala}, \textit{Ullerål} and some more), the meaning may have been ‘hall, communal building (also for cultic matters)’ (Brink 1992).

The word \textit{sal}, ON \textit{salr}, has been much discussed regarding its original meaning. It

\textbf{Figure 6.3} The distribution of place names containing the name of the god Týr in Scandinavia (Brink 2007b: 121).
has been understood as a prehistoric sheiling and also as a barn for hay-fodder. Today there is no doubt that salr in place names must be seen in a much more ‘aristocratic’ context (Brink 1996: 255–8). It was the Old Scandinavian word for a king’s or a chieftain’s banqueting hall. The few place names containing this word are prominent places, such as Uppsala in Sweden and Skirningsalr in Norway. A couple of names contain the god Óðinn’s name: Önsala in Halland, Odensala in Jämtland and the old name of Huseby in Önsøy (< Óðinn-øy) in Østfold, Norway. The element salr is not primarily to be set in a sacrificial context, but the denotation ‘hall’ reveals that cultic matters certainly have been conducted at these places. The word harg, ON hargr has a similar background. In the Icelandic literature it often has the same meaning as hof, hence denoting a cult site or a cult building. The original meaning of the word was ‘heap of stones’. The assumption is that from this original meaning a new one, ‘stone altar (on the outside)’, has emerged, and later on from this ‘cult house’. The word is found as simplex Harg, and in compounds: OSw Önsbargh, Torsbålla (< OSw Óhrs-bargha), Skederid (< OSw Óskh-bargha).

Some originally profane words also obviously occur within a cultic and sacramental toponymic context, namely åker ‘arable land’, both as simplex Åker/Aker and in compounds: Torsåker (< OSw Óhrs-akir), Önsåker (OSw Öns-akir), Frösåker (< OSw Frös-akir) (Vikstrand 2002, 2004). Similar is the case of vang, ON vangr, in Norway, often found as the focal farm in the district, by the church. The word eke (< ek-ia) ‘oak grove’ with a sacramental toponymic meaning we find in Önsike (OSw Öns-eke), Hålke (< OSw Haelgba-eke ‘the holy oak grove’), Ålsike (probably < OSw Albs-eke), and the word böke (< bok-ia) ‘grove of lime trees’ has a similar background. The word lund ‘grove’ had, of course, originally a profane meaning, but there is no doubt that the word could eventually appear in a cultic context, not only in compounds (Torslunda, Frösinda etc.), but also as a simplex: Lund. An interesting case showing this is the name Oklund, found in Östkind’s hundred, in Östergötland. Where the farm Oklunda is situated we have a runic inscription carved in the rock, saying that the place (during the Viking Age) was a vi, hence a ‘cult site’, and that cult site must have had the name Oklund ‘the (cultic) grove on the yoke’ (referring to the topographical situation) (Gustavson 2003; Brink 2003: 93–6). In Denmark there are several cult sites containing the word ODa bylæ (probably) ‘shelf’, often of the name of the god Óðinn as the qualifier, as in Vonsild and Önsild (< ODa Oðhens-bylda) on Jutland.
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Despite the fact that the sources concerning the Viking Age settlement in Scandinavia are actually poorer than for the settlement from older periods of the Iron Age, you can nevertheless nowadays state that the general character of the Viking Age settlement in Scandinavia in most aspects was a continuation of how the settlement was formed and organised earlier during the three immediate preceding archaeological periods. The same is also valid in most cases for how the settlement was localised in the landscape. Any larger structural changes of settlement do not occur during the Viking Age. In the main areas of agriculture, medium and large villages dominated. In the woodlands, and in fjord and mountainous areas, there were, on the contrary, mainly smaller units: hamlets and solitary farms (Hvass 1988; Kaldal Mikkelsen 1999; Lillehammer 1999: 13 ff.; Myhre 2002: 132 ff.; Ethelberg 2003; Holst 2004; Fallgren 2006: 80 ff.). In certain regions, however, some important architectonic changes of the old three-aisled longhouses took place during the course of the Viking Age. And in other parts of Scandinavia this old type of house construction came, completely or partly, to be replaced with an entirely new building type, the one-aisled house with roof-supporting walls.

The predominant type of building in Scandinavia had, since the early Bronze Age, been the three-aisled construction of the longhouses, where a number of posts, put in pairs, supported the roof instead of the walls. The tunstall (part of the gable that connects the roof with the walls) was consequently not yet known in Scandinavia. The walls in these houses could be wattle and daub, deal walls anchored in furrows, or made of earth, turf and stone, according to what the local conditions could best provide. In the same way the material for roof-covering shifted – straw, turf or wood – according to the natural environment of each region. The lengths of the houses of the Viking Age varied from 5 to 50 metres. The longest house excavated to date, however, is 80 m long, found at Borg in Lofoten in the northern part of Norway. The houses were as a rule separated into different rooms, which had different functions. The longer the houses, the more rooms and functions inside. These multi-functional houses could contain stable, kitchen, storerooms, rooms for entertaining and for living. The width of the houses was usually between 6 and 7.5 m.

From the end of the ninth century, or at the beginning of the tenth, a new type of
three-aisled longhouse started to be built in the south of Scandinavia. These houses were significantly wider: up to 12.5 m in width. They had only two pairs of roof-supporting posts inside the house, which created more spacious rooms. They seem also in general to be considerably taller than the older houses. The height to the roof has been calculated as up to 10 m in the biggest houses. Probably the houses also had an upper floor. This type of house, called the ‘Trelleborg house’ after the place on Zealand in Denmark where they were first discovered, had substantial, supporting posts heavy at the sides outside long convex walls, which gave the house a resemblance to a boat. These houses could be found, other than in the Danish fortresses from the Viking Age, first and foremost on the largest farms – the farms of the aristocrats – and could have several functions (Figure 7.1). The so-called ‘Trelleborg houses’ were in use in southern Scandinavia until the beginning of the Middle Ages – the twelfth and the beginning of the thirteenth century. But at that time several of them no longer contained inner roof-bearing posts; instead the houses had developed into one-aisled constructions. Separate smaller one-aisled houses existed even during the Viking Age in the south Scandinavian area, but it was not until later during the thirteenth century that three-aisled houses were completely replaced by one-aisled houses in south and west Scandinavia (Hvass 1988; Skov 1994; Christensen 1999; Rasmussen 1999; Carelli 2001: 48 ff.; Jørgensen 2001, 2002; Ethelberg 2003: 345 ff.; Herschend and Kaldal Mikkelsen 2003: 67 ff.; Söderberg 2005: 111 ff., 192 ff.).

On the other hand this technological building change entered eastern Scandinavia much earlier. On the two large islands in the Baltic Sea, Öland and Gotland, the old three-aisled houses began to be replaced by one-aisled houses with roof-supporting timber-framed walls already at the end of the Merovingian period (Carlsson 1979, 1981, 2005; Thunmark 1979; Fallgren 1994: 120; 1998: 73; 2006: 157 f.), maybe through influences from Slavic and Baltic architecture. During the Viking Age it seems that only one-aisled houses existed on these islands. These new rectangular or square houses were
in general smaller than the older three-aisled longhouses, and because these houses seldom had several functions the number of buildings per farm became more numerous than before (Figure 7.2). Even on the present Swedish mainland, in the Lake Mälar valley, one-aisled houses appear at the end of the Merovingian period, but became even more common from the tenth century, when they also appear in Götaland and in northern Sweden. But throughout the Viking Age and later during the twelfth century three-aisled houses still remained on certain farms within these regions (Nielsen and Lindeblad 1997; Liedgren 1998; Ramquist 1998; Hållans and Svensson 1999; Borna-Ahlqvist et al. 1998; Göthberg 2000: 81 ff.; Äqvist 2006).

In the Viking Age, just as earlier during the Iron Age, one can detect from the widely varying sizes of farms large social differences among the landowning population in Scandinavia. The difference between ordinary smaller farms and the few really big farms was tremendous. The smaller farms could be composed of two or three buildings. These consisted usually of a main building, which housed a dwelling area with or without a stable, and one or two secondary buildings – often a stable or for storage. Sometimes there were also one or two pit-houses – small, partly dug-down buildings, which were used as workshops. The largest farms had between five to seven buildings. The main building was significantly larger than on the smaller farms, and the number of storage buildings, stables and workshops could be considerable. The floor area in the main building on the ordinary farms varied between 150–250 m². In the main buildings of the largest farms the floor area was up to 300–650 m². The collected floor area for all

Figure 7.2 Reconstruction of a one-aisled house with roof-supporting timber-framed walls excavated at Gotland, Sweden (from Carlsson 1981).
the buildings of the smaller farms amounted to about 200–350 m². The collected floor area for the many buildings of the large farms was considerably greater and varied between about 550–1,090 m². The largest of these magnate farms seem all to belong to the late Viking Age. To date, the largest Viking Age farms found in Scandinavia are those excavated in Old Lejre and Tisso on Zealand, Denmark, in Järrestad in Scania, Sweden, and at Borg in Lofoten, Norway (Hvass 1988: 86 ff.; Christensen 1999; Jørgensen 2001; Ethelberg 2003: 345 ff.; Herschend and Kaldal Mikkelsen 2003: 67 ff.; Söderberg 2005).

During the late Roman Iron Age, and the Migration and Merovingian periods, there were similar differences between different-sized classes of farms as during the Viking Age. The farms of the aristocrats from these periods could be of the same considerable size as the Viking Age farms. This has up to now most clearly become visible at the excavations in the south Scandinavian area, in south-west Norway and on Öland and Gotland in Sweden (Herschend 1988, 1993, 1997; Hvass 1988; Kaldal Mikkelsen 1999; Myhre 2002; Ethelberg 2003; Fallgren 2006: 26 ff., 143 ff.). On Öland, where a very large number of houses and farms from these archaeological periods are still visible today, one can establish that the floor areas of the existing four different farm sizes varied between 110–834 m². The total floor area of the magnate farms varied between 558 and 834 m² (Fallgren 1998: 66 ff.; 2006: 26 ff., 143 ff.). In comparison with the great majority of the largest known Viking Age magnate farms, it is actually only the magnate farm at Tisso, with its total floor area of over 1,000 m², that is larger than any of the magnate farms on Öland from about AD 300 to 700. The fact that we can find approximately the same classes of farm sizes during the Viking Age as earlier, and that the majority of the largest farms during the Viking Age were of the same size as during the three preceding periods, indicates that the social structure in force and the hierarchy of society was the same during the Viking Age, at least in its main features.

The above-mentioned pit-houses could also be found earlier in the Iron Age on several farms in southern Scandinavia, but became more common in all of the northern territory during the Viking Age. Usually there was only one or at most a few on the farms, but on the largest farms, where particular crafts were practised, as in Lejre and Tisso on Zealand, in Öva Wännborga on Öland and in Järrestad in Scania, they could be found in greater numbers. These farms are also distinguished by archaeological excavation through a considerably greater variety of animal species in the bone waste, with for example more bone from game than on the ordinary farms (Christensen 1993; Fallgren 1994; Jørgensen 2001; Söderberg 2005).

The groupings of the separate farms whether within villages or separate in the landscape could be very different within the different Scandinavian regions during the Viking Age. The same was even true in the way the different buildings within the farms were grouped in relation to each other and to enclosures or other boundaries of the farms. In southern Scandinavia, especially in the south of Jutland, the farmhouses often, but not always, were grouped within very regular-shaped tofts, which were delimited by dug ditches or wooden enclosures. During the Viking Age these tofts become considerably larger than they had been before in this region. The smaller farms in these villages had a plot acreage of about 3,600 m², while the plot acreage of the larger farms could amount to 10,000–15,000 m². At the end of the Viking Age the tofts in this region became even bigger and acquired the same proportions as the tofts in the later regulated villages during the medieval period. In that period the plot acreage of the
villages lay between 9,000–25,000 m² and the biggest could have an acreage up to 40,000 m² (Hvass 1988: 86 ff.; Jørgensen 2001; Ethelberg 2003: 353 ff.; Holst 2004: 186 ff.). In the rest of Scandinavia these regular toft delimitations of the farms were in general missing throughout the Viking Age. Instead the buildings of the farms in these regions were often irregularly placed and totally or partly adjusted according to the local topography. Often the houses were placed on built-up terraces or plateaus, on smaller ridges or on slopes, or the farms were placed on a limited plane surface in a very hilly landscape. The farms’ fences were made of stone and/or wood and were connected to and from the farm in diverse directions, often as cattle paths, which led the cattle from the farm to the pasture on the unfenced outlying land (Liedgren 1998; Olsen 1998; Ramqvist 1998; Lillehammer 1999; Göthberg 2000; Selinge 2001; Myhre 2002; Åqvist 2006).

When it comes to how the villages were structured during the Viking Age, there seem to have been fairly large regional differences within the Nordic area. In the most southern part of Scandinavia there were more regularly shaped villages already at the end of the Viking Age, especially in the south of Jutland, where the farms had developed very regularly formed plot boundaries, and this is most clearly seen in the completely excavated village at Vorbasse (Figure 7.3) (Hvass 1988: 89; Ethelberg 2003: 354; Holst

Figure 7-3  Farms with their yards and buildings in the Viking Age village at Vorbasse, Jutland, Denmark. (Drawing: S. Hendriksen; Museum Sønderjylland. In: Det sønderjyske landbrugs Historie 2000: 370 fig. 235.)
Without doubt this structure was strongly influenced by the very regularly formed Waldhufendörfer, Angerdörfer and Strassendörfer within Frankish and German areas, which were the result of the standardised measurements of peasant holdings. But such regulated villages seem only to have existed in an extremely limited quantity during the Viking Age in Scandinavia. Later on in the medieval period, during the twelfth–fourteenth centuries, they became more common, but only in the regions that were totally or partly dominated by the great landowners: the nobility, the Church and the monasteries (Fallgren 2006: 171 ff.).

In the rest of Scandinavia the villages seem in general to have had a totally different and more irregular character, where the farmsteads were placed longer or shorter distances from each other, totally lacking limitations of the plot or with irregular frames of the farmstead yards. The farmsteads in these villages were connected with each other and the common, the grazing area, through cattle paths. The villages with this type of structure lasted long into modern times, particularly in the regions of Scandinavia dominated by self-owning peasants (Figure 7.4). The enclosures that still survive from the Viking Age, or the ones we have found at archaeological excavations, show that the enclosed area of the farmsteads, the arable land and meadows in these villages had been separately enclosed. Every farm had one or several irregularly formed enclosures/infields, which led out directly from the buildings at the farm or the borders that were possibly around the farm. The enclosures of one farmstead adjoined the enclosures of neighbouring farms, which resulted in the farms usually being separated about 50–200 m from each other, and the settlement was spread out over a large area. Some common enclosures or subdivided fields seem not to have been in existence before the Middle Ages in Scandinavia (Fallgren 1993, 2006: 87 ff., 171 ff.). There are no indications of the more regularly formed villages from the Viking Age in southern Jutland having any common fields or enclosures. On the contrary, every farm seems to have had individual infields

Figure 7.4 Examples of villages with irregular fields and farms ( ■ ) with irregular yards. This irregular structure lasted from the Iron Age long into modern times. (A) The village of Enerum 1761, Öland, Sweden, (B) The village of Tällberg 1826, Dalarna, Sweden.
with separate, enclosed long-strips, in exactly the same way as in the regular Frankish, German and Norman villages on the British islands, before a common fallow system and subdivided fields were introduced at the beginning or in the middle of the medieval period (Hoffman 1975: 41; Dodgshon 1980: 75 ff.; Hoff 1984: 102; 1997: 84 ff.; Roberts 1987: 199; Porsmose 1988: 270; Bartlett 1993: 114 ff.; Riddersporre 1995: 172; Holst 2004: 186 ff.). The village sizes in Scandinavia varied widely. Hamlets consisting of two to four farmsteads have primarily been found in woodlands, moraine and mountainous areas, as well as in the Norwegian fjord valleys. Larger villages with fifteen to twenty and up to fifty farmsteads have first of all been found in the central agricultural areas and could include areas of up to 400–500 hectares, settlement and infields included.

Visible remnants of infields, with enclosures and fossil fields, are preserved in southwest Norway, in Östergötland and on Öland and Gotland, and to some extent also in the Lake Mälar area in Sweden. These are mainly composed of demolished stone walls, which are often connected in huge systems. Previously these were mainly considered to belong to earlier periods of the Iron Age, the Roman Iron Age and the migration period, but new excavations and analyses of these have shown that they were also used and constructed during the Viking Age and the medieval period (Fallgren 2006: 31 ff., 159 ff.; Petersson 2006: 187 ff.). These stone walls normally enclosed the meadows and only to a lesser extent the fields. The fields seem to be both few in number and small in area. The farming during the Viking Age, as earlier during the Iron Age, can therefore be characterised as a fairly pastoral economy, where cattle breeding and its products constituted the essential part of agrarian production. This is also something that becomes evident when comparing stables from the Viking Age with stables from the Middle Ages and later: Viking Age stables in general housed more animals, sometimes many more, than stables from the medieval and later periods could accommodate. In the same way the bone material from the excavated farmsteads from the Viking Age shows that cattle breeding was of greater importance than during the medieval period (Myrdal 1999: 39 ff.).

Outside the enclosed fields and meadows, on the border of the outlying land, where the pasture began, the grave-fields of the villages were usually located. However, sometimes they were to be found somewhat further out on the common, and in these cases in connection with more important roads. Often there were several grave-fields around each village, which were normally exposed in order to be visible from the neighbouring villages. The grave-fields seem therefore to have helped define or delimit the enclosed infields of the villages, where the enclosures were the physical manifestations of the land belonging to the different farmsteads in the villages, and where the graves can be interpreted as the symbolic expression of ownership and the rights of inheritance to the land 'enclosed' (Fallgren 2006: 119 f., 136 ff.). There are indications that graves and grave-fields had a function as a declaration of ownership of land and rights of inheritance in the Christian society of Scandinavia (Jørgensen 1988: 50 ff.; Arhenius 1990: 74; Ringstad 1991: 144 ff.; Gurevich 1992: 194 ff.; Zachrisson 1994; Skre 1998: 199 ff.; Sundqvist 2002: 154 f., 170 ff.).
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CHAPTER SEVEN (1)

MANOR, CULT AND MARKET AT LAKE TISSØ

Lars Jørgensen

One of the Viking magnates’ complexes is situated on the west bank of Lake Tissø in west Zealand in Denmark. The settlement is situated at a distance of 7 kilometres from the coast and extends along the west bank for 1.6 km (Figure 7.1.1). The total settlement area is about 50 ha. As early as the nineteenth century weapons and other objects appeared in the lakebed near the settlement when the level of the lake was lower. To date some fifty objects have been found in the lake – swords, axes, lances, brooches and tools – the great majority of which are from the Viking Age. In this connection the name of the lake is interesting – Tissø, which actually means Týr’s lake. Týr was one of the Viking war gods, and probably the lake finds represent offerings. The objects found so far show that this votive tradition goes back at least to around AD 600. The most spectacular find was made in 1977, when a farmer found a tenth-century gold neck-ring weighing 1.8 kg. To this can today be added at least four silver treasures. In 1979 the graves of two executed men emerged at the crossing over the River Halleby Å. The burials can be dated to the mid-eleventh century, which corresponds closely with the end date for the settlement. In the same excavation were found the remains of a 50-metre-long wooden bridge over Halleby Å from the Viking Age.

In the period 1995–2003 extensive excavations took place and c. 85,000 m² of the settlement were excavated. Two manors and parts of extensive market and craft areas were investigated. The metal objects show that the settlement began in the mid-sixth century and ended in the first half of the eleventh century. All evidence indicates that the full settlement area was in operation from the beginning of the seventh century and for the next 400 years.

THE FIRST MANOR

The first manor, from the sixth and seventh centuries, comprises an area of c. 10,000 m², which is three to four times the size of ordinary Danish farms from the period. The manor consists of a large main building, two largish houses and a few smaller houses. The two largest houses are placed around an inner enclosure. The largest building has a length of 40 m and was unusually well constructed from large timbers and had
white-plastered walls. Probably the whole complex burned down in the middle or second half of the seventh century. On the basis of the metal finds the period of use can be set at c. AD 550–650. The finds include brooches, a sword pommel, a spiral bead of gold and a pair of gold pendants with inlaid garnets in cloisonné.

Figure 7.1.1 The archaeological status of the Tissø area in the Viking period. Contour lines (0.5 m) and excavation areas are shown. Just north of the River Halleby Å a workshop area extends along the lake up to the second manor. North of this a pit-house area continues to the north along the lake to the first manor.
THE SECOND MANOR

The first manor was then superseded by the later manor placed some 600 m further to the south. The 14C datings seem to indicate a beginning around AD 700 and the manor can be followed through four phases. The manor area of Phase 1 is about 10,000 m². At the centre lies the hall building, which is about 36 m × 11 m. A special fenced area was built against the walls of the hall, and in this lay a small building. By the fence at the northern end of the manor was the forge. As a Danish farm complex it is highly atypical, and in the available material there is nothing to suggest agricultural production or permanent livestock at the house complex. It is not only the structure of the house that is odd. The pits dug for the roof-bearing posts in the hall were up to 3 metres deep. The deeply dug posts might indicate high wind pressure on the building – perhaps because it had two floors.

This atypical house structure is repeated in the subsequent Phase 2 from the eighth and ninth centuries. The manor is extended to some 15,000 m². The hall is rebuilt, as well as the separate fenced area. The small building from Phase 1 is replaced by a larger one. As in Phase 1 we can still find the forge at the northern end of the complex.

With Phase 3 from the ninth and tenth centuries there are changes in the structure of the complex (Figure 7.1.2). The area of the manor is extended to about 18,000 m², while its core structure is retained. The hall is just rebuilt, as are the fenced separate area and the related building. The forge is still placed by the north fence of the complex. Along the west fence, though, new buildings are erected at different times. The most striking thing about the development from Phase 1 to Phase 3 is the decided conservatism with respect to the hall and the related separate fenced area with its single building. Over a period of almost 250 years the combination of hall, separate area and smaller building is maintained.

We can interpret the hall as the prestigious main building where the receptions and feast took place, the Old Norse salr or hof, but the separate area and the small building are clearly something special. Here it is worth noting that there is an unusually high frequency, within the manor, of finds of heathen amulets and jewellery with motifs taken from Norse mythology (Figure 7.1.3). The many heathen amulets and the weapon offerings from the lake might indicate that cult activities were associated with the manor. Perhaps the small building in the special fenced area of the manor could be a cult building, a so-called høgrar, often mentioned in the Old Norse sagas.

The concluding Phase 4 embraces the last half of the tenth century and the beginning of the eleventh century. The most spectacular building is a very large hall with 550 m² under the roof. The area is at least 25,000 m². With Phase 4 the structure of the complex changes radically. The hall building is of a new type; the fenced special area disappears, and the other house types are replaced, mainly by houses with diagonal supporting posts.

THE FIND MATERIAL

In general the second manor has a very high percentage of tin-plated and gilded objects of bronze and silver, compared with other productive sites in Denmark. A characteristic element in the inventory of the manor is weaponry: arrowheads, hilts, pommels and other fittings from swords, bridles and spurs. The distribution of the c. 100 weapons
Figure 7.1.2 Plan showing the layout of the manor in Phase 3, preliminarily dated to the ninth–tenth centuries.
and weapon parts from the site shows a clear concentration at the manor. Sherds of Carolingian drinking glasses are likewise only found in the manor. Another element is objects from the Carolingian and insular areas. The Carolingian ones include sword-belt fittings, brooches and coins minted under Charlemagne and Louis the Pious. The number of coins totals more than 130 with no fewer than \( c. 110 \) Arabic coins from the eighth to the tenth century.

**MARKET AND WORKSHOP AREA**

Both south and north of the large house area there are extensive workshop and market areas. There are thousands of post-holes, in which, however, it is extremely difficult to find any system mainly due to the ploughing-down to which the site has been exposed. One building type in the market areas, however, is the pit-house, of which eighty-five have been excavated. In the southern workshop area iron forging and bronze casting seem to have dominated the activities. Semi-finished material for strike-a-lights, shears, knives and arrowheads are among the finds. Bronze casters worked in the same areas, and among other things casting-moulds for tortoise brooches have been found, patrix dies, models as well as miscast keys, brooches and Thor’s hammers. The distribution of molten bronze and lead shows that jewellery was produced over most of the site. Tools in the form of burins, small chisels and hammers for metalwork appear in the southern workshop area.

The distribution of the trading activities is evident from the \( c. 350 \) weights, many fragments of hack-silver and Arabic coins that have been found all over the area. The distribution of the dateable finds shows that a very large part of the overall market area was functioning at the same time. By contrast there are indications that this was only for a short period at any one time. Compared with the find frequency at emporia such as Ribe, Haithabu, Kaupang and Birka, the quantity of finds is smaller at Tissø. This does

---

**Figure 7.1.3** Pendants depicting valkyries of the Norse mythology of gilded silver with niello inlays. (Photo: John Lee, The National Museum of Denmark.)
not suggest long-lasting occupation in the market and production areas. There seem to have been short, but intense periods of activity.

A ROYAL PALACE?

The find material thus shows that people belonging to the absolute elite were at the Tissø complex throughout its functional period. The distinctive arrangement of the buildings suggests, though, that they did not use it as a permanent residence. The main residence must therefore lie elsewhere, and perhaps we should move up a level as far as the ownership of the complex is concerned. It might have been a royal complex — not a primary residence, but an establishment belonging to the royal estate system of a mobile monarchy (see Jørgensen 2003 for further discussion).

The possible function of the Tissø complex as a royal palace, but not as a main residence, might also be indicated by the fact that no graves have yet been found in connection with the site. If this absence of graves is real, it provides support for the idea that the complex was not the magnate’s primary residence as it would be natural to expect rich, dynastic graves in connection with the main residence. As to where such a main residence might have been, we can turn our attention to Old Lejre near Roskilde, where the residential complex has much more of the character of a permanent residence (see Christensen, ch. 8.4, below).

BIBLIOGRAPHY

The earliest Viking Age is the period when urbanism first gained a foothold in the Scandinavian lands (Figure 8.1). At this time urban communities had for several centuries been abundant further south and west in the Roman Empire, thereafter in the Frankish and the English kingdoms. However, Scandinavia maintained its totally rural
character almost up to the time when its inhabitants started raiding the coasts of these kingdoms and of Ireland, and penetrating into the Slavonic areas in the Baltic.

This basically rural character was maintained throughout the period and also in the following centuries in spite of urban communities being established in increasing numbers through the Viking Age. At any time during the Middle Ages less than 10 per cent of the Scandinavian population lived in towns. In the late Viking Age the figure was around 1–2 per cent. In the early Viking Age, in the ninth century, a total of only around 3,000–4,000 lived in the four towns of this time: Birka in the land of the Swedes, Ribe, Kaupang and Hedeby in what was then the Danish kingdom. Far the largest of these was Hedeby, which had more inhabitants than the other three counted together. These four towns will be the main focus in the following, but the urban development in the later Viking Age – the eleventh century – will also be touched upon.

The modest size and number of towns should not lead one to underestimate their importance. Towns played an important role in the transformation of the Scandinavian tribal communities of the pre-Viking Age period to the three kingdoms of the late Viking Age. They were also the main arenas for the development of legislation and economic practices in the expanding trade of the period. Craft production underwent major changes in the Viking Age and the establishment of towns was the main condition for this development.

An urban community is composed of people whose main occupation is non-agrarian. Basically they do not produce their own food; they depend on achieving it from the surrounding rural society (Reynolds 1977: ix–x; Clarke and Ambrosiani 1995: 3; Pallister 2000: 5). The typical activities of towns in the Viking Age were craft production and trade. But these were not purely urban activities, in the sense that they took place exclusively in towns. Trade and craft also existed in rural societies before the Viking Age and continued to do so after towns were established (Callmer 1994). It is the dense and permanent settlements inhabited mainly by people who perform these activities that are the hallmark of the Viking Age town. In the late Viking Age, when kings and Church started settling in the towns, bringing with them their courts and clerks, towns also became administrative centres for kingdoms and dioceses, and for the areas immediately surrounding each town.

**TWO WAVES OF URBANISATION**

The first town to emerge was Birka, the town of the Swedes, established in the mid- or second half of the 700s. Birka was located on a small island, near the middle of Lake Mälaren, the main transport route of that region. Thereafter, three towns were founded in rapid succession within the realm of the Danish king. The first was Ribe, founded in the 790s. The site had been a seasonal marketplace since the first decade of that century, but permanent settlement did not start until the last decade. Like the two other towns of the Danish kingdom it lay in a cultural, political and economic border zone. This south-western part of the kingdom lay closest to south-eastern England and the north-western Carolingian Empire, where towns and trade flourished at the time. The Frisians in particular were active in the seaborne trade and Ribe was a part of their trade network. Kaupang was established c. 800 in the north-western corner of the Danish realm, in Vestfold in present-day Norway, on the border with the Northmen (Skre 2007a). A few
years later (808) Hedeby was founded in the south-eastern corner on the border with the Saxons and Slavonic tribes. Today, Hedeby is located close to Schleswig in Germany.

After this half-century of town foundations, two centuries went by without new towns emerging. Then, in the decades around AD 1000, a new wave of urbanisation swept over southern and central Scandinavia. The most important towns established during this period were Sigtuna in Sweden, Århus, Roskilde and Lund in Denmark, and Oslo and Trondheim in Norway (Andrén 1989). All of these towns still exist today, as do most towns from the following centuries. In contrast, all the four towns of the early Viking Age were by the end of the period deserted or had suffered a major downfall. Ribe disappears from the archaeological record around 850. Although it is mentioned as a bishop see in written sources in the following centuries, definite traces of urban activity do not reappear until the twelfth century. Kaupang was abandoned around 930; Birka was deserted around 970, coinciding with the establishment of Sigtuna some miles further north. The same thing happened to Hedeby in the 1060s, around the time when Schleswig was established on the other side of the Schlei fjord.

The reasons for this apparent lack of continuity of the towns from the early to the late Viking Age have been debated among scholars. For Ribe the question of continuity throughout the Viking Age is still open, as the written sources and the continued use of the town's name indicate continuity in the urban community, while the archaeology does not. For the others it has been proposed that the urban function moved elsewhere, which seems to have been the case with Hedeby and Birka. However, this cannot be the case with Kaupang, as there is a gap of about a century between the abandonment of Kaupang and the rise of Oslo and Skien, the next towns to be established in the Oslo fjord area. Only some 30 km north of Kaupang lies Tønsberg, but in spite of extensive archaeological investigations there, no urban traces older than the late eleventh century have been found.

When it is so common in the early Viking Age, both the abandonment and movement of towns need explanations beyond the fate of the individual town. For Hedeby, Birka and Kaupang, poor harbour and sailing conditions have been pointed out as important reasons for abandonment. For Hedeby, the shallow harbour and the increasing size of ships may have been a main cause for building the new town Schleswig across the fjord.

Concerning Birka it has been suggested that the abandonment was caused by the closing of the southern sailing route from the Baltic Sea into Lake Mälaren as a result of land rise. However, the movement of the town to Sigtuna hardly helped in this respect, as it made the approach from the south even longer. In the case of Kaupang, the harbour basin did become somewhat shallower during the town's existence, but the tenth-century depth of 2–5 m was fully sufficient for the ships at that time. For Kaupang and Birka, probably also for Ribe and Hedeby, one must seek other reasons for the abandonment than those caused by nature.

Continuity and discontinuity in urban communities are complex phenomena which need to be explained from a variety of approaches, some connected to the individual town, some to the fundamental social and political structures of society. Of course changes in trade routes and production lead to towns emerging and declining. More importantly, though, the existence and growth of towns always depended on the power structures of society. For trade and craft to flourish, peace and safety must be guaranteed. If not, producers will not settle in town, traders will not bring their goods there and
buyers will not bring silver to buy them. Not only did the town need someone to defend it from attacks and plunder, but people also needed to know that disputes would be fairly settled and that someone would see that buying and selling would take place according to the law (Skre 2007b).

In the early Viking Age political power was less institutionalised; it depended more on the personalities of the powerful, their charisma, their skill and luck in war and politics, and their ability to attract important and powerful friends and allies. Therefore control over land and people was rather unstable; a dynasty rarely kept in control for more than a few generations. In the later Viking Age the political structure had changed; the three Scandinavian kingdoms were more or less established. Royal power now depended more on law and institutions and less on the personality of the king. This difference is probably one of the main reasons for the instability of the towns of the early Viking Age and the stability of the towns established in the late Viking Age.

However, there is obviously more to it. There is another type of discontinuity in the late Viking Age: the old rural places of power, commonly called central places (see below), all met their end. In some cases, most pronounced in Lejre–Roskilde and Uppåkra–Lund, a town with central royal and ecclesiastical functions was established in the vicinity around the time when the central place was abandoned. It is the new and strong connection between king and Church which might hold a key to understanding the discontinuity both in towns and in central places around the turn of the millennium. A general conversion to Christianity took place at this time. The Church and the kingdoms entered into a mutually beneficial alliance. The alliance built on the old pagan connection between cultic and secular power now gained a much stronger base as the Church was an international institution with a staff skilled in law, writing and intellectual reasoning (Skre 1998).

To some extent there must have been a sentiment among people, chieftains and kings in the final decades of the Viking Age that a new era had begun. The lack of continuity not only in town and central places might indicate that kings had wanted to put a distance between themselves and the centres of the old society. The vast number of churches and clerical institutions in the major towns of the late Viking Age might indicate that this was the case. To move a town was after all not such a big undertaking; the investment in buildings and infrastructure was very low compared to the masonry churches, monasteries and castles which sprung up in towns in the centuries following the Viking Age. These buildings are the visible sign that towns now filled a wider purpose. While kings and chieftains in earlier times resided on their aristocratic manors, they now moved their household and following into the towns, where they also installed their new ally, the Church. This meant a profound change in the inner life of the new towns compared to the old ones, and in the functions towns had in the overall society. They became more like towns of our own times; they became seats of power.

**THE NON-URBAN PLACES OF TRADE AND CRAFT**

Before the Viking Age, the typical urban activities of the period – craft production and exchange of goods – took place in a rural context only. From the first millennium AD traces of such activities are found most abundantly in large complexes called central places (e.g. Uppåkra, Tissø, Lejre, Gudme). The full nature of several of these sites is yet unknown, as the task of excavating their deep and complex deposits and analysing their
character and development is so overwhelming. Apparently they are first and foremost aristocratic manors with more or less distinct traces of cultic activities, craft, trade, and houses for people attached to the aristocratic household. However, during the long period in which many of them existed, in the case of Uppåkra a whole millennium, there are bound to have been some major changes in their size and functions, about which we as yet know rather little. Many of these central places continued to flourish until the end of the Viking Age.

Seasonal marketplaces with archaeological remains of craft and trade were connected to several central places. The archaeological remains of these marketplaces are distinctly different from the four urban sites mentioned. While the objects found are much the same, although with a lower number of items of long-distance trade, there are no remains of permanent buildings. These contrasts to the towns proper speak clearly about the main difference between them – the town formed a separate community organised in a specific way, while the marketplace had only seasonal gatherings of people. Between the gatherings the aristocratic household and its warriors, staff and slaves made up the local community on the manor nearby. Neither in organisation nor in their permanent activities did the central places have an urban character.

Seasonal marketplaces are also found at locations that seem more or less independent of central places. Some are large (Sebbersund, Fröjel), while others, hitherto mostly found in Gotland and Denmark, are very small: only a few pit-houses and scant finds (Carlsson 1991; Ulriksen 1998). The earliest occur in the Roman period (see Thomsen et al. 1993; Nielsen et al. 1994), but they are more numerous in the Viking Age.

Of the four towns only Ribe seems to have developed from a seasonal marketplace. The other three seem to have been founded on virgin land. (The character of the eighth-century Südsiedlung and its relation to Hedeby remains to be fully explored.) Due to only small areas having been excavated, many details of the settling of each town are unknown. Excavations have demonstrated that there has been a period of seasonal activity before people settled permanently there, at Kaupang less than ten years. Nevertheless, the towns were from the start distinctly different from the seasonal markets. The area that developed into a town within a few years was from the earliest period organised in a different way from the marketplaces.

Therefore it seems evident that those who organised the towns from the start had a clear idea that they wanted to form a specific type of settlement – a permanent community, not a seasonal marketplace. This demonstrates that from the earliest Viking Age there existed in Scandinavia an idea of what an urban community was and how to organise it. The roots of these ideas are to be found in the Carolingian Empire and England, possibly also in the Slavonic communities along the Baltic coast. But the ideas were from early on adapted to conditions and demands typical of Scandinavia.

THE SCANDINAVIAN VIKING AGE TOWN

It is evident that the towns of the Viking Age were created and not self-grown communities. Who created them? From the evidence it is clear that kings and petty kings were instrumental in the initial phase. The evidence from Ribe is meagre, although the probable mint in the town from the early eighth century onwards points to a royal connection. On Birka’s neighbouring island lies Alsnöhus, the royal manor. Vita Ansgarii, which describes the German missionary Ansgar’s travels to Birka in 829–30
and 851–2, mentions a royal bailiff in the town. On what was probably the petty king’s farm with the name Skiringssal, now Huseby close to Kaupang, the remains of an aristocratic hall have been excavated. The connection between the Danish king and the foundation of Hedeby is testified in the Royal Frankish Annals.

The urban community differed from the rural in many aspects. One of them was their need for separate legislation. The laws for towns and trade in the twelfth century onwards are called Bjarkøyrett, literally ‘Birka law’, in all three Scandinavian countries. There is little doubt that the name refers to the Swedish Viking Age town. The name tells us that the development of legislation for this kind of community started there, probably due to it being the earliest of the four towns. The laws were then transferred, altered and added to in the other towns of the Viking Age and later. The physical borders of the town marked the area within which the law applied. The shallow ditch surrounding Ribe from the early ninth century (Feveile 2006: 43–5) could be an example of this legislative border, possibly connected to the marketplace being converted into a town a few years earlier.

The earliest known version of the Bjarkøyrett is no older than the mid-thirteenth century (Hagland and Sandnes 1997) and therefore it is impossible to reconstruct the Viking Age town law in detail. However, by drawing on information in Vita Ansgarrii some general themes in the early law may be identified. It seems likely that the towns in the first half of the ninth century were under royal administration through the bailiff and that they had their own thing assembly. One of the original tasks of the bailiff may have been to collect the land rent from each household as described in the earliest versions of the law. In the thirteenth-century version the thing assembly gathered to solve conflicts and convict the guilty in certain types of crimes. This may have been the case in the Viking Age as well.

**PLOTS, STREETS AND HOUSES**

Town plans may be read as a manifestation of the ideas the founders had about what an urban community was and how it should function. The administration of rights to land, the maintenance of communal installations such as jetties and streets, the normal resident’s need for space and water, the transport of people and goods within, to and from the town: all of these and many more factors had to be taken into account and realised according to the topographical conditions which each site offered. Some standard solutions to these challenges were developed and a few of them will be described in the following.

From the beginning the town area was divided up into plots, streets, etc. As only a small percentage of each town is excavated, the extent of this original plot division and the number and sizes of later extensions are unknown. However, in at least some of the towns, especially Hedeby, which grew significantly in the tenth century, the town area must have been extended, probably on several occasions.

In Ribe the main focus of activity was the street running through the town, parallel to the river lying at least 40 m further to the south-west. The plots lay on each side of this street, with their shorter end, 6–8 m long, towards it. The finds show that craft and trade were focused on the part of the plot lying along the street, while the back of the plots, extending some 20–30 m off the street, was used for dumping refuse. The town area comprised forty to fifty plots and covered about 1 hectares.
The Ribe plots were established at the beginning of the marketplace period and were basically the same after it was converted into a town. Birka was founded with a somewhat different structure. The main focus here was the harbour. The streets run either parallel to the shoreline or at a right angle to it. The plots have their short end towards the harbour, they have the same width as the Ribe ones; but they are less than half as deep. At its largest Birka covered c. 6 hectares and must have had well over 100 plots.

In the two towns established in the early 800s, Kaupang and Hedeby, the structure is much the same as in Birka. Both are focused on the harbour, and the system of streets has the same alignment as Birka’s. All the six excavated plots in Kaupang have their short end towards the harbour. In Hedeby the same general rule applies but with some deviations, possibly due to larger surfaces being excavated and therefore more details known. Plots in Kaupang and Hedeby have about the same size as in Birka. Kaupang was in total somewhat smaller than Birka, about 5.4 hectares and 90–100 plots, while Hedeby was the largest town covering c. 24 hectares.

The focus on the street rather than the harbour in Ribe is probably an element borrowed from Frisian settlements of the period (Jensen 2004: 243). By the time plots and streets in Birka were laid out the idea of town organisation had changed somewhat. Birka, Kaupang and Hedeby all have their focus on the harbour, probably reflecting the Scandinavian emphasis on seafaring and seaways transport at the time. There is great stability in the width and alignment of plots, as these elements remained nearly unaltered from the laying out of Ribe onwards. The depth of plots was reduced after Ribe, probably as a consequence of more congested space due to several parallel rows of plots being laid out in the other towns. In each town the system of plots and main streets was established from the start and was thereafter rarely altered, although extensions may have taken place.

This rather uniform layout of streets and size of plots differ from what is seen elsewhere in northern Europe during this period. The fact that the same principles were applied when the Scandinavians established their urban communities in York and Dublin later in the ninth century supports the idea that we are faced with a specific Scandinavian way to organise towns.

As mentioned, the settling of each town took some time and initially many plots were uninhabited. In Kaupang one of the six plots excavated in 2000–2 proved never to have had a house; it was probably kept as a pigsty, at least in the first half of the ninth century, which is the period from which the remains of houses etc. were preserved (Pilø 2007). In Birka one of the excavated plots, which used to house a bronzeworker’s workshop, was uninhabited for some years, possibly decades, before a new house was built there. But the normal thing in all towns seems to have been that each plot had one building on it, although in Hedeby there was sometimes in addition a shed. Normally, the houses, all of them built of wood, had the same alignment as the elongated plots.

The excavated houses vary somewhat in construction, size and function but are nevertheless, as far as we know them, surprisingly uniform. As only trenches have been excavated in Ribe we know little about houses there. In the three other towns houses are generally about 4–5 m wide and 6–12 m long. In the excavated Hedeby and Birka houses the walls normally carried the roof; in some Kaupang houses it was supported by freestanding posts within the house. Such houses have also been found in the outskirts of Birka. Both construction principles are common in rural settlements of the time, although the rural houses are normally larger.
Also the interior arrangements of houses are common in rural settlements of the time. An open hearth was built on the floor in the central axis of the building, normally in the middle of the main room. A hearth has been found in the corner of a house in Birka. Many houses have permanent benches along the long walls for sitting, working and sleeping. Earthen floors were common although a plank floor has been found at Birka. Many houses seem to be pure dwelling houses and so far few workshops have been securely identified. One exception is the bronze caster’s workshop in Birka. In Ribe and Hedeby pit-houses have been found. In Hedeby they seem to be most numerous in the blacksmiths’ area of town.

The layout of streets follows the same general pattern in the towns of the late Viking Age, but the plots are normally more spacious. They give room for several houses with a variety of functions probably reflecting the growing diversity in activities and inhabitants in the towns. When the kings’ men and wealthy landowners started settling in towns they obviously needed more spacious plots for themselves, their people and their possessions. However, it took time for the new towns to develop this character. It is not until the late eleventh and twelfth centuries that the largest of the new towns reach the size of the towns of the early Viking Age. Most cathedrals, monasteries and royal or clerical residences were built in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

**CRAFT AND TRADE**

Although trade and craft also existed before the Viking Age the urban environment seems to have influenced their character. Craft products became more standardised at the time when the producers moved into newly established towns. Series of identical items, especially bronze brooches and combs, were produced. In earlier times, when these crafts existed in rural communities, they mostly produced unique items, although grouped around certain main types (Callmer 1995).

This probably reflects a change from producing mainly on commission to individuals, to producing identical items for unknown customers in a market-like trade. There can be little doubt what triggered this change. In the towns, sufficiently sized and stable markets were established for this new type of production to be tenable. The higher quantity of buyers is reflected in the fact that many craft products were now much more widely distributed; not only local people came to buy them as was the case in the older seasonal marketplaces. It is also evident that many craft products, such as bronze ornaments and glass beads, were now obtainable for a much wider spectrum of the population than was the case before the Viking Age.

In addition to the crafts already mentioned, remains from ironwork, glass-bead and textile production have been found in all towns. In Hedeby remains from the work of goldsmiths have been identified, and in Ribe the comb-maker, shoe-maker, potter and amber smith have left their traces. The last type of craft was also exercised at Kaupang. One should bear in mind that some crafts, like bead-making and metal casting, leave many and very durable traces, while the remains from others, like carpentry and comb-making, depend on the soil’s chemistry and humidity for their survival to the present day. Thus the scope of crafts exercised in each town was certainly broader than archaeologists at present are able to identify. For the same reasons, and because of limited excavations, the volume of the various craft activities is difficult to ascertain.
Several of these crafts demanded highly skilled practitioners and this skill and knowledge was passed on and developed through generations. Although local variations existed, advances in one part of Scandinavia were taken up elsewhere quite swiftly. Sufficiently dense and well-organised networks must have existed within several crafts. To maintain quality and pass on skills in certain crafts, for instance metal casting, well-organised and long-lasting workshops must have existed in several of the towns. The excavation of one such workshop at Birka supports this assumption. Nevertheless, the products demonstrate that skills varied considerably. It is a fact that the quality of glass beads produced in Scandinavia fell rather dramatically from the eighth to the ninth century, never to regain its former level.

Also the character of trade was altered during the early Viking Age and the towns undoubtedly played an important role in this development. To track down these changes it is more illuminating to use the common term exchange for the various types of transactions that took place in this period and before (Skre 2001, 2007b). Trade, in the sense that one acquires goods with the intention of selling them for a better price, probably also took place, but it hardly dominated the exchange of goods. Trade in this sense was probably mostly performed by people who transported the goods from their areas of origin to markets and towns elsewhere. These goods may have been acquired in different types of exchange, also as gift, tribute, tax or by sheer plunder. In addition, and this may have been the more common type of transaction in towns, craftsmen and other kinds of producers bartered their products to acquire things they needed. Or they may have sold them for silver for which they could buy goods, pay fees, etc.

One given item may have undergone several types of exchange on its way from the producer to its final consumer. The fur trade, in which Birka and possibly other Viking Age towns were heavily engaged, must have involved a variety of exchange types. One would assume that agents for the local aristocracy obtained fur from the hunters, possibly including Sámi, through barter or tribute close to the hunting grounds. The furs were then brought to Birka, probably through channels controlled by the same aristocracy. In Birka the fur was processed, including the cutting off of paws; hence the numerous paw bones from squirrel, marten and fox, even the odd one from bear, found there. Then most of the furs were probably sold in Birka, possibly for silver, and transported further afar for resale or use. This kind of product may also have served as gifts among aristocratic friends and allies.

Although all of these types of exchange existed throughout the period, their relative importance shifted dramatically. By the end of the Viking Age paying with silver made up a much higher proportion of transactions than at the start (Hårđh 1996; Gustin 2004). The towns seem to have been leading this development. In the late tenth century a regular bullion economy existed in south and central Scandinavia. In the eleventh century payment with unminted silver gradually disappeared as coins took over as the dominating means of payment. However, in the tenth century cut-up pieces of Arab silver coins, ingots and ornaments are commonly found in hoards, towns and market-places. At the beginning of the century they are found most frequently in parts of Scandinavia with towns from the same period. Cut-up pieces of silver are much rarer in the ninth century, but excavations in the towns have yielded some, particularly from the second half of the century. At this early stage the majority of the silver fragments weigh less than 2 g, indicating that silver was used in everyday transactions involving items of modest value.
This development is mirrored in changes in weighing equipment. The earliest Viking Age weights were rather imprecise and many local standards seem to have existed. Their shape and material, cylindrical lead weights dominating, made them easy to tamper with, which did not promote trust between trading partners. Around 860/70 a new type and standard of much more reliable bronze weights were introduced in southern and eastern Scandinavia. One would expect that the increased trustworthiness of weights facilitated trade and contributed to the strong growth in exchange where silver was used as a means of payment (Steuer 1997; Gustin 2004).

The need for a trusted means of payment was one of the reasons for the shift to coinage in the final decades of the Viking Age. The trust in the king as a ruler and peacekeeper was extended into the economic sphere and made operational there. One may say that the development in the means of exchange from local weight systems to royal coinage mirrors the fundamental changes that took place in the Scandinavian societies during the Viking Age. The towns were important arenas for the economic, social and political driving forces in this development.
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BIRKA

Björn Ambrosiani

In the eighth century AD, while Charlemagne still relied on traditions linked to the Roman Empire, western Europe slowly began to distance itself from the ancient world. Increasing economic, political and religious activity led to broader political contacts and emerging trade alliances outside the boundaries of the old empire (McCormick 2001). Two important centres on the routes of travel across the Northern Sea, soon to include the Baltic Sea area, were Quentovic and Dorestad (Clarke and Ambrosiani 1991).

Several places for trade and early towns were established within a broad network as bases for actively collecting raw materials, for example slaves and furs, particularly attractive commodities at the new royal courts and in the towns across the whole of western Europe.

One such place was Birka, established on a small island in a bay of the Baltic Sea (Figures 8.1.1 and 8.1.2). Today this island lies in Lake Mälaren c. 30 km west of Stockholm in eastern central Sweden. Birka is one of Sweden’s most prominent archaeological sites, where archaeological investigations have been carried out at various locations since the 1870s. Birka’s finds create the framework for understanding Viking Age chronology in Sweden. Recent excavations have focused on questions concerning the overall structure of the town and contacts between Birka and the greater north European area. The sizeable complex of Birka and the royal manor of Alsnöhus was added to UNESCO’s World Heritage List in 1993.

THE TOWN

Eighth-century Birka lay on an island only a few kilometres in size, and in an area still today heavily influenced by land uplift. The political power behind Birka’s establishment lay at Alsnöhus on the neighbouring island of Adelsö. Birka’s town site, the Black Earth, covers an area of c. 5–6 ha and is surrounded by the remains of a complex defence system: a town rampart, an underwater palisade and a hill fort. Extensive cemeteries contain altogether c. 2,000 grave mounds and many unmarked inhumation graves which occupy considerable parts of the early island area (Ambrosiani 1992).
Figure 8.1.1  Birka is situated on an island in the Lake Mälaren bay, Björkfjärden, along the route between the Baltic Sea and Uppsala, the centre of the Svear kingdom in prehistoric and medieval times. The royal estate on Adelsö is visible in the foreground. (Photo © Björn Ambrosiani.)

Figure 8.1.2  Map of Birka’s town area. The black earth area is protected by a defense construction, the hillfort Borg and the town rampart. By and outside of these lay its cemeteries, of which Hemlanden is the largest with ca. 1600 visible barrows. Coffin- and chamber graves, today lacking visible constructions above the ground, are concentrated to areas closest to the town. (Map by Bernt Forsblad © The Birka Project.)
Archbishop Rimbert mentions Birka in his ninth-century account, *Vita Ansgarii*, as the place of the first Christian mission to the Svea kingdom (Odelman 1986). Extensive archaeological excavations were initiated by Hjalmar Stolpe in the 1870s, one in the circle of scholars, including Oscar Montelius and Hans Hildebrand, employed by the Museum of National Antiquities (SHM) in Stockholm. Stolpe excavated altogether c. 4,500 m² of the Black Earth area (Hyenstrand 1992) and c. 1,100 graves (Arbman 1940–3; Arwidsson 1984–9).

The main settlement area was located in a depression adjacent to the water, with several longhouse terraces situated on a slope above the town. Shoreline-bound plots were separated by ditches and later also wooden fences in a fan-shaped pattern following the bay’s natural shape. The often rebuilt buildings, primarily of wood with wood or reed roofs, were situated with their gables facing the water (*Birka Studies* forthcoming).

In 1990–5 the Black Earth excavations uncovered part of the mid-eighth-century shoreline, 6 m above present sea level, and the stone foundation of an early jetty from Birka’s earliest settlement along with the remains of a bronzeworker’s workshop (Figure 8.1.3). This part of the earliest settlement was shore bound until the end of the 700s. Successive changes in land uplift in conjunction with the retreating shoreline exposed new areas for settlement and necessitated the construction of new jetties at lower levels. The workshop ceasing to exist shortly after the mid-800s, its plot was rebuilt after several decades of abandonment. Situated opposite to this and adjacent to the lane leading down to the later jetty, another plot yielded the remains of houses belonging to

![Figure 8.1.3](image-url) The large stone jetty resting on Birka’s original shoreline, allowing for isostatic and eustatic changes, is situated at ca. 6 m a.s.l., showing that the town must have been established prior to or at about 750 AD. (Photo © Björn Ambrosiani.)
merchants whose contacts reached far to the east: to the Rus’, the Khazars, Byzantium and the eastern Caliphate (Ambrosiani 2001).

These Black Earth excavations yielded very rich settlement finds, including workshop products and objects of trade. All of the houses showed evidence of household activities and textile production: spinning, weaving, and the production of fine thread and high-quality fabrics (Andersson 2003). Furs were also produced (Wigh 1998, 2002), as well as combs and glass beads along with cast bronze objects.

DEFENCE

The town Birka was long believed to have been undefended, its earliest recognised built defence being the hill fort Borg. Today an earlier system of ninth-century ramparts is known to have existed, the larger part of which was successively covered by the expanding town. The rampart, still visible today, probably dates to the tenth century at the earliest, and the chronology of Borg has not yet been fully established. Recent excavations have focused on an area outside and adjacent to Borg where evidence of a strong, mainly tenth-century military presence has been uncovered. Terraces with the remains of several generations of longhouses and finds linking to a male, armed presence include sacrifices to the war god Óðinn (Holquist Olausson and Kitzler Åhlfeldt 2002). Comparable finds have not been made in the hill fort itself, where instead graves from c. AD 800 lie superficially situated inside its rampart (Arbman 1940–3: 127–31).

GRAVES

Characteristic of Birka are its richly equipped graves (Arbman 1940–3; Gräslund 1980; Arwidsson 1984–9) of which c. 1,100 were investigated by H. Stolpe. With altogether c. 2,000 mounds, Birka’s prehistoric cemeteries are among the largest in Sweden, the majority of the visible barrows covering cremation layers particularly characteristic for the Mälar Basin area in the Viking Age.

Unusual grave traditions for eastern central Sweden at this time are the unmarked wooden coffin and chamber graves, lying in an area inside the later town rampart and the hill fort. Regarding dress and lifestyle, these show links mainly to local traditions. Both men and women were buried fully dressed with jewellery, weapons and tools, but many of these graves also include objects from distant sources. They may have been imported objects available at the local market or as part of the personal belongings brought to Birka by merchants and craftsmen from their own respective home regions.

CHRONOLOGY

The finds from Birka’s graves form an important basis for understanding Viking Age chronology, but finds recently uncovered in the bronzeworker’s workshop have complicated this picture. Objects dated as deposited in the 900s can be directly linked to the workshop’s moulds dating to the early 800s (Ambrosiani and Erikson 1992, 1996). The relationship between production and deposition, of objects in the Black Earth and the grave contexts at Birka, is a central question for future discussion with implications for the chronology of Birka’s monuments, but which generally influence Viking Age chronology in various ways.
Several early 'Viking Age motifs' can be shown to have been produced before AD 800, showing that several 'Viking Age' phenomena considerably predate the earliest Viking raids in western Europe in the 790s. This is also seen at Staraya Ladoga and Ribe, implying that the chronological boundary of the Vendel period and the early Viking Age, based on such material expressions, must be reconsidered as they existed already decades earlier (Ambrosiani 1998a). This suggests that as a place for trade Birka existed around the mid-700s at the latest.

In the 970s Birka ceased to exist: artefacts and silver hoards with Arabic coins suggest that Birka still existed c. AD 970, but Anglo-Saxon coinage from the 980s and domestic Sigtuna coinage from the 990s are lacking. Birka’s disappearance may have been linked to the reorientation of water routes and the use of larger ships. The transition to Sigtuna, where settlement appears to emerge at approximately the same time, has been debated on the one hand as representing a societal change and on the other as purely a relocation of function. If caused by the need for technically better water routes, the latter is more probable.

**HINTERLAND**

Birka lay at the heart of a considerable hinterland, the area of the Svear: a primarily agrarian area, with good mineral resources and wild game in areas beyond, all of primary importance to the activities at Birka. From this area, produce, fuel and raw materials were delivered to Birka, and, in turn, Birka supplied the hinterland with simple pieces of jewellery, tools and implements. These appear in the many grave finds, until c. AD 1000 as traditional cremations covered by a barrow, containing men and women with complete dress equipment (Ambrosiani 1998b).

Birka’s products appear in many distant places throughout northern Scandinavia, showing the economic role of furs in the town’s trade. This is seen in the thousands of paw bones from squirrels, marten and fox which have been found in Birka’s Black Earth, evidence that the skins of wild animals were prepared at Birka for export (Wigh 2002: 120–3).

More difficult to understand is the production of metal, including probably both iron and silver, perhaps copper as well, won from sources within a radius of 200 km from Birka. Also in this respect, Birka could have been an important centre for collecting such regional production (Ambrosiani 1997c).

**THE BALTIC SEA REGION AND BEYOND**

Birka’s contacts with other places for trade/towns near the Baltic Sea were extensive. West Slavonic pottery, amber from East Prussia, soapstone and whalebone from present-day Norway and probably special produce such as honey and salt from the west Slavonic area were important items of trade throughout this interregional network where handicraft production was amazingly similar (Ambrosiani 1997a, b).

Birka’s early contacts were directed towards the south-west: to Denmark and the Rhineland. Very few objects have an eastern origin: some Ladoga-type pottery, perhaps the evidence of regional contacts with contemporary Staraya Ladoga (Bäck forthcoming). This situation changes at the end of the 800s: western contacts seem to be replaced
by contacts towards the east (Ambrosiani 2001, 2002). This is simultaneous with the appearance of the Rus' and the earliest Scandinavian settlement in western Russia and the Ukraine (Jansson 1997), which were used in establishing direct contact with Byzantium and the eastern Caliphate.

Quantities of silks and silver were thus spread, and Scandinavia created its own weight-based economic system grounded in an Arabian weight standard, apparently though with locally manufactured instruments for weighing (Ambrosiani 2001; Gustin 2004; Sperber 2004). Many phenomena associated with this appear at Birka early in this development, which implies Birka’s leading position in Northern Europe.

**SUMMARY**

Birka can be characterised as a complex early urban society with a diverse mix of local and supra-regional backgrounds: its economy based on trade and handicraft and as part of a contact network spanning the whole of northern Europe first turned towards the south-west and later towards the east. Through this, Birka’s society bound together local and outside worlds, which it influenced and was influenced by the changes therein. Today Birka’s rich finds are an important key to greater insight into Viking Age chronology and this northern European network of contacts and, therefore, also important to west European archaeology.
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Hedeby: An Outline of Its Research History

Volker Hilberg

The Viking Age emporium of Hedeby is situated at the narrowest part of the Cimbrian peninsula near the Danevirke, which functioned as the Danish border to the south in the Middle Ages. Accessible from both the west and the east, Hedeby possessed a key position in connecting the trading systems of the North Sea to the Baltic Basin. The place is known from written records since 804 and developed in the ninth century to become the leading emporium or proto-town of the Danish kingdom until its final destruction in 1066. Its functions and political role were transferred to Schleswig/Slesvig on the other side of the Schlei/Slie fjord. Hedeby itself is well known for its extensive archaeological research done by German archaeologists since 1900.

Excavations at Hedeby, 1900–80

In 1897 Sophus Müller, from the National Museum in Copenhagen, had identified an area of c. 27 ha inside a huge and well-preserved semicircular rampart at the western side of the Haddedbyer Noor, an inlet of the Schlei, with the place mentioned on Viking Age runic inscriptions found nearby as Hedeby (Figure 8.2.1) (Müller 1897: 636–42 figs 395–6). To strengthen his identification small-scale excavation trenches all over this area were started in 1900 (Stark 1988). In the following years, until 1915 and once again in 1921, over 350 small trenches were opened by Wilhelm Spleith and Friedrich Knorr from the Museum für Vaterländische Altertümer in Kiel revealing parts of the emporium. Also c. 500–700 inhumation graves from a huge cemetery inside the rampart were excavated between 1902 and 1912; the exact number is very difficult to say because of several superpositions and destructions from younger, overlying settlement structures (Arents 1992 vol. 1: 22–31). Knorr described very briefly the results of all his excavation campaigns in only one article (1924). The documentation of each year’s campaign consisted of handwritten reports, drawings true to scale and photos of selected features and also cards with descriptions and drawings of find materials, which survived the decades without any serious losses in the museum’s archive. An impressive boat-chamber grave was published in more detail in 1911, and a full analysis was given by M. Müller-Wille in 1976 (Knorr 1911; Müller-Wille 1976; Wamers 1994). But Knorr’s excavations also turned the attention from the burials to the thick cultural layers.
with conserved wood near the coastline, especially in the depression crossed by a small stream (Knorr 1924: 27).

The resumption of the excavations in 1930 started with a narrow trial trench stretching from west to east and from south to north, which was dug out by the young Herbert Jankuhn. Only in some parts was this trench widened because of special features: in the west, Jankuhn excavated a group of ten chamber burials, which were surrounded by ring ditches, one incineration and two inhumation graves. This part of the cemetery was superseded by a younger settlement of several sunken-featured buildings consisting of different phases with wells and pits. Unfortunately the results of these excavations were never published in detail (Jankuhn 1933, 1986: 93–5 fig. 42; Aner 1952). The Hedeby research of that time is strongly connected with the Nazi regime (Vollertsen 1989; Steuer 2001). From 1935 Jankuhn concentrated his excavations on the low-lying areas near the coastline, which are characterised by well-preserved wooden remains and a

Figure 8.2.1 Map of Hedeby with all excavation trenches between 1900 and 2005.
stratigraphy up to 2 metres (Jankuhn 1936, 1943). Archaeological research and interest have been focused for decades in this area. The investigations were continued in 1962 by Torsten Capelle and by Kurt Schietzel from 1963 to 1969 (Capelle 1965; Schietzel 1969: 10–59; 1981). The excavated settlement structures form the basis of our knowledge of Hedeby and its layout in the Viking Age (Schietzel 1981, 1984; Jankuhn 1986: 95–100 plan 2; Clarke and Ambrosiani 1991: 138–41). Only c. 5 per cent of the area inside the semicircular rampart has been excavated to date, and only a small part has been analysed and published intensively (Schietzel 1981: 21; Radtke 1999: 364). Most of the preserved wooden remains date to the ninth century; for the upper layers no wood preservation could be found. Only a well with a terminus post of AD 1020 possesses the youngest dendrochronological date from Schietzel’s settlement excavations (Eckstein 1976; Schietzel 1981: 68 f.).

To the north, lying on the south-eastern slopes of the hill fort, remains of graves destroyed in the nineteenth century and a settlement pit have been found (Jankuhn 1986: 80, 87; Arents 1992 vol. 1: 14–18). In the south rampart remains of inhumation and cremation burials have led to large-scale excavations over several years since 1957. Klaus Raddatz, Heiko Steuer and Konrad Weidemann investigated 890 uncovered burials making up a large part of a huge biritual cemetery. In the eastern area near the coastline Raddatz and Steuer also excavated parts of an older settlement. Only the structures of the settlement were published by Steuer; the cemetery hasn’t been published yet in detail (Steuer 1974, 1984: 192–4; Jankuhn 1986: 100–2; Arents 1992 vol. 1: 44–53).

Underwater research from 1953 onwards has found its preliminary culmination in the harbour excavation from 1979 to 1980, when parts of the jetties were excavated, dating from the middle of the ninth century onwards (Kramer 1999; Radtke 1999: 370; Kalmring 2006). In the harbour a lot of different objects and waste were deposited. In front of the jetties also a large warship, measuring about 30 m in length, was recovered. It was dated dendrochronologically to c. 982. Besides, we know of three other ship-wrecks in front of Hedeby: a huge cargo-vessel of the so-called ‘Knorr’-type (t.p. about 1025), a smaller boat of Nordic tradition (t.p. about 965) and a barge dating to the twelfth century (Crumlin-Pedersen 1997).

ARCHEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Another important contribution to the Hedeby research is provided by systematic archaeological prospection. During the 1960s K. Schietzel conducted a systematic field survey inside the semicircular rampart. The materials collected consist mainly of pottery and soapstone sherds, iron slags, and production waste in metal and glass, and this has contributed much to our understanding of the whole settlement complex (Schietzel 1981: 21 f. map 23). Since 2003 systematic metal-detector surveys have been carried out with the assistance of the Bornholmske Amatørarkæologer and a German amateur group of metal-detectorists from Schleswig-Holstein. From five campaigns about 9,700 metal finds were collected and measured precisely with a D-GPS system (Figure 8.2.2) (Hilberg forthcoming). Most of the relevant material dates to Hedeby’s younger phases, coming from the disturbed or destroyed upper layers of the emporium. From the area of the southern settlement no materials of pre-Viking Age date could be collected.
With the metal-detected finds our knowledge of the settlement complex enlarged considerably: for many different object types – such as ornaments, coins and weights – larger series are for the first time at our disposal. Besides a typical Scandinavian character in manufacture (Figure 8.2.3), the continental influence on Hedeby is clearly visible from the ninth century onwards.

Also, since 1952 different geophysical methods on sea and land have been used for archaeological purposes (Stümpel and Borth-Hoffmann 1983; Utecht and Stümpel 1983; Kramer 1999). A new project of large-scale geophysical research started in 2002; during fieldwork of three weeks a total of c. 29 ha inside and outside the semicircular rampart was analysed by four teams from Kiel, Marburg, Munich and Vienna using Fluxgate- and Caesium-magnetometer and ground-penetrating radar (Figure 8.2.4). The different prospection methods applied in recent years have provided for the first time new data for the whole settlement complex of Hedeby and its development (Hilberg forthcoming).

Inside the rampart the density of anomalies is very high; in the outer surroundings the situation is totally different. The northern part inside the semicircular rampart is characterised in the magnetogram by parallel courses and many rectangular structures with a high magneticism. According to investigations done with ground-penetrating radar some of these structures possess a depth of up to 1.7–1.8 m and could therefore be explained as sunken-featured buildings. Comparable pit-houses were excavated in the surroundings. Schietzel collected from his surface-survey a high amount of iron slags in this north-western part; it was concluded that iron was processed there (Schietzel 1981...
The magnetic structures in this area of the settlement could be interpreted as workshops (Figure 8.2.5) (Jankuhn 1986: 92); any precise dating is at the moment impossible, but these structures seem to belong to Hedeby’s younger phase of the tenth and eleventh centuries. In the north-eastern area inside Hedeby’s rampart we also detected a lot of rectangular structures with a high magneticism, sometimes aligned. These could also be interpreted as sunken-featured buildings or workshops. From former excavations we know of workshops for metal casting and glass production, which were lying immediately next to each other and which would be dated to the ninth and tenth centuries. It was this area which Jankuhn designated as the ‘quarter of craft activities’ in the 1940s and later (Jankuhn 1944, 1977; Hilberg forthcoming fig. 8).

A linear structure runs parallel to the shore and possesses small magnetic structures lying in pairs opposite each other (Figure 8.2.5). It seems to be a street extending along the whole shore with a length of c. 530 m, accompanied by houses on both sides. This supposed street crosses the main excavation area of Jankuhn and Schietzel. It is visible there in all layers and was often designated as a main street of the settlement (Jankuhn 1943: 38–40, 49 f. fig. 4; 1986: 98 f. figs 39–40; Schietzel 1969: 19–21; Randsborg 1980: fig. 23). This street also crosses a small stream with a narrow bridge, which is dendrochronologically dated to AD 819 (Eckstein 1976; Schietzel 1969: 21–6 figs 10–14). As a consequence this street must have existed as early as the early ninth century, but without more precise data – for example, provided by new excavations – its extension at that time is still unknown. Streets stretching along the shore seem to be
characteristic of early medieval trading centres, such as Sigtuna or Dublin (Clarke and Ambrosiani 1991: 138–41 figs 5.5 and 4.23). In Hedeby this main street was apparently crossed by several streets running from the harbour to the core areas of the settlement, shown by Jankuhn’s and Schietzel’s excavations and also detected in the magnetometer survey.

Around AD 900 the settlement still wasn’t fortified. Perhaps a ditch existed in the north with a width of c. 2.80 m and a depth of c. 1.30 m, which we could see in the magnetometer picture for a length of c. 210 m (Figure 8.2.5). But at the moment it is very difficult to interpret because it could be proved only in Jankuhn’s narrow trial trench.

Figure 8.2.4 Magnetogram of the geophysical research from 2002 (dynamics ca $-10^5$ to $+10^5$ nT).
To the south-west of the settlement spread a huge cemetery area, with the mid-ninth-century boat grave as a focus. Also, inside the rampart, in the south-west stretching from the rampart to the c. 6 m contour, thousands of small anomalies with a lesser degree of magneticism were investigated in 2002 (Figure 8.2.5). They could be interpreted as burials. Ring ditches were also detected in some cases (Steuer 1984: 203–9; Eisenschmidt 1994: 38 f.; 2004: 302). From Knorr’s and Jankuhn’s excavations a superpositioning of the cemetery with house structures points to the usage of this area for housing and production activities from the tenth century (Jankuhn 1986: 107, 110). Settlement structures in the whole south-western area are proved by the 2002 magnetometer survey; the density of detected houses seems to be less than in the northern parts of Hedeby, but the whole area inside the rampart seems to be settled. Also, the data from the surface-survey and systematic metal-detection point to settlement activities.

**Figure 8.2.5** Simplified interpretation of the magnetic anomalies (on the basis done by the teams from Vienna and Marburg).
But further research is needed to decide if the cemetery area outside and inside the late tenth-century rampart originally formed one burial ground.

The actual state of scientific analysis and publication still remains unfinished in some important respects; for example; no detailed analysis of the settlement structure exists apart from the first summarised reports, but recently a comprehensive study has been finished (Schietzel 1981; Schultze 2006). An analysis of the harbour excavation is also in preparation (by S. Kalmring). All burial finds remain unpublished, but they are studied in Arents (1992), and aspects of burial rite are treated by Steuer (1984). Since 2002 a group of younger researchers has been based in Schleswig using GIS in order to combine all results from field research in Hedeby.
EXCAVATION AND GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH
SINCE 2005

In 2005 new smaller-scale excavations started to verify the results and interpretations of the geophysical research. The existence of pit-houses in the higher, sandy areas was attested and hundreds of soil samples for further geophysical analyses were collected. Careful excavation and sieving of the spoil revealed a burnt-down pit-house in an excellent state of preservation (Figure 8.2.6) and thousands of small finds dating from the second half of the tenth century to the mid-eleventh century. The high magneticism is due to a younger oven built in the house’s debris. The research over the coming years intends to develop new methods in modelling geophysical data and collecting stratigraphically excavated settlement remains. Especially for the late tenth and the eleventh centuries, our knowledge of Hedeby’s position and role in the international trading systems has enlarged considerably due to systematic metal-detection (Figures 8.2.2 and 8.2.3) and the new excavations, thus the supposed decline of the emporium around 1000 can now be doubted (Jankuhn 1986: 222 f.; Hill 2001: 107).
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KAUPANG – ‘SKÍRINGSSALR’

Dagfinn Skre

Kaupang is located by the mouth of the Oslo fjord, in the region of Vestfold on the fjord’s western side. The region is one of the most fertile in Norway. It is also one of the richest in monuments from the Viking Age. The two Viking ships Oseberg (buried AD 834) and Gokstad (buried AD 900–5) were found in barrows a few kilometres north of Kaupang. The ninth-century town Kaupang lies in a protected bay just by the main sailing route along the coast (Figure 8.3.1). Also important for its location is the mouth of the river Lågen just a few kilometres further west. In this part of Vestfold, Lågen is the main route from the coastal areas inland. In the ninth century inland regions of eastern Norway are known to have produced iron, whetstones and soapstone vessels – all of which were popular trading goods in the Viking Age.

WHERE IS SKÍRINGSSALR?

The history of Kaupang research goes back almost 200 years. One main theme in the early research was to locate a place named Sciringes heal in the so-called ‘Ohthere’s account’. This account was rendered c. 890 at the court of Alfred the Great of England by the Norwegian voyager Ohthere, written down by the king’s scribes and included in the Old English translation of the history written by the early fifth-century author Orosius. However, the reference here to Sciringes heal is brief and raises more questions than it provides answers. There are in fact only two pieces of information in the Old English text. First of all, we learn that Skíringssalr was located about a month’s sailing to the south from where Ohthere lived in Hålogaland in northern Norway. Sufficient detail is provided about the route to identify the southern part of present-day Norway, possibly the Oslo fjord area, as the most likely location. Secondly, it is said that Skíringssalr was what in Old English was called a port, a word of multiple meanings, covering modern ‘port’ or ‘harbour’, ‘marketplace’ and ‘town’.

The first important contribution in the efforts to locate Skíringssalr was made by Jens Kraft (1822), who drew attention to two documents dating from the early fifteenth century. These deal with land transactions in Tjølling parish in southern Vestfold. Some of the farms referred to in the diplomas are said to lie in Skíringssalr, which therefore seems to have been an old and now forgotten name for some part of the parish. Kraft also
notes the farm Kaupang in the same parish. The name of this farm, which literally means 'trade-bay', indicates, he writes, that there was once a harbour for trade and seaways transport there (Kraft 1822).

The cartographer and historian Gerhard Munthe, who came to Kaupang in the mid-1830s, was the first to link Kraft’s information to Ohthere’s account. In his study of geographical details in the sagas of the Norse kings he provides additional information about the excellent harbour and the enormous number of grave mounds on the farm (Munthe 1838). Peter Andreas Munch (1850) drew further on this information, involving a number of written sources, and pointing out the possibility of several Ynglinga kings, the mythical lineage of the Norwegian kings, being buried there. He strongly supported Munthe’s conclusion that Ohthere’s port is to be found at Kaupang, and it is fair to say that this contribution exhausted the potential in the written sources for reaching a decision on the matter.

In 1866 the antiquarian Nicolay Nicolaysen began a series of large annual excavations. Solving the Skíringssalr puzzle must have been high on his agenda. In 1867 he began his excavations at Kaupang. In four weeks he excavated 71 of the then 115 remaining mounds north of the settlement and 8 mounds on a small cemetery south of the settlement. Nicolaysen must have hoped to find the royal graves that Munch had suggested should be there. The results were disappointing in both respects. Half the mounds were without finds and the rest contained what may be called ‘normal’ Viking

Figure 8.3.1 Digital model of the Kaupang area looking towards the north. The Viking Age sea level, 3.5 m above present, is recreated. The settlement area is surrounded by vast cemeteries. About 1 km north of the settlement, at Huseby, an aristocratic residence was excavated. The hall was built a few decades before the town was established and it was taken down some time at the beginning of the tenth century. A further kilometre north is an ancient assembly site named Þjóðalyng. The assembly site is situated on the shore of a lake called Vitrir or Vetrir, which probably means ‘the lake where vetr (supernatural beings) dwell’. A cliff on the shore of the lake bears the name Helgefjell, ‘the holy mountain’. This complex of assembly place, sacred lake and mountain probably goes back to the Iron Age (second to sixth centuries). (Copyright © Kaupang Excavation Project, University of Oslo.)
Age graves for south-eastern Norway. They were cremation graves only, rather rich in weapons and brooches, but without indications of any ‘royal’ connection, or of abundant wealth or extensive trade (Nicolaysen 1868; cf. Blindheim et al. 1981, 1999).

Nicolaysen’s limited results may have been the reason why archaeologists kept away from Kaupang for many decades. Some minor excavations were conducted, but substantial progress was not made until Charlotte Blindheim began excavations in 1950. The low, rocky ridge Bikjholberget had only one small grave mound, but Blindheim discovered that the number of graves there was higher than in Nicolaysen’s cemetery. During the following seven years she excavated seventy-four of them, all inhumations in flat graves, the majority of them in boats. The precise number of excavated graves is hard to determine, since every small piece of land was utilised for burial, and the digging of new graves had destroyed some of the older ones.

Flat grave inhumations in boats are rather rare in the region and the number here was extraordinary, indicating, along with the comparable wealth and abundance of imports, that the community that buried their dead at Bikjholberget was of a special kind. The hypothesis that Kaupang was Ohthere’s Skíringssalr was substantiated through these finds. Bikjholberget still contains many unexcavated graves and Lamøya, the peninsula east of the harbour, still contains some 94 grave mounds. In addition Blindheim has collected information about several areas with flat graves at Lamøya. She has estimated the original number of graves at Kaupang to be about 1,000.

Only an excavation of the settlement area could give a definite answer as to whether Ohthere’s Skíringssalr is to be found at Kaupang. In 1956 Blindheim dug the first trench in the area she believed to be the settlement area—a gentle slope on the opposite side of the shallow bay. Over the following eleven years Blindheim excavated close to 1,500 m² of the settlement, which she estimated to have covered some 40,000 m². On the basis of 10,000 artefacts she dated the start to the late eighth century and the abandonment to c. 900 (Tollnes 1998). The start date coincided with the earliest datings of the cemeteries. But the lack of tenth-century finds from the settlement was something of a puzzle, since both of the excavated cemeteries contained burials right up to the mid-tenth century.

Despite the discrepancies in datings, the evidence for a substantial non-agrarian ninth-century settlement at Kaupang was overwhelming. And when Blindheim published the first summing up of her results in 1969, she concluded that Ohthere’s Skíringssalr had been found (see also Blindheim and Tollnes 1972: 91).

**WHAT IS SKÍRINGSSALR?**

But what kind of place is Skíringssalr and what is the meaning of the Old English word *port*? Munch (1850) was the first to confront this issue, followed by Storm (1901), and it is these two who have produced the main contributions based on the written evidence. Blindheim’s excavations created a new basis for discussing these questions. Excavations and surveys in 1998–2003 led by the present author provided even more relevant evidence, which will be considered in the following.

Blindheim’s excavations brought for the first time substantial information about the settlement. She found remains that she and her collaborator, architect Roar L. Tollnes (1998), interpreted as those of five houses, none of which had a permanent hearth. It would therefore have been impossible to cook there and also to live in them through the
cold Norwegian winters. Blindheim does not state clearly whether she thinks the *kaupang* had its own permanent population or whether it was a seasonal marketplace (see, for instance, Blindheim and Tollnes 1972: 87–8). She used both Munch’s term *bandelsplass* (trading site) and *markedsplass* (marketplace) (Blindheim 1969; Blindheim and Tollnes 1972; Blindheim *et al.* 1981, 1999; Blindheim and Heyerdahl-Larsen 1995).

As a result of excavations in other Viking towns such as Birka and Hedeby from the 1970s onwards, radical new information was gathered about Scandinavian urban settlements in the Viking Age. Interestingly, Blindheim’s results did not fit into this picture. The Kaupang houses indicated a town, but the lack of hearths made their function uncertain and the question of permanent population difficult to assess. The houses were constructed in a completely different manner than in the other towns; their alignment in relation to the shoreline was the opposite of that in the other towns. And although some general regularity could be traced in the placing of the houses, the evidence concerning plot division was at best ambiguous. Besides, there was little or no evidence on the chronology in the development of the settlement through the ninth century.

The difficulty in deciding Kaupang’s character and the lack of chronological information were the main reasons why new excavations and surveys were carried out 1998–2003 (Figure 8.3.2; Skre 2007: 197). In the main excavation 2000–2 a site of 1,100 m² was opened, and within this site an area of 400 m² was dug to the bottom. Additional information was collected through the digging of a water-pipe trench through the whole settlement area, by measurements of the depth of the Viking Age deposits (varying from 0 to 1.1 m) and through metal-detecting and systematic collection of artefacts (c. 4,300) in the ploughed field, which covers most of the settlement area.

The analysis of the 100,000 finds and enormous masses of information is ongoing, and many questions are still unanswered. However, the structure of the settlement and the main stages in its development seem fairly clear. From the start in the years around AD 800, in 803 at the latest, the area was divided into plots. In the early stage none of the six excavated plots had a building on them, but all of them had remains of some kind of activity, including crafts, such as blacksmithing and glass-bead production.

In the next stage, probably within a decade of the initial plot division, buildings were erected on five of the six plots, one building on each (Figure 8.3.3). The sixth plot seems to have been an enclosure with a small shed in one corner, possibly a pigsty. In addition to the crafts already mentioned, there are remains of amberworking and textile production, and on one of the plots there are substantial remains of metal casting, seemingly mostly production of jewellery and mounts in lead, bronze, silver and gold (Pilø 2007; Pedersen and Pilø 2007).

Judging from the deposits and the dating of the artefacts, these houses were being utilised for quite a long period, probably several decades. Some of the plots have remains of yet another level of houses on top of these remains, but ploughing during the past hundreds of years has destroyed most of these more recent building remains. The youngest preserved buildings were in use until some time in the mid-ninth century. From the following period only some pits from the mid- or possibly late ninth century were preserved, some of them wells, others with an unknown function.

From the settlement from the late ninth until the mid-tenth century only artefacts from the plough layer are preserved. Therefore very little information exists about the settlement in this period. Interestingly, artefacts recovered from the ploughed soil
demonstrate that all the activities identified in the ninth century – trade and craft production – continued until the mid-tenth century. But the number of artefacts drops around AD 900–30. There are, for instance, only nine coins from the period 900–60, whereas there are nearly 100 coins deposited in the preceding century. To the extent that the number of deposited coins is a direct result of the intensity in trade, the difference between the two periods is even greater than the number of coins indicates, since the total import of coins to Scandinavia increased many times from the ninth to the tenth century.

Figure 8.3.2 The extent of Blindheim’s (1956–74) and Skre’s (1999–2003) excavations in the settlement area at Kaupang. (Copyright © Kaupang Excavation Project, University of Oslo.)
Figure 8.3.3  House remains and plot division in the main excavation area 2000–2. Plot division is indicated by ditches and rows of posts. The midden area lies in the c. 15 m zone between the houses and the sea. The drainage ditches date from the twentieth century. (Copyright © Kaupang Excavation Project, University of Oslo.)
Nevertheless, this difference in the number of coins must have some other explanation than a drop in economic activity. The reason for this is that the cemeteries give a contrary picture: the number of graves more than doubles from the ninth to the tenth century. The end and start dates of the cemeteries are the same as those of the settlement. Only 204 of the original c. 1,000 graves have been excavated or collected, and only 98 of these can be dated more closely. Of these, the number of ninth-century graves is 43 (4.3 per decade) while the number from the tenth century is 55 (11 per decade) (Stylegar 2007). This heavy overweight of nineteenth-century burials strongly indicates that the permanent settlement at Kaupang continued to some time in the mid-tenth century. The reduction in the number of coins and other artefacts from around AD 900 must be due to changes in, for example, waste disposal in the town.

Within the area with plot division there may have been 90–100 plots covering c. 2 ha (Figure 8.3.4). Surrounding this area there is a zone with finds from craft and trade but no finds of permanent structure. This zone was probably used for setting up tents or sheds by people who stayed temporarily in the town during market times etc. Based on present knowledge the full extent of the town was c. 5.4 ha. Judged on the size of households as well as the total number of graves, Kaupang may have had a population of 400–1,000 people (Stylegar 2007).

No remains of defences have been found at Kaupang neither on land nor in the harbour area. The reason may be that towns in the ninth century generally were without extensive defences. The other towns had their main defences built around the time when Kaupang was abandoned.

In 2000–1 an aristocratic hall was excavated at the farm Huseby c. 1 km north of Kaupang (Skre 2007: 223–47). The hall was about 35 m long and 11.7 m wide, narrowing to 7.9 m at the ends. The hall was built in the latter half of the eighth century. There is reason to believe that at Kaupang’s time the name of this farm was Skíringssalr, named after the hall. When Ohthere called the town Skíringssalr this is an indication that the town belonged to the chieftain who resided in this hall. The present-day name of the farm, Huseby, indicates that the farm later, maybe in the eleventh century, became one of the royal administrative farms (Skre 2007: 242–3).

Both archaeological and written sources indicate that the land along the Oslo fjord, called Viken, was ruled by the Danish king in most parts of the Viking Age. The initiative to establish a town in this border zone may have come from the Danish king. In that case Kaupang would fit into the same pattern as the two other towns in the realm of the Danish king, Hedeby and Ribe (Skre 2007: 445–69).
Figure 8.3.4 A tentative reconstruction of the town in the mid-ninth century.
(Copyright © Flemming Bau.)
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The role played by Lejre and Roskilde in the transition from a pagan tribal society to the Christian state has been greatly debated, primarily on the basis of medieval sagas, chronicles and monastic sources. With variations, these texts relate how the Danes’ first royal house, the Skjoldungas, had their seat at Lejre on Sjælland, while the later Viking Age kings established their base at Roskilde, around 10 km east of Lejre at the head of the Roskilde fjord (Skovgaard-Petersen 1977: 23 ff.). Over the past fifty years there have been intermittent excavations at Lejre, which can provide the basis for an evaluation of this site working from material remains. Excavations in Roskilde have also produced new topographical insights.

LEJRE

The Lejre complex covers almost 1 square km and spans a chronological range from the fifth/sixth century until the fourteenth. East of Lejre is an area characterised by three monumental burial mounds and the remains of a ship setting at least 80 m long. Observations made in the eighteenth century indicate that there were once at least five impressive monuments of the latter type. One of the mounds, Grydehøj, contained what appears to have been a chieftain’s cremation burial from the sixth/seventh century, with extensive animal sacrifices. Parts of a tenth-century cemetery with forty-nine inhumations have also been excavated around the ship setting. The finds here do not differ markedly from those at other contemporary cemeteries (Andersen 1995).

The built area stretches over 500 m along the western bank of the Lejre River, established on some of the small hills characteristic of the landscape in this region. The eldest is a recently discovered settlement at Fredshøj (ROM j.nr. 615/84) from the sixth/seventh century, currently (2004) under excavation (Christensen 2004). Two important elements are worth mentioning here: a large hall building, and a heap of burnt stones 16 m in diameter and 0.75 m high. At the periphery of this heap were found pits packed with bones and charcoal. In terms of metal finds, the site is not noticeably different from its contemporaries among large settlements. However, the ceramic material should be noted. The domestic wares are of high quality and unusually richly decorated with...
similarly remarkable stamps, while the imported pottery is mostly from the Frankish region.

During the seventh century the settlement moved a few hundred metres southwards to Mysselhøjgård (ROM j.nr. 641/85). In the 1980s and early 1990s, parts of a settlement complex, dated to the seventh to the tenth centuries, were excavated here. It appears to have had a permanent form, in which the central buildings over at least three phases were raised on the same spot as their predecessors. Two buildings are marked out by their dimensions and construction technique: a structure 42 m long and 7.5 m wide, and most spectacularly the structure 50 m long and 11.5 m wide that from its discovery in 1986 was named the ‘Lejre Hall’ (Figure 8.4.1; Christensen 1991, 1993, 2001, 2004).

These buildings, set out on a little hill some 7 m high, form the core of the dwelling houses. Downslope is an area characterised by handicraft activities with sunken-featured buildings and a smithy. Most interesting in this context is a pile of burnt stone 35 m in diameter and 1 m high, a parallel to that found on the earlier site at Fredshøj.

At some point in the tenth century the great halls were abandoned, and use of the large stone piles ceased. The area was covered by a cultural deposit, with a few

---

*Figure 8.4.1* The hall at Lejre, tenth century. (Photo: Roskilde Museum. Copyright © Roskilde Museum.)
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sunken-featured buildings, from which the finds can be dated to the eleventh century. The residences belonging to this period of occupation may lie on a hill immediately north of the excavation. Test trenches and magnetometer surveys here have revealed the existence of a 150 m × 150 m construction with an impressive palisade, surrounding buildings of similar dimension to the halls on the Mysselhøjgård site. It is also possible that this bounded area is at least partly contemporary with the Mysselhøjgård site itself.

The artefactual material from the excavations represents a broad spectrum ranging from common household equipment to extraordinary metalwork, which forms a striking but not especially common element. In this context we should also note the Lejre hoard, containing among other items a number of silver vessels of Anglo-Irish origin, found a few hundred metres west of the settlement area (Wilson 1960).

Closer to the Lejre River, but still on its west bank and connected with the Iron Age and Viking period settlements, medieval occupation from the twelfth to fourteenth centuries has been found. A stone-built cellar and a twelfth-century windmill are among the finds here. The features here have clear parallels in the period’s feudal manor farms (Christensen 1998).

It is thus possible to follow a continual settlement pattern at Lejre from the sixth/seventh century until the fourteenth, and while the site has not been totally investigated it is nonetheless possible to distinguish a number of general trends. The situation of the two or possibly three Iron Age and Viking sites in this hilly landscape leaves no possibility that this is a village of the larger type known from elsewhere at this period. The overall layout seems to consist of at least one central building of impressive dimensions, placed so as to be visible in its surroundings. At Mysselhøjgård this is ringed by other buildings, all of which can be followed over several successive construction phases, and the whole site thereby exhibits a marked stability over at least two centuries. If we also recall the hall and large stone pile at the earlier site at Fredshøj, then we see two striking elements that appear to have been permanent fixtures in the Lejre settlement for close on half a millennium.

The use of the term hall of course makes an assumption about these buildings in their connection to a high-status milieu and pagan cult (Olsen 1966). The occurrence of fire-cracked stone in association with late Iron Age buildings is a recognised phenomenon, and the neutral term kogesten (‘cooking stones’, for boiling water) is the Danish standard. In Norway they are known as bryggestein ‘brewing stones’, referring to their use in historic times for the heating of water as part of beer brewing. The massive number of these stones at Lejre is far in excess of what could be generated by ordinary household activities, and in relation to the great hall buildings must be linked to events involving more people than the residents of the settlement.

In a German source by Bishop Thietmar von Merseburg (Thietmari Merseburgensis episcopi Chronicon, written 1012–18) Lejre is mentioned as caput regni, where the populace gather regularly every ninth year at the winter solstice (yule), and perform sacrificial rituals on a large scale. It may be these that are reflected in the halls, the stone heaps and the huge quantities of faunal remains at the Lejre settlements. In view of the monumental burial mounds and the ship settings, on archaeological grounds it can be argued that Lejre was the seat of a princely or royal family in the Germanic Iron Age and Viking period, simultaneously functioning as a central cult site. This interpretation is strengthened by the fact that the accumulation of the stone pile ceases, and the hall(s) are abandoned, both together at the end of the tenth century – at the point
when the change of religion took place, and when Roskilde makes its appearance on the map.

**ROSKILDE**

The written descriptions of Harald Bluetooth’s burial at Roskilde in 987, which have formed one of the primary arguments for the dating of the town to the tenth century, have been subjected to a critical scrutiny that concludes that these events can hardly have taken place at that site (Lund 1998). Similarly, the archaeological remains cannot support a foundation date prior to the year 1000, as only a couple of objects found within the limits of the medieval town can be dated to the tenth century. The first time the town can be said to appear with certainty in documentary sources is in an English text from c. 1022 (Birkebæk 1992: 58). At this time we also find the first archaeological finds in the form of coins minted under Cnut the Great. Results from excavations combined with stray finds and the ecclesiastical topography suggest an extensive settlement, covering a considerable area in the eleventh century.

As is the case with the majority of the early medieval Danish towns, Roskilde was founded on a navigable waterway at the head of a fjord, but the cathedral and – one assumes – its associated royal manor were built on a 40 m high hill some 700 m from the shore. If we add to this the location of the other early churches and an excavated landing site on the fjord from the eleventh century, it seems that the town at this time covered an area of perhaps half a square kilometre (Christensen 2000: 9–21 and Ulriksen 2000: 145–98). The markedly hilly terrain with watercourses and fords has drawn natural boundaries between the churches and their adjacent buildings, giving an impression of a settlement pattern reminiscent of what in northern and western Europe has been called ‘the eleventh-century agrarian urban landscape’. This consists of several separate settlements that only in the twelfth century combine to form a cohesive site. When Roskilde gets its town wall in the middle of the twelfth century, and a true settlement develops in the area around the cathedral, at the same time the old ‘suburbs’ and landing stage by the fjord are cut off.

The background to Roskilde’s location does not seem to have been the presence of an existing trading site, nor does trade appear to have played an important role in the first years of the town. Roskilde belongs to a group of bishoprics founded around the turn of the first millennium, which the king and Church needed as administrative centres for a new power structure. First and foremost the desire for good lines of communication between the disparate parts of the realm, and a literally visible placement of church buildings in the landscape, seem together to have determined the location of Roskilde, coupled naturally with its proximity to the old centre at Lejre.

As we have seen, there is an impression of stability about Iron Age and Viking Lejre until the end of the tenth century. At this time comes the disappearance of some of the elements that, it is suggested here, were connected to pre-Christian cult, but the settlement continues during the Middle Ages in the form of a manorial farm. The settlement itself is not abandoned, but to judge from the excavations some of its functions are transferred to the newly founded Roskilde. In this sense it is appropriate to speak of pagan Lejre and Christian Roskilde.
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The written sources about Viking Age Ribe are few (Skovgaard-Petersen 1981). Ribe is mentioned for the first time in the Frankish annals in the 850s when the Danish king Horik the younger gives the missionary Ansgar from the Episcopal residence in Hamburg a piece of land where a church could be erected as well as permission for a priest to take up permanent residence.

Among the participants at the synod in Ingelheim in 948 Bishop Leofdag of Ribe (Liopdago Ripensis ecclesiae episcopo) is mentioned. In 965 and 988 Ribe is referred to as an Episcopal residence as well. Finally Ribe occurs in Adam of Bremen’s Gesta from the 1070s, where the town is described as follows, ‘the town is surrounded by a river streaming in from the ocean and through which the ships steer towards Friesland or at any rate to England and our Saxony’.

The first archaeological attempts to locate ancient Ribe were carried out in the 1950s and took place in the area around the present cathedral on the south-west bank of the Ribe River. Here, however, the layers do not date back any further than to the end of the eleventh century. In the 1960s the archaeological search for the town among other things led to excavations outside the town, for example at Dankirke and Okholm (Hansen 1990; Feveile 2001), 6–8 km south-west of Ribe.

The final breakthrough in the archaeological investigation of Ribe came in the 1970s, when Mogens Bencard carried out a long excavation campaign for several years on the north-east bank of the Ribe River. Here remains of the marketplace as well as one inhumation grave dating from the eighth century were found. The excavations in 1970–6 are in course of publication: five volumes have been released and one is in preparation (Bencard 1981, 1984; Bencard et al. 1990, 1991, 2004). During 1984–2000 more than twenty excavations were carried out on the north and east banks of the Ribe River. A number of intermediate results and surveys have been released successively (Frandsen and Jensen 1988a and b, 1990; Feveile 1994; Feveile et al. 1992, 1999; Feveile and Jensen 2000), while a more comprehensive new series, Ribe Studier, dealing with the results from the excavations of 1984–2000 has been initiated (Feveile 2006a).

The oldest part of Ribe is situated on the north and east banks of the Ribe River, whereas from the end of the eleventh century the town centre was situated on the south-west bank of the River. North-east of the river the landscape is dry and sandy, while the
south-west side is divided into several small sandy islets, separated by meadow and bogland. The north-east side is mostly flat, c. 3–4 m above sea level, but with a few small areas up to 6 m above sea level.

Recent geological research shows a layer of drifting sand in an area of c. 6,000 m² dating (by 14C) from around the birth of Christ, covering a plough-layer with traces of furrow (ardmarks) (Dalsgaard 2006; Aaby 2006). Consequently the marketplace is established on top of a natural sandbank that is several hundred years old and not – as has previously been described – on a man-made layer of sand (Jensen 1991; Feveile 1994). The course of the river in the eighth–twelfth centuries is not known precisely.

In a c. 200 m long and 80 m wide area along the river solid culture layers as deep as up to c. 2 m have been investigated. The layers consisting of workshop floors, fireplaces, waste layers etc. contain tens of thousands of archaeological objects, documenting an extensive production of crafts (bead-maker, bronze caster, amber polisher, comb manufacturer, shoe-maker, potter) as well as import and trade (raw materials for the craftsmen, ready-made goods such as Frankish ceramics and hollow glass, volcanic basalt, Scandinavian soapstone, whetstones of slate, whalebones and glass beads from the Middle East). The oldest culture layers, which can be dated back to the period 704–10, derive from marketplace activity, the organisation of which is not precisely known. After relatively few years the marketplace was organised in a row of plots c. 6–8 m wide and probably up to c. 20–30 m long placed at right angles to the river. Probably there have been around forty–fifty plots in all. The individual plots are separated by shallow, narrow ditches, in some places with preserved wattlework along the edges. The basic structure exists unaltered for the next c. 150 years, with only small adjustments of the plot boundaries. Until c. 770–80 to all appearance the use of the marketplace has been seasonal. Therefore no housing constructions are found on the plots, only a few pit-houses, wells and what appears to have been shelters etc. This, however, changes insofar as at the latest from c. 770–80 traces are found indicating actual buildings on the plots throughout the year. Until now the excavations in Ribe have given no answers as to the shape and size of these houses, but it must be presumed that we are dealing with constructions like those known from other contemporary marketplaces in Scandinavia, such as Hedeby, Birka and Kaupang. The growth of the layers stops around the middle or second half of the ninth century for unknown reasons. The next finds made in the marketplace are traces of buildings from the high Middle Ages, twelfth–thirteenth centuries, and later in the form of post-holes, pits etc.

The course of the river in the eighth–ninth centuries is not known precisely and correspondingly no archaeological investigations have been carried out in order to investigate the look of the harbour area.

Behind the area with plots, in many small- and large-scale excavations traces of settlements in the form of pit-houses, post-built houses, wells, fences and road systems have been found. It is essential to note that to no degree worth mentioning are culture layers preserved outside the marketplace area. Consequently we are dealing with so-called flat or areal excavations, where only the features buried in the ground have been preserved. Among the best-documented features are some post-built houses from the second half of the eighth century and the beginning of the ninth. They are of the same shape and size as known from contemporary rural settlements in Jutland. The extent of the excavated area, however, has been so small that there exists no clear evidence of how the settlement was organised: whether it had a farm-like structure or a
more dense town-like structure. The material found in the settlement clearly indicates a connection with the marketplace as to a certain degree traces of craft production and trade are also found in the majority of the excavations outside the area with the workshop plots.

It must, however, be emphasised that although no certain permanent settlement dating from the first half of the eighth century has been discovered, this might exist in a number of undated settlement traces. At the same time it is also essential to notice that there are only a very few single finds of objects from the tenth and eleventh centuries, and there are absolutely no real constructions in the form of houses or wells etc. Despite the few written sources about Ribe from the tenth and eleventh centuries it must, from an archaeological point of view, be argued that the town either disappeared or at least diminished considerably during these two centuries (Feveile 2006c: 84 ff.).

About forty-seven graves have been investigated dating to the eighth to eleventh centuries (Figure 8.5.1). They are all situated in a large borderline area to the east and the north of the settlement. The graves have been investigated in five separate excavations, but there is hardly any doubt that originally they formed part of one big or several large graveyards. The majority of the graves – about thirty-three of them – can be dated to the eighth and ninth centuries. Apart from two graves – both inhumation graves with children – they are poorly equipped cremation graves. The majority are without burial gifts, while in some graves there are a few burial gifts in the form of glass beads, iron items etc. One individual cremation grave from the eighth century contained parts of riding equipment, while another grave from the ninth century contained a Frankish sword mount of gilded silver. Fourteen inhumation graves can probably be dated to the tenth–eleventh centuries.

Figure 8.5.1 Plan of the town of Ribe, with the early Viking parts east of the river (shaded area).
At the beginning of the ninth century a ditch was dug around the Ribe, c. 2 m wide and 1 m deep (A). In several excavations the ditch was clearly seen to form the border between the developed area on the inside and undeveloped area or graveyard on the outside (Figure 8.5.1). Ditch A is so slight that it cannot be a fortification. Instead the ditch was of a symbolic nature and merely marked the town limits. The ditch that demarcates an area of c. 12 ha is well defined towards the east, while its northern and possible western course is not known. Consequently it is not known whether the ditch turns back to the Ribe River forming a semicircle, or whether the ditch stops at the low-lying, wet area to the north of the marketplace. During the second half of the ninth century or probably at the latest at the beginning of the tenth century the town ditch was replaced in more or less the same place by a 6–7 m wide and 1 m deep and flat-bottomed moat (B) with traces of a bank on the inside. During the second half of the eleventh century the town was re-established on both sides of the Ribe River. On the northern side the town now also covered an area in an eastern direction outside moat B. Here a c. 10–12 m wide and 2 m deep moat with bank, moat C, was established. This installation probably has to be seen in connection with other fortifications on the southern side of the Ribe River.

Since the first excavations at the marketplace, at regular intervals sceattas have been found, so that now 204 are known from Ribe (Bendixen 1981, 1994; Feveile 2006b, 2008). They have been found scattered and single, dropped in connection with trade. The predominant type is 'Wodan/Monster' (85%), followed by 'Porcupine' (11%), 'Continental Runic' (2%) as well as a few other types, all in one single copy. The coins are not only found dropped in layers from the first half of the eighth century, but the dropping – and thereby also the circulation of this type of coin – continues until the beginning of the ninth century. While the British numismatist M. Metcalf thinks the sceattas of the 'Wodan/Monster' type were minted in Ribe or south-western Denmark (Metcalf 1993), other researchers think they were minted somewhere in the Frisian area before c. 755 (Malmer 2002).
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The Viking Age emporium ‘Ridanæs’ was one of the largest and most important ports on Gotland during that period and was situated between Fröjel church and the present coastline (Figure 8.6.1). We are concerned with an area of some 10 ha, where many traces of early buildings and several cemeteries have been found. Archaeological excavations conducted over several years have revealed a port, and a trading and manufacturing centre in use from the late sixth century to approximately AD 1180.

Figure 8.6.1 ‘Ridanæs’, the Viking Age harbour at Fröjel, Gotland.
The activities of the port peaked during the eleventh century and the early part of the twelfth century, but continued at a more modest level until the seventeenth century (when it was located on the present coastline). Nowadays, there are no visible signs of the activity that once took place there. Nevertheless, the parish church's position, the presence of a defence tower/storehouse next to it and a large number of Viking Age artefacts in the area are all evidence that we are concerned with an important early medieval commercial centre. The name Ridanäs can be found on older maps and indicates the site of the port.

In the late Iron Age/early Middle Ages the harbour site was situated close to a strait, which separated the mainland of Gotland from an outlying island. The former strait, which was well protected from strong winds, the church near to the coast and the existence of a large number of stray finds in the area were reasons to believe that a port might have existed here at an earlier period in the history of the region. A comprehensive phosphate mapping revealed that a large area in direct contact with the eastern shore of the strait had very high phosphate levels, a clear sign of an extensive settlement along the former coastline.

EXCAVATIONS

The archaeological excavations at the site, which are still in progress, have provided clear evidence for human activity in the latter part of the Iron Age and the early Middle Ages (Carlsson 1999). They have revealed traces of settlement, early cemeteries and a large number of artefacts connected with trade and manufacturing. The settlement, which is indicated by rows of post-holes and stone remains, covers the whole area from the former coast up to the school house and the schoolteacher's house. We appear to have an urban community here with obvious parallels at Birka, Hedeby, Wolin and Ribe. The settlement was laid out in a regular pattern, with streets and alleys arranged symmetrically and with rows of houses. We are clearly concerned with early urbanisation here.

A total of some 1,500 m² has been archaeologically investigated. Up to the time of writing, the excavations have brought some 35,000 objects to light and in addition large quantities of animal bone, burnt clay, slag, flint and charcoal have been found. The finds are clear evidence for the intensive trade and industrial activity which took place here. We have imports, such as (walrus) ivory from the North Atlantic, semi-precious stones such as carnelian, rock crystal and amethyst from the Arabian peninsula and the area around the Black Sea, imported raw glass material from Italy (for making glass beads) and iron from either the Swedish mainland or from the island of Saaremaa in Estonia.

Many of the objects discovered clearly reflect the trade and contact routes of the Viking Age. Among these objects, there are a resurrection egg from Kiev in the Ukraine, a brooch with arms of equal length from the Swedish mainland, an oval brooch from Finland and more than 150 coins from the Caliphate, Germany, England and Denmark. Most of these coins are German and were struck in the early eleventh century.

The settlement area was fringed by at least three cemeteries. It cannot be ruled out that there are more cemeteries awaiting discovery, since the graves that have been discovered are well below the surface and not visible. Many graves remained untouched by ploughing, since they were up to a metre below the surface.
CEMETERIES

The oldest cemetery is situated at the northern end of the area and was almost entirely covered by later layers of settlement at the harbour. We have both inhumations and cremations, and the cemetery covers the period from the seventh century onwards, remaining in use into the tenth century. Most of the graves were well furnished, especially those of women. They have the typically Gotlandic type of jewellery. The grave goods suggest that most of the persons buried here were natives of Gotland, but new investigation of the DNA of the male population gives a clear indication of the extensive contacts eastwards. About 40 per cent of the male population (or their forefathers) seem to have an origin in eastern Europe, meaning nowadays the Baltic States and Russia.

A second cemetery is situated on the outskirts of the town area in the south and can be dated to the eleventh century. Almost all those buried here are men. Several of them are buried with weapons, such as axes and spearheads. One of the graves can be described as a chamber grave in which the man was put in a timber-framed hole in the ground, this then being sealed by a layer of timber. One of the graves in this cemetery contained several fragments of a bronze bowl, of a type that has been found in large quantities in the graves at the huge cemetery of Barshalder in southern Gotland.

The third cemetery (a Christian churchyard) is situated below the school house and the schoolteacher’s house, just east of the harbour site (Carlsson 2000). Excavations were carried out in 1998, and resulted in the discovery of forty-three skeletons, only women and children. The deceased were buried with jewellery, mostly beads, but also an animal-head brooch, decorative brooches, a double-comb and a pendant in the form of an English silver coin struck for King Æthelred the Unready (from around AD 1000). Three of the graves were children’s graves. In addition, the skeleton of an infant was discovered together with that of a woman. With one exception, the individuals lay on their backs in an east–west direction with their heads to the west. The exception was a woman lying with her legs pulled up in the same direction as the others but turned around, that is, with the head to the east. The dating of the cemetery is based mainly on the excavation finds. From the shape of the objects and the style of jewellery, it would seem that the graveyard was in use from the early eleventh century onwards, perhaps, more precisely, from around AD 1000. It is not known for how long the cemetery remained in use, but it can be assumed that it continued to be used until the new church was built on the cliff. According to art historians, this took place around 1160.

THE VICARAGE

The remains of the vicarage have also been discovered during the excavations, situated just west of the early churchyard mentioned above. The house was built of stone, had two rooms and 1 m thick walls. The building is not visible on the surface and was discovered by pure chance. A stone stair leads down to a well-built cellar from the floor of the front room of the building. The stone-cut windows opening into the cellar are preserved under a layer of soil. The remains of stained-glass windows are among the most remarkable finds discovered here. Among the fragments, there is one with the name Pethrus painted on it.
The building appears to have been in use from the thirteenth century to the early seventeenth century, when it must have been demolished. It is known from written records that Fröjel became a chapel attached to Klinte parish from the sixteenth century onwards, and this could be the reason for the abandonment of the vicarage at Fröjel.

‘RIDANÆS’ AND ITS SETTING

All things being considered, it can be shown that the harbour and trading site at Fröjel was established in the seventh century, or perhaps even in the late sixth century, and was in continuous use until the high Middle Ages. The extensive area of the settlement, the number of culture layers and the large number of artefacts found here show the importance of the site. There was extensive production of such items as combs, beads, jewellery and other objects of everyday life. The large number of nails and rivets clearly indicates that shipbuilding and ship repair were carried on here. The objects found also reveal contacts with the outside world and show that Fröjel can be added to the early medieval emporia in the Baltic.

The main period of activity was the eleventh century, as is indicated by the coins. From the latter part of the twelfth century, activity at the port declined and around AD 1180 the site was deserted. One of the reasons for this is a drop in sea level, which meant that the strait became too shallow for ships to enter the harbour.

The farm at Bottarve seems to have played a major role in the development of the Viking Age harbour at Fröjel. The farm, which is situated close to the present church and directly above the harbour site, owned most of the land within and adjacent to the harbour in the medieval and early modern periods. Maps show that before 1700 the Bottarve farm was situated further to the north than today.

The physical location of the church, the excavated vicarage and the graveyard at the schoolteacher’s house and the school, all indicate that there is a direct connection between the Bottarve farm and the church. In other words, there is much that would indicate that the first church at Fröjel, like the one existing today, was built on land belonging to Bottarve. It is also likely that there was a direct connection between the farm and the harbour that grew up just west of it during the Viking period.

One can detect a strong functional connection between farm, harbour and church, emanating from the farm and its owners. It would seem to be the case that the owner of the farm at Bottarve laid out the graveyard and built the stave church that was probably located on his property. There is every justification for regarding this first church in Fröjel as a kind of mission church. It can be suggested that an individual landowner took the initiative and built one of the first churches in the region. The present church can therefore be seen as its successor serving the whole parish.
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CHAPTER EIGHT (7)

SEBBERSUND

Jens N. Nielsen

The use of metal detectors has led to the discovery of a number of late Iron Age and early medieval settlements of a special character in the eastern part of the Limfjord. One of these settlements is Sebbersund near Nibe.

The Sebbersund site lies on the fjord coast, on a narrow, sandy foreland, part of which is known as ‘Skt Nikolaj Bjerg’ (St Nicholas’ Mountain). The area was ideal for maritime activities, such as anchoring and local and long-distance transportation. Excavations took place here in the 1990s and in 2002 (Birkedahl and Johansen 1993: 3–8; 1995: 160–4; 2000: 25–33; Birkedahl 2000: 140 f.; Christensen and Johansen 1992: 199–229; Nielsen 2002: 6–27).

A TRADING PLACE AND PRODUCTION CENTRE

Approximately 70 pit-houses were excavated north of Skt Nikolaj Bjerg (Figure 8.7.1). Marks in the cornfields show that the total number is considerably larger, perhaps nearly 300. Concentrated and overlapping pit-house remains indicate that when a pit-house fell into disuse, a new one was usually put up almost on the same site. The limited excavations do not allow for a more exact evaluation as to the structure of the pit-house area. Nor do post-holes and other fillings found between the pit-houses allow conclusions to be made as to structures, such as longhouses.

Loom weights and spindle whorls found in half of the pit-houses show the importance of textile production. The rest of the finds come from the filling of the pit-houses. They comprise fragments of earthenware pots and soapstone vessels, glass beads, slate whetstones, numerous combs made from bone and antler, bones from domestic animals, and shells. A rather large amount of teeth from iron eel spears and fish bones indicate that fishing took place in the shallow waters surrounding the foreland.

Post-holes and pits found north-east of Skt Nikolaj Bjerg cannot be identified as remains from houses or other constructions. Several of the pits contained stones and large amounts of flint that had been exposed to fire, as well as charcoal and clinker from forges. The flint was probably used in connection with forge welding. Iron scales and forge remnants show that ironworking was an important activity in this settlement. There are also traces of bronze, silver and gold crafts.
The investigation results concerning the two areas mentioned indicate the importance of production, probably with textile and iron manufacturing as the chief crafts. Weights indicate that trade also took place here. These activities seem to have begun around AD 700 and continued until the early twelfth century (Christensen and Johansen 1992: 211 f.).

A possible permanent settlement on the foreland would have been of limited size. Sebbersund was probably a seasonal settlement, which attracted the local population as well as people from distant areas, for instance Norway and the British Isles.

**THE WOODEN CHURCH**

The traces of a wooden church with adjoining churchyard were found south of the workshop area (Figure 8.7.2). The church lies on slightly sloping terrain, which verges on the coast towards the east. The westernmost third of the churchyard has not been investigated. The churchyard measures approximately 40 m × 40 m, and it is bounded by ditches towards the south and north.
A rectangular area without graves in the middle of the churchyard indicates the position of a church. The interpretation of a number of post-holes from a supposed wooden church has caused some problems. However, the most likely hypothesis is the following. The remains are probably from two churches, both of which had a narrow chancel. The first church had wall posts dug into the ground and arranged in pairs. It was succeeded by a church in the same position, but this second church had posts resting on stones dug partly into the earth. The walls of both churches seem to have rested on a sill beam, but the rest of the wall construction is unknown.

THE GRAVES

Approximately 468 graves of different types have been excavated. One of the more remarkable ones is an east–west oriented stone coffin made from split granite boulders, situated south of the church. Its western end consists of a large limestone slab with a round recess for the head. The coffin was sealed with mortar in several places. It contained the well-preserved body of a woman, who had the remains of a ‘pillow’ under her head (see below). A small hazel stick lay across her pelvis. The woman was around 154 cm tall, a little over sixty years old and of delicate to normal build. She had not had hard, physical work. There was evidence of her having given birth.

In at least twenty burials, wood traces indicate that boats had been used as coffins. In grave no. 267, part of a boat seems to have been placed on top of the buried person. Usually, the stem is pointing towards the east. Men, women and children were buried in
boats. A 3.8 m long boat contained the burials of three people, including a child of nine to eleven years. The boat burials are distributed evenly on the excavated part of the churchyard. This and other conditions indicate that the use of boat parts as coffins mainly served a practical purpose, as well as expressing the maritime connection. Several other graves contained iron nails and spikes, probably from boats or boat parts.

A number of graves had traces of wooden coffins. As is the case with the boat graves, the surface of the wood was apparently burnt. Most coffins are rectangular, but trapezium coffins occur. A small group of wooden coffins may be troughs or the like. There are probably graves without any coffin.

THE DEAD

The preservation conditions for the skeletons vary. Several graves contain skeletal parts from more persons, probably due to the overlapping of graves. One person was buried lying on the side, whereas the rest had been placed on the back, always with the head towards the west. In approximately 18 per cent of the graves, boat graves included, the head was supported by a ‘pillow’. In most cases, this was probably a turf, but also burnt flint, bones, granite stones or clay were used as ‘pillows’. In a few graves, two stones formed a niche around the head.

Anthropological analyses and the height of the skeletons show that women were mainly buried north of the church and men on the southern side. However, this sex-based division was not applied consistently, perhaps due to changes in burial practice over the years. The children’s graves clearly tend to be concentrated, for instance near the eastern part of the church and in the north-eastern corner of the churchyard.

Other aspects than sex and age seem to have influenced the choice of burial place. The largest graves tend to lie in groups and have more free space around them. Only in one case, one of these graves was overlapped by another grave (a child’s grave). Maybe this tendency reflects the custom of burying leading persons (men especially) or families in specific areas. Perhaps the woman in the stone coffin was buried on the southern side of the church because she was the head of the family.

THE STONE CHURCH

Written sources mention a church situated on Skt Nikolaj Bjerg, and a small-scale excavation in 2002 proved this to be correct. Before the building of the church began, the site was levelled with a sand layer, which was up to 50 cm thick. The church, which was built from granite ashlars, had a length of roughly 20 m. It consisted of a nave and a narrower chancel. Several pieces of mortar with whitewash on one side indicate that the inner walls were whitewashed.

Traces of crafts, such as forging, connected to the building of the church, were noted at several places. A partly intact building layer was found underneath the foundation layer for the floor, which consisted of flint blocks and granite stones, covered by a layer of mortar. Some fashioned lime flags are probably remnants of the floor. In the western end, large flint blocks placed on end created the base of the font. Pieces of fashioned lime blocks found in a nearby layer may have covered the visible part of the font platform. Fragments of yellow bricks of typical medieval shape were found in the eastern part of the chancel. They are probably the remains of a brick altar.
Considerable amounts of iron nails were found inside and outside the church. They are not from coffins, but may be from the church construction, perhaps from a board ceiling. The church is surrounded by graves on all sides, except to the west, where the terrain slopes abruptly. Areas without graves on the southern and northern side of the western part of the nave may indicate doors in the nave walls. The number of graves in the churchyard has been estimated to around 100. The graves seem to have an east–west orientation. Just a few graves were investigated, and they turned out to differ as to construction and other details. A few graves were found inside the church, including four children’s graves. Men, women and children are buried in the churchyard.

The present parish church lies 1 km west of Skt Nikolaj Bjerg. This church, Sebber church, which was probably originally part of a Benedictine monastery, was first mentioned in 1268, but is probably older. It may have replaced the stone church on Skt Nikolaj Bjerg.

**DATINGS**

The trade and crafts settlement came into existence around AD 700 and seems to have existed until the early twelfth century. The settlement appears to have flourished in the eleventh century (Christensen and Johansen 1992: 211 f.). Scientific dating methods indicate that the wooden church was built in the first quarter of the eleventh century and was probably given up during the second half of the twelfth century. It is an obvious conclusion that the building of the wooden church was connected to the activities in the trading settlement. The church was probably built by a local chieftain. The stone church probably existed from the late eleventh century until around 1200. Thus, the two churches may have functioned contemporarily. If this is the case, we are facing some very essential problems concerning the founder and users of the stone church.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


Sigtuna was founded c. 980, by the time when the town of Birka ceased to have urban functions, and Sigtuna took over Birka’s role of being a port for long-distance trade. Sigtuna also had other functions: it was a centre for craft production, and a market for domestic trade for the town and the hinterland. There was also a mint in the town. King Erik the Victorious probably founded Sigtuna. By founding the town, the king could attach chieftains to him in a new way: he could grant plots in the town to them and he could also grant lordship over hundreds and ship-sokes. Chieftains could then have had jurisdiction over such districts, and could control and man warships. Sigtuna was a centre for the Crown and a meeting-place for the elite.

The oldest mention of the name Sigtuna is on coins struck in the town. On the coins, there are short forms of the name, for example Siht, Stnete and Situn (Malmer 1989: 63 ff.). Sigtuna is also mentioned in the skaldic poetry from the eleventh century. Chieftains who later became kings are said to have visited the town. The name Sigtuna is also mentioned in a runic inscription from the town of Sigtuna. The inscription records that: ‘Sven . . . carved the stone . . . who transferred her to Sibtunum’ (i.e. Sigtuna) (U 395). There are different interpretations of the place name Sigtuna. According to one, the model for the name is the Celtic word Segodunon meaning strong fortification. According to another, it is a compound of the word sig ‘trickling water’ and tuna, whose meaning is obscure (Wahlberg 2003: 271 f.). The Tuna-places were some kind of central places during the Iron Age.

**TOWN PLAN AND EXCAVATIONS**

Sigtuna has an S-shaped main street, Stora gatan, running east–west parallel to the shore at the south of the urban area. The oldest map of Sigtuna dates from 1636 (Figure 8.8.1). The streets and the blocks have similarities with the present town plan. The main street had its origin from the very beginning of the town. There were plots on each side of the street. Alongside the street there were shops and the street functioned as a market. A model for the town plan has been looked for in England (Schück 1926: 129; Floderus 1941: 65); it has similarities with the contemporary towns Bergen and Trondheim.
Kings are mentioned in the written sources in connection with the town. One interpretation is that there was a royal residence here, and that this moved to three different places within the settlement area (e.g. Tesch 2003: 8 ff.). However, there is no written or archaeological evidence of royal residences in the town (Ros 2001: 78, 177). Instead, the king had an official, a geld-exactor, here, and in 1274 a Sigtuna Prefect is mentioned (DS 572, 574). It is probable that there was a geld-exactor in Sigtuna from the beginning of the town. A town law was needed to solve conflicts and the geld-exactor was probably chairman at the town court. During the Viking Age the kings were itinerant, and they had manors that they visited periodically. To the west of Sigtuna, on the other side of the water Sigtunafjärden/Håtunaviken, there is a royal manor called Fornsigtuna, that is, ‘Old Sigtuna’ – the place name obviously showing a connection to Sigtuna. In the Ynglingasaga Snorri Sturluson says that Fornsigtuna was a royal residence during the Iron Age (ch. 5). The king granted Fornsigtuna to the bishop around 1130 (DS 852) and the estate continued to be a royal manor until 1627. Small-scale excavations in Fornsigtuna have given $^{14}$C dates to the Iron Age, especially to the Vendel and Viking periods, though some $^{14}$C dates are later (Damell 1991: 30, 32 ff., 83 ff.). Extended excavations would certainly show settlement contemporary to the town of Sigtuna. Thus, there was no royal residence in the town of Sigtuna, which was probably at Fornsigtuna. There was a similar situation at Birka, where the royal residence was on the other side of the water, at Adelsö.

The culture layer in Sigtuna covers an area of c. 700 m × 100 m and it is at the most 3.5 m thick. There have been many archaeological excavations in the town. To the north of Stora gatan in a block known as Trädgårdsstäten large-scale excavations have taken place: four and part of a fifth tenement were excavated (Petterson 1995). Excavations to the south of the street in a block known as Professorn show that the plot structure was of the same kind on that side of the street. The most common town plots in Sigtuna

---

**Figure 8.8.1** The oldest map of Sigtuna, dating from 1636. The church of St Per is in the western part of the town. (1) The Urmakaren, (2) the Trädgårdsstäten, (3) the Professorn blocks, (4) the Sigtuna Museum plot. (Copyright © National Land Survey of Sweden.)
were c. 8 m wide and sometimes 30–40 m long, with as many as four or five buildings with different functions. At the rear of the plots there was a residential hall with a fireplace on the floor. Another building, with a household function, had a fireplace in one corner. There were also buildings for storage and multiple functions. A great number of tenements probably belonged to manors in the town’s hinterland. There was little debris from craft production in the oldest layers; during that period the craftsmen were periodically active in the town. During the eleventh and twelfth centuries, there were shops alongside the street that were rented by craftsmen and traders.

In a block known as Urmakaren, plots of smaller dimensions were excavated (Figure 8.8.2). The buildings along the street had household functions, but there was

Figure 8.8.2  The remains of buildings on two plots and parts of two other plots in the Urmakaren block in Sigtuna. The buildings date from the mid-eleventh century. (Drawing: J. Ros.)
also debris from craft production in them. There was also debris from craft production in
the smaller buildings. The plots were c. 6 m wide and there were two or three buildings
on them. In the excavated area there were three different kinds of house foundations: sill
stone, post-hole and twig holes in lines. The buildings were made by the horizontal-
planking technique and wattle and daub, and during the eleventh century the
cross-jointing technique was introduced. King Olof Skötkonung’s minting-house was
found in the excavated area: pieces of lead with the impression of a die were found on the
floor (Ros 1991, 2001: 87 ff.). The first Swedish coins were made in Sigtuna: King Olof
Skötkonung started coin production c. 995 and it continued until his death c. 1022. He
invited English moneyers to Sigtuna and five moneyers had their names on coins made
in the town. Olof might have produced as many as two million coins. Olof’s son, Anund
Jakob, continued to make coins from c. 1022 until 1030, then there was a long period
without coinage. Production started again in Sigtuna under Knut Eriksson’s reign

THE CHURCHES AND THE EPISCOPAL SEE

The foundation of Sigtuna took place during the pagan period. On the outskirt of the
town there are late Viking Age inhumation burial grounds (Douglas 1978: 61 f.). There
are also some later burial grounds in the town with no visible marking above ground.
The graves are Christian, oriented east–west. One of these grave-fields, dating to
c. 1000, has been excavated in the western part of the town (Hillbom 1987).

Adam of Bremen mentions that Olof Skötkonung had a bishop among his retainers,
and later, during the 1060s, there was a missionary bishop named Osmund in Sigtuna.
Adam calls Sigtuna civitas magna Sictone and Sictonia civitate. It became a bishopric
c. 1070, during Stenkil’s reign, under Bishop Adalvard the younger, but the bishop
abandoned Sigtuna when Stenkil died (Adam of Bremen 2: 58, 3: 15, 4: 25, 28 ff.). In a
letter from the 1080s the pope expresses his joy that there are preachers among the
Svea people and the king is asked to send a bishop or priest to Rome (DS 24). It is not
known which was the episcopal church in Sigtuna.

In Sigtuna there are churches dedicated to St Per, St Nikolai, St Lars, St Olov, St
Gertrud and the Virgin Mary, which belonged to the Dominican monastery. There was
also a hospital of St George with a chapel. Archaeological investigations have revealed
another two churchyards. Most of the churches are in an east–west sequence north of the
settlement area. Only one is located in the settlement area: on the Sigtuna museum plot.
One suggestion is that that church was the bishop’s church (e.g. Tesch 2003: 9 f.);
however, it is more likely that St Per, situated in the western part of the town, was the
episcopal church. St Per was built c. 1100 (Redelius 1975). Earlier there was probably a
wooden church somewhere in the town. St Per might also have been a mother church
with a parish comprising the town and the surrounding area (Ros 2001: 147 ff.). This is,
however, a hypothetical speculation and the church of St Olov might have been the
episcopal church. The episcopal see was moved from Sigtuna to Old Uppsala in the
1130s.
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CHAPTER EIGHT (9)

VIKING AGE UPPÅKRA AND LUND

Birgitta Hårdh

The Iron Age centre Uppåkra is situated on a pronounced height, dominating the plain of Lund. Uppåkra belongs to the group of south Scandinavian central places which have been recorded during the past decades, mainly in Denmark. The central places are defined as multi-functional, regional centres with a long continuity. The finds from Uppåkra show that the site kept the function of a central place during the entire first millennium. With the vast extent of the cultural layer and the distribution of finds, it is, at 40 ha, also the largest Iron Age settlement known from south Scandinavia, and cultural layers measuring up to 2 m thickness have been recorded (Hårdh 2000; Larsson 2001a).

Uppåkra is situated 4 km south of the medieval city of Lund and for a long time there were speculations whether Uppåkra was a predecessor of Lund. Archaeologically it has been stated that the beginning of Lund is about AD 990. The first time that the name of Uppåkra appears is in a written document, a donation charter issued by King Cnut the Holy from 1085.

When the new investigations started in Uppåkra in 1996 hardly anything was known of a Viking Age settlement at the site. A number of field names containing the word toft, known from cadastral maps from the eighteenth century, were possible indications of a Viking Age settlement. Unfortunately agriculture has destroyed most structures from the Merovingian, Viking Age and later periods. The thick cultural layers derive mainly from the early Iron Age. However, two sunken-featured buildings, one with a complete oval brooch in Borre style, and remains of a longhouse, have been recorded.

In 1997 there was an opportunity to conduct a small excavation under the sanctuary in the present church, built in the 1860s. Foundations from the Romanesque medieval church under the present church were traced and beneath them, in a layer with occasional fragments of ceramic of Viking Age type, a skeleton in a stretched position with an east–west orientation was found. This could indicate an interment of Christian type before the medieval period. It is plausible to consider the possibility of a church older than the medieval one on the site. Not far from the present church a big encolpion, probably made in Germany around 1000, has been found (Staecker 1999). It could have belonged to a late Viking Age church.
Especially worth attention are the results from the excavations in 2001–4. South of the church an area has been investigated with manifold cultic or ritual manifestations. In its centre there is a house with an exceptionally long continuation, at least from the Roman Iron Age up to the beginning of the Viking Age. In the house a large number of depositions have been recorded, among them more than 110 gold-foil figures, a metal beaker with embossed figure foils in gold and a glass bowl from the Black Sea region. Around the house there are depositions of weapons, partly destroyed and dated from the Roman Iron Age to the Merovingian period, perhaps to the early Viking Age. Close to the house there is a stone paving with abundant animal bones. Here a Pörr's hammer ring of iron has been found. The house was pulled down around AD 800 and the depositions in the area ceased at the same time, probably indicating a fundamental religious change (Larsson 2001b; Uppåkrastudier vol. 10).

The main share of the Viking Age record comes from detector investigations. The distribution of the finds covers the entire cultural layer. The site appears as one of the richest Viking Age settlement sites, especially as regards ornament types. The number of finds of various types from Uppåkra surpasses several times what previously was known from the entire Skåne. For example, more than 100 fragments of oval brooches have been found. More than 40 three-foil brooches, complete and fragments, and 43 equal-armed brooches have been registered so far. A category worth attention is a group of about 40 round, cast and gilded bronze brooches and pendants with spiral or Terslev decoration and, in one case, animal decoration in Jelling style. This type of brooch and pendant is known mainly from places such as Birka, Hedeby and Tissø at Zealand.

Several of the ornaments are fragments and it is probable that they were intended to be remelted and thus are to be seen as raw material for metal handicraft. Some patrices show, together with moulds, the presence of metalwork in the Viking Age as in previous periods. The indications for metal handicraft suggest that it was at a large scale and of high quality (Kresten et al. 2001).

Over 380 weights have been found, among them several of the cubo-octahedric and of spherical types, characteristic of the Viking Age. Also some fragments of balances have been found. Coins dated to the Viking Age so far number 277. The dominant group (c. 250 coins) is Arabic issues. Their composition has an early emphasis with mainly Abbasid coins from the eighth and ninth centuries. From the tenth century there are 40 Samanid dirhams, dating up to c. AD 950, while from the second half of the tenth century and the eleventh century the number of coins is considerably smaller. There are some German, English and Danish coins but although the number of coins has decreased, the entire late part of the Viking Age is represented (Silvegren 2002).

Beside the coins there are several indications of long-distance contacts in the Viking Age as well as in previous periods: for example a collection of ornaments and mountings of west European, mainly Carolingian, origin, enamelled mountings from the British Isles, probably from Ireland, and an oriental mounting, perhaps from the Khazar region.

There are many manifestations of the uniqueness of Uppåkra in the Viking Age. A small silver statue in the shape of a fantastic lion-like animal with two snakes was probably made in west Europe around 800 (Figure 8.9.1). The best parallels to the animal are to be found among the illustrations in the Book of Kells. A well-known little statue represents a one-eyed man with horns on his head. The figure is closely associated to horned figures with weapons, for example, on coins, stamped metal foils or patrices.
for these (cf. Arrhenius 1994: 211 ff.). There are also a couple of close parallels in Tissø. Apparently it is a representation of Óðinn.

A small gilded silver head has its best parallels on the famous caskets from Kammin and Bamberg, as well as on the belt mountings from the tomb under the church of Jelling. It is of course not possible to tell whether this highly prestigious object was made in Uppåkra, came there as scrap silver or shows the presence of some person connected to the Jelling court. It indicates, however, direct or indirect connections to the uppermost social levels in tenth-century Denmark.

As regards the variety, number and quality of finds, Uppåkra is fully comparable to the largest Viking Age central and trading places such as Birka, Hedeby and Tissø. A severe obstacle for the interpretation is, as mentioned, the damaged cultural layers, which means that traces of constructions are almost completely missing in Uppåkra. A central question is of course the character of settlement. The inland location, 7 km from the coast, indicates that the place was hardly a site with shipping trade as the main activity. In contrast to several of the Viking Age central and trading places, Uppåkra is not the result of a royal foundation in the early Viking Age. At the beginning of the Viking Age Uppåkra had already existed for at least 800 years and kept a position as an exceptional site, a mighty centre for centuries. Thus it is obvious that Uppåkra is

Figure 8.9.1 Imaginative animal in solid silver with necklace of gold (44 mm in length) found at Uppåkra. Parallels to the animal can be found in the Book of Kells. It was probably manufactured in western Europe c. 800. (Photo: Bengt Almgren. Copyright © The Historical Museum, University of Lund.)
not a parallel to Birka or Hedeby. Tissø on Zealand is characterised as an aristocratic residence, a manorial farm with abundant finds of prestigious objects, traces of qualitative handicraft and external contacts. The site has also continuity back into the migration period. The settlement of the central place Gudme on Fyn covered a vast area but was obviously not dense. Instead the record has been interpreted as a collection of about fifty farms with dwelling houses and outhouses. This is a model which is also possible for Uppåkra, especially as the site is located centrally in a most fertile agrarian region. It is also appropriate to consider that the earliest settlement of Lund, from the eleventh century, has been reconstructed as a collection of spacious plots with a settlement structure rather similar to concentrated rural farms (Carelli 2001: 107).

In the 990s Lund was established a few kilometres north of Uppåkra. In this case it is a foundation initiated by the king and with the Church as an active and powerful partner. It is also most probable that the localisation of Lund is connected to the presence of the mighty Iron Age centre. Here an infrastructure, roads and other communications and a large population were already present. Whether the king had influence in Uppåkra or whether he saw it as a competing power is hard to know. About 100 years later, as the above-mentioned donation charter shows, the king possessed substantial estates in Uppåkra. It is obvious that Uppåkra was part of the political power game in eastern Denmark in the decades around 1000. Two fortresses, Borgeby and Trelleborg, are dated to this period. Borgeby is situated at the estuary of the rivulet Lådde Å, the entrance to the province of Skåne from the Strait of Øresund, and Trelleborg is situated in the present town of Trelleborg on the south coast of Skåne. Both sites are also situated at a communication link that connects the south and west coasts of Skåne and which, in a north–south direction, runs through Uppåkra as well as Lund (Eriksson 2001; Jacobsson 2003). It is probable that the two fortresses also played an important part in politics, even if it is too early yet to state how.

The investigations in Uppåkra have shown the complexity of centre formations during the entire first millennium. They show a central place different from the well-known Viking Age trading places, and neither is it a manorial farm like Tissø. The size and continuity of the place are exceptional. Notwithstanding societal changes and political turbulence, Uppåkra kept its dominant position for 1,000 years. Only with the establishment of Lund did Uppåkra lose its position as a centre and become a mere agricultural settlement.

NOTE

Numbers of objects from Uppåkra given in this article refer to the standing of registered objects in 2003.
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Exchange was a delicate matter in the Viking period. Objects moved for many reasons: gifts were exchanged to maintain personal allegiances, goods were dispersed freely within families or organisations, treasures were robbed and trade was conducted on strictly economic terms. The greater and more important share of exchange was certainly conducted through the mesh of personal ties. Yet it is the impersonalised commercial relations that have attracted the attention of modern scholars.

Viking trade has inspired bright visions and exorbitant claims: it has been identified as a decisive vehicle for urbanisation, state formation and colonisation. Some even see a commercial revolution that introduced market-trade in northern Europe. The search for the origin of markets and a ‘spirit of capitalism’ has no doubt contributed unfairly to the fame of the Vikings. But though its scope and importance have often been over-emphasised, trade was a quintessential cultural phenomenon in Viking Age northern Europe, and a hub of important change and innovations.

CONFLICTS AND CONJUNCTURES: A BRIEF HISTORY

The Viking Age is renowned as an era when trade and war went happily together – raids being, so to speak, a continuation of trade by other means. When we examine the sources more thoroughly, though, the common theme in the history of Viking trade was that trading networks grew during relatively peaceful periods, and declined in periods of conflict.

The first distinctive phase of growth is associated with the network of _wics_ or emporia – undefended port sites such as Hamwic, Doerstad, Ribe, Birka or Truso that developed almost simultaneously in the eighth century from Wessex in the west to the Wisla bay in the east. The geographical scope of the network is reflected in the distribution of many artefacts: the small silver coins or _sceattas_, and imports such as basalt quernstones from the Mayen region, Frankish glass beakers, textiles etc. (Gabriel 1988; Parkhouse 1997; Näsman 2000). They share a centre of gravity, and probably a locus of agency, in the Rhine mouth, from which contacts extend down the Rhine valley, over the Channel to southern England, and along the Frisian coast to southern Jutland. More limited finds occur in Scandinavia proper, in the Baltic region and in the northern parts of Britain.
The character of the sites, as well as the quantity and nature of the commodities, show that long-distance exchange had attained a level of intensity and regularity not found in other parts of northern Europe in this period. But, there were other spheres of interaction. One emerges from the end of the eighth century when Staraya Ladoga in north-west Russia and possibly Truso in Prussia became critical links in the near-eastern economy through fur and possibly slave trade. Towards the end of the eighth century Arabic silver coins, or dirhams, appear first in Russian then Scandinavian and other sites along with mass-produced glass beads and other items of near-eastern origin (Noonan 1980; Davidan 1995; Callmer 1995). The beads arrived in sufficient quantities to oust the local production of glass beads in such sites as Ribe and Åhus within a few years.

The first decades of the ninth century marked the apogee and a change of guard for the emporia network. Hedeby (Haithabu) was established at the southern Danish border and quickly took on the role as a bridge between the North Sea and the Baltic. As the Royal Frankish Annals inform, its foundation happened in direct consequence of political conflicts, and its protection was a matter for the Danish king. Kaupang in Norway was established at the same time, and very possibly on the same initiative (see Skre, ch. 8.3, above). It is worth noting that characteristic Norwegian products such as Eidsborg hones and steatite vessels first occur in southern Scandinavia at the same time (Figure 9.1) (Myrvoll 1985; Sindbæk 2005: 137 ff.).

While the first decades of the ninth century appear to be a culmination of developments through the past century, the following period bears every mark of crisis. Many of the sites that had previously transmitted long-distance exchange were either extinguished or substantially reduced during the mid-ninth century, when the Carolingian Empire disintegrated and Viking raids escalated.

**Figure 9.1** Eidsborg hones and fragments of steatite vessels from Norway, found in Aggersbog, Denmark. Stone objects, whose provenance can often be established by petrological analyses, are some of the archaeologically most perceptible traces of interregional exchange in Viking Scandinavia. (Photo: Department of Medieval and Renaissance Archaeology, Aarhus University.)
Around AD900 little was left of the network that had existed 100 years earlier, though key sites like Hedeby, Birka, Kaupang and Staraya Ladoga persisted. The most thriving sites of this period were clearly those engaged with the eastern connections (Ambrosiani 2002). These culminated in the period 930–70 when the influx of Arabic silver was at its peak (Noonan 1994). The most distinguished economic feature of this network was the ‘weight-money’ system, based on oriental types of scales and weights introduced in the late ninth century (Steuer 1987; Gustin 2004). Their use as economic instruments is reflected in the many hoards of hack-silver which are found over most of the Viking world, but particularly in the Baltic region (Hårdh 1996). The great fragmentation in many hoards shows that ‘weight-money’ was employed for even very trivial transactions (Figure 9.2).

But a new and very different phase of focused trading networks was under way. In England the first *burhs*, or fortified regional centres, were organised in the 880s. During the tenth century a new series of urban foundations in Scandinavia and the Baltic Sea, such as Århus, Lund and Wolin, became fortified in a similar way. Domestic coins increasingly replaced ‘weight-money’ from the late tenth century. At the same time the introduction of slow bulk-carrying vessels reveal a new level of security on the seas. These developments all point to a new level of political organisation where trade, towns and institutionalised royal protection proceeded together – a historical situation very unlike that 200 years earlier.

A crux in discussions of Viking Age trade and exchange is the idea of ‘commercial revolution’, variously identified with the beginning (Näsman 1991, 2000; McCormick 2001; Hodges 2006) or the end of the period (Hodges 1982; Christophersen 1989; Saunders 1995). Ambiguous results appear from analyses of many supposedly important commodities like textiles, ceramics, iron, furs and other hunting products (Jørgensen 1992; Roslund 2001; Magnusson 1995; Wigh 2001; Mikkelsen 1994). But the late tenth-century changes noted above do coincide with increasing trade in at least one low-value staple product – fish (Barrett *et al.* 2004). Market and non-market exchange certainly coexisted throughout the Viking Age in northern Europe, their relative

---

**Figure 9.2** Tenth-century hoard of brass bars from Myrvälde, Gotland. The seventeen complete bars are 41–3 cm long and were carefully adjusted to a weight between 390–410 g. The standardisation shows that the bars were prepared to function as ‘economic’ objects of exchange. (Photo: Søren M. Sindbæk.)
importance changing by conjunctures rather than by revolution (Verhulst 2002: 135).

But if an episode of more radical change must be identified, it occurred from the late tenth century.

ROUTES AND NETWORKS

The ‘routes of the Viking’ are celebrated in countless historical maps. These mostly reflect accounts of spectacular, individual journeys, and certainly not regular trade routes. In a preliterate society, ‘routes’ are journeys taken on a regular basis. They are defined by the knowledge of travellers, established through previous journeys or verbal exchange.

An early synthesis of Viking trade, still alive in many contemporary works, pictured a limited number of trading stations positioned along a few great trunk routes (e.g. Arbman 1937; Jankuhn 1953). This model, which reflects the diffusionist outlook of traditional historical archaeology, is related to the long-lived idea of Viking trade as a link that united the Carolingian Empire with the Abbasid Caliphate (Bolin 1953 (1939); Hodges and Whitehouse 1983; McCormick 2001).

Some recent reconstructions rather envisage a dense scatter of sites, suggesting that each would have acted as ‘central place’ to a region (Carlsson 1991; Näsman 1991; Callmer 1994; Ulriksen 1998). The implied view is that urban milieus evolved on a
local basis by a process of ‘urbanisation’. While this evolutionary perspective adds an important dimension, it tends to disregard a vital aspect of communication.

Viking trade operated as a network. Long-distance exchange took place in bulk along routes between specific localities, where large cargoes are loaded or unloaded. Archaeology shows that the distribution of imports, as well as crafts with imported raw materials, such as bronze casting, define a small group of sites as centres on quite another scale than other possible trading places (Figure 9.3). It is not trade as such that distinguishes these hubs from lesser sites. The latter were obviously important for local trade and communicated with the nodal points – but not with the long-distance traffic between them (Sindbæk 2006).

The nodal points were spatial and temporal buffers between different traffics. Hence, most were situated in locations where a topographical barrier caused a break in traffic and demanded a transshipment and perhaps a temporary storage of goods. In the Scandinavian climate, season was a critical factor, which may have affected more than the choice of location: the need for temporal buffers between inland transport, mostly carried out in the winter when grounds were firm and frozen, and sea-traffic, which took place in summer, may have been a decisive reason why permanently settled trading towns replaced the seasonal markets that seem to have prevailed earlier in the Iron Age.

The geographical structure of exchange networks ultimately derived from the choice of individuals: each participant in a long-distance exchange will have had a significant incentive to seek out what was considered the most favourable, safe and active places for trading. To a traveller spending weeks or months on the journey a few days extra were inessential compared to the ultimate objective of encountering suitable exchange partners. This would compel most travellers to seek the same few sites. The geographical outcome of these concerns would be exactly the situation that we seem to find: a ranked network with a few sites acting as hubs or nodal points for long-distance traffic within a widespread web of more local contacts.

COMMUNITIES, POLITICS AND PROTECTION

Commercial long-distance relations were rare connections in a network held together by personal and mostly local ties. Could we have asked a Viking Age person about his or her involvement in trade and exchange, we should very possibly have found long-distance connections to have been a marginal interest. Instead, our informant might have answered at length about the local exchange of essentials such as hay, cattle, food or textiles. Most of these, unfortunately, are perishable; even when found, there is usually little way of telling whence or in what way they were acquired.

Written sources are even less informative about local than about long-distance exchange. We are therefore left with little evidence to reflect on this obviously important subject. Interesting observations on scale and extent have emerged from studies on the hinterlands of towns and trading sites (Bäck 1997; Müller Wille 2002; Palmer 2003). A few other enlightening cases have been discussed (Resi 1987; Zachrisson 1997). But a comprehensive reconstruction of Viking Age rural exchange is still lacking.

Even commercial relations were preferably established within a frame of social ties. Where possible, trade was conducted in connection with assembly sites or magnates’ residences, in which peace and protection were buttressed by political authority or
sacrosanct protection (Skre 2006). This has provoked a long-standing debate on the relationship between economy and politics. Through recent decades, exchange was often subsumed as an aspect of political evolution. It has been argued that peaceful trade presupposes an institutionalised political (i.e. royal) authority in order to organise and protect trading sites (Hodges 1982: 184; Ambrosiani and Clarke 1991: 89), or to guarantee the safety and legal protection of individual foreigners (Sawyer 1978; Lund 1987), or both (Hedeager 1993).

Trading sites were certainly a concern of rulers and a target of political ambitions in early Viking Age Scandinavia. Written sources speak of kings in Ribe, Birka and Hedeby. But was edict and patronage enough to secure the trading network at this stage? The looting of Dorestad, Paris, London and many other sites demonstrates that no ruler in the early Viking Age could guarantee market peace without a large share of consensus; the lack of substantial fortifications in eighth–ninth-century emporia suggests that they knew this to be the case. According to ship finds, it was only in the tenth century that specialised cargo-vessels appeared in Scandinavian waters (Crumlin-Pedersen 1999). Before that, trading ships each brought an armed crew for protection.

It is becoming increasingly clear that the necessary protection for trade was often provided by the interdependence of groups and communities, rather than by coercive power. Individual safety and legal rights could be maintained by incorporating strangers in households and conducting transactions there (Roslund 1994, 2001). The essential relation of trust was facilitated, among other things, by symbolic communication through artefact style (Gustin 2004). Potential tensions in the exchange situation were accommodated for by establishing shared cultural norms and routine procedures for exchange (Sindbæk 2005). The basic conditions for trade and exchange were provided by township communities, by the félag or guilds of traders, and most importantly by accepting common law.

The constitution of trading communities was important in another sense too. The large trading sites are the only locations in the Viking world where great numbers of foreigners would live together on a regular basis, as we see from the distribution of items presumably brought as personal utensils (e.g. Brather 1996; Callmer 1998). Exchanges occurred not only in bulk cargoes between these sites, but on a personal level within them. As such, these motley communities must have been essential vehicles of cultural transmission and innovation.
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CHAPTER TEN

COINAGE AND
MONETARY ECONOMIES

Svein H. Gullbekk

When Scandinavians travelling outwards initiated the Viking Age in the eighth century, theirs was a society without coinage, towns or states. Three centuries later, in the mid-eleventh century, Viking society was familiar with coinage and towns, and possessed emerging states within a framework of Christianity. Without documentary evidence of any significance, the archaeological and numismatic evidence represents the building blocks for research on coinage and the monetary history of the Viking Age. Coins have been found in greater numbers, with a wider geographical distribution and continuity than any other objects in the Viking world. Viking coinage is first and foremost perceived as silver pennies issued in the names of such renowned Viking kings as Eirik Bloodaxe in York and Dublin (948 and 952–4), and Sven Forkbeard (c. 985–1014), Olof Skötkonung (c. 995–1022), Olaf Tryggvason (995–1000), Olaf Haraldsson (the Saint) (1015–28), Cnut the Great (1016–35, king of England 1018–35), Harthacnut (1035–42, king of England 1040–2), Magnus the Good (1042–7), Sven Estridsen (1047–74) and Harald Hardrada (1047–66) at different Scandinavian mints. All of these kings played key roles in the introduction and development of coinage within the Viking world, as was also the case for anonymous Nordic coinages of the ninth and tenth centuries in Haithabu and Ribe and the Scandinavian imitations of Anglo-Saxon pennies from c. 990 to the 1020s in Lund and Sigtuna (Figure 10.1–10.4).

Money and its use in the Viking world have been commented upon by anthropologists, archaeologists, ethnologists, historians and numismatists, and where there are many experts there are different opinions. Viking society has been described as one of gift-giving and as a status-oriented economy; in this view the coins found were brought to Scandinavia and immediately deposited in the ground. If coins were used it was rather in social contexts as part of a gift economy, or a redistributive economy, or that they were mainly melted down and used for the production of jewellery. Other scholars believe that the many coins found only represent a tiny fraction of what was once in use, and that money was widely distributed, and used for small-scale transactions, in some places on a daily basis. The use of coins in the Viking world has thus been connected with raiding and looting, tribute and taxation, ritual deposit, gift-giving and long-distance, regional and local trade.

Much research has been undertaken into the study of coinage in the Viking Age, less
so with the use of coins and monetary economies. This is very much a topic of current development as a consequence of the many ongoing excavations and projects concerning marketplaces, productive sites and urban settlements in the Viking world. Also, the application of new technology has been very important and enriched Viking Age numismatics beyond measure during the past decades (Jensen 1994: 237–41). Metal-detectorists have discovered abundant numbers of single finds and archaeologists have improved their record in finding coins in excavations (Östergren 1989). Scholars who

Figure 10.1  Kufic dirhams found in a small hoard in Vestfold in south Norway. (Courtesy of Museum of Cultural History, Oslo.)

Figure 10.2  The silver penny was the main coin in Europe from c. 800 to the thirteenth century. Small change was created by cutting pennies in halves or quarters. These cut pennies are all of Anglo-Saxon origin found in the Viking world. (Courtesy of Museum of Cultural History, Oslo.)
have followed this development are less inclined to doubt that coins were used and used widely; however, the question has to be analysed in detail, and even though the concept of money being used does not meet the same resistance as before, the concept of monetary economies is still difficult to argue.

**FROM ISLAMIC TO CHRISTIAN SILVER: A SHIFT FROM EAST TO WEST**

There are three major shifts to be observed in the monetary scene in the Viking world from 750 to 1100. The first to occur is the flow of Islamic dirhams reaching Scandinavia.
in the decades around 800. The second takes place in the last quarter of the tenth century when Islamic dirhams disappear and are replaced with pennies of western origin, first and foremost German and Anglo-Saxon. In the third shift, national state coinages in Denmark and Norway replace foreign coins.

When the Viking Age commenced the greater part of all coins in the Viking world were imported from the Abbasid and Samanid caliphates in the south-east, with smaller numbers of dirhams from the Umayyad caliphate, and also dirham imitations struck by the Volga Bulgars in Russia. The Islamic dirhams were introduced in the monetary reforms carried out by the caliph Abd al-Malik in 696 and 698 (AH 77 and 79). As a result of the Islamic iconoclasm dirhams were of uniform appearance with only epigraphical design in Kufic writing, and for a long period also of stable weight and good-quality silver. The weight started to vary significantly in the second half of the ninth century, and the silver was debased in the second half of the tenth century when the yield from mines in the Caliphate declined. When the caliphs in the Islamic world went down the slippery slope of debasement, the Vikings turned their backs on their coins. Instead an influx of silver from the west replaced the Islamic dirhams. While coins from Francia, Germany and England had been negligible up to the second half of the tenth century, discoveries of rich silver resources in the Harz mountains in Germany fuelled minting in the Ottonian Empire and the Anglo-Saxon kingdom, especially from c. 975 onwards. (For a recent discussion on Islamic, German and Anglo-Saxon coins in the Viking world, see Metcalf 1997 and 1998.)

In the years around 995, uniform regal coinages were issued in the name of reigning kings: Sven Forkbeard in Denmark, Olof Skötkonung in Sweden and Olaf Tryggvason in Norway. In parallel with the vast imports of Anglo-Saxon pennies, Scandinavian imitations of contemporary Anglo-Saxon coins were struck on a large scale within Danish and Swedish territory. These coinages represent the first step in a process whereby coinage gradually adopted national features, and which in the decades around the mid-eleventh century culminated in substantial state coinages in Denmark and Norway. Sweden did not produce any coinage in parallel with the Danish and Norwegian kingdoms in the second half of the eleventh century. Coinage in Sweden came to a halt in the 1030s, and even though vast numbers of foreign coins have been found in hoards in Sweden, minting was not resumed until the 1140s, when coinage was produced on the island of Gotland.

The total number of coins found in Viking territory adds up to more than 800,000 coins, with an emphasis on the islands in the Baltic Sea, and the coastal areas of mainland Sweden, Denmark, then Norway and Finland. The finds from Iceland are few and far between; it is only on Greenland that Viking Age coins have yet to be found, even though it is likely that coins were there. The late eleventh-century penny struck in the reign of the Norwegian king Olaf Kyrre (1067–93) found in Newfoundland reflects the most western distribution of coins in the Viking world. Tracking the origin and final destination of coins provides us with evidence for a beginning and an end; the question to be answered is what happened to the monetary economy in between in the Viking world.

FROM SILVER TO COINS

In the Viking Age economy one can observe a transition from silver objects to coins in the large hoard material. The shift from silver to coins took place gradually, with
jewellery, rings and hack-silver being predominant in the ninth and the first half of the tenth century. During the second half of the tenth century coins became more numerous, and by the eleventh century coins outnumbered and outweighed silver. Eventually, by the middle of the eleventh century, when state coinages were established, hoards were predominantly made up of coins, in total c. 90 per cent (Hårdh 1976: 140–2; Gullbekk 2003: 23–4). From this point silver was second to coins in the Danish and Norwegian economy and society until the collapse of state coinage after the mid-fourteenth century.

COINAGE IN THE VIKING WORLD

Wherever they settled the Vikings assimilated local customs and habits, adopting Christianity, statesmanship, law and coinage. The Vikings in England rapidly adopted the habit of striking their own coins, already from the 890s (Grierson and Blackburn 1986: 318–9). The Anglo-Saxon coinage became a major influence for Scandinavian coinage even in areas where contacts with German society were strong and German coins abundant. The explanation for this is the fact that the Anglo-Saxon coinage and monetary organisation were the most sophisticated at this time, and because Danish kings also reigned over England and Norway c. 1018 to 1047. Anglo-Saxon moneyers operating in Scandinavia had an important bearing on the early coinage of Denmark, Sweden and Norway, as in the case of the travelling moneyer Godwine who made the dies and inscribed his name on the reverses of the first royal coinages in Denmark, Sweden and Norway c. 995. Anglo-Saxon moneyers are reported to have worked in Denmark throughout the reigns of Cnut the Great, Harthacnut and Magnus the Good. English moneyers are especially prevalent in the reign of Cnut the Great when almost half of the moneyers were Anglo-Saxon. In some cases official English dies were brought to Denmark and used in combination with locally produced dies at Danish mints (Blackburn 1981: 425–47; 1985: 101–24).

Anglo-Saxon influence is clearly seen in monetary organisation and the use of coin design. The large series of Scandinavian imitations of contemporary Anglo-Saxon pennies in the first decades of the eleventh century are significant (Malmer 1997). Of the few coins issued by Olaf Haraldsson (the Saint) of Norway, one uses the extraordinary Agnus Dei-type issued in England c. 1009 as a prototype. Today only fifteen of Æthelred II’s prototype Agnus Dei coins survive, most of which have been found within Scandinavia. It was struck for only a short period of time, and most probably the size of this coinage was only a fraction of the common series issued in England in the reign of Æthelred II (978–1016). This makes the adoption of the Agnus Dei-type in Norway remarkable, and it suggests that the people commissioning the dies had an awareness of coinage as an effective tool of communication. Otherwise the influence on Scandinavian coin design comes from Byzantine and not German coinage. This is especially the case for Danish and Norwegian coinage in the 1060s, 1070s and 1080s. (For Byzantine influence on Scandinavian coinage, see Skaare 1965: 99–111; Grierson 1966: 124–38; Hendy 1970: 187–97. For Finnish imitations, see Talvio 2002: 28–9).

The production of coinage was never developed in any of the island societies that in many ways played an important role in the history of the Viking world, especially for the history of wealth and money in this period: Gotland, Óland, Bornholm, Iceland, the Hebrides, the Faeroe Islands and Greenland. In fact, the production of coins can be
attributed to a limited number of places within Viking Scandinavia: Haithabu, Ribe, Lund, Sigtuna and Nidarnes before the expansion of minting in earnest developed in Denmark in the 1030s and 1040s and in Norway in the 1050s and 1060s respectively. After minting became widespread in the Danish kingdom, coinage was produced at a number of mints: Lund, Roskilde, Slagelse, Ringsted, Viborg, Ribe, Ørø and Alborg; and in Norway coins were minted at Nidarnes (Trondheim) throughout the eleventh century and in Hamar for a short period in the 1050s. In addition there are many coins struck in Norway in the reign of Olaf Kyrre (1067–93) with illegible legends, which have yet to be attributed to specific mints. These issues were either struck at minor mints of a temporary nature, or might have been struck by travelling mints, for example if travelling kings brought with them equipment for minting to be used on demand.

The monetary systems that developed within the Viking world must be regarded as the personal property of the king or issuing authority, which could be used for display purposes and personal enrichment. Sven Estridsen and Harald Hardrade were the first in Scandinavia deliberately to take advantage of manipulating the silver content of their coins to make additional income, beginning in the 1050s and 1060s (Skaare 1976; Gullbekk 1996).

THE USE OF MONEY AND MONETARY ECONOMIES

Arab historians writing in the ninth and tenth centuries describe northerners as traders with a profound liking for silver and dirhams. In Frankish and English sources Norsemen are described as savage men raiding towns and sacred places with a lust for precious metal and exacting tribute in large figures with a beginning at Lindisfarne in 793.

Despite the emphasis on violence, the written sources also present Vikings as people trading and exchanging goods and services with the locals. Icelandic sagas describe a range of situations where culture, religion and economy came together within Viking society. In these tales we hear of coins and money used for display, gift-giving, taxation, bribery, fines, coins being buried in the ground to store wealth, the retrieval of hoards, the manipulation of coinage, testing of coins, and trade in different forms.

The many silver hoards are one of the characteristics of the Viking world. These hoards include more Viking Age coins from Germany and England than have ever been found in those respective countries. In consequence one label that is often used about the Viking Age is the Age of Silver. Coinage and economy in the Viking Age have been seen as evidence for the Vikings’ lust for silver, and often interpreted as a consequence of the ‘Law of Óðinn’, individuals securing wealth for their prosperity in the afterlife by hiding treasure in the ground. However, the question is whether they should be interpreted as evidence for a monetised society, or on the contrary if they are to be interpreted in the context of a society where coins were used only to a small extent.

On the basis of saga literature, the Viking Age economy and society are often perceived as having peasant characteristics, very much reliant on self-sufficiency. In this society a wide spectrum of goods and services were used as a means of exchange, with a multitude of different social and economic meanings, as was the case in medieval Scandinavia, and probably also before the Viking period. Even though the archaeological evidence at first sight seems overwhelming, one should not overemphasise the value of silver in this period. A hoard of a thousand silver coins is considered a large hoard, but
the purchasing power would probably not be sufficient to pay a heavy fine or for a small farm. If we compare the silver hoards of the Viking Age with the 55 kg of gold from Merovingian Scandinavia, this represents, in total, almost the same value as the Viking Age silver. From this perspective most of the hoards deposited in Viking society must be considered small-value holdings, and only a few, as for instance the Spillings hoard with more than 14,300 coins and 50 kg of silver, found on Gotland in 1999, are to be regarded as really large sums of money.

The large sums of money paid in tribute to Viking armies in Francia and England have traditionally been considered the main reason for the many large hoards in Viking Scandinavia. The evidence for tributes, however large, does not include any information about what was paid, whether silver, gold, coins, goods or property. Indeed, not only has the size of the sums been debated, but also whether the sums paid out to the Vikings were carried to Scandinavia (Lawson 1984: 721–38; 1989: 385–406; 1990: 951–61; Gillingham 1989: 373–84; 1990: 939–50. For a numismatic approach to this question, see Metcalf 1990: 165–76). The small number of Frankish coins from the ninth and tenth centuries found within the Viking world does not suggest a close connection between the recorded tribute payments and the import of coins to Scandinavia. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle lists enormous sums paid in tribute to Viking armies in the years 991, 997, 1003, 1012 and 1018. If coins were used to pay Danegelds, and these were carried to Scandinavia, one should expect an increase in the hoards. This is also the case for the so-called Quadrofoil-type issued in the name of Cnut the Great c. 1017–25, which is most numerous in Scandinavian finds. These pennies were current when the enormous Danegeld of 82,500 pounds silver were paid to Scandinavian Vikings in 1018. However, the so-called Pointed Helmet-type, replacing the Quadrofoil issue in the years c. 1025–30/1, at a time where no records of tribute payments exist, is almost as numerous in Scandinavia (Jonsson 1994: 222–3). Instead, German coins are the most numerous in finds in the Viking world. The export of coins from Germany to Scandinavia reached a peak in 1025–40. More than three-quarters of the German coins in Swedish finds are made up of pennies from Lower Saxony, Cologne and the so-called Otto-Adelaide pennies. There are no records of tribute payments being made to Vikings from German territory. Instead the German coins have been labelled Fernhandelsdenare, reflecting that the main reason for them being issued was to be used in trade with the north and east. The evidence of tribute payments should not be disregarded, but the coin finds suggest that other sources were more influential, for instance trade with the Caliphate in the ninth and tenth centuries and Germany and England in the late tenth and eleventh centuries.

One key feature of Viking Age hoards is their composition of coins. Hoards usually contain a mixture of coins typical for the period when they were deposited, that is, before c. 975 a mixture of Abbasid, Samanid and Volga-Bulgar dirhams with intrusions of Merovingian, Carolingian, early Anglo-Saxon and Nordic coins. After c. 990 hoards contained German and Anglo-Saxon pennies with smaller numbers of Scandinavian imitations and eventually Danish and Norwegian coins, with intrusions of Hiberno-Norse, Bohemian, Italian, Russian, Frankish and Islamic coins. This mixed composition of coins from different regions is extraordinary, especially since neither German nor English hoards from the same period resemble anything as heterogeneous as the Scandinavian. The explanation for this is either that these coins arrived in Scandinavia ready mixed or that coins were used extensively after they arrived in Scandinavia. The
fact that locally produced coins mixed with foreign coins only a short period of time after being struck, suggests that this was taking place within and not outside the Viking world. Only in exceptional cases do hoards contain coins from one region only, either Germany or England.

Regional variations exist not so much in the sense that some coins occur only in one region, and not others, but rather that German coins make up a relatively larger part than Anglo-Saxon coins in the hoards found in southern and eastern parts of Scandinavia, and vice versa in the Norwegian material. The regional differences in the composition of hoards, for instance the relatively large proportion of Anglo-Saxon coins in Norway, do include larger numbers of coins from the Danelaw, for example minted at York and Lincoln, while, on the other hand, hoards in Scania contain more coins from southern England, minted at London and Winchester (Jonsson 1993: 205–32; von Heijne 2004: 98–167). This reflects different points of contact and trade routes where the distance between the Danelaw in England was closer to Norway than other parts of Scandinavia.

The age structure of Scandinavian hoards is generally longer than what is usual for hoards from Germany and England. Many coins found in Scandinavia must have been in circulation for a considerable time after they were made obsolete in their respective home markets. That coins of different origins and different points of arrival in Scandinavia, at different times, ended up mixed in Scandinavian hoards suggests that they were used, and used intensively within Viking society. The degree of fragmentation of dirhams in tenth-century hoards suggests that they were used in Scandinavia, which is also supported by the fact that the metal-detectorists have unearthed more Islamic dirhams as stray finds than any coinage from the eleventh century. The many stray finds suggest that they were used in small-scale exchange and trade. This is also indicated by the testing of the silver quality which is described in documentary sources from Iceland. The many test marks on coins found within the Viking world proves that these coins were used outside the monetised areas in Germany and England, and tested by members of Viking society.

The size of coinages within the Viking world is difficult to establish, and without any documentary evidence estimates have to be made from the number of surviving dies used to strike coins, as recorded from the coins available for study. The numbers of dies in different coinages vary a great deal. It must be admitted that there are methodological concerns with this technique even though general conclusions may be drawn from this material. For instance, the survival rate of dies in the coinages struck in the name of Danish, Swedish and Norwegian kings around the millennium can only be seen as experimental in an economic sense. After state coinages were established in the mid-eleventh century, the number of dies in use for creating coinage in Denmark and Norway was much greater. Estimates consider Danish issues to have been in the range of millions, and Norwegian ones in the hundreds of thousands, presumably even millions (Suchodolski 1971: 20–37; Jensen 1983: 19–26; Gullbekk 2005: 551–72). These must be seen as evidence for the importance of state coinage and the use of coins within late Viking society.

The records of thousands of locally struck imitations of Anglo-Saxon pennies, mainly from Lund and Sigtuna, raise important questions about the use of coins in the decades around the millennium. The traditional view is that coins and coinage formed part of a universal weight economy (geldwirtschaft). Without natural resources of silver on any scale, the source for precious metal to issue these large series of coinages in Lund and
Sigtuna must have come from abroad of which foreign coins formed a substantial part. In a weight economy the silver being coined or scrap should, in principle, not make any difference. The extensive issues of Scandinavian imitations of Anglo-Saxon pennies c. 995–1020 cannot, however, be regarded as merely experimental coinages of crude nature. Involvement of skilled moneyers and the use of dies from official English coinage also suggest monetary operations on a grander scale. The evidence for either a weight or money economy is hard to interpret in the Viking Age, but the scale of locally made imitations of Anglo-Saxon coins suggests that coins were used with a premium, a concept that must have been familiar to Vikings in contact with foreign lands and merchants, a practice that became the rule rather than the exception with the introduction of state coinages.

MONETISATION OF THE MARKETPLACE

Recent excavations undertaken in early urban Viking societies such as Ribe, Birka, Hedeby, Tissø, Uppåkra and Kaupang make strong cases for the use of coins in a marketplace context. The number of single finds from these seasonal productive sites and urban settlements have increased manifold during the last decades. At Kaupang some twenty coins were found during excavations in the 1950s and 1960s, while the total has reached nearly 100 after using metal detectors for investigations in the 1990s and 2000s.

The transition phase from market towns to towns took place at the same time as the monetary import shifted from east to west in the second half of the tenth century. There is no reason to think these processes were sparked off in either way, but it is interesting to note that while the coins used in the market towns all over the Viking world were of Islamic origin, the coins used in the newly established towns in the eleventh century were of Christian origin.

Monetary influences in marketplaces became visible through local coin production in Haithabu and Ribe already from c. 825. Coin production is not conclusive evidence for the widespread use of coins in Viking Age society; however, it does provide an understanding of how important coinage and money were, more so with the emergence of state organisations in the eleventh century. Whatever perspective one takes on numismatics, coinage and monetary history, the Viking Age represents a bridge between Iron Age and medieval Scandinavia, and a decisive period in the history of coinage and monetary development.
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Geography has made shipbuilding and seafaring essential for the Scandinavians throughout history. In a landscape where the waterways offered much more ready communication lines than most of the inland, boats and ships were fundamental tools for survival and societal development. It was the presence of water – the many straits and fjords, and the ready access to the coast almost everywhere – that distinguished Denmark from the Continent and made it part of Scandinavia. State formation was dependent on ships, as only with ships some degree of control could be exercised over the populated, coastal stretches of Norway and Sweden, and over the archipelagic Denmark.

At the same time, ships were easy to build in Scandinavia as the primary resources – wood for hulls, iron for fasteners and wool for sails – were locally available or produced within the region. Ships could be, and were, built almost everywhere. Scandinavia was therefore well positioned to develop maritime power at an early point in history, because ships and seafaring played such a large role in the everyday life of much of the population. And southern Scandinavia, placed on the threshold between the Baltic and the North Sea, was also compelled by geography to play a role, as east–west trade started to emerge in the early Middle Ages.

Ships and seamanship are thus central issues to study if we want to learn about the Vikings, both at home and abroad; but they are reflections of what happened, not the reason for it. The changes that we see in shipbuilding during the Viking Age are not revolutionary, they represent improvements and adaptations to new uses rather than inventions. Still, or therefore, ships are valuable sources. They represent concrete material responses to needs that were important enough to be met with massive investments. Experimental archaeology has shown that building a 30 m longship may have taken as much as 40,000 working hours, including production of iron, ropes and sail, but excluding transport costs (Damgård-Sørensen et al. 2004: 44). Assuming a twelve-hour working day and a surplus production rate of 10 per cent, this means that to build such a ship one should command the surplus production of 100 persons for one year. Manning and sailing the ship was an even larger challenge. Taking it to sea for four months meant that 70 men were taken away from production and had to be fed. Calculated as above, this would require one year’s surplus from 460 producers – which
could, of course, be obtained by plundering. Smaller ships needed smaller investments, but the figures underline that shipbuilding and seafaring demanded organisation, and were a heavy burden on society. The leidang – the conscript naval organisation that was in effect in Scandinavia after and possibly already during parts of the Viking Age – exemplifies this, but the principle must have also been at work to a lesser extent in trade.

BEFORE THE VIKING AGE

The origin of lap-strake ships

The ships of the Vikings were built shell first on a backbone consisting of keel, stem and stern. The primary component was a shell of planks, fastened together with clench nails through their overlapping edges, hence the building technique is called ‘lap-strake’. Finds of such vessels at the Nydam bog deposit in southern Jutland indicate that this way of building vessels was replacing sewn plank boats in Scandinavia and northern Germany in the first centuries AD. At the same time oars replaced paddles as means of propulsion. It might be that these changes reflect influences from the Roman navy, which was operating on the Rhine and in the southern North Sea then.

The lap-strake technique produces a hull which is strong and flexible. Caulking material inlaid between the overlapping planks during the construction made the hull watertight. Various materials were used, but the most common in Viking ships were loosely spun yarns of wool. To stiffen the hull, frames were inserted. In the Nydam vessels they consisted of a naturally curved timber – a compass timber – that was lashed to cleats carved out of the planks and of a thwart, also lashed. As the thwarts served as seats for the rowers, they – and thus the frames – sat roughly 1 m apart. This principle for spacing the framing remained in use until the end of the Viking Age. Rowlocks, mounted on the gunwale, served the oars, and the vessels could thus not be built higher than rowing allowed. Boats could be of a notable size; the best preserved of the Nydam boats, dated to c. AD 320, had twenty-eight oars and measured c. 23.5 m in length and 3.5 m in beam (Bill et al. 1997: 44).

During the fifth to eighth centuries, important improvements took place. Finds from the Anglo-Saxon ship grave Sutton Hoo in England and from Gredstedbro in southwestern Denmark, show that in the seventh to eighth centuries lashing of frames was replaced with tree-nailed fastenings in the southern North Sea area. The Storhaug find from Avaldsnes in Norway shows a large rowing ship with a solid plank with oar holes instead of rowlocks. The grave, dated to between AD 680 and 750, is also the first find in Scandinavia of a ship where the compass timber in the frame does not reach from gunwale to gunwale (Christensen 1998).

The introduction of sail

Despite the widespread use of sail in Gaul and Britain in Roman times, there is little evidence that Scandinavians adopted this technology before the Viking Age. We find the earliest confirmation in the Baltic, where Gotlandic picture stones from the eighth century change from showing rowing vessels to showing ships with sails (Imer 2004). From around AD 800 depictions of sailing ships appear on Viking coins, runic stones and graffiti, but the Oseberg ship from AD 820 is the oldest find of a sailing vessel in
Scandinavia. Some written evidence points to the continuous use of sail in the southern North Sea and the Channel from Roman times on. That it seemingly was not adopted in Scandinavia is puzzling, but may reflect the unwillingness of shipowners rather than any technological restraint in shipbuilding.

THE CLASSIC VIKING SHIPS

The Oseberg ship

The ninth and tenth centuries may be considered the time of the classic Viking ship, as seen from today’s perspective. The three famous Norwegian finds, Oseberg, Gokstad and Tune, dominate our impression of shipbuilding of this period (Brøgger and Shetelig 1951; Bonde 1994). All of them being ships that were reused in rich burials, they provide an insight into the vessels of the highest levels in society. They thus probably also represent state-of-the-art ships of their time. With the Gokstad and Tune ships having building dates close to AD 900, the three ships represent eighty years of shipbuilding in southern Norway, and, as it seems, eighty years of increasing knowledge of how to build ocean-going vessels.

The Oseberg ship, 21.5 m long and 5.1 m in beam, was propelled by thirty oars and by a single square sail on a mast, mounted in a keelson just ahead of amidships. This rigging remained characteristic of north European seafaring until the fifteenth century. The ship measured only 1.6 m from the bottom of the keel to the upper edge of the strake with the oar holes amidships, giving a modest draught of about 80 cm, but also providing a similar modest freeboard. As with all medieval north European vessels before c. 1150, a side rudder, mounted in starboard aft, provided steering. The hull has a solid keel and a marked transition between the V-shaped bottom and the two side planks. It is well suited for carrying sail but less so for rowing. The frames consist of compass or floor timbers that reach in one piece all over the bottom, and on the top of these beams that are secured with knees to the two side strakes. The floor timbers are lashed to clamps in the bottom planking, and the beams carry a deck. There are no thwarts for the rowers, who must have sat on chests or benches.

The arrangement around the mast – the oldest one preserved in Scandinavia – is of particular interest. The keelson, which is carrying the weight of the mast and rigging, and the tension of the shrouds and stays holding it, spans over two frames only. At deck level, a mast fish spanning over four beams supports the mast in lengthwise and transverse directions. The effect of the mast fish has been improved by giving it a domed design. The mast fish split during the life of the vessel and was repaired with a solid metal strap. Although clearly a refined design, the mast arrangement was thus seemingly inadequate, and it is notable that the Oseberg ship is the only find of a Scandinavian ship with a keelson spanning over only two frames. Apparently the shipbuilder, when building this vessel, was at the limit of his knowledge about the powers of mast and rig in a vessel as large as the Oseberg ship (Bill 1997). (Figure 11.1.)

The Gokstad and Tune ships

Compared with the Oseberg ship, the Gokstad ship is a much more robust vessel. It is 23.2 m long, 5.2 m in beam, and measures 2.0 m from keel to gunwale, which makes it...
Figure 11.1 The central part of the Oseberg and Gokstad ships, showing the differences in keelson and mast fish construction. (Drawing: Werner Karrasch, Viking Ship Museum in Roskilde.)
not only about 8 per cent longer, but also 25 per cent higher than the Oseberg ship. This is achieved by adding two extra strakes above the one with the oar holes. Its interior structure is similar to that of the Oseberg ship, but it is equipped with thirty-two oars. The keelson spans over four frames, and the mast fish over six. The keel is significantly stronger, and the hull shape curved to provide good sailing. Full-scale reconstructions of both the Gokstad and the Oseberg ship have sailed in the Atlantic in modern times, proving the seaworthiness of the two vessels.

Recent analyses of the Tune ship, built c. AD 910, have shown that although smaller, even this 19 m long and 4.2 m wide vessel has been sea-going (Guhnfeldt 2005). In construction it is similar to the Gokstad and Oseberg ships, and it shares their proportions as well. Although being distinct and different vessels, the three ships give a remarkably homogeneous picture of how a ship sailing in the ninth- and early tenth-century Skagerak region looked.

**Ladby**

The ship grave from Ladby on Fynen in central Denmark, however, gives a different picture of Viking shipbuilding. The ship, which was only preserved as an impression and rows of metal fasteners in the soil, has recently been thoroughly analysed and its dimensions reconstructed (Sørensen 2001). The length was 21.5 m, the beam 2.9 m and the height amidships only 1.0 m. The vessel, which dates to around AD 900, was thus of a different design from the Norwegian grave ships. It was lower and more slender, like the rowed vessels from Nydam and Sutton Hoo. The reconstructed hull shape also appears less specialised for sailing than in the Norwegian ships, and the frames are tree-nailed, not lashed to the planking. While the latter may be a regional feature, it is likely that differences in hull shape reflect that the ships were built for use in different environments. Indeed the Ladby ship was suited for navigation in the Baltic and Kattegat, not in the North Sea.

**THE TIME OF SPECIALISATION**

From the late tenth century on, the frequency of shipfinds increases, and the ships turn up in other contexts. While the older finds are mainly vessels that have been selected for funeral use, the younger ones represent the everyday use of ships. These are vessels that have been lost by accident or warfare, that have been pulled ashore for scrapping, or which have been filled in with stones and sunk to form part of sea-route blockages. This may in part be why they show a much larger variation than the older finds, but it is also a reflection of the growing amount of transport needs in society. There was an increasing concentration of political power, and a growing trade channelled more and more through ports and towns. This conditioned a growing number of ships to be deposited at places where they would be preserved and later detected and studied.

**The longships**

The longship found in the harbour of Hedeby, known as Hedeby 1, is the first example of a Viking warship in a size range that until now has only appeared among ships from the end of the Viking Age (Crumlin-Pedersen 1997). It was severely damaged already by
sinking, as it had served as a fireship in an attack on Hedeby at the most twenty-five years after its construction in c. AD 985. The ship, which was built with exquisite materials and craftsmanship, has a reconstructed length of c. 30.9 m, and had sixty oars. It is narrow, measuring only 2.6 m in beam, and has a height of 1.5 m amidships. Because of its dimensions it is believed that it was intended for use in the western Baltic and in coastal waters only. It was built from wood from the western Baltic region, perhaps even from the vicinity of Hedeby itself.

An example of a sea-going longship is Skuldelev 2 (Figure 11.2), excavated as part of a sea-route barrier protecting the access to Roskilde on Zealand (Crumlin-Pedersen et al. 2002). The ship, reconstructed to a minimum length of 29.2 m, was built in the Dublin area in 1042. Its sea-going capacity is reflected in its larger beam of c. 3.8 m and height of 1.8 m. It also had about sixty oars.

In 1997, ship remains excavated in Roskilde proved that ships were indeed built longer than this (Bill et al. 2000). The vessel, Roskilde 6, had been pulled ashore and partially scrapped, and the preserved remains include only the keel, the central bottom section and part of the port aft. The keel alone measured 32 m in length, and the overall length of the vessel has been preliminarily reconstructed to 36 m. It probably had as many as seventy-four oars. With a beam of about 3.5 m and a height of c. 1.7 m, its proportions place it between Skuldelev 2 and Hedeby 1. The keel had been joined from three pieces with two 2 m long, complicated scarfs. This solution is, until now, unique.

Figure 11.2 The Viking Ship Museum’s reconstruction of the 60-oared longship Skuldelev 2. Built in Dublin in 1042, the ship is constructed for use in the difficult waters of the Irish Sea. It probably came to Denmark in the late 1060s or early 1070s. (Photo: Werner Karrasch, Viking Ship Museum in Roskilde.)
in Viking Age shipbuilding and perhaps a testimony that longships of this size started
to reach the borders of what the shipwright could achieve. Roskilde 6 dates dendro-
chronologically to after 1025, and may be from the time of Canute the Great who, in the
later – and exaggerating – saga literature, is said to have had a ship of 120 oars (Snorri’s
Heimskringla: 417)!

Longships were also smaller than this. Skuldelev 5, with a length of 18.3 m and only
twenty-six oars, probably just deserved this title, as did vessels nos 3 and 5 of the five
vessels from the mid-eleventh-century blockade at Foteviken on the east coast of Scania
(Crumlin-Pedersen 1994; Crumlin-Pedersen et al. 2002). (Figure 11.3.)

The cargo ships

The most important development in shipbuilding in the late Viking Age was, however,
the introduction of specialised cargo vessels. What marked out these was that they could
be sailed by a small crew, that they had a large loading capacity per crewmember and
that they were dependent on the sail for propulsion. They could have a few oars for
manoeuvring purposes, but these would under normal circumstances not be used
for moving the ship longer distances.

The oldest example of a Viking cargo ship in the archaeological record is the Klåstad
ship. It was built in the closing years of the tenth century and wrecked near Kaupang,
Norway, with a cargo partly consisting of hone stones. It had an estimated cargo
capacity of c. 13 tons, and a length of c. 21 m (Crumlin-Pedersen 1999, also reports on
the ship from Äskekärr).

Around AD 1000, the Äskekärr ship found in the Göta River, close to Gothenburg,
shows a much more efficient hull shape, with a cargo capacity of c. 20 tons in an only
15.8 m long vessel. A few decades later, around 1025, shipbuilders around Hedeby
produced much larger vessels, as the 25 m long Hedeby 3 ship shows. Calculations
indicate that it could carry c. 60 tons.

The Skuldelev 1 find is a Norwegian-built, sea-going cargo ship from c. 1030. It is
16.3 m long and has a cargo capacity of 24 tons. Sailing experiments with several full-
scale reconstructions of this vessel have shown that a crew size of five to seven is
appropriate. Similar experiments with reconstructions of the much smaller Skuldelev 3,
which carries only 4.6 tons, show that it needs a crew of four to five (Andersen et al.
1997: 267). Thus the general rule in seafaring that efficiency in tons cargo per crew-
member increases with size also seems to fit on Viking cargo ships.

There were probably two factors that stimulated development of specialised cargo
carriers in Viking Age Scandinavia. One was increasing volume of trade and exchange,
and increasing stratification of society, which led to the need for more and more com-
modities being transported at as low a cost as possible. Another one was the expansion
into the Atlantic and keeping contacts with the North Atlantic settlements. This
required seaworthy vessels with the capacity to transport people, horses and cattle, tools
and supplies.

It is likely that specialised cargo ships started to be built earlier than reflected in the
archaeological record. Cargo ships were clearly not used as grave ships, which is the only
type of find that we have from before the late tenth century. Specialised cargo carriers
are known from other parts of northern Europe, and Rimbert, in his Vita Anskarii
(c. 870), several times mentions the presence of ‘merchants’ ships’ in Hedeby in the
mid-ninth century (Vita Anskarii ch. 24; Fenwick 1978). The at that time pirate-infested Baltic may well also have made it necessary for trading expeditions to use well-manned, highly manoeuvrageable vessels, and Rimbert’s words cannot be taken to document the presence of specialised cargo carriers. Still it seems likely that the Hedeby 3 ship represents significantly more than thirty years of experience in using cargo ships. We may look for the oldest specialised cargo carriers from the establishment of extensive settlements in Iceland in the late ninth century onwards. (Figure 11.4.)
NAVIGATION

From Hernar in Norway one should keep sailing west to reach Hvarf in Greenland and then you are sailing north of Shetland, so that it can only be seen if visibility is very good; but south of the Faeroes, so that the sea appears half-way up their mountain slopes; but so far south of Iceland that one only becomes aware of birds and whales from it.

(Trans. from Bill 1997: 198)

No navigation tools, apart from the lead, are known with certainty from the Viking Age, and this description from Hauksbók, a fourteenth-century version of Landnámabók, the Old Icelandic book on the colonisation of Iceland, is also likely to illustrate the navigation method used 400 years earlier. It shows that crossing the Atlantic was an ‘island-hopping’ one where the course – with some luck – could be adjusted every few days based on land observations. In between the seafarers travelled in a landscape where any perceptible phenomenon was noticed and evaluated to provide clues about the present position. Cloud formations, wind and smell would reveal the presence of land
beyond the horizon. Changes in the colour and taste of the water may tell when the currents changed. The sun, the moon, the stars, and the knowledge by heart of the common patterns of changing wind and wave directions would help one to stay on course. And sailors developed, as it happens for many today, an intuitive ability to estimate the speed and ground covered by their vessels.

Such a navigation based on experience is embedded in the mind of individuals, and this is also true for coastal navigation, which made up the larger part of Viking voyaging. Memorised characteristics of coasts and waters, helped along by descriptive toponyms, were essential navigation aids, and pilots with local knowledge were always valuable. This cognitive character of early medieval navigation must have benefited the Scandinavians compared with the people in other, less sea-oriented regions and been part of the background for their maritime success.

AFTER THE VIKING AGE

The most obvious change in the ship archaeological record by the end of the Viking Age is that longships disappear. Historically we know them to have played an important role well into the twelfth century, and their vanishing among the archaeological finds may be due to coincidence as well as real changes. What also happened, however, is that cargo vessels partly took over their role. Being higher and more strongly built, they were an adequate answer to more powerful missile weapons like the crossbow and heavier armour. As the much higher and more heavily built cog appeared in the twelfth century, it soon became the preferred warship, as often used against the now numerous coastal cities as against other ships (Bill 2002).

The clinker-built cargo ships continued to be used, and changed initially only slowly away from the design that they had achieved in the late Viking Age. The spacing between the frames shrank, and the lowermost beams almost became one with the floor timbers. From the late twelfth century change speeds up. The framing becomes simpler and more efficient for high-sided vessels, and the side rudder is replaced by the stern rudder. Decorations, which were everywhere in the Viking Age ships, gradually disappear, and handicraft becomes more economical. During the thirteenth century the changes become so extensive that shipbuilding in southern Scandinavia more or less loses its distinctive character and becomes part of a general, north European lap-strake tradition. Only in the northern parts of Scandinavia did traditional building style persist and led, in the nineteenth century, to the 'discovery' of Viking Age shipbuilding as a living tradition.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

VIKING AGE TEXTILES

Annika Larsson

Textiles are perishable commodities and are not preserved over long periods unless special conditions are present. Animal fibres (wool and silk) nevertheless survive better than vegetable fibres (linen, nettle, hemp and cotton). An absence of air, constant moisture or direct contact with certain metals can all improve the survival chances of textile remains. These conditions are met in many high-status graves from the Viking period.

Rich textile finds of wool and silk have, for example, been preserved in the ship-burial from Oseberg in Norway, partly because the burial mound was constructed with an airtight turf layer and partly due to a deposit of damp and watertight blue clay that was pressed into the burial from below, due to the weight of the ship. A considerable quantity of textiles also survives from the graves at the Swedish site of Birka. Here, the presence of metal objects in the burials has been decisive in the preservation of the textiles, in that women’s brooches and men’s swords have both been in direct contact with the dress of the deceased. It is primarily cloth of wool and silk that has survived, but the metal salts exuded by bronze oval brooches have also conserved linen. In Viking dress it is not unusual to find work in silver thread, which in the same way has tended to preserve the cloth on which it was fastened.

If we look further east to the Russian, Mongolian and Chinese areas, we find rich textile preservation due to permafrost or permanent aridity in some areas. This makes it possible to analyse and compare finds from different regions, in order to understand how cultural traits have spread through trade and other contacts. Early literary sources and imagery can help us to confirm our hypotheses, and to explore the circumstances under which the raw materials of textile production, techniques and finished products were transmitted. We can also study equipment and even the design of textiles, as well as living craft traditions much later in time. The very terminology of textiles can also assist us in our interpretations.

The textiles of the Viking Age reflect long-distance trading networks. In the Birka graves are genuine Chinese silks from the Tang dynasty, but also rich finds of silk from Syria and Arabia. Exotic silks are also found at Oseberg. We often read of silk from Christian Byzantium as being typical of Viking Age graves, but we should exercise caution here as the trade with the empire first took off in the mid-tenth century. In the
Russian Primary Chronicle, there is a description of this textile trade and the peace treaties drawn up between the Greeks and the Rus’. Prior to this trade had flowed along the northern Silk Road, as part of which we should also include the culture area of the Vikings. In the Nordic region we see trade operating in fine woollens in the so-called diamond twill. It is still debated as to whether the origins of this trade should be sought in Syria or in the Frisian area. Already by the time of Charlemagne we find Frisian cloth mentioned as an important trade item. Old Norse sources also describe so-called Valland clothes, that is to say textiles from the Frankish Empire.

Even down to modern times we find Sassanid designs living on in Nordic folk arts. Close examination of the famous tenth-century wall hangings from Överhogdal in Swedish Jämtland reveals that many of the animals depicted there have direct parallels in Spanish medieval church textiles. Similarly we encounter the geometric forms of Nordic woven trim in Spanish ecclesiastical cloth as well as in the Viking Age dress of the Baltic region. Double-weaves and long-pile knots from the Nordic area can be found again in Turkey, the Viking Age handicrafts in silver thread can be seen even today in Sámi traditions, including the region of modern northern Russia, and so on. It is thus very difficult to speak of specifically Nordic textiles from the Viking Age.

By contrast, there are symbols within dress and clothing that are typical for the Viking Age cultures. One example is the oval brooch, worn in pairs by women. However, despite the fact that these brooches are represented in almost all the rich female graves of Viking Age Birka, the cloth to which they were fastened varies considerably – from crude domestic woollens to the finest oriental silk. It is interesting that this huge blend of qualities is often present in one and the same grave. The coarser textiles are sometimes found as lining in clothing of finer quality. Outerwear is also often sewn together from smaller pieces of cloth of different grades, then joined together by tablet-woven bands with geometric patterns in shining silver threads. The cloth has then been bordered with thin strips of silk – the same form in which we find the silk present in the Oseberg burial. Alongside these exotic materials we also see beaver furs, a typical Nordic phenomenon from the great forests of Scandinavia or Russia. It is clear that while the material changes, the cut of the clothing has been consistently made to fit a domestic tradition that includes the oval brooches.

Bearing in mind today’s male costume of the grey suit and tie, it is easy to assume that women’s clothing was the more spectacular even in the Viking Age. This was definitely not the case, as male burials contain in fact even more decorative textiles than the female graves. A large number of burials show that men wore headbands or thin diadems of gold and silver, from which small pendants (also in gold and silver) hung down at the neck, decorated with glittering mirror fragments. We also encounter embroidery in threads of precious metals, such as the extraordinary silver-on-silk finds from one of the Valsgärde boat graves from Swedish Uppland. It seems that the embroidery was once on a collar, and perhaps a pair of cuffs or similar, belonging to a fully armed male warrior buried with his horse. A number of silver-thread pendants also followed him into the grave. Similarly fantastic examples of embroidery can be found in the dress of the man buried at Mammen in Denmark.

This has something to say to us about male and female aesthetic ideals at this time. In examining, for example, the Eddic poem Rígsþula, that may originally date from the tenth century, we should consider that what has often been interpreted as a description of female dress may in fact refer to that of a man – a warrior with bow and arrow, mail
and helmet, with a cloak over his shoulders fastened with a beautiful brooch on his chest. We see similar figures on the Bayeux tapestry and on contemporary coinage from England and Scandinavia. Adult ideals are also reflected in children’s clothing, in Birka just as in northern Germany, where we similarly find boys’ burials with the same silver headbands, swords and so on.

It is entirely possible that differences in dress during the Viking Age were reflected far more by social status than through regional variation, unlike the folk costume of early modern times. Someone in England of a certain status probably looked very similar to a person of comparable standing in Kiev. In high-status burials all over the Viking world we find traces of a collective fashion. However, despite its standard cut, one emblem of this dress was its costly and exotic materials, reflecting a familiarity with innovation, mobility and perhaps a sense of adventure. The wearer was part of a culture that was used to travel.

We should also remember a different kind of production for daily use. Just as now, Viking Age people needed bedding, packing, sails and many other products for multiple purposes. In the Valsgärde boat graves, for example, there are remains of unspun wool, used for caulking the boats. However, it is worth emphasising that the finest textile-working implements – small, delicate spindle whorls, needles, scissors and tweezers, thin tablets for weaving – are found in rich contexts, the halls and graves of the wealthy.

The tiny spindle whorls were used to twine fine woollen threads from fleece, used for wool-comb weaving. Quality wool-comb textiles of this kind are hard to find today except in the houses of haute couture, but in the Viking Age were regularly woven on looms with a horizontal warp. Parts of such looms have been found in, for example, the trading town of Hedeby, and by no means all weaving at this time was done at upright looms with a hanging warp. While the market sites had a very high-quality output, finds from more everyday settlements indicate that domestic production continued much as it had for at least a thousand years. The real Viking Age innovation was the manufacture of the sail.

In Birka a different tool has been discovered that has implications for how we should view textile production – an instrument for drawing wires of the same kind used by the Sámi in their silver- and tin-thread work. Silver and tin were warmed and drawn successively through smaller and smaller holes to produce very thin but solid metal wires. The threads could be wound around a core of textile material, as the Sámi do today, and during the Viking Age we find this kind of work throughout Scandinavia, Poland and north-western Russia. In Christian Europe thin metal threads, often of gold, were worked in a quite different way. Even described in the Old Testament, gold was hammered into thin foil that was then cut into narrow strips, so-called lan. Such strips from the Viking Age have been found in tablet-woven bands, as displayed in Lund. They were found in a tenth-century urban context, and reflect contacts with the Continent.

Drawn metal threads, often of silver, have been used in tablet-weaving further north-east. The bands are only a centimetre or so in width (and sometimes even narrower), made of wires as thin as cotton threads. In fact, modern sewing threads must be used of necessity when making reconstructions of them.

In wool production, archaeological finds indicate that sheep were specially bred for white wool to be used for yarn, and clothes were dyed bright red, blue and yellow colours. These played a role in demonstrating status through clothing, and in achieving
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a certain effect through the use of woven bands. Grey and brown wool, less impressive, was used for more everyday purposes, for example homespun production.

The importance of wool quality is often forgotten now when sheep are reared primarily for meat and a degree of knowledge has been lost. Wool from the old country breeds consists of long, strong and very shiny outer hairs, and very soft inner hairs. There is also a major difference in quality between lambs’ and sheep’s wool. By separating the outer and inner hairs one could produce woollen fibres with radically different properties and uses. The shearing period is also crucial, the best time for fine-quality wool being in the autumn after the rich grazing, and when there are no lambs whose nourishment affects the wool proteins. This level of knowledge in textile production can be seen even in Bronze Age finds.

Two underestimated textile elements in the Viking Age are feathers and down, of which examples are preserved in graves – perhaps as stuffing in cushions and bolsters on which the dead have lain. Clothing may also have been stuffed with down, for winter warmth.

Otherwise typical for the Viking Age are the so-called twill weaves. These are woven in three- or four-shed twill and have names such as ‘goose-eye’, ‘chevron-twill’ and ‘diamond-twill’. This means that the cloth was woven on the loom in a certain order with several so-called sheds. The simplest and eldest weaving technique is called tabby, consisting of only two sheds. In this technique, alternate warp threads are lifted with one shed while the second shed lifts the other threads so that a new one can be inlaid into the weave. In this way warp and weft threads are combined to make a fabric that cannot be torn. This process is continued until the desired length is reached. The resulting tabby cloth is rather stiff and in appearance resembles the surface of a woven basket.

With twill and the multiple sheds, the weaves became more flexible and thus more suited to a mobile horse and warrior culture. The cloth was also more durable and had a beautiful surface of shifting patterns, even though often simply coloured. When looms with horizontal warps were introduced, production capacity increased by 400 per cent. Greater efficiency in dyeing followed, when whole finished cloths were coloured rather than individual yarns that were then used in isolation. The latter method was long-lived on rural settlements, but the more effective production process assumed greater prominence in the towns as it was more suited for the production of surplus and thus for sale.

We see this in female textile equipment found in the Birka graves, especially when contrasted with its rural equivalent. In the country, women were buried with spindle whorls, but these are generally absent from Birka. There instead we find needles, scissors, tweezers, weights and coins, suggesting trade and fine sewing. The access that towns provided to costly materials such as silk probably meant that this too was incorporated in the work, though clearly these kinds of cloths were cut up into narrow strips for economy. Sewn on to make exotic borders on woollen clothes, these shining silks still played their part in indicating status, membership of the Viking Age culture area and a set of shared norms spanning the north from England to Scandinavia and Russia.
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Around the middle of the eighth century the Scandinavians became involved in increasing warfare, trade and cultural contacts with areas all around Scandinavia. These changes also had an impact on handicrafts. Factors such as the increasing use of raw materials, the rise of towns to become new places for craftspeople to dwell in, and intensified trade, made the craftspeople and their products more important for the society. Some parts of the handicrafts did however change slowly. These contrasts between ‘sudden’ changes and long-lived technology and tradition make handicraft a problematic term as it covers a wide range of different activities and specialities. Some of them altered quickly, depending on changes in fashion, trading routes and politics. Others remained the same for centuries, because of strong traditions and stagnant technology.

The Viking Age is different from previous periods because of the rise of towns and trading centres. But large production centres for different goods were uncommon. Most of the objects needed in people’s daily life had to be manufactured by local specialists or ordinary people in rural farms and villages. Most people in Scandinavian society were craftspeople; basic carpeting and textiles were produced in their households.

From the evidence of the Old Norse sagas it is possible to recognise crafts that can be tied to men and women respectively. Carpeting and smithing were mainly male crafts, while working with textiles was primarily a female occupation. The strongest evidence does however come from the grave materials in different parts of Scandinavia. Objects related to work with textiles, such as needles and spindle whorls, are primarily found in female graves. Objects connected to woodworking or smithing, such as axes, chisels and files, are almost exclusively found in male graves. One must however remember that the sagas and the graves reflect primarily the social conventions in the society, and not necessarily all the real situations. It is not impossible that men, women and children could cross over the gender-related borders. This could for example happen when a craft became a true profession or necessary for the support of a family.
THE CRAFTSPEOPLE

In Viking Age society it is difficult to recognise when a craft became so complicated, economically important or exclusive that it required professional specialists. To identify these specialists is problematic as there is no real evidence for a guild system, or similar, that can help us. This society, with very few towns, looked completely different compared to the late medieval one, where numbers of craftspeople lived permanently in a number of towns.

One of the most prominent finds related to crafts is the Mästermyr chest found on the island of Gotland. This chest contained a complete set of tools for a craftsperson. One of the most interesting features in the find is the variety of the objects. They show that the person who owned the objects was not only a blacksmith, but also a carpenter, and someone who could melt bronze and deal with precious metals. This chest is evidence that at least some craftspeople had a wide range of skills. The true specialists were probably quite few.

Some people in the Viking Age can in some degree be identified with crafts since they were buried with tools. For example, a number of male graves with smithing tools have been interpreted as smiths’ graves. A problem is that some of these graves contain not only a number of smiths’ or carpenters’ tools, but they are also high-status burials with much of everything: weapons, horse equipment, vessels and cooking utensils, a large number of sacrificed animals etc. These persons can be identified with many things: warfare, hunting, lordship etc. To say that these high-status persons were more craftspeople than others is difficult and not very likely. These graves have primarily been found in Norway and Sweden. There are no certain ways to identify the specialists among the craftspeople and determine their rank in society.

THE CRAFTS

Scandinavian craftspeople were capable of dealing with almost all materials available: wood, textiles, bone, antler and metals. Perhaps the most important limitation lay within the treatment of stone. In the Christian hemisphere, the Roman tradition of building stone constructions with mortar had been upheld, primarily for the building of churches. Building with mortar and the cutting of ashlar did not reach Scandinavia until some time after Christianisation. In Denmark the first stone church was erected in 1026, probably by a British master (Liebgott 1989: 119).

Stoneworking is not likely to have been a very prominent craft in most parts of Scandinavia. The exception is probably in those parts where quarrying was important. Most well known is the quarrying of soapstone in Norway and on the Swedish west coast. This soft type of rock could be shaped into vessels. Parts of these have been found in many places in Scandinavia. Another craft that seems to increase during the Viking Age is the production of whetstones and querns made primarily of slate and sandstone. Production areas of these materials have been found in Norway, central Sweden and the island of Öland, Sweden. By the end of the Viking Age the number of raised runestones increased dramatically. Many of the runestone carvers were amateurs, but from the evidence that comes from the carvers’ signatures, it is apparent that some of them became specialists in the art of chiselling ornaments and runes. Curiously this was a
group of specialists that hardly existed for more than 100 years as the runestones ceased to be raised around AD 1100.

Wood was the most important material in society for most parts of Scandinavia, used for buildings, tools, fences etc. Unfortunately very little wood is preserved that can tell us about how the wooden objects were decorated. Most of them we have preserved today come from wet culture layers in towns such as Hedeby, Staraya Ladoga and Lund, where parts of houses as well as objects have been well preserved. A few objects, such as the ship, sledge and wagon from the Oseberg grave, and the later stave churches, reveal some extraordinary high artistic levels as regards wooden objects.

Textiles are also quite rarely preserved. In most cases they are found either on metal objects in graves, where metal salts have preserved the fabric next to the object, or in the wet culture layer of the towns. Complete clothes from the Viking Age are very rare. Wool is the main textile represented, but textiles made of plants, such as linen or hemp and nettles, are even more rarely preserved, and little is known about the use and manufacture of these materials. The textile craft was very time consuming; almost all the women in society were involved in it. Traces of textile crafts are quite common in archaeological settlement excavations. The loom that was used was of a primitive standing type with weights in clay or sometimes stone, which held down the warp threads. These weights as well as spindle whorls – used for transforming the raw wool into threads – are often found on excavations. Brick weaving was popular in the Viking Age for producing decorative borders on clothes, sometimes with threads in silk, gold and silver. Probably the most prominent examples of Scandinavian textile crafts have been found in the Oseberg ship-burial, where both the tools and the textiles have been preserved.

Leather craft was almost as important as textile craft and was used for shoes, ropes, straps etc. Unfortunately leather does require a wet environment for preservation and this material is almost only ever found in excavations in towns with wet culture layers, such as Hedeby, York and Staraja Ladoga. The material from these places gives us a good idea of what kind of products were made. On the other hand it is hard to discuss how widely spread leather craft was and who in society performed the not-so-pleasant handling of tanning and what kind of speciality the leather cutters had.

Bone and antler were the raw material for a wide range of objects. Especially favoured was thick metatarsal bones from cattle, horses, sheep and goats for the manufacture of needles for different functions. Antler was the favoured material for making combs. The material was primarily taken from elk, red deer and reindeer, all depending on where the manufacture was taking place. In general the availability of the material dictated how the objects were produced. In Norway the working with bone and antler was slightly different because of the catch of walruses and whales in the North Atlantic. One speciality from this area are gaming pieces made of ivory, another one is the production of ‘washing boards’ made of whalebone. These often richly decorated boards are primarily found in rich female graves in Norway, but occasionally they have been found in other areas within and outside Scandinavia. A few objects have been found in Swedish graves and also on the Orkneys and in Ireland.

Smithing was by far the most common metal craft and also the most important one for making tools, nails, rivets and weapons etc. Traces of smithing can be found on many excavated settlements in Scandinavia as it was often easy to get the ore, whether from bog, stone or sand. The ore was then transformed to iron in relatively simple clay-built ovens.
The manufacture of iron and smithing took place in many areas, such as in the northern parts of Sweden and eastern Norway; it was not only a profession for true specialists. In these areas, the production of iron was probably an almost regular work and performed side by side with other activities. The production in these areas was certainly far bigger than for local needs and some of it was hence exported to within and outside Scandinavia.

In other areas, where the manufacture of iron has not been found, smithing was still a quite common feature on the excavated settlements, normally with finds of iron slag and forging pits. In many villages, at least one individual seems to have known how to produce simple tools or repair broken ones.

A debated question is to what extent iron objects were imported to Scandinavia and how skilled the Scandinavian smiths were. Most iron objects have a Scandinavian origin, but there are some exceptions, especially among the weapons, that often exemplify the most delicate skills. In the Roman period, large numbers of swords were imported to Scandinavia from the Roman provinces. This taste for Continental swords also existed in the Viking Age. Smiths’ stamps and signatures such as the famous Ulfhöhr are evidence of imported Frankish swords. How many of the other swords in Scandinavia are imported we do not know. What can be assumed, however, is that even though iron was common and easily accessible in Scandinavia, people still preferred to import some iron objects connected to a certain value and status.

Bronze, silver and gold were metals used for the same type of objects, such as brooches, buckles, and inlays in weapons. In contrast to iron, these metals were not manufactured in Scandinavia, they all had to be imported. Much of this import was in the shape of scrap metal. One exceptional find has been discovered in Spilling, Gotland. Together with the largest silver hoard hitherto found, the excavators also found a chest containing scrapped imported bronze jewellery. Many of the Scandinavian objects in bronze and gold probably originated from such reused Continental objects.

Bronze was the most common material for the Viking Age jeweller. It was the material that the ordinary Scandinavians could afford. On a number of sites, such as Ribe, Birka and Kaupang, many fragments from moulds and crucibles have been revealed. The largest recent find is an excavated workshop on Birka, where thousands of mould fragments have been found. One skill that the Scandinavian bronze specialists (except for perhaps on Gotland) never seem to have achieved, is the production of bronze vessels.

During the late eighth century Arabic silver began to arrive in Scandinavia via Russia. This inflow, primarily in the shape of coins, is not only reflected in an increasing amount of treasure hoards containing coins and jewellery, but is also shown in the crafts. Some coins were transformed into pendants used in the female jewellery set, others were melted down and used in moulding, silver-plating or in objects and decorations made of silver wire. Brooches and bracelets of this material are however rarely found. Silver was still so precious that it was mainly used for making small objects.

Gold was, in comparison with bronze and silver, a very rare material. In combination with mercury, it was most often used for gilding bronze objects. True gold objects are also very rare compared to silver and bronze. Where they do occur, the craftsmanship is often of very high quality. Gold was especially used for filigree and granulation-decorated jewellery.
The manufacture of melted glass was probably not a skill that Scandinavian craftspeople were capable of, nor was the making of glass vessels. The handling of glass was primarily limited to the production of beads. The raw material was imported in the shape of cubic glass pieces that were melted and manufactured into beads for the Scandinavian taste. In the Viking period beads were also made of carnelian or rock crystal, highly valued by the Scandinavians. These beads, arriving via Russia, were previously thought to be imported as finished products. However, new evidence from Gotland has revealed that in some degree they were shaped in Scandinavia. The manufacture of beads has been found on most of the trading centres but traces can also occur on rural sites.

Pieces of amber often turn up on the trading centres and are evidence for the production of beads and other small objects. Amber is a raw material that is common in the southern Baltic and from here was exported to other parts of Europe.

THE PLACES FOR SPECIAL MANUFACTURE

Knowledge about Viking Age crafts has increased a great deal since the 1970s. A number of excavations have been made in both previously known and recently found towns and trading centres. Especially in Denmark and Sweden a dramatically increased number of rural excavations have revealed a lot of information, not least regarding crafts, that previously was almost only represented in the towns.

The largest number of traces of crafts come from towns where Scandinavians had big interests, such as York, Dublin, Hedeby, Birka, Kaupang and Staraya Ladoga. In these cities a number of craftspeople dwelt, such as bronze forgers, comb-makers and pottery-makers. These were probably the most prominent places for crafts. But it is far from certain that all craftspeople stayed here for the whole year, or that the production was on a large scale. It is not very common that traces of large-scale production reveal themselves. This indicates that many craftspeople stayed only temporarily in the cities. Perhaps they dwelt there only when the towns were busy.

In recent years new places with traces of specialised crafts have turned up on average every second year. The problem is that it is very difficult to define and categorise these sites.

What many of these places have in common is that they can be connected to people belonging to the upper strata of society. Some places have been connected to Danish and Swedish kings, such as Lejre and the Trelleborg forts in Denmark or Old Uppsala in Sweden. But not only kings gathered craftspeople around them. It almost seems to be a significant feature for a Viking Age chieftain to have specialised crafts such as moulding on his estate. This means that the chieftain was not completely dependent upon special crafts in towns such as Birka, where other chieftains, who were perhaps competitors in power, had control of the place and the production. We do not know whether the craftspeople stayed permanently on these estates. The traces of the production are however mostly quite small, which indicates that it was sporadic.

Some of the other sites can be interpreted as trading centres like the above-mentioned towns, though smaller and perhaps not permanently inhabited. Other sites, whether placed by the coast or inland, seem to be a magnate’s estate or a village with an estate, where some production has taken place. The intention behind the specialised crafts seems to have varied a lot. Some craftspeople dwelt at the magnate’s estate and produced
objects probably for the magnate and the people around him. Other craftspeople produced larger amounts of objects at the trading and crafts centres, to which many people travelled.

It is interesting to wonder if it was the same craftspeople who upheld themselves in the magnate’s estate as well as in the trading centre. Sporadic production in the towns and in the rural sites is evidence that craftspeople travelled between different places. An important question is whether the craftspeople were connected to a special lord, or if they in some degree were independent people. There is probably no definite answer to this question. The kings and queens probably had their personal goldsmith or jeweller, who travelled with them to different places. Some of the places connected to royalty reveal traces of high-quality crafts. People belonging to the low aristocracy could perhaps not afford to permanently support a specialised crafts person. Instead they probably had to engage a travelling crafts person to produce specialised products.

On rural farms, where fire-related crafts such as smithing, moulding or bead-making were taking place, craftspeople regularly worked on the outskirts of the farm, often in the same areas where one finds hearths and ovens for cooking. This is probably because of the fear of fire. A real smithy in the shape of a house is not always found. Occasionally a small post-built building or a pit-house is found, but in some cases there are no traces of a house construction over the forge or melt pits. Craftspeople seem in many cases to have conducted their work outdoors. This was perhaps not always pleasant, but was positive in some ways. There were difficulties in finding sufficient light when complicated details were required. Weaving on the other hand always seems to have been conducted indoors, whether in small pit-houses dug into the ground or inside the normal living quarters.
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Raiding and warfare are central to our understanding of the Viking Age. For many years the only popular image of the Vikings was the Viking warrior, brutal and terrifying, raping and pillaging, burning monasteries, committing a variety of atrocities and demanding Danegeld. This image has been increasingly downplayed since the 1960s and 1970s, as scholars have rightly pointed out that there were many other important aspects to Scandinavian society in the Viking Age, and that only a small proportion of the population were warriors, while also noting that, since the surviving historical accounts were written by the Vikings’ Christian victims, they may give an exaggerated picture of both the impact and the barbarity of raids by the pagan Vikings. Nevertheless, although the term Viking has come to be used for the whole society of the period, it is raiding and warfare that define ‘Viking’ activity – a Viking (OE wicing, ON vikingr) was a raider or pirate, and although trading, crafts, seafaring and settlement and many other aspects of Viking society may be equally important, it is the raiding which gives us the concept of a Viking Age. It is increasingly clear from archaeological evidence that there was contact between Scandinavia and the rest of northern Europe before the late eighth century, and historical sources show the Scandinavian kingdoms increasingly becoming part of the European mainstream from the eleventh century, if not earlier. It is only the visible military expansion from the late eighth century to the eleventh that makes the Viking Age a meaningful concept.

The motivation behind the earliest raids remains the subject of debate. According to one school of thought, the early raids on monasteries represented a pagan political/religious response to the aggressive Frankish Christian mission against the Saxons and the Danes (Myhre 1998). However, this interpretation has not been widely accepted, not least because the earliest raids seem to have been launched from western Norway, not Denmark, and against the British Isles and Ireland, not against the Franks (Wamers 1998). It is clear that later raids were primarily motivated by the desire to gain wealth, and it seems likely that this was the main motivation for raiding and external warfare throughout the Viking Age. This leaves aside internal warfare within and between the emerging Scandinavian kingdoms, which was apparently motivated by the desire for political power, but the raids against western Europe are characterised by a desire to gain wealth abroad. This might then be translated into political power either abroad,
as in the formation of new Viking kingdoms and earldoms in Britain, Ireland and Normandy, or at home, where successful Viking leaders such as Óláfr Tryggvason and Óláfr Haraldsson used their success in England to press their claims to kingship in Norway.

The results of raiding brought wealth in different forms. Conquest brought landed wealth abroad, and the fact that the military expansion of the Viking Age coincided with the more peaceful settlement of the North Atlantic serves as a reminder of the importance of landed wealth, however it could be acquired. However, raiding which fell short of conquest could also generate portable wealth, which might then be converted into land and status at home or elsewhere. This could be acquired directly through plunder, or through the ransoming of captured people or precious objects, such as the Codex Aureus (an ornate Gospel book from Canterbury) (Webster and Backhouse 1991: 199–201), or through the imposition of tribute. Although the payment of ‘Danegeld’ is particularly associated with the later Viking Age, and especially the reign of Æthelred II, large payments to the Vikings for peace are recorded in Frankish sources from the ninth century, and even Alfred the Great was forced to ‘make peace’ with the Vikings on occasion (Coupland 1999; Abels 1998: 79, 105–14, 140–2). Archaeological finds of Insular material in Scandinavia provide clear evidence of looting in the early Viking Age, while the vast number of late Anglo-Saxon coins found in Denmark and Sweden (more survive there than in England) must in part reflect the success of the later Vikings in taking gelds (Wamers 1998; Blackburn 1991: 156–69; Metcalf 1989: 178–89; 1990: 165–76; Gillingham 1989, 1990; Lawson 1984, 1989).

Clearly the Viking raids were significant enough to be recorded as major events by their victims, but how important were the raids, and how distinctive was Viking warfare? Scholarly interpretations on these points differ, especially on the scale and importance of the raids, not least because Viking raiding followed different patterns in different areas. In England, Ireland and the kingdom of the western Franks, there is an apparent progression from small-scale seasonal raiding at the end of the eighth century through larger seasonal raids, then over-wintering, then conquest and permanent settlement in the ninth century. However, it is clear from historical sources that the pattern in Frisia was different, with a series of Danish chieftains settling in Frisia in the early ninth century, under Frankish overlordship, as part of an ongoing dynamic of political relations between Danish and Frankish rulers (Coupland 1998). Similarly, archaeological evidence suggests that Norwegian settlement in the Northern Isles of Scotland may have begun as early as the first half of the ninth century (Crawford 1987; Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998; Hunter et al. 1993; Ballin Smith 2007). It would also appear that although there was relative peace from Viking raids in England in between 954 and the reign of Æthelred II (978–1016), this gap in England saw extensive Viking activity in northern Scotland and around the Irish Sea (Crawford 1987; Williams 2004). The idea of a First Viking Age and Second Viking Age, found in the works of some English historians, thus represents a narrowly English perspective on Viking raiding.

The earliest raids seem all to have been on a small scale. Where numbers are given, only very small numbers of ships or men are cited, such as the three ships that attacked Portland in what may have been the earliest recorded Viking raid, in the reign of Beorhtric of Wessex (786–802). Where numbers are not given, the choice of wealthy but exposed coastal monasteries such as Lindisfarne and Iona rather than larger targets also suggests relatively small forces. Such small raids were probably undertaken by
local groups under their own leaders. The raiders at Portland apparently came from Hordaland in western Norway, while Frankish sources identify attacks by men from Vestfold in southern Norway (ASC E–F, sub 787 [789]; Nelson 1991: 55 n. 2). Raiding on a small scale continued throughout the Viking Age. A battle off the coast of Wessex in 896, described in unusual detail by the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (ASC A, sub 897 [896]) involved only six shiploads of Vikings, and much of the raiding around Scotland and the Irish Sea apparently continued to involve small fleets as late as the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

However, the ninth century certainly saw an increase in the scale of Viking forces. The size of fleets mentioned in English, Irish and Frankish sources increased, often numbered in hundreds of ships by the mid-ninth century, and led by named kings or earls. These titles probably reflect personal status and lineage, and do not necessarily mean that such leaders ruled major territories in the Viking homelands. These were not yet fully unified into the modern Scandinavian kingdoms, which begin to emerge fully only towards the end of the Viking Age. Nevertheless, such titles indicate that the leaders of Viking raids now came from the highest levels of Scandinavian society, although lesser chieftains no doubt also continued to play a major part.

While there is no doubt that the scale of the raids increased in this period, historians have disagreed over the extent of the increase, and on the impact of these larger forces. Peter Sawyer, in his influential book The Age of the Vikings, argued that while the smaller numbers such as three and six ships seemed to be exact, the larger fleets were always in suspiciously round numbers, and were therefore unreliable. He questioned whether any Viking leader could realistically have mustered fleets of hundreds of ships, and suggested that the figures in the sources are much exaggerated, with even the largest Viking armies numbering only several hundred men (Sawyer 1962: 117–28). However, Nicholas Brooks (1979) noted that there is close agreement between independent Anglo-Saxon, Irish and Frankish sources on the size of fleets, and argued that the figures cited in the various chronicles were more reliable than Sawyer had suggested, and that the larger armies probably numbered in the low thousands. More recent thinking has tended to fall between these two positions. Interpretations of early medieval warfare generally since the mid-1980s have tended towards relatively small armies, but it does seem hard to reconcile contemporary accounts of the largest Viking forces with numbers below the low thousands.

This is not least because of the scale of the achievement of the Vikings in war. It may be true, as Janet Nelson (1997) has argued, that Frankish chronicles suggest that internal conflicts between the rival successors to the Carolingian Empire were seen as more important than the Viking raids in the late ninth century, and that the Vikings suffered a number of major defeats. Raids on Britain and Ireland also need to be seen in the context of the recurrent warfare between the petty kingdoms there – Viking raids did not take place in a peaceful vacuum. However, the Vikings in turn inflicted major defeats on the Franks and succeeded in extorting large amounts of silver as the price of peace. In England, three of the four great kingdoms of the late ninth century were conquered, while the fourth came close. In the second wave of large-scale attacks on England, vast quantities of coin were paid for short-lived peace, and eventually the whole kingdom was brought under Danish rule for more than a generation. In Scotland, Vikings successfully conquered the Northern and Western Isles, and large parts of the northern and western mainland, and probably contributed substantially to the collapse
of both the Pictish kingdom and the kingdom of Dál Riata and to the emergence of a new kingdom of the Scots. Territorial conquest was more limited in Ireland, but the Vikings did succeed in establishing a number of defended trading centres on the coasts from which they were never permanently expelled. It is hard to see how any of this could have been achieved if the Vikings had been quite as insignificant in numbers and military prowess as some modern historians seem to suggest.

This does not mean, however, that historians have been wrong to question some elements of the Viking reputation as warriors. In particular, their reputation for atrocity seems to have been exaggerated. Certainly they showed little respect for churches and churchmen, and inevitably this provided material for religious polemic by monastic chroniclers. However, attacks on churches by Christian rulers were not unknown, while Charlemagne notably treated the pagan Saxons extremely harshly (Foot 1991; Halsall 1992). The one specifically ‘Viking’ atrocity, the so-called blood-eagle (in which a victim’s ribs were split, and his lungs pulled out behind him like wings), does not appear in contemporary sources, and may well be a later literary invention (Frank 1984, 1988, 1990; Bjarni Einarsson 1988, 1990). Vikings were certainly capable of brutality by modern standards, but it is hard to argue that they were much more unpleasant than their Christian contemporaries.

Nor was the emphasis on raiding and plunder particularly unusual. Raiding in order to plunder portable wealth is typical of the warfare between the petty kingdoms of pre-Viking Britain and Ireland, and survived long after across medieval Europe, with the chevauchée continuing to play an important role even in the era of more obviously ‘national’ warfare in the later Middle Ages. Similarly, taking tribute seems to have been a central part of the relationship between greater and lesser kings in early medieval Britain (Charles-Edwards 1989; Dumville 1997), and although Anglo-Saxon sources tend not to equate payment of geld to the Vikings in return for temporary peace with the payment of ‘legitimate’ tribute to overkings, it is hard to see much difference in substance, and successful Viking leaders may well have regarded those who paid them gelds as tributaries. Frankish sources explicitly refer to such payments as tribute, and often imply that it was demeaning for the Franks to be in that situation (Coupland 1999).

Timothy Reuter (1985) argued persuasively that even the campaigns of a great European ruler like Charlemagne were largely carried out on the basis of a combination of raids against neighbouring kingdoms in pursuit of conquest where this was feasible, tribute where long-term dominance could be established that fell short of full conquest, and plunder when Charlemagne had the resources to raid but not to establish lasting domination. This provides a useful paradigm for much of early medieval warfare, and the Vikings are only unusual in that their expeditions were often led by ‘private’ warlords rather than by national leaders, and even this distinction becomes blurred in the eleventh century, when one looks at the campaigns of figures such as Sveinn Forkbeard and Cnut the Great of Denmark, and Harald Hardruler and Magnús Barelegs of Norway.

If the Vikings were not markedly more atrocious than others, and campaigns based around the combination of plunder and tribute were not unusual, it is probably also fair to say that their reputation on the battlefield has also been exaggerated. An important part of their campaign strategy often seems to have been to avoid battle unless they felt confident of victory. For example, although Viking raids continued in southern England
following Alfred’s victory at Edington in 878, the various Viking forces seem to have
done their best to avoid being brought to battle, and although the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle for this period is dominated by the activities of the Vikings, it presents a
picture of Alfred and Edward repeatedly pursuing the Vikings as they moved from one
temporary base to another, rather than a series of glorious battles. Viking armies did
have notable victories, but they also had notable defeats. The limited evidence available
suggests that Viking battle techniques were broadly similar to those of their enemies,
based around the shield wall, with some use of missile weapons (Williams forthcoming:
ch. 5). Although the sources indicate that Viking forces often moved on horseback,
and emphasise the acquisition or loss of horses on more than one occasion, they seem to
have fought primarily as mounted infantry, dismounting for battle, and rarely fought on
horseback, unlike the Franks, who regularly used horses on the battlefield (Davis 1989).

As discussed elsewhere in this volume, their weapons and armour were also very similar
to those of their enemies, and many of their finest weapons and armour were of Frankish
manufacture (Pedersen, ch. 15, below; Williams forthcoming: ch. 2).

There are, however, some distinctive features of Viking warfare. Closely related to
each other, these are the use of ships in war, the effective use of mobility in their
campaigns and a strong awareness of the importance of supplying themselves when on
campaign. The use of ships in warfare was not unique to the Vikings, and both Anglo-
Saxons and Franks had a history of seafaring before the Viking Age (Haywood 1991),
while the Scots of Dál Riata appear to have had a comparatively sophisticated levy
system based on boats (Bannerman 1974; Williams 2002). However, technological
developments in the early Viking Age meant that the Vikings had access to vessels
which were suitable for use at sea, and which were also of sufficiently shallow draft to
be used on at least the larger inland rivers, and large enough to carry significant numbers
of men. They could also be used to carry both supplies and loot, and ships and boats were
far more effective than any form of land transport for transporting bulk goods through-
out the Middle Ages and beyond.

These ships are most commonly associated with the ability to arrive suddenly on a
hostile coastline, attack a vulnerable target and leave again before local forces could be
raised against them – the archetypal Viking park-and-raid approach. This was the
strategy of all of their early raids, and a recurrent strategy throughout the period.
However, ships also played a vital role in the large-scale campaigns of the mid- to late
ninth century. The carrying capacity of the ships allowed Viking forces to transport both
their accumulated wealth and stores, without the necessity for slow and cumbersome
baggage trains, which would have made it much easier for their enemies to launch
attacks on them. The shallow ships were able to penetrate far inland, and thus we hear
of fleets, not just land forces, descending on completely landlocked targets such as Paris
or Repton (Williams forthcoming: ch. 6). On occasion, the Vikings also divided their
forces, sending one force overland and another by sea, to rendezvous at an agreed target,
as with Exeter in 876 (ASC A and E, sub 877 [876]). This meant that the land
force could travel unencumbered, moving quickly with the advantage of surprise, while
the supplies moved in the ships, safe from counter-attack, although vulnerable to the
weather, especially since they presumably sailed with reduced crews, since some crew-
members would have served in the land force.

As mentioned above, the Vikings sought to equip themselves with horses on land
whenever possible, which also provided additional carrying capacity as well as speed
(Clapham 1910; Davis 1989; Williams forthcoming: ch. 6). Horses provided a similar mobility on land to that provided by the ships along the rivers and the coast, and allowed the Vikings to extend the idea of the surprise attack in areas without access by water.

This emphasis on mobility was coupled with a shrewd sense of where to raid. Familiarity with western Europe prior to the outbreak of Viking raids enabled them to target wealthy and isolated monasteries for the early raids, as well as major coastal trading centres such as Dorestad in Frisia, which was raided repeatedly (Coupland 1988). However, the choice of targets became even more important with the shift towards larger-scale raiding, especially once the Vikings began to overwinter, rather than simply raiding seasonally. This overwintering is again one of the most distinctive aspects of Viking warfare, with a significance that has largely been underrated. The early Viking raids tended to be seasonal, of necessity, since their ships were not well suited to winter sailing. However, it is easy to ignore the fact that land-based warfare was normally seasonal in this period as well. Even Charlemagne, despite his impressive record for conquest and tribute-taking, rarely campaigned over winter, although he tended to campaign in most years (Reuter 1985). Although Alfred the Great eventually recognised the importance of maintaining a standing army to counter the Viking threat, this was not easy to maintain, and on one occasion a besieged Viking force was able to escape because the besiegers were forced to withdraw before their relief arrived (ASC A, sub 894 [893]). When even major kingdoms struggled to maintain permanent field armies, the fact that the Vikings managed to campaign for years on end, often in hostile territory, is perhaps a more impressive achievement than any success they may have enjoyed on the battlefield.

They managed to do this by careful selection of overwintering places, descending on monasteries, towns and royal estates early in the winter. That meant that they arrived in places where supplies had already been gathered, which they could take over for their own use, while the onset of winter made it difficult for anyone to raise and supply an army to remove them before the spring. The Vikings then probably spread out over the surrounding area, making it easier to supply the smaller groups, but retaining the centre as a rallying point and defence in case they were attacked, and there is growing evidence for secondary Viking activity close to Viking overwintering centres such as Repton, London and York (Brooks and Graham-Campbell 2000: 69–92; Richards 2001: 97–104; Blackburn 2002: 89–101; Williams forthcoming: ch. 6). Some sites already had defences, such as Roman forts and fortified towns, but where they did not, the Vikings simply created their own fortifications, as at Repton, and the many fortified centres in Ireland known as longphorts (Price 1991; Kelly and Maas 1995; Docherty 1998; Kelly and O’Donovan 1998; Ó Floinn 1998; Biddle and Kjolbye-Biddle 2001; Gibbons 2004, 2005; McKeown 2005; O’Brien et al. 2006; Williams forthcoming: ch. 4, 6).

While tribute payments provided short-term relief, battles were rarely decisive enough to provide a lasting solution to Viking raiding (Coupland 1999: 68–9), and it was only when the twin issues of mobility and supply were tackled that the Viking raids could successfully be contained. Charles the Bald introduced fortified bridges to deny the Vikings access to the Frankish river system, making it difficult for them to penetrate far inland, although this strategy failed when bridges were not built or maintained properly. Fortified bridges were also used by Alfred the Great, who also built ships to
defend the coastline, and introduced a network of fortified towns across Wessex (Abels 1997; Peddie 1999; Williams forthcoming: ch. 4). These acted not only as refuges, but also as supply centres, denying the supplies to Viking raiders, and facilitating the resupply of his own army (Abels 1997: 257–65; Williams forthcoming). Despite initial difficulties, these burhs proved successful in Wessex, and the system was extended across England by his successors as they gradually conquered the Danelaw from its Viking rulers (Hill and Rumble 1996).

The social and organisational structures which underpinned Viking raiding and warfare have been hotly debated. Later laws from Denmark, Norway and Sweden all record the existence of a form of ship-levy system known as ON leiðr, and although these laws date from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, many historians have sought to project such systems back to the Viking Age. This view has been questioned since the 1980s, most notably by Niels Lund (1985, 1994, 1996, 1997; cf. Gelting 1999), who argued that no form of leiðr existed before the late eleventh century at the earliest, and that the Viking raids were basically private ventures, carried out by war-leaders with whatever followers they were able to attract through their own reputations and the promise of wealth, rather than any sort of national army, even when the leaders were important Scandinavian kings. This view has received some support for the ninth century from Richard Abels (2003), who notes that Anglo-Saxon sources tend to describe Viking forces as here (warband) rather than fyrd (army), and argues that describing Viking forces as ‘armies’ implies much more structure than probably existed.

Lund’s views have not been universally accepted, and there is evidence that some form of leiðr existed in the tenth century, although since the leiðr seems originally to have been linked to defensive warfare, it is not clear that this would have much impact on Viking incursions into western Europe (Malmros 1985, 2002; Crumlin-Pedersen 1988, 1997, 2002; Williams 2002, forthcoming: chs. 7–9). There is certainly a case for arguing that some of the conflicts between Danes and Franks in the ninth century reflect some form of national warfare (Wamers 2002; Williams 2002, forthcoming: ch. 7), and it is difficult to separate entirely the roles of ‘king’ and ‘viking leader’ for figures such as Svein Forkbeard and Harald Hardruler. Nevertheless, it is fair to say that the majority of Viking raiding and warfare was carried out by individual warbands. These might band together into larger groups, and their leaders might be kings or earls, or lesser chieftains. Occasionally, with the ‘great’ warbands of the late ninth century we see several kings or earls jointly leading their forces, again implying a merging of smaller independent forces. This apparent lack of formal structure makes their achievements in long-term campaigning and strategic and logistical planning even more impressive.

To conclude, raiding and warfare were typical features of the Viking Age, not just for the Vikings but for the whole of northern Europe. In many ways, Viking warfare is little different from their contemporaries’, and the only really distinctive features are the emphasis on ships, and the strong emphasis on strategic mobility and logistics, which allowed Viking forces to campaign for years at a time. However, it is important not to underplay the significance of Viking raids, in terms of either their perceived impact by contemporaries, or the lasting effects of their conquests. Other ‘Viking’ achievements may be more impressive, and certainly more positive, but many of these rest in part on their military success, and without Viking raiding and warfare, we would have no ‘Vikings’.
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Numerous sources offer information on Viking weaponry. The annals and chronicles of royal courts and monasteries in western Europe record the violent acts committed against Christian communities by armed warriors from Scandinavia. Old Norse sagas and poetry on the other hand praise the art of the warrior and not least his weapons, many of which are described and named in poetic terms (Falk 1914: 47–65; Drachmann 1967). Contemporary illuminated manuscripts, stone carvings and the famed Bayeux tapestry created in the late eleventh century provide further insight into the world of the warriors and the tools of their craft. However, precise technical descriptions or accurate depictions of individual weapons are rare. Modern knowledge of Viking Age weaponry is largely derived from the many weapons recovered over the past two centuries – swords, axes, spears and lances, bows and arrows as well as the much rarer wooden shields and defensive body armour. Descriptions of Viking activity indicate that Scandinavians also had experience in using large constructions for direct attack or siege warfare, although the physical remains have long since vanished.

**OFFENSIVE WEAPONS**

Iron swords designed for single-hand use were doubtless the most prestigious and expensive weapons of the time. Single-edged swords, some of them up to 1 m long, were still in use in the early Viking Age thus continuing the tradition of the Germanic sax (Nørgaard Jørgensen 1999). However, double-edged swords measuring about 90 cm in length were by far the most common. A characteristic feature intended to reduce the weight of these weapons is the broad shallow groove or ‘fuller’ running along the centre of the blade; special treatment of the edges and pattern-welding of the core provided extra strength and pliability.

The iron blades, both single- and double-edged, were fitted with lower and upper guards and usually also a pommel made of iron or cast copper alloy; less common are silver and organic materials such as bone or antler. Ornaments may be cast, but iron fittings are most often decorated with silver and copper inlay forming geometric patterns, animal motifs and in some cases even Christian symbols such as on the
Carolingian sword recovered from the boat-chamber grave excavated at Hedeby in northern Germany (Müller-Wille 1976; Wamers 1994: 9–14). The lower guard, typically about 10–11 cm long, is increased up to 16–17 cm in the late Viking Age, and the upper guard and pommel are reduced to a single pommel. The grip between the guards measured about the breadth of a hand. Its core, the iron tang of the blade, was covered by, for instance, wood, leather, horn or bone and on some swords also decorated with metal-plating or silver and gold wire as seen on a sword from Dybäck in southern Sweden (Rydbeck 1932).

Remains of scabbards are preserved in the corrosion layers on many sword blades. Scabbards were made of wood, probably a single board which could be split lengthwise, hollowed out and then joined again (Malmros 1987; Geibig 1991: 104–6). Beechwood, easy to split and yet difficult to bend, was suitable for the purpose but required a protective leather covering. Cast metal scabbard mounts could be added, mainly copper-alloy sword chapes depicting, for instance, animal figures in the Jelling style or bird motifs. Compared to the total number of swords, such chapes are few, and function not only as protection for the scabbard point but also as a badge of rank or group membership, possibly even a magical symbol has been suggested (Strömberg 1951; Paulsen 1953; see also Kulakow 1985).

In 1919 Jan Petersen published a typology based on Norwegian finds from the eighth to eleventh centuries, in which about 1,700 swords were grouped into twenty-six main types, A to Æ, and twenty distinctive types, the main criteria being the shape and decoration of the hilts. The typological sequence reflects changes through time, but also a distinction between simple and ornate weapons. Petersen’s work includes most north-west and central European types and is still widely used, although adjustments have been made to certain types and type groups, such as the swords of the eighth and ninth centuries (Menghin 1980). The sword types leading up to the Viking Age are discussed in a detailed analysis of late Iron Age weapon graves in Scandinavia by A. Nørgaard Jørgensen (1999).

A. Geibig chose a different approach to that of Jan Petersen. Based on an extensive analysis of late eighth- to twelfth-century material, the hilts are grouped into nineteen combination types and three construction types, and fourteen types of blade are identified by morphological and metric criteria (Geibig 1991). Although Geibig’s focus lies outside Scandinavia, his system can be applied to Scandinavian finds, and in more recent publications either system — a classification based largely on a visual evaluation of the hilt and to a lesser extent sword blade or a classification focusing on constructional criteria — may be referred to.

Next to the swords, axes were widely used in battle, and numerous axes (or rather axe-heads) have been recovered. In well-equipped graves axes may be found alongside other weapons, but they appear to be more common as single weapons in less conspicuous burials, suggesting a difference in rank and economic means among the deceased and their families (see Násman 1991). On the other hand, deposition of axes alone is not limited to poorly furnished graves. The Danish Bjerringhøj chamber burial contained a highly decorated axe-head (Iversen and Násman 1991), and to judge from the quality of the silver inlay it must have represented considerable value. In the case of the Ladby ship grave, also from Denmark, the axe-head found in the front half of the ship most likely represents the tool used to slaughter the horses and dogs led into the ship to accompany the deceased (Thorvildsen 1957). Axe-heads found in female graves give equal cause for
speculation. Are they true weapons or rather part of the assemblage of tools and kitchen utensils used by the mistress of a household?

Axe-heads were made of iron, and most are plain although the line between head and blade may be emphasised by narrow grooves. However, decoration in silver and copper does occur, and even gold, as seen on a rare eleventh-century axe-head from Botnhann in Norway, decorated in the Ringerike style (Viking to Crusader no. 114). Other axe-heads are exceptional due to their small size (see Trotzig 1985) or unusual shape, a rare type having a blade reduced to a narrow frame surrounding a cross-shaped figure (Paulsen 1956: 66–8).

A typology based on Norwegian finds was published by J. Petersen in 1919 and includes twelve types, A to M, distinguished by way of the head, the shape of the blade and its cutting edge (Petersen 1919: 36–47). The axe-heads range from light, slender forms with more or less pronounced spurs on either side of the head to the well-known broad-bladed battle axes, also with projecting spurs. The latter type resembles the weapons featured in the Bayeux tapestry, and its basic shape continues in use well into the medieval period.

Axe-heads with a long 'helm' at the back of the head were most likely introduced from the eastern Baltic region (Hallinder 1986: 47), whereas others with elongated, often decorated blades and in some instances extremely long spurs at the head probably originated in the area south of the Baltic (Paulsen 1956: 156–67). These axes are very likely prestige weapons, possibly even exotica, brought home by their owner or received as gifts.

Similar to the swords and axes, spears were deposited in Viking Age burials, but have also come to light in settlements and a few weapon deposits. Most of the spearheads belong to heavy thrusting spears or lances. They were made of iron, some of them pattern-welded or showing elaborate geometric or vegetal/zoomorphic designs in silver and copper on the socket (Blindheim 1963; Horn Fuglesang 1980; Lehtosalo-Hilander 1985). The blades are usually leaf-shaped with rounded or angular shoulders towards the socket and have a more or less pronounced rib along the centre. They were fitted to the shafts by rivets; on one long and narrow type up to fifteen rivets formed an additional decorative element along the socket. Based on evidence from burial finds the shafts were up to 2 m long, and analysis of wood remains suggests that, for instance, ash was chosen for strength and flexibility.

In his work on Viking Age weapons J. Petersen also arranged a classification of the spearheads using the shape of the blade and the socket as basic diagnostic features. Twelve types, A to M, were identified, of which type L differs from the others in having short barbs and, instead of a socket, a long tang not unlike that of Viking Age arrowheads (Petersen 1919: 22–36). A more accurate and detailed framework with a revision of Petersen's chronology, but also based on Norwegian material, has since been provided by B. Solberg, whereas the late type M is treated by K. Creutz (Solberg 1984; for a summary of recent typologies see Creutz 2003: 28–34).

Bows and arrows form the fourth weapon group of the Viking Age. The first complete longbow was recovered from Hedeby in northern Germany. No bowstring was preserved but the wooden bow made of yewwood and measuring 192 cm in length is intact (Graham-Campbell 1980: 74). Unlike the wooden bows, arrowheads of iron are common, occurring in burials and as single arrowheads in settlement contexts. Mineralised remains of organic material corroded together with tightly packed
arrowheads in several graves suggest that whole bundles were deposited in a quiver made of leather or wood.

Scandinavian arrowheads usually have an iron tang, whereas socketed arrowheads appear to be more typical of the area south of Scandinavia (Kempke 1988). On the basis of Swedish finds several types have been identified (Wegraeus 1973, 1986). Most common is a lanceolate multipurpose type, but other forms are known, and during the Viking Age points with a triangular or square cross-section especially suited for military use were introduced.

Arrow-shafts and feathered flight-ends are rarely preserved. Evidence from the Hedeby boat-chamber grave indicates that the shafts, in this case made of birchwood, had been fitted not only with feathers but with cast copper-alloy nocks consisting of a sub-conical base with a deep notch and tang (Müller-Wille 1976: 80–6). It is often difficult to determine whether arrows deposited in graves represent offensive weaponry or rather were intended for hunting. The latter seems most likely for the bundle from Hedeby which, with copper-alloy fittings, may well have been a gift of some value (Wamers 1994: 29).

DEFENSIVE WEAPONRY

According to the older Gulathing and Frostathing laws every man on board a leding ship was required to have a shield. Very few complete shields have survived, but remains of originally sixty-four shields in the Gokstad ship-burial uncovered in Norway give an impression of their size and construction (Nicolaysen 1882: 62). The circular wooden disc, at Gokstad 94 cm in diameter, was joined by thin wooden boards, and many were probably fitted with an additional covering of leather (Arwidsson 1986: 39). The hole for the hand-grip at the centre of the shield was covered by an iron boss, usually one of three main types distinguished by the shape of the dome, the neck and the flange for attachment (see Rygh 1885: nos 562–5). Other metal fittings for the shields include rim-bindings, and occasionally also a metal grip instead of one of wood and sheet metal or cast copper-alloy grip-mounts (Arwidsson 1986: 40–3).

Shields could be distinguished by colour. An inscription on a Danish runestone from Rønninge on Fyn speaks of the son of ‘Asgot of the red shield’ (Moltke 1976: 313), and the shields from Gokstad were painted in alternate colours, black and yellow, similar to those depicted in the Bayeux tapestry (Nicolaysen 1882: 63). Sagas and law texts mention red and white, the latter possibly the natural colour of the wood but also signifying peaceful intentions (Falk 1914: 128), and according to the saga of Saint Olaf King, gilt, red and blue crosses marked the white shields of the king’s men.

King Olaf’s men were also equipped with body armour. Images of Viking warriors indicate that helmets were used, but archaeological finds, usually only metal fragments, are extremely rare. Leather, a probable alternative to metal, has left no trace. The most complete helmet, a simple iron cap fitted with eye-guards, was recovered from a richly furnished cremation at Gjermundbu in Norway (Grieg 1947: 3–4). Small rings at the edge of the cap suggest that the neck was protected by a cover of chain mail.

Apart from the helmet, the Gjermundbu grave contained fragments of a chain-mail shirt, and at Birka protective armour made of narrow metal plates has been identified (Arbman 1939: 63; Grieg 1947: 4). Shirts made of thousands of iron rings welded together or closed with a rivet were doubtless expensive and available only to the very
wealthy, although scenes in the Bayeux tapestry indicate that mail shirts in later times were no longer so unattainable.

WEAPONS TRADE

Most complete swords and spearheads are recovered from burials. They appear far less common in settlement contexts where instead axes for different tasks, arrowheads and single sword fittings may be found. The arrowheads and sword fragments testify to the presence of weapons in individual households as well as the local manufacture and/or repair of weapons. Although it can be difficult to distinguish between indigenous and foreign production, some of the finest swords and spearheads were doubtless imported (Solberg 1991; Martens 2004).

Trade in weapons is recorded and forbidden in a number of Frankish capitularies, although apparently related to specific events rather than general export (Horn Fuglesang 2000), and plunder or gift exchange are equally valid explanations for some foreign swords in Scandinavia. The early Carolingian so-called ‘King’s sword’ from the Hedeby boat-chamber grave was fully fitted when acquired; in other swords foreign blades are combined with Scandinavian-type guards. Inscribed blades, many with the name Vlfberht or the word Ingel, are widely distributed from Ireland in the west to Russia in the east (see Geibig 1991: 113–33). The inscriptions are rarely identical, and obvious distortions or imitations suggest that they do not represent single workshops in western Europe but rather designations of quality that could be imitated, also in Scandinavia (Andresen 1993).

RITUAL CONTEXT

In spite of close interregional contacts leading to exchange and use of similar weapons, traditions of deposition differed within Scandinavia. Thus the percentage of weapon graves in relation to the corpus of known burials varies considerably, and not least the sheer number of weapons from Norway is impressive (Jakobsson 1992; Martens 2003). Based on the combination of artefacts selected for burial at a local or regional level, the role and meaning of weapons in the burial rite – and in the living society – were not uniform across Scandinavia (Jakobsson 1992; Pedersen 1997).

Visual quality as evident in the decorative use of contrasting metals was important, and weapons probably had considerable value not only in battle but also as symbols of power, rank and wealth. Swords are often singled out, and their importance is supported by numerous sources, among them the highly ritualised scenes depicted in illuminated manuscripts. However, axes and spears most likely held similar functions (Trotzig 1985; Näsmann 1991). Although not Scandinavian, one of the most renowned spearheads of the time was the Carolingian sancta lancea belonging to the imperial insignia. Dated to c. 800, the spearhead was copied c. 1000 and presented by Otto III to Boleslaw Chrobry of Poland in return for relics of St Adalbert, an act of great religious as well as political significance (Bernward von Hildesheim no. II-33).

Apart from burial, other ritual acts may have involved weapons. Surprisingly many stray finds from Denmark are recovered from wetland areas – bogs, lakes or rivers – and although conflict or extensive traffic near major crossing points and important settlements may explain certain finds, others appear to be sacrificial offerings (Lund 2003).
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Occasional swords and not least spearheads have been recovered in similar circumstances suggestive of ritual deposition elsewhere in Scandinavia, for instance at Gudingsåkrarna in Valstena parish on Gotland (Müller-Wille 1984: 188–93). Here about 500 weapons and weapon parts have come to light since the nineteenth century, most of them spearheads or parts of spearheads and many of them damaged.

Ritualised and symbolic use of weapons in the late Iron Age and Viking Age is finally supported by finds of miniature weapons or amulets, among them swords and spearheads less than 5 cm long. Their exact purpose and meaning are uncertain, and it has been suggested that both groups are possible attributes of the pagan god Óðinn. However, they may equally well be magical amulets, intended to ward off evil forces against which real weapons despite their efficiency in battle were powerless (Koktvedgaard Zeitzen 1997: 18 with references).
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--- CHAPTER 15: Viking weaponry ---


What will be outlined here are the religious beliefs and rituals of the Scandinavians in the eighth to the eleventh centuries including those who went for trade, plunder or settlement abroad, that is, the ‘vikings’ properly speaking. Some among them were already Christians but the vast majority of the population still clung to their traditional religion. From a modern point of view their religion can be classified as a ‘non-doctrinal community religion’ in contrast with the ‘doctrinal transnational religions’ as represented by Christianity, Buddhism and Islam. Religion was strongly integrated with social life, warfare and subsistence activities, and this means that religious elements can be expected to occur within the total range of Viking Age culture and society.

Cultural and political contacts with Continental Europe and the British Isles slowly paved the way for Christianity, and towards the end of the Viking period many among the ruling elites of Scandinavia and Iceland had adopted the new religion. They also succeeded in imposing it on the rest of the population, and by the early thirteenth century Christianity was firmly established. In the transition period there was still room for the development of syncretistic phenomena, but with the full power of the Christian Church implemented, Scandinavian religion could survive only fragmentarily in popular beliefs and practices which were soon to disappear or to be mixed with medieval European folklore.

The attempt to grasp the main features of Scandinavian religion in the Viking period is beset with many difficulties. The written sources date roughly from the end of the tenth to the thirteenth century when a process of decisive religious and cultural change was already going on. Our knowledge of ancient Scandinavian religion is thus primarily based on sources that have passed through the intermediary of medieval Christian culture. In addition these written sources stem almost exclusively from Iceland and Norway. There is also an imbalance in the transmission of relevant texts. Only very scarce information on ritual is available whereas several myths and legends have survived the shift to Christianity. Archaeological evidence presents us with details of ritual and worship that do not appear in the written sources. On the other hand we are faced with greater problems when interpreting archaeological remains than with texts. The toponymic record is important in giving information about the deity or deities worshipped...
at a particular place and about the character of the cult place (grove, hill, hall, etc.). Iconographic evidence from runestones and various archaeological objects also provides knowledge on aspects of the religion.

THEOLOGY, MYTHOLOGY AND WORLD-VIEW

As in other religions of pre-Christian Europe the belief in divine and other supernatural beings permeated most aspects of human life. The Greeks used the term *theologia* to denote ideas and reflections on divine beings, and this use is retained here as a scholarly category. The main Scandinavian gods and goddesses were inherited from a distant past but their character may have changed over time. The deities were often referred to as a group: *gōd* ‘the gods’, the original meaning of which is unknown, *regin* literally ‘those who rule’ (gen. pl. *ragna* cf. *Ragnaryr* ‘the destiny of the gods’), *bōnd* (gen. pl. *banda*) and *hōpt* (gen. pl. *hapta*), literally ‘those who bind’. The connotations that the two last terms carried in the Viking period cannot be precisely recovered but the meaning is probably that the gods ‘bind’, that is, decide the destinies of the world and people whom they also tie to themselves in friendship and awe. Different classes of supernatural beings were distinguished. The *æsir* and the *vanir* represent mythologically the two main families of gods but in practice the term *æsir* could include all the prominent deities. Female deities were the *dír* who seem to have played an important part in private worship especially in western Scandinavia. The *álfar* ‘supernatural beings’ were divine beings of lower rank who were related to the *vanir*. The *jótnar* ‘giants’ and the *dvergar* ‘dwarfs’ represent other classes. The mythology often reveals a complicated relationship between giants and gods. The former are not always regarded as hostile and male gods can have giant women as mothers and wives.

The deities were spoken of as ‘most holy’ (*ginnheilo gōd* in Völuspá 6 etc.; Lokasenna 11), ‘helpful’ (*nýt regin* in Vafþróðnismál 25) and ‘gentle’ (*in sváio gōd* in Vafþróðnismál 17–18). We do not know how the idea of a divine world with many and different supernatural beings worked in reality. It can be assumed that people believed in the existence of the deities that were worshipped by the community as a whole but that in practice only one god or a couple of gods were important for the individual. Different attitudes ranging from fear and awe to trust and friendship could be taken towards the gods depending on the prevailing situation and on the persons involved. The relationship between man and deity which the modern terms ‘piety’ or ‘personal religion’ intend to denote can be expressed in many ways, but only few traces of such individual relationships have survived the shift to Christianity. In addition what has been preserved is often discarded as due to Christian influence and as being alien to Scandinavian ‘paganism’. Combining the scraps of evidence from the written sources with the archaeological record (mostly amulets and divine symbols of various kinds) we are, however, able to get glimpses of genuine personal devotion to a particular deity. Literary sources sometimes characterise this individual devotion by saying that the deity was considered a person’s *fultruí* ‘confidant’ or *ástvinr* ‘close friend’. Even if these terms were first applied to pre-Christian conditions by authors of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries – an assumption which is still open to discussion, however – it is likely that memories of personal devotion to the old deities were passed on by oral tradition into later centuries.

In non-doctrinal community religions *myths* are the foremost verbal expression of religion because they convey the world-view, ideas, emotions and values of a specific
culture. Myths have several contexts, they may accompany rituals or be re-enacted in a dramatic form, but they may also be told in a variety of other situations. Myths have different functions, they explain the origins of the universe and humankind, they serve as models for ritual and social behaviour and they legitimise fundamental institutions of the society. After the shift to Christianity Scandinavian mythology was still handed down by many Icelandic and Norwegian families thanks to their interest in the traditions of the past. The anonymous collection of Eddic poems in the famous manuscript Codex Regius (latter half of the thirteenth century) is the best example. Skaldic poetry from the tenth century includes many allusions to living myth. Medieval written compilations such as the various versions of the Prose Edda of Snorri Sturluson from the early thirteenth century and the *Gesta Danorum* composed in Latin some decades earlier by the Dane Saxo helped to preserve parts of the mythological heritage for the future albeit in reworked or historicised forms.

The world-view of the ancient Scandinavians is incompletely known. Eddic poems such as the *Völsunga*, the *Vafþrúðnismál* and *Grímnismál* give selected but reliable information whereas Snorri’s descriptions should be read more critically. The Scandinavians undoubtedly believed in a sort of universal history beginning with the creation of the world including that of humankind and ending with the destruction of the world in the Ragnarök. The end would, however, be followed by the emergence of a new world in which some of the ancient gods reappeared and human life became regenerated through a primordial couple (called Lif and Lifþrasir) who survived the catastrophe.

The cosmogony is described by Snorri as a process and has its origin in the polarity between a cold place, Niflheimr, and a hot place, Muspell, separated by an empty space called Ginnungagap, which eventually became filled with ice in the north and light and warmth in the south. When the soft sparks from the south met the frost from the north it thawed and dripped and from that two figures emerged, the giant Ymir and the cow Auðhumla. She licked the ice-blocks and a human figure called Buri appeared. He had a son Borr who married a woman, named Bestla. From them three sons were born, Óðinn and his two brothers. They killed Ymir and fashioned the world from the parts of his body. Finally, walking along the seashore the gods found two trees (or wooden pieces) which they endowed with human qualities. They named the man Askr and the woman Embla and gave them clothes. Snorri’s narrative has clearly been compiled from different sources, mainly Eddic poems, and it is doubtful whether such a systematic account ever existed as a living myth. On the other hand some details unknown in the Eddic poems (e.g. the cow Auðhumla) seem to be rooted in genuine pre-Christian tradition. Judging from the evidence of the Eddic poems different creation myths were circulating. One represented by the *Völsunga* (stanzas 3–6) told how in distant times nothing existed:

"there was no sand nor sea, nor chill waves, there was no earth nor heaven above (upphiminn), a great void only (gap var ginnunga) and grass nowhere."

(*Völsunga* 3)

Then the gods lifted the earth up from the sea and created the glorious Míðgarðr. The sun appeared and shone on the barren soil, which was grown with green plants. The ordering of the cosmos by the gods is then allusively told but the wording is partly obscure. Another myth – the one preferred by Snorri – imagined the world being created from the body of Ymir (*Vafþrúðnismál* 21; *Grímnismál* 40–1). The earth was
fashioned from his flesh, the sky from his skull, the sea from his blood. Other parts of the body were used to shape further elements of the world, which are differently described in the two poems, however. Both types of myth have parallels in other religions and the Scandinavian versions are certainly expressions of an inherited archaic tradition. An allusion to a third creation myth has probably been preserved in a skaldic poem from the tenth century, which mentions a struggle between Heimdallr and Loki appearing in the shape of two seals over a piece of earth (rein) that presumably came up from the sea (Husdrápa 2; Skaldskaparmál 8).

The creation of humankind is only mentioned in Völuspá stanzas 17–18, which are retold by Snorri with some additional details. The wording and context of these stanzas are far from clear and many diverging interpretations have been proposed. One point concerns the question of which shape Askr and Embla had when they were found by the gods. Carved human figures, wooden trunks drifted ashore or slender trees growing up from the soil have all been suggested. Comparative Indo-European evidence may speak in favour of the last alternative.

The world is mythically imagined as a cosmic tree, the Yggdrasill, which represents both time and space. The prophetess of Völuspá remembers it in the beginning growing beneath the earth (stanza 2), then it appears as a mighty tree (stanza 19) and when the end of the world draws near, the old tree quivers (stanza 47) and is finally consumed by the flames of the great fire in the Ragnarök (stanza 57). The closest correspondence to the idea of Yggdrasill is found in ancient Iranian religion where we find myths depicting the world as a tree and the branches as world ages. The trunk of the cosmic tree is also thought to contain nine mountains from which all waters of the earth flow forth. These similarities together with evidence from Greek, Phrygian and Indic traditions indicate that the Scandinavian idea of the world-tree is part of an Indo-European mythic heritage, which has analogies also among Finno-Ugric peoples of northern Eurasia.

**Rituals and Worship**

Information on Scandinavian public ritual is scanty since this sort of religious expression was among the first things to be abolished when Christianity was introduced. Some aspects of the wide variety of ritual life in the Viking period can be gleaned from the sources, however. We may distinguish between several types of religious practices among the Scandinavians. Sacrificial feasts (blótveiztur, blóttrykkjur) seem to have occupied a prominent place and were also part of the great seasonal festivals which attracted a large number of people. Family rituals were usually performed in or around the farmhouses, for example the álfablót in western Sweden mentioned by Sigvatr Þorðarson in an early eleventh-century poem. An important group of religious practices are the rites of the life cycle (rites de passage’), that is, birth, initiation, wedding and funerary rites. With the exception of the burials only a few hints at ritual detail performed at these occasions have survived. Funerary rituals can partly be reconstructed by the archaeological record, which indicates the diversity of ritual expressions. At rare occasions burials could include ritual killing as in the funerary ceremony of an eastern Scandinavian chieftain in Russia that was witnessed by Ibn Fadlan in the tenth century. His account survives only in later excerpts and reworkings, however.

Public rituals had certain basic forms in common but varied otherwise over time and geographical space. Animal sacrifices together with libations are clearly attested by
skaldic verse and prohibitions in provincial laws, and by a few medieval literary sources. These types of sacrificial offerings seem to have been prominent in public and family rituals, whereas human sacrifices – if they were practised at all in the Viking Age – appear to have been occasional, perhaps performed only as crisis rituals. The references to human sacrifices in the medieval sources are rather to be interpreted as literary motifs. Descriptions of sacrificial feasts are found in secondary sources only and have varying claim on reliability. Snorri attempts to depict the usual procedure of a pre-Christian religious feast in Hākonar saga ins göða (ch. 14), but his account may not be true in all details. The report given by Adam of Bremen around 1075 of the temple and sacrificial rites in Old Uppsala (Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum 4: 26–30) preserves several elements which bear the mark of authenticity, but is otherwise characterised by polemical stereotypes that cast doubt on his information. What cannot be questioned, however, is the importance of the Uppsala festival as a religious and political manifestation, the existence of a sacred grove and a building for ritual community meals, probably a hall (triclinium). Some further details reported by Adam seem likewise to derive from genuine tradition. It was customary to perform various songs during the ritual offerings and some of them were most probably addressed to the god Freyr who, according to Adam, was invoked for weddings and fertility. Snorri has an independent notice of the seasonal festival at Uppsala in the Saga ins belga Ölofs konungs (ch. 77) which confirms the main points of Adam’s account and brings some additional details. The festival was held in the month called göð (late winter/early spring) and was connected with a law assembly (þing) and a market. The short remark of Thietmar of Merseburg (beginning of the eleventh century) on the religious festivals celebrated by the Danes at Lejre on Sjælland is not trustworthy in detail and explains the meaning of the ritual by using Christian polemic commonplaces.

More reliable glimpses of individual worship and smaller community rituals are given by a Gotlandic source, the Guta Law and its appendix the Guta saga, codified at the beginning of the thirteenth century, a date still rather close in time for people to be able to remember something of the ancient tradition. The evidence points to the fact that it was not until the end of the twelfth century that Christianity became implemented as the sole official form of religion on Gotland. The Guta Law states in the chapter entitled af blötan ‘on pagan ritual’ that when somebody is guilty of worship (haizl) with offerings of food or drink that does not conform to Christian tradition he shall pay a fine to the Church. The Guta saga reports that local communities used to have worship with animal sacrifices, food and beer which was known as the ritual of the ‘cooking friends since they all cooked together’ (suðnautar þær suðu allir saman).

Little has survived pertaining to prayers and ritual formulas. Two fragments of skaldic verse invoke Þórr as protector of the world of men against the giants, addressing him directly in the second person. An Eddic poem has preserved a praise and prayer formula, which addresses the divine beings in the second person plural:

Heilir æsir, heilar ásynior, heil siá in fjölnýta fold!
Mál ok manvit gefið okr mærom tweim ok læknishendr meðan lifom!

Hail you, gods and goddesses, hail you, bounteuous earth, give the two of us, glorious ones, word and wisdom and healing hands as long as we live.

(Sigdrífumál 4)
The concept of ‘good harvest, good crops’ occurs in various ritual formulas, the most well known being ‘good crops and peace’. The origin of this formula has been much discussed and some scholars claim a Christian background. The formula is not attested in the Poetic Edda nor in pre-Christian skaldic verses, but this may be explained by the fact that these sources are not ritual texts. Since a Christian model is lacking and since Indo-European parallels are found, the evidence suggests that the formulas with ‘good crops’ represent an ancient ritual legacy.

CULT PLACES

These were manifold and included natural sites such as mountains and hills (fjall, berg), groves (lundr), meadows and arable fields (vangr, akr), islands (ey), lakes (sjör, sær), rivers (á) and springs, but also funeral barrows (haugr) and grave-fields. The designations for such sites also form part of sacral place names. At these places different constructions could be added to enhance the religious character of the site: stone-settings in the form of ships (skæið) or circles, raised stones sometimes inscribed with runes (kumbl, maerki), hearths and other constructions for ritual purposes. Acts of worship were also performed indoors in farmhouses and chieftains’ halls, the religious function of these buildings being one of many others. In several places specific cult houses were built; they were fairly small and served probably as a sort of shrine. The existence and importance of these houses have been brought out more clearly in recent decades through archaeological excavations (Tisso in Denmark; Uppåkra, Järrestad, Borg and Lunda in Sweden; Mære in Norway). The only undisputed Scandinavian word denoting a cult site is ON vé (ODa ve and OSw vi). A runic inscription at Oklunda in Östergötland shows that a cult site could also offer the right of asylum. It is said that Gunnar who carved the runes ‘fled under penalty (sakr), he sought this holy place (vē).

RELIGIOUS PERSONNEL

There seem not to have been any professional priests similar to the druids among the Celts and the hereditary priestly classes of the Indo-Iranians. Religious ritual functions of different kinds were performed by various persons besides their ordinary occupations and roles in society. Kings and chieftains are known to have played an important part in public sacrificial feasts, as is witnessed by the kings’ sagas for Norway and by Adam of Bremen for Sweden. In medieval Iceland we find the institution of the goði, a chieftain who in his person combined political, judicial and religious functions. It is probable that the goði institution also reflects the conditions prevailing in pre-Christian Iceland; the term goði is also known from three Danish runestones (DR 190, 192, 209) and possibly on a Swedish runestone from Småland (Sm 144). Another person who seems to have had some sort of religious function was the helr, perhaps being the one who preserved and taught ritual and mythic traditions. The Snoldelev runestone in Sjælland mentions a man named Roald who was helr á salbaugum. In communicating with the world of supernatural beings both men and women played important roles, but women had a particular fame for foretelling the future. The völva was not just a mythic figure as in the Völuspá (‘the prophecy of the sibyl’) but the help of the völva seems to have been much asked for in real life when difficult and uncertain situations came up as is told in several
Old Norse texts. The *volva* appears to have a long continuity in Scandinavia since Germanic prophetesses like Veleda were renowned already in the Roman Empire.
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Our knowledge of the Old Norse gods stems mostly from medieval sources. The sources from pre-Christian times (skaldic poems, runic inscriptions etc.) only give us some names and hints of certain myths which would be almost impossible to reconstruct as narrative units if we could not take into consideration the Poetic Edda and Snorri’s Edda and other medieval sources. This situation, of course, suggests that what we have is only ‘the tips of the narrative icebergs’ (Clunies Ross 1994: 25). For instance it is remarkable that only three gods have more than one known myth attached to them (Óðinn, Fórr and Loki), a situation which is not likely to be representative for the pre-Christian situation. Nevertheless, what we face in the extant source material gives us an idea of what the world-view was like among the pagan Norsemen.

It is not possible in the limited space available here to go into detailed discussions of the historical development of the individual gods. There is no doubt that many different influences can be traced in not only the source material of post-pagan times but also in the pagan religion of the Viking Age itself. There are no doubt traces of Indo-European mythical structures, of ideas originally belonging to the Sámis, and of Christian notions. The picture presented in the following is thus the basic characteristics which we may ascribe to the last period of the pagan religion, that is, the Viking Age, being well aware that we will never know exactly which information in the sources is a pagan view and what is due to Christian influence by the medieval authors.

The god we know most about is no doubt Óðinn. He is an old god, but many scholars believe that his outstanding position in the Viking pantheon is due to a late development, although this cannot be proved in any way. There is no doubt that he was especially worshipped by certain social groups: kings, chieftains and warriors. Mythologically he was himself the king among the gods, and as is reported by Adam of Bremen in his Gesta he was especially called upon when war was being prepared. It is remarkable, however, that he is never portrayed as a warrior himself. When he interacts with human beings we usually see him as an old, one-eyed man, giving advice concerning warfare or presenting special gifts, such as weapons, to his favourites. Óðinn is characterised as a great magician (the best description of Óðinn and his characteristics is seen in Snorri’s Ynglinga saga chs 6 and 7), and almost all of the myths in which he is the main character tell us either how he seeks knowledge or how he passes it on to his
special devotees. It is related how he hung on the world-tree for nine nights in order to obtain the runes, how he went into a mountain in order to have sex with the giant daughter Gunnlöð, so that she would let him have the mead of wisdom and poetry, and we have a strange myth in which he gains the head of the wise Mimir, which can tell him things from other worlds. Besides this he knows all kinds of magical skills, and many of these remind us of the skills of the Sámi shamans, which have caused many modern scholars to see him as a shaman (Solli 2002; Price 2002). On the other hand it is obvious that he has no special connection to human magicians and those who perform the seiðr. His worshippers were, as stated, kings and warriors; he can often be seen in connection with groups of warriors (Kershaw 2000), the Männerbünde. This connection seems to indicate that Öðinn’s magical skills must be seen not primarily as those of a specialised magician, but as those being necessary for a king or a warrior in a society whose worldview was strongly based on the conviction that everything happening in our world was connected to things in the other world.

In the same way as the king was responsible for the wellbeing of society and thus for the communication with the other world, Öðinn was responsible for the wellbeing of the world as such. Therefore he gathered the best warriors in Valhöll, the heavenly abode of the dead, in order that they could defend cosmos against the powers of chaos at Ragnarök. This final battle has no doubt existed as a collective notion in the consciousness of the old Scandinavians, and they no doubt also had an idea of how it was going to take place. In this connection in particular two gods in the sphere around Öðinn should be mentioned, namely Baldr and Loki. The first one is known from one myth only, namely the one in which he is killed. He is described as the most innocent of the gods, and eventually his killing is the worst thing that has happened among gods and men. It is noteworthy that in the religious present of the Viking Scandinavians Baldr is dead, and he will return only after Ragnarök. This probably means that his killing is the introduction to the end of the world, so that the religious or mythical present is characterised as the last time before the destruction. And the god responsible for the death of Baldr was Loki, who is one of the most ambiguous figures in the pantheon. It is related how he mingled his blood with Öðinn’s, at the beginning of time, and how he helped the gods in many situations, often by playing tricks on them or his opponents. He may thus be seen as a trickster god. But on the other hand we also know from several myths how he endangered the whole cosmos, culminating in the killing of Baldr, and about his part in Ragnarök where he leads one of the giant armies. The figure of Loki may thus be seen as the catalyst of the happenings that eventually bring about the end of the world, and even if it has been suggested that he represents the dark side of Öðinn (the two gods have many characteristics in common), it seems obvious that the two gods are true antagonists in relation to the cosmic development.

As a third side in a triangle we may look upon the very powerful god Þórr who is second only to Öðinn, and is depicted as his son. Þórr is a fighting god. In the myths in which he is the main character he is almost exclusively seen as an opponent of the giants. As opposed to Öðinn he is very physical in his way of fighting, but he is, as far as our sources let us see, never connected to human warriors. He is to be seen more as the god of the peasants, who worship him, because he is seen, as is especially accentuated by Adam of Bremen, as a god of fertility, since he is the master of thunder (his name means he who causes thunder) and rain. In that way it can be discussed whether he was primarily a god of fertility or of war. However, he, in the same way as Öðinn, is seen as an opponent
of *Loki*, and it seems as if his main characteristic is that he is defending the cosmos against chaos, but, unlike *Óðinn*, with physical means. In the same way his role as a god of fertility may best be seen, not as a direct giver of fertility, but as the one who protects the right order (including fertility) against the interference of chaos. It should also be mentioned that when he creates rain it is due to his cosmic battles where he drives in his carriage, drawn by goats, through the sky, throwing his hammer, *Mjölnir*, against the giants and producing thunder and lightning as a by-product of his cosmic fights.

Fertility gods of the more traditional kind are the gods of the *vanir* family (as opposed to the *æsir* family, including *Óðinn*, *Þórr* and most of the other gods). There are three of them, namely *Njörðr* and his children *Freyr* and *Freyja*. They are connected with sexuality and wealth, and thus represent another aspect of the needs of the society. It is also related how the cult of the *vanir* had many sexual aspects. The myth of the war between the *æsir* and *vanir* reflects some kind of opposition between the activity of the peasants and the warriors, but the exchange of hostages which takes place as part of the peacemaking at the same time shows that the different social classes have to be united in order to make the society run. *Freyja* is one of the few individual goddesses who has had a major role in the more official religious cult (whereas many female deities seen as collectives played a part in both myth and ritual). She incorporates many traits that can be found in fertility goddesses all over the world (Näsström 1995), among whom is a clear connection also to death.

Apart from the major gods mentioned above, we meet many gods about whom we do not know very much, either because they were more or less forgotten by the time our sources were written down – which seems to be the case for instance with *Týr* and *Heimdallr* – or because they never played any significant part in the religion – which seems to be the case with *Bragi*, *Hermóðr* and others, at least in the official religion. There is no doubt that many of the collective groups just mentioned played an important role in private cult at the farmsteads, and were probably more important than many of the so-called great gods. It is thus characteristic that we do not know much about the beliefs of the lower classes, and we have only vague ideas about the differences from one place to another in the Nordic countries. On the other hand there seems to be no reason to doubt that there were some general structures that were known throughout the north, even if we must accept that a lot of details differed; myths were told in different ways, rituals were performed differently from one place to another and so forth. This also goes for the development in history. It is obvious that the religion of the Vikings differed from that of the Germanic peoples by the time of, let us say Tacitus, but on the other hand there is no doubt that certain gods as well as mythical and ritual structures must be seen as continuity.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN (2)

CULT LEADERS, RULERS AND RELIGION

Olof Sundqvist

A n important aspect of religious and social life was the public sacrifices, where some rituals were probably complicated and needed experts. There has been debate regarding whether Viking Scandinavians had some kind of priesthood (see Sundqvist 2003a). Some scholars state that they had (e.g. Andersson 1992): they have observed terms and names which seem to indicate such a specialised office (see below). Other scholars argue that there were no priests (e.g. Ström 1985). According to them the ruler, the king or earl, made contact with the deities on behalf of the people at the sacrificial feasts and in other rituals. Recently it has been argued that the term ‘priest’ is not appropriate as a cross-cultural concept since it is strongly influenced by Christian and western thinking. When examining traditional societies, such as ancient Scandinavia, more neutral analytical categories should be applied, such as ‘cult leader’ (Sundqvist 2003b). The problem still remains, however. Were there ever exclusive religious specialists who took care of the rituals at the public cult?

NAMES AND DESIGNATIONS INDICATING CULT LEADERS

It has been suggested that some composite personal names and designations including ON -vē(r), -vē(r), -vā(r) (< *wība-) (cf. Goth weiba ‘priest’) indicate a ‘differentiated hierarchical priesthood’ (Kousgaard Sørensen 1989). Sometimes these composites have guð ‘god’ as the first element, for example in Guðir. In other cases the first element is a name of a deity, as for instance in Póðir(r). The first element may also refer to a denomination of a cult place, such as Al-, Sal-, Vi-, Hargb- (Hyrgr). The name Qlvir belongs to this group, which has been interpreted as *alu-wībahaz ‘Priester eines “alu- (alb-)” Heiligtums’ (de Vries 1956–7). Hence, the composites with the element *wība- probably refer to an office including religious functions. When analysing historical and narrative sources, however, the interpretation ‘priest’ (or ‘religious specialist’) fits badly in this context. In most cases this designation refers to a kind of multi-functional leader (see e.g. Sundqvist 2003a, b).

Also the denomination ON goði, attested in medieval Icelandic prose (cf. Goth gudja, OHG *guto), refers to a leader who performed with many roles (e.g. Sundqvist 2003a, b).
The word is derived from ON goð ‘god’, thus indicating a cultic function. The goði cared for the cult of specific gods, at the cult building called ON hof. Beside his religious assignments he also had other societal functions, such as a lawmaker and a leader in battle and trade etc. The religious aspect is sometimes emphasised in the sources. Widely known is the story in Eyrbyggja saga (3–4) about the goði Hrólfir Mosrarskegg who emigrated from Norway to Iceland. Since he was such a good friend of the god Þórr he changed his name and called himself Þórrlarðr. He built his new farm in Iceland on the peninsula Þórsnes and called it Hofstaðir, and there he had a hof erected.

Other sources indicate that the godar functioned in similar roles also in Norway, Denmark and Sweden. OSw *gudbe, *gūpi appears in Swedish place names. The farm name Gudby, in Fresta parish, Uppland, has been interpreted as ‘the goði’s farm’ (Hellberg 1986). Three Danish Viking Age runic inscriptions contain the word godi (Moltke 1985). The Glavendrup-inscription (DR 209) in Odense amt, Fyn, for instance, tells us about ‘Alle, the godi’. He was not only the religious leader, but also an honour-worthy þegn, that is, a ‘warrior, champion’. There are slight evidences of designations referring to other types of cult leaders, for example the female equivalent of the goði, the goðja, as well as the þulr, *þési, *þifill and *þytr (Proto-Scand. *bluti-wība-) (e.g. Brink 1996; Vikstrand 2001; Moberg 2002; Elmevik 2003).

THE KING AND THE EARL AS CULT LEADERS

It is certain that the cult leaders mentioned above never monopolised the public sacrifices as officials. According to Old Norse narrative sources the king (konungr) or the earl (jarl) could appear in religious roles or perform central rituals during the ceremonial feasts. They were also the custodians of the sanctuaries. Snorri Sturluson, for instance, depicts in his Hákonar saga góða (14–18) the ceremonial feasts in Lade and Mære, Trøndelag, where Sigurðr Hlaðarjarl was involved. During the sacrifices the ruler carried the beaker around the fire and blessed it as well as the sacrificial food. When drinking the toasts to the gods ritual formulas were recited by him, such as til árs ok friðar. King Hákon was expected to perform similar roles. In Snorri’s passage about these feasts no cult leaders are mentioned other than the earl and the king. This text has been criticised for reflecting Jewish–Christian notions. Klaus Düwel (1985) felt that Snorri either misunderstood concepts or mixed them up with Christian ideas with no basis in pre-Christian culture. Düwel’s criticism is partly well founded.

There are some elements in Snorri’s text, however, that are also present in the primary sources. The idea that Earl Sigurðr played important roles in the religious sphere may be supported by the contemporary skaldic poem Sigurðardrápa (6) (AD 960). In this poem Earl Sigurðr is praised for his generous banquets and he is addressed as véi valdr ‘the protector of the sanctuary’. There is also archaeological support for cultic activities in Mære. Underneath the church of Mære, traces of a building from the Viking period were discovered. Nineteen gold-foil figures were found in relation to some post-holes. They are probably sacrificial objects and undoubtedly indicative of rituals performed in the context of rulers.

Earl Hákon Sigurðarson is praised in the skaldic poem Velleklá (15–16) (AD c. 990) as the one who restored Þórr’s sanctuaries and the shrines of the gods, which had been plundered by the sons of Eiríkr. In this poem the ruler’s cult is connected with the prosperity of the land. ‘Now the soil flourishes as before – again the destroyer of
the wealth of the spear-bridge allows the merry messengers of the gods to inhabit the sanctuaries.' This information has been associated with the idea of sacral kingship (see below).

Narratives from the conversion period mention rulers who refused to perform the sacrifices at the ceremonial feasts. Often such rulers were driven from the land and deposed from the rulership (see e.g. Hervarar saga). Some of these accounts may reflect historical facts. A passage in Adam of Bremen’s Gesta (scholion 140) mentions that when the most Christian king of the Swedes, Anunder, would not offer to the demons the prescribed sacrifice of the people, he was deposed and driven away from the place. The people thus expected that the king would perform the great calendric sacrifices as other kings used to do.

**A SACRAL KINGSHIP?**

It has been argued that the early Scandinavians had a religiously legitimated kingship (e.g. Ström 1954). This discussion has been associated with a trans-cultural category and theory called ‘the sacral kingship’. This implied that in ancient agrarian societies the king’s authority was built on specific religious elements. In addition to the cultic aspects of the kingship the king was regarded as divine or as the offspring of the gods. He was also supposed to possess supernatural powers in order to gain legitimacy, that is, an intrinsic ability to give prosperity to his people. Scholars stated that these features were visible in the traditions about the Swedish–Norwegian royal family called the Ynglingar and there was a widespread consensus among them that the ancient Scandinavians had a sacral kingship (e.g. Ström 1954).

When Walther Baetke published his work Yngvi und die Ynglinger in 1964, this entire issue was reconsidered. Employing a radical source criticism, Baetke argued that the fundamental features of the sacral theory were not visible in the reliable primary sources. They could only be seen in the uncertain Icelandic saga literature. Today scholars accept that royal families legitimized their position by referring to their divine or mythic origin (e.g. Steinsland 1991; Sundqvist 2002). In the pre-Christian poem Ynglingatal (c. 890) the Ynglinga-kings’ divine descent is proclaimed by epithets of kings, such as Freys afspringr ‘Freyr’s offspring’ and týs oþtungr ‘the descendant of the god’. Also the cultic aspects are accepted in recent research, while the notions of Königsheil or ‘divine kings’ are still very controversial (ibid.).

There is thus weak evidence of exclusive religious specialists or ‘priests’ performing rituals in public cult. Certain terms and names indicate, however, that some individuals had religious assignments. In the narrative sources these persons seem to appear with several societal functions. According to these sources also the king or the earl played important roles at the ceremonial feasts. Whether Scandinavian kingship should be regarded as sacral is uncertain.
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RULERS AS OFFSPRING OF GODS AND GIANTESSES: ON THE MYTHOLOGY OF PAGAN NORSE RULERSHIP

Gro Steinsland

One of the main themes in the theory of the probable sacral rulership of pagan Scandinavia has been a genealogical one: the question of whether the king or the earl was looked upon as the offspring of a god. A new aspect was added to the debate in the 1990s, which in several ways may influence the theory. It was argued that the prototypic ruler was the offspring not only of a god, but of a giantess as well (Steinsland 1991). The further hypothesis is that the feminine element in the myth changes the deeper meaning of the mythical pattern connected to Norse ideology of rulership. This is a story about a myth of marriage, a so-called hieros gamos, a holy wedding, in different variations well known from several other cultures. The Norse myth about the holy marriage is, however, of a special structure and meaning.

THE HOLY WEDDING – HIEROS GAMOS

The source that most broadly unfolds the erotic myth or hieros gamos connected to rulership is the Eddic poem Skírnismál. The protagonists are the god Freyr and the giantess Gerðr. The poem tells that the vegetation god Freyr was enflamed by great passion when taking his place in the high seat of Óðinn, from where he was able to look all around the world and even into the Jotunheimar, ‘the domain of the giants’. There he got a glimpse of the giant maiden Gerðr as she walked across the yard. Immediately Freyr was filled by desire for the beautiful maiden. Though an alliance across the borders of gods and giants would mean a cosmic threat, the servant of Freyr, Skírnir, was sent to the world of the giants to make an offer of marriage on behalf of his master.

As a messenger Skírnir brings three specific objects: apples, a ring and a staff. Gerðr is tempted by these highly valuable gifts: eleven golden apples shall be hers if she will promise to give Freyr all her love. The gift is identical with the apples of the goddess Íðunn, the fruits securing the youth and health of the gods. But Gerðr refuses to accept. Skírnir then offers her the ring of Óðinn, called Draupnir. But Gerðr still refuses, proud and independent as she is. To carry out his task, the messenger is forced to change his attitude. On the third object, the staff, he writes terrible magical runes, able to bring the maiden to madness and insanity. The threat alters the mind of Gerðr, and she promises to meet Freyr for love in the grove called Barri after nine nights.
In earlier research *Skírnismál* was primarily looked upon as a myth of vegetation. The classical analysis of Magnus Olsen (1909) interpreted Freyr as a god of heaven who in holy intercourse with the goddess of earth, Gerðr, regenerated the vegetation in the springtime.

It is however possible to argue that the myth of marriage between the god and the giantess has much deeper political and ideological connotations. When a giantess emerges on the mythical scene, it means as a rule that something new is coming forth. The wild women are shaking the gods in their rest, they force the gods to activity and deeds. Using an iconographic perspective, one may discover that the myth points to the rulership of the pagan north. Several literary sources disclose as well that the *hieros gamos* myth has been multi-functional, containing an aspect of enthronisation, a genealogical myth and a myth legitimising the ruling families of *ynglingar* and earls of Lade.

The story of *Skírnismál* is determined by a set of requisites: high seat, apples, ring and staff, on an iconographical level these elements point to the prime kingly regalia. The high seat is the king’s throne, and the three groups of requisites, apple, ring and staff, represent the kingly regalia from antiquity in use in Europe. The apple was the symbol of the cosmos (the globe), the ring and staff are well-known signs of dignity and power. People in the north obviously did have knowledge of the symbols of European kingship quite early on.

By analysing the myth of *Skírnismál* in relation to other sources dealing with the ideology of kingship, primarily *Ynglingatal*, *Ynglinga saga*, *Hálaygjatal* and *Hyndluljóð* (Steinsland 1991), one may see the outlines of a mythical pattern that concerns the ideology of kingship. Other sources tell that a son, the prototypical ruler, is the result of the erotic alliance between the mythical parents. Snorri Sturluson tells in *Ynglinga saga* (ch. 10) that the first of the kings of the *Ynglingar*, Fjólnir, is the son of Freyr and Gerðr. Thus Snorri seems to have knowledge of the function of the *hieros gamos* myth as a genealogical myth connected to the ruling family. His main source is *Ynglingatal* and traditions connected to the poem that most scholars link to the poet Þýjódólfr or Hvini, dated approximately to 870.

The myth of the holy marriage between a god and a giantess has also been used as a genealogical base for of the greatest ruling family in Trøndelag in Norway, the family of the earls at Lade. The genealogy of the earls is presented in the praise poem *Háleygjatal*, which is approximately a hundred years younger than *Ynglingatal*, created by Eyvindr Finnsson skáldaspillir. In the tradition of the earls, the mythic proto-parents are Óðinn and the giantess Skaði. From this couple comes the first earl: Sæmingr.

What does the strange myth about a marriage across the borders of gods and giants mean when it comes to the actual ruler? In the mythology the giants are known as the gods’ antagonists. The threats against the gods always come from the *Jotunheimar*. When the prototypic ruler is presented as the son of a god and a giantess, it means that the actual ruler in himself contains the whole spectrum of cosmic powers. The ruler is representing both the qualities of the gods, their will and ability to order, and the enormous creativity and primitive force of the giantesses. It is as an exceptional holder of godly abilities and primitive force as well that the actual ruler comes out as number one. It is from his dual origin that the ruler gets his outstanding destiny. The myth of the twofold origin of the rulers explains why the destiny of the ruler is rather tragic or even may be called apparently dishonourable.
The *hieros gamos* myth is thus multi-functional. The genealogical function has been in focus here so far, but the giantess has other symbolic meanings than as a proto-mother to ruling families. She may also be interpreted as a representative of the territory ruled by the king or earl. She is a personification of the land that is to be conquered and governed by the ruler. In Norse poetry the relationship between the territory and the ruler may be pronounced in erotic metaphors as a love relation between woman and man. In scaldic poems connected to the earls of Lade, the territory is called 'the bride of Óðinn' or 'the broad-cheeked bride of Óðinn', lying in the arms of the earl as his mistress (Ström 1983).

**DEATH AND FATE**

It is self-evident that a myth that deals with an erotic relationship between man and woman contains a fertility motif. But the myth of this extremely exogamous marriage includes further meaningful elements. The polar relationship involves a unification of opposites that contain within themselves the seed of a fate-laden new creation. In this way, the myth falls into a pattern that is characteristic of the pagan Norse view of life. New forms spring from the merger of opposite forces. An essential point is that the initial situation determines the consequences. In the powerful semantic field of the myth of *hieros gamos* – the abnormal relationship between the gods and the giant world – we can find the explanation of the fated life and death.

The poem *Ynglingatal* offers several variations of the theme 'the death of the king'. This material has led scholars to regard the poem as a major source of the tradition of Scandinavian royal sacrifice or cult of the dead king. A common feature in the portrayal of the deaths of the different kings by this poet is the fact that death appears as meaningless and dishonourable as that of the prototypic king, Fjólnir, who drowned in a butt of mead in far from honourable circumstances (*Ynglingatal saga* ch. 11). Things hardly went better for the remaining kings of ynglingar.

The motif of dramatic destiny of the rulers is probably expressed in the myth of the extreme exogamy between representatives of the gods and the giant world. Genealogical explanatory models are typical of the pagan Norse society. If one considers the saga literature, one will recognise that the saga narrator uses the same original model when he introduces a new pagan character (Meulengracht Sørensen 1977). It is typical of these heroes that their life is determined by fate to a special degree, and this destiny is in the end rooted in its own, inherited constitution. The pattern is based on the fact that the hero derives on his father's side from a recognised social milieu, but on the mother's side from Útgarða-áttir – in other words from a socially unrecognised group. Just like the king, the hero is presented as an incarnation of opposition between order and chaos. He bears within himself the whole spectrum of possibilities for life. The powerful tension in his being is only released through his fated death, which is usually violent and dramatic. The Norse marriage myth with its extreme polarity reflects the Norse cosmology where both the polarity and the interaction between the two poles is the main theme.

An interesting question is from where this important pattern of mythology originates. Frands Herschend (1996) seems to have found some strange parallels in south Germanic poetry of the sixth century. Johan Wickström (2001) has examined the Norse heroic poems and concluded that traces of the wedding myth are working in heroic poetry as well. Else Mundal (1997) has followed the myth in the historical writing in the
Middle Ages and argued that the marriage myth is in use as an underlying pattern in the narratives about the alliance between the Sámi people and the Norsemen.

**A SACRAL KINGSHIP?**

As the son of a god and a giantess, the ruler is not himself a god, neither could he represent the god as a sacrifice in the cult. His supposed ‘luck’ is balanced by his dramatic destiny. What is left to the theory of a sacral kingship is the basic mythology concerning genealogy, destiny and *eros*, and maybe also some elements of enthronement rituals (Steinsland 2002). A sacral kingship? It finally becomes a question of how to define and employ the main concepts in use.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN (4)

THE CREATION OF OLD NORSE MYTHOLOGY

Margaret Clunies Ross

The word ‘mythology’ refers to a body of myths that form part of the intellectual fabric of a particular human culture and is known in some form by the whole community. In times before the present, and still in some communities today, traditional mythic narratives about the creation of the world, supernatural beings and the origins of human society and the natural environment formed a coherent mythological system that served its owners as a point of reference in a variety of social, religious and conceptual situations. This is likely to have been the case in Viking Age Scandinavia.

There are major methodological and evidential questions concerning the study of Viking Age mythology that can never be fully resolved. For an oral society, as Scandinavia was for the most part at this time, its mythology poses a special problem, because access to mythological creation at that time exists for us now largely through material objects, datable to the Viking Age, that recorded visual images or written texts. In the Viking Age itself Old Norse myths were accessible to people through such material objects and through oral recitation and transmission of particular mythic narratives, which have mostly left no trace in the historical record. To the extent that orally transmitted Old Norse myths inspired the creation of written mythological literature in Scandinavia during the Middle Ages, we can speak meaningfully about the creation of Old Norse mythology, viewed retrospectively through medieval Christian eyes. What we call ‘Old Norse mythology’ existed in Viking Age Scandinavia. The problem is how to access it from sources available to us now, most of which date from the period after the Viking Age, when the new religion of Christianity caused people to qualify and sometimes reject the old traditional mythology (Clunies Ross 1994).

Evidence for Old Norse myths of the Viking Age is available from various contemporary sources: material objects, including standing stones, with or without runic inscriptions, the poetry of the Vikings which can reliably be ascribed to the Viking Age and, indirectly, the study of place and personal names of the Viking Age, as well as ethnographic accounts of the religion of the Scandinavians deriving from non-Scandinavian sources. All these kinds of sources, especially the last, must be used with great care. The evidence they provide is often slender and frequently cannot be understood except in the context of fuller narratives in much later written texts. In such cases,
strictly speaking, the modern interpreter is recreating an Old Norse myth from the evidence provided by a Viking Age object, itself understood in the light of a medieval mythic narrative. Such a process is legitimate if the parallels between the two kinds of evidence can be securely established, but this has often not been the case.

An example of a legitimate identification with a particular myth is the well-known standing stone, dated c. 1000, from Altuna in Sweden, which depicts an anthropomorphic figure full-face, in a boat, a hammer raised in its right hand, and a foot shown in profile below the boat. The details of hammer-wielder, boat and serpentine object beneath the boat are specific enough to allow the figure to be identified as the god Þórr, wielding his hammer Mjöllnir on his fishing expedition to catch the World Serpent, Miðgarðsormr. This myth was very popular during the Viking Age, when it existed in several versions (Meulengracht Sørensen 2002). However, there is one detail on the Altuna stone that sets its depiction of this myth apart from all others. This is the way the artist shows Þórr’s foot sticking through the bottom of the boat. We find a parallel for this motif only in the medieval Icelander Snorri Sturluson’s Edda (c. 1225): ‘Then Thor got angry and summoned up his As-strength, pushed down so hard that he forced both feet through the boat and braced them against the sea-bed’ (Faulkes 1987: 47; cf. Faulkes 2005: 44–5). If we did not know the Altuna stone, we might be tempted to consider Snorri’s version his own embroidery of the myth; conversely, the Altuna stone’s image gains greater mythic density when one is able to compare it with Snorri’s narrative.

Runic inscriptions from the Viking Age and skaldic (or court) poetry which can reliably be dated to the period offer a fairly limited perspective on the creation of Old Norse mythology. Runic inscriptions tend to be short and formulaic, while skaldic poetry of this period is largely focused on ‘war, sailing and remuneration’ (Jesch 2001: 32), though its richly nominal style, which employs periphrases known as kennings (kenningar) and poetic synonyms for everyday nouns known as heiti, makes use of references to Old Norse mythological beings and sometimes to myths themselves, though these references tend to be stereotyped and allusive. For example, there is a myth told only by Snorri Sturluson in his Edda and, in a different version, in Ynglinga saga, the prefatory section of his Heimskringla, which represents poetry as taking the form of an inspiring mead, a gift from the god Óðinn. Poets often alluded to this myth when they drew attention to the divine origin of their own verse making, particularly at the beginning of formal poems. The tenth-century Icelander Glúmr Geirason begins a poem, possibly his Gráfeldardrápa in honour of the Norwegian king Haraldr gráfeldr (‘grey cloak’, d. 970), with an allusion to the mead of poetry myth: ‘Listen! I begin the feast [the mead, a poem] of the gods’ ruler [Odin] for princes. We crave silence, for we have heard of the loss of men’ (Faulkes 1987: 70; cf. Faulkes 1998, vol. 1: 12, verse 32). There are many similar examples, but none of them actually narrates the mead myth. If we did not know Snorri’s two versions, our understanding of this complex myth would be reduced to guesswork.

Viking Age skaldic poetry names many mythological figures, often within kennings, and alludes to a number of myths, but its audience was expected to supply the full mythological context from its general cultural knowledge. Thus skaldic verse of the Viking Age reveals the existence of Old Norse mythology as a system in its listeners’ minds through its allusive referential habit, but it does not reveal Old Norse mythology itself. We are like Ariadne without her clue to the labyrinth; the only way we can
understand mythological references in early skaldic verse is to follow the lead of the major medieval Scandinavian mythographers, of whom Snorri Sturluson is the pre-eminent authority.

Snorri composed his *Edda* (‘Poetics’) during the 1220s. It is a unique creation, not only in Old Icelandic literature, but within medieval European literature as a whole (Clunies Ross 1987). Although it exists in somewhat different versions in several medieval manuscripts, its general purpose seems clear: it is a treatise on both Old Norse mythology and poetics. The reason for linking the two subjects is precisely because traditional Old Norse poetry was predicated upon a knowledge of mythology. Young poets of Snorri’s day needed a refresher course in mythology and the second part of the *Edda*, named *Gylfaginning* (‘The Deception of Gylfi’), gave them an ordered overview of the major topics of Norse myth, beginning with the creation of the world and concluding with its ending at Ragnarök. Snorri quotes a number of important mythological poems in the common Germanic alliterative (or ‘Eddic’) verse form in *Gylfaginning*; it is difficult to determine the age of this poetry, but some at least is probably as old as the Viking Age, although it did not enter the written record until the thirteenth century or later.

Throughout Snorri’s cohesive mythological exposition, something probably never before attempted in Scandinavia, there are echoes of Christian belief and eschatology, but, though his view of the old myths is qualified, it is never polemical. The fullest manuscripts of the *Edda* have a *Preface to Gylfaginning*, in which Scandinavian paganism is placed within the Christian intellectual tradition (Dronke and Dronke 1977; Faulkes 1983), as something to be explained both as a natural religion that grasped many of the fundamental tenets of Christianity and as euhemerised history, in which the gods of the Scandinavians were to be understood as clever and powerful humans, who colonised Scandinavia from Troy and taught the indigenous people of the area their language, religion and poetry.

A near contemporary of Snorri, the Danish historian Saxo Grammaticus, followed a different path by completely historicising, and possibly also allegorising (Johannesson 1978), Old Norse myths in the first part of his *Gesta Danorum*, a Latin work first published in 1514 but probably completed by the second decade of the thirteenth century. This history of Denmark in sixteen books is introduced by a lengthy section dealing with the Danes before the birth of Christ, while Books 5–8 cover the period down to the establishment of the Christian Church in Denmark. Books 9 and 10 enter the historical Viking Age. Saxo, by his own admission, was dependent on the men of Iceland for a good deal of his legendary and mythic material, and a number of his sources were almost certainly Old Norse poems that he had learnt from Icelanders and turned into Latin hexameters (Friis-Jensen 1987).

The Old Icelandic *fornaldarsögur* (‘sagas of ancient time’) are an indigenous kind of historicised Norse myth and legend (Ármann Jakobsson et al. 2003). Although none in their present form can be older than c. 1200, and many are probably much younger, they tell of the events and personages of prehistory, and thus of the Viking Age and earlier, in a pronouncedly mythological mode (Torfi H. Tulinius 2002) and they incorporate poetry, much in Eddic verse forms, and some of it probably at least as old as the Viking Age, into their prose.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

POPULAR RELIGION IN
THE VIKING AGE

Catharina Raudvere

The assignment of presenting the popular religion of the Viking world converges with complex issues such as the connection between mythology as cosmological narration and as literature, between mythology as belief system and as part of ritual practice, between mythology as cultural memory and as history-writing. The few and feeble sources of such an ancient world-view make the problem even more demanding especially when early Christian influences are taken into consideration.

We are aware from available legal documentation that the focus of the conflict between the old religion and the new was not primarily over dogma, but over public ritual behaviour instead. According to Íslendingabók baptism was required of everyone, although sacrifices could be accepted as long as there were no witnesses. The early medieval laws were products of a long process of interaction between a missionary church with universal claims and an ethnic religion that had formulated no dogmas, nor definitions regarding who was an insider and who was not, and appears to have been oriented more towards the performance of rituals. In Old Norse society there was scarcely any conceptual difference between religion and social community. The former was conspicuously entailed in the latter, and the idiom that comes closest to an equivalent of religion is the expression ‘ancient custom’ (forn síðr).

When the early medieval laws of Iceland, Norway and Sweden stated prohibitions against the old religion the primary emphasis was on unacceptable pagan behaviour and practices, and not on the question of belief. It was, for example, considered as punishable to execute rituals in order to awaken the trolls, employ formulas and charms (galdr), perform divination or ride like a night-hag (a practice which was condemned and rejected, while treated as a possibility for evil-minded persons).

Most Christian laws identify pagan (beidinn) practice in terms similar to those found in the Icelandic collection of early legal texts Grága which state that: ‘A man worships heathen beings (blotar beidnar veittir) when he assigns his property to anyone but God and His saints. If a man worships heathen beings, the penalty is lesser outlawry’ (Grágás 1: 38).

The narratives of Old Norse religion were recorded for purposes of preservation by Christians, its rituals appearing in the sources mostly as contrasts or examples of misbehaviour. The members of the populus were to be converted, corrected and generally disciplined; if their beliefs were ignorant and foolish, their rituals were – even worse –
ingenuous and vulgar. There are good reasons to assume that these thirteenth- and fourteenth-century texts mirror the genres and expressions of an elite well in touch with the learned and courtly modes of the Continent, as opposed to the provincial religion more followed as rural everyday religion. This dichotomy lingers in most scholarly overviews of the Nordic religion: 'In folklore there is a belief in beings such as dwarfs, elves, trolls and giants which is on the whole independent from the higher forms of religion and actual mythological concepts’ as Rudolf Simek states (1993: 67).

Some of the mythological characters appearing in Old Norse texts have resided in folk-narratives of various genres: dwarfs, giants and elves appear more frequently in texts written after the medieval period, but in these they almost exclusively take up jocular and/or obtuse roles. In the nineteenth century these beings were transposed into the angelic fairyland of children’s literature, where they remain petrified for all time in roles they were never meant to occupy in the ancient myths.

Dwarfs for example appear only in mythological narratives and in metaphors based upon myths, and seem not to have been recipients of any cult. Whereas spirits like the divir, a female collective associated with fertility and warfare, emerge as acting characters, elements in metaphors and symbolism; there are also hints indicating they were receivers of cult.

### Dwarfs

The dwarfs (sg. dvergr) in Old Norse mythology do not represent a clear-cut category of supernatural beings, and they are not considered to be any particularly active collective in the narratives. For the most part, dwarfs make their appearance in listings of names. Some of these names have meanings that are comprehensible; while others have meanings that are not, their etymological origins having been obscured by the passage of time.

Regardless of what their original roles might have been in Old Norse mythology, dwarfs lived on as creatures of wisdom in the later Christian folklore of northern Europe, and from there entered the realm of artistic fairy tales and children’s literature.

The dwarfs have diffuse origins. According to Snorri’s Skáldskaparmál (39) some dwarfs are understood to be a sub-group of the ‘black elves’ (svartálfar) with whom they are thought to share dwellings in the underworld.

In the Poetic Edda the lay Vgilspá (‘The Prophecy of the Seeress’) relates in stanza 8 that the lord of the dwarfs is formed of the blood and bones of the primordial giant and in the following stanza dwarfs are described as ‘manlike’. But in this particular lay of the creation and final destruction of the universe, the dwarfs play no further role. Stanzas 143 and 160 of the Hávamál (‘The Sayings of the High One’) speak of dwarfs as individual agents with unique insight and wisdom. In stanza 160, which is part of the catalogue wherein Óðinn (‘the High One’) imparts his extraordinary potentials in terms of acumen and might, we can read:

> I know a fifteenth, which the dwarf Tiodrerir chanted before Delling’s doors: powerfully he sang for the Æsir and before the elves, wisdom to Sage

(trans. Carolyne Larrington)
In the Eddic poem *Alvíssmál*, the dwarf *Alvíss* (‘All Wise’ or ‘Omniscient’) is himself an active narrator. The lay is essentially a knowledge contest structured as a dialogue that bears similarities to other poems of the Poetic Edda, generally classified as ‘wisdom contests’. The frame story begins with Þórr’s promise to Alvíss of his daughter’s hand in marriage – a recurring theme in Old Norse mythology in which such mixed alliances almost always lead to a host of vexing tribulations. In this particular lay, when Alvíss arrives to claim his bride, the thunder-god demands that he first pass the test of wisdom by providing appropriate answers to a number of questions. The story provides one of only a handful of examples in which there is a lengthy verbal exchange between a representative of the Æsir and a dwarf.

Strongly linked to the notion of the dwarfs as bearers of unique wisdom is the notion of the dwarfs as artisans who have crafted some of the most precious paraphernalia possessed by the Æsir, including: *Draupnir*, Óðinn’s arm-ring; *Mjöllnir*, Þórr’s hammer; and *Brisingamen*, Freyja’s collar. Their handicraft is incomparable and is often allied with cunning insight.

### ELVES

There was, according to Snorri’s *Gylfaginning* (17), a mythological division between the black elves and the light elves: ‘There is one place that is called Alfheim. There live the folk called light-elves (*ljósálfar*), but dark-elves (*dökkálfar*) live down in the ground, and they are unlike them in appearance, and even more unlike them in nature. Light-elves are fairer than the sun to look at, but dark elves are blacker than pitch.’ Snorri is perhaps influenced by Christian dualism in his description, and thus translates the various groups of *álfar* into a kind of ‘angels’ and ‘demons’.

There are many names for the spirits and deities of a certain place. The *landvættir* and the *álfar* both appear to dwell close to the farmhouse, with the latter also receiving a standardised form of worship known as *álfablót*, according to some texts. In *Kórmaks saga* (ch. 22) the *álfablót* is described as a healing ritual, while *Ynglinga saga* describes *álfablót* as an ancestral celebration. As is obvious from their name, the *landvættir* are closely connected to the land surrounding the farm and the cultivated soil. This is confirmed in *Egill Skalla-Grímssonar saga* (ch. 57): when Egill forcefully employs poetry (*níd*) against King Eirik Bloodaxe and his queen, the *landvættir* are offended and abandon the place, after which not even the royal inhabitants are able to remain.

### FATE AND DESTINY

The saga literature tells of ceremonies and rituals that aim to reveal future events. The task of conducting such ceremonies was assigned to persons with special capabilities. Fate in these texts appears to function both as a convenient literary motif and as a conceptual belief.

Already Tacitus, the Roman historian, had noted in both his *Germania* and *Historiae* that prophetic women were held in high esteem among the Germanic peoples because of their capacity to foretell the future, with one of them even having been worshipped as a goddess. Moreover, both priests and heads of the families could, according to Tacitus, seek for premonitory signs and perform lottery oracles by means of twigs carved with signs.
A multitude of conceptions describing human interrelations were invariably linked to the ideas of fate and destiny, and the desire for power, control and domination, if not blatant, lurked very near to the surface when various fortunes were foretold. The myths about creation, cosmogony and anthropogony were woven into a grand narrative about the end. The predicted destinies of individuals, families, gods and other mythological beings, and even of the universe itself, at Ragnarak are consistently mentioned in the various texts, and all in relation to the fate of final destruction – the culminating point of destiny itself. There appears to have been a strong correspondence between conceptions of personal destiny and the Old Norse narratives of creation and destruction, which also surface in details revealing more small-scale dimensions of how individuals could have related to destiny.

**NORTNS**

The norns (pl. nornir) are perhaps the most renowned agents of fate. They are depicted as the carvers of the rune or the weavers of destiny and fortune. The portrait of the norns weaving represents a beautiful image of how individual destinies are invariably entwined. In mythological narratives they are said to dwell at the foot of Yggdrasil, close to the well associated with insight and clandestine knowledge. In Volsunga they seem to control the destiny of the whole universe, which is doomed to inevitable destruction. The ‘wise maidens’ (meyjar, margs vitandi) who appear in this text are given individual symbolic names, Urðr, Verðandi and Skuld, popularly understood as ‘Past’, ‘Present’ and ‘Future’. Stanza 20 offers the following portrayal:

From there come three girls, knowing a great deal,  
from the lake which stands under the tree;  
Fated one is called, Becoming another –  
they carved on wooden slips – Must-be the third;  
they set down laws, they chose lives,  
for the sons of men the fates of men.  
(trans. Carolyne Larrington)

To establish a possible connection between runes and providence, the act of carving with respect to fate has been linked to the divination ceremonies outlined by Tacitus, Egill Skallagrimson’s use of runes, and descriptions of Óðinn’s efforts to gain runelore.

Although mythical by definition, nornir make a brief appearance in the sagas as well – there in more or less imaginary circumstances. In the fornaldarsaga Norna-Gest’s þátr it is difficult to distinguish between nornir establishing a destiny and the invited seeresses (völur) reading the future. The text tells of a gathering at a wealthy farmhouse to celebrate the birth of a newborn son – a gathering to which three honoured women have been invited. In the course of the affair, however, Norna Gestr’s mother inadvertently offends one of the special guests, who then decides to punish her by giving the child a short span of life. Fortunately, the other two women intervene to salvage the happy day. Snorri explains in Gylfaginning (15): ‘Good norns, ones of noble parentage, shape good lives, but as for those people that become the victims of misfortune, it is evil norns that are responsible.’
FYLGJA, FYLGJUR

The fylgjur are guardian spirits or fetches connected to individual persons or families (Mundal 1993a; Lindow 1987, 1993). The word derives from the Old Norse verb fylgja ‘to follow’, and is also associated with the noun for ‘caul’ or ‘afterbirth’. They appear in the distinctly visible forms of either animals or women. Else Mundal has shown that the guises are employed in two very distinct ways in the texts and concludes: ‘These two types have little in common but the name’ (Mundal 1993a: 624). The animal fylgja was a symbolic image pointing towards the inner qualities of its owner, a constant symbolic characterisation. As a metaphor the fylgja reveals much about the person it follows. Strength, evil-mindedness, or social status were visualised in the image of a bear, a wolf, or an eagle. The animal shape was thought not to vary over time and was thus considered easy to identify. In the texts fylgjur bring warnings or advice. The animal fylgja is said to appear in front of its owner, often in dreams, and offer portents of events to come. As such it is a representation of the future itself, not the character of a person. Like a person’s fate the fylgja is not changeable, nor can it improve or act on its own. As noted by Else Mundal, the animal fylgja operates as a mirror image of its possessor; the identity of the two is inextricable and therefore the death of a fylgja is considered predictive of the imminent demise of its owner.

A fylgja in the shape of a woman is more of a guarding and helping spirit that protects not merely an individual but a whole family. This is a more abstract idea closely related to the conceptions of the hamingja. The two are hardly separable even for analysis. The fylgja in this latter aspect is not even always given a physical form, but spoken of more diffusely as standing behind the family. Sometimes the fylgja is called spáðís, indicating that she functions as a diviner for the protection of the family. When she appears within dreams she may be called a dream-woman, draumkona. These aspects of fate are very concrete in their bodily appearance, and although they show themselves for only a short time no room remains for alternative interpretations.

The hamingja represents the shape of a person’s fate and it is difficult to distinguish this notion from the notion of the female fylgja. It is acting as a protective spirit and can appear before its owner to give hints about the future. The hamingja is also closely connected to the notions of gipta ‘luck’, geifa ‘personal qualities’ and future prosperity. In Viða-Glúms saga (ch. 9), Glúmr encounters an enormous woman in a dream and considers this to mean that his grandfather has died and that his fylgja has now come to be possessed by him.

FERTILITY, PROSPERITY

In accordance with the cross-currents of destiny, each individual and family were thought to have received their share of fortune, both materially and in terms more abstract. Fortune and the good things in life were conceived of as quantitatively fixed things and thus, as a law of necessity, when somebody gained a measure of prosperity, that very measure was lost to somebody else. Ideas of luck and fortune were used to explain not only the current situation, but also social stratifications in general, and the reason why there were more and less prosperous families in the world. Fortune was considered a settled fact of life – something that could be altered only through the sorcerer’s charms and incantations. Not surprisingly, more attention was paid to bad
luck than to success, and the literature is rife with story after story about destructive evil forces, personal ill-will and greed.

**DÍSIR**

The dísir comprise yet another collective of female deities involved with fate and prosperity who are hard to distinguish from the fylgjur. Indeed in the sagas, a vǫlva is also referred to as spáðís, or female diviner. Conceptual figures in these texts are often mentioned in conjunction with ritual activities, although of the three groups mentioned here – the fylgjur, hamingja and the dísir – only the dísir appear to have been the recipients of cult. The dísablót is mentioned in some texts as a form of sacrifice or feast in the wintertime, and shows similarities to fertility rituals of a more private character. In popular divisions of high and low mythology, the dísir are often consigned to a lower realm, despite the fact that they most certainly played a vital role in everyday ritual life, and were not without their connections to the major gods. Freyja, for instance, is known as vanadís, the dis of the Vanir.

The function of the dísir is understood to have been the protection of the prosperity and good fortune of a specific place. Thus they are more closely connected to the land and also have a more pronounced protective aspect as compared to the largely abstract fylgjur. The fylgjur are invariably attached to a particular individual or family, whereas the dísir are more attached to a particular location or space. There are some texts, however, that draw no meaningful distinctions between dísir and fylgjur, considering them both to be guardian spirits of a sort.

At the close of this section it should be mentioned that there are also evil-minded dísir whose wrath is spoken of with fear in the Grímnismál (53): if the dísir are against a person or family, only destruction can follow. When the valkyries are occasionally associated with revenge and struggle they are known as Óðinn’s dísir.

**VÖLSI**

The story of an embalmed horse phallus (völsi) that is worshipped as an idol in the most remote region of northern Norway is part of the saga of St Óláfr. The subject of the saga concerns the saint’s encounter with pagans who had no previous contact with Christianity – a motif which, according to the text itself, is based upon an old lay (kvæði).

The prepared object is said to be kept in a casket from which it is brought each night so that the family may gather about it to perform a special ceremony that is led by the lady of the house. In the ceremony each member of the household sings over the phallus and the verses are concluded with a prayer requesting the mjötnir to receive their offering. And while the mjötnir are never explicitly defined in the text, they appear to be a collective of spirits similar to dísir or vættir.

The emphasis on the horse, fertility and the potency of the object is thought to be indicative of the cult of Freyr. Whether the text should be taken as a scurrilous Christian portrait of pagan ceremonies or a glimpse into rural worship remains a matter of some controversy.
THE HUMAN SOUL

There are many Old Norse stories about gods and humans with the capacity to transform themselves into temporal guises in order to fulfill a particular intention while their bodies lay in wait. The ability of the human soul to function outside the body is a fundamental conception in sagas as well as in myth where the direct influence of a particular character is in want of explanation – be it Óðinn, an evil-minded woman or a lovesick youth.

There are two fundamental terms for the conception of the human soul: hugr and hamr. Hugr is often translated plainly as 'soul', but is said to have had wider connotations entailing notions such as personhood, thought, wish and desire. Some people with a strong hugr had the ability to act over long distances without actually moving their bodies. In the tangible guise of an animal or object they could cause harm while their physical bodies lay as if dead. The shape adopted for the temporary appearance most often revealed the purpose or the moral status of the sender: a strong bear, an aggressive wolf, a noble eagle.

Hamr, literally 'skin', was the name of the temporary guise the hugr was able to adopt for its movements. The ability to change shape and act out of the ordinary body in a new guise was either inborn or acquired through learning.

To be hugstolinn or hamstolinn, to be deprived of the hugr or hamr, was a metaphor for illness, that is, the infirmity was caused by an ill-willed attack from the outside.

SHAPESHIFTERS

There were many names for persons with the capacity to change their shape and temporarily act outside the ordinary body. The term 'shapeshifters' is used here as an umbrella for a wide range of characters in Old Norse literature who were said to have the ability to propel their hugr into a temporary body or guise, hamr, that is, of being a hambleypa or someone who leaps into a hamr. Individuals with such capacities appear in both the mythological narratives and the sagas.

Thus between reports of the factual existence of hambleypa and the abundance of their appearances in Old Norse literature, it is quite impossible to distinguish the assumed ability of transformation from the metaphorical metamorphosis found in poetry and myth.

In Ynglinga saga (ch. 7) Óðinn is described as the foremost shapeshifter. Snorri depicts how Óðinn would lie as if dead or asleep while his hugr, in the guise of a bird, animal, fish or serpent, enacted various deeds for the benefit of himself and others. His regular body was said to have been left behind, while his soul alone assumed temporary forms, a scenario that is common to most Old Norse shapeshifting narratives. There is, in fact, no mention in any of the literature of a single instance in which a transformation occurred that involved the complete disappearance of the corporal body; some part of the body was always left behind. Thus the time of transformation was viewed as a time of grave danger for the shapeshifter since it provided his or her enemies with a golden opportunity to either steal or harm the temporary body – an action that would immediately cause a parallel stigma to appear on the inert regular body.

The expressive term sendingar is frequently employed in Old Norse literature as the name for certain figures that were dispatched by individuals who possessed a strong
hamr, hamrammr. In eddic poetry there is mention of various night-riders, apparently women, who were seen flying through the air. These ridur can best be understood as 'night hags' moving in a temporary body.

Another chapter of Ynglinga saga describes the prowess of Óðinn's personal warriors, who were said to be as strong as bears or bulls, and could fight without coats of mail while holding their shields between their teeth, appearing like a pack of maddened dogs. One particular group of shapeshifters appear in the fantastic sagas about ancient times (fornaldarsögur) where they are given appellations indicative of their character, appellations such as berserkr ('bear shirt') and ulfhédnar ('wolf coat').

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

Antiquarian religions too often share the fate of being reduced to mythological systems, a structuralist legacy in the history of the discipline. Most information about Old Norse popular religion is to be found in mythological narratives and in prose and poetry—including skaldic poetry—that employ characters, symbols and stories from mythology in order to construct intricate metaphors. The paucity of information in these literatures regarding the performance of ritual, however, is strikingly apparent.

The medieval traces of the Viking Age, which serve as the primary resource whenever an attempt is made to analyse pre-Christian religion, most certainly do not come from strata that were popular at the time, that is, common in an ordinary sense. Comparative research indicates that each strata of Viking society maintained its own focus of interest: farmers were interested in prosperity, chieftains in warrior ideology. In balance, however, one must also mention the fact that most Viking settlements were close-knit communities comprised of individuals who were wholly dependent upon one another for the maintenance of social accord and the attainment of life's basic needs.

However one sees it, one thing is clear: the enterprise of separating high from popular religion is fraught with valuational assumptions that require the designation of one division as advanced and sophisticated, and the other as backward and primitive. This sort of approach almost always ends in giving preferential interpretation to the former, thus making it difficult to observe the beliefs that both high and popular segments of Viking society held in common.
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Over the past decade or so of research into the pre-Christian religion of the Norse, new understanding has been gained of the early northern mind by scholars working in all disciplinary branches of Viking studies. For the people of late Iron Age Scandinavia, this special view of the world – ‘religion’ is far too simple a word for it – ultimately encompassed every aspect of life, though it particularly concerned beliefs relating to the supernatural.

One of the key elements of this mindset was a channel of communication, through which Viking Age men and women interacted with the invisible population of gods and other beings that shared their lives (Raudvere, ch. 17, above). It is hard to find an adequate word for this in modern languages, though something like ‘sorcery’ or ‘magic’ perhaps comes closest. In Old Norse we find several different terms for it, but it is clear from the sources that the most important of these was seiðr, to which a great deal of study has recently been devoted (Strömbäck 2000; Raudvere 2001, 2003; Price 2002, 2004; Solli 2002; Dillmann 2006; Heide 2006a, b).

THE EVIDENCE FOR SORCERY

Our sources for this phenomenon are overwhelmingly literary in character, drawn from the corpus of writings primarily composed in Iceland in the centuries immediately following the Viking Age. Among the key texts for the study of Nordic sorcery are the mythological and heroic poems of the Poetic Edda, the Icelandic sagas, and the passages of spiritual lore found in Snorri Sturluson’s Prose Edda. To these we may add a handful of references in the skaldic praise poetry, and the occasional disapproving entry on magic in the early medieval Scandinavian law codes.

There is also a scattering of archaeological evidence, though this is very hard to interpret. While some of it may best be understood in the light of the written sources, it is vital to remember not only the contemporary nature of the material culture (unlike the literary record, which was formed centuries later), but also the fact that in the archaeology we see traces of ideas and practices that have left no documentary trace at all.

When we take these sources together, it seems that seiðr – and other named forms of
magic such as *gandr, galdr, útiseta* and so on – formed a kind of collective, a package of techniques and principles for contacting the supernatural powers and either binding or persuading them to do one’s bidding. It can be helpful to view them as tools in a toolkit of magic, to be selected and combined in different ways in order to suit the task at hand. They remain individual and distinctive, but nonetheless part of a recognisable whole, the portfolio of a Viking Age sorcerer. As we might expect, there was great variation not only in what could be achieved through sorcery, but also in the ways that this could be brought to completion and in the abilities of those who would attempt to do so.

**GODS AND HUMANS**

From the beginning *seiðr* was a prerogative of the gods, and it is clear that its origins predate the Viking Age by several centuries (Hedeager 1997). The sources relate how Óðinn became the supreme master of sorcery, having learnt of its powers from the goddess Freyja. In their combined connotations of violence, sex and the powers of the mind, these two deities embody many of the key attributes of Nordic magic, as we shall see below.

Sorcery was also learned by humans, however, and it is clear from the texts that it was primarily the province of women. Men were certainly known to perform *seiðr*, though its practice brought with it a strange kind of dishonour and social rejection, combining cowardice and general ‘unmanliness’ with suggestions of homosexuality (against which Viking society held extremely strong prejudices; Meulengracht Sørensen 1983). Begging the question as to why some men were nevertheless prepared to follow this life, the answer seems to have been that its very risks also brought male sorcerers a peculiarly vital power. This might also explain the contradiction of Óðinn achieving mastery of this female domain, in keeping with his willingness to make great sacrifices for knowledge that could be bought in no other way (Solli 2002).

We know of some forty-five terms for Viking sorcerers of both sexes, though women predominate, and the names emphasise that a range of specialists provided services of different kinds according to their skills. Chief among these seem to have been the *völur* (*völva* in the singular), powerful sorceresses who could see into the future and whom even Óðinn consulted. One of their main attributes was a staff of sorcery, and objects believed to be such tools have been excavated from almost forty burials in Scandinavia and beyond (Price 2002: ch. 3). They have been convincingly interpreted as metaphorical distaffs (Heide 2006a and b), used to ‘spin out’ the souls of their users, though it is clear that they also have many other symbolic overtones.

From these graves, supplemented by literary descriptions, we can gain an idea of how these masters and mistresses of *seiðr* may have appeared. Dressed often in clothes of great richness, with gold and silver embroidery that would have shimmered as they moved, some of these people also wore exotic jewellery such as facial piercings and toe-rings (Figure 17.1.1). Along with staffs they carried amulets and charms of various kinds, including preserved body-parts of animals, and in a handful of graves evidence has also been found for mind-altering drugs such as cannabis and henbane (Price 2002: ch. 3).
Seiðr and the other magics were evidently used for a wide range of purposes, varying from the solution of domestic problems to major affairs of state.

Among the gods, Óðinn used seiðr primarily to seek out information about the future, especially by asking questions of the dead. He is described as falling into trances, as leaving his body behind and travelling abroad in the spirit-form of an animal, and several times as having visions of wisdom provoked by various kinds of ordeal. Freyja uses sorcery as disguise, changing her shape and using her physical charms to wreak havoc in the lives of her enemies.

If we turn to sorcery in the human world, from examples in the literature we find it employed for bringing good or bad luck to individuals or a community, for affecting the weather and the abundance of game and fish (all useful things in an agrarian or pastoral

**THE USES OF SORCERY**

Figure 17.1.1  A reconstruction of the völva Þórbjörg’s costume and equipment from the description in *Eiríks saga rauða*. (Drawing: Pórhallur Práinsson, after Price 2002.)
society), and for healing the sick. One of the most common circumstances in which we encounter seiðr is as a tool for divining the future, when völur and other sorcerers are specially commissioned to come to a district and predict what the coming years will bring for its inhabitants. Again, it is no accident that this also frequently occurs in the context of famine, crop failure or other preoccupations of economic subsistence.

Another theme also runs through the descriptions of sorcery, namely its connections with sexuality, a link that is consistent both for gods and for humans. We not only find a variety of love charms intended to attract the opposite sex, cure impotence and so on, but also to do the opposite. Óðinn especially uses seiðr as a means of seduction. It is noticeable too how many of the rituals involve sexual elements in their performance, and indeed it has been suggested by several scholars that the very practice of magic itself was either a real or a simulated sexual act. Suggestive double meanings seem to have attached to the tools of sorcery such as the staff (in a manner that is probably obvious), as well as to what one did with them. Even the language used for describing the practice of magic mirrors that used to suggest the rhythms of lovemaking. If the completion of a seiðr ritual really did involve an actual sexual performance, with an emphasis on the woman’s physically receptive role in intercourse, then this – together with the distaff imagery of female handicrafts – may explain why it held such negative connotations for men.

Finally there is also a form of seiðr that was very clearly aggressive in nature, building up from small-scale private disputes to a practical involvement on the battlefield. On the one hand we frequently find sorcerers accused of causing mild injury to people, animals or property (they often appear in the sources as medieval ‘neighbours from Hell’). On the other hand, the same individuals are also found playing a role in warfare, using their sorcery in a proactive sense for both offence and defence. This kind of magic is described in many, many sources, including very specific catalogues of war-charms listed among the supernatural skills of Óðinn. In particular these charms affected the state of a warrior’s mind, making him fearful or clumsy, confused and weak – or the opposite of these. Armour and weapons could be rendered unbreakable through sorcery, or alternatively as brittle as ice. At the final extreme, seiðr could be used to kill and maim outright, being employed against either individuals or even whole armies: one especially dramatic description relates how the shield-wall of a king’s bodyguard breaks under the sheer weight of a barrage of spells, raining down on it like artillery fire.

SEIDR, SHAMANISM AND CIRCUMPOLAR RELIGION

In thinking about Nordic sorcery, we should remember that all of this was far from static. It was in fact highly dynamic, with a pattern of regional variation and change over time. Above the level of these local differences, however, there is also an overarching pattern that can be perceived.

The Vikings are usually understood as part of the Germanic cultures of north-western Europe. However, there is also a sense in which Scandinavia at this time formed a border between the Germanic world and that of the circumpolar, arctic cultures – represented in Sweden and Norway by the Sámi people, but ultimately extending around the northern hemisphere through Siberia, northern North America and Greenland. It is in this vast region that scholars usually locate the origins of what is known as shamanism, a set
of spiritual practices that bears a remarkable similarity to the Scandinavian seidr and its related rituals.

The possible shamanic overtones of Óðinn’s powers have been recognised for more than a century, embracing the complex beliefs in transformation and shapeshifting and the northern thought-world of spirits and supernatural communication. Though there is still fierce debate on the subject, it now seems increasingly likely that seidr was firmly a part of this circumpolar shamanic sphere, evolving not under the influence of Sámi religion but alongside it, as part of the common spiritual heritage of the north.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


Religion has always existed in the form of ideas about supernatural powers guiding people’s lives. Religious practice allows people to communicate with these powers through rituals and cults. Bronze Age sites contain evidence of rituals documented in rock carvings as well as in a large number of sacrificial artefact deposits. These finds indicate that fertility cult was an important part of old Scandinavian religion.

A common theme in Scandinavian prehistory is the widespread use of sacrifices in water or wetlands. Many sacrificial finds from the Stone Age up to the middle of the first millennium AD have been discovered in springs and bogs, the most famous ones being the large bog finds containing booty, weapons and other military equipment, dated to AD 100–500. At the end of this period the religious cult seems to have changed: old wetland sacrificial sites were abandoned, and thereafter the rituals were mainly performed on dry land, in the halls of the chieftains or in the open air. Cults were organised on a regional basis in different levels within society: on a local level in the farm, on a regional level in the chieftain’s farm and on a superregional level, as for example probably in Old Uppsala and in Uppåkra in Skåne.

In the Old Norse language there was no specific word for religion. The closest concept was síðr, meaning ‘custom’, showing how integrated religion was in daily life. Unlike today, when religion is often separated from secular life, it was then a natural part of all occupations. Old Norse religion should not be regarded as a static phenomenon, but as a dynamic religion that changed gradually over time and doubtless had many local variations. By the second half of the first millennium AD, the influence of Christianity is evident, for by that time there were frequent contacts with western Europe. In particular, the myths about the end of the world, Ragnarök, have many features in common with the Biblical treatment of the Day of Judgement.

Is it possible to trace Old Norse religion – or any religion – through the evidence of material culture? The answer is yes, to a certain degree. Religious practice includes ceremonies and rituals, normally very difficult to trace. But sometimes these actions have left some material remains. As always in Viking Age research an interdisciplinary approach is needed, we have to use all available evidence in order to get a better picture. Some fields of research are of special archaeological interest in this connection: sacrifices, meaning communication with the gods and the supernatural world, taking place at cult
sites, and burial customs, indicating ideas of what happened after death, revealed in the graves. Artefacts should also be mentioned, as some of them may be loaded with religious meaning. There are also regular illustrations, as for example on the Gotlandic picture stones and on preserved textile wall hangings, so iconography is essential in this connection.

**CULT SITES**

The description by Adam of Bremen of the cult site in Old Uppsala is well known. He mentions a big temple, totally covered in gold, where three idols were placed, representations of Óðinn, Pórr and Freyr. Men, horses and dogs were sacrificed in a holy grove nearby, the bodies hanging in the trees. However, there are many source-critical aspects to be considered. Adam himself had never visited Uppsala – or even Scandinavia – he got his information from persons who had been there, for example the Danish king Sven Estridsen, who spent some time in the town of Sigtuna and then probably visited Uppsala or at least was told about what happened there. It may also be a question of glorifying Adam’s own diocese by describing Uppsala as primitive and as pagan as possible – that made the successful Hamburg–Bremen mission among the Svear the more important. The question of the Uppsala temple is one of the most discussed through the years. After an excavation in 1926, under the medieval church, Sune Lindqvist published a reconstruction of the pagan temple, based on the evidence of post-holes found under the church (Nordahl 1996). However, he later denied that the temple could be reconstructed from his excavation. A new analysis in the 1990s of all evidence from the 1926 excavation has finally rejected the temple (Nordahl 1996). The post-holes belong to one or more buildings, probably a hall, and 14C-analyses from various layers under the church give dates from the third and up to the tenth century. Therefore perhaps the cult performances that Adam had been told about took place in the hall of the royal manor at the site, which is what could be expected. There is evidence from Snorri’s *Heimskringla* as well as from many sites of halls where the cult was practised. Important sites of this kind to be mentioned are Mære in Trøndelag, Borg in Lofoten, Järrestad in Skåne, Helgö in Lake Mälaren and so on. One indication of cultic performances in the hall is the presence of the so-called guldgubbar, tiny picture foils of gold depicting either a couple or a single man or woman. The couple motif has been interpreted as a representation of the ‘holy marriage’ between the god Freyr and the giantess Gerðr (Steinsland 1991).

It has long been argued that the pre-Christian Scandinavians had no cult houses and that the cult was performed in the open air. Descriptions of cult houses, such as Adam’s, are late and probably influenced by Christianity or by knowledge of classical antiquity. However, in the beginning of the 1990s examples of possible cult houses were recovered at large settlement excavations of farmsteads, one at Borg in Östergötland (Nielsen 1997), the other at Sanda in Uppland (Åqvist 1996). At Borg (Figure 18.1) a small house, situated close to an elevated rock, was built on sills and probably made of corner-joint timber. It was erected on a paved yard with an area of about 1,000 m². Outside the building a large number of animal bones were found and iron slag together with depositions of many amulet rings of fire-steel shape with attached Pórr’s hammers; inside there were few finds. Among the animal bones there were dog and horse bones, normally very rare at settlements but frequent in graves and in sacrifices, and, above all,
a lot of pig bones, mostly parts of the jaw. At the Viking Age site of Sanda a stone structure of about the same size as the cult house at Borg was found at the border between the settlement and the cemetery, with concentrations of hearths outside the structure and finds of many miniature sickles. It has been interpreted as a cult house (by the excavator tentatively called a høgrgr).

In 2002 an excavation carried out at the Iron Age site of Lunda, Södermanland, revealed a large hall building and close to it on the north side a smaller building, where two small figurines were found, naked phallic men (3.5 and 2 cm respectively) (Andersson et al. 2004). To the south of the hall a third figurine was found, also a naked phallic man (3 cm high). Two of the figurines were made of bronze and partly gilded, the third of pure gold. Two of them had feet, one lacked feet due to damage. The smallest one, the one made of gold, has his feet in a position with the toes pointing downwards (Figure 18.2), which may be interpreted as if he is hanging (cf. Adam’s account from Old Uppsala). The small building has been interpreted as a cult house (by the excavator tentatively called a býgr). The cemetery occupied the sloping area behind the hall, and at a distance of c. 100 m to the west of the buildings, on a hilltop, a possible sacrificial site.
has been identified with burnt bones and burnt clay spread all over the area. This phase of the settlement seems to be dated to the middle of the Iron Age, hence the migration period or the beginning of the Vendel period (c. AD 450–600). The place name Lunda means ‘grove’, and maybe the hilltop site was the holy grove, the sacrificial site of the whole region.

Recently a cult house has been excavated at the central place of Uppåkra in Skåne (Larsson and Lenntorp 2004). It seems to be older than the house at Borg and the structure at Sanda. The most spectacular finds are a beaker of bronze and silver, covered with ornamented gold bands, dated to c. AD 500, and a glass bowl, made of two layers of glass, one colourless and one blue, with the same dating. The Lunda and the Uppåkra finds indicate that cult houses were used already from the middle of the first millennium AD in Scandinavia.

Figure 18.2 One of the figurines from Lunda, made of gold, 2 cm high. His toes point downwards, indicating that he was hanged. (Photo: Bengt A. Lundberg, from Andersson et al. 2004.)
Remains of an open-air cult site, probably a holy grove, similar to the one suggested at the hilltop of Lunda, have been found at Frösö in Jämtland. In 1984 excavations were carried out under the chancel of Frösö medieval church, and a dark, cultural layer with large amounts of animal bones was found around a partly mouldered birch stump (Iregren 1989). On stratigraphical grounds it can be concluded that the bones had been placed there when the tree was still growing. 

$^{14}$C-analyses of samples from carbon in the cultural layer, from bones and from the stump, have all given a Viking Age dating, from AD 745 ± 85 up to AD 1060 ± 75. The species determined from the bones consist of both domesticated (40%) and wild (60%) animals. The most striking is the large proportion of bear, from at least five individuals. The site has been interpreted as a sacrificial site, probably a grove, and comparisons have been made between the tree and Adam's description of the bodies hanging in the trees of the holy grave of Uppsala, and with the tapestry from the Oseberg ship, where bodies hanging in a tree are depicted.

Another type of sacrifice, difficult to verify in the material culture but obviously also carried out in the open air, is described by the Arab writer Ibn Fadlan (in AD 922). In his account of the behaviour of the Rus' in the Volga region he gives us a lot of valuable information concerning the rituals of the Rus’ merchants. When they arrive at a new place, they sacrifice food to a god, an idol in the form of a big wooden pole with a human face on top of it, standing together with smaller poles. This is a sacrifice to get success in their trade. And if the trade is good, they bring a thank-sacrifice to the pole god, consisting of the meat of slaughtered goats or cows. During the night the dogs come and eat the meat, and next day the merchant declares that his god has accepted the sacrifice.

As already mentioned, the place names can give significant information on prehistoric cult sites. There are specific place-name elements meaning 'cult site', such as vîlvæl/vé, lundr, akr etc., and there are theophoric place names, where the name of a god makes up the first element, followed by such an element denoting a cult site, as for example the Swedish Torsåker, Odensvå and Frölunda. Judging from the frequency of such names, we have indications of cult sites spread all over Scandinavia.

**ARTEFACTS**

Examples of artefacts have already been mentioned, such as figurines and amulets. Starting with figurines there are some – in all probability – representing gods. The most well known was found in Rällinge, Södermanland, not far from the above-mentioned Lunda site (Andersson et al. 2004). It is a bronze statuette, c. 7 cm high, depicting a phallic man sitting cross-legged, naked but wearing a conical cap and an arm-ring. It is usually interpreted as a representation of the god Freyr, due to the big phallus, and references are made to Adam's description of the three god statues in the Uppsala temple, where Freyr is said to be the god of fertility who brings peace and enjoyment to the mortals and is depicted with an immense male organ. Ornaments on the back of the Rällinge figurine indicate a dating to the late Viking Age. He is grasping his beard with his left hand (the right hand is missing). This is a recurring element on some other statuettes, one from Eyraland in Iceland, where the male figure, naked but wearing a conical cap, is sitting in a chair, grasping his beard with both hands. The lower part of the beard is shaped like a hammer, and because of that the figurine is suggested to represent the god Þórr. In Adam's account Þórr is described as the god of thunders, all kinds of weather and crops, and as 'the mightiest of the gods, having his throne in the
centre of the temple’, so the chair/throne has been stressed as an argument for this interpretation of the figurine. Similar seated and beard-grasping figurines are known from Lund in Skåne, from Roholte in Sjælland, from Baldursheimur in Iceland and from Chernigov in Ukraine, all of them normally interpreted as representations of Ægir (Perkins 2001; Andersson et al. 2004).

Maybe images of Óðinn, the god of war, occur as well, or maybe he is represented only by his helpers and attributes? Warriors like those depicted on the Vendel-period helmets from the boat graves of Vendel and Valsgärde, and the so-called weapon-dancers from Viking Age graves in Birka and in Kungsängen in Uppland, and on belt buckles from Ribe, Tissø and Uppåkra can be interpreted as real images of the god or perhaps just symbols of his presence. A small standing bronze statuette from Lindby in Skåne has only one eye, the other one is closed, therefore it has been identified as the one-eyed god Óðinn.

People have always worn amulets as good-luck charms or as protection against danger (Gräslund 1992), but the symbolic meaning of the amulets, if we can grasp it, may give us some indication of which gods or powers were expected to help and protect. The worship of and belief in the help of the gods may be recognised by the occurrence of their specific attributes. The Ægir's hammer is a form of pendant of distinct amuletic character; this interpretation is supported by the Eddic poems as well as by contemporary iconographic evidence, such as the picture on the runestone in Altuna, Uppland, where Ægir is depicted holding his hammer while trying to catch the Míðgarðr serpent. Small Ægir’s hammers of iron threaded onto neck-rings made of iron rods are found in ninth- and tenth-century graves, almost always cremations and nearly all from the east Mälar area. They are also found on Åland and in Russia. About fifty silver Ægir’s hammers are known from hoards, graves and settlements. They have a wide distribution, mostly being found in south and central Scandinavia, but some also in Trøndelag and Iceland. They can be dated to the tenth and eleventh centuries. A few are known from England and Poland. It is impossible to say whether the Ægir’s hammers were used in cult ceremonies, although the frequent deposition of Ægir’s hammer rings in the top of an urn in a cremation layer suggests a role in burial rites. A similar custom may be represented by axe-shaped amber pendants from graves in Gotland, which have been shown, by examination under the microscope, to have been made specifically for burial, as they display no traces of wear. In Viking Age graves on Åland and in Russia bears’ claws made of clay may have had a magical and ceremonial significance.

Óðinn’s spear is one of his most important attributes. Miniature spearheads are known from Birka and from many other places in south and central Sweden. Other attributes connected to Óðinn are his two ravens, his eight-legged horse, Sleipnir, and probably also the eagle, the wolf and the snake. Óðinn as shaman means that the staff is significant. Small amulet rings with several pendants including staffs and spearheads are known from Birka and from Köping on Öland. In Óðinn’s entourage we find the valkyries, taking care of the fallen warriors at the battlefield and bringing them to Valhöll. In all probability the small, two-dimensional female figurines made of silver, in some cases holding a drinking horn, are valkyrie representations, and by that, symbols of worship of Óðinn. The identification of probable völva graves in Birka, Köping on Öland, Fyrkat in Jutland, and other places (Price 2002) should also be seen in this connection.
References to the god Freyr, the third of the gods mentioned by Adam, as the god of fertility, may also be found in the artefact assemblages. Pendants in the form of strike-a-light have been interpreted as signifying the life-giving and purifying fire and by that connected to the fertility cult and Freyr. There are miniature fire-steels as both pendants and rings with an unmistakable fire-steel shape. On such rings, other pendants are sometimes attached, sickles, scythes and spades, all with an obvious association to agriculture. Another important attribute of Freyr is his ship, Skíðblaðnir, and whether the boat-grave custom could have its ideological root in this has also been discussed.

Many other kinds of supposed amulets are known from the Viking Age (Gräslund 2005), for example miniature chairs, interpreted as thrones and by some scholars attributed to Þórr, by others to Óðinn, shield-shaped pendants decorated with a whorl pattern, interpreted as a sun symbol and by that associated to the fertility cult. The shield as protective symbol should also be pointed out. There may be a connection to some brooches, found for example in Tissø in Sjælland, depicting a mounted woman with a spear and in front of the horse another woman with a shield. Maybe they could be interpreted as valkyries and, by that, that the woman wearing the brooch stood under the protection of the valkyries and – behind them – Óðinn. Pendants in the shape of a coiled snake are known from the Scandinavian countries and from England. No other species has played a more important role universally in religion, mythology and folklore than the snakes. Their way of living underground, their venomousness and their way of sloughing their skin have fascinated people in all periods and cultures. They have been regarded as symbols for rebirth and life.

Looking at the Birka graves, it is striking that some of the women buried there have got several amuletic pendants. In two cases the women in question have been identified as völur (Price 2002), and it is possible that also some other women with more than one amulet pendant had a function in the cult.

Regarding the Viking burial customs, I would like to add a remark on possible remains of the rites de passage, from the living to the dead. Having studied the occurrence of dog bones in Scandinavian graves from the second half of the first millennium, I am convinced that the dogs in the graves should not be interpreted only as faithful and loyal companions, or as expressions of social status (Gräslund 2004). Dogs are very frequent in the graves, almost every grave where the bones have been analysed contains a dog, and combined with the evidence of the Eddic poems and with archaeological and literary evidence from other European cultures from the first millennium AD, I find it conclusive that the dogs had an important function as media in the transformation from living to dead, guarding the entrance of Hel, the realm of Death, and bringing the souls to the afterlife.

**ICONOGRAPHY**

Iconographical evidence has already been mentioned, such as the guldgubbar, probably depicting the holy marriage between Freyr and Gerðr, the picture foils of the Vendel-period helmets, in some cases maybe depicting Óðinn, and the bodies hanging in a tree on the Oseberg wall hanging. (For two other wall hangings from Överhogdal and from Skog, with both pagan and Christian motifs see Gräslund, ch. 46.1, below.)

Evidence of Old Norse cult practice can probably be found on the picture stones of Gotland (Lindqvist 1941–2), for example a possible human sacrifice and a body hanging
in a tree. We also have clear examples of mythological narratives on the stones, such as a possible valkyrie with a drinking horn welcoming a man on an eight-legged horse, Sleipnir, Gunnar in the pit with the snakes and the legend of Óðinn transformed into a bird. Turning to the artefacts, there are several human figures with animal masks, for example from Torslunda in Öland and from Kungsängen in Uppland (Price 2002). The latter grasps a snake reaching up to the man’s head. On the Oseberg tapestry a woman with a boar mask and skin is depicted. A reference must also be made to the two felt masks found in the harbour of Hedeby. Those who wore animal masks have been seen as connected to shamanistic rituals.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


CHAPTER NINETEEN

DYING AND THE DEAD: VIKING AGE MORTUARY BEHAVIOUR

Neil Price

In his country Óðinn instituted such laws as had been in force among the Æsir before. Thus he ordered that all the dead were to be burned on a pyre together with their possessions, saying that everyone would arrive in Valhöll with such wealth as he had with him on his pyre and that he would also enjoy the use of what he himself had hidden in the ground. His ashes were to be carried out to sea or buried in the ground. For notable men burial mounds were to be thrown up as memorials. But for all men who had shown great manly qualities memorial stones were to be erected; and this custom continued for a long time thereafter.

(Snorti Sturluson, Ynglingasaga 8, trans. Hollander 1964: 11–12)

This brief passage from the first book of Snorri’s Heimskringla is the only specific, as opposed to incidental, description of Viking Age burial ritual left to us by a Norse author. Written two centuries after pre-Christian mortuary behaviour was the norm, in isolation we have little way of evaluating the degree to which the ideological filters of his own time shaped Snorri’s presentation of these rites. However, alongside the occasional descriptions of funerary settings in the Icelandic sagas and poems, and observations from outside the Scandinavian world (especially those of Arab travellers), we now have a vast amount of archaeological evidence that enables us to review in some detail Viking attitudes to dying and the dead. That the excavated material should not only corroborate but also to an extent sharply contradict the textual sources should not surprise us, but of key importance is the fact that the archaeology reveals mortuary practices that have left no documentary trace at all.

This chapter will confine its review to non-Christian burials, with some occasional exceptions, as these are otherwise discussed elsewhere in this volume.

DIVERSITY IN DEATH

Perhaps the central element of Viking Age Scandinavian funerary ritual was its individual character. After more than a century of excavations there can remain no doubt whatever that we cannot speak of a standard orthodoxy of burial practice common to the whole Norse world: Snorri’s ‘law of Óðinn’ is an illusion, even for the rather vague
'country' to which it allegedly applied. This does not mean that every part of his description is inaccurate, but instead we should examine it in specific rather than generalised contexts.

In landmark studies of specific burial practices right across Scandinavia, Johan Callmer (1991, 1992; Figure 19.1) has demonstrated how local variation was present at the level of individual communities, villages and even extended farmsteads. From one settlement to another people handled the dead in broadly consistent ways – essentially through cremation or occasionally inhumation – but differed in the details of grave construction and elaboration, the placement of the body and the selection and deposition of objects that accompanied the deceased. It should be stressed that these 'grave goods' could include not only small artefacts but also vehicles, furniture, farm equipment, slaughtered livestock and even (in isolated instances) other humans who were apparently killed in connection with the funerals.

We find special rituals in island communities, and in general the funerary rites of places such as Gotland, Öland, Bornholm and Åland are unlike those of their respective mainlands, which differ in turn from the surrounding areas (Thunmark-Nylén 1998–2006; Beskow Sjöberg et al. 1987–2001). Recognisably Scandinavian burial traditions are also found across the Viking world, again with local traditions in evidence. In the North Atlantic colonies such as Iceland and Greenland, cremation is extremely rare
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*Figure 19.1* Settlement distribution in southern Scandinavia, c. AD 800, based on differentiation in the detail of funerary custom. Circled areas show affinities of burial ritual (after Callmer 1992).
(Eldjárni 2000), while in England there are few burials under mounds (Halsall 2000). In the eastern areas of Viking expansion, Norse funerary rituals are found amalgamated with Slavic, Khazar and other ethnic practices (see Androshchuk, ch. 38, below). Some areas, such as Continental Europe, have noticeably few graves that can be unequivocally interpreted as of Norse origin. No Scandinavian burials have so far been found in North America.

It has been suggested that this diversity is a signal not of varying treatment of the dead within a single society, but in instead evidence for the illusory nature of the ‘Viking Age’ itself: that the highly regional burial traditions are indicators of distinctive ethnic, social or political groupings that make a mockery of the notion of a pan-Scandinavian culture (Svanberg 2003). The problem with this interpretation is that it ignores the very real, general similarities of material culture within the region (not to mention language and settlement pattern) and focuses only on variations that are nonetheless practised within a broader, consistent framework. That villages or even larger communities promote their own identities does not mean that they have no part of larger ones. As will become clear (and, not least, is also demonstrated by the other contributions to this volume) the culture of the Viking Age Scandinavians is as evident in their burials as in other aspects of their society.

CREMATIONS

Before discussing specific rites for the burial of the dead, it is important to mention an aspect of Viking Age mortuary behaviour that is often overlooked: quite simply, it is clear from settlement–burial correlations that not everyone was accorded a grave at all. Estimates of the proportion of the populace not accorded a formal grave are unreliable, but more than half is not impossible.

It is perhaps reasonable to assume that these ‘missing’ dead were marked by low status, either the very poor or slaves, but we cannot be sure. We have no identifiable evidence for the burials of slaves in their own right, as opposed to their presumed presence as sacrificial offerings in a few cases treated below. Whether these people were cremated and their ashes then scattered or disposed of in water, or whether they were just discarded in an informal version of excarnation, is impossible to say. It is worth noting that these archaeologically invisible burial forms are mentioned not only in Ynglingasaga 8 as we have seen, but also in first-hand accounts left by Arab writers such as Ibn Fadlan who described in the tenth century how dead slaves were simply abandoned, at least while on the move (Montgomery 2000).

Children are also under-represented in the burial record, which may reflect a number of factors. We know little of how the child to adult transition was regarded at this time, and accordingly whether dead children were seen as ‘worthy’ of formal burial; the fact that we have child burials at all suggests, however, that the same criteria of familial and personal status may have been applied. The practice of child exposure and abandonment may also account for a large number of the children missing from the archaeological burial record.

For those that received a burial, the most common means of disposing of the dead was through cremation, followed by the interment of the ashes either in unmarked graves or under mounds. The corpses were most often burned in situ and the grave raised over them, sometimes with a burial pit dug down through the pyre to accommodate the ashes. In
most cases the bones of the humans, and sometimes the animals, have been retrieved from the ashes, sorted and cleaned before being laid back on the charred remains of the pyre – either directly or in a container such as a ceramic vessel, a box or a bag.

In most cremations objects were burned together with the dead and the resulting fragments interred with them, though sometimes the ashes are overlain by unburnt items placed there during the construction of the grave. In some cases objects were deliberately broken before being burned, perhaps to mark their ‘death’ alongside that of their owner.

It is among the objects deposited with the dead that the great variety noted above can be found. The most commonly encountered range of artefacts includes items of personal dress and ornament such as jewellery; weapons; implements for textile production and food preparation; smithying tools; agricultural implements; household utensils, containers and fixtures of various kinds; horse equipment; furniture including beds, chairs and stools; textiles of varying quality and quantity; food and drink, among many other kinds of objects. The selection, combination, particular type, quality, quantity and exact positioning of this material are all factors in the variation within Viking Age mortuary ritual, but there are also more indicative, local expressions. On Öland in Sweden, for example, fossils such as ammonites were sometimes deposited with the deceased (Beskow Sjöberg et al. 1987–2001). On the Åland islands between Sweden and Finland, the ashes of the dead were buried in pottery vessels on the top of which was placed a miniature animal paw made of clay (Figure 19.2). The paws, which were not present on the funeral pyre, have been identified as characteristic of either bears or beavers. This rite is found only on Åland, and in specific clusters of graves on the Volga and Kljaz’ma rivers in Russia; from the accompanying grave goods, these burials have been convincingly interpreted as those of travelling Ålanders (Callmer 1994).

Burial mounds could be of widely varying shapes and sizes, ranging from low humps in the ground to monumental barrows up to 10 m high or more. Circular forms predominate, but oval, rectangular and triangular mounds are also known. In some instances the mounds are augmented by what appear to have been posts set up in them, for unknown reasons, or by small pits dug into the sides, again of indeterminate

Figure 19.2 A clay animal paw from Hjortö, Saltvik, characteristic of those found in cremation burials on the Åland islands (after Roesdahl and Wilson 1992: 290).
purpose but presumably relating to the extended rituals of the burial, discussed further below.

In general burials seem to have been unmarked in the sense of personally recording their occupants, but Ibn Fadlan’s account, mentioned above, describes how a mound was topped by a wooden pole, on which was cut (presumably in runes) the dead person’s name and that of his lord. Leaving little archaeological trace this form of commemoration might have been more common than we suppose, and may also explain some of the post-holes found in barrows. In other ways the marking of graves was elaborate and widespread, and usually achieved with stones. These range from individual Sw bautastenar, standing stones erected on a single grave, to complex settings in an enormous variety of shapes (Bennett 1987). The latter include kerb rings, circles, rectangles, star patterns, triangles and curious three-sided forms with concave sides known in the absence of an English term as Sw treuddar, ‘three-pointers’. The meaning, if any, of all these stone-settings is undetermined but several explanations have been proposed – by way of example, a recent idea has seen the treuddar as representing the roots of a tree, perhaps Yggdrasill, the World Tree (Andrén 2004).

A particularly striking form of stone setting is shaped like a ship, occurring in a range of sizes up to an enormous 170 m long at Jelling in Denmark (Roesdahl, ch. 48, below). The ship settings are sometimes empty but found among graves, often with the remains of fires and meals within – perhaps some form of commemorative place. Other ship settings contain one or more cremations spaced around their interior. In general most graves contain single cremations, but multiple burials in the same mound are known and are not uncommon within the larger stone settings. There is also a wider but related issue in the erection of memorials to the dead beyond the burial itself. These will not be treated in detail here, but include runestones, standing stones, bridges, and monumental acts of commemoration such as colossal mounds, fortresses and churches (see Roesdahl 2005 and ch. 48, below; also Gräslund, ch. 46.1, below).

Cremation burial in earthen mounds is frequently mentioned in the saga corpus, and it is clear that afterwards the named landmarks that resulted played a part in the cognitive landscape of the community. The degree to which the mounds’ incumbents were still thought to ‘reside’ in their graves, and thus remain members of their communities, is arguable though their metaphorical presence seems assured. The Old Norse prose sources contain many stories of the living dead in the sense of the physically reanimated corpse, but while the majority of these tales concern evil beings there are also a significant number that merely relate how the dead live on in their graves. Two examples among many are Gunnar of Hliðarendi from Njáls saga, who is seen happily singing in his mound one night, and the dead warriors of the rather eerie poem known as The Waking of Angantyr who seem to sleep uneasily in their burials, ‘down among the tree-roots’ (Terry 1990: 248–53).

**INHUMATION**

Inhumation was rarer, but occurred across Scandinavia. In the later Viking Age it has been argued that some of these burials represent transitional Christian graves, but this is debated (see Gräslund, ch. 46.1, below). Bodies were generally laid in rectangular grave cuts, either directly on the ground, on textiles or on mats of bark (the latter especially in northern Norway), in shrouds or in coffins of various kinds including the detachable
cargo bodies of wagons. Many different body postures are found, though the dead are most often laid out either supine or slightly curled over on their sides, as if sleeping. In some graves remains of blankets, pillows and other bedding have been found under and around the bodies, reinforcing this suggestion. In a few unusual instances the dead are buried prone or in a variety of unnatural postures that necessitate actual damage to the body, for example by the removal of limbs. Whether this relates to some kind of punishment or legal censure is hard to say, but the large stones placed on top of some of these bodies imply a fear that they might somehow leave the grave and presumably cause harm to the living.

Inhumation burials normally exhibit the same or even greater range of grave goods as the cremations, though the apparent profusion is perhaps a factor of preservation. Like the cremations, inhumations were also accompanied by animal and occasionally human offerings, along with considerable quantities of foodstuffs and, to judge by the containers, drink as well. Crampons on the shoes of the dead may suggest a winter burial, or that they were thought to be journeying somewhere cold; there are saga references to special ‘hel-shoes’ that the dead would need (Strömberg 1961).

In the archaeological material, there are numerous examples of burials associated with what are undoubtedly means of transport – ships, wagons, sledges or simply horses – and which might suggest that the dead were on their way somewhere. However, the same graves sometimes also contain elements that imply the opposite: the Oseberg ship in southern Norway, for example, was ‘moored’ in the grave by a massive hawser tied around an immovable rock. The obvious question also remains as to whether these vehicles of various kinds were there for a functional purpose or merely as expensive possessions.

Both cremations and inhumations occur singly, in small groups and in cemeteries of varying sizes from a dozen or so burials to thousands. The great variety of constellations reflects the spatial and no doubt social patterning of the communities that they served, from individual farms with ‘family plots’ to larger villages and urban centres such as Birka and Hedeby. There also seem to be political factors at work, in that some areas tend to aggregate the dead in clusters whereas others maintain traditions of local burial. In general the dead were not buried far from settlements, but instead their graves can be seen as an extended component of the inhabited areas.

The best example of such a cemetery as it originally appeared is found at Lindholm Høje in northern Jutland, where a grave-field was buried by wind-blown sand and has survived intact. Almost every burial is marked by stones, often without apparent pattern, but clearly comprising an integral part of the funerary ritual. Elsewhere in Scandinavia the countryside is still dotted with small groups of Viking Age burial mounds in the tens of thousands, with massive cemeteries still visible at sites such as Birka. In the overseas colonies similarly sized cemeteries are found especially in the east at sites such as Gnezdovo near Smolensk (Androshchuk, ch. 38, below), but here Scandinavian burials are intermingled with those of other groups. In an English example, the mound cemetery at Heath Wood/Ingleby is one of the largest of its kind outside Scandinavia (though virtually alone in England), and is typically complex in including a number of empty ‘graves’ (Richards, ch. 27, below).

In addition to the kinds of inhumation grave usually found, there are a few isolated examples of mass graves, the main one being that excavated at Repton in Derbyshire, England (Richards, ch. 27, below). Like that deposit, similar though smaller mass
graves have been interpreted as the burials of battle casualties or deaths otherwise incurred on campaign.

**CHAMBER BURIALS**

A prominent form of high-status inhumation found in concentrations throughout Scandinavia sees the dead buried not in a coffin or other container but instead placed in an underground chamber. In the more modest examples, especially in Norway, this may resemble a kind of large box built *in situ* in the grave cut. The majority of the chambers, however, are the size of small rooms, constructed as square or rectangular pits with wooden walls and a raftered roof, over which a mound is usually raised. Chamber graves are known from the centuries before the Viking Age, especially in the Roman Iron Age and migration period, but it is in the ninth and especially tenth century that they reached their zenith.

They are most common in Sweden, where 111 examples have been found at Birka alone (Arbman 1940–3), while around 60 are known from Denmark and northern Germany (Eisenschmidt 1994). The latter examples cluster around Hedeby, and it seems likely that the early towns were epicentres for the spread of what became an unusual but interregional burial rite (Stylegar 2005). In Norway the custom was not as widespread and no such burials have yet been found at Kaupang (the nearest equivalent to Birka and Hedeby), and on present knowledge chamber graves appear as a primarily eastern and southern phenomenon. This burial form is also found in areas of Scandinavian settlement or influence abroad, especially in Russia and Ukraine where elaborate chamber graves have been excavated at Chernigov among other sites.

Some of the chamber graves are among the most spectacular burials known from the Viking Age. Every grave is different and many can be reconstructed as microcosms of local belief and funerary practice. Only isolated examples of this rich variety can be given here, but at Hedeby the burials include a large chamber with a ship placed on top of it (Müller-Wille 1976) and the Mammen grave from Denmark represents what may be the resting place of a Viking man of princely rank. Dating to c. 970, the chamber was built to resemble a hall, with a pitched roof and sturdy wooden walls, all buried by a mound. Inside was a wooden coffin-box, on the lid of which lay a candle. The rich textile finds in particular have revolutionised our knowledge of high-status male dress, and the silver-inlaid axe is among the most famous finds from the whole period, giving its name to the Mammen art-style (Iversen 1991). The greatest chamber grave of Denmark, probably built for his father by King Harald Bluetooth as part of the Jelling monuments, is covered elsewhere (Roesdahl, ch. 48, below).

In some of the chamber graves, especially at Birka, the dead are found to have been buried seated, presumably on chairs or stools though the latter have decayed. The deceased sometimes have objects placed in the hands or on the lap, with grave goods laid out around and particularly in front of them. In rare examples, as in the tenth-century grave IX at the Vendel cemetery, Uppland, Sweden, individuals are found seated in chairs on the decks of ships (Stolpe and Arne 1912: 37). Female seated burials are more common in the chambers, whereas on ships the rite is largely confined to men. Exceptionally in two chamber graves from Birka, men and women have been found buried sitting on top of each other in the same chair, the woman uppermost in both cases.
Remains of slim iron chains around the bodies suggest that the corpses were tied to the back of a chair to hold them in place.

The meaning of seated burial is not known, though it is clear that in at least some instances the graves have been deliberately oriented so that the dead seem to 'look out' over a specific vista. At Birka, for example, the chamber graves with seated women are all positioned so that their occupants' faces would be turned inwards to the town, perhaps watching over it (Robbins 2004).

Seated burials are vividly described in some of the Icelandic sources, with especially detailed examples being found in Njáls saga and Grettis saga (discussed in Price 2002: 134–5). In the former, the burial mound of Gunnar of Hliðarendi inexplicably opens when two passers-by are near, and by moonlight they see him sitting in a chair, with 'lights' in his grave, singing happily. In Grettis saga an episode of attempted grave-robbing turns nasty when the undead occupant of the burial objects to the theft and starts to fight the intruder. The rather disturbing description of this battle inside the lightless mound makes it clear that it is a chamber grave, with even the rafters over the burial pit being mentioned. Jumping through a hole dug in the ceiling of the chamber, the robber lands on horse bones at one end of the grave, and blundering about in the dark he can feel the upright back of a chair with someone sitting in it. Even the stale air of the long-sealed tomb is described.

We should also note that seated burial is mentioned in a different kind of source, Ibn Fadlan's eyewitness account of the Volga ship cremation. Here, cushions are used to prop up the dead chieftain's body in a sitting position on top of a bench that has been made up as a bed.

**SHIPS AND THE DEAD**

Stone settings in the shape of ships have been mentioned above, but the most spectacular burial rite of the Viking Age involved the deposition of actual ships in the graves (Müller-Wille 1970). A second category of ship graves involves the burning of the vessel, as in the famous account of Ibn Fadlan discussed further below.

In Sweden ship burials cluster in the Mälar valley, especially at the site of Valsgärde in central Uppland, which has a continuity of boat graves at a rate of one per generation since several centuries prior to the Viking Age (Lamm and Nordström 1983). Danish ship burials are fewer in number but no less dramatic, including the remarkable grave from Ladby (Sørensen 2001) and the example from Hedeby (Müller-Wille 1976). Here the tradition of boat burial has its origins earlier in the Iron Age, and may offer clues as to the significance of the vessels in that parts of ships were buried with the dead in the absence of the complete craft (as at Slusegård: Andersen et al. 1991). The most dramatic examples of the ship-burial rite have been found in Norwegian Vestfold, with the famous burials at Oseberg, Gokstad and Tune (Nicolaysen 1882; Brøgger et al. 1917–28). Due to their unusual degree of preservation which has left not just the vessels themselves but also organic grave goods intact, these burials are among our richest sources for the detailed inventories of high-status graves anywhere in the Viking world.

Beyond Scandinavia, boat burials are found in the British Isles, especially in island communities on the Orkneys and Man. In the Northern Isles especially, these burials are sometimes lined with stones in the prow and stern (Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: 135–40). Beyond Denmark, there is only one Scandinavian ship burial in Continental
Europe, located on the Île de Groix off the south coast of Brittany (Müller-Wille 1976; Price 1989).

The ships have usually been dragged into position within a trench dug to hold them, afterwards covered by a mound. In some cases the mast seems to have been left standing, protruding out of the top of the barrow. The burial monuments themselves can be augmented with other features, such as the circle of standing stones surrounding the Groix ship grave, and the line of stone uprights that appear to form a ‘processional way’ leading up to it (Müller-Wille 1976). There is also evidence that some of the burials, as at Valsgärde and Oseberg, may have been left open and accessible for some time (see below).

Typical features of ship burials include the deposition of at least one and sometimes up to three or four bodies, often interred in a small chamber built amidships, or simply laid out on the deck timbers. Many ship graves also contain very high numbers of animal sacrifices – up to twenty decapitated horses, for example, accompanied the Oseberg grave. As well as domesticates and household animals, exotic creatures such as peacocks and owls have also been found.

A massive range of grave goods can be found, including the full complement of items noted in other contexts above. At graves such as Oseberg in particular, we are able to see the variety of organic containers, baskets, boxes, chests and textiles that were present in very large quantities alongside much larger wooden items such as furniture. Sometimes subsidiary ‘ship’s boats’ may be included, as well as a variety of land and ice vehicles (Brøgger et al. 1917–28).

Here too we find regional variation, sometimes startlingly so as in the case of the island of Gotland. No ship graves have been found on the island but instead Viking Age (and earlier) burials are sometimes marked by large ‘picture stones’ covered with engraved images and occasionally runic texts in the later examples (Lindqvist 1941–2). Common to many of these stones is a depiction of a ship under sail that occupies most of the lower section of the memorial, above which are a variety of scenes either laid out in horizontal fields or more informally arranged. The latter can sometimes be identified as motifs from Norse mythology, such as scenes from the life of the famous hero Sigurðr, but are equally often of unknown meaning. It has been suggested that these picture stones are in effect the Gotlandic equivalent of ship burials, but with their message content expressed through images rather than the physical objects that are customary on the mainland (Andrén 1993).

The exact nature of this meaning has been subject to long debate, focusing principally on the ship as means of transport for a symbolic journey or as a high-status possession either of the dead or of their wealthy relatives (Crumlin-Pedersen and Munch Tyhe 1995). While this question is not easy to resolve it is clear that the ships often contain deliberate markers of ethnicity, religion and power, and may also hold the clue to remarkable cultural interchange. One example comes from the Uppland graves as a whole, in which the presence of Sámi objects has been found in some profusion, including whole sheets of decorated birch-bark tent covers that seem to have been laid over the ships at both Vendel and Valsgärde (Price 2002: 237). DNA and dietary work at the Tuna in Alsike grave-field has also suggested that the dead interred there may have had Sámi ancestry (Price 2002: 237), raising the question of whether some of the ship-burial occupants may actually have actively maintained Sámi identities. Similarly startling results were recently obtained from new work on one of the two women from
the Oseberg burial. Originally thought to have been aged about sixty–seventy and twenty-five–forty respectively when they died, analysis of tooth-root translucency in the 'younger' woman has shown that she was probably at least fifty and perhaps older still, thus closing the age gap between the two. Most interestingly, successful extraction of aDNA from one of her teeth has revealed that she belongs in mitochondrial sub-haplogroup U7, which strongly suggests that she came from the Middle East, particularly the area of modern Iran (Holck 2008: 205, 208). Very close matches in radiocarbon-dating sequences indicate that the two women most likely died at the same time, while 13C analysis showed that both women had followed the same diet, perhaps implying that they were of similar status (Holck 2008: 204, 205).

Another striking aspect of the ship burials is their construction for both women and men – indeed the two women of Oseberg occupied the richest Viking Age grave ever found (though on the basis of the artefactual assemblage, one scholar has even argued that the primary burial at Oseberg was actually that of a man, whose body was completely removed when the chamber was disturbed, see Androshchuk 2005). This egalitarian ritual has considerable implications for the status of women in Viking society and accords well with other female-sponsored memorials such as the runic inscriptions mentioning bridge-building and similar activities.

**HUMAN SACRIFICE**

Human sacrifice in association with burial can be hard to identify with certainty, as graves with more than one occupant may represent family groupings or multiple burials due to disease, among other possibilities. However, a significant number of Viking Age graves contain individuals who were clearly killed to accompany the primary occupant of the burial in death – diagnostic injuries in these cases include decapitation, stabbing, broken necks and hanging, with the hands and/or feet sometimes being bound.

Famous examples include a man buried at Stengade with a decapitated, bound man placed beside him, both bodies covered by a heavy spear (Skaarup 1972), and a similar burial from the hill fort wall at Birka, in which the decapitated body of a young male was laid partly over that of an older man furnished with weapons and with elk antlers placed behind his head (Holmquist-Olausson 1990). Another tied, decapitated man accompanied the male buried at Lejre (Andersen 1960) while a woman’s grave from Gerdrup near Roskilde contained the body of a man with a broken neck (Christensen 1981). At Ballateare on the Isle of Man, an armed male youth had been buried with grave goods and covered by a mound, on top of which a young woman was killed with a sword blow from behind, apparently while kneeling; the blow actually removed the back of her head, and the resulting detached skull fragment was oddly absent from the grave. A second layer of earth was then added to the mound, covering the woman’s body (Bersu and Wilson 1966).

The human accompaniment of the dead seems to have been particularly common in connection with ship burials. The example of Oseberg has been noted above, but the most dramatic case comes from the account of Ibn Fadlan mentioned several times previously (Montgomery 2000). The ship cremation ceremony includes the murder of a young slave girl (the Arabic implies that she was about fourteen or fifteen years old), stabbed and strangled after at least six acts of rape and many more of semi-consensual sex. During the course of the rites she is seemingly drugged with some sort of beverage,
and has (or says she has) a series of visions. Ibn Fadlan states specifically that the girl volunteers to accompany her owner in death, though how much coercion was involved is another matter. He mentions that slaves of both sexes might do this, and also dead men’s wives. The latter are also mentioned by other Arab writers such as Ibn Rustah and Ibn Miskawaih, who describes how women might be buried alive in the chamber graves of their male partners, something perhaps confirmed by the Russian burials at Chernigov (Price 2002: 46). It is clear that more than one person might be sacrificed at Viking funerals, and there are Byzantine accounts of a Rus’ army burying its war dead by full moonlight, accompanied by the mass killing of prisoners of both sexes (Price 2002: 369).

**FUNERARY DRAMA AND THE RITES OF PASSING**

In surveying the archaeological evidence for mortuary behaviour, we have considered the end result of burial practices but not the process by which these graves were created. An important strand of recent work on Viking death rituals has been a focus on a kind of funerary drama, in which the burial is preceded, accompanied and followed by extended periods of orchestrated action and activity. Pioneered by Terry Gunnell’s research on the dramatic nature of Eddic poetry (1995 and ch. 22.1, below), and Martin Carver’s work on similar ‘theatres of death’ at Anglo-Saxon sites (1992: 181) this approach has also been inspired by the vivid written records of Viking funerals left by several Arab travellers including Ibn Fadlan.

The latter’s description of a ship cremation on the Volga in 922 is well known but not without complexity; the best English translation and commentary on its problems can be found in Montgomery (2006) and its archaeological implications are discussed in Price (2008). In brief, Ibn Fadlan relates as part of a longer journey how he witnessed the elaborate rituals surrounding the burial of a leading man among the Rus’. Involving ten days of carefully supervised activity prior to the final cremation, including the temporary burial of the dead man in a provisional grave that itself contains grave goods, the ceremonies of feasting, drinking and sex culminate in a funeral that involves dozens of people and the rape and murder of a slave girl noted above.

The central importance of this text for our understanding of Viking Age burials can hardly be overstated, especially in its implication that what we see in the archaeological remains is merely the ‘stage set’ at the close of a ‘play’, leaving only hints of the possible days of activity that precede and contextualise the actual interment or cremation. We should also consider the ‘afterlife’ of burials in terms of their continued active use within the community. The most striking evidence comes from the Oseberg ship burial, which has been shown to have been covered only part-way by the original mound, leaving the entire prow and forepart of the ship exposed, including the entrance to the burial chamber (Gansum 2004; Figure 19.3). Although the mound was later completed to cover the whole vessel, we do not know what kinds of activities took place around and even inside the burial in the intervening period.

More evidence for these drawn-out rituals of death comes from other ship burials, such as a boat grave from Kaupang, which exhibits a particularly prolonged sequence of activity. The scene begins with an unremarkable ninth-century male inhumation burial. Some years later in the early tenth century, and for unknown reasons, a boat was laid on top of this grave, exactly aligned with the keel covering the buried man from head to toe.
the location of the earlier grave must therefore have been carefully remembered. Within the boat lay a man and a woman laid out head-to-head along the keel line, furnished with high-status clothing and equipment; a baby lay by the woman’s hip. The body of the boat was filled with objects and animals, the latter including a horse and a dismembered and butchered dog whose body parts had been carefully placed on a variety of items. Seated in the stern was a second woman, possibly with the tiller in her hands and with the severed head of the dog either in her lap or resting on an adjacent bronze cauldron. Buried with costly jewellery and dressed unusually in what appears to have been an outfit of leather, beside her on the deck lay the kind of iron object interpreted at other sites as a staff of sorcery. An axe and shield were deposited next to her and seem to be associated with this woman rather than the man on the boat floor (Stylegar 2007: 95–100). A similarly complex sequence at Klinta on Öland involved a double male–female cremation on board a boat, with the later separation of the ashes from the man, woman and animals and their deposition in separate graves nearby, all with secondary rituals over an extended period (see Price 2002: 142–9 for a detailed review of the process). These examples are far from unique.

The chamber graves in particular also exhibit a complexity that must reflect an intricate series of actions during their construction, such as the burials of possible sorceresses on Birka (Price 2002: 128–41; Figure 19.4). One of these, Bj.834, contains a double chair burial as described above, and a lance has been thrown across the seated figures in order to strike deep into the wood of the platform upon which rests a pair of draught-harnessed horses. Other burials also exhibit weapons being either stuck into chamber walls or else plunged vertically into cremation deposits (Nordberg 2002).

Figure 19.5  A reconstruction of the Oseberg ship burial as originally built, with the ship left partially uncovered and accessible. (Drawing: Morten Myklebust, after Gansum 2004.)
One further element of this extended funerary behaviour may be the practice of so-called grave-robbing. While clearly some burials were merely plundered for their valuables, many of the break-ins to mounds and other graves are so extensive that they simply cannot have been done in secret or without wider social sanction – the disturbance of the Oseberg burial is a case in point. Often burials were opened (perhaps a better term than ‘broken into’) soon after the original interment, as seen in the still partial articulation of the corpses when they were disturbed. While some of these removals have a relatively clear motive, such as the translation of Gorm the Old’s bones to the new church at Jelling, others are more obscure. Often the bodies are moved around or taken out altogether, some objects are taken while others are left alone, and sometimes it is possible to see how piles of items were shifted en masse and left where they were placed, presumably in order to access something else. Some of these
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Figure 19.4  A reconstruction of Birka chamber grave Bj.834, showing a couple buried together seated on the same chair, with horses and a lance thrown over the bodies. (Drawing: Dórhallur Práinsson, after Price 2002.)
interventions were very considerable in nature, such as the cutting into of the chambers in the Vestfold ship burials. Not enough work has been done on this phenomenon at present, but it seems likely to represent an integral part of the ‘mortuary behaviour’ that has hitherto been erroneously considered only in relation to the actual burial itself.

In considering the wider dramas of burial, Viking Age attitudes to dying and the dead should not be seen as restricted to the material culture of the graveside. One example of this is the phenomenon of hoard deposition. It has long been clear that buried hoards of silver and other metals are too numerous for them to represent nothing more than primitive banking, the Viking Age equivalent of hiding one’s money under the mattress. Given the very large numbers of hoard finds within relatively small areas, especially Gotland, it is similarly evident that those doing the burying cannot all have died without telling anyone else where their wealth was concealed. There were probably many concurrent explanations for hoarding behaviour, but it is possible that it could relate to mortuary ritual either in the absence of a corpse or in addition to one disposed of elsewhere. There is also an alternative, relating to the actions of a person in advance of their own death. We know that some ambitious individuals were capable of erecting runic memorials to themselves in their own lifetimes, and we should therefore reconsider Snorri’s suggestion that hoarded wealth could be buried by the person who had accumulated it in order to enjoy it themselves in the afterlife. Scholars have often been too ready to dismiss details of the Ynglingasaga account, and yet this is the kind of telling observation that is at least as likely to reflect Viking Age reality as it is Snorri’s imagination.

Clearly, Viking funerals were complex affairs, and there is no reason to suppose that this did not apply right across the social spectrum beyond the spectacle of the ships and chambers. The vast diversity of ritual practice, and perhaps belief that underpinned it, has been mentioned above and it may be that we are looking in effect at a complex world of funerary narratives, linking the living with the dead through the storytelling medium that we know played such a central role in Viking culture (Price 2008).

THE VIKING WAYS OF DEATH

The above review of ancient burial practices is a conventional one in terms of its perhaps rather cold packaging of archaeological terminology and ‘mortuary behaviour’. It is also worth remembering the individual component of emotion and loss. While we cannot know the exact feelings present in the onlookers at any funeral, grief must surely be a recurring theme. Confronting the material remains of death is not always a straightforward process for archaeologists (cf. Downes and Pollard 1999), but in an ethical context it is appropriate to respect the general dignity of the dead, and to spare a thought for the very human pain that was probably present at the construction of many of the Vikings’ burial monuments.

To pursue this subject further, it may well be that the variability present in the graves is also to some degree a result of relatively spontaneous gesture, the deposition of favourite things and objects with an emotional resonance: a pebble from a habitual fishing spot, the shiny coin played with as a child, the last treasured fragment of the wine glass awarded years earlier to a warrior by his commander. The presence in graves of material culture with an enhanced personal value might also reflect a formal custom
for its disposal in this way, individual but again part of a wider system. This too would fit with the idea of burials as components in a narrative, significant objects as the visual markers that identify a ‘character’ to an audience – the latter now being that of our own time.

The Viking ways of death were not those of the twenty-first century, but they nonetheless contained within them the human universals of loss, separation, memory and the (un)certain concern for a possible life beyond.

---
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The Scandinavian languages belong to the Germanic branch of the Indo-European language family. They are closely related to Dutch, Frisian, German, English and the extinct Gothic, and more distantly to most other European and some Asian tongues (for details, see Nielsen 1989). Precisely when Indo-European speech first arrived in what now constitutes Denmark, Norway, Sweden and north-west Germany is unclear, but recent estimates suggest a time around, or a little earlier, than 2000 BC. Germanic is thought to have begun evolving as a separate language branch soon after this, in part because of the gradual attenuation of contacts with speakers of other forms of Indo-European, but also due to influence from neighbouring tongues. A gradual expansion, dated by many between 1000 and 500 BC, saw the frontiers of Germanic pushed as far south as the present-day Netherlands and central Germany and as far east as the Wisła (Vistula). It is reckoned that at this period all Germanic speakers shared a common language, though probably with some dialectal differentiation. However, further migrations around the beginning of the Christian era led to a split into an East and North-West branch of Germanic. The latter, probably from the start a dialect continuum, was itself by the sixth century splitting into two recognisably different branches, North and West Germanic. It is from North Germanic that the Scandinavian languages are descended.

Language branches are classified on the basis of shared features. All forms of Germanic, for example, have a two-tense verb system, distinguishing present and past (there is no future, perfect or other tense form, as in many European tongues). In addition, Germanic languages form the past tense in two different ways, either by vowel change (English sing–sang, ‘strong’ inflexion) or by the addition of a dental suffix (English walk–walked, ‘weak’ inflexion). North Germanic or Scandinavian languages are also recognisable from the features they share, such as the suffixed definite article (ON bestr ‘horse’, bestrinn ‘the horse’; Sw häst, hästen), or the -(k)/-st form of the verb (ON gerask ‘happen’, from gera ‘do’; Norw gjøres ‘be done’ from gjøre ‘do’).
VIKING AGE SCANDINAVIAN

North Germanic, just as North-West Germanic and ‘Common Germanic’ before it, is unlikely to have been a uniform language. The centralised authority that would seem to be a prerequisite for the development of a koiné or norm was absent. Such unity as may have existed must in any case have been disrupted by the radical linguistic changes of the syncope period (c. 550–700), which mark the emergence of an indubitably Scandinavian form of speech. It is inconceivable that the shortening of words, the restructuring of vowel and consonant systems and the creation of new grammatical categories associated with the syncope period can have been accomplished without massive dialectal variation. What is remarkable is the degree of linguistic uniformity that appears to have prevailed in Scandinavia after c. AD 700. So uniform has the language of the Vikings and stay-at-home Scandinavians appeared to some that it has been christened ‘Common Scandinavian’ (Haugen 1976: 150). This is clearly in part an illusion, arising from the extreme scarcity of linguistic sources. There is no doubt, however, that some unifying forces were at work, whatever they may have been. It is otherwise hard to explain why, for example, loss of initial /j-/ should have come to characterise all forms of Scandinavian, but no other kinds of Germanic (contrast mainland Scandinavian år, Faroese/Icelandic ár with English year, German Jahr; Scandinavian ung(ar) with English young, German jung); or why the reform of the runic alphabet that led to the jettisoning of eight of the original twenty-four characters and the simplification of many of the others should have been accepted Scandinavia-wide, apparently in the space of a few decades at the end of the seventh/beginning of the eighth century.

With the help of the meagre sources at our disposal – chiefly runic inscriptions – we can reconstruct in broad outline what Scandinavian was like in the Viking Age. Following the changes of the syncope period it had developed into a language not unlike classical Old Norse. It had twenty-seven vowel phonemes or thereabouts: nine qualitatively different sounds (/i, e, æ, a, ɔ, o, u, y, ɵ/) with length and nasality as additional distinctive features. Most consonants might also be long or short. There were four types of stressed syllable: short vowel + short consonant; short vowel + long consonant or consonant cluster; long vowel + short consonant or no consonant; long vowel + long consonant or consonant cluster. Length went hand-in-hand with stress; in unstressed syllables all sounds were short, and the vowel system was by and large reduced to a three-way contrast (/ɪ, ʌ, ʊ/). As in all the early Germanic languages, three genders and four cases (nominative, accusative, genitive, dative) were distinguished in nouns, pronouns and adjectives; there was also a distinction between ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ adjective inflexion, strong marking indefinite and weak definite function. Viking Age Scandinavian verbs (as indicated above), had two tense forms, present and past, and the past tense might have ‘strong’ or ‘weak’ inflexion. The verb also had three moods (indicative, subjunctive, imperative), and all tensed forms had personal inflexion (different forms in most cases for 1st, 2nd and 3rd person singular and plural). There was a suffixed definite article, and an -sk form of the verb (cf. above). The vocabulary was inherited from earlier Germanic, with few loan words. No adequate description of Viking Age Scandinavian exists, but in its essential structure it can be taken not to have differed greatly from the more archaic forms of Old Norse.

Attempts to flesh out this skeletal structure with detail bring our ignorance about Scandinavian at the dawn of the Viking Age into sharper focus. With some forces
pushing the language apart and others pulling it together, we can only speculate about how closely speech in the eighth or ninth century resembled the mixture of uniformity and diversity we find at the beginning of the manuscript age (Iceland and Norway c. 1100, Denmark and Sweden c. 1250). Possibly, as has sometimes been suggested (Liestøl 1971: 75; 1981: 262; Widmark 2001: 76–7, 82–5, 91–6), linguistic development in the early Viking Age was steered by a mercantile coastal culture based in a few influential trading centres. Imitation (or attempted imitation) of this allegedly prestigious form of speech might have promoted a rudimentary linguistic uniformity. Or there might have been rivalry between different centres of power, leading to different prestige varieties. The scenario envisaged here has to be set against the rise of royal power in Denmark and Norway in the tenth century, which must have offered alternative models of speech. Handbooks on Scandinavian linguistic history report as the earliest dialect split one between East and West, with (by and large) medieval Danish and Swedish representing East, Icelandic and Norwegian West Scandinavian. However, the age of this dichotomy is difficult to establish. It is based chiefly on phonological and morphological criteria found in medieval manuscripts, and to a lesser extent on runic inscriptions of the late Viking Age. The inscriptions do provide evidence of some differences between East and West. They indicate, for example, that monophthongisation of /ei/, /au/, /øy/ spread through Denmark in the tenth and Sweden in the eleventh century, while failing to make much headway in Norway. On the other hand, u-mutation (chiefly yielding /ʊ/, written ǫ in normalised Old Norse spelling) is well documented in Danish and Swedish inscriptions, and there are examples of the -sk verb suffix, notwithstanding two of the characteristics of (later) East Scandinavian are lack of u-mutation and the reduction of the -sk suffix to -s. In reality, a great many of the features presented in the handbooks as shibboleths dividing East and West (cf. e.g. Wessén 1957: 28–9) cannot be shown to have functioned as such in the Viking Age.

While it is impossible to offer anything like an adequate account of Viking Age Scandinavian, the flavour of the language can be gauged from examples. Below are given the Kälvesten (Ög 8, Östergötland, early 800s), Jelling II (DR 42, Jutland, mid-900s) and Dynna (NIyR 68, south-eastern Norway, early 1000s) runic inscriptions. Each is presented in transliteration (where ( ) denotes uncertain reading, [ ] editorial suppletion), followed by an edited text, an English translation and brief notes on the language.

Kälvesten

stikur:karþi:kublþau:
aftauintsunusinsafialaust
minaiuisli:uiiknkfaþi
aukrimulf

Stryggur gærdi kumbl þau aft Óyvind sunu sinn. Sá fial austr með Óyvísl.
Vikingr fáði auk Grímulf.

Stryggur made these memorials after Óyvindr's son. He fell east with Óyvísl.
Vikingr wrote and Grímulf.
R/R denotes the reflex of Germanic /z/, a voiced palatal fricative with sibilant quality. In Norway it seems to have coalesced with /r/ by the ninth century, but in Danish and Swedish runic tradition r and R were distinguished in some phonological environments until well into the twelfth century; in Gotland even longer. In the earliest Viking Age inscriptions, as in those from before the Viking Age, there seems to be no way of distinguishing between ‘that’ and ‘this’: þau defines kumbl, but not obviously as something close at hand or more distant. Aft is a short form of the preposition eptir, parallel to fyr for fyrr and und for undir. The short forms are on the whole earlier than their longer counterparts. Sunu is an old acc. sg. form with the original (pre-syncope) -u preserved (thus possibly also the u in Styggur, but the etymology of this name is uncertain). The demonstratives sá, sú are regularly used in Viking Age runic inscriptions to denote ‘he’, ‘she’. Fial is an East Scandinavian variant of West Scandinavian fell. Auk is an older form of ok with the diphthong preserved (the conjunction is related to the verb auka ‘increase’).

Jelling II

```
haraltr:konunR:bap:kaurua
kubl:paust:afk:kumfapursin
aukaft:þauru:mupursina:sa
haraltr:[j]as:þar:uan:tanmaurk
ala:auk:nuruiak
:aukt(þ)ni:[j](karþi)[j]kristna
```


King Haraldr ordered these memorials to be made after Gormr, his father, and after Pórví, his mother. That Haraldr who won for himself all Denmark and Norway and made the Danes Christian.

There is disagreement about what the sequences au and ia denote in Danish inscriptions of the mid- and late Viking Age. Some argue that after the East Scandinavian monophthongisation /ei/ > /e:/, /au, øy/ > /ø:/, digraphic spellings were used to denote vowel sounds for which the runic alphabet of the time had no specific symbols, au denoting /ø/ or /ø:/ and ia /æ/. Others believe that in the case of ia, at least, some kind of diphthongisation is reflected (cf. Swedish dialectal jär as a reflex of här ‘here’, sometimes seen as a relic of the Viking Age ‘trading-centre norm’). We may note that au became a common way of indicating /ø/ throughout the Scandinavian runic world – including the West where there was no monophthongisation. While acc. faður lacks labial mutation, as common in East Scandinavian, the second element of Danmýrk would seem to have a mutated vowel. In the East Scandinavian of the Viking Age the demonstrative pronoun meaning ‘this/these’ usually consisted of the basic pronoun sá, sú, þat plus the deictic (pointing) particle -sa or -si. Hence þenssi (acc. m. sg.), þassi (< þar + si, acc. f. pl.), þausi (acc. n. pl.).
Dynna

\[ \times \text{kunuur}\times \text{kirpí}\times \text{bru}\times \text{prirkstutir}\times \text{iftiráriþi}\times \text{tutur}\times \text{sina}\times \text{suusmarhanarst}\times \text{þáhpalanti} \]

Gunnvör gerði brú, Prýðriks döttir, eptir Ásriðr, döttur sína. Sú vas mær hønnurst á Haðalandi.

Gunnvör, Prýðrikr’s daughter, made a bridge after Ásriðr, her daughter. She was the handiest maid in Haðaland.

How far the carver of this inscription used mutated o in his/her speech is uncertain. The third u in kunuur clearly indicates a vowel other than /a/, but there the rounding of the vowel is assisted by the immediately preceding [w]. In hannarst, on the other hand (normalised as hønnurst in keeping with standardised Old Norse orthography), a pronunciation /han:arst/ seems most likely. This fits with what we know of later eastern Norwegian, where u-mutation is much less consistent than in the West. Mær is from older mæR, with replacement of the palatal fricative (see Kälvesten above) by /r/, and front mutation /a/ > /æ/ presumed to have been caused by the palatal before its replacement.

SCANDINAVIAN IN THE COLONIES

As a result of Viking expansion and settlement Scandinavian-speaking communities were established in areas as diverse as Normandy, the British Isles, the Faroes, Iceland, Greenland, coastal Finland and Russia. If we assume that dialectal variation of one kind or another existed during the period of settlement, it follows that differing forms of Scandinavian will have been in use in the colonies. It is, however, impossible to know what first-generation immigrant speech in, say, England, Iceland, Ireland or Russia, was like. In those areas where Scandinavian subsequently died out, the most we can hope for are occasional glimpses of the language, mostly from well after the original period of settlement. It is no surprise to discover that a recent book on linguistic relations between speakers of Old Norse and Old English stresses how hard it is to identify dialectal features in the Scandinavian of England (Townend 2002: 28). The varieties of colonial Scandinavian that survived – Icelandic, Faroese and Finland-Swedish – by the time they are first attested, represent the products of several hundreds of years (at least) of linguistic levelling (Finland-Swedish, indeed, must be in part, if not wholly, the legacy of Swedish incursions into Finland in the twelfth century and later).

Certain things can nevertheless reasonably be concluded about the linguistic legacy of the Viking expansion. In Normandy and Russia the kind of Scandinavian spoken is likely to have reflected that in use in ninth- and tenth-century Denmark and Sweden respectively, since it is from those regions that the bulk of the settlers appear to have come. In both places Scandinavian is likely to have died out after two or three generations, and in neither did it leave more than a faint impression on the indigenous language(s).

In most parts of the British Isles Scandinavian will have lasted a while longer: in England because of new waves of immigration in the tenth and early eleventh centuries; in Ireland as a result of its concentration in urban centres; in the Isle of Man and the
Hebrides due to the relatively high density of Scandinavian speakers; in north-eastern Caithness, Orkney and Shetland because of the total subjugation, possibly even extermination, of the native population. Scandinavian influence on English was heavy: scores of everyday words were borrowed, including even the 3rd person pronouns *they, them, their*; in the areas of settlement in England place names of Norse origin abound. How long the language survived as a spoken idiom is uncertain, but there is runic evidence for the use of (a very aberrant form of) Scandinavian in north-west England as late as the twelfth century (Barnes 2003a: 7–8). Scandinavian influence on Irish is less profound; a number of loan words have been identified, but few place names. Runic inscriptions of both Danish/Swedish and Norwegian type were being carved in Dublin in the period c. 950–1100, but whether by residents of the town or visitors is impossible to say. The Isle of Man boasts over thirty runic inscriptions, mainly of Norwegian type, and a spread of Norse place names. With its apparently large and dominant immigrant population, one might expect Scandinavian speech to have survived longer here than in England or Ireland, and some have suggested a date in the fourteenth century for its final demise. However, there is already considerable evidence of Gaelic influence in the Norse of the earliest (tenth-century) inscriptions and two of the latest, perhaps from the end of the twelfth century, show signs of having been made by someone unacquainted with runic script, possibly even with the Norse language (Page 1992: 136). Scandinavian speech left its mark on Hebridean place nomenclature and on Hebridean Gaelic, especially in the island of Lewis. Estimates of how long the language survived there have varied from the thirteenth to the early fifteenth century (Barnes 1993: 77–8).

In Orkney, Shetland and north-eastern Caithness Scandinavian must have completely replaced the indigenous language or languages by the end of the tenth century, if not before. We nevertheless know very little about the form of Scandinavian in use in the Orkney earldom during the Viking Age since almost all our sources are from a later period. A few of the runic inscriptions preserved in the islands are probably from the tenth or eleventh century, but they are extremely laconic and confirm nothing more than that Orkney and Shetland were part of the West Scandinavian runic province (Barnes 1998: 9–11). The literary, onomastic and later linguistic records combine to suggest that the bulk of the settlers hailed from western Norway (roughly the area between present-day Nord-Trøndelag and Vest-Agder; Barnes 1998: 2–4), and that clearly coloured the type of language that developed there. Ultimately Northern-Isles and Caithness Scandinavian succumbed to Lowland Scots and English, in Caithness perhaps in the fourteenth or fifteenth century, in Orkney and Shetland between 1750 and 1800.

Greenland Scandinavian, according to medieval literary sources, was first and foremost an Icelandic emigrant language. That does not help us greatly in determining what form or forms it took during the Viking Age since we do not know how uniform or varied speech in Iceland was around AD 1000. The hundred or so runic inscriptions that have been found in Greenland indicate, unsurprisingly, that the Scandinavian in use there in the Middle Ages was of West Scandinavian type. Greenlandic Scandinavian died out with the demise of the Eastern settlement c. 1500.

Faroese and Icelandic are also West Scandinavian, quintessentially so, but whether that was the case from the beginning is unclear (Iceland has no runic inscriptions of Viking Age date, and the few from the Faroes are no more linguistically informative than those from Orkney and Shetland). Both countries seem to have been settled from
a variety of places, and by speakers of other languages besides Scandinavian. It is thus something of a surprise to find that the so-called First Grammatical Treatise, compiled in Iceland probably in the first half of the twelfth century (Haugen 1972), treats Icelandic as though it were a variation-free tongue. Possibly 200–250 years was enough to even out all major differences of speech, but conceivably the author was describing a literary norm used by poets and scholars.

Viking Age Finland is all but bereft of Scandinavian documents (a runic fragment has recently been found, but it tells us nothing about the type of Scandinavian spoken there; Åhlén et al. 1998). The modern Swedish dialects of Finland do not exhibit all the East Scandinavian features associated with Swedish in Sweden. For example, they preserve the historical diphthongs /ei/, /au/, /øy/, but that can hardly reflect West Scandinavian input since they share this characteristic with Gotlandic and a number of dialects in the north of Sweden.
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In the church of Forsa in the province of Hälsingland in north-eastern Sweden there has hung from ancient times a ring of iron, a foot in diameter and covered with some 200 runic characters that have been impressed into the metal by means of a chisel. The inscription has been interpreted as dealing with fines to the bishop when divine services had been illicitly cancelled. The word staff was taken to imply the bishop and the sequence lirþiR to be lærðir 'learned men', hence the Christian context and a dating of the ring to the twelfth century.

In 1979 the great Norwegian runologist Aslak Liestøl published a new reading of a single rune in the text, the r in lirþiR. By comparing it to all other r:s and u:s, he could prove that in fact we are dealing with a u-rune and the word liuþiR ljóðir 'people'. All Christian connections disappear and, instead, we have the first Scandinavian legal act in writing, dated (now in consistency with the language used) to the early Viking Age (Brink 1996, 2002).

Herein lie the value and importance of the scholarship devoted to the runes. The correct reading of a single character can change the entire meaning of a runic text and make it older by several hundred years. The runic evidence in itself is of unsurpassed value to our knowledge of life in the Viking Age. Runestone texts and other runic inscriptions constitute the only original sources to this period. Through the first stages of Old Danish, Old Norwegian and Old Swedish we hear a faint echo of the voices of the Vikings, and their documents give us unique insight into intellectual culture, mentalities and society. Runic writing provides evidence of legal practices, naming patterns including the aspect of social history, religious faiths and influence, burial customs, rules for inheritance, and literary tastes. Also as sources to settlement history, gender studies and the early Scandinavian languages the runic data is irreplaceable.

RUNES AND RUNIC ORTHOGRAPHY

Yet, all of this knowledge is derived from one of the least sophisticated writing systems in the world. The sixteen runes of the Viking Age are insufficient to represent all of the phonemes (speech sounds) used. Thus many runes had to serve more than one purpose. These sixteen runes were arranged in three groups (called ættir 'families') and in a
deviant, yet unexplained order. This writing system is called the *Futhark* after the initial six runes and it exists in two main variants, the long-branch runes (also called normal or Danish runes) and the short-twig runes (also called Swedo-Norwegian runes), plus one unusual variant, the staveless runes (also called the Swedish or Hälsinge runes). The latter lack the main staff (except for the i-rune) and always had to be written within a text band, since height placement was crucial (Peterson 1994a). This variant has been derived from short-twig runes, but recently a case has been made for the long-branch runes being the origin (Fridell 2000).

The runes are commonly ‘transliterated’, that is, printed with bold type Latin letters, which tells you little about the actual pronunciation (cf. Thompson 1981). Runes, transliterations, Old Icelandic designation (‘rune name’) and ætt, and the most important pronunciation variants of each rune are listed in Table 21.1.

Some comments are needed. Most runes had minor or major variants, such as Ž and m. They could also be reversed (Sw vändrunor) or inverted (Sw stuprunor): Þ ~ Þ and þ ~ þ, respectively, and they could be ligatured (Sw bindrunor): þ + þ = þ, sometimes many on a common staff (see comprehensive treatment by MacLeod 2002).

The runic designations are nouns which start, or in one case ends, with the sound that the rune was primarily used for (cf. Bauer 2003: 7). The ætt division is ancient and of unexplained origin, but constituted a handy way of creating ciphers based on placement in respective ætt (the order of which also could be reversed). Thus the s-rune would be designated 2:5 in some manner (for example by 2 long and 5 short strokes, the so-called ísrúna-system). A few of the phonetic symbols perhaps need an explanation (Table 21.2).

### Table 21.1 The three Viking Age variants of the runic script

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Long-branch</th>
<th>Short-twig</th>
<th>Staveless</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Common sound values</th>
<th>Ætt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>fe</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f ff w</td>
<td>Freyr’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td></td>
<td>är</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u y o ø au oy w</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þurs</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ ð</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þóss, þóss</td>
<td>o a</td>
<td>o ð</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td>reð</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r r R RR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>kaun</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k kk g gg nk ng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þbagall</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>b γ</td>
<td>Hagall’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þmað</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n nn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þís</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i æ e æi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þár</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a æ e æi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þöl</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s ss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þyrd</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t tt d dd nt nd</td>
<td>Tyr’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þjarkan</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b bb p pp mb mp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þmabr</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þlogr</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l ll</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td>þ</td>
<td></td>
<td>þyr from þykr</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R RR y æ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Spacing of words was not mandatory. Runes were not always doubled if the same character happened to occur at the end of one word and initially in the following, nor were they doubled when representing long phonemes. If /n/ or /m/ preceded a similar consonant no representation was necessary (Williams 1994). This parsimonious system sometimes leads to texts that are difficult to interpret. A modern parallel would be if we wrote the sequence buliftusitunilusuks to express the (admittedly somewhat unexpected) sentence ‘Pull left to send down Nelly’s socks!’ If we add the complications of a thousand-year-old language and an imperfect knowledge of the contents to be expected in a Viking Age runic text, it stands to reason that interpretation of an inscription can be quite a formidable exercise.

The rune carvers were, however, conscious of this difficulty and had ways to make it easier on the reader. First of all, most inscriptions do separate at least some individual words by using word dividers in the form of (double) points, (double) crosses, or other punctuation marks. Secondly, already in the tenth century there appeared dots on three of the most common runes to mark that these were not used in their usual manner. The u-, k- and i-runes were dotted to create ø (y), g (g), and å. The runestone formula may be summarised in the following way: ‘X (and Y) raised this stone in memory of Z, their relative.’ Each part of the formula may vary, but the pattern is very regular. In addition to this memorial formula up to three additional elements may occur: obituaries, prayers, and signatures (Hübker 1996: 38–41), usually in that order but seldom all three present simultaneously. On the runestone from Söderby in the province of Gästrikland (Gs 13), however, the three additional elements are found:

### Table 21.2: Phonetic symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Pronounced as</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>Germ. Tūr, Fre. lune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>Eng. birð, Fre. peu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>Eng. iðin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>Eng. oðer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɣ</td>
<td>Eng. iall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ǝ</td>
<td>Fre. blānc (cf. Williams 1990: 28–34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Scott. rēd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϒ</td>
<td>Eng. rōd? (Larsson 2002b: 28–33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>Dan. ìøg (a fricative g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>Eng. man</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**READING RUNESTONE INSCRIPTIONS**

But the best help to the reader then as well as now when deciphering a runic text was that almost all of the ones occurring on stone memorials followed an established pattern. Since runestones constitute the great majority of extant runic markers, most inscriptions are therefore not that difficult to understand.

The runestone formula may be summarised in the following way: ‘X (and Y) raised this stone in memory of Z, their relative.’ Each part of the formula may vary, but the pattern is very regular. In addition to this memorial formula up to three additional elements may occur: obituaries, prayers, and signatures (Hübker 1996: 38–41), usually in that order but seldom all three present simultaneously. On the runestone from Söderby in the province of Gästrikland (Gs 13), however, the three additional elements are found:

Brúsi had this stone erected in memory of Egill, his brother. And he died in Tafeistaland, when Brúsi carried long-lance after his brother. He travelled with Freygeirr. May God and God’s mother help his soul. Sveinn and Ásmundr, they marked (=carved).

Tafeistaland is part of present-day Finland and this is where Egill met his fate. His brother, who also commissioned the runestone, presumably took over the job as merkis-maðr (‘carrier of the battle banner’) after Egill died (Williams MS).

By knowing and expecting this formulaic content, the reader of an inscription was well equipped to decode inscriptions with even the most challenging orthography. For example, an inscription such as the one on the runestone at Eckersholm in the province of Småland (Sm 55) reads:

\texttt{hakR:kulkR:aukR:kuþkurR:riþ:itRn:þan:isunR:auti:Rtinf}

By applying strictly logical arguments based on the expected formula, Evert Salberger (2001: 101–2) finally managed to ‘crack the code’ of this apparent gibberish and propose an interpretation which may be summarised:

Haki, Kolki, Auki, maðgur reið(þ)u(þ) stein þenn(a), syni(r), epti(r) Stein fðður).

Haki, Kolki, Auki (and) mother and daughter(s) erected this stone, the sons after Stein, (their) father.

Except for the word maðgur this is a very convincing suggestion. The ‘formulaic words’ of this inscription are frequently abbreviated or written in a deviant fashion, whereas the personal names are less aberrant, as indeed they had to be. Through the established formula, the reader knew which words were names and which were not. For the latter, only a suggestion has to be made through orthographic means in order for the reader to understand which word is implied. For the former, however, stricter spelling is necessary if the reader is to know exactly which personal name is intended (Salberger 2001: 67, 83).

But the formula alone serves the purpose in the vast majority of cases, without the need for intricate analysis. What is of interest is the distribution and contents of the runic texts when decoded.

NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF RUNIC INSCRIPTIONS

We know of almost 3,000 Scandinavian runic inscriptions from the Viking Age. In the most recent inventory of the Scandinavian runic-text database (accessed 26 August 2004), these inscriptions are distributed in the following manner within the borders of present-day countries: Sweden 2,270, Denmark 400, Norway 138, the Faroes 2,
Great Britain and Eire 76. But more are being added continuously due to new finds and updated sources.\(^1\)

It must be stressed, however, that both the period and the material itself are problematic (cf. Palm 1992). The ‘Viking Age’ to runologists ends as late as 1130, and indeed a third of this type of runestones are now dated to the period after 1050. Also, hundreds of inscriptions are found on, for example, grave slabs and coins, artefacts usually associated with the Middle Ages. It is evident, therefore, that the runic material should rather be divided into two parts, the split occurring around the year 1000. Before this date the Danish runestones command the scene although there are also small amounts of monuments in Norway and Sweden, as well as some runic inscription on other artefacts. After the shift of the millennium, the runestone tradition of Sweden really gains ground and inscriptions with a Christian content and/or ornamentation begin to dominate. From this point on the runic medium is used for other purposes, as well, but the fashion of ‘proper runestones’ does not lose its popularity for more than a century, at least not in the central part of Sweden where the Christian Church is slowest to establish itself in more formal respects. Once the building of (public) church buildings is widespread in an area, runic memorials take the form of standing or lying grave markers in or outside the temple.

The method of dating runestones based on their ornamentation is a recent discovery, developed by Anne-So\(f\)e Gr\(ä\)slund (2003 with references). (For a deeper discussion of this problem, see Gr\(ä\)slund and Lager, ch. 46, below.) Earlier, linguistic methods have proved unreliable (Williams 1990: 183; Lagman 1990: 157), although linguistic variation with a typological chronology may in the future become important as a supplementary means of dating.

Just as the runestones are unevenly spread in time, they are unsymmetrically distributed within the Scandinavian countries. In Norway there are no concentrations to talk of, runestones occurring throughout inhabited areas. In Denmark there are centres in north-eastern Jutland and southern Skåne, as well as on Bornholm. On Swedish soil the majority of memorials are erected in the provinces around Lake Mälaren in central Sweden, although Östergotland, Västergotland, Småland, Öland and Gotland also evidence about a hundred or more stones. For the most recent distribution maps, see Sawyer (2000: 12–13). Runic practices did vary regionally to some extent, usually depending on variation in the dialect spoken (Williams 1996 with references).

**CONTENTS OF RUNIC TEXTS**

Contents, finally, vary as much as do other factors, although the memorial formula is always present. The reason for this could be purely commemorative. But it has been suggested that ‘almost all inscriptions reflect inheritance and property rights’ (Sawyer 2000: 47). This implies that literacy had become more formalised in Scandinavian eleventh-century society than previously thought, an intriguing possibility, but fraught with problems. It has also been proposed that almost all missionary-period inscriptions had a Christian purpose, even the ‘neutral’ ones without cross or prayer (Williams 1999). Since I am responsible for the latter idea, it behoves me to admit that I now consider all absolute positions too extreme. Runestone production obviously has its roots in the memorial tradition. In the later part of the Viking Age, the medium was expanded to include other aspects of commemoration such as obituaries, but also for adding
other types of material. Hereditary information was deemed interesting, whether it was ‘useful’ in a legal sense or not. (Obituaries certainly are not.) The Church could not fail to see the worth of the runestone medium, used as it was to written documents. The concluding prayer Ein n er Guð ‘God is one’ on the Galteland stone (N 184) reached a wide audience. The combination of a traditional memorial inscription and ornamentation with a Christian prayer and incorporated cross was a powerful means of demonstrating your adherence to a presumably fashionable faith, as well as a method of spreading the religion. Runestone raising was, we must remember, almost exclusively restricted to the landed class of society. If this group accepted the new creed, others could be influenced or coerced to embrace it.

But runic texts do not only deal with the mundane and the religious exclusively. There are also literary aspects: commemoratory poetry occurs regularly, especially in the Swedish province of Södermanland (Hübner 1996: 167–8). The earliest attested dröttkvætt stanza occurs on the Karlevi stone (Öl 1), as well as the first stanza of fornyrðislag on the Rök stone (Ög 136). Runic poetry fits in well with the rest of the Old Norse corpus, and should not be forgotten when discussing it. The material is presented fully in Larsson (2005).

The memorial formula varies little, but it nevertheless provides crucial information about Viking Age society. The sex of the commemorator(s) and the deceased and the family structure are data that have been used for important studies (Sawyer 2000), although not all are equally convincing (see Jesch 1994).

As important are the personal names prolific in the inscriptions, some 1,400 separate names in all, 75 per cent of which denote men (Peterson 2002: 3). Only approximately half a per cent of all names are of non-Scandinavian origin, the exceptions stemming from names ‘borrowed’ from Christian saints or royal families (Larsson 2002a: 50, 53–4 with references). Most of the names are made up of two parts, for example Guðlaug and Þorsteinn to choose the most common ones of either sex. In the Viking Age this type of name no longer had any ‘meaning’ but was simply handed down through the generations or made up from randomly combined elements, resulting in unique combinations.

More interesting, perhaps, are appellations which are only secondary as names, that is, the bynames (nicknames) so commonly found in medieval sources, for example Haraldr hinn hárfragri ‘fair-haired’. In the runic inscriptions names of this type usually stand alone, as the only name of a person. These ‘absolute bynames’ constitute a unique source to the social history and mentality of Viking Age Scandinavians. Many common names were probably bynames originally, such as Döttir ‘daughter’ and Gás ‘goose’. Others are of a more obvious byname character: Spjáti ‘he with a spear’, Kárr ‘curly hair’ and Fundinn ‘foundling’. Many phenomena could inspire a byname, for example characteristics of the human body such as the colour of hair (Hvítþyfði ‘white head = hair’) and beard (Kanpr ‘moustache’), or shape of parts of the body like the forehead (Ennibratt ‘steep forehead’), nose (Eikinfr ‘oaken nose’), lips (Varrfeitr ‘fat lips’) and feet (Fórr). Distinctive speech (Dragmáll ‘drawing speech’), abilities (Spár ‘prophetic’) or behaviour (Styr ‘tumult’) could also lead to the coining of a nickname.

Names which certainly stimulate our imagination are the ones that start with the negative prefix Ø- ‘un-’, such as Ófeigr ‘undying’, Örekja ‘uncaring’ and Öpveginn ‘unwashed’ (Williams 1993). The type is old, but seems especially popular in the Old Scandinavian society, perhaps because these superficially negative names had become
favourites among the Viking warriors, where hurtful actions and bad behaviour were not always frowned upon. Successful Vikings bearing names of this type probably passed them on to later generations.

RUNIC RESEARCH: ISSUES AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

Most of the runic inscriptions are now published in scholarly editions, and almost all are available in some form (see note 1). But the work for runologists is far from over. It is now time to utilise the material, which has so far mostly been inventoried, at least from the linguistic point of view. Historians of all creeds have already, as I have shown, begun to mine the runic texts, but there is so much more to be learned. Runology as a discipline, however, is primarily philological (Peterson 1995). Until an inscription is properly published and its meaning firmly established, the text cannot be utilised by other scholars. And there is much to be done in this field. Many passages are still unclear, due to damages or misunderstandings. Since the material is not that large, even a few inscriptions can make a lot of difference. Many names are misinterpreted or yet remain wholly uninterpreted. Behind these are often found the more uncommon types of bynames, the very material that tells us the most about naming patterns. Personal names have been erroneously analysed regarding the sex of their bearers, which can lead historians to the wrong conclusions.

We also have a poor understanding of the communicative situation of the runic texts: who and how many could read and write runes? What were the mental tools used to decode an inscription and what were the orthographical rules more precisely? Since the runes are ambiguous, we have to spend extra care in determining which interpretations are at all possible and which one is obviously the correct one, or at least the most likely. What role did the ‘nonsense’ inscriptions play in the corpus (cf. Meijer 1997)? Why would anyone carve a runic text or a part of one that does not make sense, and are these inscriptions and passages really meaningless? The first steps towards the understanding of these complex issues have been taken (Lagman 1989), but much remains to be done.

As for the linguistic issues, there is a word index to the Rune-Swedish inscriptions (Peterson 1994b), which is currently being translated into English (http://runic-dictionary.nottingham.ac.uk/). There are also book-length studies of some runic orthographic/phonological phenomena (Williams 1990; Lagman 1990; Larsson 2002b) and much material on Old Scandinavian languages to be found in Bandle et al. (2003). But there is no proper dictionary of Viking Age language, no grammar dealing with its phonology, morphology and syntax (Peterson 1996: 23), nor is there any handbook of runology (stepping-stones are laid in Thompson 1975 and Barnes 1994). All of these works need to be written, not least because many reinterpretations are likely to result from such work.

Another major runological research effort must be directed towards the runographers, the artists carving the runestone inscriptions and sometimes signing with their names. Many runographers have received some attention and a couple, Asmundr Kárason and Ópir, full-length treatments (Thompson 1975 and Åhlén 1997, respectively). One monograph has been published on all the carvers in a region (Stille 1999) and one on the technical aspects of rune carving (Kitzler 2002). But we are still far from understanding all the important circumstances relating to the runographers (cf. Williams 2000): did several usually cooperate and, if so, is there a pattern to who was responsible for (what
parts of) the runic inscription and who for the ornamentive parts? Why are only certain inscriptions signed, and does the signature always indicate who actually carried out the work? Were there carvers’ schools with masters and pupils? Is the orthography of the runographer influenced by her or his dialect, region, colleagues or customers?

CONCLUSION

The study of runology is old, but still in its beginnings. Viking Age runestones have received much attention but have much more to contribute to our knowledge of contemporary society and language. Other inscriptions, for example on so-called runic amulets, are only beginning to be studied as a group. The runic material may not be large, but it is of extraordinary richness, variety and value.

NOTE

1 The runic inscriptions of the various countries are published as follows. Britain: Barnes and Page (2006), Holman (1996), Page (1995); Denmark (including Skåne, Halland and Blekinge): DR and Moltke (1985); Gotland: SRI 11–12, Snædal (2002); Ireland: Barnes et al. (1997); Norway (including Bohuslän and Jämtland): Nykr and Spurkland (2001); Sweden: SRI and Jansson (1987). New finds are published in Nytt om runer, now also available on the Internet. The entire corpus, including unpublished texts, is available through Scandinavian runic-text database, now also available in English, along with updated readings and interpretations in addition to translations of (virtually) all texts.
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Gs = Gästriklands runinskrifter (SRI 15).


N = Runic inscription in Niyr.


Ög = Östergötlands runinskrifter (SRI 2).

Öl = Ölands runinskrifter (SRI 1).


Sm = Smålands runinskrifter (SRI 4).


SRI = Sveriges runinskrifter, 1–, Stockholm 1900 ff.: KVHAA.


Long before the Viking Age, Scandinavians liked to remember their dead by erecting large stones in their honour, sometimes with an inscription carved in runes, sometimes decorated, sometimes both. These could be further embellished by formulating the inscription, or part of it, in verse. One such stone, from Tune in Østfold, Norway, dated to around 400, is for a man called Wåduríðar. Despite the difficulties of interpreting this early inscription, it is clearly in verse, and records that a man called Wiwar made the monument, and that three daughters held a funeral feast for the deceased (Naumann 1998: 697–8; Spurkland 2005: 35–42). Other kinds of important messages could also be embellished by the use of verse forms. One of the gold drinking horns found at Gallehus, in Denmark, from the fifth century, had a runic inscription recording who made it. On this fine piece of craftwork in the most precious metal, the maker’s simple inscription is appropriately couched in verse form (Naumann 1998: 702–3; Spurkland 2005: 21–5):

\[ ek \text{ Hlevagast}ír \text{ Holt}ír \text{ borna tawido } I, \text{ Hlevagast}ír \text{ son of Holtír, made the horn. } \]

(Spurkland 2005: 22)

This poetic line is in *fornyrðislag* ('the metre of old sayings'), the standard alliterative long line used throughout the Germanic-speaking world, and also found in the mythological and legendary poetry collected in the late thirteenth-century Icelandic manuscript of the Poetic Edda, while the Tune inscription is recognisably in *ljóðaháttur*, another metre also found in the Edda, both suggesting a remarkably long-lived continuity of poetic form. The Viking Age falls in the middle of the eight centuries that separate the Tune and Gallehus inscriptions from the medieval Icelandic manuscript. In formal, metrical and linguistic terms, the poetry of the Vikings is thus just a slice of a much longer history of Scandinavian poetry that can be traced from at least AD 400 to around AD 1500 (Fidjestøl 1997; Gade 2000; Clunies Ross 2005).

Studying Viking Age poetry involves making a number of assumptions about it from indirect evidence. Despite the Scandinavians’ familiarity with runes, their poetry in
the Viking Age was predominantly oral: it was composed, performed and transmitted without the benefit of writing. In the long run, such poetry could only survive if it was recorded in writing, and we have to rely heavily on later written evidence for our knowledge of Viking Age poetry (Roesdahl and Meulengracht Sørensen 2003: 134–40). It is true that runes were used to record snatches of verse on memorial stones from the Viking Age, like the earlier Tune memorial, but these texts are short, highly restricted in genre and style, and not especially interesting as poetry. Such inscriptions show poetry in action, verse forms put to work in the more serious business of commemorating the dead, and of establishing and reinforcing the kin group and local hierarchies. Two stones still standing on the assembly site at Bällsta in Uppland, Sweden, contain this verse in fornyrðislag, framed by the names of three men who commissioned the monument and a fourth who carved the runes:

\[
\begin{align*}
Munu & \text{æigi mærki} \\
mæiri & \text{verða,} \\
han & Ulfs synir \\
aeftir & gæðu, \\
sniallir & svinaar, \\
at & sinn fahur. \\
Raistu & stæina \\
ok & staf unnu \\
auk & inn mikla \\
at & iartæiknum. \\
Auk & Gyriði \\
gats & at veri. \\
Þy & man i grati \\
gett & lata.
\end{align*}
\]

There shall no mightier memorials be found than those Ulv's sons set up after him, active lads after their father. They raised the stones and worked the staff also, the mighty one, as marks of honour. Likewise Gyrid loved her husband. So in mourning she will have it mentioned.

(Jansson 1987: 121)

Such occasional uses of verse reflect a culture whose habit of thinking was poetical, one in which it came naturally to embellish important messages with well-worn verse forms (Wulf 2003). That such inscriptions are poetic embellishment, rather than 'poetry',
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is clear both from their brevity, and the difficulty of deciding whether individual inscriptions are in verse or not (Hübeler 1996).

This easy familiarity with poetry continued after the Viking Age, as can be seen from the verse fragments carved for instant consumption on throwaway sticks of wood preserved in the waterlogged Bryggen area of medieval Bergen, in Norway (Liestøl 1974). These, too, are very like the poetry found in medieval Icelandic manuscripts, both Eddic and the kind that is usually called skaldic (see below). Like the Icelandic manuscripts, the runic poetry from medieval Bergen is mainly from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and shows affinities with contemporary manuscript culture. While there are strong indications of the continuity of poetic forms from before the Viking Age until well after it, the actual contemporary evidence for the poetry of the Vikings is thus limited to a small number of runic inscriptions, mainly on memorial stones.

For a fuller appreciation of the range and variety of this poetry we have to turn to the later written evidence from medieval Iceland. The flowering of literary culture there began a century or so after its conversion to Christianity and the subsequent introduction of writing, using the roman alphabet and the technology of pen, ink and parchment. An important part of the Icelanders’ literary activity involved the recording and preservation of ancient oral traditions: historical, mythological and poetical (Quinn 2000; Whaley 2000). While works like Íslendingabók and the sagas of Icelanders stressed the novelty and distinctiveness of Iceland and its literary culture, the poetry often stressed its own antiquity, and historical and cultural ties with the Scandinavian homeland, especially Norway. A vast quantity of poetry of many different kinds is preserved in Icelandic manuscripts from the thirteenth century onwards (Clunies Ross 2005). Much of this poetry was composed at the time of writing, or at least in the literate period from the twelfth century onwards. Yet it is also clear that a substantial proportion of the poetry preserved in medieval Icelandic manuscripts has its roots in the Viking Age, and that some of it may even be an accurate and faithful reproduction of the oral poetry of the Vikings. The main problem is to identify which medieval Icelandic verse originates in the Viking Age, and to determine how faithfully it reproduces its oral antecedents.

It is usual to divide medieval Icelandic poetry into two main categories, labelled ‘Eddic’ and ‘skaldic’ (Gunnell 2004; Whaley 2004). Like most binary divisions, this categorisation is an oversimplification of a large, diverse and chronologically extensive corpus. Nevertheless, these categories are useful for thinking about the possible Viking Age origins and contexts of poetry, and its transmission into the literate period.

Eddic poetry takes its name from a manuscript now generally referred to as the Codex Regius of the Poetic Edda (though it has borrowed this name from Snorri’s Edda, also an important medieval source for ancient poetry). The Codex Regius was produced in Iceland in the 1270s and is a collection, or even an anthology, of twenty-nine poems of the kind we now call Eddic (Neckel and Kuhn 1983; Larrington 1996; Hallberg 1993). These poems have subjects from myth and heroic legend, and are in a variety of metres including fornyrðislag and lýðaháttir, as noted above. They differ from other early Germanic poetry in being stanzaic, but there is some similarity, even overlap, of subject matter. They employ a wide variety of narrative, discursive and even dramatic stylistic techniques, and the tone ranges from the scurrilous to the high serious and visionary. The interest and variety of this collection suggest that it is just a sampling of a much richer literary tradition. The Codex Regius is not the first collection of this particular
group of poems, but a copy of earlier versions, which can be traced back to around 1200 (Pétursson 1993). The early thirteenth century was also the time Snorri Sturluson was compiling his Edda, a handbook of mythology and poetry which both paraprases and quotes from poems like those in the Poetic Edda (Faulkes 1982–98, 1987). Snorri clearly knew some poems not in the Poetic Edda, and others he seems to have known in different versions. A further manuscript, from around 1300, contains seven of the mythological poems from the Codex Regius, and an additional one (Baldrs draumar) not found there (Pétursson 1993), and Eddic-style poems are found in other manuscripts (Hallberg 1993). It is clear that scribes and authors of the thirteenth century knew a lot of Eddic-type poetry and took pains to collect, record and study it.

But how old is this poetry and did it originate in the Viking Age? By this time Iceland was thoroughly Christian, and yet much of the poetry deals with the pre-Christian mythology of Scandinavia, or with semi-historical heroes from the Migration period. Again, a runic inscription comes to our aid to demonstrate that both the form and the subject matter of Eddic verse were known in the Viking Age. The Rök stone from Östergötland in Sweden cites a fornyðrislag stanza that would not be out of place in the Codex Regius, and which alludes to heroic legends:

Red ÞiodrikR
binn þurmodi,
stillR flutna,
strandu HraidmararR.
SitiR nu garuR
a guta sinum,
skialdi umf fatlaðR,
skati Mæringa.

Theodric the bold,
king of sea-warriors,
rulled over
Reid-sea shores.
Now he sits armed
on his Gothic horse,
shield strapped,
prince of Mæring.
(Jansson 1987: 32)

This stone is dated to the beginning of the Viking Age, around AD 800. Theodric is the famed ruler of the Ostrogoths in the fifth/sixth century – quite what he is doing on a Swedish runestone nearly three centuries later is hard to determine, but he fits the pattern of Migration-period heroes celebrated in Eddic verse, like Attila the Hun and Gunnar the Burgundian who appear in several of the legendary poems in the second half of the Codex Regius.

The Rök stone shows that the type of poetry found in the Codex Regius was known in Viking Age Scandinavia, but not that the Eddic poems themselves are from that period. There have been many attempts to date the Eddic poems on the grounds of their language, metre, style, literary connections or contents (Hallberg 1993; Fidjestøl 1999),
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but there is no consensus on their age, though scholars agree that some of the poems are older than others, and, in particular, that some of them were composed as late as the twelfth century. The mythological poems, for instance, have been judged on whether they seem to be thoroughly pagan (like Vafþrúðnismál), touched by Christianity (like Völsunga), or a Christian pastiche of pagan beliefs (as some scholars believe Prymskeviða is), but such judgements are inevitably subjective. Instead, we need to ask what it means to say that an Eddic poem is ‘old’ (Meulengracht Sørensen 1991). The manuscript transmission cannot with certainty be traced further back than 1200. To reach the Viking Age, we have to assume either an untraceable early manuscript tradition, or a period of oral transmission, or probably both. Yet it is clear that much of the material in the Eddic poems – the stories of gods and heroes, the conceptual vocabulary, the ideologies and beliefs – is of great antiquity. A common pool of stories and cultural knowledge can be traced in art, iconography and other sources from before, during and after the Viking Age, and it is from this pool that the Eddic poems drew their material. But to argue that the poems themselves, as they are preserved, are old, would depend on an assumption of extensive oral transmission in fixed form of poems that are actually rather loose in their structures, which accords ill with what we know about oral poetry from other cultures (Finnegan 1988: 139–74). It is more likely that the Eddic poems are reworkings, at various times, of material from the pool of ancient cultural knowledge (Meulengracht Sørensen 1991). In this way, the surviving Eddic poems represent a Viking Age cultural practice, without necessarily being Viking Age texts in their current form.

Skaldic poetry can more easily be traced to its Viking Age origins. The term is often used rather broadly to cover most kinds of medieval Scandinavian and Icelandic poetry other than the Eddic poems (Fidjestøl 1993). Unlike Eddic poems, named after a manuscript, the (modern) name of the skaldic genre focuses on the figure of the poet, the skald. Whereas the anonymous Eddic poems come from an ancient, timeless and common cultural pool, skaldic verse is ascribed to a named poet and situated in a particular historical or literary context, either the patron for whom he composed, or the occasion for which he made his verses (although we know of some female skalds, they are very rare, see Jesch 1987). The preservation of such ancillary information about skaldic verse is related to its transmission. Unlike the Poetic Edda, an anthology, or Snorri’s Edda, a handbook with illustrative quotations, the manuscripts which preserve skaldic poems generally cite them in a narrative context, and in such a way as to indicate their chronological, geographical and social context, which is often in the Viking Age. However, there is still a problem of dating.

Although skaldic verse is now accessible mostly in Icelandic manuscripts of the thirteenth century or later, much of it purports to be a product of the Viking Age, composed and performed in an oral context (Jesch 2001: 9–12, 15–33). We do not know for sure how such oral texts were transmitted, and how they survived the transition to literacy to be preserved for posterity, though one answer was provided by Snorri Sturluson. In the prologue to Heimskringla, he explains that he has taken his examples from those ‘poems which where recited before the chieftains themselves or their sons’ because kveðin þykkja mér sízt ōr staði sverð, ef þau eru vátt kveðin ok skynsamliga upp tekin ‘the poems seem to me least likely to be corrupted, as long as they are correctly composed and carefully interpreted’ (Aðalbjarnarson 1979 I: 7, my trans.). This is the origin of the idea widespread among modern scholars that the form of skaldic verse is a guarantee of
its more-or-less accurate preservation in an oral tradition, until the advent of literacy enabled the text to be fixed in a different, and more permanent, way. The extent to which the form of skaldic verse is fixed is much greater than in other early Germanic genres, so that, while all verse is designed to be memorable, skaldic verse seems particularly designed to be memorable in exactly the form in which it was originally composed. It is characterised by complex metrical rules applied within a small poetic space: almost any changes to the text may violate one or more of these metrical rules (Gade 1995: 1–7). As Snorri said, as long as the poem is ‘correctly composed’ in the first instance, and then ‘carefully interpreted’, it will not be ‘corrupted’.

Skaldic verse that can in this way be relatively confidently attributed to the Viking Age needs to be defined somewhat more narrowly. In the Viking Age, kings and chieftains employed poets who composed formal poems in their praise, recording and celebrating their warlike and other accomplishments (Frank 1978: 120–5). This genre (known from its form as dróttkvætt ‘composed in court metre’) flourished particularly in the late tenth and eleventh centuries. The poets were mainly Icelanders and the kings were mainly Norwegian, though Swedish, Danish and English kings, and other rulers, could also be celebrated. The poems were composed in the poet’s head and recited before an audience of the king and his retainers, or of his heirs if it was posthumous. The skaldic poet often appears as an authorial presence in his text, drawing attention to his sources. His authorial personality is also of importance outside the text, guaranteeing its authenticity and authority. For historians like Snorri, the poet is the authority for the information they take from his poems. But it is also clear to us that the poet is in some sense the creator of that information. Handsomely rewarded for his poem, he presents a flattering and definitive version of the life and works of the king or chieftain being praised, securely enmeshed in the strict and complex forms of dróttkvætt which ensure its enduring testimony. The poem then becomes part of the treasure-chest of other poets, who ensure it is remembered and passed on.

Arnór Þórðarson’s Porfinnsdrápa records the earl of Orkney’s raids on mainland Scotland in the late 1020s, including a battle against a Scottish leader called Karl Hundason, at Tarbat Ness, south of the River Oykell:

\[
\begin{align*}
Ulf\ s\ tuggu\ rað\ eggjar, \\
eitt \var\s\ Torfnes\ betir, \\
-\ vnger\ oll\ þvi\ þengill - \\
(þat\ vas\ máanadag)\ frá\nar. \\
Sungu \var,\ til\ þinga, \\
þunn\ fyr\ Ekkjal\ sunnan, \\
sverð,\ es\ siklingr\ bardisk \\
snarr\ við\ Skotlands\ barra. \\
\end{align*}
\]

Bright blades grew red on the wolf’s mouthful [carrion] at a place called Torfnes. Young, the ruler caused that. It was a Monday.
Slender swords sang there south of the Ekkjall, as the princeling, swift into conflict, fought with Scotland’s lord. (Whaley 1998: 236–7)

This is a typical dróttkvætt stanza, with eight half-lines of six syllables each, alliteration binding the half-lines into pairs, and internal rhyme (full rhyme in the even-numbered
lines and half-rhyme in the odd-numbered). It makes use of poetic tropes such as ‘the wolf’s mouthful’, and descriptive adjectives (‘bright’, ‘slender’). But it also demonstrates a concern for naming significant places, and has a precise concern with chronology, specifying the day of the week on which the battle took place. In this way it is both poetry and chronicle, both entertainment and praise. The combination of significant historical details, interesting literary embellishment and strict metre all helped to ensure the survival of this stanza, like many others in dróttkvætt, for an unknown length of time in the oral tradition, and for subsequent recording in Icelandic historical texts. Like the runic memorials, these poems are verse in action, used for a variety of social purposes. The art of the Viking Age, including its poetry, is rarely just decorative (though it is highly decorative), but usually also functional. The surviving Eddic poems, however, hint at an alternative, less functional, aesthetic, which might also be located in the Viking Age.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


There are a number of central facts that should be borne in mind by anyone who intends to study the Eddic poems in the context of the early Middle Ages:

First of all, the two main manuscripts containing the earliest complete versions of these works, the so-called Codex Regius and the AM 748 4°, both come from the late thirteenth century (see Vésteinn Ólason 2001; and Wessén 1945). Prior to this, Snorri Sturluson quotes directly from some of the poems contained in these manuscripts in his Prose Edda, which was written in about 1220.

Secondly, most scholars agree that the majority of the works contained in the Eddic manuscripts must have lived in the oral tradition prior to the time at which they were recorded, although opinions vary about how long this might apply to different works (see e.g. Gíslí Sigurðsson 1998; Harris 1979, 1983, 1985, 2000a, b, 2003, 2004, forthcoming; Lönnroth 1971, 1978, 1979). Some argue, logically, that a number of the works contained in the Poetic Edda might have roots in pagan times 200 years earlier, although considering the arguments that have been made about the workings of the oral tradition by scholars such as Milton Parry and Albert Lord (1960), Ruth Finnegan (1977), Jeff Opland (1980), Walter Ong (1982) and John Miles Foley (2002), it must be regarded as questionable exactly how much the texts of these works would have remained unchanged during all of this time.

The above statement underlines a third fact, that these works were ‘collected’ rather than composed by those who recorded them, although it seems clear that different editorial approaches were used by those who recorded different sections of the manuscript, the Codex Regius manuscript being a compilation of other earlier compilations (see Lindblad 1954, 1980). The mere fact that they were collected, however, does not mean that these works were known all over Scandinavia, nor, if they were well known, that all the ‘versions’ known at the time around Scandinavia would have taken the same form. As Gíslí Sigurðsson (1998: xlv–xlvi) has argued, it is likely that the performer would have adapted the work to suit the occasion, as happens in many other oral cultures.

In short, the Eddic poems were essentially works that were presented ‘live’ by performers, and received by audiences not only aurally, but also visually as one-off living performances, not least because, as with a play, every performance of these works would
have been different in one way or another, at least in terms of audience and accompanying atmosphere. Indeed, this fact would also have applied to the period after these works came to be recorded, because it is probable that the recorded and copied Eddic poems, like the sagas, would have tended to have been received by most people read aloud rather than through private reading. This means, in essence, that for most people, as with a play (or at the very least, a poetry-reading or a stand-up comedy performance), the actual text of these works was only one relatively limited part of the overall received ‘work’. In short, these works were not composed solely of words: they were also received as a form of music with varying tones, rhythms and inflections, although it is hard to say whether they were sung, spoken or chanted. In short, as John Miles Foley (2002: 60) has noted recently about oral poetry:

Oral poetry is endemically plural, naturally diverse . . . Any oral poem, like any utterance, is profoundly contingent on its context. To assume that it is detachable – that we can comfortably speak of ‘an oral poem’ as a freestanding item – is necessarily to take it out of context. And what is that lost context? It is the performance, the audience, the poet, the music, the specialised way of speaking, the gestures, the costuming, the visual aids, the occasion, the ritual, and myriad other aspects of the given poem’s reality . . . And when we pry an oral poem out of one language and insert it into another, things will inevitably change. We’ll pay a price.

In other words, scholars who ignore the aural and visual aspects of the performance of Old Norse poetry and limit themselves to the ‘safe’ fixed text are doing little more than examining the equivalent of a dead butterfly pinned to a board in a museum. The object they are viewing has little to do with the work as it was conceived by the original performer.

A natural reaction to the above statement is to argue that we know nothing about the context of the Eddic poems, since there are no objective accounts of the presentation of the Eddic poems outside the fictional, and slightly questionable account given in Norna-Gests þátr in the Flateyjarbók manuscript from the fourteenth century, where Norna-Gestr recites Helreið Brynhildar and parts of Reginsnæð apparently to the accompaniment of a harp (see Norna-Gests þátr). Certainly, nothing at all exists from the prehistoric pagan times about the performance of such works. All the same, as has been implied above, the extant versions of the Eddic poems were collected from the oral tradition, and these can be assumed, for the main part, to be relatively trustworthy records of the form and content of these works as they existed in the thirteenth century (see further Tangherlini 2003). Furthermore, it can also be safely assumed that the extant form of these works was shaped by the performance conditions they were intended for at that time, if not also in earlier centuries, just as the form of Shakespeare’s plays was governed by the theatrical conditions of Elizabethan England, and the shape of oral ballads and folk tales is governed by the fact that their audience had to be able to follow what was going on at any given time: they could not flick back through the pages of the book (see also Lønroth 1978: 12).

This brings us to the additional information about performance provided by the form of the Eddic poems themselves and the manuscripts in which they are contained. First of all, it is clear that the use of the expression ‘Eddic poem’ as a genre description is highly misleading, not least because the main Eddic manuscript, the Codex Regius,
actually contains two very different types of poetic work, written in two quite different metres. The former metre, fornyrðislag, is used essentially for epic narrative works, most of them dealing with ancient Germanic heroes. In these works, which for the main part are composed in the third person, the audience is informed of earlier events by a narrator who refers back to the past, thereby acting as a middle-man between the past and the present (the audience). They recount actions and dialogues, but never personally leave the present world of the performance situation. The latter metre, ljóðabáttr, is totally different: all of the works in this metre, which deal with the world of the gods and those archetypal heroes like Sigurðr Fafnibani who had business with the gods, take the form of monologues and dialogues in the first person. Although the works have prose introductions in the Codex Regius, these have been shown to be of questionable origin. A number of them are taken directly from Snorri Sturluson’s Prose Edda (see Gunnell 1995: 218–35). In short, in these works, there is no middle-man: the form forces the performer to take on the role(s) of the characters in question, in other words, the gods and their followers, who are simultaneously ‘brought to life’ in front of the audience. This is even more likely if the performer in question adds tone, emotion or gesture to the words they are presenting, thereby encouraging a degree of identification between themselves and the characters. At the same time, the audience is brought actually to ‘witness’ the events of the past. Two times are thus present simultaneously. All of the implications are that the ljóðabáttr works in question have strong dramatic qualities in performance, quite different from those works in fornyrðislag (seePhillpotts 1920; Gunnell 1995).

The dramatic aspects of the dialogic ljóðabáttr works are emphasised still further by the fact that in both main manuscripts of the Poetic Edda, when recording five dialogic works (Skírnismál, Hárbarðsljóð, Vafthrúðnismál, Lokasenna and Fafnismál) the scribes felt a need to adapt a form of marginal speaker notation that was never used anywhere else in medieval Scandinavian manuscripts before or after that time. In other Icelandic and mainland Scandinavian manuscripts containing dialogue (e.g. the Dialogues of Gregory the Great), names of speakers are always given in abbreviated form in the main text (sometimes rubricated). This is attempted and then rejected in the Eddic manuscripts before being replaced by the marginal notation (see Gunnell 1995: 282–329). The marginal notation form is only encountered elsewhere during this period in manuscripts from northern France and England containing dramas in the vernacular (such as Le Mystère d’Adam, or La Seinte Resureccion) or works meant to be performed in dramatic fashion (such as Babio and Dame Sirith) (see further Gunnell 1995: 206–18, 282–329). Furthermore, careful analysis of the texts of these Eddic poems underlines the fact that a single performer would have immense difficulty in presenting them and conveying the various changes of character without making use of some form of acted character presentation in voice or action (especially in Skírnismál, Fafnismál and Lokasenna). Indeed, as I have noted elsewhere, the humour of Hárbarðsljóð and Lokasenna seems to depend on this (see Gunnell 1995: 182–281). The likelihood must then be that two or more performers would have been involved in presenting these dialogues. It might be noted that Skírnismál, Lokasenna and Hárbarðsljóð have all been presented effectively as dramas in Iceland in recent years.

In short, it appears that the two main types of poetic works within the Eddic corpus had different forms of performance. Those in fornyrðislag might have been performed as Norna-Gestr presents his poems (although it must remain somewhat questionable
whether harps were commonly used in Scandinavia in the early Middle Ages), while those in *ljóðabáttr* (including the monologues) involved dramatic presentation. Indeed, several of them seem to imply movement and living gesture (especially *Skírnismál*, which not only involves movement but the carving of magical runes, something that one cannot expect a good Christian scribe to have dreamed up for actual performance).

This leads to the natural questions of the possible setting and background of these works. Of course, the *fornyrðislag* poems could have been performed anywhere, although one can expect an indoor setting. As for the dialogic poems and monologic poems mainly in *ljóðabátur*, it is interesting to note the fact that several of them (*Fáfnismál*, *Sigdrífumál*, *Skírnismál* and *Hárbarðsljóð*) largely take place outside in a liminal setting, while others (*Vafþrúðnismál, Grímnismál, Lokasenna* and probably *Hátamál*) are all deliberately set inside a hall, something that provides an additional religious context if, as I have argued elsewhere, the hall building itself had a potentially microcosmic symbolism in pagan times (the roof being the sky, held up by ‘dwarfs’, while the chieftain sitting in the high seat between the tree-like high-seat pillars has the role of the *göði/göð: see further Gunnell 2004*). Indeed, it is hard to ignore the strong ‘initiatory’ ritual elements of *Grímnismál, Vafþrúðnismál, Fáfnismál* and *Sigdrífumál*.

In short, it would appear that in the *ljóðabáttr* poems of the Poetic Edda we have the earliest extant ‘dramatic’ works in northern Europe. There is good reason to consider whether the form of works such as these might originally have some connection to those archaeological finds and foreign historical accounts implying ritual dramatic activities, such as the Torslunda matrices, the Oseberg tapestry, the horned and sometimes dancing figures found in Birka, Ekhammar, Finglesham and Sutton Hoo, the felt animal masks found in Hedeby harbour, Adam of Bremen’s talk of a ‘theatrum’ at Uppsala, and the accounts of masked Varangians in skins dancing a Christmas *gøtikòn* for the emperor in Constantinople (see Gunnell 1995: 36–80).

**NOTE**

1 The words most commonly used with poetic performance are *þýlja* (‘to recite or list’) and *kvöla*, which might mean chanting, or some heightened form of speech. Readers are recommended to listen to the recent experiments into the ‘music’ and performance of the Edda undertaken by the medieval music ensemble Sequentia, who have attempted to present the works as they might have sounded in the thirteenth century: *Sequentia Edda* (1995): Deutsche Harmonia Mundi 05472 77381 2; and *The Rhinegold Curse* (2001): Deutschland Radio and Westdeutscher Rundfunk; Marc Aurel edition MA 20016. On the question of music and song, see also Harris (2000a, 2003, 2004, forthcoming).
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Saga in the Old Norse language simply meant a story – any story. The word is related to segja, ‘say’, and could be used about anything told or related, regardless of form, origin or subject matter. In modern English usage, however, an ‘Icelandic saga’ is a specific type of long epic prose narrative written in Old Norse in medieval Iceland at some time after 1150, at least partly based on indigenous oral tradition and primarily dealing with the legendary past of the Scandinavian people. The three most ancient and famous indigenous saga types – or genres – are called fornaldrasögur (‘mythical-heroic sagas’), konungasögur (‘sagas of kings’, normally about the kings of Norway) and Íslendingasögur (‘family sagas’ or ‘sagas of Icelanders’, about prominent Icelandic families and individuals living in the period 850–1050).

There are also other saga genres: samtíðarsögur, ‘contemporary sagas’, which are chronicles about events in twelfth- and thirteenth-century Iceland; heilagra manna sögur, saints’ lives; biskupa sögur, hagiographic biographies of bishops; riddarasögur, chivalric romances (particularly about the knights of King Arthur and Charlemagne), plus various translations of Latin works about Roman history, the Trojan war and other matters which indicate that the Icelanders were by no means ignorant of classical culture. Although most of these sagas, including the translations, are important for the understanding of Icelandic medieval literature and its relation to the literary history of Europe, we must confine ourselves here to fornaldrasögur, konungasögur and Íslendingasögur, which are the only genres that can be assumed to preserve some narrative traditions from the Viking period.

The earliest saga texts have been preserved in manuscripts from the latter half of the twelfth century, a few of them Norwegian but generally Icelandic; most of these texts were clearly written by priests or monks and their content is mostly of a clerical or hagiographic nature. Most of the famous and classical sagas, however, are decidedly secular in their orientation and were written in Iceland during the thirteenth century. This period is often referred to as the ‘Sturlung Age’, so named after the Sturlung family, which played a dominant role in both politics and saga-writing under the leadership of powerful chieftains such as Snorri Sturluson and Sturla Thorðarson, who were not only themselves prominent saga-writers but were also in a position to sponsor literary production by other people.
A precondition for the amazing literary output of the Icelanders was the unique cooperation that existed in their country between the servants of the Church and the secular chieftains. While pagan and secular stories from oral traditions were rarely at this time recorded in other countries of Europe, since writing was more or less monopolised by the Church, the situation was very much different in Iceland. Here the chieftain families controlled the Church and the clerical schools and hence also literary production. In spite of their role as church leaders, the chieftains also saw themselves as the guardians and preservers of traditional lore from the pre-Christian era in the form of skaldic poetry, heroic tales, genealogies and legends about their ancestors, particularly insofar as these ancestors were reputed to have played an important role in the history of Norway and Iceland. Hence the chieftains took an interest in saga-writing and in promoting various kinds of literary activities. The first manifestations of this interest was the writing of the Book of Settlement (Landnámabók) about the first settlers of Iceland, and brief historical surveys of Icelandic and Norwegian history by the priests Ari the wise and Sæmundr the Wise in the twelfth century. But it was not until the thirteenth century that indigenous and secular saga production started on a large scale. It seems to have started with konungasögur, while Íslendingasögur came some decades later, and fornaldarsögur towards the end of the century, but the dating of early saga texts is so notoriously uncertain and has in later years been challenged so often, that it may be wisest to avoid the dating problems altogether.

While the fornaldarsögur contain traditional legends and Eddic poems about mythical heroes who are supposed to have lived in the forn öld or ‘ancient era’ before the vikings, both the konungasögur and the Íslendingasögur present extensive narratives about historical events and characters of the Viking Age, and they do so in a manner that appears more realistic and trustworthy than that of the fornaldarsögur. For this reason, konungasögur and Íslendingasögur have often been classified as ‘historiography’, while fornaldarsögur have been classified as ‘fiction’ or ‘entertainment’.

Such a classification, however, can hardly be defended from either a literary or a historical point of view, since all three of these saga genres are obviously meant to be both entertaining and, in some sense, loyal to what actually happened in the past. No clear distinction was originally made by the saga-writers between ‘historiography’ and ‘fiction’, although it became gradually accepted that a story did not necessarily have to be perfectly true in order to be entertaining. From a modern historian’s point of view there is enough fiction in all sagas to make them unreliable as sources, but this does not mean that any saga should be read as pure fiction like a modern novel, since they all claim to present some kind of truth, even though it would hardly be recognised as such by modern scholars. And although events in a fornaldarsaga often seem more fantastic than events in a konungasaga or an Íslendingasaga, this is not so much a result of generic difference as a result of the fact that fornaldarsögur deal with prehistorical and hence mythical times about which people loved to talk and speculate but actually knew almost nothing. The saga-writers knew a great deal more about the Viking Age but their knowledge was embedded in legendary tales and supplemented with the help of their own creative imagination.

To what extent were the sagas then based on oral tradition and to what extent on literary authorship? This is one of the main problems of saga scholarship, discussed primarily with regard to Íslendingasögur but equally relevant with regard to fornaldarsögur and konungasögur. Scholars used to adhere either to the ‘Freeprose theory’ or the
Bookprose theory. According to the first theory, the sagas were essentially oral texts transmitted from generation to generation before they were finally recorded in writing. According to the second theory, the saga texts were essentially created by writers in the Middle Ages, although partly on the basis of oral sources. Today most scholars agree that neither the first nor the second theory is completely valid, because the relationship between oral tradition and literary authorship varies considerably, not only between different saga genres but also between individual sagas or even chapters within the same saga text.

In the case of fornaldarsögur, the main source of the earliest written texts obviously consists of very ancient poetry in Eddic metre, often about famous Germanic heroes from the migration period such as Sigurd the Volsung, Attila the Hun or Theodoric the Great. Some of the oldest poems of the Edda, transmitted in oral tradition since the early Viking Age, are in fact extensively quoted and often provide the core of the narrative in such fornaldarsögur as Volsunga saga, Hervarar saga and Hrólfs saga kraka. The prose of these sagas, however, especially in the later texts, is often influenced by written prose literature, especially courtly romances translated from French into Old Norse.

Konungasögur, on the other hand, are partly based on skaldic poetry composed in honour of the king about whom the saga is told. These poems, which have also in some cases been preserved in the oral tradition since the Viking Age, are often quoted in the text. In addition to skaldic poetry, the writers of konungasögur must have had access to numerous anecdotes and prose tales circulating within the court or býrð about the king’s battles, his relationship to various famous people in his environment. Finally, the composition and style of some sagas of kings — for example Ólafs saga belga and Sverris saga — are to some extent based on foreign (primarily Latin) literary models such as saints’ lives or secular biographies of princes.

Íslendingasögur, finally, are sometimes also based on skaldic poetry, especially sagas about the lives of prominent viking skalds such as Egill Skallagrímsson or Hallfreðr Vandraðaskáld. In addition, they often seem to be based on genealogical lore about the early settlers of Iceland plus oral traditions about famous legal cases involving feuds between local chieftains or other prominent members of the community. Some of these sagas give the impression of being very faithful to the oral traditions of a particular region or family, while others, such as Njáls saga, are highly literary compositions by sophisticated authors who are at least partly influenced by the style, narrative technique and vocabulary of foreign literature.

A few Icelandic texts contain information about sagnaskemtan, ‘saga entertainment’, where sagas were told and later read aloud, for example at feasts or public meetings. From these sources we may possibly draw some conclusions about the oral performance of sagas before they were committed to vellum or parchment by literate authors in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. One of the most interesting accounts, included in an early collection of kings’ sagas (Morkinskímm), concerns a young Icelander who is said to have visited the court of King Harald Harðráði in Norway around 1050. The king asks him if he has some kind of learning or talent, and he answers that he knows sagas. He is then asked to entertain the court with these sagas, and he does so regularly for some time during the winter months. When Christmas comes around, the Icelander has only one saga left but that is the one he does not dare to tell, since it describes King Harald’s youthful adventures as a Varangian guard in Constantinople. Encouraged by the king,
the Icelander finally tells this saga during the Christmas holidays while men are drinking.

On the thirteenth day, when the story had been finished earlier in the day, the king said:

‘Aren’t you curious to know, Icelander,’ he asked, ‘what I think of the story?’

‘I am afraid to ask, sire,’ he said.

The king said: ‘I am very pleased with it. It is perfectly faithful to the actual events. Who taught you the story?’

He replied: ‘It was my custom out in Iceland to go to the thingmeeting every summer, and every summer I learned something of the story from Halldórr Snorrason.’

‘Then it is not surprising,’ said the king, ‘that you know the story well, and it will turn out to your benefit. You are welcome to stay with me whenever you wish.’

Although this account may not be historically accurate, it may still be used as a valuable source of information about the custom of sagnaskemtan. The telling of stories was evidently a well-known pastime at festive occasions, and it was known to have taken place both at the Norwegian court and at Icelandic thingmeetings. Furthermore, it appears to have been of some importance that the saga was not only entertaining but also historically accurate, at least if it concerned a still living king such as Harald. This is obviously why the Icelander refers to Halldórr Snorrason as his source, because Halldórr was known to have been the king’s closest and most trusted companion during his stay in Constantinople. Finally, we can learn from this source that an Icelander visiting the Norwegian court could improve his situation and his social status by being a good storyteller. This could well have been a major incentive for the production of sagas, oral as well as written. Quite a few Icelandic saga manuscripts have in fact been preserved in Norway, where they were probably read aloud, particularly at court and in aristocratic surroundings.

Another interesting description of saga entertainment is found in a description of a prominent wedding that is known to have taken place at the Icelandic farm of Reykjahólmar in 1119:

And now there was much merriment and happiness, good entertainment and many kinds of games, dancing as well as wrestling and saga entertainment (sagnaskemtan) . . . People have told, although this is hardly a matter of importance, who provided the entertainment and how it was done. Such tales were told which now many people object to and pretend not to have known, for many are ignorant about truth and believe in lies while they cast doubt upon facts. Hrólfr from Skálarmar told the saga about Hrógniðr the Viking and Oláfur Lósmanna King and how Thráinn the Berserk broke into the burial mound and about Hrómundr Gripsson — and several verses were included. This saga was used for King Sverre’s entertainment, and he said that such lying sagas were the most enjoyable. And yet people know how to trace their ancestry back to Hrómundr Gripsson! Hrólf himself had composed this saga. Ingimundr, the priest, told the saga of Ormr Barreyjasrskáld including many verses and at the end of the saga a good poem that Ingimundr had made — and yet many wise men hold this saga to be true.
It would appear from this account that mythical-heroic sagas could also be used as entertainment at large weddings on Icelandic farms, and although certain of these sagas were evidently regarded by some as untrustworthy or even ‘lying’, they were believed by many people to be true. We also learn from this source that farmers as well as priests would at least occasionally be expected to compose oral poems or prose sagas for the entertainment of their friends and neighbours. We may conclude that not only konungasögur but also fornaldarsögur – such as the saga of Thráinn the Berserk and Hrómundr Gripsson – were sometimes brought to the Norwegian court and used for the king’s entertainment. The quotation from King Sverre, furthermore, indicates that at least this king – who was a highly literate and sophisticated sole ruler of Norway between 1184 and 1202 – understood the value of fiction, even though many other people at this time clearly did not.

Unfortunately, there is no account of sagnaskemtan where Íslendingasögur were told or read aloud. Although there is no reason to suppose that these sagas ever reached Norway, as fornaldarsögur and konungasögur evidently did, we may assume that stories about Icelandic families and their feuds were told both at thingmeetings, where the legal aspects of the feuding would be appreciated, and at festive occasions in Icelandic farms, where the inhabitants traced their ancestry back to prominent saga heroes.

The oral character of early saga prose is apparent in many different ways, particularly in the Íslendingasögur but also in many konungasögur and fornaldarsögur. The language is colloquial, straightforward, full of dialogue and containing a large number of epic formulas, type scenes and stereotyped narrative patterns, for example when a new character is introduced (‘A man was called X, the son of Y’), when a visit is described (‘He was received well’) or when the story moves to a new scene (‘Now it is time to tell of X’). There are frequent references to what people in the district have said or told: ‘It is said that . . .’, ‘Some people have said . . .’, ‘Some say this . . . but others say that . . .’ The whole story is normally told in an apparently ‘objective’ manner suggesting that it has come down from reliable witnesses and trustworthy community spokesmen through several generations. The narrator sometimes refers to characters or events as if they were already well known to the audience, even though they have in fact not been mentioned earlier: ‘At this time X lived in the Eastfjords,’ ‘This happened the winter after X was killed.’ Such features may sometimes be explained as literary devices or as references to previously written texts, but in most cases they indicate that the text has its roots in a living oral tradition.

As in most oral narratives, the development of the plot is to a large extent predictable. When a man from family A kills a man from family B we know that revenge will soon follow and that the women on both sides will goad their brothers and husbands on to battle by suggesting that they are cowards if they do not fight. Legal battles at the Thing follow ritualistic patterns as do killings, weddings, travels abroad, viking adventures, flytings, encounters with giants and troll women, not to speak of formal presentations at a foreign court. When a hero has a horrible dream involving wolves or other predatory beasts, we know for certain that he is doomed to be attacked and killed. And we can expect him to make some salty and memorable remark in his moment of death.

In spite of all these recurrent patterns, some of the sagas are highly artistic in their overall structure, style and characterisation. It is also obvious that some of the longest sagas are written compositions, combining many episodes or thétir, a word originally
meaning ‘strands in a rope’. While each individual episode or strand may have originated in oral tradition, plaiting them together was a task that required a literate author. For a long and well-integrated saga form was hardly possible to achieve for an oral storyteller who had to divide his saga into several episodic instalments, as the Icelander entertaining King Harald’s court evidently did. It is thus not very surprising that the earliest saga texts are either short or very loosely structured, consisting of several semi-independent episodes. At a later stage, however, writers like Snorri Sturluson or the author of Njáls saga managed to integrate material from many different sources into large and complicated literary structures.

The world picture of the sagas usually appears to modern readers as ‘pagan’ or at least as distinctly different from that of Christianity. Events seem to be governed by Fate (auðna) or Luck (gefa, gipta, hamingja) and anticipated in prophetic dreams or visions. The ethic of retribution prevails, prompting men to take revenge whenever their honour has suffered a serious blow. Heathen rituals are sometimes described, sorcerers cast their magic spells, and mythical figures such as fetches (fylgjur), trolls or giants may occasionally appear. Yet the pagan gods are almost never present in the narrative, except in a few formaldarsögur, and the attitude to the heathen religion is decidedly critical. It is characteristic of the noblest pagan heroes that they refuse to worship Odin, Thor and the other æsir but instead believe in their own power or in some unknown and invisible Creator, who will eventually turn out to be identical with the Christian God. Heroes living in the period after the conversion of Scandinavia are pictured as good Christians, even though their religious faith is rarely emphasised in the text. It would therefore be mistaken to characterise the world picture of the sagas as pagan, even though it is only rarely piously Christian either. Perhaps one can say that the sagas are told from a Christian perspective but nevertheless reveal a great deal of genuine admiration for the lost world of pagan ancestors.

To what extent, then, can the sagas be said to mirror this lost world? This is a question which has been much debated by historians. Generally speaking, scholars nowadays agree that you cannot trust the sagas as sources about major events and developments in the Viking Age, for example the settlement of Iceland, the conversion of Scandinavia, the battle of Svolder, or the Danish invasion of England. The testimony presented by the sagas about such matters has often been proved wrong when compared to archaeological evidence or earlier written documents. It is also obvious that the sagas give a rather distorted picture of the pagan religion and a much too idealised presentation of certain legendary heroes such as Olaf the Saint or Olaf Tryggvason, even though the ideological bias of the narrators is usually cleverly concealed under a protective layer of formal objectivity.

Nevertheless, the sagas are often good sources concerning mentality, ideas, social structure, farmlife and everyday customs in Old Norse society, because that society evidently had not changed very much in Iceland – except in the religious sphere – between the Viking Age and the Sturlung Age. As we can see from contemporary sagas about the Sturlung Age, people at this time still lived the same kind of lives in similar houses and with similar customs as their legendary ancestors. They also still followed the ethics of revenge, even though they considered themselves Christian, and they evidently believed in Fate, Luck, fetches, giants, troll women, skaldic poetry and prophetic dreams, even though they rejected Odin and Thor. Although political historians no longer read the saga texts with the same veneration as their nineteenth-century colleagues,
these texts have therefore remained important sources for ethnologists, folklorists and historical anthropologists studying histoire de mentalité.

Yet it is as literary works, foreshadowing the modern novel, that the sagas are today primarily read and admired, not just in Scandinavian or Germanic countries, but all over the world. To the general reader their value as art has turned out to be more important than their value as sources.
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SNORRI STURLUSON: HIS LIFE AND WORK

Anthony Faulkes

Snorri Sturluson is the first major writer of Old Icelandic prose from whom we have a large body of extant writing, including some poetry, and whose life is, in outline, well documented. Unlike most earlier writers of prose, he was not a cleric, but an aristocratic layman, and nearly all he wrote is on secular topics. The main sources for his life besides annals are the nearly contemporary Íslendinga saga and the saga of Hákon Hákonarson (king of Norway 1217–63), both by Snorri’s nephew Sturla Þórðarson; and the sagas of Guðmundr Arason (bishop at Hólar in northern Iceland 1203–37).

Snorri was born in western Iceland in 1178 or 1179, son of the powerful chieftain Hvamms-Sturla whose family gave their name to the turbulent period of Icelandic history leading up to the loss of political independence in 1262–4, the Age of the Sturlungs, which was also the great age of Icelandic saga-writing. When he was three (his father died in 1183) Snorri was sent to be fostered (i.e. educated) at Oddi in southern Iceland, with the chieftain Jón Loptsson (d. 1197), grandson of the historian (writing in Latin) and priest Sæmundr fróði (the Learned). Jón himself was a deacon, but was prominent in the resistance of secular leaders to the extension of church power in the later twelfth century.

Many have thought that there must have been some sort of school at Oddi, but at that period in Iceland as elsewhere in Europe, most formal education took place in monasteries and cathedrals, and was based on training in Latin and preparation of pupils for ordination as priests. There is no trace in Snorri’s writings of any knowledge of Latin; he almost never uses Latin words and never quotes Latin works. Where he shows knowledge of Latin concepts or theological ideas that were not already available in Icelandic translations, it is mostly of a fairly general nature and could easily have been derived from listening to vernacular preaching in churches or from conversation with clerical friends such as the priest and historian Styrmir Káráson (d. 1245). But there would undoubtedly have been books at Oddi, and they may have included secular writings in the vernacular such as Eddic poems and historical records about Icelandic and Norwegian history. Snorri was a learned writer, but his learning was mostly in native lore rather than Continental European writings in Latin.

At the age of twenty, Snorri married Herdis, daughter of Bersi Vermundarson ‘the Wealthy’ of Borg in western Iceland, formerly the home of the Viking poet Egill
Skallagrímsson, and Snorri went to live at Borg in 1202 on the death of his father-in-law. He went on to acquire, by inheritance, bargaining, purchase, or just plain intimidation, many chieftaincies (godarð), or a share in them, in the Borgarfjörður area and even in part of one in northern Iceland. After about four years at Borg, he moved to Reykholts, about 50 km further inland, and took over the church property there, and probably the Reykholts chieftaincy at the same time, and thereafter also gained possession of several other churches. There is a document listing the property of and gifts to the church at Reykholts which has a short entry thought by some to be in Snorri’s own hand – if so, it is the only autograph by him extant. Herdís, who seems to have remained on what had been her family property at Borg (their two children were both born before 1206), died in 1233. Snorri also had several children by other women.

Thus, Snorri became a very wealthy and powerful man. This accumulation of chieftaincies and properties in the hands of one man is characteristic of the social and economic changes in thirteenth-century Iceland, and led to most of the chieftaincies and much of the property coming into the possession of a small number of very powerful families, who then fought it out among themselves, hoping to make one individual or family predominant – or even king. In the end it did no one in Iceland much good, and the king of Norway eventually gained control of the whole country, though he did not live to enjoy it.

Snorri began soon to make use of his powerful position, and already in 1202 had a violent dispute with some merchants from Orkney, whom he seems to have treated very badly. In the following years he was involved in several disputes, sometimes legal ones, some more warlike, but seems often to have worked for reconciliation. He served two periods as president (lawspeaker) of the General Assembly (Alþingi), 1215–18 and 1222–31. One attractive feature of his character is that he gave his booth at the General Assembly the mythological name Valfholl; the association of the name with warfare was occasionally justified in practice.

At the same time, Snorri was making himself a name as a poet. He sent a poem to Earl Hákon galinn (d. 1216) and received gifts in return, and also composed about the earl’s wife Kristín, King Sverrir (d. 1202) and King Ingi Bárðarson (d. 1217). These poems are all lost. He composed two poems about Earl Skúli Bárðarson, probably during his first visit to Norway (1218–20); only three lines of a refrain of one of them survives. Háttatal, the only substantial poem of his that survives, was composed in honour of Earl Skúli and King Hákon, probably soon after his return to Iceland. Two lines survive of a poem addressed to a bishop, perhaps Guðmundr Arason, and six and a half stanzas of occasional poetry.

While he was in Norway, Snorri became known to the young King Hákon (still only fourteen), and first received the honorary title of ‘cupbearer’ (skuflsveinn), then ‘landed man’ (lendr maðr). It was understood that he was to work to make Iceland subject to the king of Norway, and was to send his son Jón to Norway as a guarantee. But he came to be on much closer terms with Earl Skúli, the king’s father-in-law and regent for the time being; Snorri managed to persuade Skúli to abandon a projected invasion of Iceland and stayed with him for his two winters in Norway.

On his return, Snorri met considerable hostility from other Icelandic chieftains, and was even lampooned in verse, but this seems gradually to have subsided, and moreover he did nothing towards fulfilling his promise to King Hákon and Earl Skúli. In 1224 he entered into partnership with Hallveig Ormsdóttir (it is not said that they ever
married). Hallveig was said to be the richest woman in Iceland, and Snorri himself now became the richest, and probably the most powerful, man. In 1224 he married his daughter Ínghild to Gizurr Þorvaldsson.

During his second period of presidency of the Alþingi and on until his second visit to Norway in 1237, Snorri was involved in various violent disputes with other Icelandic chieftains, including his brother Sighvatr and Sighvatr’s son Sturla, not always getting the best of it.

In Norway this time, Snorri had even less to do with King Hákon, but spent much time with Earl Skúli or the latter’s son Pétr in Trondheim. Snorri returned to Iceland in 1239, in defiance of the king’s express ban, but was rumoured to have been made a ‘secret earl’ (fölgsnarjarl) by Earl Skúli. In 1240 Skúli, hoping himself to become king of Norway, rebelled against the king and was killed, while in Iceland Gizurr Þorvaldsson was becoming dominant over all other chieftains and became King Hákon’s chief agent in Iceland. Gizurr received a commission from the king to force Snorri to return to Norway or else to kill him, on the grounds that he had become a traitor to the king. Gizurr, with a great following, surprised Snorri at Reykholt on the night of 23 September 1241. Snorri took refuge in his cellar, but Gizurr’s men found him there and killed him.

Scholars have come to very different conclusions about Snorri’s character and attitudes from a study of his works. There are four main sections of his Edda, a treatise on poetry. The final section, Háttatal, offering patterns of nearly a hundred verse forms and metres for Icelandic poets, is remarkable for its technical ingenuity, in which the author shows some pride, but few readers are very impressed by the content or the style. But it has an impressive commentary, and Skáldskaparmál, an analysis of poetic language with examples from the work of more than seventy earlier poets, was expressly designed as an aid to young poets. Gylfaginning may have been added later, as a collection of mythological narratives to show the background and origin of skaldic kennings. The Prologue gives a narrative account of the origin of the heathen religion of the author’s ancestors. It is clear that Snorri was fully Christian; but he shows no polemic tendency towards heathendom, and many of his stories are told with irony and humour.

His separate Óláfs saga helga is based on earlier lives of the saint, but is remarkable for its secular attitudes and the enhanced realism of his portrayal of the king. Although the miracles are not all suppressed, Snorri often gives a rationalistic explanation of them, and does not emphasise the king’s saintliness. Heimskringla, a more mature work than his Edda, and thought to be an expansion of his Óláfs saga, begins the history of Norway in legendary times and continues down to 1177. The earliest attribution of the work to Snorri is from the seventeenth century, but it is now accepted. Though much is said in Heimskringla about relations between Norway and Iceland, the author’s political views do not come out clearly. It is obvious that Snorri had nothing against kingship, admired some Norwegian kings immensely and enjoyed being a courtier; on the other hand, the oft-quoted speech of Einarr Þveræingr in defence of Iceland’s independence (Íslensk fornrit 27: 216) suggests that Snorri realised the dangers of Iceland coming under the power of Norway. Recent writers have stressed that Snorri and others who entered a feudal relationship with the king of Norway were not at the time seen as traitors to Iceland.

There is little real doubt that he was the author, or at any rate compiler, of these three works. They must have been compiled between his two visits to Norway (according to
Sturlunga saga, in the summer of 1230, Snorri’s nephew Sturla Sighvatsson spent much time in Reykholt having Snorri’s histories copied. Many have thought it possible that he also wrote Egils saga, one of the earliest of the sagas of Icelanders, which gives an archetypal picture of the heathen Viking that perhaps in some respects reflects Snorri’s own character – or perhaps the character he would have liked to have been.

The best books about Snorri are Nordal (1920) and Snorri. Átta alda minning (1979).
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The sagas of Icelanders (Íslendingasögur) are often mentioned in the same breath as the Vikings. It is true that the sagas dramatise events and vividly portray the lives of people that hypothetically lived in the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries in the Viking diaspora, and by noting the Norwegian king who is in power at the time of events the saga’s narration seems to be anchored in time. The listing of genealogies of many of the saga characters, some stretching back to their Scandinavian, Irish or British ancestors, and the evocation of well-known locations in the northern region, Iceland, Scandinavia and the British Isles, renders a further air of historical truthfulness to the narrative. But can we evaluate the factual evidence of the sagas of Icelanders as regards their depiction of the settlement period, the migration from Norway and the British Isles to Iceland, and their representation of the period in which the pagan religion was practised? The sagas of Icelanders have caught the imagination of the modern reader not least their portrayals of the pagan period, but these portrayals are borne out of, and modified by, a culture which is certainly closely rooted in the scholastic and Christian learned traditions of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in Europe. The complex relationship between the orally transmitted memories of the past and the literary culture of the Christian Middle Ages draws attention to the challenge of using the sagas as reliable sources for the Viking period.

The generic characteristics of the sagas of Icelanders (in contrast to other saga genres, e.g. fornaldrasögur and the kings’ sagas) are determined by three features in particular: the time of events, the scene and place of events, and the time of writing. However, these three criteria are by no means consistent in all forty sagas. The sagas’ sense of time of events is not the same from one saga to the next, even though they seem to inhabit the same timeframe, c. 870–1070. Some sagas begin in the ninth century and do not cross over the significant line of the conversion to Christianity c. 1000, while other sagas focus on events in the Christian period of the eleventh century. The time of writing is equally widely spread: spanning the period from the early thirteenth century to the beginning or the middle of the fifteenth century. The earliest manuscripts of some of the sagas are even dated to the seventeenth century, even though it is clear that they are copies of older, now lost, manuscripts. It is therefore important to distinguish on the one hand between sagas portraying the earlier pagan period in contrast with the later period, and
on the other hand between the earliest manuscript versions of each of the sagas, and the later ones, and thus take into account the variability in the transmission of the texts (see e.g. the transmission of Njáls saga, Guðrún Nordal 2005). The sagas’ sense of geography is furthermore decisive for the narrative mode. Most of the sagas focus on events in Iceland, while the narration is also played out to a smaller or greater degree in Greenland (and even America if the Vinland sagas, Eiríks saga rauða and Grænlendinga saga are grouped with the sagas of Icelanders), in the British Isles and Scandinavia, and some characters even travel as east as Constantinople. It has been argued that the narrative mode changes according to the change of location; that the ‘realistic’ mode is relaxed when events depart the familiar space in Iceland and Norway (Torfi Tulinius 1990). But it is equally evident that among the sagas there is varied interest in other countries outside Iceland and in the ‘other’, as will become evident in this chapter.

Modern scholars have approached the categorisation of the c. forty sagas of Icelanders from different angles. These attempts are always linked to the scholars’ ideas about the growth and evolution of the genre in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. I will mention three such endeavours. Sigurður Nordal attempted a grouping based on the balance between the historical and the fantastic in each saga and suggested a timeline for the writing of the sagas from the beginning of the thirteenth century to c. 1400. His division of the sagas into five groups is based on the chronology in the writing of the sagas (Sigurður Nordal 1953: 235). Vésteinn Ólason (2005: 101–18, cf. 1993: 23–163), in the most recent Icelandic literary history, categorised the sagas into three groups according to their content matter and time of writing: (1) early sagas c. 1200–80, (2) classical sagas c. 1240–1300 and (3) late sagas c. 1300–1450. Theodore Andersson in his recent study of the early sagas, written in the period 1180–1280, attempted to define more clearly the sagas’ relationship with other narrative genres, such as the kings’ sagas, for their artistic development. Andersson (2006: 17) suggests three types of sagas which are particularly frequent: (1) the biographical mode, (2) the regional or chronicle saga and (3) the feud or the conflict saga.

Memories about the pagan past in Iceland and the settlement period were most likely preserved in oral memory from the ninth and tenth centuries to the period in which the sagas of Icelanders were written (see Gíslí Sigurðsson 2004). The early writing of the Book of Settlement (Landnámabók) reveals a social, cultural or economic need in the early twelfth century to establish an official account of the settlement. The motivation behind the construction of the Book of Settlement is contested, but the early settlements of Iceland may have been set in writing in order to secure land claims by ruling families at the time of writing. The different versions of the work from the thirteenth century to the beginning of the fifteenth century reflect a continuing interest in and demand for passing on the stories of the migration from Norway and the British Isles and an account of the settlement.

The inclusion of the stories of the migration to Iceland and the settlement in a saga clearly affects its beginning and determines through which door the reader or listener enters the house of the narrative, to use a metaphor from Geoffrey from Vinsauf’s Poetria nova. Unusually for a fictitious medieval genre, the sagas of Icelanders do not contain literary prologues that place the narrative in a context with other medieval genres at the very outset, nor is there any discussion of the writers’ attitudes to the factual or fictive quality of the narrative. For this reason, the beginning of each saga may serve as a prologue, in many cases foreshadowing the main narrative, in some cases comparing or
The sagas of Icelanders reveal the ambiguity in the sagas’ depiction of the settlement.

Iceland had become part of the Norwegian kingdom (c. 1262–4) when most of the sagas of Icelanders are written, with perhaps the exception of Egils saga, the skalds’ sagas and possibly Laxdæla and Eyrbyggja. Some of these sagas may reflect an interest by members of the Icelandic aristocratic elite to argue for the close ties between Iceland and Norway, the old homeland for many of the settlers, now the seat of the king. But each saga treats the topic of the settlement differently, and the sagas that begin their story in Iceland and omit the migration story place less importance on these ties. Moreover, the sagas that begin their narration after the settlement treat the topic with lack of interest.

Four patterns in the sagas’ depiction of the settlement emerge:

1. Sagas containing a complex migration story and detailed elucidation of the migrating family’s relationship with the king. This theme is rehearsed in sagas such as Laxdæla saga, Vatnsdæla saga, Eyrbyggja saga, and the sagas of the court poets, such as Egils saga, Hallfreðar saga and Kormaks saga. Some of these sagas are preserved in old manuscript fragments from the thirteenth century, and are probably among the oldest written sagas of Icelanders.

2. The emphasis on the history of a fighter-poet’s family, where the family’s life in Norway is played out in detail in sagas such as Grettis saga and Gísla saga Súrssonar (particularly the longer version). Other sagas of this kind are Harðar saga og Hölmverja (no migration story), Víga-Glúms saga, Viglundar saga and Vörðar saga breðu (see Guðrún Nordal 2007). The portrayals of the hero seem to be modelled on the sagas of the court poets, but in fact these sagas focus on different themes from the skalds’ sagas. All of them deal with personal loss, the loss of land, the loss of freedom, as in the outlaw sagas, and some end on a very tragic note. There is a strong tendency in all of these sagas to deepen the portrayal of the hero by linking him to the family’s past in Norway. Víga-Glúms saga is not a typical settlement saga, but the family’s ‘fylgja’ in Norway settles in Iceland.

3. Learned interest in the settlement and the mythic past of Iceland is attested in sagas such as Bárðar saga Snæfellsáss, Flóamanna saga, Kjalnesinga saga (not a migration story, the saga begins at the time of the settlement), Porskirðinga saga. Some of the settlement stories are even drawn from external written sources such as in Flóamanna saga. In this group there is an apparent interest in travels to Greenland.

4. In some sagas we find a very short reference to the settlement, where there is no migration story and little importance placed on the settlement process. Among those are sagas such as Hrafnkels saga and Reykdæla saga.

The shifting emphasis on the migration to Iceland and the settlement in the sagas of Icelanders reveals the ambiguity in the sagas’ deliberation and reconfiguration of
the Viking past. The many Christian writers of the sagas regarded the pagan past in a markedly different way, and some went as far as to disregard the settlers’ ties to their old homelands. The sagas of the Eastfjords reveal a noteworthy indifference to the memories of the settlement. Only two sagas out of ten begin at the time of settlement (Reykdæla saga and Hrafnkels saga), but with no accompanying genealogy connecting the families with the ‘old’ Viking world. The stories of the settlement seem to be predominantly associated with events and characters in west and north-west Iceland: the area where the interest in skaldic poetry and the writing about pagan myth was also most clearly attested. This geographic distinction within the genre of the sagas of Icelanders can be no coincidence, and throws into relief the importance of constantly keeping in mind the subtle differences between the sagas of Icelanders in their depiction of the Viking past.
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The heroic and legendary sagas, also known by such varied terms as Mythical-Heroic Sagas and fornaldarsögur norðrlanda (‘Nordic sagas of antiquity’), constitute a group of some thirty late medieval Icelandic texts. Although the genre was given its canonical shape by modern editors, especially P.E. Müller (1818) and Carl C. Rafn (1829), few readers fail to sense the unity of these narratives. Characteristic features include the valorisation of Nordic heroes, wide-ranging exploits across the map of Europe, frequent pagan theophanies, and a remarkable array of supernatural creatures and villains. These features, and a frequent suspension of normal temporal and spatial frames of reference, contrast sharply with the more realistic saga genres (e.g. íslendingasögur, Sturlunga saga). Many of these same formal features are also true of a group of texts closely resembling the fornaldarsögur but which, due to their foreign origins and non-Nordic heroes, are usually assigned to a separate genre of translated and original chivalric romances (e.g. Karlamagnús saga, Kirjalax saga).

The fornaldarsögur are generally subdivided into several broad, and occasionally overlapping, sub-categories, Adventure Tales and Heroic Legends, corresponding to comic and tragic modes within the genre. Typically, the Adventure Tales (e.g. Bósa saga) sport a so-called ‘Ashlad’ hero and end with a felicitous conclusion to the hero’s quest. By contrast, the Heroic Legends (e.g. Ragnars saga lodbrókar) generally close with the deaths of their champions. To the extent the protagonist is presented as a Viking, a further subgroup is sometimes drawn from the previous sub-categories, namely the Viking Sagas. The taxonomic imprecision evident in such a statement underscores the difficulty in making overly narrow genre assignments, yet the themes associated with these sub-categories are helpful in understanding the genre as a whole. Alternatively, some critics have looked to categorise — and evaluate — the fornaldarsögur in terms of the individual saga’s relation to such external categories as myth, folktale, history and heroic poetry. In addition to the extant texts, a number of lost fornaldarsögur (e.g. *Ásmundar saga flagðagæfin) can be perceived in the literary record.

That something like our modern perception of the genre was also recognised in medieval Iceland is strongly suggested by the fact that several manuscripts consist almost entirely of fornaldarsögur and other ‘romantic’ sagas (e.g. AM 343a, 4to). The popularity of these sagas in Iceland is attested to by the large number of manuscripts in
which they are preserved, and that these texts are even found in the inventories of
medieval Icelandic churches indicates the audiences for them were large and diverse. On
the other hand, some sagas (e.g. Hálfís saga ok Hálfísrekka) are preserved in unique
medieval manuscripts, while still others (e.g. Hrólfís saga kraka) have come down to us
only in post-Reformation codices. Significant too in understanding the character and
complexity of these sagas is the fact that a number of them have survived in highly
varied multiforms. The variations often include lengthy interpolations, and the overall
effect of the codicological testimony indicates the ready acceptance, and practice, of
textual massaging according to the tastes of subsequent scribes, audiences and patrons.
And as with other saga genres, although perhaps to a greater degree in this instance, the
fornaldarsögur are ornamented with details drawn from a diverse and eclectic set of
sources, including the learned clerical culture that informs encyclopaedic works like
Alfræði íslensk (AM 194, 8vo). Yet the hallmark of the legendary sagas remains, as the
various names given to the genre suggest, their fascination with the old heroic traditions
of northern Europe. Typically, the exploits of their champions take place before the
settlement of Iceland, and the few exceptions (e.g. Yngvars saga víðförla) explicitly set the
adventures outside the historical worlds of their audiences. Characteristically, these
sagas play out either on the undefined landscape of Germanic heroic literature or in
the exotic, far-off venues of adventure tales; in any event, the locales (and resulting
atmospheres) are far from the realistic, workaday world of medieval Iceland so character-
istic of the íslendingasögur and other more realistic saga genres.

Testimony to the popularity of the heroic traditions these sagas celebrate – through-
out the Nordic world, not just in Iceland – is provided by a wide variety of adjacent
cultural monuments. The most impressive work in this regard is surely Völsunga saga.
Although this fornaldarsaga is preserved only in a single fifteenth-century manuscript,
the fame of the traditions at its heart is evident in a wide array of media throughout
northern Europe. Scenes from the story are found in sculpted and carved representations,
most notably in the many Norwegian stave-church carvings, but also on such impressive
works as the Ramsund petroglyph in Sweden (see Figure 23.3.1) and the Andreas
carving on the Isle of Man. Literary works in related Germanic traditions (e.g. Beowulf,
Nibelungenlied) refer to, and are informed by, this material, as is the case in other genres
of Old Norse literature (i.e. in an encapsulated form in Snorra Edda and in the heroic
cycle constituted by more than a dozen poems in the Poetic Edda). Within Scandinavian
narrative tradition, the popularity of many of the fornaldarsögur materials is also readily
apparent, nowhere more so than in the twelfth-century Gesta Danorum of Saxo Gram-
maticus. This text is rich with characters and episodes also known from the fornaldars-
sögur (e.g. Órvar-Odds saga, Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks), a knowledge of which Saxo attributes
to the Icelanders’ love of legendary materials. Given the popularity of the fornaldarsögur traditions, it is hardly surprising that they are well represented in the ballad
traditions of the Faroes, Norway, Sweden and Denmark and in the Icelandic metrical
romances (rímur). Many of the motifs and characters of the fornaldarsögur corpus are also
found in the folklore materials collected in the nineteenth century, although questions
of authenticity and direction of influence, or even of reticulated influences, naturally
abound in such contexts.

How the fornaldarsögur were used by medieval audiences, and to what purpose, has
attracted much attention in recent years. Were they written through the patronage of
individuals whose ambitions and concerns influenced the shape of the text? Were they
of some larger extra-literary value to the Icelanders? Were they written under the moderate, or even deep, influence of the oral tradition which informs them? To what degree can we reconstruct the performance contexts of these materials? The possibility of orally composed and recited fornaldrarsögur has been eagerly pursued, although until recently arguments in this area have principally been based on such passages as those in Þorgils saga ok Hafiða and Sturlu saga, both of which portray orally performed fornaldrarsögur. As to their function, it has been noted that prominent Icelandic families and individuals may have found advantageous the genealogical connections reported in the fornaldrarsögur between the heroes of these texts and themselves (e.g. Hálfís saga ok Hálfísrekkja). Along similar lines, there is reason to believe that Icelanders may have found such ancestral ties to the champions of the legendary sagas important and useful, providing as they do an intimate and prestigious connection between the world of medieval Iceland and the Scandinavian heroic age. Precisely this logic is offered by a writer looking to explain the Icelanders’ renowned interest in history, legends and genealogies: ‘But we can better answer the criticism of foreigners when they accuse us of coming from slaves or rogues, if we know for certain the truth about our ancestry’ (Melabök, ch. 335).

Scholarly assessments of the fornaldrarsögur vary widely: some (e.g. Völsunga saga) attract much attention in literary criticism, whereas most others have been dismissed in contemptible terms. As scholarship increasingly prizes the genre’s potential to augment our knowledge of the Nordic Middle Ages in cultural and social, not merely literary, terms, the worth of the fornaldrarsögur rises steadily, and modern readers perhaps begin to understand the texts in terms closer to those valued by their medieval audiences.

---

Figure 23.3.1 Sigurðr impaling the dragon Fafnir from below, from the Ramsund petroglyph in Sweden. Copyright S. Mitchell
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

THE DEVELOPMENT OF VIKING ART

David M. Wilson

Viking-Age ornament was chiefly rooted in a continuous tradition common to much of north-western Europe which emerged in the fourth century AD. From that period until the end of the Viking Age and beyond Scandinavian artists were obsessed by a convoluted animal ornament which had its roots in Roman art and embellished objects of everyday use, particularly jewellery and weapons. But from the end of the seventh century onwards such foreign influences and many others were quickly – and often almost unrecognisably – subsumed into a self-confident native art.

Salin (1904) first systematised the European Germanic animal ornament, dividing it into three styles (I, II and III). The two latter were subdivided by Arwidsson (1942a and b) into three further styles: style C, which flourished in the seventh century but continued into the eighth century, when it was largely replaced – particularly in southern Scandinavia – by style D. These two styles provided inspiration for the chief animal ornament (style E) of the early Viking Age. Styles D and E, although well in tune with northern and western Europe animal ornament, were developed within Scandinavia with little influence from abroad.

Style E, which appeared at the end of the eighth century and survived until nearly the end of the ninth century, is best represented by twenty-two gilt-bronze bridle-mounts from a grave at Broa, parish of Halla, Gotland, which were the property of a man wealthy enough to ride a well-caparisoned horse (Figure 24.1). The glittering surface of the bridle would have made a brave show, but (as with so much of Viking art) has to be examined in detail in order first to discern and then to understand the ornament. Thus the circle a little to the left of centre is the animal’s eye, (Figure 24.1a), exaggerated to fill almost the whole of the head. The ear is produced as a frond to the left, while the snout forms two small tendrils and an irregular extension above the knot to the right of the eye. The head having been identified, the rest of the animal is easily traced.

Three distinct animal motifs appear in style E. The first consists of a double-contoured creature with a subtriangular body, stylised, beak-like head and fork-like feet. Limbs and lappets form boldly curved open loops. Second, a more coherent animal with rounded head, a long lappet and small claws. One of the hips or the neck is often treated as a heart-shaped opening interlaced with a limb or a lappet. Third, in rather more
chunky technique, are ‘gripping-beasts’, (Figure 24.1d), which apparently lack symmetry and coherence. The hips are emphasised (the body often disappears); the feet grip, or reach towards, the border of the field in which they are placed, or actually grip part of their own body. The heads appear as masks. The bodies of all these animals frequently pass from one field to another.

The most important style III find comes from the early ninth-century Norwegian ship burial from Oseberg (Shetelig 1920; Christensen et al. 1992). The wooden prow and stem of the ship and many other wooden associated finds — tent-posts, bed-posts, four sledges and a cart are decorated in this style, in a manner well adapted to the objects which they embellish. While the objects differ widely in form and appearance, their ornament is stylistically coherent (although a cart, with its narrative scenes, stands slightly outside the series).

Not all style E artefacts are of the quality of Oseberg and Broa. Humbler objects were decorated in this style: oval brooches (an adjunct of smart dress — equivalent of later folk costume jewellery), for example, were widely dispersed and demonstrate a pan-Scandinavian taste. The brooches were copied, often by being moulded from each other (Jansson 1985), the shrinkage in the clay moulds at each stage of the process resulting in the ornamental detail becoming smaller and more degenerate over time. Other simple objects were clearly produced in a similar fashion.

Early scholars were much exercised by the possibility of a British — and particularly an Irish — origin for much of Viking art. While there are tenuous links with both Britain and the Continent, there is no evidence that style E, while related to a common...
European tradition, was anything but native. If any foreign element was introduced, it was immediately absorbed—almost unrecognisably—into the native repertoire.

The dendrochronological date for the Oseberg ship, built c. 820 and buried in 834, provides a firm chronological point in the development of style E (Bonde and Christensen 1993) – a style which faded towards the end of the century (although the gripping-beast motif survived into the succeeding Borre style).

Not all Viking art was zoomorphic; narrative art also occurs, particularly in Gotland, where a series of 'picture stones' (Sw bildstenar) – unique to the island – date from the fifth to well into the eleventh century (Lindqvist 1941; Nylén 1978). Slabs of limestone, engraved with images representing a cult of death, were erected in pagan grave-fields. In the Viking Age, however, they were often set up as memorials away from the burial grounds. Within a frame, on a grand stone from Ardre (Figure 24.2), are two panels – in the upper frame is a rider on an eight-legged horse; to his left a semicircular design is usually interpreted as a building. Below is a complicated scene of armed warriors and at least one woman. The lower field is dominated by a ship in full sail with rising prow- and stern-posts. Below the ship – to the left – are two figures in a boat, fishing. In the middle is a forge with various smiths’ tools. To the right are two recumbent bodies, apparently headless, and a man within a rectangle apparently caught up in interlaced snakes. Two men (bottom left) spear a fish from a boat. Other figures, structures and implements are scattered seemingly at random throughout the field.

It is assumed that the scenes on the stones are drawn from Old Norse mythology. Apart from what are clearly representations of the hero Sigurðr, and of the god Þórr, fishing, few clear and understandable representations of Old Norse myth and religion in Viking art can be related to literary sources which recount pagan tales. A common motif of the Gotland stones is the ship, which in the Viking Age is shown in full sail crewed by armed men, and is clearly in continuous tradition from oared vessels depicted on stones as early as the fourth century. The idea of a funerary ship is familiar in Germanic mythology and both ship burials and ship settings in Scandinavia witness—as do these images of ships—to the belief in a journey to an afterlife by ship.

Lindqvist (1941–2) erected a chronology for the stones which spanned the period from c. AD 400 to c. 1100, but with a gap in the sequence, between say 850 and 1000. This gap is unlikely (Wilson 1998), particularly as the ornament of some eleventh-century stones are closely related to that of Ardre, which is conventionally dated to the eighth or ninth century. It is more likely that the Viking series extended from the late eighth or early ninth century—a date strengthened by stylistic and figural parallels in narrative textiles from Oseberg—until the mid-eleventh century.

Outside Gotland, narrative stones largely date from the tenth and eleventh centuries and are only marginally related to those on the island. There are significant parallels to the scenes on the Gotland stones, however, on a wooden wagon and on tapestries from Oseberg (Krafft 1956), and on a fragment of tapestry from Överhogdal, Härjedalen, Sweden, although here chronological opinions differ (Franzén and Nockert 1992: 49–50; Wilson 1995: 81–5). Further, representational art reminiscent of that on the stones occurs on metalwork of the early Viking Age (Arwidsson 1989: 58 ff.).

The sequence of zoomorphic ornament continues with the Borre style which, succeeding style E, is found throughout Scandinavia and the Viking colonies. Named after a group of gilt-bronze harness-mounts found in a ship burial at Borre, Vestfold, Norway
(Brøgger 1916; Myhre 1992), its most important diagnostic element is the ribbon plait – the 'ring-chain' (Figure 24.3b) – a symmetrical interlaced pattern, each intersection of which is bound by interlacing circles overlaid by lozenges or by hollow-sided squares or triangles. Often constructed as a double ribbon, it is often given added glitter by means of transverse nicks. The second major motif of the style is a single gripping-beast, its body normally forming a curved ribbon between two hips (Figure 24.3a). The head consists of a mask (basically a triangle with prominent eyes and a snout), usually with one or two lappets or pigtails. The ribbon-like neck passes to a hip in one corner of the

Figure 24.2  Picture stone from Ardre, Gotland. (Bildsten; Ardre k:a; Go; Inv. nr. 11118: VIII. Copyright © Bengt A Lundberg/Museum of National Antiquities, Stockholm, Sweden.)
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field and the body curves up below (exceptionally above) the mask to a hip at the opposite side of the field. The legs are produced from the hip and some of the feet grip either the border of the field or another part of the animal’s body. The Borre animal differs from the gripping beast of the preceding style in that it forms a single articulated creature and tends to be symmetrical within the field. The third Borre-style motif is an animal (normally standing alone in a field) seen from the side (Figure 24.3c). Although formalised, it is of more-or-less naturalistic proportions, its head frequently bent backwards; the hips are spiraliform, and the feet sometimes grip the border of the field. This motif is occasionally treated three-dimensionally. The style probably originated in metalwork: the metalworkers’ interpretation of the style being developed in precious metal, the transverse nicks on base metal objects imitate gold or silver filigree. The style is widely diffused in the British Isles, where it was adapted enthusiastically in stone sculpture and to a lesser extent in metalwork (Bailey 1980: 54–5; Wilson 1976, 1983), and in the metalwork in the Swedish settlements and graves of Russia (e.g. Roesdahl and Wilson 1992: 307, nos 301, 304, 305, 307, 310).

Dates for the Borre style depend almost entirely on coin hoards. A mid-ninth-century date for the beginning of the style might be suggested on the basis of the hoard from Hoen, Norway (Horn Fuglesang and Wilson 2006), and it is reasonable to allow for the production of the Borre style for more than a century after 850, as objects decorated in the style are found in the late tenth-century circular fortresses in Denmark. Danish coin hoards provide an acceptable chronological series for the first three-quarters of the tenth century (Wilson and Klindt-Jensen 1966: 92–3).
The fact that Borre-style objects are so common in Scandinavia may in part be explained by the fact that this was the last period of full paganism. By the last quarter of the tenth century Denmark was officially Christian and the practice of accompanied burial was dying out. Norway and Sweden had not yet achieved that state, but Christianity was beginning to seep in, and burial customs were beginning to change. Another reason for the style’s popularity was that this was the period of maximum Viking expansion, when the kingdom of York and other parts of the Danelaw flourished. Ireland, the Isle of Man, the north and west of Scotland and even parts of Wales were settled by Scandinavians. In the east the Swedes largely influenced the river routes of eastern Europe, founding trading stations and even a proto-Russian state; they traded southwards with Byzantium and the Arab world. The Scandinavian Borre style appeared commonly in more or less pure form in all these colonies. No other style was so widespread.

The succeeding Jellinge style has its roots in style III and is closely related to, and largely contemporary with, the Borre style. The two styles, however, rarely merge. The name is taken from the ornament on a small (4.3 cm high) silver cup, with traces of gilding and niello, found in the burial chamber of the North Mound at the royal burial place of Jelling (Figure 24.4), Jutland, which is dated dendrochronologically to 958/9. The mound was presumably raised to take the body of King Gorm, whose remains were later removed to a grave in the church built at the foot of the mound by his son Harald Bluetooth when Denmark became officially Christian, a few years after Gorm’s death. (An accident of dialect introduced the term ‘Jellinge’ – with a final -e – to describe the style, a label which is by general consent retained to distinguish the style from the site.)

The style’s chief motif is a beast with a ribbon-like (approximately S-shaped) body; the head – unlike most Borre-style animal heads – is normally seen in profile and has a round eye, a pigtail and a lip lappet. The body is often beaded, usually double contoured and usually has an insubstantial hook-like hip. Its most diagnostic feature is a ribbon-like body, which distinguishes it from the more substantial and slightly more naturalistic body of animals of the succeeding Mammen style (Figure 24.5).

The style can be considered only with reference either to the Borre style or to the Mammen style, with both of which it is often associated. Links with the Borre style are clearly seen on the composite rectangular silver brooch from Ödeshög, Östergötland (Wilson 1995: fig. 79). One of a pair, the midrib and its ends are decorated with a design

Figure 24.4 Ornament on cup from Jelling, Jutland. © Eva Wilson
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derived from the Borre ring-chain. On either side of the midrib is an animal with ribbon-like body, spiral hips, legs which interlace with the body, and a pigtail.

Many features of the Jellinge style may be derived from style III, as, for example, from the ribbon-formed animals on the runners of Shetelig’s sledge at Oseberg (Shetelig 1920 fig. 159a and c). It must be stressed, however, that, by the time the Jellinge style had reached its full maturity – on the Mammen horse-collar, for example (Näsmann 1991: figs 11–17) – all distinct traces of style E had been subsumed into the new style.

The earliest datable Jellinge-style object is a strap-end from the Gokstad mound (Wilson and Klindt-Jensen 1966: pl. 30d), which is dated dendrochronologically c. 900–5, suggesting that the style developed towards the end of the ninth century. The Jelling beaker was deposited 958/9. Other dates are provided by coin hoards – Vårby (deposited c. 940), Eketorp (deposited after 954), Sejrø (deposited c. 953) and the mid-ninth-century Gnezdovo hoard. Emerging just before 900, the Jellinge style gradually developed into the Mammen style, dying out towards the end of the tenth century.

The Mammen style (Fuglesang 1991) is named after an axe from a richly equipped man’s grave in the mound at Bjerringhøj, Mammen, Jutland. Decorated on both faces with inlaid silver wire, it bears on one face (Figure 24.5) an asymmetrical bird-like creature with back-turned head, lip-lappet and various foliate offshoots. There is a large spiral hip, and the offshoots interlace elaborately with the body to form double loops (sometimes described as pretzel loops) to fill the whole field. There are curved nicks in the contour and the body is embellished with a regular pattern of inlaid dots. The other face of the axe is decorated in the same technique and has similar billering. As befits an

---

**Figure 24.5** Inlaid iron axe-head from Bjerringhøj, Mammen, Jutland, Denmark. Length: 19 cm. © Holger Arbman.
object which is itself asymmetrical, the face encloses an asymmetrical plant ornament, the tendrils of which rise to cover the whole field (best seen if viewed with the axe-edge at the bottom). The Mammen style occurs importantly on the Jelling stone (Figure 48.4) and on a number of stone, ivory and bone objects. The motifs are generally set in an unaxial and asymmetrical fashion, often forming irregular closed loops; the ribbons (which sometimes have zoomorphic elements) and plants often bifurcate and the contours are often angled at a major curve and frequently have a curved indented nick. The body is almost always billeted in regular rows. As it gradually merges with the succeeding Ringerike style, traits such as asymmetry and unaxiality tend to disappear and, as they were not universal traits of the Mammen style, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between the two.

Objects decorated in the Mammen style are found widely (if sparsely) throughout Europe – in the Ukraine, at Leon in Spain, Bamberg in Germany, the River Thames at London, the Isle of Man, and Møre og Romsdal in Norway. In Sweden the style mostly occurs on runic-inscribed stones. Its most important appearance, however, is on the Danish royal memorial at Jelling, which almost certainly influenced a new style of stone-carving in southern Scandinavia.

The origin of the ‘lion’, first seen on the Jelling stone, seems to be in native Scandinavian art. In stance and treatment its precursors are found in more or less recognisable form on a brooch from Birka (grave 854; Wilson 1995: fig. 19), on the runner of the fourth sledge from the Oseberg grave (Wilson 1995: fig. 111), on the Borre mounts (Figure 24.3c) and, in three-dimensional form, on some of the baroque Borre-style brooches (Wilson 1995: fig. 58). Persistent attempts have, however, been made to find its origins in Anglo-Saxon or Ottonian art (Fuglesang 1991: 101), for the lion – a universal Christian motif – is clearly ultimately of foreign origin. No immediate prototypes have, however, been identified, and definite conclusions concerning archetypes have not been established. It may have been derived from any of a number of countries – France, Byzantium, Italy, Germany, or England – and from any of a number of media: manuscript art or figured textiles, for example. A telling argument for foreign influence must be that there were few or no carved stone reliefs in Denmark before the production of the Jelling stone. It is also clear that the nearest source for such a technique was the Scandinavian areas of Britain, where the long tradition of Hiberno-Saxon stone sculpture had been adapted to the incomers’ taste (for a general discussion, see Wilson 1984). It is conceivable that the Danish carver of the Jelling stone had learnt his trade in the English Danelaw (although sculpture of granite is a rarity in an area of ubiquitous freestone). Even if this is the case, the zoomorphic element of the stone need not be derived from Britain; stylistic similarities may be explained by a common origin of the ornament in the two areas, which, by the time it reached Denmark, had been subsumed into the local taste. It is, however, inherently likely that the animal’s general design originated in the stone sculpture of England, whence surely came the style’s vegetal elements. The acanthus-like fleshy scrolls are closely related to, and must be derived from, those of the Anglo-Saxon Winchester style, which flourished in the period of greatest Danish influence in England – in the first half of the tenth century. The Jelling stone is the most important representative of the Mammen style surviving in Scandinavia. It is also remarkable in bearing the earliest datable representation of Christ in Scandinavia (Wilson 1995: fig. 129). Finally, it is unique in being a decorated royal monument and as such would have been an object of wonder and prestige throughout the kingdom.
It was almost certainly the direct inspiration for a group of stones from Skåne, from Tullstorp (Wilson 1995: fig. 115) and Hunnestad, the latter group, of which only three stones survive (seven were illustrated by Ole Worm in 1643, see Wilson 1995: fig. 114), really belongs to the Mammen/Ringerike overlap. There are a number of central dates for the Mammen style. First, the Jelling stone, which is to be dated about 965 (i.e. the conversion of Denmark, an event referred to in the inscription on the stone), a date which might well, as the stone is so innovative in both form and ornament, be near the period of the birth of the style. Second, there is the axe from the Mammen grave itself, buried in the winter of 970/1. Then there is the small wooden figure of a man from the North Mound at Jelling, which was constructed in 958/9 (Wilson 1995: figs 118–19). The only hoard which contains objects ornamented in the Mammen style comes from Skaill, Orkney, which is bracketed within the period 950–70 (Graham-Campbell 1995: 34–48). It has been suggested that the brooches were ornamented somewhere in the Irish Sea region, perhaps in the Isle of Man where sculptured cross-shafts from the parish church of Kirk Braddan (Figure 27.3.3) bear classic Mammen-style decoration (Graham-Campbell 1995: 70–1). This suggested provenance is of interest as a single piece of wood decorated in the Mammen style has been found in Dublin in an archaeological context with coins dating between the 920s and 950s (Lang 1988: 45 and fig. 20). Thus a date in the 950s is likely for the production of the Skaill brooches (which in some instances show traces of the Jelling/Mammen overlap), a date which would chime with that of the Jelling stone. By the end of the century the Mammen style was merging with the Ringerike style. On the basis of all this rather precise evidence a date of 950–1000 would seem an acceptable bracket for the Mammen style.

The Ringerike style takes its name from the Ringerike district to the north of Oslo in Norway, where the reddish sandstone common in the region is widely used for stones carved with designs in this style, although only one stone, from Tanberg (Fuglesang 1980: pl. 38), has been found in Ringerike itself. The object usually used to define the Ringerike style is the stone from Vang, Oppland, Norway (Figure 24.6). 215 cm high; it bears on the right-hand edge a runic memorial inscription. The main field of the stone is filled with a balanced tendril ornament, which springs from two shell spirals at the base. The main stems cross twice and terminate in lobed tendrils. Further tendrils spring from loops at the crossing, while pear-shaped elements appear from the centre of the tendrils on the upper loop. Although the design is axial, there is a basic asymmetry in the deposition of the tendrils. Above the tendril pattern is a striding animal, double contoured, with spiral hips and a lip lappet. If the design on the Vang stone is compared with the clearly related design on the Mammen axe-head (Figure 24.5), it will be seen that the latter lacks the axiality of the pattern on the Vang stone and its tendrils are much less disciplined. The Mammen scroll is wavy and the Vang scroll is taut and evenly curved. These features in general distinguish the Mammen and Ringerike scrolls. In general the latter are more taut and disciplined; but the close relationship between the two styles is more than adequately demonstrated by the animal at the top of the stone, which is in almost every respect interchangeable with that on the Jelling stone (Figure 48.4).

In metalwork the style is best seen on two copper-gilt weather-vanes – one from Källunge, Gotland, and the other from Söderala, Hälsingland. On one face of the former (Wilson 1995: fig. 138) are two axially constructed loops which take the form of snakes, which produce symmetrically placed tendrils. The heads of the snakes, and the animal
and snake on the reverse, are more floridly treated than that on the Vang stone; all have a lip lappet and the snakes have pigtails. Each has a pear-shaped eye with the point towards the snout (a diagnostic feature of the Ringerike style). In two corners are acanthus-bud motifs of a type often encountered in this style (Wilson 1995: fig. 137). The borders are filled with various plant-scroll motifs. The scrolls have shell spirals and elongated tendrils of a form which was to develop as the scrolls became more attenuated. The lion and snake motif on one face of the vane clearly has a common origin with the similar motif on the Jelling stone (Figure 48.4). The pattern of the Söderala vane (Wilson 1995: fig. 139), which is executed in openwork, has the more restless, filament-like characteristics of the succeeding Urnes style, but the substantial body of the main animal and its axial form place it firmly in the Ringerike style. Another animal (a biped) bites the main animal and foreshadows the combat motif of the succeeding Urnes style.

Although stones with runic inscriptions first appear in Sweden in the early Viking Age, it is the Ringerike style which gave full rein to their ornamental embellishment from the late tenth century onwards. They are most plentiful in south and middle Sweden and on Gotland, but occur in some numbers in present-day Denmark and occasionally, although in a rather different form, in Norway. Proclaiming public or private works, the creation of a bridge or causeway, a place of assembly, or the record of the ownership of property, or recording a good deed, the stones are often set up in prominent places to stress a message conveyed in the inscription. Some record a death—often far from home of warriors or merchants in the settlements abroad, or in the lands where Scandinavian merchants traded or soldiers fought. Few stones are specifically pagan (Sawyer 1991: 111) and, where they express religious sentiments or portray symbolism, it is usually Christian (even using apparently pagan scenes in a Christian context). They form the first consistent evidence for the conversion.

The carving on the great rock of Ramsundsberget in Jäder, near Eskilstuna, Södermanland (Wilson 1995: figs. 151 and 152), is one of the most remarkable monuments of the Viking Age in Sweden. Skilfully carved, it tells a coherent and recognisable story, part of the Eddic legend of Sigurðr, slayer of Fafnir—one of the most popular stories of the period from the tenth to the thirteenth century, and one which occurs throughout Scandinavia, which is represented as far away as in Scandinavian Russia and the Isle of Man. The main scene at Ramsundsberget is framed by three snakes, the heads and tails of which produce typical Ringerike tendrils; the lowermost snake containing a runic inscription which was carved by the order of a woman. Outside the frame (which is some 4.7 m long) is the figure of Sigurðr with his sword stuck through the soft underbelly of the lowermost snake. Within the field defined by the snakes lies, to the left, the body of a decapitated Regin (the treacherous forger of Sigurðr’s sword), together with the tools of his smithy—bellows, hammer, anvil tongues, and so on. Sigurðr again appears in the centre of the picture with his finger in his mouth. (This refers to the story that, having slain the dragon, Sigurðr cut out its heart and roasted it over a fire; burning himself on the heart, he put his finger in his mouth to cool it down and thus tasted some of the dragon’s blood—an accident which enabled him to understand the language of the birds, who warn him of the treachery of Regin, whom he then kills.) The birds are seen in the tree to which is tethered Sigurðr’s horse Grani with the treasure which Sigurðr had taken from Fafnir on his back. The figures are cleanly cut, with firm outline, and Sigurðr is portrayed putting obvious effort into his task of killing the dragon. A clumsier and smaller (250 cm long) version of the same composition is to be
found not far away on a boulder at Näsbyholm, Åker, the Gök stone (Wilson 1995: fig. 153). Sigurd appears elsewhere on a number of other – more conventional – stones in Scandinavia.

A comparison between the tendril ornament on the Mammen axe and that on the Norwegian Vang stone demonstrates the roots of the Ringerike style in the Mammen style. Its deeper roots are more obscure. It has been shown that prototypes for such elements of the style as the ‘lion’ cannot easily be recognised outside Scandinavia – either in Anglo-Saxon England or in Ottonian Europe. Its origins cannot, however, be truly determined. It is reasonable to suggest that the vegetal motifs in both Mammen and Ringerike styles were derived from England, where the acanthus scrolls of the Anglo-Saxon Winchester style provide convincing parallels. The presence of the Danes in England during the whole of the period during which the Ringerike style flourished strengthens the argument. Although Ottonian motifs, which might serve as prototypes particularly for asymmetrical tendril scrolls, have been identified; the arguments for an English origin seem stronger.

The Ringerike style in both Denmark and Norway (and to a lesser extent in Sweden) provides early examples of Christian iconography. Christianity – a religion that was ultimately to introduce new styles and new motifs into the north – was seeping in from both the south and the west; but the Viking styles, conceived in pagandom, were to survive for some time. A syncretism with the art of the pagan period appears in the late tenth century; as, for example, on a stone carving from Kirk Andreas in the Isle of Man (Margeson 1981: fig. 1). It is a syncretism which was to survive. It occurs, for example, as late as c. 1200, when the pagan Sigurd legend appears in a totally Christian context on the portal from the stave-church at Hylestad, Setesdal, Norway (Hohler 1999: pl. 220).

The best dating evidence for the style comes from the British Isles, where it appears in various media – manuscripts, stone sculpture, metalwork and woodcarving. The style was presumably introduced into England with Knut (Canute the Great), in the period after his assumption of the throne in 1016; it chimed well with the Winchester style and indeed gave it added liveliness. Classically it appears on a rune-inscribed stone from St Paul’s Cathedral in London (Wilson 1974). Its presence in manuscript art helps in dating, as in the so-called Winchcombe Psalter (Cambridge University Library Ff.1.23) (Wilson 1984: fig. 276), dated to the 1020s or 1030s. In Ireland early eleventh-century dates are provided archaeologically by a number of motif-pieces and other decorated objects found during excavation in Dublin (Lang 1988: 18 f.; O’Meadhra 1979: figs 8 ff.), but it must be stressed that elements of the Ringerike style may be traced in Ireland long after this (Wilson and Klindt-Jensen 1966: 143 ff.).

The Ringerike style was incidentally highly influential in Insular art, but most notably in Ireland, where it was adopted enthusiastically, appearing, for example, on a number of pieces of religious metalwork and in illuminated service books. Most interestingly it is seen among the bone motif-pieces from Dublin referred to above – the detritus of metalworkers’ workshops, on which the Irish craftsmen had worked out their patterns (e.g. O’Meadhra 1979: figs 114–29).

In Scandinavia the best evidence for the date of the style is provided by coin hoards (Fuglesang 1980: 56 ff. and 159 ff.), which generally reflect the more reliable English chronology. To fit the style in sequence after the Mammen style (with which it clearly overlaps) we may date the Ringerike style between, say, 990 and 1050 – in historical
terms during the period of the growth, maximum expansion and fall of the so-called Danish North Sea Empire.

The ultimate phase of Viking Age art is named after the stave-church at Urnes, Sogn, in western Norway (Figure 24.6). The church was rebuilt in the twelfth century; but a number of earlier timbers were used in its reconstruction, and it is these which give the name to the style. Some of these timbers were decorated, namely the portal and door, two planks now in the north wall of the church, the north-west corner post and the gables at the east and west. The sculptor at Urnes used three basic motifs. First, a standing quadruped; second, a snake-like animal with a single foreleg and a hindleg which appears as a terminal foot, with a hip hinted at by an angular break in the curve of the body; and, third, a thin interlacing or interpenetrating ribbon which terminates either in an animal head or in a trefoil. The creatures are sinuous and curve gently, with few breaks in the curves. The designs are rarely symmetrical. The animals tend to bite each other and this ‘combat’ element, while not universal, is fairly general.

Some Urnes elements survive from earlier styles: the spiral hip, the lip lappet and the pointed eye (which latter now nearly fills the whole head of the animal), for example. The interlace is filament-like, and forms large, even, almost circular loops. The feet are hardly emphasised, but the lip lappet is sometimes extended to form a tendril. The heads are generally in profile; although some – particularly the secondary (often biting)
snake heads and, on some Swedish runestones, the heads of some of the coarser snakes – are seen from above.

The decoration of the earliest elements of the Urnes stave-church provides a rare example of what must have been a considerable body of high-quality woodcarving which would have been seen throughout Scandinavia in the second half of the eleventh century and in the early twelfth century. Other Urnes-style wooden sculpture survives – though rarely – from church sites throughout Scandinavia. The fact that so much of this art is found in Christian contexts re-emphasises that there is nothing specifically pagan in Viking Age art styles.

The Urnes style dominates the ornament of the runestones of central Sweden; as a result the style itself has sometimes been labelled as the ‘rune-stone style’. The sweeping deeply curved relief seen for example in wood on the Urnes portal (Figure 24.7) is not attempted in the harder medium of Swedish stone. Much of the decoration is highly competent; but unfortunately the ornament on these stones is not easily related to the classic Urnes style, being simple and often more coarsely executed. More than a hundred Swedish rune carvers are named, and it is assumed that the writer of the runes also provided the design of the snake in which the inscription was enclosed. Many ‘unsigned’ stones have been attributed to named carvers on grounds of orthography, language and style; but there is only general agreement concerning the relative chronology of the different craftsmen.

On the basis of the historical content of the inscriptions of some of the runestones, some sort of chronology has been erected. Twenty-five stones, for example, commemorate

Figure 24.7 Portal of the wooden stave-church from Urnes, Norway. Copyright Leif Anker, Oslo.
men who died on an expedition in the east c. 1041 (Larsson 1986: 99 discusses these stones in the context of the written sources). Although there are a number of problems in relation to this date, it is at least plausible to place all the stones which mention this expedition to within a decade of that date (Gräslund 1990–1). Attempts to date stones which record expeditions to England (Jansson 1966), which took place between c. 1000 and 1020, are of little use, as the people who are commemorated returned alive to Sweden and may have died a generation or more later.

The true variety of the Urnes style is best seen in metalwork. Some is of high competence, as is the silver bowl from Lilla Valla, Rute, Gotland, deposited in a coin hoard c. 1050 (Wilson 1995, figs. 185–6). A large number of filigree-ornamented silver disc-brooches of this period, many found in Gotland hoards, are loosely dated by coins to the eleventh century (e.g. Stenberger 1947: figs 190:1, 205:1, 223:4). Some are of gold – from Johannishus, Hjortsberga, Blekinge in Sweden, and Frederiksborg (Stenberger 1947: fig. 73) and Hornelund, in Denmark (Roesdahl and Wilson 1992: 201). Danish wealth at this period is emphasised by the fact that while nearly all the objects found in Sweden are of silver, many found in Denmark are of gold. The gold Ørø cross and its chain, with Urnes-style animal-head terminals, from Issefjord, Sjælland (Jensen et al. 1992: 261), which weighs 309.6 g, emphasises this fact, while similar crosses and chains with their delicately moulded terminals from Sweden are all made of silver.

At a humbler level the bronze-smith was producing masterworks in the Urnes style. Bronze buckles and strap-distributors, brooches and mounts for boxes and other objects were manufactured in increasing numbers. In Lund metalworking remains (chiefly moulds) excavated on the site of PK-banken (Bergman and Billberg 1976: 206 ff.) represent an early twelfth-century workshop which produced a type of openwork brooch (in the form of a sinuous Urnes animal) of a type more popular in Denmark and Norway than in Sweden. Finds in Denmark suggest the presence of a similar workshop for related brooches in the Ålborg region (Bertelsen 1991). It is probable that similar workshops existed in England. Particularly noticeable is the increasing tally of cast bronze stirrup-mounts decorated in the Urnes style (Williams 1997: figs 177–93), which reflect the higher-quality material typified by the Pitney brooch (Wilson and Klindt-Jensen, p1.73e).

There is little difficulty in dating the Urnes style. Its central period of production must span the period from c. 1040 to c. 1110: a dating most firmly based on coin hoards, particularly that from Lilla Valla (deposited c. 1050). In general terms it can be related to the historically based dating of the runestones. These cannot – with the exception of the artistically rather dreary Ingvar stones – be dated with any great degree of certainty, although there is a likelihood that the stones with inscriptions that refer to the English expeditions of Sven and Knut the Great may be dated to the second quarter of the eleventh century. In considering the dating of this style it should be emphasised that the runestones display only a limited proportion of the ornamental elements of the wider style. The end date of 1110 is only an indicator; the style clearly extends into the twelfth century – but how far is unclear.

Dendrochronology at the moment provides only a single date – from a short plank found at Hørning church, Jylland (Krogh and Voss 1961: pl. 1). A probable dendrochronological date for this fragment places it between c. 1060 and c. 1070 (Bonde et al. 1990: 234), which fits well with dates arrived at by traditional methods expressed here and elsewhere. The evidence for the fact that the Urnes style goes on into the twelfth
century is overwhelming. It occurs in Denmark on a major piece of church furniture, the twelfth-century Lisbjerg altar, while in the Scandinavian settlements abroad it survives in a modified form in Ireland, at least until the 1130s and probably later (Wilson and Klindt-Jensen 1966: 160). In Scandinavia however it survives in a less vital manner and in a less pure form, largely due to the introduction from abroad of the first major international style – the Romanesque – to be received in its entirety into the north.
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PART II

THE VIKING EXPANSION
The British Isles

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

VIKINGS IN ENGLAND

Clare Downham

Vikings had a profound impact on the history of the English-speaking people. In the period from the first recorded raids in the late eighth century, until the conquest of England by Knútr (Cnut) in 1016, the political geography, culture and identities of the Anglo-Saxons were transformed. As a result of their impact, the image of vikings has loomed large in English historical literature from the Middle Ages to the present. Their historiography can be seen to reflect developments in attitudes across the centuries to various issues including regional identity, conquest, migration and cultural assimilation.

Modern scholarly debates have tended to focus on the scale and impact of viking settlement in England (see Richards, ch. 27, and Hadley, ch. 27.1, below). However, there have been calls for more research on the leaders of vikings and their contacts abroad (Wormald 1982: 44; Hadley 2000a: 107). Nevertheless the political history of vikings has proved controversial due to a lack of consensus as to what constitutes reliable evidence. The paradigms of viking history have been much coloured by texts which post-date the Viking Age. These include writings which emanated from the church of Durham from the eleventh century onwards and Icelandic sagas from the thirteenth century and later (Schlauch 1949; Rollason et al. 1998: 22–7, 33). The value of these late accounts has been increasingly called into question (McTurk 1977; Page 1982; Dumville 1987). The use of skaldic verse has also been problematised due to uncertainties over the date of its composition and its original context (Downham 2004; but see Jesch 2004).

An awareness of the partial nature of contemporary evidence has also been highlighted by in-depth analysis of major texts. For example, 'The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle', Asser’s Life of King Alfred, royal diplomas and the chronicle of Æthelweard were each connected with the household of English kings. They are, for the most part, Wessex-based accounts with less information on other parts of England and they can be seen, at times, to promote the cause of royal government. Recent re-evaluations of the written evidence pose interesting questions which can challenge received accounts of Anglo-Saxon history (e.g. Keynes 1978) and reveal how the terminology used by historians has been influenced by selectivity and biases in the written evidence (see Dumville, ch. 26, below).
The first recorded viking attacks on the Anglo-Saxons took place during the reign of Beorhtric, king of the West Saxons (786–802). The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle reports that three ships of Northmen arrived at Portland (Dorset) where they killed the local reeve and his followers. Another attack was led against the church of Lindisfarne in 793 and a further attack on Northumbria is reported in 794. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle mentions no further raids until 835. However, it is clear that the Chronicle does not give the whole story. A series of diplomas issued by kings of the Mercians from 792 to 822 refer to intensive viking activity in Kent, including the existence of viking camps (Sawyer 1968: nos 134, 160, 168, 177, 186, 1264).

From the 830s to the 850s raids appear to be more frequent. An alliance between vikings and Cornishmen against Wessex is recorded in 838, but they were defeated (Whitelock et al. 1965: s.a. 838). A major English defeat is recorded in the Frankish Annals of St-Bertin under the year 844, after which the vikings ‘terra pro libitu potiuntur’ (seized or wielded power over land at will; Nelson 1991). This was soon followed by a great defeat of viking forces at Aclea in Greater Wessex in 851, recorded in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the Annals of St-Bertin and in the so-called ‘Fragmentary Annals of Ireland’ (Whitelock et al. 1965; s.a. 851; Nelson 1991; s.a. 850; Radner 1978: §250). These records of battles between vikings and Anglo-Saxons in foreign chronicles demonstrate wider concern about vikings’ activity in western Christendom. Contact between vikings in different areas is indicated in the composition of silver hoards deposited during this period (Blackburn and Pagan 1986), and it can sometimes be deduced by a comparison of written sources from different areas.

In 865/6 ‘a great army’ arrived in East Anglia. Over the next thirteen years, detachments of this army and its allies enjoyed a remarkable series of victories. York was seized in 867, and the kingdom of Northumbria was subjugated. Then in 869, the East Anglian kingdom was conquered after the defeat and martyrdom of its king Edmund. More vikings (‘a summer army’) arrived at Fulham in 871 and allied with vikings already active in Britain. In 873 Mercia was subjugated. Wessex fell under viking control in the early months of 878, but a victory by King Alfred that year stemmed the tide of viking conquest. The background of the warriors active in England during these years has been debated. The original force seems to have been a coalition of different fleets. It may have included vikings active in England in the early 860s and contingents from West Francia as opportunities there were in decline (Wormald 1982: 137; Sawyer 1998: 90) as well as a contingent from Ireland (Keynes 1997: 54). Ívarr, one of the viking leaders in England, can be identified with Ívarr, king of the vikings of Ireland (Haliday 1884: 24–56; Smyth 1977; Wormald 1982: 143). His followers had been campaigning in North Britain in the early 860s and their ambitions soon extended to control of Northumbria. According to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Ívarr’s brother and successor Hálfdan shared out lands in Northumbria to viking settlers. His exploits in North Britain are also recorded in Irish chronicles (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983: s.a. 874 [=875].3, 874 [=875].4, 876 [=877].5).

Three viking leaders who may have arrived in England in 871, namely ‘Guthrum’, ‘Anwend’ and ‘Oscetyl’, took control of East Anglia in 874. Over the next four years their followers seized control of parts of Mercia and campaigned against the West Saxons. King Alfred was temporarily driven into hiding in the Somerset marshes, but his great victory at Edington secured the independence of Wessex. As a result of this setback a fleet of vikings left England late in 878 to campaign in Francia (which they
to devastating effect: Maclean 1998). Land in East Anglia was distributed among Guthrum’s followers. A boundary between areas of English and viking control (stretching from the River Thames, via Bedford, to Watling Street) was recognised in a treaty drawn up between Alfred and Guthrum some time before 890 (Whitelock 1979: no. 34).

Another major viking threat to Alfred’s reign was posed in 892. In this year two large fleets arrived in Kent. They made little headway despite receiving support from vikings based in Northumbria and East Anglia. In 896 the viking army, which represented the greatest menace to Alfred, dispersed. Some of these troops settled in areas under viking control in England, while others travelled to the Continent. The failure of this viking campaign may be attributed to Alfred’s policies, which included the construction of a network of fortresses, the reorganisation of his army, the cultivation of propaganda aimed at unifying his subjects, as well as treaties aimed at dividing his enemies (Keynes and Lapidge 1983).

Alfred’s successors developed his policies and worked to bring areas of viking settlement under their control. However, the character of viking settlement during the ninth century and beyond is obscure and has been much debated. Peter Sawyer invigorated this question over forty years ago (Sawyer 1962) by arguing that the number of immigrants was much lower than had been supposed. This provoked a series of studies either supporting or attacking his thesis from a range of viewpoints. Debates have raged about the size of viking armies, the use of place-name evidence, and the nature of cultural and linguistic change. From this a new consensus has emerged largely as a result of Sawyer’s theory, namely that numbers of immigrants cannot be simply deduced from their impact on the host society. Rather, the impact of vikings in the areas of England which they settled owes more to the duration of viking rule and to the nature of interaction between vikings and English (Hadley and Richards 2000b).

The viking conquests of the 860s and 870s brought large swathes of territory in eastern and northern England into Scandinavian hands. Successive kings of Wessex campaigned to seize this land for themselves. London was one of the first gains, taken by Alfred. York, which was the last bastion of viking power in England, fell finally to the West Saxon royal dynasty in 954. Some areas of England therefore remained in Scandinavian control for the better part of a century. However, contemporary accounts give an incomplete picture of political organisation in areas under viking control.

Initially the Anglo Saxon Chronicle linked viking settlers to pre-existing population-groups, so in the 890s different viking armies are referred to as ‘Northumbrians’ or ‘East Angles’, each under the control of individual kings and numerous jarls. Mercia at this date was divided between English and Scandinavian control. The part which was in Scandinavian hands was seemingly divided between the northern and southern viking kings. The Alfred–Guthrum treaty indicates that East Anglian vikings ruled as far north as Stoney Stratford (Bucks.), and Northumbrian viking rule is attested as far south as Stamford (Lincs.) in 894 (Campbell 1962: 50–1; cf. 40–1). Northern Northumbria remained independent throughout this period, under the control of native kings based at Bamburgh. It is not clear that Northumbrian vikings ruled as far as the west coast in the 890s, although Manchester was in Northumbrian viking control in 919, immediately prior to being taken by the English. The use of pre-existing labels by English chroniclers is not always helpful if we wish to determine the boundaries of different viking kingdoms.
Shifts in borders are frequently attested in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle in the early tenth century as rulers of Wessex advanced their power northwards. Alfred's son Edward acted in alliance with his sister Æthelflæd and brother-in-law, Æthelred, who ruled English Mercia, to bring East Anglia and viking Mercia into English control. Initially Edward had battled against his cousin Æthelwold who had a claim to the Wessex throne. Æthelwold enlisted the support of the East Angles and Northumbrians but he was killed in battle alongside a viking king called Eiríkr. The battle was followed by a short-lived truce. In 910 Edward defeated a viking army at Tettenhall (Staffs.) in which three kings 'Eowils', Hálfdan and Ívarr were killed. This succession of events seriously weakened viking power in England. This decline may have been exacerbated by a contemporary influx of vikings from the Gaelic world to north-western England. Political fragmentation may be hinted at, as no king of vikings in England is clearly identified from 910 until 918, but there is reference to jarls ruling individual fortified centres. It was during this period that King Edward and his Mercian allies made significant gains.

Viking Northumbria could have fallen into English hands in 918 had it not been for a viking invasion led from Ireland by Rǫgnvaldr, grandson of Ívarr. His campaign which culminated at the battle of Corbridge is recorded in Irish, Scottish and English accounts. Some historians have argued that there were two battles fought at Corbridge, but this is an error based on a reading of the eleventh-century text Historia de Sancto Cuthberto (Johnson-South 1990: 159). Chronicle records clearly indicate that only one battle was fought (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983: s.a. 917 [=918].4; Radner 1978: §459; Hudson 1998: 150, 157). After the battle Rǫgnvaldr became king of York.

It has long been argued that Northumbrian politics in the early tenth century can be interpreted in terms of rivalries between an Anglo-Danish and Hiberno-Norse faction. According to 'The Mercian Register' the people of York promised obedience to Æthelflæd of Mercia shortly before her death in 918, which has been deemed a sign of disaffection with Rǫgnvaldr's rule by the Anglo-Danes (Wainwright 1975: 178). However, this promise may have predated the Corbridge campaign, and need not suggest that English rule was preferred to that of Rǫgnvaldr, grandson of Ívarr. Indeed, Rǫgnvaldr himself found it necessary to recognise Edward's superiority at a meeting in 920. The theory of ethnic competition between Danes and Norwegians in England seems based on over-rigid translation of Norðmann as 'Norwegian' in English sources (Mawer 1923). A comparison of Insular chronicles suggests that familial connections between viking leaders of Dublin and York continued from the 860s until the 950s, and there was not an interchange of power between Danish and Norwegian factions (Dumville 2004).

Edward may have lost some land south of the Humber to the vikings of Northumbria towards the end of his reign. Nevertheless his son Æthelstan ousted the viking king of York in 927 and ruled Northumbria until his death in 939. Therefore Æthelstan is the first king who united England (Dumville 1992: 141–71). The most famous event of his career is the battle of Brunanburh, where the English defeated an alliance between the king of Alba (North Britain) and vikings of the dynasty of Ívarr in 937. The site of this battle is still a matter of debate (e.g. Halloran 2005). Scottish involvement can be explained by Æthelstan's attempts to extend his authority across Britain which had provoked a war with Constantine, king of Alba in 934. There were also some Welsh
sympathies for the Northumbrians in the 930s or 940s, illustrated in the prophetic poem *Armes Prydein Vawr* (Williams and Bromwich 1972).

After Æthelstan’s death, the kingdom of York, and lands south of the Humber called ‘the five boroughs’ (see Hadley, ch. 27.1, below), was once more taken into viking hands. The political situation in the north continued to be unstable, and the viking territories were won and lost once more before they were finally annexed by Eadred of Wessex in 954. The main historical sources for the decline of viking power are largely written from an English perspective. It is perhaps testament to the power of their rhetoric that historians often refer to the seizure of viking lands by Wessex as ‘redemption’ or ‘reconquest’ (e.g. Mawer 1923), and Alba’s war against Æthelstan (which gave rise to an alliance with vikings) as ‘rebellion’ (e.g. Sawyer 1998: 121–2). As Wessex had no legitimate claim to rule across Britain, the appropriateness of such language is questionable. It is doubtful that the majority of contemporaries regarded this as the natural order of things, and such interpretations may also be unduly coloured by subsequent political events.

One striking feature of events during the last decade of viking rule in Northumbria is the support given to kings Óláfr and Eiríkr by Wulfstan I, archbishop of York (Keynes 1999). This is despite Wulfstan’s promotion to power by the English king, Æthelstan. The question of vikings’ relationship with the Church is closely related to debates about viking impact and integration. This relationship clearly changed from the arrival of the first viking fleets in the late eighth century to the mid-tenth century. Initial contacts were characterised by destruction as ecclesiastical sites were attacked. This destruction was followed in areas of viking settlement by the seizure of some, if not all, ecclesiastical lands. This removal of resources apparently dealt a fatal blow to monastic life in areas under viking control (Sawyer 1998: 98). Pastoral care may have continued with the support of priests by the Christian population who remained after viking settlement. Dawn Hadley has demonstrated that some pre-Viking Age church sites were used following (and perhaps during) conversion and integration of the viking population (Hadley 2000b: 216–97). As conversion seems to have begun fairly rapidly, churches which had been destroyed may have been quickly revived.

Only one see is known to have persisted without relocation in areas under viking control and that was at York. This won patronage from the Scandinavian kings of York from the 890s (Campbell 1962: 51; Abrams 2001). Coins bearing the name of St Peter were produced in York in the first decade of the tenth century (Grierson and Blackburn 1986: 322–3). Although the adult baptism of a viking king of York, Óláfr, is recorded as late as 943, this need not indicate the moment of conversion as has often been thought (Whitelock et al. 1965: s.a. 943). Adult baptism was not uncommon in Christian communities in the Middle Ages. The many stone crosses erected across northern England in the tenth century indicate some enthusiasm for Christianity among an Anglo-Scandinavian elite (albeit sometimes with representations of Scandinavian deities included in their designs). The distribution of these crosses and the evidence of urban churches indicates that a decentralised ecclesiastical structure prevailed (Hadley 2000b: 287–9). This may have resulted from the fragmentation of pre-viking landed estates and the growth of a merchant class of patrons (which was a corollary of urban growth in viking settled areas). It is not known what structures for pagan worship may have been in place.

From 954, kings of England sought to secure power in erstwhile viking territories. King Edgar (959–75) allowed areas of Scandinavian settlement to have a degree of legal
autonomy as a reward for their loyalty, while imposing national legislation in cases of theft (Whitelock 1979: no. 41). The written sources from Edgar's reign demonstrate that inhabitants of 'Danelaw' perceived themselves as being different from those of the rest of England. The intermingling of Scandinavian and English peoples gave rise to a distinct regional identity. Edgar also met other Insular kings, including Maccus Haraldsson, king of the Isles, in 973, to ensure peaceful relations, perhaps in order to prevent disaffected elements in the Danelaw from seeking their support (Thornton 1997, 2001).

The efforts made by Edgar were somewhat undone during the reign of his son Æthelred (978/9–1016). Æthelred had come to power following the murder of his brother at the age of twelve. The consequent political instability seems to have encouraged vikings from the Gaelic world and Scandinavia to raid England. Initially attacks were focused on the west of Britain and this can be linked with the activities of Guðrøðr, king of Man and the Isles (Downham 2003: 59–60). In the early 990s a new wave attacks was led against eastern England under the leadership of Óláfr Tryggvason, future king of Norway, and Sveinn Haraldsson, future king of Denmark. Æthelred appeared unable to unite his subjects effectively against this threat. A series of peace agreements and payments of tribute to viking armies also failed to curb attacks. In 1002 Æthelred ordered his subjects to kill all the Danes in England. This was perhaps intended as a way of directing popular anger over the successive viking invasions away from the king. Æthelred's subjects were also urged to seek divine assistance against enemies through prayer (Keynes 1997: 74–81).

Nevertheless, in 1013 England was conquered by Sveinn Haraldsson. He arrived with an invasion fleet at Gainsborough (Lincs.) and quickly won local support. Niels Lund has suggested that Æthelred's efforts to curb the legal freedoms of the Danelaw encouraged the inhabitants to support this rival king (Lund 1976: 189, 193–4). London held out longest against this invasion but in Christmas 1013 Æthelred went into exile. The main Anglo-Saxon Chronicle entries for the reign of Æthelred (found in versions C, D, E and F) were written shortly after his reign ended, probably by a single author. These retrospective reports focus on the failures of Æthelred, and the Danish conquest is presented with a gloomy air of inevitability (Keynes 1978). This provides a salutary reminder that descriptions even of the recent past in written sources can be heavily influenced by partiality and hindsight.

Sveinn only ruled for a brief time before his death in 1014. His son Knútr succeeded to rule England in 1016 following the death of Æthelred's son Edmund, and he reigned until 1035 (see Lund, ch. 48.1, below). From the end of the eighth century to the early eleventh century the nature of viking activity in England changed radically. What began with hit-and-run raids by small warbands led to a reconfiguration of regional identities in England and to conquest by the armies of a powerful Scandinavian Christian king.

The fifty years from Knútr's accession until the Norman conquest was characterised by rivalry for control of the English throne. Following the death of Knútr and his two sons Haraldr and Harðaknútr, Edward son of Æthelred became king in 1042. Edward was assisted to power with the support of Godwine, earl of Wessex. Edward's subsequent promotion of Godwine's sons, and his childless marriage with Edith daughter of Godwine, led Harold Godwinesson to claim the English throne on Edward's death in 1066. A rival claim to the English throne was maintained by Knútr's successors in
Scandinavia. This may have been the cause of piratical attack on south-east England by twenty-five ships in 1048. Haraldr inn Harðrâði, king of Norway, pursued a claim to the English throne by leading an invasion in 1066, but he was defeated and killed at Stamford Bridge. In addition, William, duke of Normandy claimed that he was Edward’s appointed heir. (Edward had maintained close relations with Normandy as a consequence of his exile there during the reign of Knútr.) William invaded England and was crowned after his victory at the battle of Hastings.

It took some years before William had a firm grip over England. Two invasions of south-west England were attempted by sons of Harold Godwinesson in 1068 and 1069 with Irish support. A Danish army also landed in northern England in 1069. This was joined by Edgar Ætheling (a great grandson of Æthelred) and a large number of English troops. Despite initial gains the campaign failed and King William ordered the ‘harrying of the north’ to crush remaining opposition. As a result of the Norman invasion the political history of England during the later Middle Ages was to be linked more strongly with northern France than with Scandinavia.
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— Chapter 25: Vikings in England —


Each of the different cultural zones of what used to be called ‘The British Isles’ (namely Britain and Ireland, with their associated smaller islands; Davies 2000) had its own tradition or traditions of chronicling in the Viking Age. Nor should we forget Brittany, a complex Continental polity of Insular Celtic heritage situated alongside a predatory Frankish empire (Dumville 2007c). It is certain that these zones interacted variably. Because of shared ecclesiastical history there were significant, especially generic, points of similarity. But different interactions and differing local cultures generated chronicles whose character and tone differed between the cultural zones. When the Viking Age began, with apparent suddenness in the chronicle-records, shared experiences nonetheless seem to have provoked a range of generically different responses (see Dumville 2002c).

Some individual chroniclers are less difficult to isolate stylistically than others (on ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ see Clark 1971, Keynes 1978; on ‘The Annals of Ulster’ see Dumville 1982), but in no certain Insular instance can we put a name or specific identity to any Viking Age chronicler, in spite of various attempts to recognise the work of Asser of St Davids (Hughes 1980: 68, 86–7) or King Alfred (see Shippey 1982) or Alcuin of York (Stubbs 1868–71, vol. 1: xi; Lapidge 1982: 121 and n. 74). We certainly do have literary work from the hand of each of these, in which vikings are mentioned: but only Asser’s biography of King Alfred (datable, as it survives, to 893), with its translations from ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’, approaches the chronicling genre (Stevenson 1904; Cook 1906; Keynes and Lapidge 1983). What all Insular chronicling of this era does share is annalistic structure.

The annal, however it may be distinguished from its immediate neighbours, is, as the record of one year, these chronicles’ essential structural unit (Dumville 2002a: 6; 1999: 104). Constituting it there may be nothing more than the annal-marker, whether an. (for annus, ‘year’) or kl. (for kalendae Ianuarii, ‘the first day of January’), sometimes accompanied by a sequence-number or an AD date or a complex series of chronological notations; or there may be a single entry of information, or any number of such entries (of immensely various length and complexity, from a single word to some pages of modern print) though rarely many more than a dozen. The hierarchy of content is therefore constructed from individual entries (or items) which are joined to form the
annal, and the annals (some left blank for lack of suitable information) together constitute the chronicle. While an individual chronicle-author might think his work to have beginning and end, the annalistic chronicle is widely recognised as history without an end; while time continues, we cannot expect or require closure of a chronicle constituted of successive annals (Van Houts 1980; Dumville 2002a: 18).

Before the Viking Age, Insular chronicles had limited terms of relevance of information for inclusion (Dumville 1982, 1999). Typically, succession to important office (whether described by the death of the former or the accession of the latter office-holder, or both) was a major concern, as were battles; disturbance of nature – plague, famine, great severity of weather, heavenly signs, miraculous events – also merited attention (MacNeill 1913/14: 81–5; Hughes 1957; cf. Cooke 1980; Hughes 1980: 99; Thornton 1996). While annalistic chronicles tended towards greater inclusiveness of information as the early Middle Ages progressed, nevertheless that development had not undergone radical change before the Viking Age.

In general, the events and processes of the Viking Age did greatly stimulate chroniclers, challenging them to record events of a character previously unknown. In effect, vikings, by their very disorderliness in the Insular societies which they encountered from the closing years of the eighth century, forced their way into the writing of contemporary chroniclers; the chroniclers were challenged to adapt their criteria of relevance and the vocabulary, style and even the very language which they used (Dumville 1982). By the eleventh century, the English and Irish chronicles were being written in more expansive styles, more information was being recorded and the local vernacular language had a larger role (Clark 1971; Dumville 1999). 'The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle' now included poetry (Dobbie 1942; cf. Abegg 1894).

In other words, we see changes over time in Insular chronicling, partly continuing the early medieval developments, partly reacting to the new circumstances of the Viking Age. Likewise, the Viking Age had its own internal dynamics, and we see these reflected above all in chroniclers’ reactions to rulers of large Scandinavian polities, whose involvement in Insular politics evoked from eleventh-century chroniclers a response rather different from that which those writers’ ninth-century predecessors had accorded the leaders of viking armies of their day (Lund 1986; Keynes 1978, 1986). All the Insular chronicles of this period, and particularly those which had begun earlier (and, indeed, continued later) than the Viking Age, can be seen in a process of continual (but by no means continuous) change.

However, the differing cultural traditions within which Insular chroniclers worked ensured varying presentations of information. Generic inheritance should not be underestimated as a factor determining what was recorded or excluded. Likewise, differing types of authorship, generic function and institutional (or authorial) outlook and purpose should all be recognised as contributors to the character of the texts which we possess.

Surviving Insular chronicles of the Viking Age show us a chronological order of recording of vikings: English and Gaelic (principally, but not exclusively, Irish) from the 790s, Welsh from 850, Breton, Scottish. We have no Cornish chronicle of the period, nor any certain chronicle-record native to Viking Age Strathclyde or Mann (on Strathclyde, see Hughes 1980: 95–100; Grabowski and Dumville 1984: 216–17). What is now northernmost Scotland (north of a line drawn due west from the Beauly Firth) is without any chronicle-record throughout the entire era, in spite of
the momentous events and processes which the Viking Age brought to that complex
region (on Skye, see Downham 2000). Within England and Ireland, some regions are
much better covered than others (indeed, some areas generally lack coverage, although
the distribution of record changes over time: on Ireland, cf. Etchingham 1996).
Throughout the Viking Age, the extant Welsh chronicling is generally rather thin
(Downham 2007; Maund 1991). And survival from Brittany is exceedingly poor: there
are fragments and hints of Breton Viking Age chronicling record (and some external
survival); but our knowledge of events in Brittany, insofar as it depends on chronicles, is

There is no doubt that in the Gaelic record we see contemporary chronicling from the
first notices of vikings’ activities – which begin once those impinge on Gaelic-speaking
territory, particularly Ireland (from 795) and the Inner Hebrides (from 802), apart from
generalising notices about Britain under 794 and 798 (Charles-Edwards 2006). No
extant Gaelic chronicle is earlier in date than the late eleventh century (Dumville 1999),
but we can be sure that contemporary record constitutes the mass of the entries for the
entries and insertions occurred during transmission is equally certain, however, as we
shall see. Gaelic chronicling, while essentially bilingual in Gaelic and Latin, tends
increasingly towards the vernacular in this period (Dumville 1982) – and this process
was (as I have remarked above) greatly encouraged by the need to break away from
generically conventional diction to record vikings’ activities. For all that, Gaelic
chronicles very much remain constituted of discrete entries and annals, however large
these might become: the generic inheritance remained powerful. Both secular and
ecclesiastical dimensions of vikings’ presence in the Gaelic world are covered in the
chronicles. For the most part, it is not possible to deduce large agenda on the part of
Gaelic chroniclers – the record is generally local and specific, very much evenemental.
One fragmentary eleventh-century text surviving in a seventeenth-century manuscript
offers a very different perspective, however (Radner 1978; Downham 2004b).

Viking Age interaction between the Insular chronicling traditions must be recogn-
ised as possible. Welsh chronicles carry a notice of vikings’ first activity in Ireland,
in 795, derived from a tenth-century Irish chronicle (Grabowski and Dumville 1984;
Native Welsh record of vikings begins only with an annal for 850 (Dumville 2002b:

The several chronicles in their different traditions display varying types of interest
and angles of approach. All are local, whether in their sources or their production or
their politics. In the Insular political circumstances of 800, it would have been difficult
for a chronicler to articulate a national position in the absence of a political nation.
After the formation of the kingdom of England in 927, an English chronicler might
adopt a new stance (Dumville 1992: 141–71); but we should also remember that the
creation of a single English polity may have been a West-Saxon project for at least a
half-century before 927, and the chronicling of those decades must be scrutinised for
such an outlook (for the texts see Thorpe 1861; Plummer 1892/9; Whitelock et al.
named ‘The Chronicle of Ireland’ (substantially reconstructable as it stood in 911;
Grabowski and Dumville 1984; Charles-Edwards 2006) may have been created and
maintained by chroniclers who aspired to a national coverage (and it was not closed to
foreign information), but it is hard to see in it a political project (despite Kelleher 1963).

‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ as it was originally created in 892 (Plummer 1892/9, vol. 2: lxiv, xciv, ci, cii, cxiii, cxiv–cxxii; Sawyer 1962: 13–25; Dumville 1992: 89–90), no doubt in the context of the Alfredian revival of learning, caught a moment of grave crisis for Alfred’s ‘(over)kingdom of the Anglo-Saxons’ (Keynes 1998) as a major army of vikings returned to southern England after thirteen years’ campaigning on the Continent (Shippey 1982; cf. Vogel 1906: 260–372). Its narration of approximately a century of vikings’ activity in England — and notably of previous grave peril for the West Saxons and the Mercians, first from the mid-830s to the mid-850s, and again from 865 to 879 when Scandinavian forces brought all the kingdoms of the English tetrarchy to their knees (Dumville 1993: IX; cf. Hill 1981: figs 49–64) — dominated the record; to read this was to be offered apocalyptic prospects. Alfred and his politico-literary circle compared the Viking Age with the Age of Migrations which brought down the Roman empire of the west (Godden 2004; Harris 2001: 505–10; cf. Bury 1928 and Musset 1971).

The approach of the author(s) of the original text of ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ remained partial, however: not only were there political agenda (though by no means as straightforward as some interpretations of this work as ‘propaganda’ might imply: Wallace-Hadrill 1950; Davis 1971; Shippey 1982: 42), but in its ninth-century coverage much activity by vikings in England was unknown or forgotten or downplayed or deemed irrelevant (for an example concerning 855, see Sawyer 1968: no. 206; White-lock 1979: no. 90). Continuators of the work for the next century had varied concerns, but we see no effort at a comprehensive treatment of events in England as they occurred and as news was received.

When we encounter the ‘Chronicle of Æthelred and Cnut’ — which begins with an annal for 983 and seems to have been written as a whole in the aftermath of the deaths of King Æthelred ‘the Unready’ and King Edmund II ‘Ironside’ in 1016 with succession passing to Cnut (it could not have been composed later than the early months of 1023) — we find a text with a strong political (and historical) message, giving detailed consideration to events in the struggle for Scandinavian, and especially Danish, domination of the kingdom of England (Keynes 1978). It is not clear whether this narrative of some thirty to forty years was intended as a continuation of ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ of 892 (with its subsequent, varied continuations already attached), or as a continuation of a derivative revision, or as a freestanding text (Dumville 1983: 26–38, 52). What is certain is that its author had not only a very clear and hostile view of the Scandinavian invaders but also (secure in the knowledge of Danish success in 1013 and 1016) a strongly negative perception of the governance of the kingdom of England, and the failings of those who bore rule, throughout the period. His writing has coloured all historiography until the present generation (Keynes 1978; more generally on Anglo-Saxon attitudes to vikings, see Ashdown 1919–27).

Approximately coincident with Danish success in England was the famous battle of Clontarf, just north of Dublin, in 1014, which saw heavy and varied Scandinavian participation (Downham 2007). It attracted the lengthiest annals in Irish chronicling up to that date (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983: 446–9, annal 1014.2; cf. Goedheer 1938). Although the character and significance of the battle have long been under scrutiny, what chroniclers report of the kings of Scandinavian Dublin after 1014 has
been taken to mark a sea-change in those kings’ outlook in the context of Anglo-

‘The Chronicle of Æthelred and Cnut’ offers a more varied diet than its ninth-century
predecessor, while remaining largely concerned with military activity and high politics
(Clark 1971). Those who wrote the original text of ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ drew
on various sources for the years since the beginning of the Viking Age. The resulting
annals give little sense of consistency of vikings’ purposes, with a very fragmentary
record of what they did, and no sense of who led the vikings in their actions, until 865.
Then, suddenly, a marked consistency and named leaders become apparent: while the
narrative from 865 to 892 is by no means without problems attracting questions, it does
convey some sense of purpose on either side (but especially the Scandinavian). It is quite
possible that all the annals 865–92 were written by one chronicler in a single authorial
campaign (Dumville 1982: 333–4). The author(s) focused relentlessly on the most
dangerous armies and their political effects: the ecclesiastical results of their activities
seem to have been of no compelling interest. This gives the record of the First Viking
Age in England a uniquely secular character among the west European chronicling of
that era (Dumville 2002c).

In Insular chronicles, vikings are very variously referred to, and this has led to
problematic interpretations of their ethnicity, geographical origins and religion. In
general, in Latin chronicling of Viking Age date, vikings are Nordmanni, sometimes
Nortmanni and (later) Normanni: ‘Northmen’ is a credible and sensible translation (while
‘Norsemen’ is variously problematic and best avoided: see Dumville 2002c: 209). When
not ‘Northmen’ or piratae, ‘pirates’, they are usually Dani. To translate as ‘Danes’ may
seem obvious but is in fact unwise, as has long been recognised. It seems clear that, in
the usage of late Latin writers of the era, both Dani and Nordmanni (and its variants) have
the same semantic force and were used in free variation.

In Old English, when an ethnonym was used, Dene was usual; and (unlike Latin Dani)
it has typically been translated ‘Danes’. In the absence of Anglo-Latin chronicling of this
era, until the work of Æthelweard in the last quarter of the tenth century (Campbell
1962; Van Houts 1992; on his latinity see Riley 1857, Winterbottom 1967, Howlett
2000), Nordmanni have not been an issue. The appearance of Old English Norðmann
has therefore caused excitement and sometimes been translated ‘Norwegians’ (Mawer
1923 seems to have been important), but whether this is an anachronism needs to be
considered. Norðmann (not an Old Norse form) and Nordmannn appear in English place-
names, another complicating factor. What is more, Nordmannn is attested as a personal
name, alongside Wiking and Sumarlidi (and Old and Middle Gaelic Dubhghall, it might be
added); this suggests that it might have meant ‘viking’ rather than bearing any geo-
graphical or ethnic signifi
ance (cf. Hermann Pålsson 1981). ‘Danes’ were late and brief
entrants to Gaelic chronicles (Middle Gaelic Danair in the 980s and the reasons are not
yet clear (cf. Downham 2007). When we turn to Old Norse (viz Old Scandinavian)
usage, it is highly significant that dónsk tungu is not ‘the Danish language’ but that of all
ethnic Scandinavians (cf. Amory 1980).

It has often been observed that in Old English an army of vikings would be called here
while that of the natives would be fyrd (Plummer 1892/9, vol. 1: 338, 360). (We should
also note that folc could be used to mean an army: cf. John 1966: 121–2, 142, 292–3.)
this, arguing that the two words were semantically equivalent. Their concerns were
proper, given the unfortunate common translations of fyrd in particular. But it has to be said that in the original text of ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ (to 892) the distribution of usage does seem to be as has often been indicated. Nevertheless, it is clear – as Peter Sawyer observed more than forty years ago (Sawyer 1962: 120) – that there is more to these distinctions than an opposition of ‘them’ and ‘us’; and, after the First Viking Age, the terminology found in ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ for military forces becomes more complex in its usage. The rare employment of wicing(as), ‘pirates’ (Plummer 1892/9, vol. 1: 415), in annals 879, 885 and 917A is a further aspect of this, but that word finds reflexes (as pirata[e]) in Continental Latin writing, which we also see in England after the Norman conquest (Richardson and Sayles 1963: 77, 102).

Another aspect of otherness of vikings was their difference in religion. Old English bæðne, ‘heathens’, is found – less in chronicles than in texts with overtly religious messages –, and in Latin writing (one thinks first of the ‘Life of King Alfred’ by Asser, with his Welsh, Frankish and English educational experiences; Stevenson 1904: xciii–xciv; Keynes and Lapidge 1983: 51–5) pagani, with the same meaning, is common currency. Æthelweard’s Latin usage in relation to vikings is often quite vigorously racist (Page 1987; for various translations see Giles 1848: 1–40; Stevenson 1853–8, vol. 2, part 2: 407–40; Albrechtsen 1986). Gaelic and Welsh chroniclers felt the difference of religion too, calling vikings Old Gaelic gen(n)tí, ‘foreigners of different religion’, borrowed from the Biblical usage of Latin gentes, gentiles (‘Gentiles’ in the traditional language of the English Bible), Old Welsh gint, gynt (we also find Welsh pobloedd, in effect a loan-translation from Christian Latin gentes or nationes). Abandonment of such terminology by Gaelic chroniclers has been taken as recognition of conversion to Christianity (Abrams 1997; Dumville 1997: 37–8).

Simple recognition of vikings as foreigners – even archetypal foreigners – is a manifest element of Gaelic usage. Old and Middle Gaelic Gaill, ‘Foreigners’ (Modern Gaelic Gaill), is the word which from the first appearance of vikings in the Gaelic world until the third quarter of the twelfth century conveyed the idea of Scandinavians or colonists of Scandinavian speech or descent or mores (Mac Cana 1962; Ní Mhaonaigh 1998). Persons of hybrid Gaelic and Scandinavian culture could be called Gall-Gaedil, ‘Foreigner-Gaels’ (Dumville 1997: 26–9). The word Gaill etymologically means ‘Gauls’, who therefore until the beginning of the Viking Age were the archetypal foreigners: what they had done in Gaelic prehistory to gain that status is unknown and was probably unpleasant. The appellation passed in the later twelfth century to those foreigners of French speech who (after 1166) invaded and settled Ireland, the immediately successive Angevin king of England and his government who claimed lordship of Ireland, and by natural extension to the English at large (for colonial identity in Ireland in that period, see the important and controversial work of Gillingham 2000).

The other aspect of nomenclature which is characteristic of Gaelic and (probably derivatively) Welsh usage is the recognition of a pair of groups of vikings characterised by the prefixed adjectives Old Gaelic find (Middle Gaelic fimn, Modern Gaelic fionn) and Old Gaelic and Old Welsh dub: literally, these mean ‘light’ and ‘dark’, ‘white’ and ‘black’, and there has long been speculation as to their usage in relation to vikings, when compounded with Gaelic gen(n)tí (Welsh gint, gynt) and Gaill. Racial or ethnic interpretations have long been favoured in modern scholarship, a characteristic reflex of contemporary culture (Downham 2004b). Seventeenth-century Gaelic writers took this opposition to mean ‘the former’/‘the latter’, and some recent scholars have accepted this
usage (Smyth 1974–7; Dumville 2004): it allows us to see a distinction between two politically and genealogically defined groups of vikings operating in the Insular world (particularly in the ninth century) and especially associated with Dublin (Downham 2007).

The last terminological issue arising relates to the lands from which vikings arrived in the territories of Insular chroniclers. On the whole, what is striking is that chroniclers writing in the First Viking Age largely ignored this issue: either the origin or the immediate provenance of groups of vikings was unknown or it was obvious. If they were Dani / Nordmanni, their Scandinavian ethnicity and Northern origin could be taken for granted. Those familiar with the Latin Bible knew that it was prophesied, and a given, that evil would come from the north: but this sentiment is not, I think, openly expressed in Insular chronicling, although it is visible elsewhere (cf. Coupland 1991).

An instructive case is the famous notice in annal 787 (for 789) of ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’, in which we read that in the days of Beorhtric, king of the West Saxons (786–802), three ships of vikings landed in his kingdom. The chronicler concluded – no doubt with an eye to a similar sentiment expressed in annal 449 about the arrival of the English in Britain – that Pæt weron þa ærestan scipu deniscra monna þe Angelcynnæs lond geoþton, ‘They were the first ships of “Danish” men who attacked England’. For Æthelweard, a century later, they were Dani (Campbell 1962: 26–7). ‘The Northern Recension’ of ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’, approximately contemporary with Æthelweard but written at York, tells us (on what authority we know not) that these were .iii. scipu Nordmanna of Heroða lande, ‘three ships of Northmen from Heroða lande’ (Dumville 2007a), where the last might be identified with Hørðalaneland in Norway (Plummer 1892/9, vol. 2: 59). In a fairly close Latin translation (‘The Annals of St Neots’) of a lost version of ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ to 912 made in the earlier twelfth century, we read of .iii. naues Normannorum ‘id est Danorum’ (Dumville and Lapidge 1985: 39)! We may conclude that in the late ninth century the precise date of the event was unknown, that the source of the Scandinavians in question was unknown, but that for the Alfredian chronicler(s) the Viking Age in England began in Wessex about a century earlier and had uncomfortable parallels with fifth-century British history (cf. Godden 2004). After a further century the story had begun to be elaborated and glossed with further ethnic, geographical and local statements (these have not all been discussed here).

A northern territory which loomed large in medieval Gaelic writing has been the subject of much modern scholarly discussion, often with little resulting profit. In some ninth-century Gaelic texts we read of Lotblind or Laithblind as a source of vikings (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983: 306 and 312, annals 848 and 853; Ahlqvist 2005). In eleventh-century and later Gaelic writing we find Lochlann used in the same way. These two words are not etymologically related but seem to occupy the same semantic space. Attempts at specific equations with Scandinavian locations (for example, Rogaland) have failed (Marstrander 1911, 1915; Greene 1975). And periodic attempts to locate this source of Scandinavians in a Scottish provenance have found little favour with other scholars (cf. Ó Corráin 1998 for the latest attempt). In Gaelic usage Lochlann came to mean ‘Scandinavia’ and may have done so from the time of its first attestation (cf. Greene 1975). It was used for Norway in relation to Magnús, its king, in ‘The Annals of Ulster’ for 1102 and 1103 (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983: 538–43).
Denmark and Norway, and Norwegians certainly identifiable thus, only enter English chronicling in the Second Viking Age. Denmark (Old English Denemearce) is found from 1005 in ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’. Norway (Norwege) makes its first appearance in 1028, Normen means Norwegians in 1049D and 1066CD, and in 1066DE Haraldr is se Norrena cyng (E) and Ólaf Haraldsson is þæs Norna cynges suna (D). We may suspect, on the back of all this, that the use of denisc (from the 990s) and of Dene (from 1018DE) became more geographically and politically (and perhaps ethnically) precise in the context of the creation of the historical Scandinavian kingdoms. The Swedes have a single walk-on part in ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ for their resistance to Knútr (Cnut; 1025E). To that era and its historiography in Insular chronicling we shall return.

I have written at length elsewhere about the historiographical problems created by national compartmentalisation of the history of the Viking Age (Dumville 2002c). In spite of various scholars’ determined efforts, this remains a problem in the Insular world, in continental Europe and in Scandinavia. It cannot be said too often that vikings were not respecters of boundaries, whether mental or geographical or political, and certainly not of modern categories. Vikings must be followed and studied wherever they went. The historian’s principal difficulty in dealing with vikings has been that the sources from one genre or area or language may give a very different impression of their activities from those derived from another. In spite of the unceasing flow of generalising (and usually undocumented) books about vikings as a whole, scholars have emerged who have cautioned against any kind of generalising approach. And yet it is arguable that to avoid generalising hypothesis on principle is unnecessarily to become the prisoner of the patchy distribution of partial sources. To take a simple contrast, we learn from English chronicles about vikings’ roles in high politics; but from more abundant, if more laconic, Gaelic chronicling we learn (above all) of numerous attacks on Irish churches. Yet if we were to deduce that vikings in England were interested only in conquest and settlement and left the Church alone, while vikings in Ireland were more interested in plunder, we should undoubtedly have gained a severely distorted view of Insular history in the Viking Age. In other words, where historians, in a mood of cheerful positivism, have deduced themes from their national chronicle-record they have often seen only a fragment of the picture even of their own territory. It is arguable therefore that an infusion of themes by the historian into the chronicle-record will provide valuable tests of that evidence.

We can, of course, see common themes in different categories or groupings of sources. If we ask the extant chronicles what it was like to have vikings as visitors or neighbours, some shared experiences emerge across the boundaries between the several ethnic groups of the Insular world. But there are restraints: we learn nothing about northernmost Britain or the extreme west and south of Ireland, for example. That vikings had nothing to do with these areas is a manifestly nonsensical hypothesis (on Ireland, see Sheehan et al. 2001). For approximately a half-century after the first-recorded raids vikings remain anonymous: in effect, the encounters took place at the point of a weapon, with exchanges of name unlikely; the pre-existing conventions in all divisions of Insular chronicling were to name the leaders and groups participating in recorded armed activities, and long-standing opponents would be aware of each other’s identities. Nameable leaders of vikings emerge in Irish, English and Welsh chronicles over a period of half a century from the middle of the ninth: at 837 in ‘The Annals of Ulster’ (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983: 294–5; cf. Downham 2006: 54); at 871 in ‘The

In Irish chronicling, groups of vikings then began to be distinguished by (Gaelic) names, *Findgenti* and *Dubgenti* (Dumville 2004) from 851 (cf. 849), for example 853, followed by 866 and 890 in the Welsh chronicles: Dumville 2002b: 12–13, and 2005: 24–5, 30–1), and then *Gall-Gaedil* from 896 (Dumville 1997: 26–9). Norse words begin to appear in the Gaelic chronicles (cf. Stokes 1892: 115–23): *erell* (848), and as a Gaelic dual *na da iarla* (918), both from Old Norse *jarl*, are the first examples (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983: 306, 368).

The use of names of vikings' leaders is effectively coincident with settlement: there was now no option but to recognise that Scandinavians were no longer hostile transients but instead hostile neighbours with whom it might be necessary or profitable sometimes to ally. These were in principle new permanent local competitors for status and resources, and ones about whose habits, language and patterns of thought it was necessary to learn fast. Just as vikings sought to – and did – exploit political differences between the natives of territories in which they operated, so the natives would have to find ways to profit from, and indeed encourage, dissension between or within viking-groups (on Ireland see Downham 2006; for the Scandinavian situation see Maund 1994).

How much settlement took place is very difficult to assess from the records offered by Insular chronicles – and impossible to quantify. However different from one another the various chronicling traditions may be, what they share is a level of selectivity – determined in great part by criteria of relevance – which largely excludes longer-term trends and events or processes lacking a strictly military or ecclesiastical character. In 1969 Peter Sawyer published a discussion-paper, with critical responses from a variety of colleagues, entitled ‘The two Viking Ages of Britain' (Sawyer et al. 1969). In fact, this dealt almost exclusively with England, but it is a concept which can be expanded within Britain and to Ireland. Much of the criticism turned, however, on the extent and depth of Scandinavian settlement and in particular on the bearing of toponymic evidence on these issues. The problem was (and is) that ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle' has very little to say on the subject, beyond noting that armies – whether after success (876 and probably 877) or after their ambitions had reached a high-water mark (880) – divided land and settled among the Northumbrians, Mercians and East Angles. But was that all? Did subsequent settlement of Scandinavians take place in these areas of England controlled by Scandinavian rulers and armies? – in the southern and eastern 'Danelaw' until the 910s, and in the northern 'Danelaw' until (first) the creation of the kingdom of England in 927 and (even then) during the period of contested rule from 939/40 to 954.

After the defeat and death of Eiríkr, king of Scandinavian York, in 954 (Downham 2004a), and the permanent end (as it turned out) of the rule of the vikings of Dublin in England (cf. Dumville 2006: 51), there was a marked pause, lasting for a generation, in chroniclers' reporting of vikings' activities in England. This has long been noted and probably represents a historical reality. Historians' perception has been that, when raiding by (external rather than settled) Scandinavians resumed in England, it was of a distinctly different character. From this perception was developed the concept of the two Viking Ages. Although this concept has never been popular among Scandinavian academics, for it has not been identified as a phenomenon in Scandinavia itself (where
the weight of evidence would have to be physical rather than literary), in Britain and Ireland, at least, it has served as a useful historical tool. It was quite explicitly adopted for Ireland by Donnchadh Ó Corráin (Ó Corráin 1994).

In relation to Ireland, a period of ‘forty years’ rest’ from severe depredations by vikings (in the late ninth century and ending in 915) was commented on by an author of the beginning of the twelfth century in Cocad Gaedel re Gallaib, ‘The War of the Irish with the Foreigners’ (Todd 1867: 26–9, 232–3 [§26]; on the date of this text, see Ní Mhaonaigh 1995). Whether this has any historical credibility has been debated in the past generation. What is certainly the case is an almost total absence of chronicle-record for vikings’ activities in Ireland from 902 (expulsion of the Scandinavian ruling dynasty from Dublin) until 914×917 when Uí Ímair re-established themselves there (Downham 2007). Ó Corráin has explicitly defined these latter years as marking the beginning of Ireland’s Second Viking Age (Ó Corráin 1994). Certainly it can be argued that the character of vikings’ activities in Ireland in the tenth century is in various ways different from that of the ninth. And the archaeology of Ireland’s Scandinavian towns has a markedly different character from the tenth century, not least in the levels of fortification. These urban kingdoms came to be dominated by major Irish overkings of the late tenth century and later, but they retained their distinctive character and (especially in the case of Dublin) remained centres of viking activity until Angevin conquest from 1171/2 subjected them to an altogether more vigorous domination (for some of the complexities of 1166–75, see Duffy 1999).

The English position was rather different and developed in part from that observed in Wales. There too, the native chronicles show an apparent cessation of vikings’ predatory activities – from the end of the 910s (Dumville 2002b: 14–15; 2005: 34–5) to the beginning of the 960s. (Perhaps in the middle of that period the Isle of Man was settled by bicultural vikings from the Hebrides; cf. Downham 2007.) The new attacks were due to vikings from Ireland (as before) and from the Hebrides: in the former case they were no doubt aimed at weakening English imperium in Wales as a prelude to another attempt on York, but the latter was never achieved. Resumption of vikings’ attacks on England, as reported by chroniclers, began in 980 (Thorpe 1861, vol. 1: 234–5; Whitelock et al. 1961: 80; Dumville 2007a), in the immediate aftermath of the assassination of King Edward I ‘the Martyr’ (975–9) and his replacement by King Æthelred ‘the Unready’ (979–1013, 1014–16) (Dumville 2007b; Williams 2003). For the rest of the 980s, the source of such attacks in southern England (as also in Wales) seems to have lain in the Irish Sea. There is reason to think that, as Sveinn tjúguskegg Haraldsson, king of the Danes (and king of the English in 1013/14), came to be recorded as participating from 994 in campaigns in England, he continued for some while to draw on support from vikings based in Ireland (and perhaps the Hebrides) – where he himself may previously have been active – in addition to forces recruited in Scandinavia itself (Downham 2007). Sveinn’s conquest of England, achieved in 1013, and the eventual succession there of his son Knútr (1016–35) created an Anglo-Scandinavian empire which lasted for a generation and inspired kings of Denmark and kings of Norway for the next century and more to dream of recreating it (for a couple of these possible manifestations see Bolton 2005; Dumville 2006: 18). In that sense, England’s Viking Age continued until the mid-twelfth century.

From the time of Sveinn’s campaigns in England (994–1014), it may be (and has been) argued, national monarchs in Denmark and Norway were a danger to the polities
of Ireland and especially Britain. In respect of western Britain and the Irish Sea, it was indeed the case that two Norwegian royals, Magnús Haraldsson in 1058 (Stokes 1993, vol. 2: 291, annal 1058.4; cf. Welsh chronicles – Williams 1860: 25; Jones 1952: 14) and Magnús berfættr Óláfsson in 1098–1103, presented problems for all the major parts of the region. In 1066 Haraldr harðråde Sigurðarson famously sought conquest in England, as his son Magnús had attempted in 1058. (We should note also the activities of Magnús góði Óláfsson, recorded in ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ 1046–9D.) After the Norman conquest Sveinn Úlfsson or Ástríðarson, king of Danes, presented problems for the Anglo-Norman realm (Bolton 2005). Even in the 1150s, Eysteinn Haraldsson gilla plundered eastern Scotland and England with a Norwegian fleet (Dumville 2006: 18 and n. 63). And as late as the 1260s a Norwegian royal fleet might arrive in Scotland with hostile intent. All these events were recorded by writers of history, now Insular, now Scandinavian. But where are the various lines of definition to be drawn? On the evidence of the First Viking Age, earlier Scandinavian adventurers of unknown but royal and aristocratic origin had dreamt of and sought widespread conquest in Britain and Ireland: what power and resources any of them may have enjoyed in Scandinavia itself is wholly unknown. When the spread of Christianity and Latin-letter literacy in Scandinavia had changed the character of the source material available to us, we inevitably have a rather different perception of the resources and outlook of Northern rulership. This, together with the effects of modern history, has encouraged historians (and, more recently, archaeologists) to view the history of the Second, or Later, Viking Age according to a national paradigm. Scandinavian archaeologists have also tended to be prey to another paradigm, in which the word ‘state’ is used prematurely and inappropriately to describe socio-political structure in the Viking Age. It must be said that the contemporary chronicle-evidence does not straightforwardly encourage outlooks of this sort. For example, we can still gain the impression of significant Insular ignorance of the basic political structures of Scandinavia (this is suggested, for example, by the description of eleventh-century Norway as Germania in Welsh chronicles, and confusion of Denmark and Norway: Williams 1860: 31; Jones 1952: 11, 13, 15, 21, 24, 25).

The Viking Age in Insular chronicles inevitably ends *au courant*, with a lack of hindsight. The annalistic chronicle, as by definition ‘a history without an end’, deals in general with origin and development rather than closure. Across Britain and Ireland, what removed Scandinavians and locally based vikings from chroniclers’ interests and writing was the advent of a new and more dangerous breed of invader, the French-speaker. In the chronicling traditions of England, Wales and Ireland, these newcomers were identified first in terms of their speech (‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ 1050D [Whitelock et al. 1961: 115]; Annales Cambriae 1071 [Williams 1860: 26; Jones 1952: 16]). In Irish chronicles we find evidence for a rapid semantic shift mimicking that which took place at the beginning of the Viking Age: as I have already noted, the word *Ga(i)ll*, ‘Foreigner(s)’, which around 800 came conclusively to mean vikings, now around 1200 shifted to mean ‘French-speakers from Britain’ (and eventually simply ‘English’). These were the new vikings – and Normans of course had been trained by their own historians to think of themselves as reformed, civilised, ex-vikings, still endowed with the strength and adventurousness of vikings but fully absorbed within a French, Christian cultural paradigm (Davis 1976; Shopkow 1997).
It is only in subsequent historical writing that we find the work of authors who have begun to contemplate the Viking Age from a safe distance. Much research remains to be done on perceptions of vikings in later medieval (and especially Latin) historiography. It is my provisional impression that it is in thirteenth-century writing in particular that the image of vikings’ impact on England became comprehensively bloodcurdling and transmitted the received image into modern perceptions. If one studies a standard older handbook of English ecclesiastical life – I think of Medieval Religious Houses: England and Wales by David Knowles and R.N. Hadcock (1953; 2nd edn 1971), for example – one finds that the sources which underpin notions of the complete destruction of monastic life by vikings’ actions can be traced to that period (cf. Dumville 1992: 29–54). It is not that Anglo-Norman historians failed to reflect on the Viking Age; rather, it was in the thirteenth century that larger conclusions were vividly applied to local circumstances. I think in particular of the historical introduction to the cartulary of Chertsey Abbey (Surrey), which has almost everything one might expect and seek to find (ibid., 34, n. 17). The carefully cultivated Norman self-image, which admitted but rejected heathen savagery, was blunted among the neighbours (one thinks of Brittany in particular) and was historically modified in post-Norman England; both recalled such evil (Dumville 2002d).

In Ireland, however, a thoroughgoing interpretation of Irish experience of vikings was achieved by the opening years of the twelfth century (in the text Cocad Gaedel re Gallaibh, already mentioned, which was built on annalistic data but written racily as narrative: Todd 1867; cf. Dumville 1999: 104–5). Vikings were the heathen Other who sought to conquer Ireland and more or less succeeded. The island and nation were rescued by the heroic scions of an outstanding royal dynasty full of uirtus, and in particular by Brian Bóruma (‘of the tribute’) who repeatedly defeated vikings, even on his Good Friday death-day when, Christ-like, he sacrificed himself for his people at the battle of Clontarf.

All such interpretations coalesced to give the picture of the Viking Age which was a staple of historical writing until twentieth-century reconsideration, timid at first but eventually becoming perversely revisionist, brought us – in Danish cartoons (Ramskou and Bojesen 1967) and in English sloganeering (‘traders not raiders’) – to the brief era of the cuddly viking. The problem of the modern apologists’ syllogism is focused squarely on the chronicle-evidence (Dumville 1997: 9; cf. Dumville 2002c: 249): ‘We learn of vikings’ aggression from ecclesiastical writers. Because vikings attacked churches and churchpeople, ecclesiastical writers were biased against them. Therefore we must discount their prejudiced testimony. Having rejected it, we possess no evidence that vikings attacked churches (or, indeed, did anything much else which a chronicler might report). . . . Narrow-minded clergy are responsible for the bad press which they have received.’ Much of this syllogism (belonging to the category which gives logic a bad name) bears on larger issues. But, in so far as it makes the chronicler central, we are returned to questions of opportunity, relevance and style. No chronicle tells the whole story of vikings within its chosen territory: chroniclers did not receive total information; chroniclers had generic criteria of relevance, although these might develop over time, and this would cause non-recording of some available information. But style is a matter which has confounded readers of chronicles, especially chronicles of Gaelic origin. Take the following sequence from ‘The Annals of Ulster’ in its record for 812 (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983: 268–9):
Ár gennte la fír Uaimh.“
Ár Conmaicne la gennti.
Ár Calraigh Luirg la Hu Briúin.
Ár Corco Roíde Mide la Hua Mac Uais.
Ár gennte la Mumain, id est la Cobthach mac Maile Dùin, ré Lochna Léin.

A slaughter of heathens by the men of Umall.
The slaughter of the Connacht by heathens.
The slaughter of the Calraige of Lurg by Uí Briúin.
The slaughter of Corcu Roí of Mide by Uí Moccu Uais.
A slaughter of heathens in Mumu, viz. by Cobthach son of Mael Dùin, the king of Loch Léin.

It would be hard to argue from these five successive entries that vikings were being singled out and made to play stereotype. In this record their only difference from the native population-groups is that they are at once known but not known: they are heathens but they cannot be (or, at any rate, are not) described more precisely. We also need to ask whether these are blazing tabloid-newspaper headlines or tediously sober statements: if they are the former, then five successive instances of the same formula must have severely blunted their impact. In sum, chroniclers cannot carry the weight of accusations of crippling hostility bias. History-writing in highly coloured, imaginative prose is a much later phenomenon in respect of vikings – late tenth-century at the earliest and thirteenth-century in its more spectacular development. It is hard to fault the rather dry writing of Gaelic annalistic chronicles – which deliver copious quantities of information – except on aesthetic or frustratedly historiographical grounds. ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ is an easier target, but detractors have often lacked the skills which could land damaging blows on it.

Even the blandest text can be innocently corrupted, however. I close with some instructive – but not necessarily generalisable – examples arising in later medieval manuscripts.

(a) ‘The Annals of Ulster’, 701:

    Conall mac Donennaigh, rex nepotum Finngenti, moritur.
    ‘Conall, the son of Doinennach, the king of the descendants of the Finngenti [Old Heathens], dies.’

    A copyist, dreaming of vikings or having recently copied a text about them, substituted Finngenti for Fidgenti, the name of an early mediaeval Irish dynasty (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983: 160–1, annal 701.10).

(b) ‘The Annals of Tigernach’, 752:

    Taudar mac Bile, rex a Lochlandaid . . .

    If this has meaning, it is that Tewdwr ab Beli (who died in 752) was ‘king from Lochlann’, a name referring to a viking-homeland and not known to have been used.
before the eleventh century. The scribe should have written rex Alo Chluaidhe, 'the king of the Rock of the Clyde [Dumbarton]' (Stokes 1993, vol. 1: 253 and n. 1).

(c) Annales Cambriae and Brenhinoedd y Saeon, 850:

AC (B) Cengen a Gentilibus occisus est.
'Cyngen was killed by Heathens.'

ByS (P) . . . laðawð y paganyeid Gyngen.
'. . . the pagans killed Cyngen.'

ByS (R) Ac y taguwt Kyngen y gan y <K>enedloed.
'And Cyngen was strangled by the Heathens.'

ByS (S) . . . y llas Kyngen y gan y wyr ebun.
'. . . Cyngen was killed by his own men.'

The Latin source-text makes the meaning plain (Dumville 2002b: 10–11). It was translated into Welsh (Dumville 2005: 22–3) with stylistic freedom in P. The redactor of R preferred a different verb (a literal translation of *ingulauit*) and a closer rendering of *Gentilibus*. The redactor of S misunderstood *kenedloed* as 'kinsmen' (an analogous example is in 903/901: Dumville 2002b: 14–15; 2005: 32–3) and altered the wording to make the abandonment of heathen vikings explicit (as he also tried, but then failed, to do in 950.2; Dumville 2005: 40–1). By this last version, the vikings in question had escaped blame by a few strokes of the pen.

(d) 'The Chronicle of the Kings of Alba' (extending from the 840s to the 970s) contains examples of annal-entries where vikings remain but where kings of Alba whom they probably killed have disappeared from the text (Dumville 2000: 81).

In sum, textual corruption over centuries of copying the chronicle-record could lead to various distortions of vikings’ activities, with no certain indication that this led to a better or a worse press for them. Slogans and twisted syllogisms cannot usefully be extracted from the overall evidence of Insular chronicles.
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Accounts of Scandinavian activity in England have been dominated by debates surrounding the scale of settlement (e.g. Sawyer 1971) and the extent of assimilation of the colonists (e.g. Hadley 1997). Opinions concerning the scale of immigration have ranged from the view that movement was confined to a small group of elite land-takers to ideas of secondary mass migration in the wake of the raiding parties. Although interdisciplinary collaboration might appear to offer great potential for resolving these divergent perspectives, the problem has been that the different categories of evidence do not describe a coherent story (Trafford 2000). Partial documentary sources (see Dumville, ch. 26, above) inevitably focus on raiding activity and wars, while the proliferation of Scandinavian place names has been taken as evidence for large-scale rural colonisation (see Fellows-Jensen, ch. 28, below). Much has hung upon the level of interaction and integration within the area, which became known as the Danelaw (see Hadley, ch. 27.1, below). It has been difficult to observe Viking activity in material evidence and, as part of a general post-war reaction to migration theory, archaeologists have tended to subscribe to minimalist interpretations. In line with new approaches to other periods the debate has now shifted onto questions of ethnicity and has focused on the circumstances of the creation of a hybrid Anglo-Scandinavian cultural identity.

It is possible to identify some archaeological evidence corresponding with the intensity of ninth-century raiding activity described in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. The number of Anglo-Saxon coin hoards indicates a period of general insecurity, and there are also Scandinavian hoards of coins and hack-silver. One buried near Croydon, c. 872, may represent the plunder gained by an individual Viking warrior which was never retrieved (Brooks and Graham-Campbell 1986). A massive silver hoard was hidden in a lead chest at Cuerdale, on the banks of the River Ribble, c. 905, shortly after the expulsion of the Hiberno-Norse from Dublin. It comprised c. 7,500 coins, and c. 1,000 pieces of bullion silver, and was probably accumulated over several years as the cumulative wealth of a large Viking force (Graham-Campbell 1992b). Finds of weaponry and horse fittings, particularly from rivers, have traditionally been seen as losses during battle, but may also be offerings made after battle, in a revival of the long tradition of Scandinavian water-borne offerings (Wilson 1965; Seaby and Woodfield 1980; Graham-Campbell 1992a).
In addition, there are possible traces of the fortified camps which the Viking armies constructed when they overwintered, most notably at Repton, near Derby, in 873–4. Here a massive D-shaped encampment was built, using the River Trent as its long side, and incorporating the tower of the Mercian royal shrine of St Wigstan as a gatehouse. Adjacent to the shrine, a number of accompanied burials have been excavated. The most dramatic was the grave of a warrior who had been killed by a slashing cut to his inner thigh, but may also have had a sharp object thrust through the socket of an eye. He was buried with a knife, a key and a sword which had been deliberately broken and replaced in its fleece-lined scabbard. He wore a silver Þórr’s hammer amulet at his neck, and a jackdaw leg bone and a boar’s tusk had been placed between his legs, possibly symbols of Oðinn and Freyr respectively. Outside the encampment the Viking army had also desecrated a second mausoleum, levelling a two-roomed structure, and burying an important warrior in the centre of one of the rooms, arranged the reinterred remains of at least 250 individuals around him. A group of four young males, buried adjacent to this mound, may have been sacrificial victims. It has been argued that the charnel deposit, comprising 80 per cent males, may have consisted of warriors of the Viking army, although it has also been suggested that they may have been the Anglo-Saxon monks, either killed in the attack on Repton, or disturbed from their graves when the fortification was constructed (Biddle and Kjølbye-Biddle 1992, 2001; Halsall 2000; Richards 2004b).

On a hill overlooking Repton, 4 km to the south-east, there are the remains of the only Scandinavian cremation cemetery in the British Isles, at Heath Wood (Richards 2004b). Some fifty-nine burial mounds have been identified, in four clusters. Some mounds, where the dead had been cremated in situ, covered cremation hearths of charcoal, ash and cremated bone. These included human bone, sometimes representing more than one individual, as well as a wide range of offerings, including joints of mutton and beef, as well as the complete bodies of horses and dogs. Although the hearths had been raked over and larger pieces of iron removed, there is evidence that the bodies had been laid out with weaponry, including swords and shields, as well as more everyday objects. Other mounds had been thought to be empty, but complete excavation of one has led to the discovery of a small token offering of a few fragments of burnt bone and a ringed pin. Heath Wood may have functioned as a war cemetery of some of the Viking Great Army; perhaps the token offerings represent warriors who died in battle and were cremated elsewhere, with just small parcels of bone and personal items which had been brought back to Heath Wood. Use of the cemetery at Heath Wood appears to have been short-lived, whereas the cemetery at Repton continued in use into the tenth century. The finds at Repton and Heath Wood are remarkable and reflect the range of Scandinavian-style burial practices developed by the Viking force in the frontier zone of the valley of the River Trent.

In general, the relative scarcity of burials of identifiable Scandinavian character suggests that elsewhere the settlers soon gave up the practice of burial with traditional costume and grave offerings (Graham-Campbell 2001; Hadley 2002; Halsall 2000; Richards 2004a: 189–212). The exceptions are mostly clustered in north-west England and Cumbria, where burial practices are similar to those observed on the Isle of Man (see Wilson, ch. 27.3, below). In these areas most settlers lived in scattered farmsteads and were buried on their farms. A number of individual mound burials, frequently containing weaponry, have been excavated – generally in the nineteenth century – at sites such as Aspatria, Hesket in the Forest and Claughton Hall (Edwards 1998).
only cemetery has been discovered by a metal-detectorist, on a low hill overlooking the village of Cumwhitton, near Carlisle. It comprised just six burials – four males and two females – buried with weaponry and jewellery. A mound had been raised over one of the males (Pitts 2004).

In lowland and eastern England such burials are extremely scarce and it is probable that colonists may have been accommodated within existing Anglo-Saxon graveyards. A female burial at Adwick-le-Street, near Doncaster, provides an isolated exception (Speed and Walton-Rogers 2004). This woman had been buried with a non-matching pair of oval brooches, of late ninth-century date, and fragments of an iron knife and key or latch-lifter. A small copper-alloy bowl, probably manufactured in the Celtic west, had been placed at her feet. Strontium isotope analysis of her teeth shows she originated from the Trondheim area of Norway, or possibly north-east Scotland. There is no evidence for settlement or other burials in the locality and she must represent an individual first-generation immigrant. At Middle Harling (Norfolk), a single furnished burial recovered from the edge of a Christian graveyard may represent another first-generation settler (Rogerson 1995).

Although identifiable ninth-century graves are rare, in the tenth century subsequent generations of Scandinavian settlers invented new forms of distinctive grave marker. In northern and eastern England in particular they adapted the Christian tradition of erecting stone crosses at monastic sites, and turned them into individual memorials for the founder burials of rural graveyards (Bailey 1980; Everson and Stocker 1999; Sidebottom 2000; Stocker 2000). At Middleton in North Yorkshire, for example, there is a small group of warrior crosses, including one depicting an armed warrior on the front, with a dragon-like beast on the reverse (Lang 1991).

The so-called hogback tombstones reflect another newly invented monument type (Lang 1984; Stocker 2000). These recumbent stone memorials have arched sides and tops, like bow-sided halls; some are grasped at each end by animals, sometimes identified as muzzled bears. Although examples have been found as far afield as Orkney and Cornwall, the distribution is focused in North Yorkshire, in the Viking kingdom of York, with a particularly fine group at Brompton. The prototype may have been the grave slabs of the early Scandinavian rulers of England, such as those found under York Minster, combined with the form of Irish house shrines. Both the crosses and the hogback stones date from the first half of the tenth century and may reflect the arrival of Hiberno-Norse settlers from Ireland.

The patrons of these monuments were at least partially Christianised, and some of the sculpture incorporates Christian as well as pre-Christian themes. A massive cross at Gosforth in Cumbria depicts a Crucifixion scene populated with figures in Scandinavian costume on one face, and a scene from Ragnarök, the end of the world, on the others (Bailey 1980). They were also partially responsible for the great boom in church building in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Private chapels were constructed on the estates of the new landowners; many later developed into parish churches serving their local communities. At Wharram Percy, fragments of eighth- and ninth-century sculpture may represent an earlier minster church, and a timber church may have been established on a new site in the tenth century. This was enlarged in the eleventh century into a stone church with a separate nave and chancel, which became the focus for the burials of the early lords of the manor and their retainers (Bell and Beresford et al. 1987). An Old English inscription on the sundial at the site of the Anglo-Saxon minster church at
Kirkdale provides a graphic illustration of the process of Anglo-Scandinavian privatisation of minster estates. It relates how Ormr, son of Gamal – both Old Norse names – bought the minster when it was tumbled and ruined, and erected a new church on the site in 1055–65 (Watts et al. 1997).

Identifiable Scandinavian settlements have been elusive. In the upland areas of northern England isolated farmsteads such as those excavated at Simy Folds and Ribblehead have often been assumed to be the homes of colonists on the basis of their morphology (Batey 1995; Coggins 2004; King 2004). Farther south the appearance of bow-sided halls at sites such as Goltho (Beresford 1987) and Waltham Abbey (Huggins 1976) might indicate the residences of new Scandinavian lords, although there is nothing ethnically Scandinavian about the shape or form of a building. The date of the creation of the fortified aristocratic manor at Goltho has been debated, but the consensus is now that it took place in the later ninth or early tenth century, after the Viking takeover of Lincolnshire. At Wharram Percy, Borre-style belt fittings have been found on what became the site of one of the medieval manor houses, and it seems likely that the village was first laid out with regular plots in the tenth century (Stamper and Croft 2000). This process of village nucleation is repeated throughout lowland England during the tenth century, and represents part of an ongoing process of land privatisation. Former great estates, previously owned by the king or the Church, were divided up into smaller units held by individual lords. This process was happening both in the Danelaw and in Wessex and was not a direct result of Viking raids, although the disruption of the monasteries and the subsequent dislocation of landholdings clearly accelerated the process (Richards 2004a: 49–77).

The recording of finds recovered by metal-detecting has also transformed our knowledge of settlement density (Margeson 1997; Leahy 2004). In eastern England there is a growing number of finds of Scandinavian brooches and other personal ornaments which suggests more direct and continuing contact with Scandinavia in the tenth century than previously thought, and the presence of a peasant class. The indigenous population also acquired a taste for mass-produced copper-alloy costume jewellery. Although craftsmen often retained Anglo-Saxon forms, such as the disc-brooch, they frequently decorated them with Scandinavian motifs. There are also completely new types, such as tiny hexagonal bells, which may have been amulets or costume fittings. Such finds indicate widespread acceptance of an Anglo-Scandinavian cultural identity in tenth-century England.

The settlement at Cottam, East Yorkshire, was first discovered by metal-detectorists (Richards 1999). In the eighth and ninth centuries there had been an Anglian farmstead at Cottam, possibly an outlying dependency of a royal estate at Driffield. The residents had been part of a trading network and there were large numbers of low-denomination Northumbrian copper-alloy coins, or stycas. In the late ninth or early tenth century the Anglo-Saxon farm was abandoned and replaced by a new planned settlement set within rectangular paddocks and with a rather grand gated entrance. Judging by the Anglo-Scandinavian artefact types introduced, the new occupants may well have been Scandinavian colonists. They were no longer able to buy and sell with coins as the Northumbrian mints had ceased production, but this did not prevent them trading west with York and south of the Humber to Lincolnshire, weighing out bullion to conduct their transactions. They lived in their new farm for only a couple of generations before relocating to the site of what became the medieval village.
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There is a growing body of evidence to suggest that the process of settlement drift, common throughout lowland England in the Anglo-Saxon period, came to an end in the tenth century. Excavations have rarely been large enough to prove this point, but the large-scale landscape project at West Heslerton provides another example where this seems to be the case (Powlesland 2000).

The Scandinavian settlement also brought major changes to towns in and provided a stimulus for the largest urban regeneration since Britain under the Romans (Richards 2004a: 78–108). In the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of Mercia and Wessex systems of fortified towns, or *burhs*, were established in response to the Viking threat. They also functioned as civil and ecclesiastical administrative centres, and, in some, mints were established. In some cases, such as at Chester, Gloucester, Exeter and Winchester, Roman sites were refortified; in other cases, such as Langport, Wilton and Lydford, natural defences were used. Elsewhere, such as at Cricklade, Wallingford and Oxford, new defences were constructed based upon Roman models. Many *burhs* were established on rivers, often at bridging points. Many became important markets; at Chester a community of Hiberno-Norse traders settled between the Roman fort and the River Dee, where they constructed cellared buildings (Mason 1985).

Although Viking raids initially disrupted trade which had been organised through the urban markets or *wics*, at places such as *Hamwic* (Southampton), *Lundenwic* (London) and *Eoforwic* (York), these towns flourished in the tenth century. In most cases the trading sites were brought within, or adjacent to, the walls of the old Roman forts, and were then subject to rapid development. York is the best-known example (see Hall, ch. 27.2, below), although these towns were not necessarily always run by Scandinavian rulers and traders.

In the East Midlands the Danes established a series of urban strongholds, described as the Five Boroughs, comprising Derby, Leicester, Lincoln, Nottingham and Stamford (Hall 1989). Excavations have failed to reveal anything specifically Scandinavian about these towns and they may have been based upon Anglo-Saxon models. The best evidence comes from Lincoln, which lacks the regularity of the Wessex *burhs*, but still represents a planned development of streets and tenements. Several new industries developed, such as the production of glazed Stamford ware pottery, which may have resulted from skilled immigrant potters moving in with the Scandinavian traders. But industrialisation was not a direct result of Viking settlement. Throughout England specialised crafts which had hitherto been under the control of rural estates, were replaced by town-based industrialised mass production, and a little-known class of rural markets, the so-called ‘productive’ sites, went into decline (Pestell and Ulmschneider 2003).

In England, therefore, there was a complex process of interaction between incoming Scandinavians, or those of mixed Hiberno-Norse descent, and indigenous Anglo-Saxon inhabitants. This continued for some 300 years. As fresh archaeological finds provide greater resolution it is becoming possible to observe a variety of colonisation strategies and a range of responses, including both regional and chronological variation.
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The term *Danelaw* is widely used to refer to those regions of northern and eastern England conquered and settled by Scandinavians in the ninth and tenth centuries. The term first occurs in legal compilations produced by Archbishop Wulfstan of York, the so-called ‘Laws of Edward and Guthrum’, dated to between 1002 and 1008, and a law code issued on behalf of King Æthelred II at Wantage (Berks.) in 1008, both of which draw a small number of distinctions between legal process in districts under English law and those under Danish law (on Deone lage) (Whitelock 1941, 1979: 439–46). Later legal compilations occasionally distinguish between laws among the English and those among the Danes (mid Denum), and shires are periodically, if inconsistently, grouped into those that follow the laws of the West Saxons, Mercians and Danes (Danelaga [scire]) (Stenton 1971: 505–6; Holman 2001: 2–3).

The legal provisions of the Danelaw were distinguishable from those of other parts of England in several respects, including the imposition of heavier payments for transgressions (Stenton 1971: 507–10). The legal terminology of the Danelaw incorporates many Scandinavian terms, including *landcop* (referring to the purchase of land), *labslit* (a penalty for infringement of the law) and *witword* (possibly meaning ‘the right to prove one’s case’), and even the word *law* is borrowed from Old Norse (Stenton 1971: 507, 512; Neff 1989: 278–88). Yet direct Scandinavian influence on legal practice is difficult to demonstrate (Fenger 1972; Neff 1989; Holman 2001: 3–4). For example, the local administrative and law-enforcement districts known as wapentakes (ON vápnatak ‘a taking of weapons’), which are found in the territory of the Five Boroughs and parts of Yorkshire (Loyn 1974), do not occur in Scandinavia as a legal district (Geipel 1971: 62; Holman 2001: 4), but rather served similar functions to the hundreds found elsewhere in England (Loyn 1974; Stenton 1971: 504–5).

Nevertheless, there was an enduring perception that the regions known as the Danelaw were distinctive. A peace treaty of c. 880–90 contracted between King Alfred of Wessex and Guthrum, the leader of a Viking army that had occupied East Anglia, regulated relations between the English and the Danes, and also defined ‘the boundaries between us’ as running along the rivers Thames and Lea, then in a straight line to Bedford, and up the River Ouse to Watling Street (Whitelock 1979: 416–17). This has provided the basis for many modern maps of the Danelaw, which typically depict its
boundary as running along Watling Street to Chester, although the treaty does not specify this. While the treaty has often been regarded as a foundation charter for the Danelaw, it was contracted only on behalf of the Scandinavian settlers in East Anglia. Furthermore, the boundary established by the treaty did not endure and the West Saxons were obliged to capture *burhs* on the ‘English’ side in the early tenth century, while Scandinavian place names to the west of the boundary indicate Scandinavian settlement there (Davis 1982; Dumville 1992). Finally, the fortuitous survival of this treaty in later manuscripts obscures the fact that it was only one of a number of broadly contemporary peace treaties with the regions of Scandinavian settlement. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records the breaking of a peace between King Alfred and the Northumbrians and East Anglians in 893 (Whitelock 1979: 201), and in 905 notes that King Edward the Elder confirmed a peace (*frīð*) at Tiddingford (Bucks.) with the East Anglians and Northumbrians (Whitelock 1979: 209), while the laws of this king (II Edward, 5.2) stipulate that certain legal provisions in eastern and northern England should be ‘in accordance with the provisions of the treaties (*frīðgewīrtu*)’ (Attenborough 1922: 120–1).

The Danish qualities of parts of northern and eastern England were subsequently recognised in a law code issued by King Edgar (in the 960s or early 970s) where it is stipulated that ‘there should be in force among the Danes (*mid Denum*) such good laws as they best decide on’ (Whitelock 1979: 435–6). It is not, however, clear who would have been identifiable as Danes, and by what means, around a century after settlement had begun (Reynolds 1985: 406–8). Moreover, many of the most recent settlers in northern England had come not from the Danish provinces but from northern Scandinavia or Dublin, where there had been Scandinavian settlers since the mid-ninth century (Smyth 1999: 32–5).

The regions known as the Danelaw were accorded special provisions, but were, nonetheless, regarded as legal provinces within the English kingdom. Indeed, Edgar also demanded that other aspects of the law should ‘be common to all the nation, whether, Englishmen, Danes or Britons’ (Whitelock 1979: 435), and it has been argued that Æthelred’s law code issued at Wantage, and addressed to the territory of the Five Boroughs, while laden with Scandinavian terminology was unquestionably English royal law, and may even have been an attempt to extend English customs to the Danelaw (Wormald 1978: 61–2; Neff 1989: 287). It has also been argued that ethnic terminology was employed from the mid-tenth century as part of the cultivation of the regional identities of parts of England. Edgar’s separate legal provision for ‘the Danes’ may have been a reward for support received from the elite of northern England early in his reign (Lund 1976). The political language of the early eleventh century frequently invoked the friendship between English and Danes, and the forged document known as ‘The Laws of Edward and Guthrum’ sought to project such relations back to a much earlier date, ‘when the English and the Danes unreservedly entered into relationships of peace and friendship’ (Whitelock 1941; Innes 2000: 77). Yet expressions of ethnic difference coincided with the binding of the elites of northern and eastern England to the English kingdom (Innes 2000: 85), and the loyalty of secular and ecclesiastical leaders in northern England from the mid-tenth century was enhanced by the appointment of men who also held substantial possessions further south (Whitelock 1959). In spite of the ethnic terminology employed, the distinctive legal provisions for the Danelaw attest to the integration of the settlers and their descendants into English society (Innes 1999: 32–5).
Indeed, the Danishness of northern and eastern England was but rarely documented, typically during times of political and military strife, and regional terminology continued to be employed to describe those regions (Reynolds 1985: 408–9). There is, finally, little evidence to support modern assumptions that the descendants of earlier Scandinavian settlers were predisposed to support Danish raiders of the late tenth and early eleventh centuries (Reynolds 1985: 406–12). Assaults launched at this time on southern England via the Danelaw are as likely to have been determined by its remoteness from the heartlands of the English king as by an expectation of ethnic loyalty, and regional grievances, rather than ethnic sympathies, provided the grounds for supporting the Danish raiders, who also received support elsewhere in England (Innes 2000: 74).

The regions of the Danelaw can be distinguished from ‘English’ England by a range of characteristics, but not consistently so. Scandinavian place names occur most frequently in Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, although there are smaller concentrations in the Wirral, Cumbria and Norfolk (Fellows-Jensen 1975). Stone sculpture influenced by Scandinavian art styles of the ninth and tenth centuries is most common in Yorkshire and the north-west, although the latter region was generally omitted from medieval lists of Danelaw shires (Bailey 1980; Abrams 2001: 130–1). Free peasants (liberi homines and sokemen) are often deemed to be characteristic of the Danelaw, but while numerous in the entries in the Domesday Book for East Anglia and Lincolnshire, they are found in much smaller numbers elsewhere (Stenton 1971: 515–17). The tenth century witnessed the emergence in eastern England of many new centres of trade and manufacture and the expansion of others, including Lincoln, Torksey, Thetford and Norwich. Pottery production became an urban phenomenon, and the industry was revolutionised by the adoption of new manufacturing techniques common on the Continent (Hinton 1990: 112). Coins minted in eastern England and York from the late ninth century display a mixture of influences, reflected in the use of Continental moneys, the copying of West Saxon prototypes, the adoption of regional weight standards and the incorporation of Scandinavian personal names and insignia (Blackburn 2001). Recently large amounts of metalwork displaying Scandinavian characteristics have been recovered from eastern England, but although it has been suggested that this supports arguments for a mass migration of Scandinavians, relatively few items are typically Scandinavian and many more display a fusion of Scandinavian and English styles, along with Continental and Irish influences. Notably, eleventh-century Scandinavian art styles were more widely adopted in southern England than in the Danelaw (Leahy and Paterson 2001).
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A series of documentary references, written in the mid-ninth to mid-eleventh centuries, indicates that York was the most important and enduring focus of Scandinavian interests in England in the early medieval period. Documents and archaeology combine to indicate that, outside London, York was then the largest city in England, with an area of some 100 hectares and an estimated population of 10,000–15,000. Its Viking Age prominence reflects its geographical significance and earlier history.

York is 330 km north of London; although 60 km from the nearest coast, it is an inland port that could be reached from the North Sea by a journey of 120 km up the Humber Estuary and the River Ouse. Urban settlement at York was initiated by the Romans, who built a fortress (Eboracum) in AD 71 on the land between the Rivers Ouse and Foss; later there was a walled civilian town (colonia) on the opposite bank of the Ouse. After the Roman army evacuated Britain c. 410 there was a period of historical and archaeological obscurity in the fifth and sixth centuries, when it seems the fortress and colonia were largely abandoned. York again became regionally prominent in the early seventh century as Eoforwic, the religious epicentre of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom of Northumbria. It had royal associations, a bishop (627) and then an archbishop (735), a famous school and international trading connections. The cathedral stood near the centre of the former fortress, and mercantile and manufacturing activities took place along the banks of the River Ouse. Yet the population of Eoforwic may have numbered only 1,000–2,000 and, apart from the Roman defensive walls, much of the Roman townscape – buildings and streets – had already disappeared.

In 866 Eoforwic was captured by the Viking 'great heathen army'; it has been suggested that this force was commanded by members of a dynasty that, since 851, had ruled in Dublin. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle reports that in 876 this army 'shared out the land of the Northumbrians and began to plough and to support themselves'. For much of the next century the modern county of Yorkshire, and areas beyond, were ruled by Viking kings of York who were members of the same Hiberno-Viking family; under Old Norse linguistic influence the city's name was transformed to Jorvik (ON Jórvík). Archbishops of York recognised a co-dependency with the Viking kings in their shared ambitions to maintain authority and independence, and this political détente was mirrored in the fusion of the Viking invaders and Northumbrian Anglo-Saxons into a
new, Anglo-Scandinavian, culture. Military force and diplomacy were employed to fend off the expansionist ambitions of successive Anglo-Saxon kings of Wessex, who in the early tenth century had taken over other formerly independent Anglo-Saxon kingdoms previously conquered by Vikings. York’s Viking king was expelled by Alfred’s grandson, King Athelstan, in 927, but Irish-Viking rule was renewed on his death in 939. In the 940s–50s Eric Bloodaxe, an exiled Norwegian prince, also contended for control of York, an episode echoed in the Saga of Egill Skallagrímsson, but with his departure and death in 954 York became irrevocably absorbed into England. Yet Anglo-Saxon kings rarely ventured north to York; they appointed Anglo-Scandinavian churchmen and aristocrats to positions of authority in York to oversee the territory on their behalf. Untouched during the later tenth- and early eleventh-century invasions of Sven Forkbeard and his son Cnut, York played a pivotal role in the events of 1066. The Norwegian king Haraldr Harðráði won a battle at Fulford, just south of York, on 20 September 1066; the city submitted, but he was defeated and killed at the battle of Stamford Bridge, nearby, on 25 September. Even after William the Conqueror took over the city in 1068 York was a bastion of resistance to the Normans. Scandinavians attempted invasions in 1069, 1070 and 1075, but thereafter the city’s political and social connection with Scandinavia faded, leaving as its only obvious legacy the majority of York’s street names that incorporate elements derived from Old Norse such as -gate.

In 1972 York Archaeological Trust undertook the first archaeological excavations aimed specifically at elucidating Viking Age York. This showed that in part of York there is up to 9 m of archaeological strata, mostly dating to the Viking Age, and comprising peat-like anoxic deposits in which organic remains, including timber buildings and artefacts of leather, textile and wood, are well preserved. There is also a wealth of biological data within these layers; studies of plant and beetle remains have shown that York probably had slightly colder winters and slightly warmer summers than today.

Excavation of 1,000 m² at 16–22 Coppergate, in 1976–81 (Figure 27.2.1), investigated large parts of four long narrow tenement plots that had been laid out by c. 900; post and wattle buildings erected near the street frontage of Coppergate had housed specialist craftsmen. The remainder of each plot was used for ancillary purposes, with rubbish and cesspits dug there. In the 970s a new style of building was adopted, incorporating a plank-lined cellar below a ground-level room. On some plots there were two ranks of buildings at the frontage, an index that York was thriving. It was, however, a smelly place, with cesspits, rubbish pits, animal waste, and both domestic and industrial debris contributing to the malodour. In the damper parts of the city, where decomposition was inhibited, the ground level rose at an average rate of 1–2 cm per year in the tenth century.

City-wide, the evidence suggests that it was in the late ninth and tenth centuries that new streets and property plots were laid out in and around what had previously been a largely open, sparsely occupied townscape. Almost the only Roman street lines that remained in use were parts of those linking the four main gateways of the fortress. The sole Roman bridge across the River Ouse having disappeared, the crossing was re-established downstream on a site beyond the corner of the fortress. This encouraged, or perhaps necessitated, sweeping changes to the city’s overall plan. As the ground surface was steadily heightened by the dumping of rubbish and the build-up of occupation debris, two sides of the Roman fortress defences, those facing the Rivers Ouse and Foss,
became less of a barrier, and may have been actively dismantled. They were perhaps replaced by an extension of the other two sides of the fortress walls down to the rivers, thereby defining the line taken by the city’s medieval stone walls in this area. To the south of the River Ouse, within the former Roman *colonia*, the rectilinear street grid was totally disregarded by a new main road, Micklegate (ON *Miklugata* ‘Main Street’), leading to the new river crossing. Meanwhile, to the east of the River Foss, there is evidence for a 500 m long ribbon development of properties in the tenth/eleventh

**Figure 27.2.1** Excavations in 1967–81 by York Archaeological Trust in Coppergate, York, provide much of the currently available information about Viking Age York. In the tenth and eleventh centuries the Coppergate street frontage was occupied by timber buildings, with long and heavily pitted backyards behind them.
century on the line of the street Walmgate. It is not certain that this part of Jorvik was
defended, although a hypothetical bridge-head barrier on this east side of the River Foss
has been suggested. Although the city’s Viking Age defences have not been recorded
often or in great detail, it seems that they consisted of an earth rampart, in places
oversailing the surviving Roman walls, with a timber palisade along its top and a ditch
outside it.

Many of the city’s parish churches were founded in these centuries, as the survival of
characteristic funerary monuments indicates. A handful of churches have also been
investigated archaeologically, and shown to be Anglo-Scandinavian in origin; the
contemporary cathedral, where some Viking kings were buried, has not been found. A
few burials in some of the churchyards were accompanied by a small number of rather
mundane items, but no elaborately ostentatious pagan Vikings’ graves are known; local
Christian custom, as regards both place and mode of burial, seems to have been quickly
adopted by the incomers. The skeletons of only a few of the hundreds of thousands of
people who lived in York during these centuries have been recovered. Demographically
this was a population with a high infant mortality; 50 per cent of women died before the
age of thirty-five; average life expectancy for men was about fifty years. Average height
was 2–3 cm lower than today. Abundant eggs of human gut worms reveal that the
population was heavily infested.

York was an important manufacturing centre, with specialist craftspeople mass-
producing a variety of items on a scale and intensity not seen since the Roman era
(Figure 27.2.2). There were high-temperature industries including the working of iron,
copper-alloys, lead, silver and gold, and the making of high-lead glass; bone- and
antlerworking, particularly the production of combs; lathe-turning wooden items;
leatherworking to make shoes, horse-riding equipment, knife and sword scabbards; the
making of amber and jet jewellery. Most textileworking was carried out in a domestic
rather than an industrial milieu. Raw materials for these crafts came into the city from
the farms and estates in its hinterland, and the finished goods were supplied to that same
hinterland. To facilitate trade the debased, small-flan coinage issued by the Anglo-Saxon
kings of York was replaced from c. 895 onwards by a high-quality silver penny coinage,
with designs based initially on Continental as well as Anglo-Saxon models. Food for the
citizens came from the same hinterland sources; fish and shellfish came from the rivers
and from estuarine and coastal waters, and animals such as deer and birds were hunted.
Goods also flowed into the city from further afield. Items from England included pottery
made in Lincolnshire; a Pictish brooch and, perhaps, soapstone vessels originated in
Scotland. Dress pins of Irish type have been found and, although they may have been
manufactured locally, the name Divelinestaynes (‘Dublin stones’) at a riverside location,
albeit first recorded in the thirteenth century, suggests a berth for ships trading between
York and Dublin. Whetstones made of Norwegian schist were common. Goods
imported from the Rhineland included wine (the pottery containers have been found)
and lava quernstones. A series of silk fragments indicates contact with the east end of
the Mediterranean, probably Byzantium (although Baghdad might also have been a
supplier); a cowrie shell from the Red Sea reinforces these near-eastern contacts, as does
an early tenth-century coin struck in Samarkand. York was part of a great international
trading network that, for the most part, supplied high-value luxury goods; but the
majority of its commerce and economic growth was focused on the provision of more
mundane items to its extensive hinterland.
Figure 27.2.2 The epitomy of acculturation in early tenth-century York; this iron coin-die for a St Peter’s penny, struck in York, combines a Christian inscription with a Viking sword and Thor’s hammer motif.
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In the early tenth century the name of the Island is inscribed in Old Norse (*maun*) on a cross at Kirk Michael; but written sources for the history of the Viking Age in the Isle of Man are mostly brief, tenuous, sometimes corrupt and difficult to use. English, Welsh, Irish and Scandinavian sources mention the Island, but no coherent story can be built up from them. Only snippets of history survive, such as the record of Edgar, King of England, being rowed in 974 on the Dee by eight sub-kings, including, ‘Maccus [Magnús], king of many islands’. Magnús is assumed to have been king of Man (the ‘many islands’ referring to Man and the southern Hebrides). But there is no other record of him, although the suggestion that he was paying homage to an English king is highly relevant to the turbulent politics of the Irish Sea at this period.

The most important evidence for this period is provided by archaeology – particularly fortifications, graves, stone sculpture (with its associated epigraphy) and hoards. The Scandinavians appeared in the Irish Sea towards the end of the eighth century, and it is inconceivable that the raiders would have overlooked Man on their way from Norway. Of this, however, there is no evidence, and it is doubtful whether there was sufficient wealth to interest them on Man; but (initially at least) slaves could have been taken and ships provisioned. Further, it is possible that, after the establishment of the first Norse bases in Ireland in the mid-ninth century, Man became a place of interest for the Irish Vikings.

This earliest evidence for a Viking presence (and presumably settlement) in the Island is provided by twenty-four pagan, or semi-pagan, Norse burial sites, which start to appear at the beginning of the last quarter of the ninth century. All are inhumation burials, either in mounds or flat burials, sometimes in pre-existing Christian cemeteries. Two burials may be alluded to: a male grave from Balladoole and a female grave from Peel. At Balladoole an oak boat (11 m in length) set within a stone mound overlay a number of cist burials from a pre-existing Christian cemetery (Figure 27.3.1). The burial was of a male, but remains of an associated female skeleton may merely represent the disturbed remains of an earlier burial, although conceivably it was a double burial (in another grave on Man, at Ballateare, a sacrificed woman possibly provides a significant parallel). The grave goods are either of Irish-Sea type (shield-mounts, a ring-headed pin and bridle-mounts), of Carolingian or Anglo-Saxon origin (stirrups and
spur-mounts), or are of indeterminate origin (three knives, a hone, a flint strike-a-light, belt buckle and strap-end, and the iron handle of a bucket). Boat graves are rare in Scandinavian Britain – two are recorded from the Island, two from the Hebrides and three from Orkney: all contained the remains of four-oared clinker-built boats (*feræringr*). That few, if any, of the grave goods from Balladoole were made in Scandinavia is of little significance: the burial rite is Scandinavian.

On St Patrick’s Isle, Peel, a middle-aged woman of high status was buried in a cist grave (Figure 27.3.2) in a pre-existing Christian graveyard which continued in use into the Middle Ages. Buried in a woollen dress with a tablet-woven sash, she may also have worn a head-covering. With her were an iron roasting-spit, the remains of three silver-mounted knives, shears, an antler comb, two needles, a miniature limestone ‘pestle and mortar’, a pierced ammonite and a necklace of seventy-three beads of coloured glass, amber and jet. Traces of textiles, cord and cooking herbs were also recovered. While of normal Viking type, the grave contained no specifically Scandinavian objects (save possibly the spit), and particularly no brooches of the type normal in female burials.

Figure 27.3.1 The Balladoole burial. The kerb of the Viking mound overlies earlier burials. (© Bersu and Wilson.)
The grave-goods suggest that the first Viking settlers arrived in the last quarter of the ninth century, possibly from north-west England and Scotland. Nothing is known of the mechanics of the settlement. The native inhabitants may initially have been overwhelmed, but inscriptional evidence shows them soon living alongside each other. Many single finds of weapons may well represent pagan graves (probably those of first-generation settlers) – this is particularly true of objects (chiefly swords) found in ancient graveyards, which continued in use into the Viking Age and beyond.

Interment in Christian flat-grave cemeteries is common and is best paralleled in north-west England and Ireland. Mounds of the size which cover some Manx burials, while rare in Scotland or Ireland, have been found in England, particularly in Cumbria – almost in sight of the Isle of Man.
The comparatively rich Manx burial material suggests that the strategic potential of the Island had early been recognised: Danish settlers from the Scandinavian kingdom of York and Mercia, who began to settle north-west England towards the end of the ninth century, would have recognised the potential of the Island, while the turmoil caused by the exodus of Scandinavians from Dublin in 902 may also have encouraged Manx settlements.

The incomers soon became Christian, a fact demonstrated by the monuments raised over the dead, on which the cross is usually the chief feature. Ranging in height from nearly 4 m to less than 1 m, many survive only as fragments. Of about 100 sculptured stones of Viking Age date about a third bear runic inscriptions in Old West Norse characters. Embellished with ornament basically of Scandinavian origin, they also show traits of contemporary north English, and even Scottish and Irish, taste (Figure 27.3.3). The ornament (of the Borre, Jellinge, Mammen and Ringerike styles) dates them between c. 925 and 1000. Much ornament – representing individual animal and human figures – presumably had iconographic significance. The figure of Christ occurs only once, but other Christian symbols are more frequent. Pagan iconography also occurs – for example, scenes from the *Sigrdrfr* cycle.
Other than the graves, physical evidence of Norse settlement is exiguous. Geomorphological and palynological studies of the landscape and vegetation of the Island have revealed little, although wetlands were clearly much more extensive and the marginal lands of the uplands were utilised. No traces of field systems have been recognised.

Only one Norse dwelling-house has been excavated in the lowlands; from St Patrick’s Isle it dates from around 1100. However, perhaps as many as twenty promontory forts around the coast were occupied in the Viking Age. Created by cutting off a small headland overlooking the sea, by means of a bank and external ditch, the outworks enclosed an often continuous series of houses. The forts are multi-period; some predating the Viking Age, some continuing in use afterwards. The sites are exposed and were probably used primarily as look-out stations.

One site – the Braaid – uniquely seems to show continuity between the pre-Norse inhabitants and the incomers. Here (Figure 27.3.4) are the remains of a pre-Norse round house and two other buildings, all built of stone and presumably turf. One (a byre) is rectangular (16.5 m × 6 m); the other (20 m × 8 m at its widest point) has curved long walls. The latter was probably entered through the gables. Few internal features remain, although there are hints of lateral benches. The floor surface is lost and no fireplace was found. After it became derelict the ruins enclosed a number of simple shelters.

The propinquity of the round house to the other buildings suggests a continuous history from the pre-Norse period into the Viking Age – the incomers introduced into Man a new architectural fashion, the rectangular building. The byre, while unremarkable in Viking contexts, suggests that the farmstead was at the centre of a sizeable

Figure 27.3.4 The remains of a pre-Norse round house and two other buildings at Braaid. (Copyright © Manx National Heritage.)
economic unit. The Braaid, while not strictly an upland site, is situated on the edge of what must have been marginal land, close to the point where arable infield downslope gave way to grazing outfield nearer the hill lands.

Another farm complex, at Doarlish Cashen, Patrick, was certainly on marginal land. Its buildings, while smaller than those at the Braaid, are more substantial than those found at Manx shieling sites of later (twelfth-century) date. Its main building, a rectangular house ($7 \times 3$ m internally), has a typical Norse layout; opposing doors at one end define a screen which cuts off the end of the building. The main room had lateral benches and a central hearth.

The many Scandinavian place names do not generally help in the study of the Viking Age settlement pattern. Although a substratum of Celtic language remained throughout the Viking period, Norse was dominant and much used in constructing place names, as is demonstrated by the fact that only three certain pre-Norse place names survive.

Interpretation of landholding is difficult. The suggestion that the quarterland system of tenure (a medieval term) existed in the Viking period is fragile. There is no documentary evidence of settlement structure in the Viking Age, and no evidence to suggest (by parallel with Scotland and Ireland) that it is earlier.

Twenty-two Viking Age coin hoards and three hoards without coins have been found in Man. The earliest coin hoards date between $c. 955$ and $c. 995$. Although not a sophisticated statistical sample, it suggests that hoarding in Man started soon after the beginning of the expansion of the Dublin trade. After 990 no hoard is dated earlier than 1030, but eleven hoards may be dated between 1030 and the 1070s. Some contain coins, based on the Dublin style and standard, minted in the Island. Clearly Dublin was deeply influential in Man at this period. Hoarding ceases after a new king, who may have looked more to Scandinavia, arrived in 1079.

From time to time a ruler of Man was sufficiently independent to play politics in the region, but his tenure was probably periodic and often nominal. The presence of a possible king of Man contemporary with Edgar in 974 supports this, although there is no evidence of an English political presence in the Island at this period. When Man developed a coinage (a royal prerogative), it was based on Dublin and not on an English mint, which probably indicates the direction of the Island’s economic and political interests. The emergence of Man in the late eleventh century as a kingdom would suggest that the kingdom of Man and the Isles had been established in the late tenth century, and that the 974 reference may be the first indication of a later political entity. A national assembly, Tynwald, presumably has its roots in the Scandinavian period.

Nothing is known of the organisation of the Church in the Viking Age. The first bishop, Roolwer (ON 
\textit{Hrólfr}), was appointed in the late eleventh century and presumably his diocese was some sort of predecessor to the present diocese of Sodor and Man.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Scandinavian place names are found in varying densities over much of the British Isles. They occur in the Northern and Western Isles and along the northern, western and north-eastern seaboard of Scotland, in the Isle of Man, in eastern, northern and north-western England, as well as in the northern and southern seaboard of Wales and along the eastern seaboard of Ireland. It is impossible to date the coining of the place names concerned but it seems reasonable to assume that the first settlements arose some time after the first Viking raids in the British Isles.

Since documentation for Scandinavian settlement is earliest evidenced in England, the study will begin with the part of the region now known as the Danelaw. Three recorded partitions of land were made by the Danes in 876, 877 and 880, and it was earlier thought that these partitions marked the first settlements in England by the rank and file of the Danish army. It now seems more likely that most of the Scandinavian place names in the Danelaw were not coined until the tenth century, when the Danes began to split up between themselves the great English estates and large numbers of Scandinavian names were coined for individually owned units of settlement. It should not be forgotten, of course, that over half of the old names of Celtic and English origin in the Danelaw survived and that even where Scandinavian names were most numerous, namely in parts of Yorkshire and the East Midlands, less than a third of the Domesday place names were of Scandinavian origin.

The largest group of Scandinavian names in England is that consisting of the over 700 settlements with names ending in -bý, a word meaning ‘settlement’ and ranging in size from a flourishing town to a single farm (Figures 28.1 and 28.2). To begin with, these names would seem to have had as their first elements common nouns, for example topographical words such as dalr ‘valley’ in Dalby and saurr ‘sour ground’ in Sowerby, terms for trees and plants such as askr ‘ash-tree’ in Ashby and English æppel ‘apple’ in Eppleby, or animal terms such as gríss ‘pig’ in Girsby and veðr ‘wether’ in Wetherby. Such names occur not only in Yorkshire and the East Midlands but also, although less frequently, in East Anglia and north-west England. No fewer than forty-seven of the names ending in -bý take the form Kirby or Kirkby, meaning ‘church settlement’, and most of these were originally borne by English settlements later renamed by the Danes. It was probably at a slightly later date that the names ending in -bý in England began to
acquire personal names as their first element, most frequently names of Danish origin (here in ON spelling) such as Eymundr in Amotherby, Ásketill in Asselby, Órketill in Thirkleby and Ormr in Ormesby.

The next most frequently occurring Scandinavian habitative place-name type in the Danelaw is that containing thorp, a word denoting a ‘secondary dependent settlement’, of which there are over 500 instances, some of which may reflect confusion with the related English element thorp. More than half of the compound names in thorp contain Scandinavian first elements and it seems certain that the Danes must have been responsible for most of these, as well as of the majority of the simplex names in Thorp and Thorpe. Among the compound thorps whose first element is of Scandinavian origin, many contain personal names such as Ágautr in Osgathorpe, Grímketill in Grimblethorpe, Ragnhildr in Raventhorpe, Þóraldr in Tharlesthorpe and Þórfur in Tholthorpe, while others

Figure 28.1 Skewsby, Yorkshire: Danish genitive skógs ‘wood’ and bý ‘settlement’.

Figure 28.2 Stokesby, Norfolk: OE stoc ‘outlying cattle-farm’ and Danish bý ‘settlement’. Thrigby, Norfolk: probably an OE place name thric ‘narrow passage’ and Danish bý. Mautby, Norfolk: Danish malt ‘malt’ and bý. Runham, Norfolk: probably OE bruma ‘tree-trunk’, used of a footbridge, and hám ‘homestead’.
contain the same type of common nouns as those occurring in the names ending in -by, for example *brunnr* ‘spring’ in *Bontorpe* and *bogi* ‘bow, bend’ in *Bouthorpe*, *birki* ‘birch copse’ in *Birthorpe* and *lundr* ‘grove’ in *Londonthorpe*, *gríss* ‘young pig’ in *Gristhorpe* and *lamb* ‘lamb’ in *Langthorpe*.

A third group of characteristic Danish names, although containing the common English element *túin* meaning ‘settlement’, is those which are preceded by a Scandinavian personal name. These names would seem to represent pre-existing English place names that were taken over by Scandinavians with Scandinavian personal names, for example *Flík* in *Flixton*, *Friði* in *Fryton*, *Náttfari* in *Nafferton*, *Gunnulfr* in *Gonalston*, *Þorketill* in *Thurcaston* and *Þorgeirr* in *Thurgarton*. Some of these names date from the tenth century, while others may be over a century younger.

There are also various purely Scandinavian habitative names such as *Airy Holme* (*Ergum*) ‘at the sheilings’, *Thrintoft* (*Tirnetoste*) ‘the toft with a thorn-tree’, *Scraptoft* (*Scraptofte*) ‘at the toft with a thin covering of grass’, as well as even more frequently occurring Scandinavian topographical names, most of which would already seem to have come to denote settlement names in Domesday Book, such as *Aiskew* (*Aikescogh*) ‘oak wood’, *Askwith* (*Ascvid*) ‘ash wood’, *Ellebeck* (*Elrebec*) ‘alder stream’, *Langwith* (*Languath*) ‘long ford’, *Micklethwaite* (*Muceltuoit*) ‘great clearing’, *Scargill* (*Scacreghil*) ‘merganser cleft’, *Skirpenbeck* (*Scarpenbec*) ‘dried-up stream’, *Wath* (*Wad*) ‘ford’, *Griff* (*Grif*) ‘pit’, *Lound* (*lundr*) ‘grove’, *Skegness* (*Sceggenesse*) ‘projecting headland’, *Deepdale* (*Dupedale*) ‘deep valley’, *Thingoe* (*Thingehov*) ‘assembly mound’, *Thwait* (*Thweit*) ‘clearing’, *Whinburh* (*Wineberga*) ‘gorse hill’ (Figures 28.3 and 28.4).

The Scandinavian place names found in East Anglia, the East Midlands and Yorkshire are mostly recorded in Domesday Book, which can be dated to approximately 1086. Although comparatively few of the Scandinavian names in Cumberland survive in Domesday Book, many of them may well be older than this. A name such as *Carlatton*, for example, identical in origin with several *Carletons* (*karlatu¬n* ‘home of the free peasants’) but in which the name is stressed on the second syllable, shows that the Strathclyde Britons had reoccupied northern Cumberland in the tenth century.

---

**Figure 28.3** Kettleshulme, Cheshire: Scandinavian personal name *Ketil* and Danish *holm* ‘land almost surrounded by water’ with the form *hulm* reflecting a dialect development with its core area in south-east Lancashire and north-east Cheshire.
Men whose personal names in the north-west are of later date are those whose personal names were of Norman or Flemish origin but whose farm names end in -bý, for example Richard in Rickerby and Robert in Robberby. They were associated with the plantation of peasant settlers by William Rufus after the capture of Carlisle from Strathclyde in 1092. It is unlikely that such a large number of place names containing Norman personal names compounded with the element -bý would have been coined from scratch unless place names consisting of Scandinavian personal names and -bý had earlier become well established in the Viking period. The distribution pattern of the býs in north-western England containing Scandinavian personal names and Norman ones respectively shows a negative correlation that can best be explained as the result of an outward movement from Carlisle of settlers with Norman names.

Some of the Scandinavian personal names in Cumberland were even borne by men still alive in the twelfth century, for example Astin (from a short form of Ásketill) in Alstonby, and Gamall in Gamblesby (Fellows-Jensen 1985: 22), while across the border from the North Riding in Durham there are two names in -bý containing personal names of French origin, namely Folet in Follingsby and Race in Raisby, while the same type of formation is found in the same century in the Annan valley in Dumfriesshire, where names such as Lochard and William occur in a string of names in -bý which are likely to have originally contained Scandinavian forenames.

There are other Scandinavian names in -bý in Scotland which reflect Danelaw influence (Fellows-Jensen 1989–90: 42). Ten of the names in Dumfriesshire and seven of those in Galloway have first elements other than personal names and most of these have exact parallels in England, for example Sorbie containing the appellative saurr 'sour land', Applebie and Esbie containing the plant terms epli 'apple' and eski 'place where ash-trees grow'. There are also similar names in -bý further north in the Central Lowlands of Scotland, for example those containing 'sour land' in Sorbie, hundi 'hound' in several Humbies and tebr 'wether-sheep' in Weddersbie. Several of these names have exact parallels in the Danelaw and must reflect Danelaw influence.

Unlike the býs in Cumberland and south-western Scotland, where some of the names contain Norman personal names, most of the býs in the Central Lowlands have first
elements that are not personal names. There are, for example, two Bushys and two Busbies, which would all seem to be of the same origin as Busby in the North Riding of Yorkshire, namely *buski 'shrub, bush', while two Sorbies have several parallels in England, including four Sowerbys in Yorkshire and two in Lancashire. It seems likely that the names in both Dumfriesshire and central Scotland were formed on analogy with names in the Danelaw, probably as the result of the arrival of new settlers from areas of Scandinavian settlement in England. They would seem to have followed a similar route into Scotland in the second quarter of the tenth century as the type of monument known as hogbacks, whose development originated in northern Yorkshire around Brompton, which is not far from Busby. The popularity of the hogbacks spread from there along the Tees valley via the Stainmoor pass to the Eden valley and the Carlisle plain, from where the hogbacks continued on north to central Scotland. A stylistic analysis of the hogbacks in Scotland shows them to be later than, and derivative from, the English ones, and the same can probably be said of the Scottish place names ending in -bý. In a recent paper Simon Taylor has argued that bý-names in central Scotland tend to be situated on royal land or in baronies held directly by the Crown and that the Scottish kings may well have been encouraging limited Anglo-Scandinavian settlement within their kingdom in the tenth century (Taylor 2004: 130–8).

In addition to the names ending in -bý in Dumfriesshire there are also a number of names there in -thveit, a word denoting 'clearing', and to judge from the distribution pattern of these names, they would also seem to reflect Danelaw influence. Like many related names in Yorkshire the thveits seem to be younger than most of the names recorded in Domesday Book. Many of the names in Dumfriesshire have forms with early spellings resembling those in Yorkshire, for example the Dumfriesshire names Brakanepheit, Thorniethwaite, Langesweit, Litelsweit, Blindethuayt and Holthwayt from Howthbat, which probably reflect Danish influence (Nicolaïsen 1982: 113). Some of the forms in Dumfriesshire, for example Cowthat and Howthat, however, reflect the usual Scottish spelling of the name-element, as do the few examples of names in -thveit in Orkney and Shetland, where these names in Twatt reflect Norse influence.

Other place names ending in -bý which can be assumed ultimately to reflect Danelaw influence are four place names in southern Wales, where three of the four: Colby, Homri and Womanby, have exact parallels in the Danelaw: several Colbys and Hornbys and Hunmanby. It seems likely that the four names were all imported from the Danelaw in the post-Viking period as analogical formations.

In the Isle of Man there are some names which belong to the period when Norse settlers arrived directly from Norway or indirectly via the Norse colonies in Scotland and the Isles, probably in the tenth or eleventh century, to which names I shall return later. The Manx names ending in -bý, however, would all seem to have been coined by settlers of Danish or Danelaw origin and there are several possible explanations for their presence (Fellows-Jensen 2004: 139–52). Some settlers came from the Danelaw in the course of the tenth century, while others, who may have been recruited there by Godred Crovan, were granted large farms in the fertile south of the island after his victory in 1079. Finally, there was a documented immigration to Man from northern England in the early fifteenth century.

A few of the names in Man, for example Jurby (from *djúrabý 'deer farm') and Sulby (from *súlabý 'farm in or by a cleft or fork'), show from their early recordings and their linguistic development that they must have been subject to Gaelic influence in the
tenth or eleventh century. Other Manx býs, however, are today identical in form and pronunciation with their parallels in England, for example Dalby in the parish of Kirk Patrick and Dalby in Yorkshire. Some of these analogical formations might perhaps have been introduced to Man after the crown had been granted by the English king to Sir John Stanley in 1405 but it is more likely that they simply reflect English influence.

Leaving the Scandinavian names of Danelaw origin behind us, both those coined in the Viking period in England and those coined in England, Scotland and Man on analogy with English names, the most impressive Scandinavian presence in the British Isles is that of the names in Shetland and Orkney, where Norse settlement would seem to have begun in the ninth century and gradually to have ousted all the older names there of Pictish or Celtic origin. No trace survives today of these earlier names. The Norse language in Shetland and Orkney is generally referred to as Norn and would seem to have come from western Norway and to have become totally dominant by the middle of the eleventh century. Norn survived here until the islands were pledged to the Scottish Crown by King Christian I of Denmark in 1468–9 but Lowland Scots became dominant in the late sixteenth century and subsequently English. Although most of the old Norn names survive in Shetland and Orkney, as a living language Norn must have died out by the end of the eighteenth century (Barnes 1998: 2–4, 26).


There are also originally habitative Norwegian place names in the Northern Isles. Some of these names are of comparatively rare occurrence, for example those containing the element -beimr, for example Sullom, an original *sölbeimr ‘sunny farm’ and names reflecting older *leikvin ‘playground, sports field’. These are stereotype names that were brought over from Norway as names (Fellows-Jensen 1984: 154).

Figure 28.5 Rannageo, Shetland: Norn hrafn ‘raven’ and gjá ‘cleft, ravine’.
More frequently occurring habitative names are those discussed by Nicolaisen (2001: 112–22) ending in -staðir, -setr and -sætr and -bólstaðr. Stœðr-names probably denoted small settlement units and often contained personal names, for example Grimista (Grímur), Oddsta (Oddr) and Girlsta (Geirbildr) in Shetland and Germiston (Geirmundr), Cairston (Kjarrek) and Grimston (Grímur) in Orkney. Settlement names in -setr and -sætr occur rather more commonly, particularly in Shetland. The elements they contain here are sometimes personal names, as in Grimseter (Grímur), Frakkaster (Frákki) and Kettlester (Ketill), but it is more frequent for them to contain topographical terms such as Crookseter (krókr ‘curve’), Gilseter (gil ‘narrow valley’) and Vatseter (vatn ‘lake’), or terms for animals or birds, for example Oxensetter (yxn), Swinister (swín), Russeter (brogg ‘horse’) and Goster (gás ‘goose’). In Orkney the same kinds of formations appear, although personal names there are of rare occurrence, for example Grímur in Grymesetter, and Sújalur in Snelsetter. There are many topographical terms such as Melsetter (meir ‘sand’) and Inksetter (eng ‘meadow’). The most commonly occurring element is bólstadr but its representation varies greatly. In Shetland it occurs as Bousta as a simplex name and as -bister in compounds, for example Wadbuster (vad ‘ford’), Nesbister (nes ‘headland’), Fladdabister (flati ‘flat’). In Orkney it occurs as Busta and Bousta as a simplex name and as -bister and -bist and -bust in compound names, for example Ellibister (perhaps elf ‘elf’), Skelbister (perhaps skaldi ‘shieling’) (Crawford 1995: 57–8). It is extremely rare for personal names to be compounded with the element bólstadr anywhere in Scotland (Gammeltoft 2001: 275).

Whereas the Norse place names in the Northern Isles finally became embedded in English, the Norse names elsewhere in Scotland passed through a Gaelic stage before reaching English (Nicolaisen 1982: 98; 2001: 156). In the ninth and tenth centuries Gaelic and Norse must have confronted each other in Caithness and the Hebrides, as also in the Isle of Man. Norse place names are in fact found all round the coastal areas of north-western and western Scotland and in the Outer and Inner Hebrides and in Man, dating probably from the tenth century to the twelfth to thirteenth centuries.

In contrast to the names ending in -bý in the Danelaw, related names in northern Scotland are fairly rare. Possible examples in Orkney are Trenaby (containing *Thránd or the related tribal name), Cattaby (containing Káti or Kgot) and Yenaby (of doubtful origin) (Fellows-Jensen 1984: 156). Two personal names are compounded with bar in Caithness: Celtic Dungal in Duncansby and Cano in Canisbay (Figure 28.6). Other names of this type include Europie, probably containing a feminine name Jörn in Lewis, and Golspie (Goldspie 1330) in Sutherland, whose first element is of uncertain origin. In the Isle of Man, however, Norse personal names compounded with bý are more likely to reflect Danelaw influence.

In the eastern part of Caithness, Norse place names are very similar to those in Shetland and Orkney. Elsewhere, however, Gaelic-speaking settlers began to spread over Scotland from the west and while Norse names occur fairly commonly on the northern and western seaboard, the Outer Hebrides, the fertile islands of Coll and Tiree and the Isle of Man, they are much less easily identifiable in the heavily Gaelicised areas in the Inner Hebrides and mainland Scotland.

There is a fairly general distribution of topographical names, for example Reay (*vrá ‘corner, nook’), Staxigoe (stakk-gjá ‘stack cleft’), Sanwick (*sand-vik ‘sand bay’) and Murkle (*myrk-bál ‘dark hill’) in Caithness, Torridale (*Þórir-dalr ‘Thór(ir’s) valley’) and Melness (*mel-nés ‘sandy headland’) in Strathnaver, Migdale (*mjuk-dalr ‘glen with soft

Habitative names include staðir in Borrostoun (Borgarr), setr in Helsetter (bella), and bólstær in Lybster (blüð) and Scrabster (skári ‘young seagull’) in Caithness (Crawford 1995: 42–3), staðir in Skegista (Skeggi), setr in Linshader, and bólstær in Garrowost (garda gen. pl.) in Lewis, staðir in Torastan (Þórr) in Coll, and Þórista (with an obscure first element) in Tiree, and bólstær in the simplex name Bousd and in Arnabost (Arn or ‘eagle’) in Coll (Crawford 1995: 116–21), staðir in Leodest (Ljóttulfr) and possibly bólstær in Bravost (brú) in Man (Gammeltoft 2001: 98, 100, 105, 136).

The picture of Scandinavian place names in the British Isles ranges from the almost wholly Norn names of Shetland and Orkney and the marked Danish influence in eastern England to areas of Scotland and the Isles where Gaelic influence has partly obscured the Norse names of the Viking period and areas where later Danish influence from the Danelaw has spread over north-western England, southern and central Scotland and even southern Wales, to the spread of seafaring influence around the coasts of Ireland and Wales, and, finally, to the Isle of Man, where Gaelic names have been overlaid by both Norse and Danish names before finally being subjected to a layer of English varnish (Figure 28.7).
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

THE VIKINGS IN WALES

Mark Redknap

The geographical position of north Wales and its close sea-borne connections to the Isle of Man, Dublin, the Wirral and Strathclyde, naturally led to some engagement between its coastal population and the Scandinavian world. The extent of this engagement has long been debated, but the term ‘Cambro-Norse’ has been usefully adopted for the period c. 850–c. 1100 (Knight 1984).

The annals of early Wales (Annales Cambriae), written in Latin, record raids by ‘gentiles’ (MW Cenhedloedd), ‘Black Gentiles’, ‘pagans’ (MW Paganiaid), ‘foreigners’ and ‘Black Norsemen’. The medieval ‘Chronicle of the Princes’ (Brut y Tywysogyon) and ‘The Kings of the Saxons’ (Brenhinedd y Saesson; Jones trans. 1971), Welsh versions of a Latin text based on the annals, sometimes contain additional information. Apart from the annals, no Welsh chronicler produced a coherent story for the events of the ninth and tenth centuries.

Whether the semi-legendary Icelandic Jómsvíkinga saga refers to Wales is less clear. Written down around 1200, it tells of a warrior community of Vikings in the Baltic. In the saga, which is set in the tenth century, the founder of ‘Jómsborg’ on the south coast of the Baltic, Viking leader Pálna-Tóki (foster-father of King Svein), raided Bretland (‘Land of British’) where he married Earl Stefni’s daughter Álöf and settled. Here Pálna-Tóki met Björn binn breksi in Old Norse, who was put in charge of their interests. There is little to suggest that the person who wrote this saga down was alluding to Wales, and Bretland here may rather represent ‘a distant land about which little is known’ (Blake 1962; Moffatt 1903: 163–73).

THE EARLY VIKING RAIDS

The first definite recorded raid on Wales was in 852 (the killing of Cyngen by Pagans recorded in Brut y Tywysogyon: Jones 1952), and Anglesey (Môn) became a particular target from 855. Sporadic probing raids in the north and south, which occurred until about 919, have been described as a ‘backwash’ of Viking activity, their efforts being focused elsewhere (Loyn 1976: 21; 1994; Davies 1990; Maund 1996). Rhodri Mawr, ruler of Gwynedd, led initial Welsh resistance and was successful in slaying Orm (ON Gormr), leader of the ‘New Dubliners’ (Dubb-gheinte), in 855 (recorded in the
Annals of Ulster, s.a. 855; Chron. Scot. s.a. 856). In the light of the Dubliners’ interest in north Wales and the assertion by the Welsh writer Asser that Rhodri Mawr’s sons were dependent on the Scandinavians of York, a case has been made for Viking hegemony over north Wales by the 870s (Dumville 2001). External interest in Anglesey is further illustrated by the exploits of the Viking leader Ingimund (Igmunt, Hingamund). Having been expelled from Dublin c. 902/3, Ingimund attempted to establish a base on Anglesey (recorded in the eleventh-century Irish account presented in Annals of Ireland, Three Fragments, § 429; Jones trans. 1952: 6; Griffiths 2004). The Annales Cambriae also record that one of Rhodri Mawr’s sons, Mervyn ap Rhodri (Mervyn vab Rodri), was slain by ‘gentiles’ (s.a. 904 in Brenhinedd y Saesson). Expelled by the Welsh king, Ingimund and his followers sailed east and were allowed to land near Chester, an event which was followed by the development of a Viking enclave in north-west England (O’Donovan 1860; Wainwright 1948; Jesch 2000).

During the reign of Rhodri Mawr’s grandson, Hywel ap Cadell (Hywel Dda ‘The Good’, 920–50), the focus of native royal power shifted southwards with the expansion of Dyfed. Hywel Dda’s pragmatic policy of active cooperation with the House of Wessex may have contributed to a period of relative security and unity against the Viking threat. This contrasts with the passionate sentiments expressed in a famous dissident poem in Welsh composed possibly by a monk from south Wales about 930, known as Armes Prydein (‘The Prophecy of Britain’), which called upon the Scandinavians to help the Welsh and other Britons in a coalition to expel the English from the Island of Britain (Clancy 1970) – possibly a reaction to the size of Welsh tribute exacted by Æthelstan (924–39) at Hereford.

THE ‘SECOND PHASE’ OF VIKING RAIDS

If the lull in the annalistic references to raids in Wales reflects what really happened, there appears to be a ‘Second Viking Phase’ starting about 950, with renewed attacks on the coastal lowlands, and on monasteries at Penmon and Caer Gybi near Holyhead (Anglesey), Tywyn (Gwynedd), St David’s (eleven times between 967 and 1091), Clynnog Fawr (978) and St Dogmaels (Pembrokeshire), Llanbadarn Fawr (Ceredigion), Llantwit Major and Llancarfan (Vale of Glamorgan). In 989 Maredudd ab Owain, great-great-grandson of Rhodri Mawr and king of Dyfed, was compelled to redeem captive Welshmen from slavery at a penny a head paid to black gentiles, and in 998 the Bishop of St David’s, Morgeneu, was killed by Vikings.

By the mid-tenth century, some members of the Dublin community were as much engaged in commerce as Irish politics, and it has been suggested that Scandinavians were controlling Gwynedd (or large parts of it) between about 960 and 1025. According to the twelfth-century Historia Gruffud vab Kenan, Óláfr Sigtryggsson ruled Anglesey and mainland Gwynedd (as well as Dublin, a large part of Ireland, the Isle of Man, Galloway and the Rhins) in the early eleventh century (Loyn 1977: 104–5; Davies 1990: 59; see also Historia Gruffudd vab Kenan: Evans 1990: 55; see also Russell 2005).

THE FINAL PHASE OF VIKING RAIDS

A third phase of raiding appears (according to the annals) to have commenced during the second half of the eleventh century, linked to events leading up to the Norman
invasion of Wales. From the late tenth century, Scandinavian presence appears to have grown in the Severn Estuary, with Bristol replacing Chester as the main focus for Hiberno-Norse trading contact with Anglo-Saxon England. In one, famous account, following the plundering of Glamorgan by Count Eilaf (a Dane in the service of King Cnut 1018–24), the clergy fled from Llancarfan with relics and the shrine of St Cadog, only to be attacked at Mamhilad near Usk in Monmouthshire, one attacker damaging the shrine with his axe (*Vita Cadoci*, ch. 40; Wade Evans 1944: 110).

Gruffudd ap Llywelyn, king of Gwynedd (1039–63) extended his rule to the eastern reaches of the Bristol Channel (the kingdoms of Morgannwg and Gwent). Making use of both rivalries in England during the reign of Edward the Confessor and the actions of Vikings, Gruffudd eventually ruled the whole of what is now known as Wales and owned his own fleet.

To some during the eleventh century, the Scandinavians were allies and a source of mercenaries, and it was a period of alliance between Gwynedd and the Norse rulers of Dublin and Man. Gruffudd ap Llywelyn sacked Hereford in 1055 with the help of the banished Earl Ælfgar, and eighteen Norse ships from Ireland (Garmonsway 1986: 104–6, s.a. 1055; Davies 2002: 223–5). Gruffudd was murdered in 1063 after a series of defeats at the hands of Harold Godwinson and his brother Tostig. Harold married Gruffudd ap Llywelyn’s widow Ealdgyth, only to meet his death a few years later at the hands of William of Normandy at Hastings in 1066.

Relations between Wales and Ireland during the eleventh century were complex, with both Scandinavian settlers in Ireland and the Irish having close political links with Wales (Duffy 1995: 378–96; Davies 1990: 50–1). Insight into the close political involvement between Wales and Ireland in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries is provided by the *Life* of the ruler of Gwynedd, Gruffudd ap Cynan (1055–1137), grandson of Iago and a descendant of Rhodri Mawr, who had grown up among the Danish community in Dublin. After several failed attempts to re-establish the old line of Rhodri as ruler of Gwynedd, during which Gruffudd stayed with the king of Dublin (Diarmit Uí Briain), he eventually succeeded in returning to Anglesey in 1098, and consolidated his hold on Gwynedd by 1115 (Maund 1996). Gruffudd’s death in 1137 was lamented by Irishmen and Danes, which suggests that he may never have divorced himself from his Scandinavian connections (*Historia Gruffudd vab Kenan*; see Evans 1990: 153, 157).

**SETTLEMENT**

The question of Viking settlement in Wales has been a matter of debate for some time. Early proposals for Scandinavian settlement using place-name evidence at a number of locations around the Welsh coast (Paterson 1921: 11–71) have been more cautiously refined, while some coastal names have been attributed to Scandinavian maritime activity (Charles 1934). The historian J.E. Lloyd, writing at the beginning of the twentieth century, did not believe in permanent Scandinavian colonisation anywhere in Wales (Lloyd 1912: 322), while Melville Richards in the 1960s argued for Norse trading stations but a smaller number of Scandinavian place names (Richards 1962).

Norse place names in Wales comprise two main groups. The first are those names which have been preserved for prominent coastal features which were used as navigational points (in the manner of a visual itinerary). These are particularly common
along the sea route to Bristol, and reflect Norse domination of the seaways and their movements around the coast. This first group includes the common elements -bolmr 'islet', 'island' as in Prieštholm, Grassbolm, Skokbolm, Gatebolm, Barry Holms and in the Bristol Channel, Flat Holm and Steep Holm; -wicc 'bay' and -ford 'fjord' as in Milford Haven. Flat Holm, known to the Saxons as Bradan Relice 'broad burial-place', became a place of refuge in 1068 for Countess Gytha, mother of Harold; in 914 a Viking fleet under earls Hróald and Óttar eventually fled to neighbouring Steep Holm (Steapan Relice 'steep burial-place' to the Saxons), where many perished of hunger. Other Scandinavian names include Fishguard, the Skerries (sker 'isolated rock'), Emsger, Tisker, the Stacks (stakkr 'pillar-shaped rock'), Stackpole, Midland (medal 'middle' and -bolmr) and Ormes Head (ormr 'snake'). Islands were viewed as targets (if endowed with churches or monasteries) or places of refuge, and the element -ey 'island' appears a number of times, as in Anglesey (< Ónguls-ey), Bardsey, Caldy, Skomer (skálm 'side of a cleft' and -ey), Ramsey, Lundy and possibly Swansea (Fellows-Jensen 1992: 34). In the case of Anglesey, it has been suggested that either the repeated attacks resulted in some limited period of Viking domination, or that the sustained contacts of Gruffudd ap Cynan and others somehow influenced the description of the island by outsiders.

Warning against attributing too much weight to the lack of explicit references to Scandinavian settlement in the annals and other literary sources, Wendy Davies has argued for significant Viking success in two areas of north Wales – Anglesey and Arfon in the north-west (on either side of the Menai Straits), and Tegeingl (north-east Wales west of the River Dee) in north-east Wales (in the Scandinavian settlement zone of the Wirral and Chester) (Davies 1990: 52). Such assessments have relied largely on documentary sources, the annals and Anglo-Norman histories, coupled with place-name studies and rare archaeological finds. For example, a probable Viking burial at Talacre and Viking-inspired ornament on crosses in the same area suggest the existence of an offshoot of settlement in the Wirral and west Cheshire.

The second group of place names comprises Scandinavian-style settlement names combined with personal names. Typical examples in England are -by, but Tenby comes from the Welsh din-bych, not the Scandinavian, while Womanby (bundamannabý 'settlement of the dogkeepers') in Cardiff, Homri (Horn(e)by, possibly personal name Horni) and Lamby (lang 'long') in Monmouthshire are all late in date, and, as with such names in the central lowlands of Scotland, may represent settlement from the Danelaw after Norman conquests in Wales (Fellows-Jensen 1992: 34; Pierce 1984). In Pembrokeshire, a few names consist of a Scandinavian personal name, followed by the English/Anglo-Saxon element -tun such as Furzton, Haroldston, Yerbeston, but these probably reflect settlement after the Norman conquest by settlers from the areas of England where Danish names were common. In Flintshire, there is a small cluster of names such as Kelston, Axton and possibly Linacre, which may represent an infiltration from north-west England. Scandinavian elements are also evident in the Pembrokeshire names Goultrop, Hasguard, Wolf’s Castle and Scollock. It is significant that Welsh vocabulary was scarcely affected, and Scandinavian place names only occur in coastal regions. While these place names entered the English language, some have little linguistic relationship with the corresponding Welsh names: Bardsey remains Ynys Enlli, Anglesey remains Môn, Orme’s Head remains Penygogarth, which suggests limited contact with the native population.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

Archaeological evidence of Scandinavian activity has been limited: Viking graves, occasional finds, some Scandinavian place names, coin hoards and a handful of sculptured stones which display Scandinavian influences (e.g. Nash-Williams 1950: nos 37, 38, 190; Edwards 1999) – but the various elements were seen to be ‘consistent with and reinforce each other’.

Until recently, there was little archaeological material from Wales to support the historical or place-name evidence. Recent reviews by Wilson and Graham-Campbell have placed this evidence (largely hoards and coins with a littoral distribution) in context (Wilson 1995; Graham-Campbell 1998). Davies (1990: 52–5, 57) considered that the early tenth-century five Red Wharf Bay silver arm-rings (Boon 1986) reflect a distinctively Scandinavian practice, and that it is exceptionally unlikely they were not deposited by Scandinavians. Sheehan (2004) has viewed such hoards of complete ornaments in social rather than economic terms alone: that they conferred status on patrons, donors or recipients. The Red Wharf Bay arm-rings are probably contemporary with the Cuerdale hoard (buried c. 905), and it has been suggested that Ingimund’s activities on Anglesey in 903 might have led to the deposition and their non-recovery (Boon 1986: 30; Graham-Campbell 1998: 108) (Figure 29.1). Eleven silver hoards are known from Wales, which are thought to have been deposited between 850 and 1030. One of two hoards from Bangor, found on the High Street (within the precinct of the monastery established by St Deiniol in the sixth century), was probably deposited after c. 925. It is characteristically Scandinavian in coin composition, and includes hack-silver (Blackburn and Pagan 1986: no. 106). The mixed hoard may represent east–west or west–east movement of bullion rather than resulting from a raid from the Isle of Man. Discoveries of silver hoards on ecclesiastical sites in Ireland, particularly of ingot and

Figure 29.1 Early tenth-century silver arm-rings from Red Wharf Bay, Anglesey.
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coin hoards, appear to demonstrate the developing role of monasteries as market centres during the tenth century (Sheehan 1998: 175).

The discovery of a decorated sword guard by a diver off the Smalls Reef, some 25 km off the coast of Pembrokeshire, has provided an indication of stylistic transmission between Ireland and south Wales in the early twelfth century (Redknap 2000: 55, 85–7). The lower guard is made of brass with silver and niello decoration in the form of beasts in profile and snake-like animals, in Insular Urnes style, and was probably made in Ireland (c. 1100–25).

Four possible pagan Scandinavian burials of the Viking period have been discovered, all located close to the coast. Two contained skeletons associated with grave goods: Talacre, Flintshire (Smith 1931–2), and Benllech on Anglesey (Williams 1945; Edwards 1985). A third possible late ninth- or early tenth-century pagan grave has been proposed as a likely context for a pair of stirrups found at St Mary Hill in the Vale of Glamorgan (Seaby and Woodfield 1980), while a late tenth-/eleventh-century spear and axe found at Caerwent, Monmouthshire, may have come from a fourth grave (Knight 1996).

Excavations by Amgueddfa Cymru–National Museum Wales between 1994 and 2001 at Llanbedrgoch on Anglesey have revealed a strategically sited, fortified settlement near the coast. This supports Davies’ suggestion of Scandinavian enclaves of small communities centred on Anglesey in the early tenth century, though the extent of their authority remains unclear. During the first half of the tenth century this settlement was economically and socially integrated with regional and long-distance exchange networks which operated around the Irish Sea (Redknap 2000, 2004). Many of the artefacts from the site are characteristic of Scandinavian or Irish Sea taste, among other objects of native or Irish type: hack-silver is indicative of an active bullion economy (Figure 29.2); lead weights and items of personal adornment have close parallels at Dublin, Meols, York and Whithorn, while Chester ware points to trade links with Chester and Viking Dublin. The site would have been a contained staging post of mutual benefit to both its Welsh lord and the Vikings, immediately before and during an upsurge in the importance of Chester as a port in the reign of Æthelstan (924–39), and in particular in trade with Ireland and the Dublin–Man–Chester sea routes. There is no evidence that Llanbedrgoch represents the setting up de novo of a temporary or permanent staging post on fortified or fortifiable ground, within Loyn’s concept of ‘first-stage’ settlement (Loyn 1992: 218), and it probably has its origins in informal overseas contact prior to the land-taking attempts of Ingimund and his successors. Llanbedrgoch may be an early example in an area to the west of Red Wharf Bay of an aristocratic estate centre, or caput, for the land of a secular lord and a key element in royal regional administration (Longley 2001), perhaps with a fiscal and administrative role. The status of the site may even be considered to be equivalent to that of a royal llys – but without proof of royal ownership – at the upper end of the settlement hierarchy as a major non-regal lordship within an expanding Gwynedd.

The discovery of five casually buried skeletons in the enclosure ditch suggests that the consequences of raiding in the second half of the tenth century may have contributed to its eventual abandonment. Regular raiding and tribute-taking during the second half of the tenth century implies that the Scandinavians were the dominant political power in the region. In the 970s and 980s, the Man-based sons of Harald appear to have effectively controlled Gwynedd, and may have had bases on Anglesey in the 980s. Magnus Haraldsson and his brother Guðrøð made efforts to gain political control of
Anglesey, which they raided in 971 (ravaging Penmon), 980 and 987 when, according to the annals, Guðröð seized as many as 2,000 men from Anglesey (Jones 1952; Davies 1990: 57).

**LEGACY**

Viking impact on Wales has to be seen as part of a broader pattern of activity in northwest Europe and is comparable with that on Brittany. The displacement of Viking leaders from Dublin in the early tenth century had repercussions around the Irish Sea, so that by the middle of the century its seaboard supported in some respects what has been termed a single ‘Scandinavian’ community of fashion or culture. No doubt the strength of such Scandinavian contributions to seaboard culture will have varied regionally, with pockets of intensity. By the middle of the tenth century the southern seaboard of the Irish Sea (the coast of north Wales) also shared the ‘Norse-influenced’ community of fashion or culture which should more appropriately be called ‘Cambro-Norse’, reflecting the contact between the two cultures in the territory.

There is broad agreement that the extent and impact of Scandinavian settlement in Wales were limited – there is no evidence for an equivalent to the Scandinavian kingdom of Dublin. However, a degree of Scandinavian rule in north Wales by the early eleventh century is likely; some leaders had strong Welsh connections and ruled in

*Figure 29.2* These tenth-century silver ingots and fragments of arm-ring from Llanbedrgoch, Anglesey bear shear marks which indicate that they have been used as hack-silver bullion for trading.
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Anglesey and mainland Gwynedd for a period (such as Óláfr in the early eleventh century).

The Red Wharf Bay armlets (Figure 29.1) may point to gift-giving to a local elite, and the formation of alliances at this period, while the evidence from Llanbedrogoch suggests a Scandinavian trading presence, a foothold which helped them maintain the Dublin–York axis within the Irish Sea cultural zone. The quantity of artefacts bearing the stylistic hallmarks of Scandinavian or Hiberno-Norse taste raises the possibility of a significant immigrant element among the occupants of the site, and the coexistence and integration of the native population with traders in terms of material culture, but not of language or significant self-conscious ethnicity. Llanbedrogoch is a manifestation of settlement in north-west Wales which learnt to operate within the Hiberno-Scandinavian political and commercial activity around the Irish Sea (perhaps ultimately being targeted by raids), and is providing a new perspective on Hiberno-Scandinavian influence and cultural hegemony in north Wales.

The available evidence indicates that there was little impact on the Welsh language and political structures. The Vikings initiated no urban developments, and the Welsh were effective in limiting Viking settlement to certain areas. The Vikings have been credited with indirect influence on the development of a sense among the Welsh of solidarity against an external threat. Some of their episodic impact is now invisible – the loss of treasures and the cultural damage caused by this plundering – although largely documented through the annals, place names and occasional finds.
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The long-term Scandinavian influence on what is now Scotland was considerable. Scandinavian place names blanket the Northern Isles of Shetland and Orkney and are part of the onomasticon across the northern and western mainland, the Hebrides and as far south as the islands of the Firth of Clyde (Nicolaisen 1982; Jennings 1996; Gammeltoft 2005). A Scandinavian dialect, Norn, continued to be spoken in the Northern Isles into the eighteenth century (Barnes 1998). In the political sphere, much of western Scotland remained under at least nominal Scandinavian rule until the Treaty of Perth in 1266 (Cowan 1990) and Orkney and Shetland were only transferred to Scottish authority in 1468 and 1469 respectively (Crawford 1969). Genetically, this long period of interaction has led to a modern population in northern and western Scotland with Scandinavian ancestry in both the female and male lines (Goodacre et al. 2005). In the Northern Isles, the proportion of Scandinavian female ancestry may approximate that of the modern Icelanders.

Moving back in time, the greatest challenges to the expansion of the Scottish kingdom in the twelfth century were posed by independent petty kings and warlords of Norse ancestry such as Harald Maddadarson, earl of Orkney, and Somerled of Argyll (McDonald 2003). Earlier still, it has been argued that Scandinavian raiding and settlement in the ninth century played an important – if ambiguous – role in the emergence of a united kingdom of Alba (later Scotland) from the harassed remnants of the kingdoms of Dál Riata (in Argyll), Pictland (in eastern and northern Scotland) and Strathclyde (in the south-west) (Broun 1994; Driscoll 1998; Crawford 2000; Woolf 2004).

The need to understand this Scandinavian impact has been felt by the historically inclined in both the past and the present. In twelfth- and thirteenth-century Norway and Iceland, for example, it formed a significant theme in texts such as the Latin Historia Norwegie (written in Norway in the second half of the twelfth century) and the Old Norse Orkneyinga saga (written in Iceland c. 1200 and updated in the thirteenth century) (Finnbogi Guðmundsson ed. 1965; Ekrem and Boje Mortensen 2003). Their authors had broadly historical intent, but worked with source material of highly variable historicity (e.g. Jesch 1996). With minor caveats, these texts describe a largely Scandinavian world in the Northern and Western Isles – in terms of language, culture
and politics. *Historia Norwegie* provides the classic and much cited example (Ekrem and Boje Mortensen 2003: 65–7):

the Pents, only a little taller than pygmies, accomplished miraculous achievements by building towns, morning and evening, but at midday every ounce of strength deserted them and they hid for fear in underground chambers . . . In the days of Harald Fairhair, king of Norway, certain vikings, descended from the stock of that sturdiest of men, Ragnvaldr jarl, crossing the Solund Sea with a large fleet, totally destroyed these people after stripping them of their long-established dwellings and made the islands subject to themselves.

Thus by the late twelfth century the Picts – the pre-Scandinavian cultural, linguistic and political group of northern Scotland (including at least the north mainland, Orkney and Shetland, and possibly the Outer Hebrides) – had faded into folklore, having been replaced by (real or fictional) migrants of Norwegian ancestry. *Orkneyinga saga* and other sources provide a slightly different rendition of the story, attributing the colonisation of the Northern Isles to Harald Fairhair himself, who then gifted them to members of the dynasty of the earls of Møre (Finnbogi Guðmundsson ed. 1965: 7–8). Otherwise, however, the two traditions are much the same.

These twelfth- and thirteenth-century sources thus provide a destination that an informed discussion of earlier, Viking Age, developments in Scotland must reach (Owen 2004: 6). By this date a self-consciously Scandinavian elite existed in northern and western (hereafter Atlantic) Scotland who were recognisable as part of a wider North Atlantic culture by their peers in Norway and Iceland.

The difficult questions, however, are the degree to which these sources can be extrapolated back in time and to which they relate to society beyond the elite. The danger of extrapolation is well recognised within the scholarly literature. Nevertheless, it is common in discussions of Viking Age Scotland for elements of these high medieval sources to be accepted as factual – despite heavy qualifications regarding their historicity (e.g. Hunter 1997; Crawford 2004; Forte et al. 2005). Two assumptions inherent in the twelfth–thirteenth-century sources are particularly resilient: that an earldom of Orkney was founded in the years around AD 900 (be it by Harald Fairhair or another) and that it was then ruled by a single dynasty (albeit not without internecine strife) into the lifetime of the medieval author in question.

Without corroboration these assumptions are potentially dangerous, leading to the need to tell history forwards as well as backwards. Fortunately this can be attempted by combining archaeological evidence (from settlements, graves and hoards) with the very limited contemporary historical evidence from annalistic sources – preferring the latter’s laconic precision over the evocative anachronisms of later narrative sources. One can also make cautious use of skaldic poetry of probable early date incorporated into the twelfth- and thirteenth-century texts – using it as independent source material in much the same way as the medieval historiographers themselves.

This optimism must be tempered, however, with the observation that such attempts have led to widely divergent reconstructions of Viking Age Scotland (see Barrett 2004 and below). To oversimplify for brevity, these can be said to vary largely in the degree to which they assume continuity or discontinuity from pre-Viking to Viking times and thus in their interpretations of the nature of culture contact. Specific models will be
discussed below, but to introduce the problem it is worth reviewing why it is that such different interpretations can be founded on the same evidence. Beyond the inevitable influence of a scholar’s point of view, this problem emerges from a combination of semantics, superficially conflicting source material and poor chronological resolution. Each needs to be treated briefly in turn.

The semantic issue is a simple but critical matter of definition. It is often unclear whether the terms Viking and Scandinavian are used to refer to people or things (Barrett 2004). Within each category, the intended meaning also differs and is seldom made explicit. If people, is one discussing biological ancestry, speech community, ethnicity or simply those who lived in the Viking Age (variously defined)? If things, is one considering objects of Scandinavian manufacture, of Scandinavian style or of Viking Age date? These distinctions are non-trivial. For example, biological ancestry and ethnicity are of course not the same thing—despite dangerous assumptions to the contrary in various times and places in human history (Wolf 1994).

By ‘superficially conflicting evidence’ I refer to sources that seem to imply divergent interpretations when of course they must ultimately be reconcilable—either by accepting that they represent different voices from the past (groups of differing status for example) or by clarifying their divergent chronologies or degrees of historicity. The examples are too extensive to review in full, but a few will serve to illustrate the problem. Broadly speaking, they will be considered in reverse chronological order and from north to south.

One can begin with DNA evidence regarding the genetic ancestry of modern populations in different regions of Scotland. It implies considerable continuity of the indigenous female and male populations of these regions (albeit greater in northern and western mainland Scotland and the Hebrides than in the Northern Isles) (Helgason et al. 2001; Wilson et al. 2001; Goodacre et al. 2005). Superficially interpreted, this pattern could be mapped onto the Viking Age and read as evidence for considerable continuity of the indigenous population, greater in the west than in the north. Although possible, this result also reflects long-term processes such as the migration of Gaelic-speakers into the Hebrides later in the Middle Ages and the long duration of Scandinavian influence and rule in the Northern Isles (Goodacre et al. 2005). (Stable isotope analysis of teeth from Viking Age burials may ultimately illuminate the issue of migration with greater chronological precision, e.g. Montgomery et al. 2003.)

Turning to the evidence for Scandinavian place names, it is so extensive that in contrast with the genetic results it has led to the suggestion that the pre-Norse inhabitants of Atlantic Scotland were completely replaced by Norse migrants (see below). The placename record of the Northern Isles and Outer Hebrides lacks any (or virtually any) evidence of pre-Norse onomastic survivals (Gammeltoft 2005; Jennings and Kruse 2005). The situation in the southern Hebrides is more complex, but Norse topographic names are nevertheless common as far south as the islands of the Firth of Clyde (Jennings 1996). Like the modern genetic evidence, however, the source material for the onomastic record is much later than the Viking Age—Scotland has no equivalent to the eleventh-century Domesday survey of England (see Gammeltoft 2000). The place names may thus reflect the duration of Scandinavian influence rather than its character in the ninth and tenth centuries.

Moving to archaeological evidence for Norse settlements (Figure 30.1), a number of excavated sites from the Northern Isles have produced late Viking Age and medieval
Figure 30.1  Map showing principal sites mentioned in the text.
(i.e. post-Viking Age) longhouse architecture of North Atlantic type associated with portable material culture imported from Norway or influenced by Scandinavian styles. These settlements show little or no affinity with local pre-Viking Age precursors. In Shetland they include Underhoull (Small 1966; Stummann Hansen 2000: 89), Sandwick North (Stummann Hansen 2000), Sandwick (Bigelow 1987) and the later phases of Jarlshof (Hamilton 1956). In Orkney, they are Tu quoque (Owen 1993, 2005), Quoygrew (Barrett 2005; Barrett et al. 2005; see below), Beachview (Morris 1996a), and the later phases of Pool (Hunter et al. 1993), Skaill Deerness (Buteux 1997) and the Brough of Birsay (Curle 1982; Hunter 1986; Morris 1996a).

To elaborate on one example, Phase 2 at Quoygrew included a modest ‘fisherman’s house’ of eleventh–twelfth-century date with unambiguous Scandinavian associations (Figure 30.2). It was between 7 m and 10 m long (its western end remains under the wall of a consolidated later building) and 4 m wide internally with low side aisles or ‘benches’ flanking each wall. The long walls and eastern gable, all slightly bowed, were composed of a dry-stone inner face and an informal outer face suggestive of mixed stone and turf construction. The portable material culture in this house was remarkable given its ‘Scottish’ location. It included hones of Eidsborg schist from Norway (G. Gaunt pers. comm.), shards of hemispherical soapstone vessels probably from Norway (C. Batey pers. comm.), a broken whalebone weaving batten of Norwegian type and several antler combs of types made in Norwegian towns at this date (e.g. Flodin 1989; S. Ashby pers. comm.). The house contained only a single shard of coarse pottery, the most ubiquitous find in pre-Viking Age indigenous settlements (e.g. Ross 1994) and in eleventh–twelfth-century sites in mainland Scotland (e.g. Hall 2001). The fishing associations of the building are made clear by an extensive fish midden that surrounds it (Barrett 2005; Simpson et al. 2005) and finds of a fishhook and probable boat anchor.

The story of medieval settlement in western Scotland is slightly more complex. Tenth- and eleventh-century longhouses with bowed walls and Scandinavian material culture have recently been excavated at Bornish on South Uist (Sharples 2004). However, other buildings of slightly later date at Bornish and Cille Pheadair (also on South Uist) seem to have developed as a distinctive regional tradition (Sharples and Parker Pearson 1999; Parker Pearson et al. 2004b). Moreover, ceramics continued to be used in the Outer Hebrides throughout the Viking Age and Middle Ages, albeit in different styles from their pre-Viking predecessors (Lane 1990; Campbell 2002). Yet further south, settlement of demonstrably Scandinavian style of any date in Argyll has not yet been found (e.g. Brown 1997). It must be noted, however, that there may have been some Scandinavian influence on the royal dynasty of Strathclyde in the tenth and eleventh centuries based on the hogback monuments known from the kingdom’s ecclesiastical centre at Govan (Driscoll 1998).

Late Viking Age and medieval settlements from the Northern Isles may thus imply that Shetlandic and Orcadian society was explicitly ‘Norse’ in the tenth to twelfth centuries – insofar as material culture is related to identity (Jones 1997; Barrett 2003). Quoygrew and other sites like it are particularly noteworthy because they demonstrate that this observation holds true for individuals of modest or even low status in addition to the elite for whom manuscript sources were probably produced. In the Western Isles and mainland Argyll the situation may have been more complex. Here, however, one is assisted by a better record in the contemporary Irish historical sources which imply much involvement in the increasingly Hiberno-Norse world of the Irish Sea province to
the west – and in the expansion of Alba (united Dál Riata and Pictland) to the east (Etchingham 2001; Woolf 2004).

Moving backwards in time, Scotland’s c. 34 Viking Age silver hoards and c. 130 ‘pagan’ graves (defined as Viking Age burials with grave goods) are also characteristically Scandinavian (Graham-Campbell 1995; Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: 113–54; Owen and Dalland 1999; Paterson 2001; see Figure 30.3). The hoards were deposited between the 930s and 1060s, superseding the graves which are all datable to a window between c. 850 and c. 950. The hoards contain possible ‘colonial’ elements such as ring money – plain penannular rings which probably have their origin in the migrant Scandinavian communities of Scotland (Warner 1976; Graham-Campbell 1995) – but

**Figure 30.2** Structure 5 at Quoygrew, Orkney, looking west. Most of the artefacts from this stone and turf longhouse of eleventh- to twelfth-century date were probably Norwegian imports. The edge-set stones along the north wall demarcate a partially dismantled side aisle or bench, a completely removed example of which also lined the south wall. The house underlies a later thirteenth-century building retained in situ for public display.
are otherwise characteristic of the wider Viking world (cf. Graham-Campbell 1995; Hårdh 1996). The burial rite has its closest parallels in Norway (and Scandinavian burials in Ireland) and many of the grave goods were probably manufactured in Scandinavia. Some of the men buried in these graves also had a highly marine diet, a characteristic of Norway rather than Scotland prior to the Viking Age (Barrett and Richards 2004 and references therein). Unlike the settlement evidence, these graves and hoards differ less between the Northern Isles, the Western Isles and Argyll. Nevertheless, they do continue to show some regional diversity (e.g. Bornholdt-Collins 2003).

Figure 30.3 Distribution of Scottish Viking Age burials including grave goods. (T. Simpson after Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: fig. 7.1).

Thus far, the evidence of the late place names, the tenth–twelfth-century settlements, the tenth–eleventh-century hoards and the ninth–tenth-century pagan graves could all be read as indicative of a society that was predominately or entirely based on the use of Norse language and material culture – despite regional variability and considerable indigenous ancestry as implied by genetic research. However, interpretation becomes
more complex when one considers the early Viking Age settlements. Several sites have been interpreted as producing a mixture of indigenous cellular and Scandinavian longhouse architecture and/or both indigenous and Scandinavian portable artefacts. The ‘type site’ for this argument is Buckquoy in Orkney, where combs and pins of indigenous style (i.e. with local pre-Viking Age parallels) were recovered from rectangular houses under a mid-tenth-century pagan grave (Ritchie 1974, 1977; Brundle et al. 2003; Thâte forthcoming). However, the co-occurrence of indigenous and Scandinavian material culture (in the form of objects and/or architecture) early in the Viking Age has also been argued at three other sites in Orkney (the Brough of Birsay, Pool and Skail Deerness) and at Old Scatness in Shetland (Curle 1982; Hunter et al. 1993; Buteux 1997; Forster et al. 2004; Turner et al. 2005). Moving to the Outer Hebrides, one must note the added complication of continued pottery production (rather than a switch to soapstone vessels) in the Viking Age (Lane 1990; Campbell 2002) and some continuity in architectural methods (the building of semi-subterranean houses revetted into sand) (Sharples and Parker Pearson 1999; Owen 2002). Further south in Argyll, one can note the present lack of characteristically Scandinavian settlement of any date and the likelihood of continued occupation of indigenous sites such as Iona (as a monastery and perhaps royal burial ground) and Dunadd (as an elite centre) (Jennings 1998; Lane and Campbell 2000).

The discrepancies evident in most of the categories of evidence surveyed above are largely matters of chronology and regional diversity. The geographical issue is one of unsurprising divergence between the Northern Isles, the Western Isles and Argyll. In terms of chronology, the place-name, tenth- to thirteenth-century settlement and hoard evidence (and in other ways the genetic data) all post-date the early Viking Age settlement evidence. The same may not apply, however, to the burial evidence, which raises the last main reason for the existence of widely divergent interpretations of Viking Age Scotland – poor chronological resolution. Although the pagan graves have now been carefully studied and relatively tightly dated (Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: 152–4), Viking Age settlements in Scotland can only be assigned the broadest of date ranges (see Barrett 2003: 82–8). We therefore cannot tell whether or not settlements with ‘mixed’ indigenous and Scandinavian assemblages predate or are contemporary with Scotland’s pagan graves – or even if the different elements of the ‘mixed’ assemblages were really used at the same time. Moreover, we do not know whether ‘unmixed’ late Pictish settlements preceded sites with Scandinavian material culture or were contemporary with them. Similar problems exist regarding the question of whether Christian and pagan practice were contemporary or sequential in the ninth and tenth centuries – a complex topic which is also clearly important to the question of Scandinavian impact in Scotland (Morris 1996b; Dumville 1997; Barrett 2002; Crawford 2002).

These issues arise for a variety of reasons. Early Viking Age settlements at the Brough of Birsay and Skail both lack convincing stratigraphy – due to antiquarian methods in the former case and the unfortunate premature death of the excavator in the latter case (Curle 1982; Buteux 1997). Another important site, Buckquoy, lacks radiocarbon dates and there is some debate regarding whether the (only partially preserved) rectangular buildings in its latest phase are actually of Scandinavian style (cf. Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: 160–4; Brundle et al. 2003). These three settlements – plus Pool and Old Scatness also noted above – are also multi-period, sometimes making it difficult to
ascertain which finds are contemporary and which are mixed from earlier or later layers. Finally, radiocarbon and other scientific dating methods usable in Atlantic Scotland – for settlements, ecclesiastical sites and burials without grave goods – typically produce error ranges of between one and three centuries (unlike the dendrochronological dates available elsewhere in the Viking world). Ongoing work regarding Old Scatness is attempting to resolve this last problem by using multiple stratified dates and Bayesian statistics (Dockrill and Batt 2004), but this approach cannot be applied retrospectively to sites such as the Brough of Birsay.

A related problem is establishing when one might expect to find the first Scandinavian settlement in Scotland. It was once assumed to have begun c. 800 (e.g. Hamilton 1956) based on the date of the earliest raids in the North and Irish Seas – and the assumption that these raids were launched from bases in Atlantic Scotland (cf. Morris 1998: 74; Ó Corráin 1998a; Sawyer 2003). However, early ninth-century settlement has been questioned by those who would argue for both earlier (Myhre 1993) and later (Graham-Campbell 1998: 106; Barrett 2003; Parker Pearson et al. 2004a: 129) alternatives. An early, pre-ninth-century, option is conceivable if envisioned as a period of trade and contact rather than migration and settlement (see below). A late, mid-ninth-century, option is favoured by the present author. It is only at this time that the historical and archaeological records provide explicit evidence for settlement rather than raiding in Scotland and it is also the period when Scandinavian warbands first began to overwinter elsewhere in the west – such as Ireland and England (see Barrett 2003 and references within). (An even later, mid-tenth-century, option has been proposed by Parker Pearson et al. 2004a: 129, but is inconsistent with the historical, burial and settlement evidence.) Clearly the contemporaneity of indigenous and Scandinavian material culture in Atlantic Scotland will depend on which of these interpretations is correct.

In sum, it is evident that one’s interpretation of Viking Age Scotland will be dependent on which of the above bodies of evidence are favoured and what assumptions are made regarding chronology. The potential combinations are legion, but most published discussions can be categorised into one or more of four broad theories:

- The genocide hypothesis
- The Laithlind hypothesis
- The Myhre (or pagan reaction) hypothesis
- The earldom hypothesis

Not all of these alternatives are equally plausible, but insofar as each has been given credence in the published scholarly literature they will be discussed in turn.

The least credible (if nevertheless tenacious) option is the genocide hypothesis – which suggests that the indigenous populations of the Northern and Western Isles were eradicated by Scandinavian migrants (e.g. Crawford 1981; Smith 2001, 2003; Jennings and Kruse 2005). It is typically espoused by those who place most weight on the onomastic evidence, given the (virtual) absence of recognisable Pictish place names in the Northern Isles and of demonstrably pre-Norse Pictish or Gaelic place names in the Western Isles (Jennings and Kruse 2005: 284). This observation – sometimes in combination with ethnographic analogy citing tragedies such as the European extermination of the Tasmanians (e.g. Smith 2001, 2003) – is explicitly or implicitly interpreted as an indication of both language death and biological death in the early Viking Age. The
problem with this hypothesis is straightforward. As noted above, the onomastic evidence is mostly very late and thus illuminates the end result of a lengthy process rather than events in (for the sake of argument) the ninth century. Languages can die over time, typically due to the adoption of a higher-prestige alternative by their former speakers (Dorian 1981).

The Laithlind hypothesis is almost equally improbable. It argues that Laithlind (variously spelled) of the Irish annals – from which the early royal dynasty of Dublin came – was a Viking kingdom in Atlantic Scotland which was fully established by the 840s and probably had its centre in Orkney (Ó Corráin 1998a; Sawyer 2003: 31). This is a departure from the traditional interpretation that Laithlind and related terms referred to Norway – which they clearly did by 1058 (Etchingham 2001: 153).

There are three problems with this hypothesis. The first is that its historical basis is controversial (e.g. Etchingham 2001: 153). More definitive, however, is the observation noted above that there is no independent historical or archaeological evidence that Scandinavian settlement occurred in Atlantic Scotland any earlier than in Ireland (Barrett 2003). Lastly, archaeology has provided a clear picture of the material correlates of royal and chiefly power in Viking Age Scandinavia. These include ship (rather than boat) burials, very large feasting halls and landscapes of power incorporating major earthworks (see elsewhere in this volume). None of these exist in Atlantic Scotland, even in nascent form.

An alternative hypothesis, speculatively raised by Bjørn Myhre (1993, 1998), has been both influential and controversial (cf. Solli 1996; Morris 1998: 91; Ambrosiani 1998: 411–14; Owen 2004: 22). It assumes a long tradition of Scandinavian, Gaelic (i.e. Irish or Gaelic Scottish) and Pictish mobility in the North Atlantic followed by crystallisation of ethnic tension and expression in the early Viking Age (variously defined) due to ‘Christian’ expansionism around the North Sea (Myhre 1993). In other words, some Scandinavian migrants were present in Scotland before the Viking Age, but were not making a point of signalling their identity with material culture. Following Barth’s (1969, 1994) widely adopted interpretations of ethnicity, Myhre suggested that this only became necessary at a time of political and ethnic tension.

The four main arguments behind this hypothesis included: possible early pagan graves in Atlantic Scotland, early insular objects in Norwegian graves, possible evidence for pre-Viking Age settlement in the Faroe Islands and/or Iceland and combs from Orkney made in indigenous styles that were arguably of reindeer antler (and thus imported from Scandinavia). The first of these arguments has since been shown to be incorrect (Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: 152–4) and the second is better interpreted as evidence of Viking Age raids on monastic treasuries containing centuries of accumulated wealth (Ó Corráin 1998b: 433; Wamers 1998: 42–51; Gaut 2002). The third argument, that there is evidence for pre-Viking Age settlement elsewhere in the North Atlantic, may now be corroborated in the Faeroe Islands based on new palynological evidence (Hannon et al. 2005; Prof. K. Edwards, Univ. of Aberdeen, pers. comm.).

Myhre’s fourth argument – the ‘Pictish’ combs made of reindeer antler – has not been widely accepted due to scepticism regarding whether (native) red deer and (imported) reindeer antler can be distinguished when worked (e.g. Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: 23; Smith 1998: 131; Owen 2004: 26). This problem was exacerbated by the fact that although the identifications were made by a very experienced Norwegian
zooarchaeologist, Rolf Lie, an explicit methodology was not published along with the identifications (Weber 1992, 1993, 1994; Ballin Smith 1995) and that they had thus not been replicated. (The methodology for identifying worked reindeer antler has been replicated in the Bergen laboratory by Anne Karin Hufthammer, but this research was on Norwegian combs of Scandinavian style rather than Scottish combs of indigenous style; A.K. Hufthammer pers. comm.).

Recently, however, Ashby (2006) – building on Lie’s work and analogous research in Novgorod by Smirnova (2005) – has studied worked antler identification in detail. His research corroborates many of the original attributions. Some combs of indigenous style found in Orkney have a high probability of being made from reindeer antler imported from Scandinavia (Figure 30.4). What Ashby has also observed, however, is that none of these combs demonstrably precedes the Viking Age. The earliest combs previously alleged to be of reindeer antler (including middle and late Iron Age examples from Howe, see Ballin Smith 1994: 177–8; 1995) he considers to be too poorly preserved for definitive identification and one is almost certainly made of red deer. Thus his research both supports and undermines the Myhre hypothesis, which probably cannot be accepted in its original form.

The earldom hypothesis is the most traditional of the four considered. It can be summarised as follows: a period of early ninth-century trade, migration and acculturation was followed by the creation of an earldom of Orkney in the late ninth

Figure 30.4 A comb of indigenous ‘Pictish’ style recovered from settlement predating a mid-tenth-century pagan grave at Buckquoy, Orkney. It is probably made of reindeer antler imported from Norway despite past scepticism regarding this suggestion (Ashby 2006).
or early tenth century – which some assume dominated western Scotland and the Isle of Man as well as northern Scotland into the eleventh century (see Etchingham 2001 for a refutation of the evidence for lengthy Orcadian dominance of Man and the Hebrides in the tenth and eleventh centuries). The earldom then continued under the rule of a single dynasty until well into the Middle Ages (e.g. Morris 1985, 1998; Buteux 1997; Hunter 1997; Owen 2004; Crawford 2004; Helle 2005). In this vision of the past, the perspectives of Historia Norwegie and Orkneyinga saga survive largely intact. However, they are augmented by the possible evidence for mixed material culture at early Viking Age settlements such as Buckquoy, Pool, the Brough of Birsay and Old Scatness.

The potential weaknesses of this model are that it extrapolates from late sources, it assumes the existence of an earldom of Orkney before the eleventh century (the earliest unambiguous reference being to the death of Earl Sigurd of Orkney at the battle of Clontarf in Ireland in 1014; MacAirt and MacNiocaill 1983) and it derives its chronology largely from its theory. In other words, it assumes rather than demonstrates a gradual sequence from mixed (indigenous and Norse) to exclusively Scandinavian material culture (see Barrett 2003, 2004). This progression has not been demonstrated because of the issues clouding chronological resolution discussed above.

In sum, all of these hypotheses remain unproven. Nevertheless, the genocide and Laithlind hypotheses are arguably the least probable, leaving the Myhre and earldom models for further consideration. Both are problematic due to uncertainties over chronology. Thus any future progress in our understanding of Viking Age Scotland is likely to hinge on a better understanding of time – be it by stratigraphic excavation of early Viking Age settlements, further typological study of poorly stratified collections, improved archaeometric dating or a combination of all these approaches. While the quality of the available evidence can be improved in these ways, the issues must also be clearly theorised – with due attention to what one means by the Norse in Scotland.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

THE VIKINGS AND IRELAND

Donnchadh Ó Corráin

There were contacts between Scandinavia and the British Isles long before the end of the eighth century. The best witness to Irish contact with Scandinavians is Liber de mensura orbis terrae (825) by Dícuill the Geographer, an Irish scholar at the Frankish court (Tierney 1967). He first describes a scientific expedition by Irish clerics to Iceland in 795 or so. They met no Vikings there or elsewhere during their voyage. He gives a detailed account of the Faroes, occupied by Irish hermits since at least 725. Some archaeologists have been reluctant to accept Dícuill’s testimony. Faroese field evidence is as poor as one would expect from hermits – there are inscribed gravestones showing Irish features and recent palynological work shows that oats were cultivated and sheep reared c. AD 600–50. This fits well enough with Dícuill’s record (Debes 1993: 454–64; Arge 1993: 465–72; Stummann Hansen, 1993: 473–86). Thus, the Irish monks who compiled the Irish annals, our richest source for the history of the Vikings in Ireland, knew more about them than one might suspect.

The raids began abruptly and unexpectedly. The Annals of Ulster report for 794: ‘The devastation of all the islands of Britain by pagans’ (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill 1983). This pattern of sudden raids on islands and coasts was to continue for a generation. The first recorded Viking raids on Ireland took place in 795: ‘The burning of Rechru by the pagans’. The Vikings soon swept south into the Irish Sea: in 798 the annalist reports ‘the burning of Inis Pátraic by the pagans and they took the cattle-tribute of the territories and they smashed the shrine of Do Chonna and they made great incursions both in Ireland and in Scotland’. Inis Pátraic is St Patrick’s Island near Skerries, Co. Dublin; St Do Chonna is its patron.

So far the raids were exploratory, by a few ships rather than larger fleets. The rich church of Iona was found and attacked in 802 and 806. By 807 they had rounded Donegal and had reached the west-coast bays and harbours. They burned the monastery of Inishmurray off the coast of Sligo and attacked Roscam, near Oranmore, on Galway Bay. They concentrated on the north and west coasts, but sometimes they met with determined opposition from local Irish lords. In 812 Viking raiders reached the Kerry coastline, in the far south-west, but they were slaughtered by local kings. By now, the Vikings knew all they needed about the coastline and its possibilities for plunder or colonisation, but suddenly there is silence. There are no reports of activities anywhere in
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Ireland for eight years. This may be the time when a powerful Viking settlement was made in Scotland.

Attacks began again in 821 in the Irish Sea and on the south coast. In 821 Vikings raided Howth and ‘took a great prey of women’ — as slaves, very likely. By 822 they had reached Cork on the south coast and in 824 they raided the remote island monastery of Skellig, 13 km off the Kerry coast.

In the 830s, the raids became more threatening and from 836 large-scale attacks began with ‘the first prey of the pagans from Southern Brega [south Co. Meath] . . . and they carried off many prisoners and killed many and took very many captives’. That autumn the annalist reports ‘a most cruel devastation of all the lands of Connacht by the pagans’. The great monastery of Clonmore, Co. Carlow, was burned on Christmas Eve, and many captives were taken. Mid-winter raiding for slaves proves that the Vikings were already overwintering, possibly on islands that could hold many prisoners.

In 837, a fleet of sixty ships appeared on the Boyne and another on the Liffey, very likely from the Scottish settlements, each bringing about 1,500 men. They ravaged the east-coast kingdoms and defeated the Uí Néill kings ‘in a countless slaughter’. These appear to be royal expeditions with large resources. The Vikings now appear on the inland waterways — the Shannon, the Erne, the Boyne, Lough Neagh and the Bann. They overwintered on Lough Neagh for the first time in 840–1. They now began to build longphoirt, fortresses that protected them and their ships, some of which became permanent (Kelly and Maas 1999: 123–59). They first overwintered in Dublin in 841–2.

These large-scale raids marked the beginning of the occupation of the Irish east midlands and were mounted from Scandinavian Scotland, where a powerful royal dynasty had established itself in the north and west. Leaders of that dynasty, the brothers Amlaíb (Óláfr) and Ímar (Ívarr), exercised authority over the Irish Vikings through a series of royal expeditions — the annals report ones in 848, 849 and 853 but there may have been more. For nearly two centuries this dynasty played a major role in the history of Ireland and Britain (Ó Corráin 1998a: 296–339).

The Irish church leaders, who had borne the brunt of attacks, were aristocrats with close ties to the dominant dynasties, and well used to war and violence. This conditioned their reaction: they trusted in God and in their own arms. The Vikings fell on no unworlthy clerics but on a confident church organisation determined to defend itself. That determination meant aggression. Armagh was on the attack when it first encountered the Vikings in 831: ‘the heathens defeated the community of Armagh in the Carlingford Lough area and great numbers of them were taken captive’ — evidently Armagh troops were defending its dependent coastal churches, now under attack. In 845, the abbot of Terryglass and Clonenagh and the deputy abbot of Kildare were killed by Vikings at the fortress of Dunamase leading their monastic levies. Dunamase is about 13 km from Clonenagh, 24 km from Kildare — near enough to show they were engaged in local defence. A contemporary ironic comment on prayers for defence occurs in the notice of a raid on Armagh in 895:

Alas, holy Patrick!
unavailing your orisons —
the Vikings with axes
are hacking your oratories.
It seemed to some that Ireland was about to be overrun and made subject to the Vikings – the view of the Irish emigre sources that lie behind the *Annales Bertiniani* for 847: ‘After they had been for many years under attack from the Vikings, the Irish were made tributaries to them; the Vikings have possessed themselves without opposition of all the islands round about and have settled them.’

The Irish provincial kings, who spent their energies on their own power struggles, slowly turned on the Vikings (Ó Corráin 1979: 283–323). In 845 Niall Caille, king of Tara and king of the northern Uí Néill, defeated them in battle in Donegal. In 848, Mael Sechnaill, king of Tara since 846, defeated the Vikings near Skreen (Co. Meath), and killed 700 of them. In the same year, Ólchobar mac Cináeda, king of Munster, and Lorccán mac Cellaig, king of Leinster, joined forces and defeated the Vikings in a major battle near Castledermot, Co. Kildare.

These victories lie behind an important embassy sent to Charles the Bald, the Frankish emperor, in 848 and an exaggerated report in the *Annales Bertiniani*: ‘The Irish attacked the Vikings and with the help of our Lord Jesus Christ they were victorious and drove them out of their territory.’

By the second half of the ninth century the Vikings were a familiar element in Irish life and militarily impressive (Ó Corráin 1987: 287–93). They had small permanent settlements and had become part of the country’s politics. The Irish aristocracy found them useful as allies and mercenaries. From this point Viking–Irish alliances become commonplace, and no matter for reproach. The annalists report frequent Irish–Viking alliances in the ninth century and there was intermarriage at the very highest levels of Irish society.

Relatively unsuccessful as conquerors in Ireland, the Vikings turned to Scotland, with dramatic results. The Irish annals report:

Amlaíb and Aisíl [the kings of Dublin] went to Fortriu with the Vikings of Ireland and Scotland and they ravaged the whole of Pictland and took their hostages.

The Dublin dynasty, commanding the Viking forces of Ireland and of their original settlement in Scotland, invaded southern Pictland, then plundered the whole of Pictland, and took hostages, as overkings, to enforce their authority. This leaves no room for independent kings: Constantine I (r. 862–76), called ‘rex Pictorum’, will have given hostages with the rest. And they placed Pictland (southern and eastern Scotland) under tribute. They returned to Dublin, and for the next four years there is a detailed account of their activities – enough to show that Dublin was their base of operations and that the Irish did not make things easy for them. There was a successful attack on Dublin itself in 867 and a major defeat in battle in 868, in which Carlus, son of Amlaíb, fell.

It is not surprising, then, that in 870–1 the Dublin leadership turned again to Scotland, now to the south-west British kingdom of Strathclyde:

[870] The siege of Dumbarton by the Nordmanni i.e. Amlaíb and Ímar the two kings of the Nordmanni besieged that fortress and at the end of four months they destroyed the fortress and plundered it. [871] Amlaíb and Ímar came back to Dublin from Scotland with 200 ships and they brought with them in captivity to Ireland a great prey of Angles, Britons and Picts.
This was a major event. The plunder taken from Scotland was vast. The Dublin kings smashed the power of the Strathclyde Britons and established their authority over them. Given the captives they took, they also reasserted their authority over Pictland as a whole and, if the Anglian captives were taken in their homeland, they may have been raiding Lothian as well. They had now brought the whole of Scotland under their suzerainty.

Ímar continued to rule in Dublin and died in 873. His death notice in the *Annals of Ulster* reads:

Ímar king of the Norwegian Vikings of the whole of Ireland and Britain ended his life.

This record means that Ímar was overking of all the Norwegian Vikings in Ireland and Britain. One may infer, too, that Dublin had become the dynastic caput. The evidence suggests that Dublin was the capital of a sea-kingdom: Man and all Scotland and it is probable that Galloway and Cumbria from the Solway Firth to the Mersey formed part of the same overkingship.

Dublin was soon being fought over by rival groups within the dynasty. There were intense dynastic feuds and killings in 883 and 888. In 893 there was a major conflict between the Vikings of Dublin and they divided into two main groups, one led by the son of Ímar and the other by Earl Sigfrith. In 896 his fellow Vikings killed Sitric, son of Ímar, and the rulers of a small kingdom in Louth, to the north of Dublin, killed his brother Amlaíb. The Dubliners were still able to raid the monastic centres in the Irish hinterland. In 890–1 they plundered Ardbraccan, Donaghpatrick, Dulane, Glendalough, Kildare and Clonard – all within easy striking distance. In 895 they attacked Armagh and took 710 prisoners. But the power of Dublin was ebbing fast. The decisive defeat came in 902 when the kingdoms of Brega to the north and Leinster to the south joined forces against them. As the annalist records: ‘The pagans were driven from Ireland, i.e. from the fortress of Dublin . . . and they abandoned a good number of their ships, and escaped half-dead after they had been wounded and broken.’ The first Viking settlement of Dublin had ended.

When Dublin fell its rulers went to Scotland and to territories that had long been their dependencies. In 903 we next find them engaged in fierce warfare in southern Pictland. They attacked Dunkeld, an attack on the king of south Pictland, Constantine II (r. 900–43), now the most important ruler in Scotland. Very likely, he had been a considered dependent king by the dynasty of Dublin, and the fall of Dublin was the signal for his revolt. In 904 Ímar grandson of Ímar, the former king of Dublin, was killed with great slaughter. And then there is silence. However, some time between 904 and about 914 (when historical sources again become available), the exiled Dublin dynasty rose to power again and embarked on another career of conquest that led to the re-establishment of the Viking kingdom of Dublin, the taking of York by the same dynasty, and the establishment of close relationships between Dublin, York and northern England generally (Smyth 1975–9).

The second Viking Age began suddenly in 914 with ‘the arrival of a great sea-fleet of pagans in Waterford Harbour’. In 917 the Dublin dynasty joined in the renewed attack: Ragnall, who is called *rí Dubgall* ‘king of the Danes’ because he ruled Danish Northumbria, and his kinsman, Sitric Caech. Their arrival sparked off a major conflict
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with the Irish kings, but the newcomers were victorious. Sitric repossessed Dublin, and Ragnall led his troops back to northern England to campaigns that made him king of York and ruler of Northumbria. Henceforth, Dublin and York were ruled by a single dynasty and this brought about dramatic change in Ireland, in trade, urbanisation and in the resources of its kings. Dublin became a sea-kingdom, the centre of far-flung economic and political interests. It had real power and influence in the Irish Sea, Scotland and northern England – resources that made it much more formidable than the limited assets in land and manpower it held in Ireland.

Dublin aimed to make strategic conquests. There was an intense campaign in eastern Ulster, 921–7 and again later, led by Dublin and using large fleets, to create a Scandinavian kingdom like that on the other side of the Irish Sea, and to control north–south transit and trade (Smyth 1975–9 vol. 2: 23). This was foiled by Muirchertach mac Néill, king of the northern Uí Néill, who was later defeated and slain by the Dubliners.

Amlaíb, king of Dublin, led the opponents of King Athelstan at the great battle of Brunanburh: at stake was the kingship of England. Athelstan won a decisive victory, but Amlaíb escaped to Dublin in 938. On Athelstan’s death in October 939 Amlaíb sailed for England, reached York before the year’s end and was made king by the Northumbrians. He followed this with a campaign south of the Humber. The result was a negotiated settlement with Edmund, Athelstan’s successor, by which Amlaíb was recognised as king of York and ruler of Danish Mercia – almost half the kingdom of England. He died in 941.

York was soon lost by his successor, Amlaíb Cuaráin, who returned to Ireland in 945 to fierce Irish–Viking warfare. In 944 Congalach, king of Brega, and the king of Leinster had united against Dublin in a pincer movement and sacked the city with a new ferocity: ‘The destruction brought upon it was this: its houses, house-enclosures, its ships and its other structures were burned; its women, boys and common folk were enslaved; its men and its warriors were killed; it was altogether destroyed, from four persons to one, by killing and drowning, burning and capture, apart from a small number that fled in a few ships and reached Dalkey.’ Congalach attacked Dublin again in 948, killed its ruler and 1,600 of its troops were either killed or taken prisoner. Amlaíb Cuaráin tried his luck in England again and he held the kingship of York from about 948 until he was driven out in 953. He returned to Dublin.

Though a powerful king of Dublin, Amlaíb Cuaráin fatally overreached himself. He battled with the major Irish kings: he defeated and killed the king of Leinster in battle near Athy and attacked Meath. In 980 he invaded Meath but Mael Sechnaill mac Domnaill, its king, inflicted a crushing defeat (the annalist calls it ‘a red slaughter’) on him at the battle of Tara. His long-planned attempt at conquest failed disastrously, and his signal defeat decisively broke the power of Dublin. Mael Sechnaill besieged the city and it met his terms: the release of all Irish hostages, the handing over of treasure and the freeing of all Uí Néill lands from tribute. Mael Sechnaill further proclaimed the liberty of all Irish slaves in Viking territory – that, says the annalist, was ‘the Babylonian captivity of Ireland, second only to the captivity of hell’. Amlaíb Cuaráin went to Iona as a penitent, and died there in religious retirement.

This marked the end of Viking military power in Ireland. All the Viking cities – Dublin, Limerick, Waterford, Cork and Wexford – were henceforth ruled directly or indirectly by Irish kings. Dublin and Waterford were often autonomous, though they were sometimes ruled directly. Limerick was under the Uí Briain kings of Munster: they
had a governor in the city. Generally, the Irish kings milked the cities for men, fleets and taxes, and it is likely that they encouraged their wealth-creating trade. Irish writers appreciated the skills of the merchants and this may reflect the attitudes of the political class they served: *seolad crann dar maire co beocht / cràes Gall is cennaigecht* ‘sailing ships skillfully over the sea / the gluttony and commerce of the Vikings’. Their influence, which was significant, was henceforth commercial and cultural – in art, language and literature (Bugge 1900, 1904). The Viking past, which now looked more like a remote heroic age, a time when dynastic ancestors fought a fearsome foe, was drawn upon for the historical propaganda that gave status to twelfth-century kings and expressed their ambitions. The Christian and relatively peaceful Vikings were the whipping boys of this new royal patriotism (Goedheer 1938). Ironically, their world of urbanisation, trade and communications provided the means by which these very kings grew great (Ó Corráin 1987: 287–93; 1998b: 420–52).
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CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE DIFFERENT EXPRESSIONS OF SCANDINAVIAN SETTLEMENT IN IRELAND, 840–1100

Patrick F. Wallace

Instead of speculating on what exactly the Irish chroniclers who described the mid-ninth-century Scandinavian fortresses in Ireland as longphuirt (literally ‘ship fortresses’) meant by the term, it is intended here merely to provide an overview of the archaeological evidence as it presently exists for the different types of Scandinavian-inspired settlements which existed in Viking Age Ireland.

Best understood and most enduring are the towns of Dublin, Waterford, Limerick and Wexford. In their developed form in the tenth-, eleventh- and early twelfth-century Hiberno-Norse phase, these consisted of large defended settlements at the tidal confluences of main rivers and their tributaries. They were located on high ground traversed by ascending streets which, together with laneways and intramural accesses, formed irregular rather than gridded networks. Boundary fences radiated from the streets forming rows of contiguous rectangular or trapezoid plots into which settlements were divided. The archaeological record preserves rich evidence for the buildings and layout of plots particularly at Dublin, Waterford and Wexford as well as at Cork where recent excavations have unearthed what had hitherto been regarded as urban houses of Hiberno-Norse type in an indigenous urban settlement of the later eleventh- and early twelfth-century period.

It appears that access through individual plots was controlled. Main buildings had their narrow ends to streets or laneways, had pathways leading to the entrances and from back entrances to lesser outbuildings and sheds in the yards at the back of the plots. Front and back entrances in the main buildings meant that access was through them although obviously this would have had to be at the behest of house/plot owners or their agents. It is likely that there would be widenings and crossings in the street network as well as outside town gates to facilitate markets and public gatherings, though evidence for these are inferential rather than evidential.

The only town gateway of the period excavated to date comes from Waterford where piers for such were identified. There is good evidence for defences and port facilities particularly at Dublin where a succession of two main palisaded earthen banks from the tenth and eleventh centuries respectively have been identified in succession to one another, each completely encircling the settlement. At Dublin and Waterford and probably also at Wexford and Limerick these were replaced by stone walls —
both freestanding and partly revetted fronts for earthen banks – in the later eleventh century.

A number of different house types have been identified in Ireland’s Viking Age urban settlements and an overall national pattern has been suggested. By far the most numerous among these is the type 1, an Irish urban variant (built in local materials and in indigenous building methods to the dictates of local climate) of the more widespread north-west European rectangular three-sided building characteristic of the Norse in their western expansion.

The large-scale excavation campaigns at Dublin and Waterford have provided us with the most complete picture anywhere of the cramped urban atmosphere of the Viking town in the tenth, eleventh and early twelfth centuries. Commensurate volumes of animal bone and organic samples have provided detail on economy and everyday life and thousands of artefacts in different media form the subject of ongoing reports on trade and commerce and craft studies.

Over the past decade or so, however, new discoveries have led to the recognition of several other forms of Scandinavian settlement in Ireland, particularly from the early phase of contact around the mid-ninth century. Apart from the recognition by John Ó Néill of the first (of what must have been very many) farmsteads at Loughlinstown, south of Dublin, excavations in Dublin city’s Parliament Street, Essex Street West, South Great Georges Street and Great Ship Street – mainly by Linzi Simpson – and a review of discoveries of burials and artefacts, particularly at Islandbridge and Kilmainham by Raghnall Ó Floinn, Elizabeth O’Brien and Stephen Harrison, contribute to our having to entertain possibly several different settlement forms of Scandinavian origin in the ninth century.

The coincidence of the 841 annalistic reference to the Scandinavian establishment of longphuirt has led historians such as Edel Bhreathnach and archaeologists such as Michael Gibbons to speculate on how this term can be applied to known ninth-century archaeological sites. Principal among such candidates is the seemingly remarkable site at Woodstown near Waterford, identified in April 2004. Much speculation has also centred on the nature of the Dunrally, Co. Laois and Athlunkard, Limerick sites by Eamonn Kelly, while John Sheehan’s work on probable Scandinavian settlements in the Atlantic south-west also come into the reckoning.

The Essex Street West excavation showed that Dublin’s main house type went back to the ninth century and the division of the settlement into plots also dated from well before the apparent 902 expulsion of some of the Scandinavians from Dublin. Georgina Scally’s work at Parliament Street was the first to show that the focus of the earliest Scandinavian settlement may have been on the Poddle rather than on the Liffey along which the town may only have developed later. Ó Floinn suggested that burials and associated farmstead-type settlements were ‘strung out’ along both sides of the Liffey. It may have been such an early farmhouse that Simpson found at the south of her later urban Essex Street West site.

In the recent past, Simpson’s sites on either side of the Pool – the ‘Black Pool’ or Dubh Linn from which Dublin gets its name and which was near a pre-Viking indigenous monastic settlement – on the Poddle watercourse at South Great Georges Street and Ship Street Great (west bank) both revealed early Viking burial remains mainly of warriors and the former ‘an inlet of the Pool and a good stretch of the southern bank’. The burials were found on the south-east shore of the Black Pool on the east side of an
islet. Ships’ rivets were recovered from the gravel of the Pool along with a bearded axe. What Simpson took to be evidence for a palisade, possibly to control flooding along the eastern edge of her islet, she suggests may have been a landing stage to link the Pool with the eastern part of the later Viking town which, thanks to the Parliament Street and Essex Street excavations and their early layers, now looks like the earliest part of the town. Simpson goes beyond this to suggest that the Pool may have been where boats laid up during the winter, in what in effect was the longphort. The apparently early and relatively pure content of the Scandinavian warrior burials found here seem to enhance the possibility that this was the longphort. It seems right to link the Poddle channel and the Pool as central to understanding the earliest Scandinavian settlement in Dublin, though to prove that the longphort (whatever it was) ‘must be on the western side . . . in an area later subsumed by the tenth-century settlement’ is probably impossible to be fully confident about. Simpson suggests that it was at least 300 m north–south, protected on three sides by water and ‘including the naturally defensive ground at the extreme southern end’ where Dublin Castle ‘always a contender for the site of the longphort’ was later built. Simpson poses an alternate possibility that the Poddle is the western protection of a longphort that existed east of the Pool with burials close to or within the fortress, as has been speculated for Woodstown. There is little doubt that with the advantage of dating evidence Simpson is right about a settlement and probable landing activity around the Pool, followed somewhat later by more concerted habitation nearer the mouth of the Poddle to the north. After this, in the tenth century, there was an expansion northwards and westwards with the building of earthen defensive banks and the development of the Dublin we know so well from our forty-year excavation campaign.

Considerable speculation has centred on the nature of Viking settlement in the mid-830s and 840s when it appears bases were first established in Ireland as a result of the intensification of Scandinavian interest. We cannot be sure about what exactly the 840 Lough Neagh or the 841 Dublin and Annagassan bases looked like, upon what Scandinavian prototypes they were based, or that they even resembled one another. It is not without relevance that the word Linn (‘Pool’) also occurs in the Annagassen place name Linn Duchail; the longphort in question also occurs at the confluence of two rivers with the possible (as yet unexcavated) settlement incorporating a D-shaped island and a separate high citadel (?) feature.

The 840s saw the proliferation of bases on Carlingford Lough, the Boyne Estuary, Narrow Water, Lough Swilly, the Shannon and Lough Ree. In the 850s and early 860s a Norse Viking leader, Rodulf or Rothlaibh, became active in the Nore and Barrow river systems ‘attacking Laois from a base probably located in the Waterford harbour area’, a prophetic remark now that an apparently major site of the era has been identified at Woodstown near Waterford. Rodulf may have been the son of a former king of Denmark and was later active in Friesia until his death in 873.

Rodulf’s ‘longphort’ may have been deep inland at Dunrally, Co. Laois, which is west of the junction of the Barrow and its tributary, the Glasha. This appears to have been destroyed in 862 along with the fleet it protected by the combined armies of the kings of Ossory and Laois. It is possible that originally this foundation had been established by the Dublin Vikings for their own political purposes being in line with the kind of bases then being established by the Vikings on some of the main rivers of mainland Europe and England.
Dunrally fort survives as a 360 m × 150 m area enclosed by a large D-shaped rampart with an outer ditch, 5.3 m wide and 1.8 m deep. According to Kelly and Maas (1995) ‘the enclosure was sufficiently large to ensure that the biggest of Viking fleets could have been protected on-shore and . . . there was a pool on the river Barrow, immediately adjacent where ships could have anchored’. Dunrally has a smaller 52 m × 41 m (citadel?) enclosure within the larger enceinte. Kelly and Maas believe construction of a *longphort* at Dunrally would have been consistent with known Viking practice elsewhere including within the Carolingian Empire. They suggest Dunrally belongs ‘to a class of Viking inland forts chosen for their defendable terrain of marsh and river’, but suggest that the choice of location of the fort is similar to that of the Irish Viking towns. Only excavation will really tell.

It is possible that the mid-ninth-century Viking *longphuirt* in Ireland were all long D-shaped enclosures like Dunrally. Linn Duchail (Annagassan), Co. Louth and Athlunkard (Limerick), Co. Clare – the latter 75 m × 30 m and also with an enclosed feature internally – and maybe the original *longphort* on the Poddle fit a pattern which is discernible at sites (like Repton) in England and in the north-west of the Continent.

Easter 2004 witnessed acknowledgement of the discovery of the rich and apparently ninth-century Viking riverine site at Woodstown. Although still only trenched in advance of road construction and awaiting full archaeological excavation, it seems to predate the Hiberno-Norse town of Waterford a couple of miles downriver which, unlike Woodstown, was to endure. Metal finds including lead weights, a sword pommel and several pieces of hack-silver indicate a seemingly strong Scandinavian presence which seems to fulfil Eamonn Kelly’s prophecy about Rodulph having such a place near the mouth of the River Barrow in Waterford harbour. Woodstown is located on the sister river Suir but is otherwise in the right place. Geophysical indications are that this is a large elongated D-shaped enclosure in line with what we have been thinking may constitute a *longphort*, or at least a mid- to later ninth-century fortified base in Ireland. The only problem is that trial excavation of the suggested ditch gives a much earlier (sixth–seventh-century) date for the lowest ditch infill which cautions against acceptance of the site as a Scandinavian foundation and suggests more a reuse and a possible expansion in an undoubted Viking Age heyday. Again, large-scale excavation is necessary.

The discovery at Woodstown raises questions of the extent to which the ninth-century settlement relates to the later town of Waterford. Was it a short-lived earlier precursor, did it overlap with its neighbour and how was it managed in relation to the town that endured? When, why and by whom was Woodstown established? Was it related to the possible inland sister fortress at Dunrally and like the latter was it abandoned after being destroyed by native forces? Only excavation will tell. And are Waterford and maybe Dublin’s two names related to each having pairs of Scandinavian settlements in which case it can be asked if Port Lárge is Woodstown and not Waterford?

The excitement of the recent work in Ireland means that physical evidence for the forms which Scandinavian settlement took is more varied and inevitably of more military character than the impressions of more developed urban character which forty years’ excavation of the great urban sites at Dublin, Waterford and to a lesser extent Limerick, Wexford and in its way Cork have hitherto provided us with. When recent discoveries at Dumore Cave, Co. Kilkenny, Cloghermore, Co. Kerry and the exotic
burial at Finglas near Dublin are added, the growing rush of evidence for the complicated and seemingly varied physical nature of Scandinavian presence in Ireland becomes stronger. And this is before even admitting to the possibility of as many as nine or ten Hiberno-Scandinavian maritime havens or way-stations as a recent reassessment of the Viking presence at Beginish island off the south-west coast ‘on the sea route between Cork and Limerick’ has it. Similar way-stations for coasts between Ireland’s other main Viking town settlements are postulated along with the idea of a stubborn adherence to their cultural identity on the part of the Scandinavians! Not bad for a people of whom it used to be thought came to Ireland in small numbers effecting a legacy disproportionate to those numbers. A rush to see Scandinavian settlements in more places than they may have been may not be unrelated to modern Irish society’s desire to be seen as welcoming of the new waves of strangers currently arriving on its shores.
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Archaeology Ireland, 9(3) (1995) [An issue devoted to Viking archaeology.]
During the entire Viking Age Scandinavia was profoundly influenced by the spiritual and material culture of Continental Europe. As we might expect, this cultural Continental impact was most influential in the southern and south-western parts of Scandinavia. From there it often reached other parts of Scandinavia as a secondary phenomenon but there are several exceptions to this rule. The influence was very significant and the culture in Scandinavia at the end of the Viking Age had adopted numerous important cultural patterns of Continental origin. At that date Scandinavian culture in many respects had already become a variant of a west and central European culture. This rapprochement with Continental culture then continued in the high and late Middle Ages. For once rather legitimate political reasons this Continental influence has been generally undervalued by much Scandinavian twentieth-century research. As a consequence the study of this cultural process has been neglected in comparison with the broad study of Insular influence. Although highly relevant and indeed in many ways central, the Christianisation of Scandinavia will not be treated here but separately (see Brink, ch. 45, below).

Continental cultural influence in Scandinavia is of course an obvious consequence of the geopolitical position of Scandinavia. However, we must also consider the fact that Scandinavian cultural exchange with other parts of Europe from the Stone Age onwards mainly followed a north-south pattern. The east-west perspective so important in the high medieval period and later in the modern period begins only on a modest level in the centuries preceding the Viking Age (Callmer 1990). The Continental cultural influence is not homogeneous and the process is dynamic, including both phases when change is radical and rapid and others when culture influence is slow and steady. Also the geography of the homeland of this Continental influence is different and changing over time. Continental cultural influence in Scandinavia emanates from four different geographical zones: (1) the North Sea coastal lands from southern Jutland down to the Channel, a region often named Frisia; (2) the central part of the Merovingian and Carolingian state including the major part of Neustria and north-western Austrasia; (3) Saxony (the heartland of the East Frankish and later German kingdom); (4) the lands of the Slavs on the southern coast of the Baltic from the southern end of the Jutish peninsula in the west to the mouth of the Vistula in the east. The first three zones were
in mutual connection with each other but their chronological phases and their factual content are different. Saxony only becomes important in the tenth century. Frisia is important at the beginning of the Viking Age and possibly also towards the end of the period. The Carolingian heartland is most important in the late eighth and ninth centuries. The lands of the Baltic Slavs are important throughout the Viking period but seemingly this cultural link also has an early and a late main focus. Certainly the cultural interaction was no one-way process. Scandinavia also influenced the Continent of Europe. Mainly, we must sadly contend that this influence was negative and destructive (Zettel 1977). The picture of the Vikings in the west also as carriers of economic initiative and culture is a grave misconception initiated as a positive model from the past some fifty years ago in the name of contemporary west European cooperation. Connections between the western Slavs and the Scandinavians had a more mutual character.

FRISIA

In the early medieval period, as for the Barbarian parts of the coast much earlier, the populations along the southern North Sea coast had developed a number of similar variations of a coastal culture with strong internal links. These links of cultural exchange and political connections not only bound this zone together but also brought ideas and cultural patterns along the coast, mostly from the south-west to the north-east. This communication system was bound together effectively by links of coastal shipping routes. These coastal populations were known under the label of Frisians and they spoke a language of their own, although not so unlike those of their inland neighbours and the insular population on the other side of the Channel. Politically the entire Frisian territory was never united under one single polity. However, considerable power had been wielded by Frisian kings in the central part of the Frisian area in the late seventh and early eighth centuries (Heidinga 1997). Later the Carolingian state expanded stepwise into the entire Frisian coastal zone. Frisia was Christianised during the eighth and ninth centuries. The process was however slow and only in the later part of the ninth century did the population of the coastal lands north of the Elbe estuary convert.

Groups in Frisia had for a considerable time kept up regular shipping both across the sea to England and along the Continental coast northwards into Scandinavian waters at least to south-western Jutland and possibly even further. The most important entrepot for this shipping was Dorestad in the Rhine estuary but there were some additional ports of great importance. In the pre-Viking Age centuries traditional links with Scandinavia had increased and Frisians certainly played an important role in connection with the foundation of the earliest major trading place in Scandinavia (later emporium) at Ribe in south-western Jutland in the early eighth century. In fact the idea behind the artificial tongue of sand on which the market at Ribe was located may be more Frisian than Scandinavian. In fact the whole idea of the emporium as a socio-economic focal point was taken over from north-western Europe to northern Europe and the Baltic region. There are of course some differences but the general pattern is very similar. It has often been assumed that Scandinavians took over the further transport of goods as soon as the Continentals reached Danish territory in southern Jutland. This remains very unclear and it is indeed not unlikely that some individuals and some ships crossed into
Scandinavian waters. That Frisians were exclusively acquainted with ships intended for
the shallow waters inside the chain of offshore islands on the North Sea coast is unlikely.
The traffic across to the Thames estuary and further north along the east coast of
England called for a type of ship that could also be used for travel into Scandinavian
waters. The number of Frisians at trading sites like Hedeby and Birka was probably
limited, but their presence is well confirmed by literary sources. Archaeologically
Frisian connections are certified by numerous finds of Frisian coins, combs and
decorative bronze keys (sometimes with Christian symbols). Also the occurrence in the
southern part of the Baltic region of Frisian Muschelgrus-pottery is a weighty indication.
The numerous finds of Frisian combs which distinctively but only subtly differ from
Scandinavian combs at south Scandinavian coastal sites are also indicative of the
presence of Frisians in the north in the late eighth and early ninth centuries. Specific
group customs have also been discussed in connection with the question of Frisians in
Scandinavia. West–east orientated inhumation graves in early contexts (Hedeby and
Birka) may be the graves of Christian Continental guests, and then preferably Frisians.
Also at Hedeby some pagan cremations with pottery of North Sea type have been
discussed under a similar viewpoint (Callmer 1998). South-western Jutland intensively
interacted with the northernmost Frisian groups (La Baume 1953). Here in the eighth
and ninth centuries a culture evolved which was largely similar on both sides. It
seems likely that this culture was common for both the Scandinavian-speaking and
Frisian-speaking populations.

The Frisian agents of exchange could have brought parts of the important Con-
tinental imports to the north. We are here dealing with imports that were essential for
the reproduction of Scandinavian culture. Among these products were casting metal
(for the production of brooches and ornaments), metal vessels (non iron), raw glass (for
the production of beads), glass vessels, quernstones of basalt lava, high-quality textiles
and high-quality offensive weapons. The social system and the political structures in
Scandinavia were, long before the Viking Age, partly dependent on these imports for the
maintenance of gift-giving and exchange. They were also directly or indirectly impor-
tant for the expression of social roles and ranks. These commodities from the south-west
were certainly exchanged or traded for Scandinavian products. The Frisians were
involved in the transportation of the major products of the north such as fine furs, amber
and slaves towards the south. There is also evidence of Scandinavians visiting (not only
plundering) important Frisian entrepots like Dorestad.

Indirect influence from the female sector of Frisian culture is the introduction of
equal-armed brooches in the second half of the eighth century (see Callmer 1998: 473).
Equal-armed brooches interestingly enough were not a characteristic of the closest
variants of Frisian culture. They are mostly found in contemporary Holland, Belgium
and northern France (Normandy and Département du Nord). Carolingian coins from the
mint at Dorestad and Frisian sceattas were the prototypes for early experiments with
minting undertaken within Scandinavia.

This evidence of interaction between Scandinavia and Frisia can be followed from
the eighth century well into the ninth. The finds indicating interaction in Scandinavia
from the late ninth and tenth centuries are relatively few; they are mainly pottery finds.
Most frequent is Frisian Kugeltopf-pottery in western Jutland but it also occasionally
turns up on the Baltic side of the peninsula and further afield in the Baltic region
(Madsen 2004). It is only natural that this close connection between the southern North
Sea coast and south-western Denmark remains significant through the centuries. It seems reasonable that earlier activities continued into later periods. The numismatic material from the late tenth century indicates that persons and groups in the central parts of the Frisian area are again very active in trade directed towards the Baltic and beyond, to north-eastern Europe. An interesting confirmation of these indications is provided by two inscriptions on runestones at Sigtuna, dating to the mid-eleventh century, providing evidence of the existence of a guild of people trading with Frisia or with Frisians.

The spiritual influence of the Frisians on Scandinavian culture is very difficult to ascertain. However, the seemingly sudden occurrence of some mythological themes in the eighth century could find its explanation in this way. We are here especially concerned with the Wayland myth and the Völsunga/Niebelungen motif. The iconography of the pictorial stones of Gotland shows the familiarity with these motifs on the island in the second half of the eighth century, and we may suppose that they were disseminated also along the mainland coasts.

THE CENTRAL PART OF THE MEROVINGIAN AND CAROLINGIAN KINGDOM AND EMPIRE

The cultural influence of the central part of the Merovingian and Carolingian realm (major parts of Neustria and north-western Austrasia) on large parts of Europe was huge. Already in the early days of this political formation the ruling dynasties, the high aristocracy and their entourage developed an exclusive elite culture mainly from elements of Late Antiquity but also from contemporary Byzantine culture. Some Barbaric traditions were also included but did not prevail in all parts of this area. From the beginning of the sixth century the Christian Church, its major institutions and its high officials were integrated into this culture. From the very beginning the influence of this elite culture was strong on the other side of the Channel in Anglo-Saxon England (Hawkes 1982). Along the North Sea coast it was important in Frisia and in Lower Saxony and Westphalia. The latter parts were also reached from the south. Coming up from the south-west it also had quite early an impact on Scandinavia. How much of this influence was secondary and how much was direct (some direct connection cannot be ignored), is a complicated question. Beginning in the eighth century but remarkably powerfully in the ninth century these influences reached the central European Slavs and other Slav communities in the Carpathian Basin and in the northern Balkans. Although this process must mainly be studied with the help of material traces we should, of course, from the beginning, consider the immaterial side of it much more important. Ideas of kingship, empire and dominion also on a lower level as well as socio-economic principles for the organisation of landed wealth through an elaborate estate economy were significant. These ideas gradually transformed the political and economic structures of the Carolingian periphery. This is not to say that the process of transmission was simple. The disseminated elements of political organisation and an aristocratic lifestyle were sometimes indeed partly rejected, but always locally modified and integrated in local cultural tradition. In Scandinavia, especially in the south-west, we can note an increase in this influence in the eighth century (Arbman 1937; Arwidsson 1942). However, the real breakthrough comes only in the tenth century and is connected with the Saxon kingdom (see below). The study of this very complex cultural influence from
the Merovingian and Carolingian state has been rather neglected, as already hinted at above. It has been understood as German influence. This is a misconception since Germany indeed did not exist at that time either as a political entity or as a cultural province.

The study of this development of an aristocratic lifestyle under Continental influence in Scandinavia can be followed only with great difficulty in the archaeological record. The main reason is the almost complete discontinuation of articulate aristocratic graves in southern Scandinavia beginning already in the Migration period. In other parts of Scandinavia some graves from the top level of society are known, but being cremations they have few and in some cases not very representative fragments. Thus we have little or no possibility of studying significant complexes of personal artefacts of various types. During the past fifteen years our knowledge of aristocratic milieus in Scandinavia has expanded immensely. The main traits of aristocratic residences both in the pre-Viking period and in the Viking period have become increasingly clear. These complexes with their halls, cult houses, cult enclosures, houses and workshops have been brought into connection with supposed influence from Carolingian palaces. So far this seems to be a misconception. The tradition of the layout of aristocratic compounds and their buildings must rather be seen as a northern, Barbarian cultural phenomenon developed already in the Roman Iron Age or even earlier. This northern tradition consequently has little to do with the southern developments. The concept of the Carolingian palace is firmly rooted in the tradition of Late Antiquity and Byzantine tradition and it reaches Scandinavia only at the very end of the Viking Age.

Accepting this negative situation for a closer study of the Merovingian and Carolingian influence on Scandinavian aristocratic culture we can pick out some secondary cultural traits, which can give us some idea of the connection. It is very notable that it is primarily in the masculine sector of Scandinavian society that we can best record this influence. Although ceremonial drinking of alcoholic drinks in the northern cultures also had a long history, the cultural requisites employed at the highest social level, from the late migration period onwards, were largely copied from Continental cultural patterns. Ceremonial drinking at this level of society was connected with drinking from glass beakers imported from the Continent. Although glass vessels had already been brought to the north in the Roman Iron Age the volume of this importation expanded in the Merovingian and especially the early Carolingian period. Huge numbers of shards of glass vessels have been recovered on the trading sites of the pre-Viking and Viking Age around Scandinavia (Näsman 1986, 1990; Jensen 1991: 15). It is very likely that the local drinking ceremonies were also influenced by those of the Merovingian aristocracy. Exclusive foreign drinking practices were integrated into the aristocratic culture of the halls. Whether wines were imported throughout the period must remain uncertain, but it is most likely that at least in Jutland aristocrats could occasionally drink wine (mulled?). Especially in south-western Scandinavia this influence has been strong, but it also reached out further towards the north and north-east.

Hunting was another socially significant pastime among the Merovingian and Carolingian aristocracy. Hunting of course also had a long history in Scandinavia with its large woodlands. It is however a tendency especially in south-western Scandinavia that venison disappears completely from the menu of ordinary people already in the Roman Iron Age if not even earlier. The right to hunt for the big game available seemingly becomes a prerogative of the uppermost stratum of society. The Continental
aristocratic hunting culture with mounted hunters, beaters and packs of dogs spread to
the Merovingian and Carolingian periphery and probably also to the north. Hunting
parks may also be an innovation in Scandinavia brought over from the Continental
hunting culture in the pre-Viking Age. The existence of hunting parks for deer hunting
is indicated by the availability of red deer antler in masses from the seventh century on.
Since a high percentage of antlers found at comb-making sites is shed antler it is most
likely that these numbers of antlers could be collected only in delimited parks (Callmer
2001). The importance of hunting with trained birds of prey also increased as a result
of Continental impulses in the same period (Åkerström-Hougen 1981; Sten and Vretemark
1988). The Scandinavian uppermost stratum in the Viking Age was familiar
with both these pastimes.

To what extent masculine dress in Viking Age Scandinavia was influenced by
Frankish prototypes is little known. It is less likely that feminine dress was profoundly
influenced before the tenth century. It is however most likely that the intensive inter-
action of south-western Scandinavia with the central parts of the Carolingian Empire in
the middle and second half of the ninth century resulted in a number of imitated
elements of dress on the masculine side. Also the possibility of earlier Merovingian and
Carolingian influences on dress on the highest social level should not be excluded. Here
again our archaeological sources are unfortunately insufficient. There is a better basis for
such considerations when we turn to weapons and sword belts, bandoliers and horse
equipment. Already before the eighth century Scandinavians followed the main trends
in the Continental development of arms and armature although somewhat tardily (see
Arbman 1937). Still in the middle of the eighth century sword hilts with parts made of
cast bronze and with animal ornamentation were produced in eastern Scandinavia. In
western Scandinavia a sharp break can be noted in the middle of the century with a
massive import of Carolingian high-quality weapons (as mentioned above in connection
with the Frisian trade), mainly swords and lance-heads. A similar pattern of change
could be noted in the (mainly) Slav lands beyond the eastern border of Carolingia.
Modern Continental, highly efficient arms soon became a standard for warriors all over
Scandinavia. Soon they were also traded or exchanged on the eastern side of the Baltic.
As far as the archaeological sources can inform us this influence is mainly confined to
offensive arms whereas protective weapons remained more traditional. Finds of real
armour are however too few to give us the possibility of judging the question. The
mounted warrior already appears in the Merovingian period if not earlier but only slowly
becomes important. There is much to suggest that mounted troops copying Carolingian
standards were organised in southern Jutland already in the late eighth century. Occa-
sional finds show us that these impulses also reached other parts of Scandinavia such
as Norway. These changes in armaments most probably equalled changes in fight-
ing technique and military culture in general. The cavalry of the Jutish kings may
however have become disorganised as the royal power disintegrated in the second half of
the ninth century.

So far little discussed but very significant is the question of the influences of
Carolingian manorial organisation on the north. For a long time the evaluation of the
level of Carolingian agriculture by historians was very negative and the breakthrough of
west European agriculture with numerous important innovations was dated to the
eleventh century (Devroey 1993; cf. Duby 1976). During the past twenty years it has
become increasingly clear that, mainly as a result of archaeological studies, the majority
of these innovations must be dated to the Carolingian period. The fact that Scandinavians
came into direct contact with the Carolingian agrarian economy and estate organisation
as territorial lords in Carolingia in the ninth century makes it very likely that the
Scandinavians did pick up some of their ideas and became aware of their superiority.
Estate organisation in Scandinavia certainly antedates the ninth century and the Viking
period change is rather a qualitative one (Callmer 2001). One very important innovation
is the water mill, which in Europe rapidly spread from the south-west to the east,
beginning in the eighth or ninth century. The earliest water mill so far known was
excavated at Omgård in west Jutland and dates to the tenth century but that does not
mean that the mills had not already reached south-western Scandinavia in the ninth
century (Nielsen 1986). Elaborate forms of field rotation and enclosures may also have
been innovations from the Continent as well as the equalisation of dependent farms.

For a long time it has been recognised that Carolingian ornamental art influenced
Scandinavia profoundly. One of the major problems is to make out what is Continental
influence and what is Insular. This is to a certain extent a pseudo-question since artists
and artisans circulated between the Continent and the British Isles. The Continental
connection of style D (sensu Arwidsson 1942), the dominating style of the first half of the
eighth century, remains unclear. The development of style E in the second half of that
century is however closely connected with the development of the Tassilo chalice style.
The regional, south-west Scandinavian style F is even more closely connected with this
Continental ornamentation and may be understood as a close but qualitatively often
questionable rendering of the Tassilo chalice style. The so-called gripping-beast style
has often been discussed in connection with Continental influences. Recently some
scholars have argued for a purely Scandinavian innovation (e.g. Neiss 2004). This seems
less convincing and the problem seems to be partly of chronological character. Gripping
animals, with the exception of ornamentation on some oval brooches produced in south-
western Scandinavia from c. AD 790, are hardly datable before AD 800. The vast majority
are later. Further, the best parallels to the Scandinavian gripping beasts are still the
small animals on the Lindau book cover (late eighth century). When considering these
questions we must realise the possible ways of influence from artisan to artisan including
a process of recurrent confirmation by the customer or employer.

In the late ninth century Carolingian plant ornamentation is used on trefoil brooches
produced in Scandinavia for women. This clear influence is obviously of a secondary
character. As a result of intensive raiding of the central part of the Carolingian realm in
the 860s, complete Carolingian sword belts set with mounts with plant ornamentation
were brought as loot to southern Scandinavia (see Schilling 2003), where they some-
times ended up on production sites as raw metal. Trefoil mounts from these sword
belts were sometimes converted into brooches and soon copied by south Scandinavian
producers. Initially only plant ornamentation was used on these brooches, but very soon
various animal ornaments appeared on the flaps (Skibsted-Klaesø 1998). The same story
is told by some less numerous but generally similar strap-end-shaped brooches.

Unfortunately we have very little primary archaeological evidence for the earliest
initiatives for the Christianisation of the north. Secondary material, especially Christian
symbols used in ornamental art, are numerous from the late eighth century on. When
primary evidence turns up it will certainly be closely connected with the Christian
culture of the central Carolingian area.
When the central Carolingian territory treated above began to disintegrate politically after the Treaty of Verdun in 843, this only gradually led to a division of the earlier cultural unity of Carolingia. The political and economic consolidation of the German kingdom during the first half of the tenth century, however, brought about a new situation of great significance for Scandinavia. During the tenth and eleventh centuries the connections with Continental Europe were mainly with this successor state of the Carolingian Empire. With its centres more closely situated to Scandinavia and with great territorial ambitions towards the east, the German kingdom was bound to play a significant role in the connections between Scandinavia and the Continent. The political connections between the Danish kingdom(s?) and the German kingdom were complicated and Jutland was invaded probably twice in the tenth century. For some short periods the German king controlled parts of southern Jutland. When Christianisation of the entire population in Scandinavia begins in the tenth century, Christian mission and ecclesiastical organisation are dominantly connected with the Church in the German kingdom.

The development of kingship with pretensions to controlling state territories in Scandinavia in the tenth and eleventh centuries is connected with models taken from the German kingdom although inspiration also from post-Alfred England should not be completely ruled out. The cultural expression of this new idea of kingship was to a considerable degree taken over from the Continent. Only during the end of the tenth century and at the beginning of the eleventh was Anglo-Saxon influence strong. The architectural expression of the ambitions, both secular and ecclesiastical, of central power in the eleventh century is stone architecture. In these manifestations we find influences from the German kingdom and from Anglo-Saxon England as well. Unfortunately we have no basis for an evaluation of external influence on the development of aristocratic architecture of the late Viking Age. The Scandinavian aristocratic residences mentioned above were in existence until the beginning of the eleventh century or until c. AD 1000. What their replacements looked like we do not know.

It is likely that the foreign influence on the culture of the topmost social stratum in Scandinavia continued to be strong in the tenth and eleventh centuries. The culture of the German royal household and the high aristocracy, both spiritual and material, was a very influential model for the upper social strata in Scandinavia. As before this was probably primarily the situation in south-western Scandinavia but it was from there as a secondary phenomenon also felt in other, more remote parts of Scandinavia. The very restricted availability of investigated graves and the low standard of knowledge of the material culture of aristocratic residences of the eleventh century, as pointed out above, make detailed evaluation difficult. Difficulties for example with the recovery of unstable potassium glass make it uncertain to what extent ceremonial drinking from glass vessels was still important. Metal beakers may have been increasingly favoured. Hunting as a pastime was still popular but we do not know to what extent new innovations were taken over from the Continent (signal horns?). The dress of the aristocratic stratum in Scandinavia was certainly strongly influenced by the Continental pattern (see below).

The economy of the German kingdom was strong as it could fall back on considerable deposits of silver in the Harz highlands. Coined silver from the German kingdom begins
to play an important role in treasure finds and stray-finds collections already at the end of the tenth century. This German silver stimulated trade and exchange relationships especially in the Baltic region. As has been shown for the contemporary connections with Frisia, it is not unlikely that traders from the German kingdom did travel in Scandinavia and carry out transactions there. There is however no basis for an interpretation of this state of affairs as evidence of the existence of a Hansa organisation before the foundation of the Hanseatic League in the twelfth century. On the contrary it is more likely that it is evidence of a continuation of a tenth-century pattern of trade between the German kingdom and Scandinavia and regions beyond towards the north-east.

As before in the ninth century and earlier, arms and armour as well as horse-riding equipment are some of the most significant sources for our understanding of the Continental connections of Scandinavia. The general Continental trends in weaponry are well reflected in the Scandinavian material and there are large numbers of imported weapons from Continental workshops. The relatively great importance of the axe as an offensive weapon in Scandinavia, however, shows the relative independence and originality of Scandinavian combat techniques. During the eleventh century arms and armour in the north as well are internationalised and become almost universally European. In comparison with ninth-century standards much more efficient cavalry develops in the tenth century in the German kingdom, partly as a response to the disastrous large-scale raids of the Magyars, who were established in the Carpathian Basin at the very end of the ninth century. This is the beginning of the formation of the heavy cavalry of the European type so characteristic of the Middle Ages. Unfortunately our knowledge of armour in this period in Scandinavia is nil with the exception of the probably rather outdated equipment in the Gjermundbu grave in Norway. Lances become lighter but more efficient and the increase in mail-penetrating arrowheads tells of a much wider use of mail coats and other types of armour. The new bridles, saddles, stirrups and spurs that were developed (and partly taken over from the Magyars) gave the equestrian warrior a new efficiency and control (Pedersen 1997). To what extent taller horses for mounted combat were introduced in Scandinavia from the Continent is yet uncertain. Importation is however most likely especially in the second half of the tenth century, when King Harald (certainly with cavalry) fights back against German troops in southern Jutland. An earlier importation of taller horses already in the ninth century cannot be ruled out completely.

The new wave of urbanisation in Scandinavia beginning in the second half of the tenth century (after the first which was connected with the rise of the emporia) is closely connected with similar patterns in Saxony. Initiatives of the Church for a firm ecclesiastical administration and of the secular royal power for the establishment of dominion, separately or in union, play a key role notwithstanding the often very obvious connection with the trade network.

The basic innovative ideas of the agricultural regime and the organisation of estates were connected with the central parts of Carolingia, as pointed out above. These innovations were also important in the German kingdom and the influence on later Scandinavian development rather came from there. This is especially important in the very active period of new formations of estates in the wake of the general power-political restructure of the Danish kingdom in the late tenth and early eleventh centuries (see below). In addition to the innovations mentioned in connection with the central
Carolingian region, we can note an important innovation in house-building technique comprising large parts of southern Scandinavia in the late tenth and eleventh centuries (Meier 1994). House building with the weight of the roof resting on the posts in the wall had been developed much earlier in Continental western Europe. This way of building the house gave better access to the entire indoor surface of the house. Probably there was also a social and cultural aspect to this change. The posts in the earlier post-built, mostly three-aisled main buildings had religious and mythical significance. This means that the idea of the house as a micro cosmos changed. It is significant that this change comes simultaneously with the consolidation of Christianity in south-western Scandinavia. The house-building technique is introduced from German territory and from Jutland expands east to contemporary south-western Sweden.

When the Scandinavian production of traditional dress ornaments collapsed c. AD 970–80, dress at all levels of Scandinavian society was strongly influenced from the south (Kaland 1992). This influence from the south however begins already in the first half of the tenth century when round brooches are introduced as an innovation inspired by the fibula fashion of the Continent. In Scandinavia at first the small round brooches were incorporated in the traditional Scandinavian feminine status dress. Whereas most other brooches were almost only produced in bronze (sometimes gilded), small round brooches are more often produced in silver. The ornamentation on the round brooches may feature traditional animal figures but it is more common that the bronze specimens show interlace patterns and patterns connected with the filigree decoration on silver specimens. At the end of the tenth century the round fibula is the only one to survive the demise of the old canon of dress ornament.

In the final century of the Viking Age the main stream of innovations from the south and from the west passed through the territory of the German kingdom. Major cultural concepts and models with this origin were adopted. This does however not mean that the Frisian regions were completely eclipsed but rather that Frisian influence gradually became restricted to south-western Jutland. Insular influence is not altogether non-existent but mainly becomes restricted to certain centres like Lund in eastern Denmark, where people from the west also played a role in the royal administration.

**THE WESTERN SLAVS ON THE SOUTHERN COASTS OF THE BALTIC**

When we now turn to the Slavic cultural milieu to the east of the Continental Saxons we meet a culture and socio-economic patterns that in many respects are basically similar to those of the Scandinavians. The culture of the Continental west was stronger and, in general, when Scandinavians were confronted with elements of that culture the Continental patterns were ultimately accepted. The northern part of the Continent to the east of the Elbe had a cultural history quite different from that of the west. Parts of the most probably once Germanic population in the area had migrated towards the south-west in the fifth century, but still minor groups remained in the area in the sixth century. Slavic colonisation from the south-east reached the Baltic coast in the seventh century. The important question of how these populations with different traditions interacted is unfortunately still insufficiently elucidated. In contrast to the former inhabitants on the southern coast of the Baltic the new ones were, notwithstanding certain parallels, in many details culturally rather different from the Scandinavians and
they spoke a language with little resemblance to that of the Scandinavians. It is however not to be excluded that mixing with the remaining small population groups resulted in a certain cultural and linguistic competence among the Slavs which could make communication with the Scandinavians on the opposite coasts more easy and desirable. The shipbuilding traditions on the southern Slav coast of the Baltic may have something to tell of continuation of earlier cultural patterns. The ships and boats of the Slavs and the Scandinavians were built according to similar principles, although a few characteristic differences can be noted (Slaski 1978). We have no reason to assume that shipbuilding was part of the Slavic culture before the Slavs reached the Baltic coast.

Intensive interaction between Scandinavians and Slavs starts already in c. AD 700. The interaction is concentrated in special places and regions. The main interaction is channelled through trading places, which were organised on both the Scandinavian and the Slavic sides of the Baltic. On the Scandinavian side these contacts, which are already well documented from the first half of the eighth century, could be demonstrated for example through the regular import of distinct Slavic pottery to trading places and to a certain degree also further afield (Callmer 1988). Scandinavian products to some extent also penetrated into the Slavic hinterland. We are here mainly concerned with jewellery, combs, quality cutting tools and weapons. The rather low population density in large parts of the Slav hinterland could have contributed to a considerable volume of fur hunting and trading, especially beaver. The slave trade was certainly also important because of the high economic value of this commodity. These connections continue in the ninth century and the trading sites played an important role on both sides for socio-economic development. Scandinavian patterns of political dominion may have stimulated the development of increasingly complex political structures among the Slavs although the Carolingian influence was stronger in large parts of the lands of the western Slavs. Early forms of Scandinavian estate building and management could also have been introduced among the Slavs at this date. The special character of Slav material culture before the tenth century with few distinct characteristics other than pottery makes an assessment of the breadth and weight of Slav and Scandinavian interaction difficult. It may however have been very considerable. Possibly Scandinavian religious patterns influenced west Slavic temples. The Slavic cult sites with rectangular houses and fenced yards are intriguingly similar to south Scandinavian cult complexes. If this is so, interaction must have had a very deep dimension.

Interaction with the Slav lands was, as we may expect, best developed in eastern Denmark, Skåne and on Bornholm. For lack of targeted research we can follow the process only to a certain extent in Skåne. West Slav culture is well represented at Hedeby in the tenth century, whereas more distant trading sites like Birka have much less evidence. West Slav culture developed strongly in the tenth century when influences from the Danubian lands and from Bohemia reached the Baltic. Slav silverwork taking up this southern impulse, mainly jewellery, is increasingly common in Scandinavian hoards of the late tenth century.

A more intensive and important period of interaction according to our sources begins in the late tenth century. This interaction is complex and has for both Scandinavians and Slavs far-reaching cultural consequences. We have good reason to connect this phase with the radical political and social transformation of the Danish kingdom and surrounding territories. In parts of this south Scandinavian zone a new and loyal aristocracy was established by the kings, and corresponding landholdings for their
maintenance were carved out. The kings also needed loyal warriors. A considerable part of this personnel (and we are here talking of whole families) was recruited, kidnapped or bought as slaves from the Slav lands on the southern side of the Baltic. The most convincing evidence for this cultural and demographic process is the broad introduction of a standard pottery in Insular Denmark, Skåne, Bornholm and adjoining parts, which strikingly imitates west Slavic pottery (Roslund 2001). Very significant is the occurrence of genuine west Slavic pottery on the Danish side in the last two decades of the tenth century and the beginning of the secondary, local pottery production in the eleventh century. The beginnings are connected with certain important places and from there the innovation is diffused throughout society. Sunken-featured buildings have been discussed in connection with Slav cultural influence. There is probably no reason to presuppose a Slavic connection for this house form, not even for variants with corner stone ovens. The type is well known from Lower Saxony and surrounding areas. In the cultural development of the eleventh century a notable convergence between west Slavic and Scandinavian material culture can be noted. Unfortunately a broad analysis of this cultural phenomenon for southern Scandinavia as a whole has not yet been carried out (see Andersen 1982). We can, however, maintain that the close dynastic ties at the top level of society between southern Scandinavia and the west Slav lands corresponded to considerable interaction and cultural transfer also at lower levels of society.

CONCLUSION

The cultural development of Scandinavia is not conceivable without a thorough and positive evaluation of the importance of Continental influence. Although Viking warbands and armies for certain short periods could wield considerable political power in Continental Europe, their cultural impact, that is, the transfer of Scandinavian cultural elements to Continental milieus, was virtually nil. Much more significant is the rather steady development of Continental cultural influence on Scandinavia throughout the Viking Age. From the present viewpoint of archaeological research, the trend seems to be strong in the eighth and early ninth centuries, followed by a certain decrease. A century later the cultural impact of the Continent is again very strong. We can here only repeat what has been stated above: in the eleventh century Scandinavian culture is well on the way to the common west and central European culture of the twelfth and later centuries of the Middle Ages. Continental influence often first reached the upper levels of Scandinavian society and only later was generally adopted. In some cases the process of change is so rapid that this difference is difficult to document. So perhaps it was not there at all.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE (1)

THE DUCHY OF NORMANDY

Jean Renaud

THE TREATY OF SAINT-CLAIR

By the turn of the tenth century, the Vikings had sailed up and down the River Seine many times and plundered the area far and wide since their first attack in 820. Some of them had even settled along the estuary and lower part of the river, taking over several abandoned harbours (Le Maho 2003: 153–67). It is under these circumstances that the Frankish king, Charles the Simple, agreed to negotiate with their chief, Rollo (ON Hrólfr). (Figures 33.1.1 and 33.1.2.)

We have no written record of the so-called ‘treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte’, and even the date is unknown: probably autumn 911. Dudo of Saint-Quentin has left us the only known account of that event, written a hundred years later and much criticised, perhaps too much, by historians (Neveux 1998: 19–27). The king apparently granted Rollo a

---

Figure 33.1.1 Successive borders of Normandy and Scandinavian place-name distribution.
territory already more or less under Danish control, demanding that the Vikings should defend it, thus protecting the realm from further attacks, and become Christians. On accepting these terms, Rollo – no one can say for sure whether he came from Denmark or Norway (Douglas 1942: 417–24; Renaud 1989: 47–55) – acquired mainly the pagi (circumscriptions) of Talou, Caux, Roumois and Evrecin, the area now called Upper Normandy. But it turned out only to be the first step. In 924 King Raoul extended that ‘county of Rouen’ westward to the River Vire, including Bessin, where more Danes, coming over from England, had recently settled. Then in 933, Raoul gave Rollo’s son and successor, William Longsword, Cotentin and Avranchin, which the Bretons had ruled before. North-Cotentin had long been settled by Norwegians coming from the Irish Sea area, who now showed much hostility to the new Danish elite of Rouen.

The Vikings must have insisted that their new land could not be taken back. A diploma dated to 918 is the only contemporary testimony which indirectly confirms the agreement; the verb annuere is used. It expresses a genuine donation and that is probably why we never hear of Rollo’s duties as a vassal. He accepted baptism and the new name of Robert, and encouraged the return of priests and monks in order to gain the people’s favour, thus asserting personal political strength.

The three grants of 911, 924 and 933 enlarged the Scandinavian annexation to an area roughly reproducing the former ecclesiastical province of Rouen. Normandy was
born, first as a county, but Rollo’s great-grandson (Richard II) already called himself a duke, so one often refers to Normandy as a duchy from the very start (Helmerichs 1997: 57–77).

THE SCANDINAVIAN SETTLEMENT

The Vikings did not settle all over Normandy, nor did they sever the country from its roots. But each of the two mainly settled areas reflects a different attitude and different structures.

In Caux and Roumois, it was a coherent process of both settling and integrating. As the successor to Frankish counts, Rollo found it advisable to keep the current Carolingian system in place: he became the Rúðujarl (count of Rouen), as the Norse sagas later referred to him, but did not recreate a þing, an assembly, where all free men would meet and take decisions. He seems to have shared the larger estates fairly equally among his close companions and offered agricultural land to the remaining majority of his men without segregating the local population from the incomers, who cleared the land, built new farms and worked the fields.

In the less inhabited North-Cotentin, on the other hand, the settlement was purely Scandinavian. There is even evidence for the existence of a þing, situated at today’s Le Tingland (Renaud and Ridel 2000: 304). The names given in their own language to lots of coastal features also indicate intense navigation. And when the area eventually became part of Normandy too, three of the ancient pagi happened to bear Norse names (still attested in a document of 1027): Haga, Sarnes and Helganes.

We do not know how much Scandinavian legislation Rollo originally enforced on his new territory: we only find traces of it in Norman customary law once it is written down in the thirteenth century, and in some older documents written by clerics who had no particular knowledge in matters of the north.

The right to exile is of undeniable Scandinavian origin. In a charter of 1050 listing the so-called ‘ducal cases’ which aroused the duke’s anger (a Frankish tradition!), ullac (< ON útlagr ‘banishment’) is mentioned. The word is also found in Robert Wace’s Roman de Rou in the twelfth century, and today’s family names Dodeman and Floteman (< dauðamór ‘man condemned to death’ and flóttamóðr ‘fugitive’) also bear witness of it. Free union, more danico (‘the Danish way’), was long admitted together with legal marriage before the Church. It was common practice in Scandinavia and the first rulers all had a concubine: Rollo’s was Poppa, William’s Sprota, Richard’s Gunnor, who ensured their lineage.

Scandinavian influence has obviously been most significant in maritime organisation. The dukes had a monopoly on shipwrecks, the so-called ‘droit du varech’ (< ODa vrek), in the eleventh century. Besides, they had a right on whales and sturgeon – which reminds us of the law of Jutland (1241) stating that treasures, jetsam and fish larger than sturgeon were the king’s property. All fishing must originally have depended on Scandinavian law. In a charter of 1050 we hear for example of þisgardam ‘fisheries’ (< ON fiskigarðr). The law of Scania also mentions fiskigardba. And in several documents from the eleventh century, whalers are known as valmanni (< hvalmenn) and the word valseta (< hvalmennsetr) describes a whaling station. But this activity existed before the arrival of the Vikings, and that also applies to the making of salt, in which they obviously took a great part as well.
Yet we have no details about the military structures under the first dukes. Did Rollo have his own brodr ‘bodyguard’? Possibly, but reference to this appears nowhere: the only hint is the surname Huscaille, attested in 1263, derived from Norse húskarl ‘housecarl’.

Likewise, some sort of leiðangr must have existed, allowing the duke to levy an army (such as William the Conqueror did in 1066): but no document ever states it (Musset 1997 [1976]: 245–61).

A SUCCESSFUL INTEGRATION

One of the main features of the Viking settlement in Normandy is the rapid and successful mixing of Franks and Scandinavians, which created the Norman people in only a few generations’ time. The eleventh-century author of the Miracles of Saint Vulfran understood it perfectly when he wrote: ‘Rollo was not long in bringing together men of various extractions and crafts, shaping all races into one single people.’

While the Vikings integrated into the local community, their language declined fairly quickly. But many Norse words remained, some about everyday life, others for which there existed no precise equivalent. The Norman dialect has kept a few hundred of them, out of which modern French has borrowed a good number (de Gorog 1958). Among these are homard (< humarr ‘lobster’), vague (< vågr ‘wave’), crique (< klirki ‘nook’), davel (< dämm ‘down’), gironette (< veôrviti ‘vane’), dôhiter (< bita ‘to cut into bits’). And still today a French sailor currently uses some fifty Norse loan words without thinking of it, such as quille (kjôrl ‘keel’), tolet (polôr ‘thole pin’), bauhan (biôfôbenda ‘stays’), cingler (sïgl ‘to sail’), baler (bala ‘to haul’) or grôér (greïka ‘to rig’).

Such words were actually used very early in Normandy in order to name places, such as La Dalle (< dalr ‘valley’), La Londe (< lundr ‘wood, grove’), Le Torp (< òrp ‘isolated farm’), Le Thuit (< ëruit ‘clearing’).

Indeed, although the country was already inhabited, the Scandinavian settlers named many topographical features and their new dwellings. All these place names allow us to mark the boundaries of the settled areas; they show a substantial and lasting influence, but by no means a deep upheaval (Fellows-Jensen 1988: 113–37; Renaud 1989: 153–98). Over a hundred names end in bec, like Bricquebec (< brekka ‘slope’ + bekkr ‘brook’), and just as many in tot, like Appetot (< épli ‘apple’ + toft ‘piece of land, often with a farm on it’) or Tournetot (< the man’s name Òormôdr + toft). One finds many other different kinds, such as Carquebut (< kirkja ‘church’ + býr ‘village’), Lindebenf (< lind ‘lime-tree’ + bôð ‘shanty’), Houlgate (< bolr ‘hollow’ + gata ‘path’), Sanvic (< sandr ‘sand’ + viðr ‘inlet’), Touffrécale (< the man’s name Òorfôdr + skâli ‘shed’), Quettebou (< the man’s name Ketill + hólmar ‘islet’). It is also possible that the Vikings who first received extensive landed estates kept the local element villa ‘farm’ and associated their own personal name to it: a very distinctive way which was imitated many times afterwards, like Gonneville (< Gunní), Éculeville (< Skúlí), Trouville (< Òorôfr), Barneville (< Barni), Hatainville (< Hâsteinn), Colleville (< Koli).

Integration has also meant the use of many Scandinavian personal names in Normandy, attested not only in place-names but also in many ancient documents. They became surnames when those were forged in the fifteenth century, and are still very common Norman family names: Toutain (< Òorsteinn), Turgis (< Òorgils), Auzouf (< Ásulfr), Osmond (< Ásmundr) etc.
The new Norman aristocracy gradually departed from the Norse (Bates 1982: 15–38). William Longsword’s murder in 942 was a threat to the fragile existence of Normandy. But his young son Richard I, who succeeded him, eventually regained control of the situation and ruled firmly until 996, and so did his own son, Richard II, after him. From the beginning of the eleventh century onwards, the Scandinavian flavour of the duchy faded more and more. Yet the Normans remained a people apart in the eyes of their contemporaries, and still today, Normandy’s originality mainly derives from its Viking past.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE (2)

THE VIKING CONQUEST OF BRITTANY

Neil Price

Throughout the Viking Age, the small province of Brittany – the westernmost Atlantic peninsula of what is now France – stands out as an anachronism. The Celtic-speaking Bretons continually maintained a determined independence from the Frankish Empire, across a defensible border on the imperial ‘mainland’ of Continental Europe. The Breton March, in only slightly varying form, would survive temporary occupation by Carolingians, Vikings and eventually Normans to continue even today as the boundary of a polity that many of its inhabitants would still prefer to see as a nation in its own right.

When Scandinavian raiding parties began appearing around the shores of Francia in the ninth century, Brittany was nominally a client state of the empire, ruled by a Breton regent – Nominoë – in the name of Louis the Pious. Faithful during the emperor’s lifetime, Nominoë’s regime saw off repeated Viking raids on monastic sites around the Breton coasts that from a Scandinavian perspective simply formed part of the overall seaborne assault on Francia. However, on the emperor’s death in 840, Nominoë declared independence in a move which set the pattern for the following century. Interspersed with brief periods of peace, over the next eighty years his successors would fight increasingly vicious and internecine wars on two fronts, against both the Carolingians and the Scandinavians (all primary and secondary sources for the Viking contacts with Brittany are discussed in detail in Price 1989, to which the reader is referred for deeper references; subsequent material is taken up and reviewed in Price 1991, 2000 and 2008).

THE HISTORICAL PICTURE

The fulcrum of Viking operations in Brittany, initially in the form of aggravated raids but later expanding in scope, was the base established at the former monastery on the island of Noirmoutier. Controlling the mouth of the Loire and thus access to one of the great arterial rivers of Francia, it was natural for Scandinavian fleets to occupy this strongpoint as they did from 843 onwards. For the rest of the century several different Viking forces campaigned in Francia and Brittany, fighting a range of Carolingian and Breton factions who were in turn engaged in civil wars with colonial ambitions. Scandinavians fought as mercenaries for all sides, and occasionally even against each other.
This was to change in the tenth century, when after decades of peace Brittany was subjected to a repeated pattern of intense raiding, culminating in a four-year occupation that was itself followed by a complete takeover of the province in 919. Two Viking fleets of different origins, almost certainly composed of individuals who had fought in the whole north-west European theatre in previous years, together managed to overcome all Breton resistance. This is of course the period following the establishment of Normandy, and it seems clear that the Vikings in Brittany had in mind a similar kind of colony – but the outcome was very different: not only was the settlement short-lived, but it left behind hardly any trace of its existence.

What we know seems entirely military in character. The Breton Vikings used their new home as a base for further raiding, often in tandem with the fledgling Normans on the Seine. In 921 the Franks even confirmed the Scandinavians in their territory, happy perhaps to contain a potential problem in the lands of their Breton enemies. But there is no external sign of the trappings of Viking colonial ambition that are familiar from other areas of settlement: there is no trade, no coinage, no thriving market centres – there appears to be only war. The peculiar nature of this colony perhaps explains why it was evidently so heavily resisted, though alongside a failed Breton revolt in 930–1 we also find men with probable Breton names among the leaders of the occupiers. In 936 the exiled Breton royalty returned with a fleet from England, driving the Vikings away after a costly three-year war. Although sporadic raiding continued around the province’s coasts into the early eleventh century, there was no other attempt at settlement or conquest. The Viking colony in Brittany had lasted only twenty years, and was never to be refounded.

**ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS**

Archaeological traces of the raiding and occupation are relatively slight, but tend towards the spectacular where they occur. The site of what may have been an earlier raid has been excavated at the abbey of Landévennec on the western coast, where destruction levels bear witness to extensive burning of this monastery which we know was attacked in the ninth century (Bardel and Perennec 1996, 2002, 2004). Other relics of this early phase of military contact may be the weapons dredged from the Loire at Nantes and found on the Île de Bièce (Arbman and Nilsson 1968: 166–71), though these may also be the result of deliberate deposition.

One of the most dramatic monuments is the circular fortified enclosure at Camp de Péran on the north coast near St-Brieuc (Nicolardot 1991, 2002, 2004). Although we know little about the interior of the fortress, it is clear from excavations that it was attacked and burned early in the tenth century. A Scandinavian presence and signs of fighting are clearly evident, though whether the Vikings were inside or outside the walls is not known. Along with many other artefacts, swords, spears and other weapons of Scandinavian type have been found in the ashes of the rampart, together with a coin minted at York c. 905–25. The datings make a close match with the Breton invasion of the 930s, and the site lies close to their landfall, suggesting that Péran was the site of an early battle in the reconquest. Other enclosures possibly relating to the Viking presence have been found at Trans and a number of sites known to have been occupied by Carolingian forces (Price 1989: 56–63).

The burial data are very different, and perhaps surprisingly Brittany can boast the
most elaborate pre-Christian Scandinavian burial in Continental Europe, as well as the region’s only ship burial. On the Île de Groix, a rocky island off the south coast, in the mid-tenth century a longship was set on fire, having been dragged into a stone-setting on a headland overlooking the sea. Two individuals – an armed man and a youth – were burned within, accompanied by dogs, birds and a very large array of grave goods including high-status gaming-pieces and many weapons. Up to twenty-four shields were present of a type unknown elsewhere, and were perhaps manufactured by the isolated Scandinavian occupation army itself (Müller-Wille 1976; Price 1989). New work has demonstrated that the Groix warrior’s connections stretched to England, northern Germany along the Rhine and the Elbe, southern Norway and even Birka (Tarrou 2002, 2004). At l’Île Lavret off the Breton coast, raided several times by Vikings, two more warrior burials have been found cut into a rocky slope, badly eroded, with only the most fragmentary grave goods and generally poor preservation (Renaud 2000: 96). What has survived, however, are pieces of shield-bosses that resemble those found in the Groix burial.

The singular nature of the ship burial on the Île de Groix and its dating that coincides with the height of the occupation raise inevitable questions of attribution. Assigning named individuals to archaeological graves is usually a foolhardy business, but it is not impossible that Groix marks the resting place of one of the Viking commanders whose ambitions for this tiny province briefly raised it to the level of its Norman neighbour. If this is the case, this unique burial would be a fitting memorial for a unique endeavour.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


Like the Carolingian kingdoms, the Iberian peninsula was also a divided land in the Viking Age. No borders can really be considered fixed at this time, but the southern limits of the Frankish Empire of Charles the Bald most often ran approximately along the natural barrier of the Pyrenees, and extended a short way into modern Spain. This ‘Spanish March’ was of variable size and subject to continual dispute, but the sphere of Frankish influence sometimes stretched as far south as Barcelona and the River Ebro. The rest of northern Iberia, especially in the north-west, was occupied by a number of smaller Christian kingdoms and principalities. Some of these, such as the tiny kingdom of Pamplona, had come into being in the context of border conflicts with the Franks. Others, including the largest and most powerful such as the kingdom of Galicia and the Asturias, had been formed in the aftermath of the event which more than any other shaped the political map of Spain in the Viking Age: the Arab invasion of the early eighth century. Over and above their individual rivalries, the northern states joined with the Franks in manning what they saw as the front line against the potential advance of Islam, which was perceived as an even greater threat to Christian Europe than the Vikings themselves (see Hodges and Whitehouse 1983 for some still controversial observations on the complications, even benefits, of these tensions, with a more current view in McCormick 2001).

In 661 a new Arab dynasty, the Umayyads, had fought their way to power in Damascus and at once begun a massive campaign of conquest. North Africa had been overrun in the 670s (Brett 1978a), and in 711 the first Muslim troops landed in Spain, their ranks primarily filled with newly converted Berbers from Morocco and Algeria. They rapidly advanced north and in a few years most of Iberia was under Islamic control (Collins 1994). The remnants of the earlier Visigothic kingdom managed to survive in the north-east of the peninsula, and the Christian realm of the Asturias had been established after the battle of Covadonga in 718 or 722. By the time of the Vikings, the Umayyad caliphate had in turn been swept away by a revolt that had spread from Persia in the mid-eighth century, an event which had a great impact on Spain and by extension on Christian Europe. The leaders of the rebellion were descendants of Abbas, one of the prophet Muhammad’s uncles, and were known as the Abbasids. Their rule, from a new capital at the recently founded city of Baghdad, was to continue for much of the
Viking period and would see a gradual shift in the focus of Islamic interests from the Mediterranean and the west to the more lucrative trade with India, China and the east.

The great exception was Spain, whose Islamic governor Yusuf al-Fihri was facing grave civil disturbances at the time of the Abbasid revolt. This situation was exploited by the sole surviving member of the Umayyad family, one 'Abd al-Rahman, who in the aftermath of the Abbasid takeover had first fled to North Africa and then in 756 had quickly crossed into Spain. There he assumed command of the Muslim forces opposed to the governor, defeated Yusuf, and established his own independent realm. At the very beginning of the Viking Age, forty years before the first longships beached at Lindisfarne, a new Umayyad emirate called al-Andalus was thus proclaimed in Spain, with its capital at Córdoba (Collins 1995: 181–221). This city quickly became a centre for learning, science and culture as the royal court was swelled by refugees who flocked there from Mesopotamia and Syria, and in later centuries it was from Córdoba that many of the most important intellectual developments would spread to the medieval courts of France and Italy. During the Viking period, however, an uneasy peace was established with the Iberian Christians and the Franks to the north, and much of modern Castilla y León and the Duero valley in northern Portugal was only sparsely populated, forming a sort of demilitarised zone between the warring states (see Hill 1981: 38). The entire Viking Age saw constant skirmishing across the border, often developing into full-scale campaigns in which the Muslims sometimes struck deep into Frankia.

This was the complex situation in Iberia at the time of the first Scandinavian incursions, with the political intricacies of the region fortunately reflected in the richness of the historical source material that has survived (Dozy 1881; Jón Stefánsson 1910; Birkeland 1954; Melvinger 1955; Wikander 1978; Almazán 1986; Morales Romero 2004a: 55–7; see González Campo 2002a for a comprehensive bibliography).

The earliest confirmed Viking attack on the region occurred in 844, but prior to this there are occasional hints in Arab and European sources at Scandinavian encounters in the Basque Country in the early ninth century (Pons-Sanz 2001; Erkoreka 2004). The first substantial contact seems, however, to have been a violent one, when the great raid of 844 saw a fleet of fifty-four ships sailing southwards from Brittany and their base on the Loire at Noirmoutier (see Price, ch. 33.2, above). This first expedition to Iberia is worth recounting in detail, as it was to set a pattern for much of the Vikings’ subsequent contacts with the region including the other major raids.

Navigating along the coast, the Scandinavians first raided on the Garonne in southern France before continuing west to the kingdom of Galicia and the Asturias (Morales 1997; Almazán 2004). Sources such as the Chronicon Rotensis from c. 883 refer to the ‘naval army’ of the Northmen (Ruiz de la Peña 1985: 38–41) that launched two attacks on the ports of Giljón and La Coruña. According to the Annals of St-Bertin, the Vikings were driven off partly by a storm and partly by the defenders’ use of missile-throwing war machines; other sources refer to an even greater defeat. The coordinated resistance that King Ramiro I of the Asturias presented to the raids was perhaps made more effective by the Christians’ more-or-less constant state of mobilisation, in readiness to counter the Arab threat from the south. Having met with only poor returns for their efforts in Galicia, the Vikings rounded Cape Finisterre and headed for Muslim territory.

Here their luck seemed to turn, and for several weeks the Scandinavians were extraordinarily successful in the emirate – it must have seemed that the rich pickings in Frankia were expanding limitlessly to the south. Lisbon was taken and sacked on
August with little or no defence being mounted, and for a short time the fleet harried the area immediately west of the Straits of Gibraltar. The towns of Cádiz, Medina Sidonia and Algeciras were burned on the Spanish side, and possibly Asilah on the Moroccan coast, a settlement under the distant control of the Abbasid Caliphate. The Vikings then turned briefly northwards again, and entered the Guadalquivir River to take Seville on 3 October, where they halted and plundered the surrounding countryside for over a month. During this period Castillo de Azaguac, Coria and Beja were sacked, while the invaders harried at will in the lower Guadalquivir valley, basing themselves on a defendable island, Isla Menor (Collins 1995: 193; Morales Romero 2004a: 58–62).

It was at this point that the emir ‘Abd al-Rahman II mobilised his forces, perhaps due to Seville’s proximity to the capital at Córdoba which may even have come under attack (Pons-Sanz 2004: 5). A large Andalusian army was then sent out against the Vikings, who held their ground at Tablada but suffered heavy losses: according to Muslim sources, more than 1,000 Scandinavians were slain and thirty ships lost. Many of the vessels were set ablaze by a highly volatile and lethal substance known as Greek Fire, which was thrown from catapults and resembled a primitive form of napalm. The same chronicles record that more than 400 raiders were captured, almost all of whom were later hanged from palm-trees at Seville.

It was not a complete victory for the emirate, but the surviving Vikings had little choice but to negotiate their way out of the area in return for surrendering the prisoners that they had taken to sell as slaves, together with all the plunder they had seized. A thirteenth-century Arab poet, Ibn Dihya, describes these presumably somewhat tense discussions in his collation of earlier sources, noting also that the Scandinavian commander had been killed in the fighting (Allen 1960: 19). The remnants of the Viking fleet managed to evade the ships sent after them by the emir, and limped home to the Loire after brief raiding in the Algarve (Lévi-Provençal 1944: 152 f.). Back in Frankia they presumably recounted the disaster that had befallen them in Iberia, and it would seem to have been as a direct result of this that no further Scandinavian raids were mounted in the peninsula for thirteen years.

The Andalusians sometimes referred to the Vikings as majus, ‘fire-worshippers’, presumably referring to their religious customs, though the term could also be applied to other non-Muslim foreigners (Pritsak 1990; al-Azmeh 1992). Although relations between the Umayyads and the Scandinavians were often violent, the possibility of Muslim trading contacts with the Vikings cannot be ruled out (El-Hajji 1967). Indeed, one of the leading scholars of early medieval Spain has suggested that the Vikings were among the main sources for the constant supply of slaves that the emirate required (Collins 1995: 192).

The negotiation of some aspects of this trade may have been on the agenda of a diplomatic delegation that ‘Abd al-Rahman II sent to the Scandinavians, a mission led by the poet Yahya b. Hakam al-Jayyani, whose looks earned him the name al-Ghazal (‘the Gazelle’) by which he is more commonly known to scholarship. The exact date of the embassy is uncertain but has been assumed to shortly post-date the 844 raid, nor is its objective or even destination clear (Hiberno-Norse Ireland, the Scandinavian territories in Frankia and Denmark have all been proposed). Its very existence has also been called into question, and it may be a conflation with an earlier mission to Byzantium led by the same man (Lévi-Provençal 1937; González Campo 2002b, 2004; Pons-Sanz 2004). If it even occurred, deeper study of the mission is made difficult by the fanciful
nature of the sources, which describe a complex attempt made by the king of the majus to humiliate the Arab ambassador, perhaps not unconnected with the effect that his handsome appearance was said to have had on the queen. Interesting detail nevertheless emerges, such as the note that on his return journey to al-Andalus, al-Ghazal was asked by the Scandinavians to act as their intermediary in diplomatic discussions with the Asturians. This may be spurious, or to be taken at face value, or may alternatively represent an attempt by the Arabs to divide their enemies.

There is little archaeological evidence to support the idea of Muslim–Viking trade, and only a few objects of Scandinavian manufacture have been found in Spain, such as the small, late tenth-century box of deer antler now in the museum of the Colegiata of St Isidoro in León (Morales Romero 2004b). However, there are three place names – Lormanos in Portugal, Lordemanos in León and Lodimanos in Galicia – that all contain variations on an element meaning ‘men of the north’ (Almazán 2004). These names may indicate sites where Scandinavians came regularly to barter, but their exact interpretation is unclear. The only other indication of Viking contact at this time with the Muslims of Córdoba comes in 854, when there is a brief note of two Scandinavian ships being captured off the coast near Lisbon.

In 859, however, a second fleet set out for Spain from the Scandinavian base on the Loire, this time under the command of two of the most famous Vikings from the entire European theatre, Hásteinn and Björn Ironside, who both fought with the Great Army against the Anglo-Saxons and would later do so against the Franks. We read of their departure first in the Frankish Annals of St-Bertin and in Galician sources (Morales Romero 2004a: 65), but the subsequent story of the voyage is also taken up in tenth-century Muslim documents such as the accounts written by al-Maqqari (de Gayangos 1840–3) and Ibn al-Athir (Fagnan 1901; Almazán 2004; see Melvinger 1955 for a comprehensive corpus of Arab sources).

The fleet seems to have been large at 62 ships (one source says 100), but not exceptionally so for a major campaign. Their objective, however, was anything but usual: they intended to sack the city of Rome. Such an undertaking, in ambition, scale and content, was unique among Viking operations of this period. Even in later centuries, the only voyage that comes close is the great journey into southern Russia and Asia made by Ingvar the Far-Travelled around 1036. Hásteinn and Björn would appear to have formulated their plan partly in terms of the fabulous wealth that was surely to be gained, but partly too as a conscious quest for fame and glory, both central qualities in the Nordic heroic ideal.

The voyage began badly, and the Vikings had as little success in Galicia and Asturias as their predecessors. After taking the bishopric at Iria Flavia, the Vikings were driven back from the walls of Santiago, after which they left the Galician coast (Almazán 2004: 42–4). They continued south to Seville and burned the mosque there, though an attempt on the city itself was repulsed after the Scandinavians retired in the face of a large Muslim force that the new emir Muhammad I had assembled to block their path. At this point the Viking commanders must have made a crucial decision, and decided to proceed east despite the disappointments in Spain. Sometime in the late autumn of 859 the fleet passed the Straits of Gibraltar unopposed and, as far as we know, thus became the first Vikings to enter the Mediterranean from the west.

In the course of their passage Cádiz and Algeciras were attacked again, but once through the Straits the fleet made for the North African coast and their first real success.
Mazimma in the small Moroccan state of Nekor was sacked, and occupied for eight days according to al-Bakri. Two of the royal women – Amaar-rahaman and Kanula – were captured, and a large ransom was paid by the emir of Córdoba for their return (Morales Romero 2004a: 66–7). The Vikings then crossed back to Spain and ravaged Andalucía and Murcia, before harrying northwards along the Mediterranean coast. Many settlements were attacked in Valencia, including Orihuela, and the Balearic islands of Formentera, Ibiza, Majorca and Minorca were all raided. The fleet then continued north-eastwards into southern Frankish territory, assaulting monasteries and towns in Roussillon and burning Norbonne, before wintering in the marshy fastnesses of the Camargue.

In the spring of 860, Hásteinn and Björn entered the Rhône, sacking Nîmes and Arles before continuing upriver to Valence. Here the Vikings met with the most organised resistance they had encountered since the defence of Seville, and therefore turned back to the sea and eastwards towards Italy. With ships so fully laden with plunder that they sat low in the water, at last the Scandinavians reached Rome and achieved their prize – or so they thought, and one must imagine their consternation in finding that they had sacked Luna (modern Lucca) by mistake. For a time the fleet sailed inland up the River Arno to attack Pisa and Fiesole, but they soon returned to the open water.

After this, the movements of the Vikings are uncertain. There are some indications that they sailed beyond Italy into the eastern Mediterranean (they do not seem to have attempted an assault on Rome after all), but the next confirmed report of them is a year later in 861, when the Vikings tried to pass the Straits of Gibraltar a second time. In contrast to the previous occasion, they found a Muslim fleet waiting for them. The battle went against the Scandinavians and a great many Viking ships were destroyed before they managed to break through the blockade to the Atlantic. With two-thirds of their vessels gone, Hásteinn and Björn turned north for the Loire and home, pausing only in Pamplona for one last raid. Here they captured the local regent, King García, and then ransomed him for the vast sum of 70,000 gold pieces. When it emerged that not all the money was forthcoming, they released him but kept his children as hostages (Morales Romero 2004a: 68, with references to the numerous Arab sources that mention this episode). In the spring of 862, after nearly three years on campaign, the Viking fleet returned to its base in France.

The voyage seems to have taken on a truly epic quality in the minds of succeeding generations of Scandinavians, a process that no doubt began very early as the survivors’ tales grew in the telling; a later Hiberno-Norse saga eloquently built on the facts to create a myth of heroic endeavour. However, there must also have been much more tangible evidence of the raid, not least in the fabulous wealth gained by the admittedly relatively few survivors. At least some of the Vikings who participated in the campaign moved on from the Loire and took their spoils with them, and even the final sea battle near Gibraltar may not have been a complete loss, because the Irish chronicler Duulf Mac-Fuirbis records that ‘after that the Norsemen brought a great host of Moors in captivity with them to Ireland . . . long were these blue men in Ireland’.

After the great raid of 859–62, Scandinavian contacts with Spain again seem to have tailed off to almost nothing, and this time it would be nearly a century before the attacks were renewed. Even though the above-mentioned possibility of trade cannot be discounted, the degree of disorder that the Vikings brought to the already troubled affairs
of ninth-century al-Andalus should not be underestimated. Potentially at least, from the 850s onwards the Umayyads could well have borne the brunt of continuous Scandinavian depredations similar to those endured by the Franks to the north – indeed, given the initial success of the 844 expedition this prospect had almost certainly occurred to the Vikings themselves. In contrast to the actions of the Carolingians, the rapid and crushing response of the Muslims, together with the considered strength of their defences, were decisive in averting such an eventuality. The military arm of the emirate was well organised both on sea and on land, and most towns and major settlements were encircled by walls and towers. A new chain of forts had also been constructed in response to the Viking raids of the ninth century, distinguished by their *rapita* place names. Above all, successive emirs focused their attentions on the navy as the first line of defence against the Scandinavians, something which the Franks had failed to do. 'Abd al-Rahman II built new shipyards at Seville and established a naval base at Almería, while Muhammad I ordered the construction of a completely new fleet – an example that was followed by 'Abd al-Rahman III who did the same in the 950s (Collins 1995: 193).

It was thus not until the second half of the tenth century that Viking raiders attacked Spain again, by which time there had been many changes in Islamic politics. In the early years of the century a new power had arisen in North Africa, where a Shi’ite rebellion in 909 had proclaimed an *al Mahdi* descended from the prophet’s daughter, Fatima (Brett 1978b). Over the next sixty years, the Fatimids expanded and conquered as far east as Egypt, where they founded Cairo as the capital of a new caliphate. This was established in opposition to the Abbasids, who still ruled from Baghdad as before. In response to this and the perceived threat from North Africa, the Umayyad emir of Córdoba then proclaimed himself caliph too, thus making three simultaneous caliphates in the Islamic world (relations between al-Andalus and the other Muslim states are ably summarised in Scales 1994).

Against the background of these complex events, which naturally involved a high degree of military preparedness among the Muslim states, it is perhaps not surprising that the bulk of the renewed Viking raids on Iberia were confined to the Christian kingdoms in the north. Galicia was attacked in 951, 965 and 966, with a naval battle being fought on the latter occasion in the mouth of the Silves River. During this period forays were also made to the south as far as Lisbon. Two years later in 968, a Viking army under a commander called Gunnrauðr defeated the Galician forces, and killed Sisnando, the bishop of Santiago de Compostela. From their base on the Ulla River this group of Scandinavians then seem to have raided inland for some three years afterwards, causing devastation that is still related in Galician folklore today (Almazán 2004: 44–7). The Spanish coasts were attacked again in 970 and 971, with a raid the following year on the Algarve in what is now southern Portugal. In general, the Muslim fleets were successful in resisting these attacks (Morales Romero 2004a: 69–75).

Sporadic Viking assaults continued in the north of Spain even into the eleventh century. In 1008 Galicia and the Douro region were attacked, and in 1014 or 1015 a major raid was launched against the city of Tui at the mouth of the Miño River. The Vikings seem to have been led on this occasion by Óláfr Haraldsson, and managed to successfully capture the bishop and many of the town’s inhabitants. It is uncertain if these prisoners were ransomed, or even sold as slaves in the emirate. Galicia was again attacked in 1028, by a fleet perhaps under the command of a Viking called
Ulfr. The last recorded raids occurred during the period 1047–66 when Cresconio, the bishop of Santiago de Compostela, fought several battles against the Scandinavians. The intensity of these attacks against the Spanish Christians may imply some kind of attempt at settlement or even conquest: the assaults of 968–71 and 1047–66 seem to have been virtually military campaigns. The documentary sources are unfortunately too meagre to draw any firm conclusions, and in the absence of new archaeological evidence the motivations behind the later Viking raids on northern Spain remain obscure.

If we take the long view of Scandinavian activity in Iberia, despite the spectacular nature of the 859–62 expedition and the undoubted violence of the tenth- and eleventh-century raids, Viking contacts with the Muslim and Christian polities of Spain were minimal (see also Price 1994: 146–7). This is in stark contrast to the experiences of the Frankish kingdoms, and there is little doubt that Spain and the western Mediterranean formed the south-western periphery of the Viking world. However, the memory of the Gibraltar passage and what lay beyond was not lost in Scandinavia (Musset 1992: 92), and was revived as early as the twelfth century by Norwegians attempting a new kind of assault on Islam: the Crusades.
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THE SETTLEMENT

During the Viking Age (AD 800–1050) the settlement of present-day Finland underwent a number of changes. While the number of western Finnish cemeteries and consequently also of farms and villages increased in the old core settlement areas of Finland Proper, Satakunta, and Häme, the settled population was also expanding into areas that had formerly been sparsely inhabited. A number of new cemeteries appeared in the inner coastal zone while former population centres shrank. In the province of Finland Proper, the expansion can nevertheless only be termed moderate, since the borders of the settled area did not change radically. Individual settlements, which were primarily concentrated in the river valleys and heads of inlets with their farmable land, were isolated pockets surrounded by uninhabited forests. The distances between the river valleys were not great and contacts occurred naturally, but both trade and subsistence considerations would have directed the inhabitants’ interests towards the sea while the river valleys were first-class conduits to the inland with its boundless hunting grounds. A parish church was raised in each of these settlements during the early Middle Ages, and they developed into local administrative centres. The medieval churches were often built on or next to the pre-Christian cemeteries. The foundations for the medieval parishes may thus have been laid already in the Viking Age.

In the province of Häme (Tavastia), on the other hand, settlement expanded beyond the borders of the old core area and the first cemeteries appear in several districts outside the actual core cluster located around the lake region of southern Häme. Archaeological remains are also found in the province’s eastern part and they also include female burials with a full range of western Finnish jewellery. As a rule, however, finds that originate from outside the core settlements come from male graves, apparently those of trappers.

During previous periods, signs of habitation were almost totally absent from the archipelago off the coast of Finland Proper. Now, however, these appear as well. The most important site is a harbour and trading centre located on the northern side of the narrow sound of Kyrksundet on the island of Hiittinen in the south-western Finnish archipelago, which lies right on the Eastern Route of the Vikings. Up to now no remnants of houses have been found, only some remains of a workshop with many finds,
such as bronze bars and scrap metal for casting, raw-glass, glass and mosaic beads, small whetstones, amber and small pieces of German and Anglo-Saxon silver coins for the production of jewellery. The workshop seems to have been in operation at the end of the eleventh century.

On the other hand, the northern coast of the Gulf of Finland and the province of Uusimaa appear almost deserted during the Viking Age. It has been suggested that the great trade route to the east that followed the southern coast of Finland was actually detrimental to settlement near the coast, and that the lively traffic along the route made the coast a dangerous place to live. This could explain the abandoning of the previously rich Iron Age villages in Karjaa, western Uusimaa, around AD 800. On the other hand, the new finds from Hiittinen show that the coastal farmers could also form productive relationships with the voyagers on the Eastern Route. Both parties were astute enough to take advantage of the Viking Age economic boom.

In this connection one should recall that in the Old Norse sagas of both Njáll and St Óláfr the coastline of southern Finland is called ‘Balagårdssidan’. The name refers to the custom of lighting fires on high rocks to warn the population against enemy attacks. In the saga of St Óláfr it is described how he sailed to Finland after returning from a plundering expedition to Saaremaa in Estonia, the Nordic Eysysla.

In the south-western part of the province of Ostrobothnia, so rich in archaeological remains during the earlier periods, all signs of permanent occupation disappear at the beginning of the Viking Age, c. AD 800. So far, archaeologists have not come up with a satisfactory explanation for this phenomenon. Some have seen it as the result of the struggle between the realms of Kaleva and Pohjola described in Finnish folk epics, others have discussed the possible role of the Justinian plague in emptying the province of inhabitants. In fact, however, the settlements were not struck by a sudden catastrophe but rather were gradually abandoned as a result of the rapid land rise in the region – some 100 cm every 100 years – which, in combination with the province’s flat topography, turned the formerly lush coastal meadows into useless bog. Consequently, the economic boom that is evident elsewhere as a result of the intensified trade activity in the Baltic Sea region did not reach Ostrobothnia, but then again the region was a rather remote corner far from the main trade highways of the day.

A new settlement area arose in Savo around the present-day city of Mikkeli, which became a provincial population centre over the following centuries. Both the grave types and the artefact forms of the early period were clearly western Finnish in origin, and it is obvious that the region was colonised by settlers from Tavastia. A new silver coin hoard with some 140 Anglo-Saxon and German coins was found in the area at the end of the 1990s. Contacts with Ladoga Karelia intensified during the eleventh century and became predominant during the following centuries. The development of permanent settlement in Savo and Karelia seems to have been primarily related to a notable increase in the market for frontier products, especially furs.

Western Finnish influence can also be discerned in the Iron Age culture of Ladoga Karelia. Whether this was due to an actual influx of westerners or to the original population adopting a western-style material culture is not clear. The settlements on the western and northern shores of Lake Ladoga might perhaps best be seen as a counterpart to the villages on the lake’s southern and south-eastern sides, where the Scandinavian influence on the local Iron Age culture is notable. This Scandinavian expansion can be seen as a bid to establish a bridgehead on the Eastern Route.
The Åland archipelago, Finland’s westernmost province, received a strong influx of immigrants from central Sweden in the sixth century AD and formed a part of the Scandinavian culture area throughout the Viking Age. Both the material culture and the graves – cremation burials in earth mounds – are totally Scandinavian in character, but objects imported from Finland are also present. The latter consist primarily of women’s jewellery, possibly indicating that at least some of the local men obtained wives from Finland, if voluntarily or not remains an open question.

A notable rise in the numbers of archaeological finds during the Viking Age can also be observed in northern Finland, in northern Ostrobothnia and Lapland. Most of the artefacts are pieces of jewellery manufactured in western Finland, but a number of Scandinavian artefacts have been found as well. The finds also include weapons. Most of the archaeological finds come from the region between the Gulf of Bothnia and the White Sea, from Kainuu, Kuusamo and Salla, which were important centres in the Lapland trade. The White Sea and the Gulf of Bothnia were connected by several major water routes. The archaeological finds include both single graves and a few silver hoards, all of which have connections with the White Sea region, particularly the mouth of the Dvina, where the land of Biarmia, mentioned in historical sources, is supposed to have been located. It appears that traders from northern Norway originally travelled to the White Sea coast via the Lapland river routes, but in the ninth century the trade traffic shifted to the sea route around the North Cape, discovered and described c. 875 by Ottar (Othere) of Halogaland. Finds from the eleventh century show that the Karelian population also maintained trade relations with the White Sea region.

Finally, only a small portion of present-day Finland was permanently settled during the Viking Age. The rest of the country was a vast uninhabited wilderness that offered excellent hunting, fishing and trapping, the latter being economically the most important of the three. It has been estimated that the population of Finland at the end of the Viking Age amounted to around 50,000 people.

HOUSES, FARMS AND BURIAL CUSTOMS

The archaeological material available for the study of Viking Age society is fairly limited in scope, and the majority of analyses focus exclusively on the grave forms and grave goods typical of the period. The reason for this lies in the fact that archaeological fieldwork has concentrated on graves while house remains and other settlement-related structures have received less attention.

Another contributing factor is the fact that the remains of late Iron Age settlements are almost invisible above ground, which makes them difficult to locate and consequently rare. Our knowledge of late Iron Age house forms is scant and was limited for many years to the results of excavations in Åland house foundations. Later research has shown, however, that the houses were usually constructed of wall panels woven from branches and fastened between upright posts that formed the actual load-bearing frame. The space between the posts could also be filled in with a tight row of thin, split saplings. Log houses came into use later, but were presumably much smaller than the large Scandinavian halls. In all cases the walls were caulked with clay daub and the floor was of hard-packed earth.

In both Finland Proper and Häme the dominant form of burial was in level-ground cremation cemeteries. These had been introduced late in the seventh century and
remained in use until c. AD 1000. Mixed stone/earth cairns also appear in Häme until the end of the pagan period. Level-ground cremation cemeteries are a pronouncedly Finnish phenomenon. They have extensive pavings of stone consisting of one to three layers but rarely visible on the present surface. In between, under and on top of the stones lay strewn the remnants of the pyres of the dead: burnt bones, ashes and grave goods. It has been presumed that the large cremation cemeteries were used by whole villages. Many villages, however, had several cemeteries; therefore these apparently belonged to individual farms. Cremation cemeteries sometimes contain boat graves, burials in which the deceased were burned in their boats – as can be seen from large amounts of rivets. This parallels the Scandinavian boat graves, although the latter were not cremations.

CLOTHING AND JEWELLERY

The parishes of Eura and Köyliö in the province of Satakunta were exceptions as far as burial customs were concerned. In Eura and Köyliö the dead were buried in inhumation graves, a custom that did not spread to other parts of the country before the early eleventh century. The Luistari cemetery in Eura is the largest Viking Age cemetery in Finland with more than 1,300 excavated graves. The dead were interred dressed in their best clothes and finest jewellery (Figures 35.1 and 35.2). Organic materials such as cloth are rarely preserved in graves, but thanks to the custom of decorating women’s garments with spiral tubes of bronze wire that eventually oxidised and preserved the surrounding cloth, it has been possible through painstaking studies in the field and laboratory to reconstruct a number of women’s costumes. The most reliable reconstructions are based on grave finds from the Luistari cemetery mentioned above. The Eura costume dates from the early eleventh century and thus represents dress fashions around the end of the Viking Age.

The pieces of jewellery that appear in grave finds from the ninth and tenth centuries are predominantly heavy and massive bronze objects, while silver jewellery remains relatively rare until the eleventh century. Bronze seems to have been the period’s precious metal of choice and was imported from central Europe in the form of ingots. In addition to imported raw bronze, recycled jewellery also provided an important source of metal. Certain mass finds of scrap-bronze jewellery show fire patina. This probably indicates that they came from a cremation cemetery, where the grave goods might lay completely in the open. These finds, in other words, constitute evidence of grave robbery from the prehistoric period.

The population increase that took place during the Viking Age led to a notable boom in jewellery production, which had a detrimental effect on quality. Viking Age jewellery was typically made by backyard businesses. The pieces were mostly cast by village blacksmiths; large Viking Age caches of jewellery-making equipment such as found in the other Nordic countries are missing from Finland. The jewellery was cast in clay moulds using the ‘cire perdue’ or ‘lost wax’ technique, which may explain why finds that illustrate the actual casting process are so rare. Another method suited for mass production and used by village blacksmiths up to modern times was sand casting, which also made it possible to copy existing designs.

As noted above, silver was rare during the ninth and tenth centuries with the exception of Åland, which has produced a few early silver hoards. The situation changed over the following centuries when silver, as a result of the flood of silver coins that
washed over the Nordic countries, became common in south-western Finland. The coins, like chopped silver and silver scraps, were used as currency in trading since an actual monetary system did not yet exist. The coins were often cut into pieces, which indicates that their value was based on weight. The scales and weights that start to appear in archaeological finds from the beginning of the Viking Age onwards clearly relate to commerce and the influx of silver.

Figure 35.1 Convex round shoulder brooches and other ornaments characteristic of women’s dress in western Finland during the Viking Age. Grave no. 56, Luistari cemetery in Eura, Satakunta. (Photo: National Board of Antiquities/Ritva Backman 1990. Copyright © National Museum of Finland.)
Figure 35.2 Ornaments from grave no. 16, Tuukkala cemetery in Mikkeli, Savo. Characteristic of women’s dress in eastern Finland at the end of the Viking Age are the oval tortoise brooches decorated with plant ornament, round thin silver brooches, big thin penannular brooches of silver decorated with acanthus ornament, and women’s knives, the sheet and handle decorated with plant ornament.

(National Board of Antiquities/Ritva Backman 1990. Copyright © National Museum of Finland.)
Coins also furnished the most important raw material for silver jewellery. Silver coins were frequently used as coins, and were either perforated or furnished with a loop for hanging on a necklace or chain assembly, for example. Arabian dirhams were especially popular in Finland, which is evident from the fact that ‘counterfeit’ dirhams were manufactured specifically for use as jewellery hangings. A large number of coins mimicking the Byzantine silver miliareion have also been discovered in Finland. Among these, numismatists have identified five different types, four of which have not been found elsewhere. Many of the copies have identical stampings and are therefore probably of Finnish manufacture. The miliareion copies have been dated to AD 1025–50. They are all perforated and have been used as hanging jewellery. For some reason, the fact that the Byzantine coins were larger than other coins of the period appears to have attracted the western Finns, as have the Byzantine designs.

IRON PRODUCTION

Our present information concerning the presumably large-scale iron foundry of the Viking Age is extremely limited. The large amounts of slag discovered in settlements and mixed earth/stone cairns naturally indicate that iron was produced in notable quantities. Merely the replacing of the iron tools, weapons and other objects that were taken out of circulation through being deposited in graves would have required a sizeable output of iron. The raw material was bog and lake ore, which was available in quantity and has been used up to the present day, but we do not know what form the iron was distributed in. Since commerce and distribution technology required that the iron be refined into products of a standard form and weight, it may be assumed that some form of ingots were used also in Finland.

WEAPONS

The most important weapons of the Viking Age were the two-edged sword, the long-handled axe and the spear. The swords were made in western European smithies in the Frankish kingdom and were exported to the Nordic countries as half-finished goods, the blades being provided with grips by Nordic craftsmen. While damascened blades are typical of the early Viking Age, the tenth century introduced the practice of furnishing the blades with signs, symbols and texts, the latter being the trade marks of certain workshops and smiths. Of the texts, the most noteworthy is +ULFBERHT+, a master’s name that appears over a period of around 150 years. Other masters’ names on Finnish swords include Beno, +BENO ME FECIT+, INGELRII, and Gicelin, who furnished the products of his workshop with the text +GICELIN ME FECIT+. During the eleventh century the blades were made slightly longer, which also led to longer texts. Typical inscriptions are +IN NOMINE DOMINI+ and +AMEN+. One sword blade bears the inscription CONSTANTINUS REX, which probably refers to the Byzantine emperor Constantine VIII (976–1028); the sword may have belonged to a member of his varangian or varjag (east Viking) bodyguard. During the late eleventh century the finest blades might be decorated by Christian symbols or text in silver or gold wire that was hammered into grooves on the blade. These swords were luxury swords, but the majority were plain...
swords intended for use. Finnish finds have produced a large number of swords, close to 330 examples, all identified as to type.

Perhaps the most common weapon of the Viking Age was the spear, mostly of Scandinavian types. The socket tube of later spear types may be handsomely decorated with silver inlay and gilded looped animals in the style of the late runestones. Most of these spear points, like the most artistically silver-inlaid sword grips, may have been manufactured on Gotland.

**SILVER HOARDS**

Finnish coin hoards from the Viking Age number some forty separate finds and consist of c. 1,600 Islamic, c. 1,000 Anglo-Saxon and c. 4,000 German coins together with a few Scandinavian, Irish, Bohemian, Hungarian, Spanish and Byzantine pieces. The oldest Finnish hoards, which contain only oriental coins, come from Åland and date to the ninth and tenth centuries. The others, which also include various other kinds of silver objects, are from Finland Proper and Häme and date to the latter part of the eleventh century. Viking Age silver apparently came to Finland from two different directions. During the early part of the period silver was obtained on voyages to the east, later on it came from western Europe.

The silver hoards of the Viking Age have generally been interpreted as evidence of war and troubled times: when danger threatened, people hid their silver in the ground. The actual reasons for burying treasures are really much more complicated. Objects of value have always been hidden away, while troubled times and outside threats have increased the number of hoards only temporarily. We can only speculate on the reasons why the hoards were left in the ground rather than being retrieved once the threat was past. It often appears as if the owner had died suddenly or in a foreign land without being able to tell his or her heirs where the silver was hidden. Other possibilities, however, have also been suggested based on, for example, the fact that the Icelandic chronicler Snorri Sturluson wrote in the thirteenth century that Óðinn had laid down laws whereby anything one buried away during one’s lifetime could be enjoyed in the afterlife. We must therefore take into account that there are also other possible explanations for stowing away treasures besides purely practical considerations.

The number of hoard finds is naturally dependent on the influx and availability of coins. The fact that no eleventh-century coin hoards are known from Åland does not mean that the archipelago was depopulated, as has been suggested. The answer lies in the fact that the eastern influx of coins dried up, a phenomenon that has also been considered one of the contributing factors to the decline and fall of the central Swedish trading centre, Birka.

**TRADING CENTRES AND TRADE ROUTES**

The trading town of Birka, located on the island of Björkö in Lake Mälaren, is an important archaeological monument. At least during the trading season, Birka must have been a meeting place for many nations, making up a polyethnic trading centre. The finds include Finnish objects such as pottery and round brooches, indicating that women from south-western Finland visited Birka.
Due to its favourable location both from a regional and a trans-Baltic viewpoint, Birka came to play a central role in the Baltic trade up to the time when it was abandoned. At the same time, Birka was one of the most important points of departure for trade voyages via the Eastern Route, which commenced somewhat later than the Viking raids in western Europe. One of the two most important routes to Russia and Byzantium led across the Baltic to the Duna River in present-day Latvia, while the other, mentioned in medieval sources, led via Åland and the sheltered archipelago of south-western Finland to Porkkala on the southern Finnish coast. One could either sail south from Porkkala to Lindanes (today’s Tallinn) and then eastward along the Estonian coast, or one could follow Finland’s south coast from Hanko onwards. In either case, the objective was the Neva River at the head of the Gulf of Finland, which led to the open waters of Lake Ladoga. From Lake Ladoga one could either follow the River Svir to Lake Onega or take the Volkhov towards the south and the heartland of present-day Russia.

Evidence of the Scandinavians appears in many places along the water routes to the Black Sea, and it is often difficult to assess their meaning. Grave mounds of Scandinavian type and containing Scandinavian grave goods are found, for instance, at Gnezdovo near Smolensk, an imposing cemetery containing more than 4,500 grave monuments. On the other hand, the Scandinavian-type finds from the south-eastern shore of Lake Ladoga come from kurgan burials of local type. The archaeological material has been said to contain no evidence to support the idea that the Finns took part in the Viking voyages, not even on the Eastern Route, but Åland may be an exception. It has been pointed out that the Viking Age hoards from Åland consist exclusively of Islamic coins, which were presumably obtained by the local people themselves on voyages to the east. The Islamic coins found in western Finnish graves and hoards were probably brought to Finland by Viking voyagers, who were not necessarily Finns. It has been noted that the coin finds from the northern coast of the Gulf of Finland are best characterised as traces left by the transiting Vikings, and that aside from a few Finnish round brooches, no finds of Finnish character are known from the Russian water routes. That is the classical interpretation of the route, in Scandinavian as well as in Russian archaeology.

New observations based on travelling with reconstructed Viking ships, however, seem to indicate that sailing on the rivers in north-west Russia was more complicated than previously thought. Since the water level in the rivers Volkhov and Lovat must have been much lower during the Viking Age than nowadays, some Russian scholars believe that some of the most important rivers were in fact not navigable at all during the Viking Age, at least not with heavy oak-built ships. Instead it has been stressed that travel in north-west Russia by horse and sledge on the frozen plains and on the ice of the rivers enables longer distances to be covered in relatively short periods, at least when travelling upstream. Several written accounts of Viking Age winter travel, for instance by Snorri, support the importance of this version of travelling in the east.

Viking Age trading voyages were usually arranged by a group of men who outfitted a ship together, or by traders who obtained part of their trade goods from others who stayed home but received a share of the profits afterwards. Trading voyages were undertaken primarily by men. It has been noted that Viking Age male costumes were almost identical all over the Baltic area and that Finnish men also followed this fashion, while the women were more conservative as far as dress was concerned. Since the weapons
found in graves also represent common types, it is difficult to say with certainty whether a Viking buried somewhere along the Eastern Route was a Finn or not.

The finds also include certain groups of finds that are considered evidence of direct contacts with the east. These include a number of so-called Permian belt mountings and the so-called Permian strike-a-light with bronze handle, which was widespread in the Nordic countries and known, for instance, from Hedeby and Birka. The wide distribution indicates, however, that the strike-a-lights were valued trade goods, not that they were brought to Finland by Finnish voyagers.

One special find category that points to the east is the so-called clay paws, which are common in late Iron Age graves on Åland. Most of these objects represent beaver paws, some have been thought to represent bear paws or perhaps human hands. The Åland paws have no parallels on the Finnish mainland, but similar objects are common in central Russia. The Russian paws derive from graves that have been characterised as Finnish. They are thought by Russian archaeologists to represent specifically beaver paws and have been connected with a particular beaver cult that appeared among Finnic tribes in eastern Russia. It is evident that there is a connection between the clay paws from Åland and central Russia, and according to chronological evidence the implement originated on Åland. The question is nevertheless complicated by the fact that the beaver is not found on Åland, nor is there any other archaeological evidence of close contacts between the two areas. One possible explanation is that the beaver cult, like the bear cult, had a wider distribution than the finds indicate, and that the original custom was to place real beaver and bear paws in the graves. When real paws were not available, clay substitutes were used. In the same way, bear teeth were represented by bronze ‘copies’.

One prerequisite for the Viking Age Nordic expansion and trade was the double-ended, clinker-built ship known from Nordic ship finds and including graceful sea-going long (war)ships for coastal voyages and wider freight-carrying types with a greater draught and dimensions. Viking Age boat graves show that large ships with oars and sails were also built – or at least used – in Finland. A different boat-building technique was used in the inland area, and the vessels were smaller. Instead of being fastened together with iron rivets, the planks were sewn together with spruce roots. Sewn boats are known from a number of bog finds. These vessels, which were especially flexible and well adapted for running rapids, represent an old tradition and technique.

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION

Due to its geography Finland, like the other Nordic countries, is a region where various methods of travel and transportation have always played an extremely important role. Hunting required both sleds and skis. The most simple type of sled was the ski sled, a low hand-drawn sled on thin and narrow runners that had up-curved ends in order to clear snow obstacles. Heavier loads, of course, required larger-capacity sleds. Many runners for sleds like these have been found in bogs. Sleds were also used for travelling in the Viking Age; evidence for this includes drawings on Gotland picture stones. Communications, both commercial and social, undoubtedly improved once the winter ice set in, and the freeze-over also made special winter resources available. At the same time, however, ice travel also required special knowledge about the ice and its
properties. Archaeological finds contain, among other things, bone skates made from the long bones of moose, horses or oxen.

Skiis were particularly important for winter hunting and travel. More than 100 skis have been discovered in bogs, where the preservation of wood is exceptionally good; one-third of these have been dated by pollen analysis and radiocarbon to before the year AD 1200. The skis were all carved of pine, an elastic and hard material that had good sliding properties due to the natural resin content. The most widespread ski type is known as the Bothnic ski, which already appeared in its oldest form towards the end of the Bronze Age. The Bothnic ski is typically short (less than 165 cm) and lanceolate; it has a flat bottom, an elevated foot platform and a horizontal transverse hole for the binding. The Bothnic ski was used primarily north of the 62nd parallel, and many of the known examples are beautifully decorated.

Quite early in the Stone Age, Finnish skis were already furnished with a bottom channel. Thanks to this channel, which during the early Iron Age was almost as wide as the ski itself, but shrank later to less than half of the ski’s breadth, the ski slid better and was consequently faster and easier to steer. These slender skis could be up to 3 m long and were often decorated with grooved lines or artistically executed band patterns.

A special type is the asymmetrical-paired skis, which consist of a long left ski with bottom channel and a notably shorter right ski. The bottom of the latter was covered with stiff-haired hide, the hairs pointing backward for traction. This type of ski required a different technique than even-paired skis: the skier slid along on the long left ski while kicking with the shorter right ski and maintaining balance with a ski pole. At least during the historical period, asymmetrical-paired skis were used primarily for moose hunting. We do not know for sure exactly when they came into use, but judging from the fact that they are mentioned in ancient Finnish folk poems, they were probably known already in the prehistoric period.

The contacts between the Iron Age villages that are reflected in the archaeological finds naturally required seasonal or year-round travel routes. The shallow and narrow rivers of south-western Finland were not exceptionally well suited for boat traffic; for instance the Kokemäenjoki River, which was an important connecting route between the settlement area of Häme and the coast during the early Iron Age; became unnavigable during the Viking Age. Rivers could nevertheless be used for local traffic and winter travel. However, the most important route between the two settlement areas was the Häme Ox Road, which became the primary connection between Finland Proper and Häme as early as the ninth century.

The winter season with its severe weather of ice, snow and freezing temperatures naturally entailed a form of isolation as far as trade traffic and foreign contacts were concerned, but it was in no way a season of passiveness and isolation. As the sagas relate, winter was a time for social contacts, when people hosted each other and traded experiences and news while planning for the coming spring and summer.

**SOCIETY AND ECONOMY**

Seen as a whole, the Viking Age can be characterised as a period when the country’s population had access to a higher standard of living than ever before. The internationalisation of trade and the economic boom stimulated the community and created resources for domestic fine handicrafts, for example. The boom also brought with it a population
increase and an expansion of settlement, which in turn produced an increase in the number of cemeteries, but it did not result in any marked expansion of the core area in Finland Proper, which had been inhabited already from the end of the preceding Merovingian period (AD 600–800). On the other hand, an expansion and colonisation of new areas did take place in Häme, Savo and Karelia. The population increase does not appear to have caused the same problems in Finland as it did in Scandinavia. Ostrobothnia is the exception; the factors behind the crisis that struck the settlements in this province can only be guessed at.

The flourishing economy cannot be explained solely through foreign contacts and trade relationships. On the contrary, the changes appear to emanate from a domestic economic evolution, which included, for example, a definitive shift to permanent fields (as opposed to shifting swiddens in a slash-and-burn culture) and the birth of village communities. At the same time, it is apparent that the rise in the standard of living affected an ever-larger portion of the population. As opposed to the stratified society of the Merovingian period, Viking Age grave finds point to an egalitarian society of the type that usually characterises affluent farming communities. None of the graves differs from the others — whether in construction, location or grave goods — to the extent that they could be thought of as belonging to leaders with exclusive political power. This does not mean, of course, that there were no affluent landowners or merchants who could afford to buy expensive swords, nor indeed paupers and slaves. But the archaeological material is incapable of explaining the nature of the differences in wealth and social status that the grave finds nevertheless do reflect.

The social structure was probably based primarily on the kinship group, the family headman taking care of the community’s economic interests and its religious needs as well. The point has been raised, however, that the building of the numerous hill forts that dot the inhabited regions demanded a collective work effort of a magnitude that could have been maintained only through the cooperation of several villages, as well as a degree of defence coordination that required some form of political leadership.

Although the culture carries a stamp of uniformity, certain geographical areas nevertheless differ from the rest in their exceptional affluence. One such area is the region known as Vakka-Suomi south of the present town of Uusikaupunki, which had closer ties with central Sweden than with the other settlements in south-western Finland. One reason for this might be the area’s geographical location, another the fact that the rich farming villages in Kokemäki, Eura and Köyliö maintained their ties with the Baltic world via Vakka-Suomi. Since the area is not known for having exceptionally productive fields, one explanation for the affluence may be that the region already in the Viking Age became famous for its manufacture of wooden containers, particularly the bushels (Finn. vakka) that gave the region its name. During the Viking Age with its growing village clusters, there was a thriving market for storage vessels of all kinds. Containers were also required on trading voyages, both for storing the merchandise and for packing provisions.

Although the decisive importance of agriculture to the Iron Age community and its economy cannot be overemphasised, the role played by fur trapping and hunting must also be pointed out. Furs, seal products and skins — not to mention beeswax, which was an old household commodity among the Baltic Finns — were unquestionably among the most important trade goods of the Viking Age. Especially the fur trade required intensive hunting, which took place primarily in the deep forests that spread around the
inhabited Iron Age villages. Besides the bow and arrow, hunters used various kinds of traps, pitfalls and snares as well as other passive devices. The most important game animals were the beaver, the moose, the wolf, the lynx and the brown bear. The arrows often had a transverse cutting edge, the points being shaped like chisels or two-pronged forks. Both types are of eastern origin and appear mainly in central and northern Finland.

As the market for furs grew and the hunting grounds near the villages were depleted, hunting trips became longer and longer. The hunting grounds were now frontier wilderness areas hundreds of miles from the core villages. Hunting trips were made at certain times of the year and to particular areas that came to be considered the common property of individual farms or villages. The foundation of the Finnish ‘frontier usufruct institution’, whereby villages owned land-use rights and even taxation rights in large tracts of outback country primarily in the east and north, was laid during the closing phase of the Iron Age. Hunting voyages to these distant hunting grounds were undertaken by the village’s whole male population, and winter – especially late winter – was the main season for these trips. The frontier usufruct economy that had originally developed to supply domestic needs became increasingly commercial and large-scale.

In addition to hunting, fishing also played an important role in the economy. In the inland zone, fishing was mainly carried out by individual households for their own needs. On the coast, on the other hand, it was a cooperative enterprise involving several people. To what degree the Iron Age communities practised true deep-water fishing is beyond our knowledge. The settlements obviously lay in the coastal zone, but there is no archaeological evidence of large-scale fishing on the open sea. These activities belong in the Middle Ages, when the consumption of fish rose steeply in western Europe.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX

THE VIKINGS AND THE EASTERN BALTIC

Heiki Valk

VIKING TRADE AND VIKING SILVER

The waterways

In the Viking Age, the eastern Baltic was involved in the large waterways leading to the east, as well as in the local Baltic Sea trade networks (Figure 36.1). The two main routes to Old Rus were the Gulf of Finland and the Daugava River in present-day Latvia. The Viking way crossed the gulf between Finland and Estonia near present-day Tallinn, passing on along the north Estonian coastline. The importance of the Daugava, the main continental waterway, has changed in the course of time (Berga 1988: 31). In Latvia the earliest, ninth-century, finds of Viking silver are from the western part of the country and have come, evidently, via Gotland. In the early tenth century the Daugava road emerged and became the main route of Viking trade, but already in less than a century silver coins arrived in Latvia mainly from the north-east, from the basin of the Velikaya River. The Gauja River area, especially the lands at its lower course, was also influenced by Scandinavian culture (Tõnisson 1974; Apala and Apals 1992).

An important water route from the Gulf of Finland to Old Rus, especially Pskov, consisted of the Narva River and Lake Peipsi between present-day Estonia and Russia. Another, smaller waterway in inland Estonia was formed by the Emajõgi River, Lake Võrtsjärv and the Pärnu River with its tributaries. This communication channel joined Lake Peipsi with the Baltic Sea and contributed to the formation of late Iron Age centres in Tartu and Viljandi. In Tartu, which belonged in 1030–61 to Old Rus, a large settlement existed in that period.

Viking silver

In the eastern Baltic, Viking trade is most clearly expressed in silver hoards (Figure 36.2), which consist until the mid-tenth century mainly of Arabic coins. Probably, the main goods exchanged for silver were furs, especially beaver, which were demanded at the large markets (Leimus and Kiudsoo 2004). Hoards with Kufic coins appear in Latvia
Figure 36.1 Map of the eastern Baltic in the Viking Age: (1) main branch of the ‘Austrvegr’, (2) major local waterways, (3) presumed Finnic–Baltic ethnic border, (4) hill forts and power centres, (5) cemeteries with Scandinavian graves mentioned in the text, (6) trading places at hill forts.
Figure 36.2 Viking Age coin hoards from the eastern Baltic: (1) hoards with Arabic coins, (2) hoards with Arabic and west European coins, (3) hoards with west European coins.
in the 850s–60s and in Estonia in the first quarter of the tenth century (Berga 1988: 27–9; Leimus 2004). From Estonia there are data for over c. 3,700 dirhams (Leimus 2007a). Thirty-five hoards consist of exclusively Arabic coins and there are also 1,521 oriental coins from thirty-three Estonian hoards with west European denars (Molvõgin 1994: table 7). From the c. 2,400 dirhams from Latvia, c. 1,200 are from thirteen hoards of only Arabic coins, c. 750 from hoards with west European coins and 140 from other sites (Berga 1988, 2005). In Latvia the main inflow of Arabic coins was in the first half of the twelfth century, although they circulated up to the 1020s and the latest occur in the hoards buried in the 1070s. The inflow of Kufic coins to Estonia continued up to the turn of the millennium or a little longer (Molvõgin 1994: 566–7; Leimus 2007b). Judging by the frequency of scratch-marks on Kufic coins, the silver seems to have come to Estonia in the ninth century via Sweden (Gotland), but in the tenth century from Russia, mediated mainly by merchants trading with the Swedes (Leimus 2003, 2004).

Continuous inflow of west European coins started in Estonia in the 980s–90s and in Latvia at the very end of the tenth century (Molvõgin 1994; Leimus and Molvõgin 2001; Berga 1988: 32–9). In Estonia the deniers replaced the formerly predominating oriental silver in 1015–18 but their inflow decreased greatly about 1020 and coin hoards are almost missing up to the 1060s. In Latvia, however, the European deniers arrived most intensively in the 1030s–60s. From between c. 965 and 1050 the thirty-three Estonian hoards include more than 1,500 coins of west European origin (Molvõgin 1994: 565–74). Respective numbers from Latvia are smaller: ten and c. 550 only (Berga 1988: 29–34).

The Viking Age coin hoards of Estonia and Latvia, but also of Finland, are rather small: more than half of them consist of fewer than 100 coins and about one-third have 101–500 coins. Larger hoards are not numerous and there are no finds with more than 2,000 coins (Molvõgin 1994: 580). In Russia the number of hoards is less but on average they are much bigger.

Lithuania remained outside the ‘Austrvegr’ and there the number of Viking Age silver hoards is small (Dukša 1981; Aleksiejunąs 1992). There are data for about 300 Arabic dirhams from fourteen places (including six hoards) and only for two hoards with west European coins. In Lithuania silver ingots were used instead of coins.

Proto-urban centres

In the Viking Age proto-urban centres emerged also in the eastern Baltic. In Grobiņa, western Latvia, a Scandinavian colony was founded in about 650 and it developed into an important centre (called urbs by Rimbert in 857). The large archaeological complex of Grobiņa from the seventh–ninth/tenth centuries consists of cemeteries, a settlement and a hill fort (Petrenko and Urtans 1995). The cemeteries (once with more than 2,000 grave mounds) give evidence of migrants from eastern Sweden or Gotland. In the emergence of the colony parallels can be drawn with the Guta saga, the ancient saga of the people of Gotland: the legend says that, due to overpopulation, one-third of the island’s inhabitants left first for Dagö (Hiiumaa) island, then moved along the Daugava River to Russia and further on to Greece/Byzantium.

The main proto-urban trade and handicraft centre at the Daugava waterway was Daugmale hill fort of a polyethnic background in the contact zone of the Livs and the
Semgals (Radinš and Zemītis 1992; Radinš, 2001; Zemītis 2007). The hill fort, which controlled the waterway, emerged in early tenth century, probably as a reaction to the Viking raids, and was in use up to the mid- or late twelfth century. Its rise correlates well with Daugava’s becoming the main east–west Viking trade route. Finds from Daugmale include several imports of the tenth and eleventh centuries and over 190 silver coins from the eighth to twelfth centuries. The other numerous hill forts at Daugava, such as Jersika, are of different character: local power and administrative centres with only the most limited traces of Viking contacts (Radinš 2001).

From coastal Lithuania there are data for two multicultural proto-urban trade and handicraft centres, oriented on the Baltic Sea, namely Palanga and Žardė, which both arose in the ninth–tenth centuries (Žulkus 1997, 2004: 90, 107–18; Genys 1995, 1997: 149–51). Likewise at Daugava, the major Viking Age centres in southern Curonia (e.g. Apuolė, Impiltis, Eketė, Imbarė) were not oriented on foreign contacts but served as internal power, handicraft and trade centres.

From Estonia there are no data for proto-urban centres. Evidently, communication with the passing Vikings was based on several local harbours.

**General involvement in Viking trade**

For the long-distance trade between Scandinavia and Old Rus the eastern Baltic offered no special interest. Nor was it reflected on runestones as the destination: only the large water routes to the east were important. The east Baltic region or its toponyms occur on runestones only if someone perished there and thus Viking finds of ritual character are missing from the area (Mickevičius 1997: 192–4). The interests of the Scandinavians were limited to a safe passage and some trading on the way.

Local involvement and the importance of inland rivers in Viking Age trade contacts were especially remarkable in Estonia, being reflected in the equal distribution of Viking silver. In Latvia traces of Viking trade are mainly limited to the areas near the main waterways. Lithuania remained outside the network of long-distance trade but its western coast was part of the trade system of the Baltic Sea. The northern part of the country formed a remote hinterland of the Daugava water route.

**THE VIKINGS AND THE NATIVES**

On their way to Rus, as well as in their Baltic Sea activities, the Vikings encountered people with a different linguistic and ethnocultural background (Figure 36.1). Among the natives of the eastern Baltic, the Finnic ethnicities were represented by the Estonians and the Livs. The latter inhabited northern and north-western Latvia, including the lower course of the Daugava and Gauja rivers, and up to the eleventh century, probably, most of the Curonian peninsula (Vasks 2004: 13). The Curonians lived near the Baltic Sea, closest to Scandinavia, in the western part of present-day Lithuania and south-western Curonia. This ethnonym was probably used by people living in the west also for the peninsula’s Livic population. The Daugava waterway met the lands of the Semgals and Sels to its south and the Latgalian territories at its middle course. Lithuania was involved in the Viking world mainly via the coastal, south Curonian areas, although the big rivers were sometimes also touched by Viking activities. As a whole, Scandinavia and the eastern Baltic represented worlds with different cultures and societies. Their
dissimilarities are expressed for example in language, religion, art, fashion and building traditions.

The relations of the Scandinavians with the natives of the eastern Baltic had both mercantile and military aspects. In communication, evidently private initiatives at the local level and the activities of the emerging Scandinavian state formations must be distinguished.

**Trading contacts**

In the eastern Baltic, the impact of Viking activities on native culture is the strongest in Latvia, in the densely populated Livic areas at the lower course of the Daugava River, up to c. 30 km from its mouth (Caune 1992). Probably a strong impetus for the emerging Livic culture was provided by its location at important trading routes. At the large Salaspils Laukskola cemetery (Zariņa 2006), Scandinavian imports occurred in 6 per cent of the tenth- and eleventh-century graves (Zariņa 1992: 184), mainly in rich burials of native character. The Scandinavian contacts are represented, in addition to silver coins, by oval brooches which were imported between 950–1000 (Jansson 1992; Spirgis 2004, 2007), silver penannular brooches, pendants, belt details, bone combs etc. The importance of Scandinavian contacts is most clearly expressed in the local imitations of Scandinavian artefact forms: oval brooches from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries (Tõnisson 1974: 120–1; Jansson 1992: 72–4), weapons (Creutz 2003) and belt buckles.

In Estonia Scandinavian influences on the local culture are much weaker. Their presence is not expressed in fashion and costume – for example, oval brooches are rare (Luik 1998) – but mainly in imported silver coins. Finds of Scandinavian Viking Age ornaments (Figure 36.3) are rare in Estonian cemeteries and hoards (Tamla 1995).

In spite of the Viking routes, traces of Scandinavian permanent settlement are virtually absent in the eastern Baltic. In the well-investigated cemeteries of the Daugava Livs just some single graves can be interpreted as ‘Scandinavian’. Thus, from the 610 graves excavated at Laukskola cemetery merely four (incl. a warrior) can be regarded as

---

**Figure 36.3** Scandinavian silver pendants from Estonian hoards: (1) Kose (AM 25159: 1), (2) Olustvere (AI 5005: 1).
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Scandinavian burials) (Zarinša, 2006; 318, 425). Only in and around Grobiņa numerous grave mounds speak of a large colony of Scandinavian migrants who preserved their cultural identity and kept contacts with their homeland. Archaeology speaks of their peaceful coexistence with the native Curonian population.

At the main waterways, especially the Daugava, relations between the Scandinavians and the natives seem to have been predominantly peaceful and based on mutual interests. Gifts to the local elite granted the Vikings the right to trade and passage. The role of the numerous hill forts at Daugava was evidently not to block the waterways, but to control the situation. Contacts with the Livic areas were presumably based on relationships, including marriage (indirectly reflected also in Livs’ personal names). The inland areas were probably involved in trade through local mediators – either independent or representatives of the native elite – who exchanged local goods for silver at harbours and trading places. The presence of trading Scandinavians themselves on smaller waterways seems likely only where they had good contacts with the native elite.

A special role in Scandinavian–eastern Baltic relations belonged to Gotland, which differed greatly from Continental Sweden both in culture and in society. The large and numerous silver hoards indicate the Gotlanders’ special role in Viking raids and also the non-centralised character of Viking trade (Thunmark-Nylén 1992: 156–7). Archaeology indicates close, peaceful and intensive contacts between Gotland and the eastern Baltic. Close similarity in men’s costume and weapons (silver-plated spearheads, scabbards, belt mounts with animal ornamentation) manifest the common identity and solidarity of traders from the Gotland, Curonia, Saaremaa and Livic areas in the tenth–eleventh centuries. The contacts were especially intensive with Curonia, geographically the closest area (Thunmark-Nylén 2000). Eastern Baltic women’s ornaments from Gotland have been interpreted not as ordinary imports, but as signs of marriage relations (Thunmark-Nylén 1992: 157–61), and breast pins, alien to Scandinavia, were even produced on Gotland (Jansson 1995). In the light of new research, the old model of Gotlandic expansion to the east (Nerman 1929) is no longer valid. The recent analysis of E-type spearheads around the Baltic shows that, although ‘Scandinavian’ in form and ornament, they were produced in different workshops and areas (Creutz 2003) and in this light the same may be the situation concerning also other ‘Scandinavian’ artefacts (Figure 36.4). The relations between Gotland and the eastern Baltic, especially its closest eastern neighbours – Saaremaa and Curonia – were probably mainly of mercantile, not of military, character. The Gotlanders had peace with Saaremaa even during the crusades of the early thirteenth century when Visby had become a centre of German activities.

Thus, in the local networks of Baltic Sea trade an active role belonged also to the eastern Baltic, especially the inhabitants of western coastal areas. It has even been suggested that from the eleventh century Saaremaa was involved in transit trade between the estuary of Daugava and Gotland (Ligi 1995a: 237). But, on the whole, trade on the Baltic Sea was not equal: finds of Scandinavian origin are numerous in the eastern Baltic but eastern Baltic artefacts are quite rare in Scandinavia.

Military relations

The military aspects of relations are also considerable. The written sources show that Scandinavian early state formation had different zones of interest in the eastern Baltic
Denmark was more oriented to Prussia and south Curonia, mainly in coastal areas. The interests of Sweden were directed towards the extensive eastern routes, while the eastern Baltic was just a place en route. The concentration of power increased the attempts of Scandinavian rulers to control the strategically important waterways. The sagas repeatedly tell of the activities of kings against both the Curonians and the Estonians (Nerman 1929: 55–6; Mugurėvičs 1997: 88–9; Mickevičius 1997: 196–8; Apals and Mugurėvičs 2001: 371–2). Rimbert in his *Vita Ansgarii* mentions already in 857 the besieging of the Curonian centres of Seeburg (probably Grobiņa) and Apuole (in present-day Lithuania). Raids not only against the Curonians but also deep inland are evinced by Scandinavian arrowheads from Lithuania (Zabiela 1997). The hill fort of Iru near Tallinn, in the place where the Vikings crossed the Gulf of Finland, was burnt down four times during the Viking Age and the finds include arrowheads of Nordic origin (Lang 1995). Viking arrowheads were found also in other centres of north Estonia and Saaremaa. Probably, it was not only internal concentration of power but also an external danger which made the people of Saaremaa construct in the eighth and ninth centuries round-wall forts, similar to those on Gotland and Öland. The fact that the Viking Age and post-Viking Age settlements in north Estonia are not located on the coast but some kilometres inland is, evidently, also conditioned by danger from the sea. Arrowheads from east Estonian centres (e.g. Tartu) indicate the participation of Scandinavians in the Russian princes’ attacks on eastern Estonia.

The military raids caused, however, no permanent Scandinavian supremacy.
Although the sagas repeatedly mention the Scandinavian kings subordinating different areas and peoples in the eastern Baltic, the stated conquests remained only temporary and are not reflected in archaeology. In spite of the Scandinavian activity on the 'Austrvegr', its shores were still controlled by the native, Finnic and Baltic population.

Evidently, Baltic tribes had different relations with Scandinavia. Scandinavian sources tell about piracy and plundering attacks from the east, mentioning especially the Curonians. As archaeology in northern Curonia speaks of trade contacts with Scandinavia, and as finds referring to long-distance trade are not numerous from the south Curonian coast (Genys 1997: fig. 1), the data on piracy seem to concern rather the latter area (Mickevičius 1997: 196). In Estonia, Saaremaa was most actively involved in piracy, and its relations with Scandinavia (except for Gotland) were probably of a mostly military character. From the early tenth century the island was overpopulated and the lack of arable land forced part of its population to live by means of plunder (Ligi 1995b). At the lower course of the Daugava River, but also in the Gauja Basin, mainly trade contacts are reflected in the archaeology. North Estonian coastal areas were not touched much by the passing Vikings but the silver hoards speak of involvement in a broad trade system.

Although the initiative on the Baltic Sea and the main waterways to the east belonged to the Scandinavians in the Viking Age, the situation seems to have changed in the eleventh century. The transition to the Middle Ages and the genesis of new political, social and religious structures in Scandinavia not only caused a decline in Viking activities, but also increased the social and cultural distance of the eastern Baltic where Iron Age societies continued. Economic and population growth and the lasting practices of a plundering economy even increased the 'eastern' military pressure on Scandinavia. In the mid-twelfth century a new power – the German merchant – appeared on the Baltic Sea. This change shifted the balance of force, in which semi-professional traders began to be expelled, both from Scandinavia and the eastern Baltic, and prepared the ground for the east Baltic crusades.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN

THE VIKING RUS AND BYZANTIUM

Jonathan Shepard

Byzantium was far from being the main attraction for persons drawn from the Nordic world to lands east of the Baltic in the early Middle Ages. Mostly their priorities lay closer to hand, trapping animals for their furs in the vicinity of Lake Ladoga and dealing in furs at trading posts such as Staraia Ladoga from the mid-eighth century onwards. At that time the Abbasid caliphate stimulated or revived multifarious nexus of exchange through issuing silver coins on a massive scale and general promotion of commerce (Noonan 1986).

Silver was prized by virtually all the peoples living in the forest zones to the north of the Eurasian steppes and in the opening stages of the trafficking in Islamic silver most routes led through territories under the Khazars' control. The Khazars' power could hardly have failed to make an impression on those from the Nordic world who joined with indigenous populations of the eastern lands in a common quest for silver, and in fact the head of their first recorded polity to the east of the Baltic sported the same title as that of the Khazar ruler, chaganus or kagan. The Khazars probably supplied the inspiration for authority-symbols and customs, including that of setting a more or less sacral figurehead at the polity's head. As with the Khazars, this totem-like overlord (reportedly residing on an immense bed-cum-throne) acted in tandem with a military commander who handled earthly affairs in the later ninth and early tenth centuries (Lewicki 1985: 75–6; Montgomery 2000: 21–2; Golden 1982: 45–50, 52–3; Golden 2006).

Such adaptations are understandable, in that the Khazars could make their presence felt well to the north of the Black Sea steppes: they were still exacting tribute in the mixed-forest zone from Slavic tribes such as the Viatichi in the mid-960s (PVL: 31; RPC: 84). In contrast, no continuous land route led from the eastern lands to Constantinople, nor was there any question of the Byzantines seeking tangible hegemony to the north of the steppes.

But while the Greco-Byzantine world played second fiddle to the semi-nomadic Khazars and to Islamic markets in the opening stages of the exchanges of Abbasid silver for produce from the northern forests, northern traders did encounter Greekspeakers. One of the earliest hoards of Islamic silver found in the north, near modern St Petersburg, contains several pieces on which Scandinavian and Turkic runes have been
scratched but one dirham has the name ‘Zacharias’ scratched in Greek-style letters, perhaps with reference to a temporary owner (Mel’nikova 2001: 107, 115–19). The coins in the hoard, probably deposited early in the ninth century, will mostly have passed through the Khazars’ dominions, which housed enough Christians of the eastern orthodox rite for a metropolitanate to be devised for them by the Constantinopolitan authorities, probably in the second quarter of the ninth century (Darrouzès 1981: 31–2, 241–2, 245). Later in the century, the well-informed Abbasid director of posts and intelligence Ibn Khurradadhbeh noted that northern traders brought furs and swords down to the Black Sea coast and paid customs duties to the Byzantines, probably at Cherson in the Crimea (Lewicki 1956: 76–7). He terms them ‘Rūs’, and in fact persons ‘stating that they, that is their people (gens), were called ṭbūṣ’ were already at the Byzantine emperor’s court by 838. Reportedly, their ‘king called ḍḥaganus’ had sent them ‘for the sake of friendship’. These envoys are best known for what befell them later, at the court of the western emperor, Louis the Pious. After making enquiries Louis identified them as ‘of the people of the Swedes (Sueoni)’ and detained them on suspicion of espionage. The episode provides a central plank in the case for regarding the Rūs/Rūbūs who appear in the eastern lands as incomers, a ‘people’ of Nordic stock (Grat et al. 1964: 30–1; Shepard 1995a). But it also suggests that exchanges of embassies and other marks of recognition with the Byzantine emperor mattered to the Rus from the moment that an elite group tried to establish hegemony over populations between the Gulf of Finland and the fringes of the steppes. The likeliest location for the Rus ḍḥaganus’ base is Riurikovo Gorodishche, at the hub of several long-distance waterways radiating out from Lake Il’men. A Byzantine official’s seal of the first half of the ninth century has been found there as well as a copper coin of Theophilos, the Byzantine emperor visited by the forementioned embassy. These form part of a trail of copper coins and of seals belonging to another official found at Hedeby, Ribe, Tisso and Birka, hints of Byzantine as well as Rus emissaries moving between Nordic courts and kingly halls around this time (Shepard 1995a: 48–55; Bulgakova 2004: 53–4; Duczko 2004: 50–9, 101–4). Byzantine emperors’ gifts and greetings could bolster the status of would-be dynasts near and east of the Baltic, while the emperor was ever alert for allies and potential ‘barbarian’ recruits for his armies, the further-flung and fiercer the better.

One unintended by-product of the Byzantine emissaries’ probings may have been to whet Nordic arms-bearing groups’ appetite for fame and wealth from long-range ventures to the inland seas. Viking expeditions harried Spanish and Italian coastlines in the 840s and 850s, and in June 860 a sizeable fleet bore down on Constantinople from the north – like ‘a thunderbolt’ according to Patriarch Photios. They reportedly amassed ‘immense wealth’ from looting the suburbs and other coastal settlements, and in activities that lasted no more than a few weeks, they made a point of terrifying Constantinople’s citizens. Photios describes them as sailing past the walls and raising their swords, ‘as if threatening the city with death by the sword’ (Laourdas 1959: 44; Mango 1958: 101). Such displays and the desecration of altars showed up the shortcomings of the God whom the Christians claimed was their protector, while the terrified Greeks’ failure to respond militarily gained further kudos for the expedition’s leaders. Photios’ rhetorical claim that what had been a rabble had now gained fame may hit upon one of the reasons for the undertaking: a couple of hundred or so boatloads of even the bravest warriors stood little chance of storming Constantinople’s walls, while the amount of loot they could ship back north was finite. But a notably bloody, destructive raid served
notice on the Greeks that marks of respect were expected, while plausible claims to have humbled the ‘God-protected city’ could overawe the indigenous populations of the eastern lands. The Rus *chaganus* had not necessarily initiated the expedition, and (as with later Rus attacks on Byzantium), many participants were probably fresh arrivals from the Baltic region. However, retainers and associates of the *chaganus* probably played a key part in equipping and guiding what Photios called ‘the unbelievable course of the barbarians’.

Whatever the Rus expedition’s rationale and exact organisation may have been, the fleet reportedly succumbed to a storm on its way back north. Perhaps this intervention from Above, belated but deadly, prompted the Rus leadership’s next known move, the despatch to Constantinople of envoys requesting baptism. By 867 Photios was boasting that the famed *Raho* had received a ‘bishop and pastor’ and it is likely enough that a mission was sent: a later Byzantine text depicts him as astounding the Rus prince and his assembled ‘elders’ with his flameproof Gospel book (Laourdas and Westerink 1985: 50; Bekker 1838: 343–4). However, neither missionaries nor miracles could guarantee political order and the archaeological hints of conflagration at Staraia Ladoga and Gorodishche datable to the 860s and early 870s (Zuckerman 2000b: 110–14) suggest upheavals and strife; the Byzantine mission seems to have folded at that time without lasting gains to its name.

Twenty or so years later groups of eastern-based Rus made the move to the Middle Dnieper area, some taking up residence on the hills overlooking the river at Kiev. Neither their provenance nor the exact circumstances of their arrival are known, although the Rus *Primary Chronicle*’s tale of successive would-be warlords is implausible (*PVL*: 13–14; *RPC*: 60–1). What is reasonably clear is that they were few in number, newcomers to a region inhabited mainly by Slavs and overshadowed by the steppe-nomads: the Khazars and their proxies had exacted tribute there and it is likely that a Khazar official resided in Kiev at the time when the northerners installed themselves. Others made for the town of Chernigov and settlements nearby such as Shestovitsa. That this occurred in the last decade or so of the ninth century is suggested by archaeological finds at Shestovitsa and at Kiev, whose docklands beside the Dnieper only began to be built over with log cabins from around that time onwards (Sahaïdak 1991: 82–4; Franklin and Shepard 1996: 98–103; Androščuk 2000; Kovalenko *et al.* 2003: 60–4). The region was attractive less for its own fertility or land routes running from east to west than for the megalopolis that was a few weeks’ sailing-distance away in springtime. Hopes of gaining access to the markets of Constantinople probably induced the Rus to try and establish themselves there: the tribute customarily paid by local Slavs to the Khazars might now be shipped overseas rather than borne overland to the Khazar core-lands. The scheme was almost as audacious as the expedition of 860, although now it was a matter of trading with the Greeks, not raiding. There had never been a regular waterway between the Middle Dnieper region and ports lying to the south of the Black Sea before. The exchanges in primary produce of the forest regions, furs, wax, honey and slaves, had mostly been conducted by nomads, associates of the Khazars and, in the ninth century, the Hungarians. The Chersonites were themselves important shippers of goods and passengers across the Black Sea, while also standing to gain from the customs dues payable on all goods brought to their hometown (Shepard 2008). But their trafficking did not involve river journeys across the steppe and they most probably looked askance at newcomers ferrying goods
down the Dnieper and then plying the same craft across the unpredictable waters of the Black Sea.

Yet that is what the Rus embarked upon soon after installing themselves at Kiev and a few other points along riverways converging on that town. We catch a glimpse of how they proceeded from the agreements with Byzantium that gave them the advantage of direct access to the many markets and broader choice of goods on offer in the empire’s capital. This brought them opportunities for more lucrative deals than were available in Crimean towns, cutting out the Chersonite middleman. For the Byzantines the benefits were less commercial than political: by engaging their potentially troublesome new neighbours in trade they could dampen enthusiasm for alternative methods of self-enrichment, such as raiding: Leo VI had noted their capacity for trouble in his tactical treatise, but their river-going boats did not seem a threat at the time of writing, the 890s (Dain 1943: 32).

The earliest accord was issued not long afterwards, in 907. Although the text is known only from the fragments incorporated in the Rus Primary Chronicle, enough survives to suggest that it was laying down house-rules for regular visits to Constantinople; a fuller treaty followed soon afterwards, providing for various contingencies likely to arise in the course of trading. This agreement, dated 2 September 911, included among its attesters all five of the men named as Rus negotiators in the text datable to 907, Karl, Farulf, Vermund, Hrollaf and Steinvith. The total number of northerners personally vouching for the bilateral treaty ‘of peace and friendship’ between Leo VI and the Rus ruling elite came to fifteen; they probably represented power-nodes across the land of Rus, with the locus of authority still lying far to the north, embodied in the palace-bound kagan.

The 907 accord amounts to a set of privileges vouchsafed by the emperor, compensating the Rus for the costs and dangers which trading visits incurred and encouraging them to persist. They were exempted from all customs dues, and monthly allowances supplemented the free board and lodging provided for periods up to six months. Unlimited baths were part of the treatment and, for the return journey, sailcloth and anchors were supplied. But such ‘perks’ were only available to prospective traders: ‘Rus coming here without goods shall receive no monthly allowances’ (PVL: 17; RPC: 65). And the Byzantines remained on their guard. The Rus were to reside north of the Golden Horn and were only to enter the city through one gate, fifty at a time, unarmed and escorted by an imperial agent. Politico-military considerations likewise underlie the terms for dispute-settlement and determination of rightful ownership of chattels in the 911 treaty. Opportunities for strife between individual Rus and Byzantines are expected to be numerous, with detailed regulations as to what was to be done with the crews and cargoes of any stricken ‘Christian’ vessels the Rus might encounter. These apply Romano-Byzantine law to conditions in the tenth-century Black Sea. (PVL: 19; RPC: 67; Malingoudi 1998: 59–64). But the notion of compensatory fines based on a duo-decimal system to resolve issues of murder and property was alien to Byzantine law. So was the right of the victim of theft to slay a thief caught red-handed and to undertake a house-search of a suspect. Robbery, in contrast, was treated more leniently: a foiled robber must repay three times the value of what he had seized, but vengeance is not countenanced. These procedures, with thieves deemed utterly contemptible, are in the spirit, if not the letter, of laws codified two or three centuries later in Nordic societies and they show the lengths the Byzantines went to accommodate their Rus guests in the
megalopolis (PVL: 18–19; RPC: 66–8; Stein-Wilkeshuis 1991: 43–5). These are the nuts and bolts of a working document which both sides thought met their needs, judging by the fact that the terms feature in comparable form in the Russo-Byzantine treaty ratified a generation later. The 944 treaty to some extent fills in the gaps left by the earlier texts and is slightly more forthcoming about the commodities in play: besides ships’ cargoes and slaves, silk is mentioned and Rus are forbidden from buying silks worth more than 50 solidi (PVL: 24; RPC: 75).

These treaties give an impression of joint-concern on the part of the Rus and imperial leaderships with orderly commerce, involving constant exchanges over such matters as restitution of the property of a Rus who has died intestate to kinsfolk in the north. That correspondence went on between Rus and Byzantine officials is confirmed by finds of earlier and mid-tenth-century seals at Kiev and Shestovitsa (Bulgakova 2004: 49–51, 55–7). A picture of a militarised elite geared to trading with the south also emerges from a text drafted for Constantine VII around 950. Chapter Nine of Constantine’s De administrando imperio depicts the Rus as based on the Middle Dnieper, while also occupying Smolensk and points north, and ‘all the Rus’ constitute an elite preoccupied with tribute-collection and trade. The cycle of their ‘hard way of life’ revolves around winter spent among Slav tribute-payers and then, ‘as the Dnieper ice melts’, they reassemble in Kiev while simple craft made from newly felled trees are floated downstream to Kiev by Slavs who are paid for their labours. The boats are fitted out and laden, and the Rus set forth in convoy as far as the Dnieper Rapids. Constantine’s account of the journey derives from an eyewitness. The Rapids’ names are given ‘in Rus’ and ‘in Slavic’, certain of the former being clearly identifiable as Old Norse, for example Oulvorsi, a compound deriving from words for ‘island’ (hólmr) and ‘waterfall, rapid’ (fors) (DAI: 58–9; Jenkins 1962: 45). The Rus have to disembark with their goods at the deadliest Rapid of all, helped by the fact that their foremost commodities, slaves, are self-propelling. But the Pecheneg nomads try to attack them there and follow them downstream to Kiev by Slavs who are paid for their labours. The boats are fitted out and laden, and the Rus set forth in convoy as far as the Dnieper Rapids. Constantine’s account of the journey derives from an eyewitness. The Rapids’ names are given ‘in Rus’ and ‘in Slavic’, certain of the former being clearly identifiable as Old Norse, for example Oulvorsi, a compound deriving from words for ‘island’ (hólmr) and ‘waterfall, rapid’ (fors) (DAI: 58–9; Jenkins 1962: 45). The Rus have to disembark with their goods at the deadliest Rapid of all, helped by the fact that their foremost commodities, slaves, are self-propelling. But the Pecheneg nomads try to attack them there and follow them downstream, stalking them as far as the Danube delta: ‘and if it happens that the sea casts a monoxylon to shore, they all put in to land, to present a united front against the Pechenegs’ (DAI: 62–3).

The Rus’ journey appeared noteworthy to Byzantine observers, and their feats of organisation, boatmanship and endurance can hardly be overstated. As Emperor Constantine’s informant perceived, stragglers from the encumbered flotillas had few prospects of survival and this might serve as a paradigm for the Rus presence on the Middle Dnieper as a whole. Compared with the diverse nexuses that still brought Muslim silver to the north in the first half of the tenth century and involved caravans of camels, boatmen on the Upper Volga and countless small-scale fur-traders and trappers (including part-time agriculturalists), the Byzantine connection was largely a matter for those already disposing of resources, coercive and material. There may have been more than one trading flotilla of container-craft each year and some Rus boats of the more seaworthy kind could have made the journey solo or in small groups. But boats and armaments were prerequisite for transporting valuables, and the essence of profitable dealing lay in exaction of goods by means of tribute for minimal outlay and in the collective security provided by a trading convoy. For these purposes, a fairly tight form of politico-military organisation was indispensable, capable of intimidating tribute-payers, guarding the convoys and enforcing the terms agreed with the Byzantines.
Enlightened self-interest weighed in favour of mutual cooperation among the tribute-raisers, especially since both Constantine's account and archaeological evidence imply that Rus numbers on the Middle Dnieper were limited. Some Slav tribes, such as the Derevlarians, had effective hierarchies of their own, headed by a 'prince' (PVL: 27; RPC: 78–9). The Rus had a corresponding need for 'princes' of their own, forming some sort of hierarchy but jointly concerned with policing the exchanges with Byzantium. This is, roughly speaking, the picture that Constantine VII's writings and the Rus Primary Chronicle disclose. Constantine's address-formula provided for letters to 'the prince of Rhôsia' (DC: 691) but other texts produced under his aegis mention 'princes' of the Rus (DC: 595, 597; DAI: 62–3) in the plural and twenty-five persons were substantial enough to send their own representatives to negotiate the 944 treaty with Byzantium. The lengthy line-up, which includes a few Slavic names, suggests keen interest in the Byzantine connection on the part of the elite and by around 940, at latest, the locus of political authority had shifted south: Igor (ON Ingi), the earliest indisputably historical paramount prince of the Rus, was based at Kiev while his infant son, Sviatoslav, 'sat' in 'Novgorod', by the site of Gorodishche (DAI: 56–7). Igor was probably styled kagan, and his relationship with his chief commander, Sveneld, has overtones of Khazar-style dual rulership. But unlike the kagan described by Arabic writers of earlier generations, Igor was himself a war-leader, conducting tribute-rounds and commanding a major expedition in 941. Such personal activity is what might be expected by way of response to all the challenges facing the Rus on the Dnieper.

What one would not expect, from the scenario pictured, is that Byzantium would be the target of Igor's expedition. The Byzantines themselves were taken by surprise and the emperor is said by Liudprand of Cremona to have spent 'sleepless nights' (Chiesa 1998: 131) pondering what to do when a large war fleet appeared in June 941. The Rus ravaged along the Bosporos, paying special attention to churches, which they burnt, and also to priests, through whose heads iron nails were driven (Bekker 1838: 425). But they could not penetrate well-fortified Byzantine towns and their low-slung boats were no match for the elderly vessels that were brought out of mothballs and rigged out with Greek Fire (Chiesa 1998: 132). The expedition was, for the Rus, a disaster, for all their courage and ingenuity. In fact the episode probably reflects the Dnieper Rus' vulnerability to pressures from external powers. According to a Khazar text, the Rus leadership had been induced by the Byzantine emperor 'with great presents' to seize the main Khazar fortress on the Straits of Kerch. The paramount prince complied, gained control of the fortress but was subsequently driven out; the defeated Rus then had reluctantly to accept the Khazars' demand that they mount an expedition against Constantinople and this Khazar text, like Liudprand's account, makes Greek Fire the chief instrument of the Rus' destruction (Golb and Pritsak 1982: 118–19). The episode suggests that the Rus were amenable to Byzantine wishes because of their need for access to the markets of Constantinople, while still ultimately inferior to the Khazars in the steppes. In fact they were soon seeking renewal of their trading privileges, which were confirmed with some elaborations and restrictions in the 944 treaty. Byzantine apprehensions are registered in new clauses such as the ban on Rus from wintering in the Dnieper estuary. Constantine VII's account of the Rus trading organisation, compiled soon after the war, presupposes that their leadership had a strong stake in maintaining the sea-link, even while it emphasises the need to woo the Pechenegs as allies, to forestall any further attack on 'this imperial city of the Romans' (DAI: 50–1).
There were other constraints on Rus aggressiveness besides Pechenegs, Khazars and the Byzantines' mix of trading-privileges and Greek Fire. Christianity was known to the Rus from several quarters, including communities in the Baltic world. But the Byzantines vaunted their special relationship with heavenly powers and, like their precursors in the early 860s, many Rus after 941 probably inclined to link the superior firepower discharged at their fleet with the Christians' God. The Byzantines fostered such tendencies, singling out Christian Rus representatives for special treatment during the ratification of the post-war treaty and by 946 'the baptised Rus' had a prominent position in ceremonial receptions (PVL: 26; RPC: 76–7; DC: 579). Finds of Christian cross-pendants in the mid-tenth-century graves of some women and children at Kiev suggest that families among the elite were adopting Christian rites. The most spectacular devotee of all was Prince Igor's widow, who acted as regent for more than a decade. She is known in Byzantine sources by the Nordic name of 'Helga' and in Rus sources by the Slavic form, 'Olga'. The exact date of Olga's baptism is highly contentious. A case can be made for 946, mainly on the strength of what seems to be a dossier of materials for that year contained in Constantine VII's De cerimoniis (Kresten 2000: 6–19, 33–41; Zuckerman 2000a: 647–60). But on balance, and giving weight to general historical considerations, a somewhat later dating – probably to 957 – seems preferable (Nazarenko 2001: 219–310; Featherstone 2003; see overview in Tinnefeld 2005: 551–63). Perhaps most telling is the location of Olga's baptism – not Kiev but Constantinople, probably in the Great Palace itself. She was, together with her entourage of 'princesses of her kin', 'nobler ladies-in-waiting', 'envoys of the princes of Rus' and 'merchants', treated to two formal receptions. At one of these Olga ate dessert at table with Constantine VII and his family (DC: 597–8), and she took the name of his wife, Helena, in baptism. She was known by this Christian name to the chronicler Adalbert of Trier, who himself led a religious mission to Rus on behalf of Otto of Saxony in 961 (Bauer and Rau 2002: 214). Olga-Helena's bid for this mission in itself shows that she was not committed to eastern orthodoxy to the exclusion of all other variants of Christianity: she was then probably reacting to the Byzantines' failure to provide her with a bishop and priests. But by having Helena and Constantine for godparents, adopting Helena's name and receiving hundreds of Constantine's silver coins as gifts, Olga associated herself with this imperial order in ritual fashion, before eminent Rus traders and the representatives of other princes. Her pre-eminence was recognised by the fact that she merely 'nodded her head slightly' whereas her fellow princesses duly prostrated themselves before the emperor (DC: 597). Yet her gesture also signalled deference of a sort and, in its way, expressed the relationship of the Rus leadership towards Byzantium. Their capacity for 'first strikes' might give emperors 'sleepless nights', but for sustainable prosperity they needed regular commerce with the Byzantines, on generous yet ultimately imperial terms.

Personal devotion seems to have compounded with Realpolitik in Olga's reverence for the God of the Greeks. She maintained a priest, apparently keeping to Christian observances for the rest of her life; on her deathbed in 969 she forbade any funeral-feast or the raising of a barrow over her grave (PVL: 32; RPC: 86; Musin 2002: 81–2). But religious affiliation remained a matter of individual or familial choice and prominent counter-forces were in play against a religion whose close associations with Greek superpower could repel as well as attract. The German mission on behalf of another, western, overlord, was, according to its leader, futile and dangerous, with Adalbert only narrowly
escaping death at Rus hands on his way back. Adalbert's claim chimes in with the Rus Primary Chronicle's tale of the response of Olga's son, Sviatoslav, to her efforts to convert him: allegedly he exclaimed, 'My retainers will laugh at this!' (PVL: 30; RPC: 83–4). Around this time a prince or notable was buried in a huge barrow at Chernigov and among his grave goods was a figurine of a god, seemingly Thor. Thor had devotees among the wealthier echelons of the Rus, judging by the finds of his pendant hammerlets on iron neck-rings in graves and settlements. The use of these amulets seems to have peaked around the mid- and second half of the tenth century, and pendants in the form of valkyries were being worn at commercial centres such as Gnezdovo in the second half of that century (Pushkina 2001: 313–16; 2004: 51; Novikova 1992: 79–87; Duczko 2004: 132–3, 239–40). The profusion of amulets may well register the mutual awareness of cross-bearers and the devotees of hammerlets and other pagan pendants, some individuals opting for multiple affiliations. It also reflects the diverse directions which the Rus faced in their desire for trading and self-enrichment. Dessert at the emperor's high table was one manner whereby a Rus ruler could express her politico-cultural affiliation, but others, no less politic, were available.

Sviatoslav's policy, upon taking over effective power from his mother, was to remain on amicable terms with the Byzantines, still letting warriors serve with their forces in hundreds if not thousands, but he also sought conspicuously to align himself with the peoples of the steppes. A Byzantine eyewitness account and the Rus Primary Chronicle agree that Sviatoslav took on the hair- and lifestyle of a Eurasian steppe chieftain: his scalp was shaven save for one long strand of hair, denoting nobility of birth, and a ring was in one ear; life in the saddle was his delight, 'making many wars' and sleeping beneath the open sky. Sviatoslav's prime target was the Khazars who, as his own father had found, could threaten the Rus from across the steppes and still raise tribute from some Slav populations. Allying, probably, with the Uzes, Sviatoslav led an attack on their core-lands, laying waste the main towns and dealing a deathblow to Khazaria as a steppe-power.

Soon afterwards the Byzantines approached him to carry out a similar job on their truculent neighbours, the Bulgarians, in return for 1,500 pounds of gold, paid in advance. The Rus overwhelmed the Bulgarians at a stroke in, probably, late summer and autumn 968, but Sviatoslav proceeded to seize on the opportunities that a river-mouth offered, in the manner of Vikings on the other side of Europe. Reportedly, he proclaimed that he would make Pereiaslavets on the Lower Danube 'the centre of my land, for there all good things flow' (PVL: 32; RPC: 86). Sviatoslav's desire to base himself at the intersection of several trade routes near the sea, without reliance on any single market, made strategic sense: no attempt was made to repeat past expeditions against the 'God-protected city', but the Rus could hope to trade with the Greeks from a more favourable vantage-point than the Middle Dnieper. Sviatoslav hastened back to Kiev when the Pechenegs – perhaps at Byzantine instigation – threatened to seize it in his absence. A deal was struck, Pechenegs joined forces with Rus to return to the Balkans and soon the Bulgarian tsar Boris was reigning over his people from his palace in Preslav, in effect a puppet of the Rus occupation-force. Sviatoslav's project of maintaining hegemony over steppe-peoples and Rus was not inherently absurd: his governors assigned to Danubian towns might soon have begun raising revenues sufficient to remunerate retinues and nomads to police the steppes. Sviatoslav's miscalculation was to take apparent Byzantine inertia for acceptance of the status quo. In the spring of 971
Emperor John I Tzimiskes launched a surprise attack, a pincer-movement: his cavalry made for Preslav while a fleet equipped with Greek Fire sailed up the Danube. The Rus garrison-troops under their commander Svenkel fought bravely, 7,000 of them making a last stand in the palace even after it was set ablaze (Hase 1828: 137; Talbot et al. 2005: 183). And even when beleaguered in Silistra on the banks of the Danube, Sviatoslav and his warriors took on the Byzantine heavy cavalry, the footsoldiers vainly attempting mounted combat, and their womenfolk enlisted for combat, as the Byzantines observed when they came to strip the dead. Our main Byzantine source, Leo the Deacon, depicts a series of Homeric contests and doubts may be cast on the historicity of some of his details about ‘Scythian’ pagan sacrifices and beliefs. In any case, the Rus resisted furiously and after months of heavy fighting they did not so much surrender as agree to withdraw together with their ample stocks of loot and captives. These trophies were probably Sviatoslav’s ultimate undoing: they encumbered his withdrawal from the Danube and the winter of 971–2 was spent on the Dnieper estuary. The Rus, weakened by hunger, were set upon by Pechenegs in the spring and annihilated. Sviatoslav’s own skull found new uses as a plated Pecheneg drinking-cup.

The disappearance of Sviatoslav and much of the Rus warrior elite left a power vacuum which his youthful sons were ill-equipped to fill. One of them, Prince Iaropolk, managed to defeat and kill his brother, whom Sviatoslav had set over the Derevlians, but another son, Vladimir, fled ‘overseas’ from his seat in Novgorod to a court or courts in the Nordic world. Iaropolk’s regime was less than robust, seeing that some Slav tribes ceased to render tribute while opportunists from the Scandinavian world tried to set themselves up among the Rus, a ‘prince’ named Ragnvaldr at Polotsk and a certain Tury at the place which took its name from him, Turov (PVL: 36; RPC: 91). These moves bespeak political volatility, but they also imply that trading with the Byzantines persisted. Polotsk controlled one branch of what became known as ‘the way from the Varangians to the Greeks’ (Figure 37.1), skirting Novgorod; and Turov lay on the River Pripet, leading from the Middle Dnieper towards the Western Bug, or overland to Cracow and other markets where German-struck silver might be had. By the 970s a major reorientation in Rus trading was underway, as supplies of high-quality dirhams from central Asia dwindled, and exchanges of furs for western goods and silver grew in value and volume. But access to Byzantine silks and other de luxe goods carried a special cachet. Ragnvaldr’s and Tury’s choice of seats implies as much, and one of Sviatoslav’s conditions for vacating the Danube had been that the Rus should be allowed to travel ‘to Byzantium to trade, as has been the custom from of old’ (Hase 1828: 156; Talbot et al. 2005: 198–9). Smolensk owed much of its prosperity to its role as a service-station for boats hauled over portages on ‘the way to the Greeks’, and its ostentatious barrows, some raised over boat-burnings, suggest that business was booming through the second half of the tenth century. In that sense, the trading connection with Byzantium was now too widely prized to be subject to the vagaries of particular regimes. Sviatoslav’s Danubian venture, after all, amounted to a variant on the earlier move made by the Rus to the Middle Dnieper the better to trade with the Greeks.

Nonetheless, the question of the future course of political relations between the Dnieper Rus and the Byzantines remained open. Byzantine observers were struck by the organisational skills as well as the fighting prowess shown by the Rus during their Balkan campaigning, and in the late tenth century the popular interpretation placed on a relief sculpture in Constantinople was that it portended the city’s fall to the Rus
The institution of a military command-post on the Straits of Kerch marks one Byzantine measure to contain the Rus in the aftermath of Sviatoslav, but from 976 the emperor Basil II was too preoccupied with his rebel generals and Bulgarian insurgents to pay much attention to the Rus, who were anyway themselves in disarray.

More to the point was the question of what stand any powerful Rus ruler should take towards Christianity and its burgeoning practitioners. Olga had personally associated herself with the sacred palace of the Greeks and their ruling family’s God, whereas Sviatoslav took a flamboyantly contrary line. His regime was to rest on personal command over the steppes and on the material patronage that plundering wealthy targets and supervision of trade routes could yield. The gods by which he swore to uphold terms with the Greeks in 971 were the Slav god of lightning and power, Perun, and Volos, god of herds. Sviatoslav had envisaged long-term hegemony over the Bulgarians, a wholly Christian people, and the core-lands of Rus could have continued to harbour a medley of practising Christians and non-Christians. Coexistence of populations with different faiths, Judaist, Christian, Muslim and pagan, had, after all, been a characteristic of Khazaria, and the elite burial ground on the Starokievskaia Hill at Kiev in the later tenth century seems to have accommodated pagan shrines and Christian coffins (Borov'sky and Kaliuk 1993: 8–12). However, when a masterful prince wrested control of all the Rus branches of the ‘way from the Varangians to the Greeks’ and set about reimposing tribute on dissident outlying populations, he resolved to institute public worship closely associated with his personal authority and victories. Prince Vladimir Sviatoslavich was tainted with the blood of Iaropolk, murdered after coming out from Kiev to negotiate with Vladimir, and also by his mother’s questionable status, as Slavic key-holder of Sviatoslav’s hall who had succumbed to her master’s will.

A legitimacy-deficit could in itself account for Vladimir’s desire to raise his status through unprecedentedly elaborate associations with heavenly powers. But he would have been well aware that prominent leaders to his north-west and west now associated their rule with the Christian God, notably Mieszko of the Poles and Harald Blue-Tooth of the Danes. There are hints that Christian Danes frequented Rus in the later tenth century, perhaps serving as princey retainer; Vladimir himself may have spent his exile at a Danish kingly court or at least had Christians among the Varangian warriors who helped him seize control of Novgorod, Polotsk and, eventually, Kiev (Shinakov 2004: 247–9). Against this background it is hardly surprising that Vladimir, declining to commit his regime to the Christian God, sought to institute a kind of counter-cult, by way of monuments and sacrifices, some of them human. A wooden idol of Perun was raised outside Vladimir’s main hall in Kiev and another idol stood near the governor’s hall in Novgorod; Vladimir’s partially silver and gilded Perun was accompanied by several other gods, some quite local, others known throughout the Slavic-speaking world. This organised cult, which had strong connotations of princely victory, served as a riposte to the Christian cult of Vladimir’s northerly neighbours as well as a counter-force to goings-on in the Great Palace in Constantinople.

Vladimir’s early years after seizing Kiev around 978 were followed up by successful campaigning to secure regular tribute-payments, and his ruthlessness and resources were such as to enforce compliance with his cult’s demands. Victories were celebrated with communal sacrifices to his idols, candidates being chosen by lot from among the free. The objections of a ‘Varangian’ Christian returnee from the Greeks, who had settled
Figure 37.1  Map of ‘the way from the Varangians to the Greeks’. The ‘way’ is described in the Rus Primary Chronicle c. 1100 and is also attested by the many eleventh-century Swedish runestones commemorating individual travellers to ‘the Greeks’. The routes – which could enter Rus via the western Dvina or the VolkLov and Lovat rivers – were in use much earlier, but the sea-link from the Middle Dnieper to Constantinople was regularised only in the early tenth century. Very few goods went all the way from the North Atlantic to Byzantium, but the slave trade spanned the British Isles, the Baltic and Rus, and Byzantine silks have been unearthed in York, Lincoln and Dublin. Scandinavians, including Icelanders, attended the emperor at court and served with his forces. Many eventually returned home, probably bringing Byzantine luxury goods with them. Exchanges of embassies and courtesies between Nordic,
Rus and Byzantine courts were the background to all this trafficking. Tenth-century chamber graves denoted exceptional wealth, social and/or political status and aspirations to retain these in the next world. Their precise significance varied across the huge area in which they occur, and in Denmark they are found at rural settlements as well as emporia. But the goods and types of funeral ritual found in them attest to people for whom travel and ample equipment for the afterlife were status symbols, a kind of self-consciously international elite. To that extent, the chamber graves offer a tracer of ‘the way from the Varangians to the Greeks’.
in Kiev and upon whose boy the lot fell, were overridden: father and son were slain in their hall (*PVL*: 38–9; *RPC*: 95–6). It was not so much Vladimir’s patronage of this cult cutting an odd figure with other Christian rulers as the cessation of victories that made him think again. A campaign against the Bulgars on the Middle Volga in the mid-980s failed to yield tribute, the first such setback recorded among Vladimir’s campaigns (*PVL*: 39; *RPC*: 96). Soon afterwards, according to the *Rus Primary Chronicle*, Vladimir embarked on what is sometimes termed his ‘investigation of the faiths’, Islam, the faith of his formidable Bulgar foes, the Christianity of the Germans and the Greeks, and Judaism.

Stylised as they are, the *Chronicle*’s tales of high-status investigative emissaries and of discourses conducted before the prince probably register actual, high-profile, signals in favour of a monotheistic cult on Vladimir’s part (Shepard 1992: 76–81). But a series of accidents seems to have determined which particular cult was adopted. Basil II was, by c. 988, virtually besieged in his capital, his army mostly in rebellion and the Bulgarians at large to his west. In circumstances which have yet to be fully elucidated, a deal was struck between Vladimir and the beleaguered emperor. At some stage in the proceedings, perhaps by way of pressurising Basil to honour an agreement already made, Vladimir showed the Rus’ striking-power and nuisance-value, capturing Cherson and sacking much of it. At all events, he sent an army, reportedly 6,000-strong, and the new arrivals surprised the rebels encamped across the Bosphorus, enabling Basil eventually to regain control of Asia Minor. Vladimir’s reward was marriage in Cherson to Anna, Basil’s sister, and the match in itself implied Vladimir’s comparable standing with members of the imperial family born in the palace’s purple chamber (Franklin and Shepard 1996: 162–4). As Vladimir would have foreseen, he could only wed such a princess after being baptised, and Anna’s entourage was accompanied or followed by a religious mission comprising prelates, priests and church-builders. Vladimir, withdrawing from Cherson to Kiev, summoned the citizens to the riverbank and oversaw their mass-baptism to the sound of clergymen’s prayers. Monumental halls decorated with mosaics and wall-paintings were erected on the Starokievskaia Hill, flanking a sizeable church built of brick and stone and dedicated to the Mother of God. The builders were Byzantines, and the church’s layout and function seem to have echoed those of the Mother of God of the Pharos, a prominent church in Constantinople’s Great Palace. Vladimir thus set in stone his claims to comparability in status with the Greek emperor, treating his retainers and ‘nobles’ to feasts and Sunday worship in his own palace-complex. The foundations of Vladimir’s regime were very different from those of the *basileus*. But the long-established monotheistic cult serviced mainly by the Greeks brought a degree of coherence to the nexus under Vladimir’s care, and a German missionary, visiting his court in 1008, took it for granted that Rus was a Christian realm. Only upon passing through gates of a ‘massive rampart’ did Bruno of Querfurt enter the land of the pagans (Karwasińska 1973: 99). The rampart was the outermost of a series of earthworks and fortified settlements built under Vladimir’s direction in what had been nomads’ pasturing grounds. Reclaiming them for intensive agricultural cultivation, he created a robust defensive shield for his city, transplanting ‘the best men’ from Slav and Finnish populations in the north to live in his settlements (*PVL*: 54; *RPC*: 119). The Rus were embedded on the Middle Dnieper more securely than ever before, and there would be no further attempts at large-scale migration to the south.
Vladimir’s adoption of Christianity as mandatory cult for his subjects accelerated the Slavicisation of the ruling elite already underway. Slavic was in use among the Rus leadership on the Middle Dnieper by the mid-tenth century: their tribute-rounds were termed *poluude*, from the Slavic for ‘among the people’ (DAI: 62–3) and Igor and Olga gave their son a Slavic name by which he was known to the Byzantines, Svatoslav. But, as noted above, the Dnieper Rapids still bore distinct Rus and Slavic names at that time. And the Rus’ reliance on axes, broadswords and shield-walls during Svatoslav’s Balkan campaigns, the names of certain commanders (including the *beserkr* ‘Ikmor’ [= *Ingi-marr*?]) and, back in Rus, the occurrence of boat-burnings and chamber graves in burial grounds in urban centres, attest close affinities of the militaro-commercial elite with tactics and religious rites practised elsewhere in the Nordic world. But Svatoslav’s wars followed by the succession-struggle took a heavy toll on the Rus elite, and Vladimir (whose name was Slavic) drew on the counsel of his maternal uncle, the Slav Dobrynia, for victory. Moreover the gods whose idols Vladimir made such a show of venerating outside his hall had mostly Slav rather than overtly Nordic characteristics; and after his baptism Slavic probably became the language of liturgical worship quite swiftly, aided by the assortment of texts readily available from Bulgarian and other Slavophone Christians. Vladimir himself upheld Slavic as the language of authority, judging by the legends on the gold and silver coins he struck. One reads: ‘Vladimir on the throne!’ (Sotnikova and Spasski 1982: 80). The retainers and notables remunerated with these pieces were presumed to be able to make out the Cyrillic lettering, indecipherable as the later issues became. And waxed wooden tablets excavated at Novgorod suggest that by the early eleventh century the repeated writing out of psalms in Slavic was one means of teaching functional literacy (Ianin 2001: 38–42; Franklin 2002: 46–7). Yet Greek remained the mother tongue of most of the senior clergy in Rus, who corresponded with colleagues in the empire. The seal of an earlier eleventh-century metropolitan of Laodicea found at Staraya Ladoga may register such correspondence: the town was, in the second quarter of the century, guarded for Prince Iaroslav Vladimirovich by a relative of his Swedish wife (Bulgakova 2004: 85–8).

Vladimir’s adoption of Byzantine-style Christianity as the religion to be imposed on diverse subject-populations launched a new written culture for a polity structured differently from its counterparts elsewhere in the Scandinavian world. Exactly when newcomers from Scandinavia began to be denoted by the Rus elite with a generic term is uncertain but ‘Varangian’ was most probably being used partly for this purpose by the beginning of the eleventh century. In that sense, Rus and the rest of the Scandinavian world were going their separate ways. But many persons of high status and fortune-seeking Nordic warbands took advantage of the more or less continuous waterways to reach Rus, often travelling on to Byzantium. A Saxon visitor to the Middle Dnieper in 1018 gained the impression that Kiev ‘like all this region’ was teeming with ‘speedy Danes’ and runaway slaves (Holtzmann and Trillmich 2002: 474; Warner 2001: 384), and river journeys across the steppes became somewhat less hazardous once Rus cavalry squadrons based as far south as the confluence of the Dnieper and the Sula could escort vessels to the Rapids. Besides, the Byzantines now let a Christian Rus trading settlement develop in the Dnieper estuary. Such improved communications strengthen the likelihood that Norse sagas’ depictions of warriors in the service of the Byzantine emperor denote historical figures from the late tenth century onwards (Blöndal and Benedikz 1978: 193–209; Carroll 2005: 40–3). And in the case of Haraldr Harðráða
sagas’ boasting of his exploits gains some corroboration from a Byzantine contemporary who was probably acquainted with him, Kekaumenos (Litavrin 2003: 298–300).

Byzantium, rather than Rus, seems to have been proverbial for its wealth in the eleventh-century Scandinavian world, and sagas’ claims for the riches brought back by Haraldr from ‘Micklegarth’ echo those of Adam of Bremen (Trillmich 2000: 394). The greed and unruliness of Varangian mercenaries is, conversely, a motif of the *Rus Primary Chronicle* alongside sagas for the late tenth and earlier eleventh centuries (Pálsson and Edwards 1989: 73, 79–80). But their appetites were more or less manipulable by Rus rulers and employers, as by Byzantine emperors. Only internal dynastic strife opened the door to interlopers such as Ragnvaldr and Tury in the 970s or Sveinn Hákonarson, who sacked Staraia Ladoga shortly before Vladimir’s death in 1015. A personal bond with forceful Nordic dynasts appeared politic to the capable yet hard-pressed Iaroslav Vladimirovich. In 1018, after being routed by his half-brother Sviatopolk and the Polish ruler Boleslaw, he contemplated flight ‘across the sea’ to Scandinavia (*PVL*: 63; *RPC*: 132), and his marriage the following year to Olof Skottkonung’s daughter Ingigerðr was probably intended to bring security to Staraia Ladoga and a supply of cooperative warriors from Swedish courts. Many years later, Iaroslav wedded his daughter Elizabeth to an ambitious *konungr* now heading back north after nearly ten years at Byzantium – Haraldr Harðráði. Shortly before the marriage, in 1043, Iaroslav had drawn on his Nordic contacts to raise fresh warriors for the last great Rus expedition against Constantinople. This attack seems to have been prompted by Iaroslav’s need to save face after a supposed slight, a matter of honour that would have been familiar enough to those involved with the famous embassy of the Rhôô̆ some 200 years earlier.

Besides contacts at the ruling elite’s level, commercial exchanges went on between persons based in the Baltic region and those who called themselves Rus and resided in the land of Rus. Trade was most conveniently and profitably conducted across fairly short distances, from emporia such as Sigtuna or Gotland’s markets to Staraia Ladoga or Novgorod. Traders from Scandinavia had, together with warriors, their own compound in Novgorod by 1016 at the latest, and within a few years of Olaf Haraldsson’s death he was believed to be working miracles for fellow Northmen there: a church in Novgorod was subsequently dedicated to him (Mel’nikova 1999: 542–4, 553–4; Antonsson 2003: 148–53). But ‘Varangians’ were still a common enough feature of the Middle Dnieper region for the mid-eleventh-century law code promulgated by Iaroslav’s sons to provide specifically for escaped or stolen slaves whom they harbour: the slaves were to be handed back to their rightful owners, and a fine of 3 *grivnas* paid ‘for the offence’ (*Kratkaia Pravda* in Kaiser 1992: 16). Brawls involving ‘a Varangian or a Kolbiag’ (another term designating northerners from across the sea) were also specially catered for (*Kratkaia Pravda* in Kaiser 1992: 16). The association of Varangians with runaway slaves calls to mind the forementioned Saxon’s impression of Kiev in 1018: it also suggests that Scandinavian armsbearers still had some involvement with slave-trading.

At any rate, commercial as well as court-level exchanges between Rus and the rest of the Nordic world were still intensive in the mid-eleventh century. In fact goods and produce of Byzantine origin were reaching Baltic emporia such as Lund and Sigtuna in increasing quantities, not only silks but also bulkier commodities such as glazed wares and amphorae that probably brought oil and wine (Roslund 1998: 359–68, 380–5). The land of Rus may now have been forming into a distinctive politico-cultural order whose
language of Christian worship and literary culture was Slavic. But this order engendered conditions facilitating exchanges of goods, albeit through multiple transactions in Rus, between the Nordic and Mediterranean worlds on a scale not seen before.

**ABBREVIATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT

THE VIKINGS IN THE EAST

Fjodor Androshchuk

The number of Scandinavian artefacts from the Viking Age found in eastern Europe is much larger than that in western Europe and even in Denmark (Figure 38.1). This material is known in different regions of the modern independent states of Russia, Ukraine and Belarus and also in the south-eastern Baltic area. These finds came from fortified and unfortified urban and rural settlements, from graves and hoards; there were also stray finds.

VIKINGS IN THE SOUTH-EASTERN BALTIc AREA: GROBÌNA AND WISKIAUTEN

Latvia and the Kaliningrad region are two areas that have yielded a large quantity of Scandinavian jewellery (Apala and Apals 1992; Atgàzis 1992; Jansson 1992; Kulakow 1992). Single finds of jewellery, swords and scabbard chapes have also come from Lithuania, where they were found in a local cultural context (Kazakevičius 1992).

A large number of Scandinavian artefacts were found in two barrows (Priediens II, Porāni) and a flat (Rudzukals I) cemetery of the Iron Age at Grobiņa (Nerman 1958; Petrenko 1991; Jansson 1994; Lamm and Urtaņs 1995). Scandinavian male and female artefacts, typical for sites and cemeteries in central Sweden and Gotland in the Vendel and Viking periods were found here. Recently researchers have pointed out some south Scandinavian parallels in the Vendel material of Grobiņa (Jansson 1994: 14–15). In one of the barrows a fragment of a shield and a stone stele of the Gotlandic type from the Vendel period came to light (Petrenko 1991; Lamm and Urtaņs 1995). It had been suggested that some of the population from central Sweden left barrow cemeteries, while people from Gotland were buried in flat graves (Nerman 1958). However, new excavations have yielded a number of cremation graves of local character, which were connected to the Curonian population. On the basis of the polyethnic character of the revealed remains, Grobiņa was considered as a trade centre (Petrenko and Virse 1993: 102). However, a settlement investigated south-west of the Priediens cemetery (Lamm and Urtaņs 1995: 14) has a local character without any indication of trade. The Scandinavian cultural elements of Grobiņa are usually discussed in association with another centre, Wiskiauten or Kaup (the modern village of Mokhovoe in the Kaliningrad
region, former eastern Prussia) (Figure 38.2). It was supposed that in the Vendel period, Scandinavians of Grobiņa moved to the Sambian peninsula and founded a new settlement there (Martens 1996: 54). This conclusion is not supported by Scandinavian jewellery from the ninth–tenth centuries found in the vicinity of Grobiņa (Šturms 1949: 207 fig. 2, 213 fig. 4).

The Scandinavian elements at Wiskiauten were mainly found in the cemetery (c. 215 mounds) with cremation and inhumation graves (Nerman 1936; Mühlen 1975; Martens
1996). In some of the graves typical Scandinavian ritual traits like folded weapons and stone-settings were recorded (Androshchuk 2004a: 112–13 fig. 4). The place of the Wiskiauten settlement is uncertain. But it seems that it was situated in the wet meadow terrain. For example, such a topography is characteristic of another site in the Baltic area, Janow Pomorski, which yielded a large number of Scandinavian objects (Jagodziński and Kasprzycka 1991: 706). Jewellery and weapons characteristic of Gotland, central Sweden and Denmark were found in different graves at Wiskiauten (Mühlén 1975; Androshchuk 2004a with parallels). A unique find is a hoard which contained silver bracelets of the so-called Hiberno-Norse type from the ninth–tenth centuries discovered at Kivitten (Mühlén 1975: Taf. 50: 1–6). From the territory of the modern Kaliningrad area there are forty-two swords from the Viking Age, which conform to eleven main sword types common in Scandinavia. There are three interpretations of the character of the settlement at Wiskiauten. According to one of them it was a Swedish colony/garrison that also had trade functions (Nerman 1936: 79). According to another interpretation the settlement was originally Gotlandic and then a Danish colony (Mühlén 1975). A third point of view considers Wiskiauten as a ‘polyethníc trade centre’ (Kulakow 2000, 2003). None of the interpretations seems to be convincing since they only treat the Scandinavian finds from the burials. Objects of local

Figure 38.2  a, b Silver strap-end found in Kaliningrad. (Photo: Constantine Skvortsov.)
origin were not taken into consideration and the place of the settlement and its character are still uncertain.

**GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SCANDINAVIAN ARTEFACTS IN EASTERN EUROPE**

Within the territory of modern Russia several areas are characterised by a considerable number of Scandinavian artefacts: Staraya Ladoga with the area to the south and east of Lake Ladoga; Rjurikovo Gorodishche near Novgorod on the Upper Volkhov River; the Jaroslavl’–Vladimir area with the river system of the Volga; Gorodok on the Lovat in the Upper Lovat’ River area, and the Upper Dnepr (Dnieper) area, in the vicinity of the modern town of Smolensk (Gnëzdovo and Novosëlki). Single objects of Scandinavian origin have been found in the cemeteries of rural character in the country between the Dnepr and the Dvina.

In Belarus there are only single finds known from excavations of old towns (Vitebsk, Polotsk), hill forts (Menka, Maskovichi), graves (Menka, Uklja) and hoards (Bryli). In Ukraine a large concentration of Scandinavian artefacts came from the Chernigov (Chernihiv) area on the Desna River, and the middle and lower part of the Dnepr River (Kyiv [Kiev], Chortica island area and Berezan’). Single finds are known in the area of Siverskyj Dinets and Buh Rivers and Crimea (Kerch, Sevastopol’). One grave with weaponry of Scandinavian character has been found in the cemetery of Chersoneses (Sevastopol’).

**The Volkhov River and Lake Ladoga area**

Most of the earliest Scandinavian finds have been found in the oldest cultural layers of Staraya Ladoga and a few graves south of Lake Ladoga (Brandenburg 1895: 122 table I: 2). The presence of Scandinavians in Staraya Ladoga can be dated to the second part of the eighth century. At this time Ladoga, situated on the western bank of the Volkhov River at the mouth of a small brook, Ladozhka, in a place now called Zemljanoe gorodishche, was a small settlement occupied by people from northern Europe (Kuz’m in 2000: 129–30). There are signs of possible blacksmiths’ activity, which was later supplemented by jewellery production (Rjabinin 1994: 26). The types of tools have close parallels in Scandinavia. In the course of the 780s and beginning of the 800s the Ladoga settlement takes on more of the appearance of a trade centre. Two different house-building traditions could be seen in Ladoga at this time. One of them is represented by large houses with a central fireplace and is usually interpreted as Scandinavian. Another Slavic tradition is represented by small rectangular wooden houses with a fireplace in one of the corners.

In the earliest horizons of the Staraya Ladoga settlement some objects characteristic of Scandinavian culture of the Vendel period around AD 600 have been found. A small oval brooch and a bronze handle with a small head with a horned head-dress and a collection of smiths’ tools indicate that there were both Scandinavian men and women settled in Ladoga at that time (Davidan 1993: 27 Abb. 8: 8).

In the 830–40s the site was expanding considerably. New houses were built on the northern side of the Ladozhka brook. Metal-, antler-, amberworking and glass bead-making as well as weaving are characteristic traits in the settlement activity (Davidan
1993). During the second part of the ninth century the population of Zemljanoe gorodishche were still living in the same two types of house, as mentioned above. Some artefacts interpreted by Russian scholars as Slavic have close parallels in the area of the Upper Dnepr, populated by Krivichi tribes, according to the Russian Primary Chronicle. One large house with a fireplace in the centre is known from this period. A rune stick with a disputed inscription was found in this house (Melnikova 2001: 202). A mould for producing lunula-shaped pendants popular in many Slavic cultures has been found in the earth hill fort and could be dated to the same period (Davidan 1993: 32 nr 39 Abb. 11: 39). Several gaming-pieces of Scandinavian type could be dated to this and later periods (Davidan 1993: 50 Abb. 22, 146–8, 151–4).

Scandinavian objects have also been found in the later horizons of Staraya Ladoga dated to the tenth century. These artefacts consist of fragmentary bronze oval brooches, equal-armed brooches, a small circular brooch, one animal-head brooch, pendants, oval strike-a-light-shaped pendants, iron rings with Pörr's hammer pendants, bronze decorated mounts of bridle and a decorated ringed pin (Davidan 1993: 28 Abb. 8: 4–6, 8–12, 9: 13–14, 21–2; Golubeva 2003: 75 figs 128–34, 79 figs 150–2, 154, 83 fig. 176; Kirpichenkov 2004: 189 figs 10–11). Around AD 894 a large house was constructed at Zemljanoe gorodishche. Among the finds in the house were ceramic, spindle whorls, beads, pieces of amber, weights, a gold finger-ring, fragments of glass cups, combs, a gaming-piece, an axe-shaped pendant and a wooden cylinder with a bird motif (Rjabinin 2002: 15). This house was used until the 930s and has been interpreted as a building belonging to a group, most probably well-to-do Scandinavian traders (Duczko 2004: 87). Recently a suggestion has been made that the house was the residence of a deputy of the prince or a prince’s palace (Rjabinin 2002: 23). In the ninth–eleventh centuries the settlement covered an area of no less than 10–12 ha (Jansson 1997: 27).

To the south-east of the earth hill fort and to the west of the part of the settlement on the northern side of the Ladozhka brook three cemeteries from the Viking Age were situated. One of them, in a place now called Pobedishche, consisted of barrows with cremation and inhumation graves. The cemetery was destroyed in the twentieth century but a stray find of an oval brooch from the tenth century is known from there (Mikhailov 2003: 153 fig. 312). Other grave finds discovered here have close parallels in Finnish barrows south of Lake Ladoga and one of them contained a pendant with a Runikids’ symbol – a trident symbol used today as a coat of arms of Ukraine, which is believed to emanate from the first ruler of Rus’, Rurik (Golubeva 2003: 104 fig. 315).

On the eastern side of the Volklov River, near Chernavino village, in a place called Plakun, a small cemetery consisting of eighteen barrows has been excavated (Nazarenko 1985; Mikhailov 2003; Duczko 2004: 91). The barrows contained male and female cremation graves, probably burnt in boats or with the use of parts of boats. In one of the female graves a fragmentary so-called Tating-ware jug was found. It has been stated by some scholars that they were made in the Rhineland for liturgical use. In one of the barrows a coffin with the skeleton of a man in a chamber grave was discovered. The chamber grave is dated to c. 895 and has close parallels in southern Scandinavia (Mikhailov 1996, 2003: 155). Another chamber grave from the tenth century also with southern Scandinavian burial traits was discovered on the top of a large barrow situated about 250 m to the south of the small barrows (Nosov 1985; Mikhailov 1996). A male individual with two horses, riding gear, a knife, arrowheads, a bucket, an animal-headed bone point and Byzantine bronze buckle were found in the chamber.
Most Russian archaeologists have considered Plakun to be the cemetery for the Scandinavian fraction of the Ladoga population (Bulkin et al. 1978: 88; Nazarenko 1985: 165; Mikhailov 2002: 66; 2003: 158). This conclusion doesn’t seem convincing. A stray find of the above-mentioned oval brooch in the area of the cemetery at Pobedishche doesn’t exclude the possibility of finding graves with more Scandinavian artefacts in the same area. The very special topography of the Plakun cemetery, its location on the opposite side of the Volkhov River, the large number of women’s graves, such high-status traits as the Tating-ware jug, two chamber graves and a large barrow underline a very special position for the buried people, who were in close connection with southern Scandinavia during the eighth–tenth centuries.

From the barrows of twenty-three sites in the area south-east of Lake Ladoga came about eighty Scandinavian objects (Pushkina 1997: 88). Most of them were found in barrows with cremation and inhumation graves together with elements of local Finnish culture (Pushkina 1997: 88). Types of female brooches belonging to the middle Viking Age and some peculiarities in their manufacture and use show that they were made by local craftsmen (Jansson 1992: 62 fig. 2, 71 fig. 5). The context of the weapon finds suggests that we are dealing with representatives of powerful rural families. Two different interpretations have been proposed concerning the character of the Scandinavians’ activity in this area. One of them – by Ture J. Arne and Holger Arbman – claims that the Ladoga area was subjected to Swedish agrarian colonisation (Jansson 1997: 775 with references; Duczko 2004: 99). Another point of view considers the activity in this area to be connected with the fur trade and the Volga trade route (Raudonikas 1930: 134; Boguslavskij 1993: 135; 2003: 162).

**Rjurikovo Gorodishche**

The remains of an early urban centre have been revealed on a hillock now called Rjurikovo Gorodishche about 2 km south of Novgorod (Nosov 1990, 1992, 2000; Jansson 1997: 31–5). The settlement covers an area between 4 and 7 ha and is interpreted as the original Novgorod mentioned in the *Russian Primary Chronicle*. In contrast to Ladoga, Rjurikovo Gorodishche was already fortified from the very beginning, which gives the place a clear eastern European character (Jansson 1997: 35). Here we don’t find any large houses of Scandinavian type as in Ladoga. However, Scandinavian material from the ninth–tenth centuries from the cultural layer of Rjurikovo Gorodishche is very abundant (Nosov 1990, 2000; Jansson 1997: 35; 1999; Duczko 2004: 103). These finds consist of male and female dress accessories and ornaments, tools, weaponry and objects related to cult and magic, which originated from central Sweden (Jansson 1999: 48; Mikhailov and Nosov 2002; Duczko 2004: 103). One oval brooch from the early Viking Age probably comes from a destroyed burial on the northern slope of the hill (Jansson 1999: 55). Careful analysis of these finds has shown that most probably the population of this site included both local inhabitants and Scandinavian immigrants, who however quite quickly melted into one society (Jansson 1999: 56).

**Other towns in north-western Russia**

Scandinavian male and female objects are also known in the Old Russian towns of Pskov, Novgorod and Beloozero. Old Pskov emerged at the confluence of the rivers Pskovka
and Velikaya. During the tenth century the settlement area expanded and consisted of a fort, a trading centre and a cult site. In Pskov the Scandinavian finds come from the cultural layer and graves (Sedov 1992; Duczko 2004: 112). Five of eighty excavated graves have Scandinavian traits. A rich chamber grave with the remains of a woman was recently found in the town (Jakovleva 2004).

The Volga–Oka region

Along the Volga waterway, Scandinavian artefacts have been found in different cultural contexts and different types of sites (Figure 38.3). The earliest objects have been found at Sarskoe Gorodishche near Lake Nero in the Upper Volga area (Leont’ev 1996, 2000). This hill fort was a local centre inhabited from the late seventh to the early eleventh century. Islamic coins and also Scandinavian male and female artefacts give evidence of long-distance connections in the ninth–tenth centuries (Leont’ev 1996: 18–21; Pushkina 1997: 89).

A large concentration of such finds came to light in an area between the towns Jaroslavl’ on the Volga and Vladimir on the River Kljaz’ma. About 12 km from Jaroslavl’ city is the Timerëvo archaeological complex, which consists of a settlement of about 5–6 ha and cemeteries (Murasheva 1997; Sedyh 2000). About 500 mounds with cremations and inhumations including chamber graves have been excavated here, as well as about fifty dwellings with roof-bearing posts, pits and other structures clustered together and sometimes fenced. A large hoard of Islamic coins dated to 864/5 found in the settlement and also oriental and Scandinavian objects from the graves indicate the importance of international contacts in the activity of the Timerëvo population. It has been suggested that three different ethnic groups lived here during the Viking Age but now it seems that ‘the material culture does not indicate separate population groups, but rather a community with people of different genetic origins but viewing themselves as one community and most probably as one ethnic group’ (Jansson 1997: 42). There are two different interpretations of the character of the Timerëvo settlement. According to one it was an urban site (Dubov 1982). The other view is that Timerëvo was a rural settlement (Fekhner 1963: 17; Jansson 1997: 44). A large number of barrows with Scandinavian artefacts were also found at Mikhailoivskoe and Petrovskoe in the Vladimir area. These finds are interpreted either as evidence for centres of the Old Russian population (Pushkina 1997: 89) or as evidence of Scandinavian immigration (Jansson 1997: 47). Scandinavian weapons and jewellery have also been found at sites on the Upper Volga, which suggests that these were centres to control the traffic along the Volga way (Tomsinski 1999: 171; Islanova et al. 2005: 72–7).

Scandinavian penetration into the areas of the Volga Bulghars is reflected by a single find of an equal-armed brooch and a sword found in the town of Bulgar. One bronze scabbard chape decorated in the Jellinge style has been found in Biljar. Five more swords and one shield-boss come from different places in an area between the rivers Kama and Volga (Izmailov 1997: 34, 44, 125 fig. 81). So far only one grave with clear Scandinavian traits is known from this area. In a mound with a cremation grave containing a folded sword, remains of a bag and bronze decorative mounts of local production and a strike-a-light have been revealed at Balymer (Izmailov 1997: 49 fig. 23). In the Lower Volga area there is a single Scandinavian find, a bronze scabbard chape in Jellinge style from Danilovka (Paulsen 1953: 41 Abb. 39). Contacts of Scandinavians with the Slavic
population in the Oka River area can be seen in the Supruty hoard that contained a richly decorated snaffle-bit, made on Gotland (Duczko 2004: fig. 58). During the Viking Age Oka was an important waterway leading to the rivers Don and Desna. Only
one find marks the movement of Scandinavians along the Don River, a richly decorated silver equal-handed brooch in Borre style from Elets in the Voronezh region (Arbman 1960: 120 Abb. 2-6).

The region of the Desna River (Shestovitsa and Chernigov)

A considerable amount of Scandinavian objects were revealed in the area of the Desna River, especially in such sites as Shestovitsa and Chernigov. The Shestovitsa archaeological complex is situated about 14 km south-east of Chernigov, on the right bank of the Desna River (Blifeld 1977; Androshchuk 1999, 2000; Kovalenko 2000). Two hill forts, a large settlement and six groups of barrows are known in this area. The dating of the hill fort in the centre of the modern village is uncertain; however, some barrows excavated on village land definitely dated to the Viking Age (Blifeld 1977: 187-8). The current level of knowledge about Shestovitsa allows us to construct the following for the development of the site. Before c. 900 a small fortified settlement existed at the south end of the Korovel headland. Then in the course of the tenth century, westwards from the headland, on the wet meadows and on the headland itself a large settlement was established. Westwards and north-eastwards from the settlement numerous barrows were raised. Because of intensive fortification works at the south end of the headland in the twelfth century it is still unclear if any hill fort existed here in the tenth century (Androshchuk 1999: 29, 75; Kovalenko et al. 2003: 56, 60). During excavations of the headland area, several dozen buildings were revealed. Along the western edge of the headland beside the wet meadows, a rectangular building with evidence for the production of iron and pitch was discovered (Kovalenko et al. 2003: 57). Evidence of pitch production was also revealed on the wet meadow part of the settlement. Among the finds were a fragmentary Scandinavian oval brooch, numerous rivets, beads and a bronze button from the tenth century. A large number of Scandinavian artefacts came from mounds with cremations and inhumations. Around thirty chamber graves with clear Scandinavian identities (jewellery, weapons and ritual traits) could be distinguished among the Shestovitsa graves (Androshchuk 1999: 42 table 7). Most of the Scandinavian objects from Shestovitsa dated to the tenth century; however, one south Scandinavian beaked brooch from the seventh century was found recently on the settlement. The Scandinavian cultural traditions of Shestovitsa point towards central Sweden (especially Birka, but also Denmark and Åland).

North-eastward from Shestovitsa, on the right bank of the Desna River, was situated Chernigov, the capital of the medieval principality (Rybakov 1949; Kovalenko 2000). The topography and character of the site in the tenth century are still disputed (Androshchuk 1999, 2000; Kovalenko 2000). All we know about Chernigov at this time are the remains of numerous barrow groups, which occupy a wide area. Scandinavian objects were found in large and smaller barrows with cremation and chamber graves. Two large barrows were situated on the right high bank of the Desna River. One of them, called Gublishche, contained a sword with a scabbard chape decorated in Jellinge style (Duczko 2004: 241). The third large barrow, called Chornaja Mogila, was situated far from the bank of river close to the hill where the medieval Eletskei monastery was built. Here a large number of various objects were found including two swords, boat rivets and a little bronze figure of the Old Norse god Þór (Duczko 2004: fig. 70 b–d). Close to the barrow a chamber grave with riding gear and weaponry was
discovered (Androshchuk 2000: fig. 1). It seems that the topography of Chernigov was very similar to Gnëzdovo. The centre consisted of one hill fort, a settlement on marshy land and surrounding satellite settlements with cemeteries. One of these cemeteries, which had barrows with cremations and chamber graves, has been excavated in the city, on the bank of the brook Strizhen’, in a place called Berizki. In two barrows Scandinavian horse crampons and a pendant were found (Androshchuk 1999: 107).

Single Scandinavian finds are also known from rural cemeteries in the Chernigov area, such as Sednev, Persazh and Liskove. Chernigov and Shestovitsa emerged at a meeting-point of the routes along the Desna, Seim and the Northern Dinets. Movements and contacts along the Seim and Desna rivers are reflected by a sword and other single finds (Androshchuk 1999: 107–8 fig. 60).

The Dnepr River (Gnëzdovo and Kiev)

The Gnëzdovo archaeological complex is situated on the right bank of the Dnepr (Dnieper), about 13 km from the city of Smolensk, between two tributaries of the Dnepr, Svinets and Olsha (Mühlle 1989; Jansson 1997: 49; Duczko 2004: 157). The complex consists of the central settlement with the hill fort Tsentalnoe on the brook Svinets and surrounded by large cemeteries. The dating of the second hill fort and the remains of the settlement at the mouth of the River Olsha is uncertain. The total number of barrows in several groups in the cemetery, according different scholars, is between 3,000–5,000 (Avdusin 1969; Mühlle 1989). There are two explanations for the relationship between such a huge number of mounds and the cemetery. One suggestion is that all these barrows belonged to one settlement, while another is that they were made by the population of small satellite settlements that lay on the lower land outside the large settlements (Jansson 1997: 49). Recent archaeological excavations in the area of the lower land revealed a cultural layer with remains of wooden structures and finds from the tenth century. Most of the early cultural remains were found in the Tsentralnoe hill fort, the south-western part of the settlement and the southern part of the Lesnaya group of barrows and included more than 250 artefacts of Scandinavian origin (Pushkina 1997: 89; Duczko 2004: 159) (Figure 38.4). Scandinavian jewellery and weaponry were found in barrows with cremations, inhumations and chamber graves, and especially from the hill fort and settlement of Gnëzdovo. Fragmentary moulds were also found in the Tsentralnoe hill fort (Eniosova 2001: figs 7–10), as well as the majority of the coins, a hoard of jewellery and sword fragments (Androshchuk 1999 with references) that testify to the dominating and controlling role of the hill fort during the history of Gnëzdovo. In the cemeteries of Gnëzdovo the large barrows were either concentrated in separate groups or stood alone among smaller mounds. They contained graves cremated in boats and some Scandinavian artefacts (Bulkin et al. 1978: 33; Duczko 2004: 161). Scandinavian artefacts from Gnëzdovo have close parallels in graves in central Sweden and in Denmark, and with single objects in Gotland (Thunmark-Nylén 2001; Duczko 2004: 181). There are different interpretations of Gnëzdovo. Some Russian scholars have interpreted Gnëzdovo as an important industrial centre belonging to the prince’s retinue (Petrukhin and Pushkina 1979: 101; Pushkina 1997: 89; see critique in Jansson 1997: 51). Scandinavian scholars have considered this site to be a central proto-urban settlement surrounded by a number of farming settlements belonging to the same society that also included people of Scandinavian origin (Jansson 1997: 51), or 'a
Figure 38.4  Some finds from a hoard found in 1868 in Gnëzdovo (from Gushchin 1936: tables I–IV).
mixture of Birka and Rjurikovo Gorodishche, with a culture that is exposing its origin in Svealand' (Duczko 2004: 188). A number of Scandinavian objects have been also found in hill forts, rural settlements and cemeteries in an area between the Western Dvina and the Upper Dnepr.

Kiev (Kyiv) is situated on the high right bank of the Dnepr River. During the Viking Age, this centre of Rus’ consisted of the upper part or the town hill, in medieval written sources called Gora and now known as Starokiesvska gora, and the lower part called Podol’/Podil. Northward from Gora, a row of hills stretch towards another centre of the tenth century, Vyshgorod. Two of the hills rising over the lower town still preserve their medieval names, Zamkova and Shchekovitsa.

Archaeological excavations on Starokiesvska gora revealed a small hill fort from the seventh century, which could be connected to the hill fort of the Slavic prince Kiy, mentioned in the *Russian Primary Chronicle*. According to the *Chronicle* this town still existed when the Northmen Askold and Dir arrived in Kiev in 862. The *Chronicle* relates how they gathered other Varangians and remained as princes in the town built by Kiy. Excavations in the 1970s discovered on the lower part of the town several well-preserved wooden buildings and even complete merchant properties from the late ninth to tenth centuries. The finds testify that merchants and craftsmen were the main inhabitants there. No artefacts of Scandinavian origin were found in Podil during these excavations (see discussion in Androshchuk 2004b; Zotsenko 2003). However, a large number of such objects came from the tenth-century cremation and chamber graves in the upper town. A hoard of six gold bracelets of Scandinavian type was also found here. These and other finds indicate that no regular townscape existed there prior to the eleventh century. What most likely existed were individual homesteads, around which barrows arose. A chain of satellite-settlements situated below the hills stretched northwards from the town. One of them existed in the area of the modern Jurkivska street, where remains of several destroyed barrows with cremation and inhumation graves were revealed. The graves yielded jewellery and swords of Scandinavian character (Androshchuk 2004b: 36). In the same area was also found a hoard of Islamic coins with jewellery dated to 935/6.

Single Scandinavian objects including brooches, bronze pendants and scabbard chapes decorated in Borre and Jellinge style and also swords have come to light in towns, hill forts and settlements to the north and west of Kiev (a total of about ten finds from Vyshgorod, Bilgorod, Korosten’, Lystvyn, Pljasheva and Bycheva) (some of them discussed in Zotsenko 2004).

South of Kiev, downriver on the Dnepr, single finds of Scandinavian character have been made as far as the Old Rus’ town of Pereyaslaw (Androshchuk 1999: 108; Duczko 2004). Objects of Scandinavian origin have also come to light in the Lower Dnepr area. Here, close to Khortitsa island, five swords from the late Viking Age and other objects were found in the river. Taking into account the character of the finds and also evidence of Rus’ sacrificing on St. Gregory island (Moravchik 1985) this could be interpreted as weapon sacrifice well known from this period in Sweden and Denmark.

**Crimea (Krym)**

There is only one Scandinavian grave known on the territory of the Krym peninsula. It was revealed in the cemetery of Byzantine Chersoneses and contained one scramasax and
lancet-shaped arrowheads (Kolesnikova 1975). A scabbard chape decorated in Borre style was also found in the town. Another chape with a bird motif came to light at Kerch (Frenkel 2002: 134–7). There are no finds of Scandinavian female character known from this area. Such exceptional military character of the finds is also characteristic of objects found in Bulgaria, where six bronze scabbard chapes decorated in Borre and Jellinge style and also some swords of Scandinavian origin have been found. It has been suggested that all these elements of weaponry came to Bulgaria probably via the Dnepr way (Yotov 2002).

CURRENT DISCUSSIONS ON SCANDINAVIAN ACTIVITIES IN THE EAST

Since Hans Hildebrand’s article was published as an archaeological contribution to the Swedish version of Vilhelm Thomsen’s book about the origin of the Russian state (Hildebrand 1882: 131–41), the archaeological sources have become an important argument for both Normanists and Antinormanists in discussions on the role of the Scandinavians in the creation of the Russian state (Schmidt 1970; Šakolskij 1970). Yet, in his article, Hildebrand raised the question of the criteria in searching for Scandinavians in Russia. According to him the percentage relationship between foreign and local items is important in such studies (Hildebrand 1882: 135). Firstly he came to the conclusion that especially the finds of oval brooches, which are characteristic of the costume of Scandinavian women, represent serious evidence for Scandinavian settlement in Russia (Hildebrand 1882: 139). However, he never wrote on the role of such finds in his discussion of the foundation of the Russian state and underlined only their importance for Swedish cultural history (Hildebrand 1882: 141). The discussion was continued by Ture J. Arne, who, on the basis of his personal studies of museum collections and excavations of graves and grave goods in both countries, suggested a wider list of indicators for Scandinavians in the east, including even spikes, rivets, weapons, fire-steels, combs and scissors. Graves with such finds he regarded as evidence of the existence of Swedish colonies (Arne 1914, 1940). Arne’s approach was developed by Holger Arbman (1955, 1960), who, while stating the existence of Scandinavian colonies in the east, nevertheless came to the conclusion that there is no archaeological evidence supporting the idea of the ‘foundation’ of a state by Scandinavians (Arbman 1955: 78–9, 94). Many of Arne’s indicators were called into question by some researchers, who suggested trade and exchange as possible ways for Scandinavian artefacts coming to Russia. Moreover, neither Arne nor Arbman explained in detail their own concepts of colonies and colonisation. That is why their conclusions very soon came to be challenged by Soviet scholars.

One reason was that all conclusions about Scandinavian migration, expansion and colonisation that mixed with the foundation of the Russian state became an extremely touchy subject during and after the Second World War. Adolf Hitler’s statement: ‘Unless other people, beginning with the Vikings, had imported some rudiments of organisation into Russian humanity, the Russians would still be living like rabbits’ (Duczko 2004: 4; Härke 1998: 22) puts a shadow over the questions related to Scandinavian activities in the east. The purpose of the 1930s’ and post-war Soviet research was to look for social processes and state formation in the archaeological data. The theoretical foundation of the Soviet scholars was that the Marxist belief about the
socio-economic processes and class differentiation formed the background of state formation (Klejn 1975: 3; Latvakangas 1995: 23). According to this point of view, finds in most ancient towns 'demonstrate the unity of Russian culture' (Avdusin 1970: 97). It did not leave any space for discussions about the cultures of other populations apart from those that had been colonised (Balodis 1943: 609). At the beginning of the 1930s, one of the prominent founders of Soviet archaeology, Artemij V. Artsykhovskij, was very nervous about investigating the earliest cultural layers of Novgorod, because of probable Scandinavian finds. Even simple interlacing decoration on some ancient items made him irritated. Only in private conversation was he able to say: 'Nevertheless, there is something Scandinavian in this interlacing' (Avdusin 1994: 30).

During the 1950s to 1980s a concept of so-called retainer culture was developed. It was concluded that various grave types reflected the social differentiation in the society of Old Rus'. All graves containing a rich inventory were determined as retainers' graves (Melnikova 1996: 71–2). It was possible to speak only of other cultural elements which were first incorporated and assimilated by Old Russian culture. Singling out strange elements in material culture became a method of discussion for both Normanist and Antinormanist. On the basis of this approach different calculations of the number of Scandinavian graves were suggested (Avdusin 1969: 58; Stalsberg 1989: 464; Zharnov 1991: 203). Ornaments decorated in Scandinavian style, ritual traits such as the bending of weapons and boat graves were regarded as typical Scandinavian traits, but not simply shaped tools such as knives, iron crampons for horses and strike-a-lights, which could be produced by the local population (Kirpičnikov 1970: 55–6; Stalsberg 1989: 450–1). At the same time burials with a cremation under a circular mound were not recognised as Scandinavian (Stalsberg 1989: 451), although these graves form the normal type of burial in Sweden (Šaskol’skij 1970: 26; Gräslund 1980: 72; Jansson 1987: 775). Chamber graves known in both Rus' and Scandinavia were not regarded by Scandinavian scholars as typical Scandinavian graves. They were interpreted as showing Continental influence on the burial practice of such Scandinavian urban centres as Hedeby and Birka (Gräslund 1980: 46). Even outside these centres in some rural areas of Sweden (Arbman 1936), Denmark and Norway (Eisenschmidt 1994; Stylegar 2005) they were interpreted as an interregional burial rite.

It is a paradox that both the Normanists, who believe in the Scandinavian origin of the Old Russian state, and the Antinormanists, who oppose this, in looking for the traces of Vikings have been dealing with the study of female items in order to explain male actions. It has became a common view to refer most of the Viking Age swords to the so-called Carolingian type. Many swords have blades with pattern-welding or inscriptions with Latin letters that are usually interpreted as the marks of Carolingian manufacture. Interpreting some damaged signs as the name of a Slavic blacksmith on the blade of a unique sword decorated with Scandinavian ornamentation made it possible to argue that some swords could be produced in Rus' (Avdusin 1970: 55; Kirpičnikov 1970: 67; Androshchuk 2003). It is also claimed that it is impossible to establish a sword's provenance because the same types were in use all over Europe (Avdusin 1969: 55). Swords could also be captured in battle, bought, stolen or lost (Blindheim 1970: 114). Nevertheless, it is remarkable that finds of swords are restricted to the same areas where Scandinavian women’s brooches were found (Callmer 1971: 68 figs 1–2). Some scholars have suggested that some of the swords found in Rus’ might have been imported there by Scandinavians (Kivikoski 1970: 117).
From a modern point of view, it seems that the frequency of various types of sword hilts shows clear regional peculiarities. It is possible to suggest that some types were much more popular in Denmark, others in Sweden and some in Norway (Androshchuk 2003: 43; 2004c; Martens 2003: 56–7). At last there are some technological peculiarities testifying that swords were produced in Scandinavia (Stalsberg 1989: 451; Kirpichnikov et al. 2001: 231; Martens 2003, 2004). A find of a deposition of five blades with inscriptions without hilts on the island of Öland (Thålin Bergman and Arrhenius 2005: 51) on the one hand, and also unfinished pieces of sword hilts on Gotland and Birka make it possible to conclude that some imported blades could be assembled in Sweden with the hilts made according to local tastes.

During the 1970s the approach to the ‘Varangian problem’ moved from a focus on Scandinavian artefacts to their contextual analysis. For a long time, it was discussions concerning the problem of the adjacent location of such centres as Gnëzdovo and Smolensk, Rjurikovo Gorodishche and Novgorod, Sarskoe and Rostov. Such cases were interpreted from a theoretical point of view that towns were ‘moved’, hence someone (a king) decided to move a town to a new site. In 1974 an important Soviet article on the relationship between Scandinavia and Rus’ was published (Bulkin and Lebedev 1974). Entitled ‘Gnëzdovo and Birka’, its purpose was to subdivide among the eastern European sites from the Viking Age a distinctive type of trade settlement similar to the northern trade centres of Ribe, Hedeby, Kaupang and Birka. Although most of the ‘characteristic peculiarities’ of these centres that were subdivided in the article (especially the absence of fortification and chaotic planning) did not get support during further excavations, it was a first attempt to put eastern European material into a wider geographical context. As it seems now, the topography and functions of these centres are different. Some of them have the same topography but completely different functions and ‘fates’ (e.g. Gnëzdovo compared with Kiev and Chernihiv). Others have both different topography and functions (e.g. Ladoga, Rjurikovo, Sarskoe, Timmëro). The only thing that unites all these centres is the presence of Scandinavian artefacts.

It has also been argued that centres like Rjurikovo, Gnëzdovo and Shestovitsa were the centres of great princely power, -pogosts, for the collecting of tribute and were in areas where powerful centres of local tribes existed (Novgorod, Smolensk, Chernihiv respectively) (Petrukhin and Pushkina 1979; Melnikova 1996: 71). However, as dating of the ‘tribal centres’ shows, they were established later than pogosts. On the other hand, their interpretation as military centres contradicts the large number of female Scandinavian artefacts.

During the 1930s–60s some Scandinavian scholars believed that it was possible to see a process of state formation in archaeological data (Nerman 1958: 174). It was pointed out that a large amount of Scandinavian artefacts were concentrated mainly along the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea, especially at Elblåg in Poland, Wiskiauten in Prussia and Grobiq in Curonia and an opinion was expressed that they represented colonies of natives from Denmark, central Sweden and Gotland. Even Viking activity in the Rus’ realm has been considered as deliberate political actions of the Swedish state (Nerman 1936: 88). One feature that characterises these works is the belief that the activities of Sweden on the Baltic Sea coast were large-scale political actions by the Swedish kingdom (Nerman 1936: 81). However, modern historians believe that it is not possible to talk about a Swedish state earlier than the second half of the twelfth and the
beginning of the thirteenth century (Sawyer 1982: 9, 52; 1991: 62; Lindkvist 1988: 8, 59). Furthermore, nowadays the existence of colonies of natives from Gotland on the east coast of the Baltic Sea has been called into question by modern Scandinavian archaeologists (Carlsson 1983; Thunmark-Nylén 1983; Jansson 1994). Many items from Grobiņa in Latvia, identified as Rimbert’s Seeburg, are indeed of Scandinavian origin and date from the Vendel period to the beginning of the Viking Age, but their connection to some sort of colonies with a population from Gotland is without foundation.

**CULTURAL ASSIMILATION AND SHAPING IDENTITIES**

The common concept of what was called Rus’, also termed by historians and archaeologist as Kievan Rus’ or Ancient Rus’, as a well-defined area with fixed borders is due to our familiarity with modern geographical and political maps. However, this vision would have been alien to people living in the Viking Age. There is no word with the meaning of the modern word ‘state’ in the Primary Chronicle and even the concept of a capital did not exist until the twelfth century, when a borrowed Greek word metropolis was put into Prince Oleg’s mouth when he proclaimed Kiev as ‘the mother of the Russian towns’ (Tolochko 1991: 15–16). Absence of a clear concept of a capital is supported by the story that Prince Sviatoslav had serious plans to abandon Kiev and move to the Balkans where ‘all the riches are concentrated: gold, silks, wine and various fruits from Greece’ (Cross 1930: 173).

The concept of Rus’ itself has changed during the course of time and denoted completely different kinds of identity. The group of foreigners among the envoys from the Greeks sent by Emperor Theophilus to Ingelheim in 839 claimed that they belonged to the people (gens) called Rhos’ and it was only the emperor Louis the Pious who gave them another identity, discovering that they belonged to the people of the Swedes (Nelson 1991: 44; Garipzanov 2006: 7). The Rus’ had a distinctive identity among Islamic writers, who made a clear difference between the Rus’ and neighbouring Slavs in almost all respects, from clothing to lifestyle and activities (Birkeland 1954). They described the Slavs as people dressing in linen shirts and leather boots, using spears and shields in battle, whereas the Rus’ wore short caftan-like coats or jackets with buttons and wide trousers. Their women wore bracelets, beads and rings, with ‘boxes’ on the chest. Contrary to the settled Slavs, the Rus’ had no fixed property and lived on what they could acquire with their swords. Sources from the eastern part of the Muslim world described that the Rus’ were headed by a leader, which some records called Malik, while others say Haqan. Priests are also mentioned. These were involved in human and animal sacrifices. Certain of them had considerably more power than the kings. They were not only warriors. According to Ibn Rustah and Ibn Hauqal (tenth century), Rus’ are traders of sable, ermine, squirrel, honey and wax and they deal with ‘Chazars’ and ‘Byzans’ (Birkeland 1954: 15–16, 49–51). Al-Ma-sūdī (tenth century) writes that some Rus’ lived in the land of Chazars and were warriors of kings of Chazars; others lived on the shore of the Buntus sea (Caspian Sea) and had trade relations with the capital of the Bulgars, while others had trade relations with Rome, Byzantium and Chazars (Birkeland 1954: 33–4). The only source that gives a picture of a kind of permanent settlement of Rus’ ruled by a king called Rūs-ḫaqān is a geographical work Hudūd al-ʿĀlam (c. 982). Among the Rus’ there is also mention of a distinctive group of warriors, the morrovat. Rus’ paid taxes,
one-tenth of their profits, to the authority. Three main centres are distinguished by the source: Kūyāba, which is the king’s seat and produces distinctive fur and valuable swords, S.lābā, where in peaceful times they travel to the Bulgar area, and Urtāb, an extremely protected site that produces valuable blades and swords (Birkeland 1951: 52).

A peace treaty between Rus’ and Byzantium dated to 912 demonstrates a new kind of identity. Here among the envoys presenting themselves as ‘from the kin of Rus’’, thirteen emissaries bear Scandinavian names while two are more probably Finnish ones. More changes can be seen in the text of the treaty of 944 where we can still see Scandinavian and Finnish names while Slavic names appear for the first time (Melnikova 2003: 459). The Rus’ in these treaties denotes representatives of the princely family, their emissaries, other agents and merchants, and does not take into account their ethnic origin. As it was defined recently, Rus’ of this period ‘was a family owned company, equipped with its own administration, military forces, laws and its own aborigines to exploit. The parallel that immediately comes to mind is that of European colonial companies of modern times’ (Tolochko 2001: 131). Until the eleventh century the word Rus’ still referred to Scandinavians and was then replaced by the word Varangians. It was first mentioned by the Byzantine historian John Skylitzes c. 1034. Then we find it in a number of official Byzantine charters from the eleventh century, where the names Varangians and Rus’ are used as synonyms (Obolensky 1970: 161–2). From around the same time came the Arabic name Bahr Warank (Varangian Sea) (Birkeland 1954: 60) and Varjagi of The Primary Chronicle. The origin of the word is still not clear but it stood for different things in different languages. In Slavic and Greek it meant Scandinavians and/or Franks; in English or Old Norse it referred to Scandinavian mercenaries in the service of Byzantine emperors (Pritsak 1993: 688). Hetaireia, the imperial guard, had many foreign mercenaries. Whereas the Rus’ mostly acted from their ships, the Byzantine Varang-guard chiefly consisted of heavy cavalry. Many of the Varangians also became part of the bodyguard of Kievan princes. The mercenary Varangians who came to Rus’ and the Byzantine Empire were all males. The lack of women among them marks an essential difference compared to the Rus’. The Rus’ came with their families and settled in Rus’. During the second part of the eleventh century the term increasingly signified west Christians/Catholics in Rus’.

How long did Scandinavians in other cultural settings remember their origin? How did they see their identity? It has been suggested by some archaeologists that Scandinavians were rapidly assimilated (Lebedev and Nazarenko 1975: 7). One of the arguments for this idea was the production in some centres of Rus’ of so-called hybrid objects reflecting both Scandinavian and local cultural peculiarities (Arbman 1960; Avdusin 1969: 56; Lebedev and Nazarenko 1975: 7–8). This point of view found supporters among Russian archaeologists while Scandinavian ones do not regard these objects as being anything other than Scandinavian (Callmer 1971: 68; Jansson 1987: 780). It was concluded recently that already in the first quarter of the tenth century some Scandinavians could use Old Russian. The only basis for this conclusion is the famous cremated boat grave from Gnëzdovo, which together with such typical Scandinavian traits as a broken sword, oval brooch and Þórr’s hammer ring contained also a Byzantine amphora with a Cyrillic inscription gorouhsba or goroushcha (Melnikova 2003: 456). Despite the disputed reading of the inscription, it is still treated as the oldest dated Russian inscription. Nevertheless, apart from the amphora, other objects of Byzantine origin were also found, which make it possible to conclude that inscribed
amphora came to Gnëzdovo from the area of Bulgaria on the Danube (Arne 1952: 342; Nefedov 2001: 66). Thus this is not adequate proof for the existence of a bilingual population among the Northmen in the east at this time.

Some scholars have argued that the most important evidence that shows the cultural assimilation of Scandinavians is the time when they stopped speaking their native language and writing with runes (Melnikova 2003: 455). Runic inscriptions written on different artefacts from the ninth to twelfth centuries found in Old Ladoga, Riurikovo Gorodishche and Zvenigorod are evidence that some Scandinavians still kept their native language (Melnikova 2001, 2003: 456).

Another piece of evidence that could be taken into consideration in the problem of whether they kept their Scandinavian identity are the Old Norse personal names that appear in some inscriptions on the wall of the St Sofia Cathedral in Novgorod and birch-bark letters from Novgorod (Melnikova 2003: 462). According to these records, the bearers of these names lived in the north-eastern rural areas of the Novgorod land and until the fourteenth century kept their Scandinavian identity. On the basis of these data it was summarised that in these rural areas, the process of assimilation developed much more slowly than in the towns (Melnikova 2003: 464).

The comparative analysis of both archaeological and written sources shows that processes of cultural assimilation and shaping identities among the descendants of Scandinavians were more complicated in the urban communities. It could be seen on the basis of the social topography of Kiev and Chernihiv. In both centres, a strong continuity between family graves from the Viking Age, churches and graveyards from the tenth–twelfth centuries could be suggested. The founders of chapels, churches and monasteries often had Scandinavian origins. For example, Prince Yaroslav had the church of St Irina built close to where Prince Dir lay in his grave. A certain ‘Olma’ (Holmi), who had a property close to the grave of Prince Askold (Haskuld), had the church of St Nikolai built there. There was also a building in the upper town called Turova boznica (Þór’s chapel), indicating its Scandinavian connection (Androshchuk 2004b). The location of the Scandinavian graves in the upper part of the town, the exceptional character of the finds, and their continuation into and contact with the house plots of the aristocracy in the eleventh–twelfth centuries, of which we know from archaeological and written sources, are evidence that people of Scandinavian origin became a prominent part of the elite in the town. The biographies of two Scandinavian families could be traced on the basis of written sources. From The Primary Chronicle we learn that in Kiev on the domain of one royal estate two boyar properties existed in the latter part of the eleventh century, where the Boyars Mikyfor Kyanin and Mikula Chiudin lived. These two were involved in the compiling of the first code of law for Rus’ territory entitled Pravda Yaroslavichej from 1072. Mikula Chiudin was later to receive the town of Vyshgorod on loan from Prince Izjaslav. Despite his Slavic name, there is reason to believe that Chiudin was a descendant of eminent members of the Scandinavian royal bodyguards in tenth-century Kiev. This is suggested by the name of his brother Tuki (Tóki), which was most frequent as a name in Scandinavia. The collection of tales of the monastery’s history and inhabitants (Pateric) at the Cave Monastery in Kiev tells about Varangian Simon (Sigmundr), who was one of the sons of Varangian prince Afrikan (Alfrékr). He was a brother of Jakun (Hákon) who served with Prince Yaroslav and took part in the battle of Listven against Mstislav, brother of Yaroslav, in 1024. He lived the remainder of his life among the Rus’, where he served first with Prince Yaroslav and then with his son. We also know the
name of Simon’s son Georgy who lived with his descendants in Suzdal’ and made a generous donation for the Cave Monastery in Kiev.

There is written evidence from the early eleventh century, which testifies that there were many ‘fast-moving Danes in Kiev’ (Warner 2001: 384). Among the inscriptions of the Old Rus’ elite in the St Sofia Cathedral in Kiev, there is one with the Old Norse name Yakun (Håkon) written with unsure Cyrillic letters (Vysotskij 1966: nr 29). The only find of a runestone in the east came to light on the island of Berezan’ near the mouth of the Dnepr (Melnikova 2001: 200–2). A slab dated to the eleventh century was raised by Grani in memory of his companion Karl. The stone was found in a later grave and the original place is unknown. However, it is found on the island, which is mentioned in De administrando imperio as the island of St Aitherios, where Rus’ usually had a rest on the way between Kiev and Byzantium (Moravchik 1985: 61). It is evident that Grani chose a place where his monument could be read and understood. Swedish runestones give evidence that many people were visiting eastern Europe at that time. On the other hand, it should be noted that the runestone from Berezan’ belongs to the type of burial monument made of limestone or sandstone that had strong connections to churches and were raised on many graveyards in Sweden (Palm 2004: 196). Because archaeological excavations on Berezan’ revealed remains of a settlement and graves from the tenth to twelfth centuries (Rolle 1989: 494) it would be possible to suggest the existence there of a church and Scandinavian visitors.

CONCLUSIONS

Contemporary Islamic and Byzantine and also later Russian and Scandinavian sources testify mainly about Scandinavian war and trade activities in the east. Archaeological sources show that the real picture was more complicated. From the archaeological point of view, the importance of trade between Rus’ and Scandinavia seems to be exaggerated. The penetration of the Northmen into eastern Europe was not only from the north to the south and south-east. The context of the Scandinavian finds in Kiev, Chernihiv and Gnëzdovo testifies that many people settled after having visited Byzantium, the Bulgars and the Hungarians. Their presence in these lands is reflected in the introduction of a new type of dress, a short coat with bronze buttons originating from the Byzantine skaramangion, belts with decorated bronze fittings and even weapons, axes and new types of bows, arrowheads and helms. From a modern point of view it is possible to trace Scandinavians in both urban and rural settlements. The functional female jewellery such as oval brooches, finds of some unfinished ornaments in Staraya Ladoga, Gorodishche and Pskov as well as runic inscriptions and objects of cult testify that many Scandinavians were living there permanently with families. The name of their identity has been changed over time, shifting from Rus’ to Varangians. The Nordic identity has been manifested by the use of traditional Old Norse personal names, runic inscriptions and burial customs. The places where some Scandinavian family graveyards were situated affected the reshaping of the cultural landscapes of some Old Rus’ towns. Christian churches and monasteries were founded on some of the graveyards or in their vicinity. The chamber graves, which were common in the most prominent centres of north Europe, here obtained a new symbolic and ritual value. Their constructions reveal features characteristic of the local house-building tradition. Double graves and graves with the bodies in sitting position make it possible to see them as graves of famous
ancestors with the help of whom the new ‘homeland’ should be ‘settled’. The large barrows in Chernihiv reveal some rituals connected to the cult of Ægir, the Old Norse god of thunder and lightning. This cult found a transformed continuation in the foundation of a monastery dedicated to St Elias. In the south Rus’ area some Scandinavian descendants became part of powerful elite families but still kept their identity through collecting biographical objects in their hoards.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-NINE

THE VIKINGS AND ISLAM

Egil Mikkelsen

The main sources at hand studying the contacts between the Vikings and Islam are documentary sources, Arabic coins and archaeological objects.

THE DOCUMENTARY SOURCES

Old Norse sources, including runic inscriptions that tell about Viking relations to the east during the Viking Age, never mention direct contacts with the Islamic world. Far more information is found in the Arabic written sources. The authors were geographers, diplomats, missionaries or merchants.

The two – and only – Arabs that we know by name who reached Scandinavia both came from Spain. The Arab diplomat al-Ghazal, in the year 845, gives a description of what must be Scandinavia. He says that people here once were majūs (Vikings), but were now Christians. People on some islands further north were still worshipping their old religion. The first land was probably Denmark that for a period had converted to Christianity, ‘the islands’ are interpreted as present-day Norway (Wikander 1978). Around 970 the Spanish Arab, al-Tartuschi, visited Hedeby. He described the town and its people: it was a big town, poor and dirty. The people lived on fish, were singing like howling dogs and worshipped Sirius (Piltz 1998: 29).

Ibn Horradadbeh was the first Arab writer, between 844 and 848, to mention the people ar-Rus and Scandinavia (Birkeland 1954: 10 f.). He speaks of ar-Rus and their roads to the east, the commodities they brought with them and that they were taxed. He also tells that ar-Rus often took their commodities by camel the last part of the way to Baghdad. And he says: ‘They pass them off as Christians.’ This story tells us that the Vikings went as far as the capital of the Caliphate and that it was probably easier to do so when they claimed to be Christians. Islam, Christianity and Judaism are all ‘book religions’ with one god and their people lived in peaceful neighbourliness. The polytheistic Norse religion was reckoned as infidelity, and Vikings belonging to that religion would have had far greater problems trading with the Caliphate.

The most famous Arabic source concerning the descriptions of the Vikings is Ibn Fadlan who wrote an account of a journey from Baghdad to the Volga Bulgars in 921–2. His main task was to spread the Muslim faith to this people (Wikander 1978). He tells
that he saw among these people 5,000 men and women, who had all converted to Islam. They were called *al-baring*ār, which is interpreted as an Arabic rendering of the Old Norse name *væringar*, another name for Vikings (Lewicki 1972: 12; Wikander 1978: 21). Ibn Fadlan built a mosque of wood for them to perform Islamic service and he taught them to pray. There are some difficulties in interpreting this part of the Arabic source (*ibid.*). It is, however, interesting if Vikings really were converted to Islam in Volga Bulgar, although the number of converted is probably highly overstated. It is tempting to speculate if any of these Vikings ever went back to Scandinavia and brought their Islamic faith with them. The Vikings obviously settled along the River Volga, built their houses and traded with the Volga Bulgars (Wikander 1978: 63).

Several Arabic writers tell about the Khazar society (Wikander 1978: 71 f.; Birkeland 1954: 33–4, 49 f.). The best information is given by al-Mas’udi (written 947). In their capital Itil lived Muslims, Christians, Jews and pagans. Their king converted to Judaism. Among the pagans al-Mas’udi mentions as-Saqaliba (Slavs) and ar-Rus (Vikings) who lived in this city. The different religious groups had their own judges, using their own laws. The Muslims had their mosque. They were mainly occupied by trade and handicraft (Birkeland 1954: 33–4). The land of the Khazars has thus also been an important meeting place between Vikings, Muslims and people of other religions. The fact that Vikings lived here more permanently must have given them a clear impression of what Islam meant.

Many of the Arabic descriptions of the Vikings must be understood on the bases of different religions and customs related to religious practice. One such aspect is the way the Arabs looked upon the lack of cleanliness among the Vikings: they did not wash after having relieved themselves, after having intercourse or after a meal. Ibn Fadlan obviously believed that a stranger who did not perform the daily five ritual ablutions as Muslims are obliged to do, was terribly filthy (Wikander 1978).

Amin Râzi, describing Rûs among the Volga Bulgars, says that they highly valued pork. Even those who had converted to Islam aspired to it and were very fond of pork (Wikander 1978: 73). We know that Muslims are not allowed to eat pork. The Spanish Arab Abu Hamid who visited Bulgar in the twelfth century complained that it was very cold and there were only four-hour days during winter and twenty-hour days in summer. When he visited Bulgar, Ramadan—the Muslim’s month of fasting—came in summer. As the fasting is set to last all day when the sun is shining, Abu Hamid admitted he had to abstain from fasting (Wikander 1978: 78–9).

Women had a free position in Viking society. They were allowed to marry and divorce on their own will. According to Amin Râzi, referred to by Ibn Fadlan, Rûs did not look upon having intercourse in public as a shame (Wikander 1978: 73). This was most common between men and their bondswomen. Muslims were allowed to have several wives and concubines, but their sex life was a highly private matter.

When Ibn Fadlan described the Vikings in Volga Bulgar he also mentioned that Rûs had idols: long poles with human-like faces dug into the ground. This is in contrast to Muslims who are not allowed to depict human faces. Many Arab writers tell of ar-Rûs who burn their dead, again in contrast to their own custom of burying them in the ground. A discussion between a Viking and a Muslim on their different burial customs, told by Ibn Fadlan, is interesting: ‘You Arabs are really stupid. You take the man who you love and honour most of all and dig him into the ground where insects and worms are eating him. We [the Rûs] burn him on a fire in a moment and he goes
immediately to Paradise.’ Another contrast between Old Norse religion and Islam is that the Vikings buried their dead with a lot of their equipment, whereas the Muslims left nothing with the dead. Well known is Ibn Fadlan’s description of the rich boat burial. Ibn Miskawaih wrote about the Rûs raid on the trading town of Barda’a in Azerbaijan in 943 including the burial custom of al-Rûs. Then he says: ‘The Muslims, after the Rûs had left, were looking into their graves and picked out their swords that were in great demand up to this day because they are so bright and of such an exquisite quality’ (Birkeland 1954). This is difficult to see as other than regular grave robbery by the Muslims.

Many of the Arab writers tell about trade relations between Vikings and Arabs, directly or with Russians, Volga Bulgars or Khazars as middlemen (Birkeland 1954: 16, 29, 50). The Vikings brought slaves (male and female), fur of sable, black fox, grey squirrel, beaver and ermine, the tusk of walrus, honey and beeswax, amber and weapons of good quality (Duczko 1998: 107). What the Vikings got in return, according to the Arab written sources, were Arabic silver coins, dirhams, which were the main object of exchange, beads, luxury clothing and silk (Jansson and Nosov 1992: 80).

It was not only through trade that Arab objects reached other people. Gift exchange was also of great importance. When the Spanish Arab al-Ghazal visited the Danish king in 845 he brought gifts: chests containing clothes and vessels. On his journey from Baghdad to the Volga Bulgars Ibn Fadlan gave gifts to the different people he stayed with. Islamic costumes, jackets and caftans are mentioned, obviously gifts for men. Women were given a veil or a signet ring. Other gifts mentioned are pieces of textile, shoes, beads, perfume, etc. Ibn Fadlan tells that Muslim tradesmen had to start a friendly relationship with someone who would accommodate him when doing business in foreign countries. The host and his wife are given gifts of the kind mentioned (Wikander 1978). This is one way that Vikings also may have got goods of Arabic origin.

Another way of obtaining goods was by raiding and plundering. The Arab sources speak of Viking expeditions to Arab territory, mainly around the Caspian Sea, attacking several towns (Kromann and Roesdahl 1996: 10). Well known is also the Viking raid against Seville in Spain in 843/4, where they took prisoners, plundered and killed. New attacks were carried out in different parts of Spain early in the tenth century (Birkeland 1954: 13, 38).

**ARCHAEOLOGICAL OBJECTS AND COINS OF ARAB ORIGIN FOUND IN SCANDINAVIA**

A considerable number of Viking Age archaeological finds testify to contacts with the Arabic world: they are known as ‘oriental imports’. These artefacts have been interpreted as expressions of trade (Arne 1914; Jansson 1985, 1987, 1988). Is it possible that ideas and religious concepts associated with these objects also reached Scandinavia?

The largest and possibly also the most important group of artefacts demonstrating the connections between the Arab world and Viking Age Scandinavia are the Arabic or Cufic coins, mostly silver dirhams. About 85,000 coins have been found in Sweden, most of them in silver hoards on the islands of Gotland and Öland (Hovén 1981). Nearly 700 come from Norway (Khazaei 2004), 5,000 from Denmark (Kromann 1990). About 100,000 have been found in Russia (Noonan 1998). A few of the coins come from the
Arabic colonies in Spain and the western Mediterranean. The stream of coins started at the end of the eighth century and reached a climax during the tenth; it came to an almost total stop around AD 1015 (Hovén 1985).

The Cufic coins provide information, written in Arabic, of the name of the person who had ordered the coin to be struck, the caliph, the mint master, the place and year of minting. In addition the coins bear quotations from the Quran (Hovén 1985: 74 f.). These quotations were reminders of central parts of the Islamic doctrines for their own fellow believers. The Muslim traders and officials were the most active missionaries during the Viking Age. Bearing this in mind, it seems natural that the exchange medium, the coins, should act as small, yet important 'missionary tracts'.

We know of several cases of graffiti and inscriptions on the Arabic coins which reached northern Europe. Although the significance of these has in some cases been overstated, especially as concerns the runes, there is no doubt about this being an important source. Some studies on the Swedish and Russian material have been carried out (Hammarberg and Rispling 1985; Dobrovolskij et al. 1991). The most common types of graffiti and inscriptions on Arabic coins are oriental and runic inscriptions, objects such as weapons and boats, and religious and magic symbols. Most graffiti were probably made in Scandinavia, some possibly also in Scandinavian Russia.

I have investigated graffiti among about 15,000 Arabic coins found in Sweden, concentrating on religious signs and symbols. I found 12 instances of Þórr's hammers and 28 coins with graffiti which were interpreted as Christian crosses of various types (Mikkelsen 1998: figs 7–8). The year of minting of these coins lay between AD 814 and 970.

Why were Þórr's hammers and Christian crosses scratched across the quotations from the Quran? Islam must have been a well-known religion among Vikings travelling in the east. It is likely that they knew some of the main aspects of the Islamic doctrine, and must surely also have been aware of the fact that the Arabic texts found on the coins conveyed messages from this religion. When our ancestors scratched Þórr's hammers and crosses on the surface of the Arabic coins, they must presumably have wanted to show that they dissociated themselves from the other faith, Islam. During the Viking Age, people of northern Europe tried, for some reason or other, to render the quotations from the Quran harmless, or to confront Allah with their own Norse or Christian god, by scratching their symbols over the Islamic messages.

Arabic inscriptions or imitations of that writing have also been observed on artefacts found in Scandinavia other than coins, as follows.

Five bottle-shaped bronze vessels have been found, four in Sweden and one on Åland (Jansson 1988: 646; Mikkelsen 1998: 41 f.). Two were used as containers for coin hoards, mostly Cufic coins, three come from richly equipped graves. These bronze vessels were probably made in the late ninth or the tenth century. T.J. Arne (1932: 104 f.) has suggested west Turkestan, Samarqand or Bukhara as their place of origin. One of the bronze vessels, from Aska, Hagebyhöga, Östergötland bears a conventionalised Arabic inscription. It has been transcribed and reads as follows: el-fadl el-akmal wa-(l-a) san qabisa, lillah: 'The most perfect beneficent and most beautiful gift [is] for God.' It is thought that the inscription was added to the bronze bottle at a later date, probably by someone not familiar with Arabic letters (Arne 1932: 107). The bronze vessel from Bertby, Saltvik, Åland is very similar to the vessel from Aska, and the two are thought to have been made at the same place. Even the inscriptions are almost
identical. They were probably made by the same person: a man in Bulgar (Arne 1932: 108).

Vessels of this kind were normally used as water jugs in Islam, for purifying water used for ritual ablution before praying. The Scandinavia find contexts do not support the hypothesis that the function came north together with the object. Both context and function changed.

A cast bronze object with openwork plant ornamentation, interpreted as a censer, was found together with a fragment of an oil lamp and three glow tongs at Åbyn, Hamränge, Gästrikland, Sweden. The censer probably comes from the province of Khorasan in Iran, and should be dated to the late ninth century (Ådahl 1990). It may have come from a prosperous home, but we cannot rule out the possibility that it was connected with religious activities. The censer bears two inscriptions in Arabic: bi’ism Allah ‘in the name of God’, and: rabim ‘merciful’. These inscriptions relate the objects to the Islamic faith in some way or other.

In the rich female Birka grave 515 a finger-ring with an amethyst was found. The stone bore the legend ‘Allah’ engraved in Arabic. Finger-rings with semi-precious stones of this kind are common in Russia, among the Volga Bulgars and the Khazars and also in the Caliphate (Duczko 1998: figs 7–9). From the Arab written sources we know that rings like this were common gifts from Muslim traders to people in the east, especially women.

Among objects from the Arab world reaching Scandinavia during the Viking Age were balances and weights. This shows the importance of trade between the two, and many archaeologists have suggested that the Viking Age weight system in parts of Scandinavia originated from the Arabic system (Sperber 1996). Most common in Viking Age graves are the weights made of lead or bronze/brass. Some of them display pseudo-Arabic symbols or letters on the poles (Mikkelsen 1998: fig. 4). On one of them, from Nysätera, Gotland, we may read: rasūl Allah ‘Allah’s prophet’, and: bakh ‘choice’. The latter text occurs also on two other weights, and may be seen as a kind of warranty quality. Many of the Birka graves in Sweden from the period AD 890–930 contained weights belonging to the Islamic weight system. Sperber (1996: 104–7) believes that Muslim people most probably stayed at Birka during that period.

Costumes and costume accessories of different kinds are one of the biggest group of artefacts of Islamic origin in Scandinavia. Many graves, especially in Birka, have yielded textiles deriving from so-called ‘oriental’ costumes; this applies to women’s as well as to men’s burials. Silk and other textiles and ornaments of gold and silver, as well as fur trimmings, are interpreted as part of such ‘oriental’ costumes (Jansson 1988).

Agnes Geijer (1938) saw these as foreign luxury goods which the individual Viking trader had acquired during his travels in the east. Anne-Sofie Gräslund (1980: 80 f.) interpreted the rich chamber graves of Birka, often containing luxury costumes, as probably representing the burials of Scandinavians as well as foreign traders and their wives. Inga Hägg (1983) is more inclined to regard these garments as symbols of rank, belonging to people who were in close contact with the Byzantine court, with the court in Kiev probably acting as an important intermediary.

If we return to the written Arabic sources, we have seen that gift exchange between Arabs and other people included Islamic costumes, sometimes with embroidered gold or made of silk, jackets, caftans and veils. Using these sources as models, it is obvious that all the above interpretations may be possible.
One group of artefacts which has been found in a great many Viking Age graves in Scandinavia consists of rock-crystal and carnelian beads (Jansson 1988: 584 f., 633 f.). Certain types may have been produced in Gujarat, India, but other places of origin have also been suggested. Beads like these were used as votive gifts in Buddhist cultures, and as rosary beads in Islam. When the beads came to Scandinavia during the Viking Age, Gujarat had been conquered by the Muslims. It thus seems likely that they came to Scandinavia as part of the Arabic trade. However, we have at present no indications of any religious ideas or functions linked to the beads in their original context having come to Scandinavia. Here they are usually found in women’s graves, as parts of necklaces.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


The Vikings appear sporadically across some six centuries in Arabic texts. These texts provide information, of varying degrees of accuracy and reliability, on two (broadly conceived) groups of Vikings (I make no distinction between Vikings, Varangians, Norsemen and Scandinavians): those Vikings who, with Ireland as a base, operated in and around the Atlantic seaboard of western Europe and who occasionally made their presence felt in parts of Islamic Spain (in this entry, such texts are marked [a]); and those who made inroads into northern mainland Europe via the Baltic Sea and the Volga portage routes, coming into contact with Muslims in and around the Caspian Sea (marked [b]). Issues of nomenclature will be raised where appropriate: the Vikings in [a] texts tend to be called ‘Magians’, that is, Zoroastrians (Ar. al-Majus), while those in [b] texts are known as ‘Rus’ (Ar. al-Rus, written as al-rus), and variously connected with either the Slavs (Ar. Saqaliba) or the Turks (Ar. Atrak). A third group, the Rus who entered the military service of the Byzantines (as distinct from the Varangian Guard) are occasionally mentioned [c]. Works from the early periods of contact (approximately two centuries) will be discussed ‘chronologically’, in terms of either the putative date of composition of the work, or, failing that, the floruit of the author: thus, the issue of whether these texts are chronologically stratified with material from earlier periods will be only tangentially addressed. The earliest occurrence of the word Warank (Varangians) [d] in an astronomical work by al-Biruni (d. after 1050) determines the chronological limits of this chapter. One source and one individual who have benefited from exaggerated assessments of their relevance will be touched briefly upon in the conclusion, in an attempt to highlight those works which warrant greater exposure.


The earliest reference to the Rus in an Arabic text is the phrase ‘the mountain of the Rus from which the river Drus flows’, which Novosel’tsev (according to Golden, ‘Rus’, 620) finds in the Treatise on the Shape of the Earth, a revision by the geodesist al-Khwarazmi (fl. 800–47) of the coordinates given in Ptolemy’s Geography, designed to accompany the map which the Caliph al-Mamun (r. 813–33) commissioned. In the section of this work on ‘the Islands in the Exterior Sea of the West’, the coordinates for the islands of Bwbarnya (Ireland), Thwly (Thule), Sqydya (Scandia) and the all-male and all-female islands of Amratws (Amazones) are listed, among others. In the corresponding account of ‘the Rivers and Water-sources beyond the Seventh Clime’, Bwbarnya and Thwly are again mentioned. The enigmatic Suhrab, writing his Treatise on the Marvels of the Seven Climes about one century later, revised al-Khwarazmi’s text and his coordinates, though he retains these mysterious islands and their rivers in his sections on ‘the Islands in the Exterior Western and Northern Sea’ and ‘Knowledge of the Rivers and Water-sources beyond the Seventh Clime’. Neither author reveals any indication that these islands may be the home of the Majus or the Rus.


The earliest reference to the Rus in an Arabic text which is as good as fully extant is that contained in Ibn Khurradadhbih’s Treatise on the Highways and the Kingdoms. Ibn Khurradadhbih, of Persian descent, was the head of intelligence and postal communications in an eastern province of the Islamic Empire (the Jibal) and was a prominent member of the Baghdad court famous for his expertise in music. His work (which is an account of the territories of the Caliphate dedicated to the ruler presented according to the Iranian tradition as the Just King) was written before AD 850 and then rewritten some thirty years later. It is available in two different recensions. The passage on the Rus is found in the recension which ante-dates AD 850, and provides two itineraries through which these ‘Slav’ traders with their furs and swords came to Muslim lands: via Spain or Francia and North Africa (their terrestrial route); and from the north (their maritime and riverine route). The former itinerary has been incorrectly assimilated by some scholars with the fabled and oft-disputed Jewish trading federation, the Radhanites (Ar. Radhaniyya). In the first case, the Rus are said to travel as far as al-Sin (Turko-China), while the destination of the second group is Baghdad. The author notes that this group claims to be Christians.

In AD 903 a quarter of a century or so after the second recension of this work, Ibn al-Faqih of Hamadhan completed his Treatise of the Regions, a work which is extant today in two different abridgements of varying degrees of completeness. In a municipal eulogy, the author rings the praises of al-Rayy as the ‘bride of the earth’, the destination
of mercantile goods from all around the world: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Khurasan, Khazaria and Burjan, brought there by the ‘merchants of the sea’, that is, presumably the Jewish trading confederation of the Radhanites. To their merchandise is to be added that of the ‘merchants of the Saqaliba’, presumably the Rus of Ibn Khurradadhbih, who bring fox and beaver pelts from the furthermost reaches of Saqlab a to the Mediterranean or who sail down the ‘river of the Khazar’, the Volga, to the Caspian (here: the Khurasanian Sea). Their wares, having been sold in Jurjan, are then taken to al-Rayy. On account of their similarities, this report is thought to be one of Ibn al-Faqih’s many borrowings (both avowed and unavowed) from his predecessor or at least to share a common source, though it is not clear whether the route used by these Saqaliba to reach the Mediterranean is identical with the Rus merchants of the earlier text. Their identification as Saqaliba may imply that Dnieper and Volga Rus, and not North Sea Majus, are meant.


[a = b] Al-Ya’qubi was a state bureaucrat who composed his Treatise on the Regions in Egypt in AD 891, a chorography in the Islamic administrative tradition. In his discussion of al-Andalus (Islamic Spain), he notes that Seville, which is situated ‘on a mighty river, the river of Cordoba’, was penetrated in the year 844 by ‘al-Majus who are called al-Rus, who took captives, slaughtered, burnt and plundered’. This corroborates the identification of Ibn Khurradadhbih’s first group of Rus as North-Sea Vikings.


[b] Ibn Rusta was a native of Isfahan who performed the Pilgrimage to Mecca in 903, the terminus post quem for his work The Treatise of Precious Objects. This work was thought by its first editor M.J. de Goeje to represent the seventh volume of a multi-volume work, variously identified as an encyclopedia in the tradition of the polythematic compositional style known in Arabic as Adab (i.e. edifying and diverting instruction). De Goeje based his conclusion on the phrase ‘the seventh part’ which is prominently scored out on the first folio of the earliest extant manuscript (British Library Add 23,378). There is no internal evidence to support the restoration of the phrase and it
is absent in the late copy kept in Cambridge University Library (Suppl. 1006). The question is important for understanding the nature of the information about the Rus provided by Ibn Rusta: if his work is an encyclopedia, it is most likely to be a (partial) compilation of earlier works, whence derives the notion that his report on the Rus is a quotation of an anterior, anonymous account (as his account of the Khazar seems to be). He was certainly aware of Ibn Khurraadadhbih’s composition, whom he criticises for his fanciful exaggerations, but the passage on the Rus should be connected with the Samanid geographical (and ultimately cosmographical) enterprise coordinated from the capital Bukhara. The account of the northern peoples in which it is set was certainly in part garnered from personal observation; and his description of Rus funerary practices are a better fit for the Middle Dnieper than the Volga Rus, i.e. the Rus’ who were destined to transform Kiev from a trading outpost into an imperial capital.


[b] Ibn Fadlan was a member of the Caliphal embassy dispatched from Baghdad on 21 June 921 by the Caliph al-Muqtadir (r. 908–32) in response to an epistolary petition requesting assistance from Almish ibn Yiltawar (Elteber), the king of the Volga Bulghar and the self-styled king of the Slavs (Saqaliba), who had converted to Islam. Note that, as with the phrase Khaqan of the Rus, the king of the Slavs need not himself be ethnically consanguineous with his subjects. The embassy reached Bulghar on the Volga–Kama confluence on 11 May 922. Little is known but much has been speculated about Ahmad ibn Fadlan ibn al-῾Abbas ibn Rashid ibn Hammad. The Mashhad manuscript discovered by Zeki Validi Togan in 1923 tells us (though the passage is not by Ibn Fadlan himself) that he was the client of the commander and functionary Muhammad ibn Sulayman, presumably the successful officer who died in the siege of the city of al-Rayy in 919. In all probability Ibn Fadlan was himself a soldier of some sort, albeit a reasonably educated one. His function in the embassy (the exact composition of which is far from clear) was to read out the letters to the king of the Slavs in Volga Bulgharia and to ensure that appropriate gifts were rendered to him and to supervise the religious instructors, whose duties he was constrained to assume after they had abandoned the embassy en route. This led the geographer and lexicographer Yaqut (d. 1229), prior to 1923 our only source for Ibn Fadlan’s work, to refer to him as a jurisconsult (faqih). I do not know what the authority is for identifying him as a Greek convert to Islam. The manuscript itself is lacunose: it ends with the description of the king of the Rus and a garbled section on the Khazar and there is no narrative of the return to Baghdad (though it is by no means certain that the return would have featured as part of the work). In the Arabic tradition, the work disappears without a trace, for about three centuries until the Mashhad manuscript was compiled in the thirteenth century, where it is juxtaposed with two epistolary travel accounts by Abu Dulaf al-Khazraji (fl. mid-tenth century), and a version of the Kitab al-Masalik wa-al-Mamalik of Ibn al-Faqih. Indeed, Yaqt, when travelling in the erstwhile Samanid domains, mentions a number of copies in circulation. The two late Persian ‘translations’-cum-quotations
of Ibn Fadlan require further study. Too much has been made of the text’s status as an ‘official’ chancellery report of the embassy, which is just wishful thinking. Among the several astonishing accounts of the various peoples through whom the embassy travelled, the passage on the Rus, and especially its weird account of a horrific cultic marriage and magnificently pyrotechnical ship burial, has been especially prized but it has not, despite repeated attempts, been satisfactorily explained. It may represent a ‘snapshot’ of the Viking Rus at a stage of the ethnogenesis which would lead to their emergence as the Rus who created Russia, though most recently several resolutely Vikingist readings of these Rus have been offered. Curious texts often lead curious lives: the fictional ‘completion’ of Ibn Fadlan imagined by Michael Crichton as Eaters of the Dead: The Manuscript of Ibn Fadlan, Relating his Experiences with the Northmen in AD 922 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf 1976), has been translated back into Arabic as a fortuitous discovery of the rest of the account, though Crichton’s whimsy went undetected by the translator.


[b] According to the Primary Chronicle (or the Chronicle of Nestor), the Rus are said to live in that part of the world where the descendants of Japheth, son of Noah, are to be found. An earlier version of this genealogy is also found in the Chronology Compiled on the Basis of Verification and Assent, a world history completed in 937–8 by the Melkite patriarch of Alexandria Sa‘id ibn al-Bitriq (Eutychius) (d. 940), who notes, in his account of the construction of the tower of Babel, that among the sons of Yafith (Japheth) are the inhabitants of the north: they include the Turk, the Pechenegs, Gog and Magog, the Khazar, the Alan, the Rum, the Rus, Daylam, the Bulghar, the Saqaliba and the Ifranja (Franks).
During the course of the tenth century an approach to the presentation of geographical knowledge (known today as ‘the Atlas of Islam’) emerged in the eastern province of Khurasan. It was initiated by the philosopher Abu Zayd al-Balkhi (d. 934) in his *Representations of the Climes* (no longer extant in its own right), was continued by al-Istakhri (fl. mid-tenth century) whose *Treatise of the Highways and the Kingdoms* is thought principally to be an extensive quotation of al-Balkhi’s work, and found fullest expression in the maps and text of *The Representation of the Earth* by Ibn Hawqal (d. c. 988), which is itself frequently a verbatim quotation of al-Istakhri’s work. From al-Istakhri’s work (and Ibn Hawqal’s version of it: IH), we learn that the Rus inhabit a territory between the Bulghar and the Saqaliba on the river Volga (IH); that the Khazar import from the Rus, the Bulghar and Kwyaba (Kiev) honey, wax and pelts (IH); that Kwyaba is not situated in any formal administrative province (*iqlim*) (not in IH); that al-Rus, like al-Khazar and al-Sarir, is the name of a kingdom, and not a town or a people (not in IH); that the Rus language differs from the language of the Khazar and the Burtas (IH); that there are three distinct groupings of the Rus: those of Kwyaba, closest to Bulghar (which it surpasses in size) (IH), where the king resides (not in IH); al-Slawiyya, with their capital in al-Sla, to the north; and al-Arthaniyya, with their capital in al-Artha, whence merchandise is brought to Kwyaba: an impenetrable region, its people xenophobic and secretive, whence lead, marten and black fox furs come (IH); that the Rus burn their dead (IH adds several other ethnic groups who have the same practice, among them the Indians); and that slave-girls willingly accompany their rich masters in cremation; that some shave their faces while others plait their beards like curried horse tails (IH adds or women’s hair-braids); that they wear short qurtaqs, unlike the Khazar, Bulghar and Petchenegs who wear the full qurtaq; that they are very numerous and powerful, imposing land-taxes on the neighbouring territories of the Byzantines and ‘Inner’ (i.e. Volga) Bulghar. Ibn Hawqal updates this last item of information by describing the sorry plight of the Bulghar, Burtas and Khazar whose lands have been ravaged by the Rus. Al-Istakhri also refers to the ‘Island of the Rusiyya’ in the Caspian Sea (?).

The geographical scientist al-Mas’udi (d. 956) took an especial interest in the riverine topography of the Caspian Sea, which he himself visited and about which he quizzed the merchants and travellers whom he met. This desire to revise the theories of his predecessors concerning whether the Caspian was land-locked or not led him to investigate the peoples of the Caspian. The results of this in large part empirically

---


---

[b] During the course of the tenth century an approach to the presentation of geographical knowledge (known today as ‘the Atlas of Islam’) emerged in the eastern province of Khurasan. It was initiated by the philosopher Abu Zayd al-Balkhi (d. 934) in his *Representations of the Climes* (no longer extant in its own right), was continued by al-Istakhri (fl. mid-tenth century) whose *Treatise of the Highways and the Kingdoms* is thought principally to be an extensive quotation of al-Balkhi’s work, and found fullest expression in the maps and text of *The Representation of the Earth* by Ibn Hawqal (d. c. 988), which is itself frequently a verbatim quotation of al-Istakhri’s work. From al-Istakhri’s work (and Ibn Hawqal’s version of it: IH), we learn that the Rus inhabit a territory between the Bulghar and the Saqaliba on the river Volga (IH); that the Khazar import from the Rus, the Bulghar and Kwyaba (Kiev) honey, wax and pelts (IH); that Kwyaba is not situated in any formal administrative province (*iqlim*) (not in IH); that al-Rus, like al-Khazar and al-Sarir, is the name of a kingdom, and not a town or a people (not in IH); that the Rus language differs from the language of the Khazar and the Burtas (IH); that there are three distinct groupings of the Rus: those of Kwyaba, closest to Bulghar (which it surpasses in size) (IH), where the king resides (not in IH); al-Slawiyya, with their capital in al-Sla, to the north; and al-Arthaniyya, with their capital in al-Artha, whence merchandise is brought to Kwyaba: an impenetrable region, its people xenophobic and secretive, whence lead, marten and black fox furs come (IH); that the Rus burn their dead (IH adds several other ethnic groups who have the same practice, among them the Indians); and that slave-girls willingly accompany their rich masters in cremation; that some shave their faces while others plait their beards like curried horse tails (IH adds or women’s hair-braids); that they wear short qurtaqs, unlike the Khazar, Bulghar and Petchenegs who wear the full qurtaq; that they are very numerous and powerful, imposing land-taxes on the neighbouring territories of the Byzantines and ‘Inner’ (i.e. Volga) Bulghar. Ibn Hawqal updates this last item of information by describing the sorry plight of the Bulghar, Burtas and Khazar whose lands have been ravaged by the Rus. Al-Istakhri also refers to the ‘Island of the Rusiyya’ in the Caspian Sea (?).

---


[a] [b] and [c] The geographical scientist al-Maṣūdi (d. 956) took an especial interest in the riverine topography of the Caspian Sea, which he himself visited and about which he quizzed the merchants and travellers whom he met. This desire to revise the theories of his predecessors concerning whether the Caspian was land-locked or not led him to investigate the peoples of the Caspian. The results of this in large part empirically
conducted research are an invaluable account of the Rus, second only to Ibn Fadlan’s more famous (and more dramatic) description. Of al-Maṣūdi’s works, only two have survived: *The Meadows of Gold and Mines of Jewels*, written originally in 943 (only the author’s revision of 947 has survived: it was revised by him once more in 956) (*MG*); *The Treatise of Reference and Supervision*, his last work written in 955–6, a reformulation of many of his earlier works (*RS*). A third work which has survived (and from which Seippel quotes two excerpts: *The Treatise of the Accounts of the Age*) attributed to al-Maṣūdi is in fact a work of popular geography written in the eleventh century.

[b] According to al-Maṣūdi, on the authority of Ptolemy and Marinus, the island of Thwly is the most northerly inhabited region of the earth (*RS*), and it forms part of Brytanya (*MG*), situated in a lake, the Mayts (the Sea of Azov). Lake Mayts is connected with the Bnts (i.e. the Pontus, the Black Sea), the sea of the Bulghar, the Rus (*RS*), the Petchenegs and the Bashjirt (*RS* and *MG*). The Bnts Sea stretches from the lands of al-Ladhqah (for which a plethora of suggestions exist: see Shboul, p. 174: it is orthographically cognate with Wḏhāna, and may be a scribal corruption of Kwyaba, Kiev), and is fed by the Don (Tnys), the river along which many of the descendants of Yaṯīth b. Nuh (Japheth the son of Noah) live: they include the Franks, the pre-Islamic Andalusians and the Rus (*MG*). The Saqaliba in particular are the descendants of Madhay b. Yaṯīth (*MG*) (see Saḥid ibn al-Bitriq above and Ibrahim ibn Yaṯīq below). Al-Maṣūdi suggests that some of his predecessors may have confused the Rus with the Khazar, because the Rus vessels use the River Atil as their sole means of access to the Caspian (*MG*). The Rus, along with the Bulghar, the Ifranja and the Saqaliba, inhabit the vicinities of al-Qabq Mountains (*RS*); the Rum (Byzantines) call them Rwsya, meaning ‘red’ (*RS*), and have built a settlement on the Black Sea and forts along the Hellespont to repulse the vessels of al-Kwdhkanah (another scribal corruption of al-Kwyabah, Kiev?) and other types of al-Rus (*RS* and *MG*); [c] in the 950s the Byzantines used the Rus who had settled in their lands to garrison the fortresses along their northern marches (*RS*).

According to the *MG*, the Rus have a sea which only they use (presumably the Bnts and its contiguous lake the Mayts); they are a mighty, pre-scriptural people with no revealed law, and do not recognise the sovereignty of any king; their merchants frequent the king of the (Volga) Bulghar; and they have a silver-mine in their territory; they are made up of many kinds, the most numerous among whom are al-Lwdhāna who frequently sail to al-Andalus, Rome, Constantinople and Khazaria; around the year 912–13, the Rus raided the Caspian Sea with dramatic consequences for the geopolitical organisation of the region: al-Maṣūdi notes that after the wholesale slaughter of these raiders on their return journey up the Volga, the Rus have not dared to return.

Al-Maṣūdi also describes another group of Rus: the Saqaliba and the Rus who serve the Khazar king as slave-soldiers, living in the capital Atil on one bank of the Volga; they are a pre-scriptural people who cremate their dead, along with their horses, equipment and jewelery; a man’s wife is burned along with his body, but he is not burned when she dies; if one of them dies a bachelor, he is married after his death; the women believe that by sacrificing themselves thus they will enter the Garden (i.e. Paradise); they have a judge in the Khazar imperial administration who judges in accordance with reason (and not revealed law); the king of the Khazar is not to be confused with the Khaqan (*MG*). This passage covers all of the principal features of the Rus as described by
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Ibn Fadlan, though it is not even remotely indebted to Ibn Fadlan’s account: Ibn Fadlan does not make the observation concerning conjugal disparity in the matter of cremation. It explains the nature of the cultic marriage which Ibn Fadlan describes (the detail concerning Paradise is very telling), confirms his identification of the Rus with the Saqaliba in a very precise manner and explains why the Rus should have a Khaqan-like king. It strongly suggests, therefore, that Ibn Fadlan’s Rus in Volga Bulgharia were slave-soldiers or mercenaries who originated from Khazaria and not from Gorodische or Ladoga or anywhere further to the north.

[a = b] Finally, al-Maṣūdi conjectures that the people who raided al-Andalus before 912–13 and whom the inhabitants identified as the Majus, because of a chiliastic prophecy which claimed that the Majus would raid them from the Atlantic every 200 years, were in fact the Rus because they are the only people to sail the seas which are connected with the Ḥyans (i.e. the Greek Okeanos, also known as the Encircling Sea) (MG).


[a] Ibn al-Qutiyya (whose name indicates that his mother was a Goth), philologist and historian, died in Cordoba in 977. His *Chronology of the Conquest of al-Andalus*, a celebration of the Muslim presence in Islamic Spain, gives an account of the raids of al-Majus in 844 during the Umayyad emirate of ʿAbd al-Rahman II (r. 822–52) and the measures taken to repulse them. After their retreat from Seville, the Majus are said by this source to betake themselves to Byzantium and to settle in Alexandria for fourteen years, when in 858 they launched an unsuccessful raid on Seville, on their way back from Alexandria (as the chronicle seems to suggest).


[c] In one of a series of panegyrics in honour of his patron the Hamdanid Sayf al-Dawla, emir of Aleppo, al-Mutanabbi (d. 965) (‘the Shakespeare of the Arabs’) celebrated his patron’s victories over the Byzantine Domesticus Bardas Phocas at al-Hadath (in 953 and 954), taunting the Rum and the Rus with their despair at ever destroying the fortress.

The Spanish Jew Ibrahim ibn Ya῾qub al-Turtushi travelled across northern Europe c. 965–6. From the quotations of his work in later authors we learn that Ireland was the main residence of the Majus (incontrovertibly the North Sea Scandinavians and not a generic term for Normans and the maritime peoples of north-west Europe, as some have argued); that the Saqaliba were descended from Madhay ibn Yafith (see Sā‘īd ibn al-Bitriq and al-Maṣūdī above); that the Rus and the Saqaliba travelled to Prague (Fraghah) from Krakow (Krakawa) with their wares; that the territory of Mshqh (?) was the main residence of the Majus (incontrovertibly the North Sea Scandinavians and not a generic term for Normans and the maritime peoples of north-west Europe, as some have argued); that the Saqaliba were descended from Madhay ibn Yafith (see Sā‘īd ibn al-Bitriq and al-Maṣūdī above); that the Saqaliba trade by land and sea with the Rus and Constantinople; and that the Saqaliba had intermarried with various tribes of the north, including the Petchenegs, the Khazar and the Rus, to the point that Saqlab had become their common language.


The *Hudud al-῾Alam*, an anonymous geography written in Persian in 982 and dedicated to an emir of the Farighunid dynasty in northern Afghanistan, is clearly indebted to the tradition of the ‘Atlas of Islam’ for much of its arrangement and information, especially al-Istakhri. As far as the Rus are concerned, it does not (contrary to conventional wisdom) share a common source with Ibn Rusta (i.e. al-Jayhani). Its author describes the Rus, after the account of the Saqlab and before that of the ‘Inner’ (Volga) Bulghar, as bordered to the east by the Petchenegs, to the west by the Saqaliba and to the south by the river Rwtha (?). To the north lie the frozen wastes. The Rus are bellicose and ungovernable; their king is the Khagan of the Rus; their lands are fertile and prosperous; they pay tithes annually to the Sultan; they revere their doctors (i.e. shamans); they are served by Saqlab slaves; they wear distinctive dress (pantaloons and a woollen cap); they have distinctive burial customs; and there are three principal settlements: Kuyaba, Slaba and Urtab.


The information on the Rus which Ibn Hawqal provides and which has no equivalent in al-Istakhri is significant. He notes that Volga Bulgharia had been sacked by the Rus in 969 and adds cryptically that ‘they immediately advanced on Byzantium
and al-Andalus and then divided into two groups; that they are a ‘rabble without leadership’ who inhabit the Atil between the Bulghar and the Saqaliba, and had formed an alliance with the Petchenegs who had migrated to the lands between the Khazar and Byzantium; that the Petchenegs were the military might of the Rus; and that (together) they were those who, of old, raided al-Andalus and Bardha῾a (on the Caspian). In his discussion of al-Andalus, Ibn Hawqal continues in the same vein and notes that ‘often vessels of the Rus, the Turk, and the Petchenegs, including, in their host, a force of Saqaliba and Bulghar’ raided Islamic Spain (unsuccessfully) during the Umayyad caliphate of ῈAbd al-Rahman III (r. 912–61). His ultimate source here may be al-Ma῾ṣudi’s The Treatise of Reference and Supervision, according to which furs are transported via the river of the Khazar (the Volga) to the northern lands of the Saqaliba, and from there to al-Ifranja (Francia) and al-Andalus, as these three territories are contiguous. This may be an attempt by Ibn Hawqal to account for the identification of the pre-Islamic inhabitants of al-Andalus as Saqaliba and for the two principal spheres of Rus activity (as al-Majus and al-Rus), and may involve a confusion of the Petcheneg Turks with the Oghuz Turks, Svyatoslav’s allies in the destruction of Khazaria in 965, though the text is very specific in its identification of the Turkic tribes. The Rus alliance with the Petchenegs is elsewhere unattested (Minorsky’s emendations [see Golden, ‘Rus’, 623] are untenable, the term shawka for ‘military might’, and not ‘thorn’, being attested of the Majus by Ibn al-Qutiyya, and of a tribe of the Saqaliba by Ibrahim b. Ya῾qub), while the raids on Bardha῾a are mentioned in several places. Rus raids on their trading partners in Bulghar and Khazaran in the year 969 and on Samandar in Khazaria are also mentioned.


[b] and/or [c] It is a paradox, from our present perspective, that al-Muqaddasi (d. c. 990), the author of what is generally considered to be the definitive and most accomplished work of classical Arabic geography, The Best Divisions for Knowledge of the Climes (the summation and revision of the ‘Atlas of Islam’ project initiated by al-Balkhi) reveals but a perfunctory interest in the Rus. This is completely in keeping with the insouciance he displays towards non-Islamic lands. In his discussion of the town of Atil, subsumed within the region of Daylam, according to his general schematisation of the kingdom of Islam, he notes that the inhabitants of Atil had been raided by the caliph al-Ma῾mun from Gurganj and, without specifying a date, he adds that he had heard that ‘a military force from al-Rum (Byzantium) known as al-Rus had raided and conquered their territories’, presumably referring to the Rus destruction of Khazaria by Svyatoslav in 965 (though this is said to have been achieved by the Rus and their allies, the Oghuz Turks).


[b] An example of writing on (birch-)bark is recorded in his Catalogue by the Baghdad bibliophile Ibn al-Nadim (d. 990) where it is reproduced along with specimens of
Chinese, Soghdian and northern Indian (Sindi) scripts. The author mentions that a trustworthy informant had been sent by one of the kings of Mount al-Qabq (the Caucasus) to the king of al-Rusiyya and had brought back to Ibn al-Nadim a sample of 'writing through incision on wood'.


[b] In his history, the *Experiences of the Communities*, the philosopher, bureaucrat and librarian Miskawayh (d. 1030) describes the Rus assault on Bardhā’ā in the year 943–4. His description is vivid and is accompanied by intriguing observations on the appearance of the Rus; their ethnic traits (ferocity, courage, willingness to die rather than be taken prisoner); their weaponry; their insatiable hunger for spoils; and their burial customs: Miskawayh notes that after the Rus had been driven from the town, the Muslims disturbed the Rus graves and retrieved the valuable swords which had been buried with the warriors. Miskawayh also describes how the Rus tried to coerce the inhabitants of Bardhā’ā into cooperation and how they were defeated because of a disease which spread when the Rus ate too much of the local fruit (diarrhoea?).


[d] In *The Book of Instruction in the Elements of the Art of Astrology*, the great scientist al-Biruni is the first author in Arabic to mention the Warank, a people who live in the northernmost reaches beyond the seventh clime. They have a sea, which is connected with the Encircling Sea (i.e. the Okeanos of the Greeks) and passes the lands of the Saqaliba and approaches the lands of the Bulghar (presumably Volga Bulgharia), and a capital, Balyd (which has been identified as Poland); it is not to be confused with the Bnts (the Black Sea) which flows past the lands of the Saqaliba and the Rus; that those who live in the seventh clime as far north as Thwly are more like wild beasts than men: this is where some Turkish tribes live, along with the Volga Bulghar, the Rus and the Saqaliba. Beyond the seventh clime, live the likes of the Warank, the Ysw (the people Ibn Fadlan refers to as Wysw: the Ves), and the Bardah (or possibly the Ywrah, the Ugrisans?). The Warank and the Rus are also located on a map in the principal manuscript of the work.


And so to our 'false' sources: the Andalusi Yahya ibn al-Hakam al-Ghazal (?) and al-Jayhani. The bibliographers credit three generations of al-Jayhanis with the composition of a work entitled the *Treatise on the Highways and the Kingdoms*, a work which al-Masudi and al-Muqaddasi say they consulted. The work was a family composition
of a type not infrequent in the classical Arabo-Islamic tradition, one not designed originally for general use but for exposure to a strictly circumscribed group of readers. The al-Jayhani who began the book was vizier of the Samanid emirate in Bukhara and is presumably the individual visited by Ibn Fadlan on the embassy to Volga Bulgharia. Like the treatise of Ibn Rusta and the *Hudud al-῾Alam*, the Jayhani treatise was probably an information-gathering exercise which included the tribes to the north and west of the Samanid realm. Only a few snippets of this work have been recovered, though scholars have been tempted to discern the Svengali-like influence of al-Jayhani in many geographical writings. The passage on the Rus contained in the work of al-Bakri is a conflation of the accounts of Ibn Rusta and al-Istakhri.


[a] Yahya ibn al-Hakam al-Ghazal is said to have been the envoy of the Andalusian caliph Ŵabd al-Rahman the Second (r. 822–52) at the court of Theophilus of Byzantium and the Norsemen of Jutland or Ireland. Al-Ghazal (the Gazelle) of Jaen was a renowned poet. The story of his participation in the embassy to the emperor of Byzantium as told by Ibn Hayyan (d. 1076) is inspired by a descriptive passage in one of his love poems which describes the charms of a youth and his mother said to descend from Caesar. The account of his diplomatic mission to the north recounted by Ibn Dihya (d. 1235) is but a rehash of the embassy to Byzantium, fuelled by the fame of the Majus raids of the ninth century and has nothing to commend it beyond the charms of its fancy.

Our main source of information about the settlement of the North Atlantic (Figure 41.1) is Icelandic writings, supplemented by both archaeological evidence and writings of foreign historians. Strong doubts have sometimes been raised about the credibility of these texts which were first written in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries given that they describe events supposed to have taken place two to four centuries before: the Book of the Icelanders, the Book of Settlement and the sagas of Icelanders.
that deal specifically with the Icelanders and their adventures from the settlement of their country in the late ninth century until shortly after they had all been converted to Christianity in 999/1000. Greenland plays a vital role in these sagas as well as the voyages to Vinland, all in all filling five thick volumes (400-500 pages each) of printed text in the recent first complete English translation. The sagas about the people in the Faroe Islands and the Orkney earls fall outside this literary genre.

THE SETTLEMENT OF ICELAND IN BOOKS AND ARCHAEOLOGY

Christianity brought literacy to Iceland, and medieval historians who applied their knowledge of book-making to write about the past in Iceland sought all their information in oral stories and lore. Living oral traditions studied in many parts of the world have shown a tendency to adapt to contemporary reality, whereby facts change according to the context in which they are repeated even though people consider themselves to be preserving memories from the past. Despite this mutability, however, it is still possible to talk about a continuous tradition lasting several centuries and embodying essential truths which are archaeologically verifiable. For example, the written accounts are correct insofar as Iceland was rapidly settled after 870 by people from Norway and Britain, with several hundred large estates owned by chieftains and some 3,000 farms. Their dating can be ascertained from the ‘Settlement Layer’ of volcanic ash which covered a large part of the country following an eruption in 871 (± 1 year), as may be corroborated by ice-core samples from the Greenland glacier. Immediately above this layer of ash are relics of the oldest settlements in Iceland. The saga-writers and chroniclers also knew that people left Iceland to settle in Greenland near the end of the tenth century. Likewise they knew stories about sailings to the continent of North America around 1000 – as was confirmed when relics left by people from Greenland and Iceland were found in the 1960s at L’Anse aux Meadows on the northern point of Newfoundland. The saga-writers knew that heathendom was the prevailing faith during the settlement of Iceland, and that Christianity was adopted by law around 1000. All this was known because people preserved the memories of these events, told stories about them and linked the names and lineage of certain individuals to specific incidents. It is an inherent feature of narrative art and the oral tradition that various details inevitably stray from the straight and narrow path of truth on their long journey through the centuries. Inconsistencies in detail, however, do not alter the overall picture that is presented and is well compatible with archaeological findings.

Ancient writings mention the island of Thule, far to the north. Although their reliability is questionable, the fact that the English cleric Bede (d. 735) mentions this island in his History of the English Church and People could show that he had already heard real accounts of voyages to Iceland by that time. Writing around 825, the Irish monk Dicuil mentions that thirty years previously priests had told him about the island Thule in the far north, where they stayed in summer when the nights were so bright they could look for lice on their shirts. And Ari the Learned mentions Irish hermits (papar) who were already in Iceland when the Viking settlement began.

There is no reason to doubt that Irish monks visited Iceland; Irish hermits commonly sought out islands where they would be left in peace. But these visitors would have been few in number and sporadic, and would not have had any significant impact on the
development of the settlement of Iceland after 870. No confirmed relics left by the papar have been found in Iceland.

The first settlers of Iceland came from a variety of backgrounds. Different cultural elements from Norway and Britain met and merged in Iceland to create a society with no direct prototype in the old world. The majority of settlers could trace their roots to Norway and many came directly from there, especially the south and western regions, but it was also common among men and women of Scandinavian descent, who had been brought up in the Viking colonies in Britain, to leave there for Iceland once news of the settlement began to spread. With them were Gaelic people, from Ireland, Scotland and the Scottish isles, as either independent settlers, or the wives of Scandinavian men, or as slaves. Recent genetic studies suggest that among the first settlers in Iceland about 60% of the women were Gaelic and about 20% of the males.

Many settlers from Britain and Ireland are said to have made their homes in the Kjalarnes and Akranes districts of south-west Iceland. Some place names there are of Gaelic origin, while several correspond to names found in a small area on the eastern shore of the Isle of Lewis in the Hebrides. Thus place-name evidence supports the written accounts of the settlers' origins.

It is also noteworthy that many of the settlers coming from the British Isles seem to have had an eye for salmon fishing as many of the best salmon rivers in the country are associated with the settlement of either Gaelic people or Norsemen coming from that part of the world. Stories about the Irish hermit Ásólfr alskik also confirm that Irishmen were believed to be able to catch salmon in rivers, which were empty when Norsemen arrived – showing a difference between the two peoples.

Many of the settlers were Christian, even though Scandinavian culture and heathen-dom prevailed at first after the settlement. People of Scandinavian descent were in charge of administration as well as farming and other work, and provided the crafts and skills, household articles and domestic animals by which society was sustained. Slaves were given Scandinavian names and had to learn the language of their masters, so their culture was never dominant. Although it is impossible to assess the distribution of different religions in the ninth and tenth centuries, archaeological finds tell us that the Scandinavians in Shetland and Orkney had adopted Christianity long before the end of the tenth century when, according to written sources, Óláfr Tryggvason is supposed to have converted them. The people who left Breidafjord in Iceland with Eiríkr the Red in 985 or 986 and settled in Greenland have not left behind any signs of heathen burial customs in Greenland. The oldest graves in the cemetery of Þjóðhild’s church are Christian and date from the end of the tenth century. This shows that Christianity was the living religion of these people, even though Óláfr Tryggvason is supposed to have sent Leif Eiríksson the Lucky to convert them in 1000. Many of the settlers around Breidafjörður originated from Britain and are likely to have brought the Christian faith to Iceland when they arrived.

More than 300 Viking Age graves have been found in Iceland at a total of 150 sites, none of them containing cremated remains. Few heathen graves have been discovered in west Iceland, where Christian settlers are mentioned most frequently in early sources. Considerable amounts of grave goods, weapons and even horses have been buried with the dead.

Egils saga describes Skallagrím’s burial mound as follows: ‘Egil had a mound made on the edge of the promontory, where Skallagrím was laid to rest with his horse and
weapons and tools. It is not mentioned whether any money was put into his tomb.’ The saga of Gísli Súrsson also mentions a ship burial at the tomb of Þórmörk, Gísli’s brother-in-law, which shows that the saga-writers were familiar with ancient burial customs.

Details of Viking rites of worship are not known for certain. Sacrifices are frequently mentioned in written sources, and place names in Iceland testify to the presence of temples at large farm estates, where churches were later built. Special words are used in the texts for the site of blood sacrifices (hörgr), the sacrificial altar (stallr or stalli) and cups (blautbollar) and sticks (blautteinar) used in rites.

Scholars have strong doubts about the veracity of ancient descriptions of heathen temples and consider it more likely that rites were conducted in the open air, in groves, at sacred springs and near burial mounds, as was the case elsewhere in the Germanic cultural area. The oldest Christian laws in Scandinavia banned heathen rites in such places.

During the first phase of the Viking Age the Scandinavians started to develop a form of poetry which was unique in Germanic culture, but reflects some peculiarities of Old Irish poetry. The art of scaldic poetry flourished in Iceland and Icelandic poets soon monopolised all posts for professional court poets on the mainland.

At home the poets studied both mythology and poetic diction, and trained their skills in the complex prosody before they went abroad to try their luck at noble courts. The art of poetry is therefore one of the oldest export items from Iceland.

Lore and knowledge about the different kings accumulated at royal courts through poems composed about them. The names of the poets were associated with these poems, thus preserving their memory in connection with the kings and earls whose praise they had sung – such as in a list of poets from the Uppsala manuscript of Snorra Edda.

Early on in the settlement period, Iceland was divided into geographically delimited parishes (hreppar) and chieftaincies (goðar), which did not depend on where people lived. The incumbents, the goðar, had both a religious and a secular administrative function. District assemblies were held regularly and when the General Assembly or Althing was established at Þingvellir in 930, chieftains started convening once a year to consult, make laws and pass judgements about disputes. Implementation of sentences was generally on the initiative of the goðar and/or parties to the disputes, not a central executive. Around that time Iceland’s population would have been 10–20,000. A Lawspeaker, responsible for preserving the law, was chosen at the Althing for a term of three years. His function was to recite the law, which was preserved orally until the introduction of writing, and also to rule on disputes about interpretations of it.

Many of the sagas hinge on the way personal disputes overlapped with the legal authority of the goðar and Althing. Tension often develops between the ancient duty of revenge and the sentences imposed under the rule of law, leading to escalating feuds and bloody conflict which could only be appeased by the new attitudes ushered in by the Christian philosophy of peace and forgiveness.

At first, the chieftains and major farmers in Iceland sailed abroad and traded for themselves; the main imports would have been weapons, clothes, honey, wheat, timber, wax, tar and canvas. Gradually trading sites and harbours developed on main travel routes around the country. One of the largest trading posts in the Middle Ages was at Gasar on Eyjafjörður, which archaeological finds show had already begun to develop in the tenth century.
Studies of farm waste show that relatively more beef, pork and goat were eaten when Iceland was first settled, before mutton became progressively more dominant. Fish from the sea played an important part in the diet, at the coast and inland alike, and salmon and trout were commonly eaten in many parts of the country.

**EIRÍKR THE RED AND THE ICELANDIC SETTLEMENT OF GREENLAND**

Greenland was settled from Iceland towards the end of the tenth century. The settlement was led by Eiríkr the Red whose background is explained in two different ways in the sources. In the oldest source, Ari the Learned’s Book of the Icelanders, he is said to be ‘a man from Breiðafjörður’, which is Ari’s customary way of describing people who are born in Iceland. He identifies people from Norway differently. In later sources, the Book of Settlement and sagas in which he appears, Eiríkr the Red is said to have hailed from Jæren in Norway and gone to Iceland with his father. The two men were said to have lived first at Drangar on Hornstrandir, after which Eiríkr moved to Dalir when he married Þjóðhildr, daughter of Jorund and Þorbjørn knutarbringa, who was by then living with her second husband at Vatnshorn in Haukadalr according to the Book of Settlement. Þjóðhildr’s paternal grandmother Bjorg was the sister of Helgi the Lean and the daughter of Eyvindr, whose wife was Rafarta, daughter of King Kjarval of Ireland. Thus Eiríkr and Þjóðhildr’s son, Leifr the Lucky, the first explorer of the Vinland area west and south of Greenland, had Irish blood like so many other people in Dalir.

Archaeologist Guðmundur Ólafsson has excavated a 50 m² hall at Eiriksstadir in Haukadalr which was lived in for a short while at the end of the tenth century. Two stages have been identified in its construction; the hall was abandoned shortly after it was completed. It was fitted in at the eastern boundary of Vatnshorn between two existing farms, and archaeological evidence about the history and location of the hall corroborates what the sagas say about Eiríkr the Red.

Many people of Gaelic descent lived around Breiðafjörður and undoubtedly knew the tales from Ireland about fantastic countries to the west, lands of plenty where the Irish envisaged beautiful women, endless wine, rivers full of huge salmon, and eternal bliss. These highly fanciful stories resemble Viking notions of Óðáinsvellir (the Plains of the Undead) insofar as those who go to this paradise have no way of returning to their earthly lives. Accounts in the Book of Settlement and later sources about Ari Mársson and other people from Breiðafjörður reaching the ‘Land of the White Men’ could be an offshoot of these legends, and it is not improbable that such stories may have encouraged people to sail and search for land to the west. When Eiríkr the Red went to settle in Greenland, for example, a Christian from the Hebrides is mentioned as accompanying him. After people from Iceland and Greenland had travelled all the way to the North American mainland where the flora and climate resembled the descriptions in these legends, it is not unlikely that fact and fiction merged, leading people to believe they had actually reached the countries they were already familiar with from these accounts.

The oldest relics left in Greenland by people of Icelandic origin are at the site thought to be Brattahlíð, Eiríkr the Red and Þjóðhildr’s farm in the Eastern Settlement. These are ruins of a little church in Viking Age style. Radiocarbon dating of skeletons from the cemetery there indicates that they are from near the end of the tenth century.
(AD 976 ±50 years). Radiocarbon dating of the oldest relics in the Western Settlement, most recently from the ‘Farm under the Sand’, shows that people settled there during the first decades of the eleventh century.

All the graves found in Greenland are Christian ones and there is no evidence of heathen burial customs. In Brattahlíð, however, a whetstone has been found with a Þórr’s hammer carved on it, which is the only evidence of the Viking paganism in Greenland.

Studies of core samples drilled from the Greenland icecap have provided important information about the climate on Earth and climatic fluctuations in the past. The successive strata of the Greenland icecap can be read year by year for indications about temperature, precipitation, volcanic eruptions in Iceland, etc., like a kind of natural chronicle.

Before the settlement of Iceland in 874 the climate was cold. When Raven-Flóki visited Iceland and supposedly coined its chilly name, he probably encountered a harsh winter with heavy sea ice off the West Fjords. It would have been about as cold then as at the end of the seventeenth century when Iceland was completely surrounded by sea ice, which stretched as far south as the Faroe Islands. From 860 onwards the temperature began to rise and in the tenth century it was somewhat warmer than today.

When Eiríkr the Red settled in Greenland in 985, a continuous period of favourable weather had prevailed for a whole century and vegetation there was at a historical peak. By the middle of the thirteenth century the climate had turned much colder, and there is a clear correspondence with the abandonment of the Western Settlement around 1350.

Archaeological evidence in Greenland clearly shows that people were able to live well there and did not lack food or suffer from any particular ailments. Clothes from Herjólfsnes cemetery testify to direct trading with Europe at a time when contact with Iceland had begun to dwindle sharply, and there are several indications of contact with the English in the fifteenth century.

Hypotheses have been put forward that the last Icelandic Greenlanders simply moved out of the country, perhaps returning to Iceland where there was plenty of land after the plague, or heading west to the North American mainland and Newfoundland where the English were fishing by then, or even that they were captured by the Portuguese and sold into slavery to work on sugar plantations in the Canary Islands – possible evidence of which is a Portuguese map from 1502, named after Alberto Cantino, with a Portuguese flag in Greenland’s Eastern Settlement. The only written account of the end of the Scandinavian settlement in Greenland was recorded around 1750 by the son of missionary Hans Egede. A sorcerer from Siglufjörður in the Eastern Settlement told him how the Scandinavians had been taken away by pirates while some had sailed southwards themselves and several women and children fled to join the Inuit. The time that elapsed between these events and their being written down was similar to that from the settlement of Iceland to Ari the Learned’s Book of the Icelanders.

### THE SAGAS AND THE VINLAND VOYAGES

The Vinland sagas contain the oldest written descriptions of the North American continent and tell the story of several voyages undertaken by people from Iceland and Greenland to North America around the year 1000: the first authentically documented voyages across the Atlantic Ocean in which the peoples of America and Europe met for
the first time. Earlier references also exist which show that the Vinland voyages were well known in Iceland and on the European continent before these two sagas were actually written down. The sagas about Vinland have been the subject of many learned studies. Numerous contradictory theories about the voyages described in them have been put forward, with these sagas as their major source. These contradictions, however, can largely be explained by the different methodologies used by different generations of scholars. If we understand the basic problems behind the different answers and take into account the progress made in Vinland studies in the past decades, on the archaeological front and in the minute philological analysis of the texts and the major achievements in studies of oral storytelling traditions around the world, we can once again revisit the old problem of the whereabouts of Vinland.

As literary products the Vinland sagas fit well into the genre of forty sagas of Icelanders. It is important to be aware of the nature of the sagas as source material. They are not written accounts by eyewitnesses, but written accounts derived from oral tradition, containing stories and information (in the case of Vinland) about highly exceptional voyages which were undertaken more than 200 years earlier. Thus the stories about these voyages changed and were reshaped in oral tradition, which can have been kept alive not only by descendants of the people who took part in the voyages themselves but also others, in particular seafarers who were continually telling each other stories and exchanging information about faraway places, how to reach them and recognise the landscape.

When Anne and Helge Ingstad found L’Anse aux Meadows in Newfoundland in the early 1960s and identified it somewhat speculatively as Leifr’s Vinland of the sagas, Helge Ingstad operated on the theory that the saga of Eiríkr the Red was a rewriting of the saga of the Greenlanders – which is no longer believed to have been the case. Of course it is difficult to argue against someone who has actually found something which proves that the Vikings were there, but it is clear from the L’Anse aux Meadows findings that this location was used as a staging post for exploring the lands further south. There the explorers would have repaired their ships and gathered strength before and after the crossing from Greenland. The northern tip of Newfoundland in L’Anse aux Meadows is hardly the sort of place which would create memories like the ones preserved about Vinland, the land of wine and grapes, in the sagas.

Among the artefacts found at L’Anse aux Meadows was a ringed pin with decorated head, of the type associated with Viking Dublin. Such pins have not been found in Norway, but they are common in Ireland, Britain and Denmark, and many have been found in Iceland as well. The ringed pin discovery supports the impression given by the Vinland sagas that the voyages to the New World were undertaken by people from Iceland who had strong family connections with Britain and Ireland. Not only was Leifr’s maternal family of Irish background but the leaders of the major subsequent voyage, Þorfinnr Karlsefni and Guðrún Þorbjarnardóttir, both had Gaelic blood in their veins.

Other objects from the site confirm the story as it is told in the sagas: a butternut and a butternut burl which has been cut with a metal tool prove that the Norse inhabitants went further south, at least to where the wild grapes and butternut trees grow, namely in the southern Gulf of St Lawrence, ship rivets show that ship repairs took place and a spindle whorl indicates the presence of women among the explorers of Vinland – all reflecting similar activities as are mentioned in the texts.
The overall picture of the voyages which emerges from the texts is reasonably clear: around the year 1000 people from Greenland and Iceland made several voyages along the eastern coast of North America, into the Gulf of St Lawrence, to Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick, and farther south. They built camps in more than one location in this area and spent from one winter to a few years in them. They came into contact with natives, partly on friendly trading terms, but also fought battles with them. Internal conflicts as well as attacks from the natives eventually led them to leave. After that it is unlikely that the Greenlanders ever ventured again as far south as the places mentioned in the sagas, but it is highly probable that they went to Labrador on a regular basis to gather wood, all through the Middle Ages – since in an Icelandic annal for 1347 we have a casual reference to such a trip, which seems to be regarded as commonplace.

On the Vinland voyages people are bound to have sought out the fruits and plants which Greenland lacks and they may even have tried to settle in some places, only to find the land already crowded with native people. So they ended up going back home and spent the rest of their lives boasting of the great time they had when they sailed all summer long across the seven seas, finding new and previously unheard-of lands . . . just as the Icelandic sagas tell us.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


Scholarly discussion about the Icelandic Free State (c. 930–1262/4) was up to 1970 focused on the political development (which also includes the debate about the relationship between the Church and chieftains), the introduction of Christianity, the source value of the Icelandic family sagas and finally the constitution of the Free State. Around 1970, under the influence of social history, cultural history and social anthropology, new topics were introduced in the discussion and there was renewed interest in some old ones, such as the settlement of disputes, women’s and gender history, political culture and the role of honour. The discussion about the source value of the Icelandic family sagas continued, but now from a social anthropological perspective (Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 2000).

SETTLEMENT PERIOD

Until recently little attention has been paid to the settlement period (c. 870–930), but recent archaeological excavations will undeniably throw a new light on this period. There is general agreement among scholars that Ari fróði’s (‘the learned’) dating of the first settlement to c. 874 is reliable. Just before the first settlers arrived there was a volcanic eruption in Iceland and the ash from this eruption has been dated in Greenland’s glacier to 872 ±2, and according to the results from the archaeological excavations in Iceland there are no traces of a settlement below the ash layer from this volcanic eruption (Árný E. Sveinbjörnsdóttir et al. 2004).

According to the sagas most of the settlers came from Norway and the British Isles, and many of them brought slaves from the Irish Sea area with them. Recent DNA studies have confirmed this mixture of people (Agnar Helgason et al. 2001). Landnámabók (the Book of Settlement) lists c. 415 settlers: 404 men and 13 women (Haraldur Matthíassson 1982); it was this group that was in charge of the settlement process. The majority of the settlers were either wealthy farmers or chieftains; what most of them had in common was that they owned ships which were large enough to transport people and livestock to Iceland. The period between c. 870–930 is usually labelled landnámssóld, ‘the settlement period’. It is Ari’s statement in Íslendingabók, that all land was claimed (albyggt) within sixty winters ‘so that there was no further settlement made
afterwards’, together with the foundation of a general assembly for the whole country c. 930 that marks the end of the settlement period.

The settlers brought with them domestic animals, cattle, sheep, horses, goats and pigs, but it took some time to build up a stock of domestic animals that was large enough to sustain the population. In the earliest phase of the settlement, therefore, fish was the staple food. Consequently we find the highest number of settlers in the Western Quarter and along the coast. Inner regions became more important than the coastal areas only after the stock of domestic animals became large enough.

The single farm was the main feature of the settlement; there were no villages or towns developed in medieval Iceland. In the earliest phase of the settlement, settlers experimented with the location of their farms, so many farms were moved or were abandoned completely. It was not until the twelfth century that a settlement pattern which has dominated the Icelandic landscape to modern times was established. The number of farms in the fourteenth century did not exceed 6,000 (Björn Teitsson and Magnús Stefánsson 1972).

The main emphasis after the initial settlement period was on animal husbandry and some agriculture, with fishing in rivers, lakes and the sea as an additional food source. The cultivation of crops, especially barley, took place at some major farms all across the island in the early and high Middle Ages. Most of the production was consumed domestically. Self-sufficiency was the goal for most households. Not all farms could produce all the resources they needed, such as iron. We can therefore assume that some farms specialised in the production of certain products (Jón Jóhannesson 1956; Kristján Eldjarn 1959; Sturla Friðriksson 1982; Árný E. Sveinbjörnsdóttir and Sigfús J. Johnsen 1996).

Population growth was an important underlying factor for the development of this new society. Nothing accurate is known about the number of emigrants in the settlement period, but a qualified guess is 10,000 (Björn Porsteinsson 1966). If we accept this number and argue that the growth of the population in Iceland was the same as elsewhere in western Europe in the period c. 900–1300 – that is, a duplication every c. 200 years – the number of inhabitants was 20,000 c. 1100 and 40,000 c. 1300 (Björn Teitsson and Magnús Stefánsson 1972).

THE CONSTITUTION

The settlers were familiar with assembly organisations and according to tradition assemblies were established in Bórsnes and Kjalarnes before the national assembly at Þingvellir was founded c. 930. There is agreement among most scholars that the main elements of the constitution of the Free State, which only the Konungsbók version of Grágás (c. 1250) describes, were introduced at the first assembly meeting (i.e. Maurer 1874; Sigurður Nordal 1942; Jón Jóhannesson 1956). At the time the General Assembly (alþing) was established there were thirty-six chieftaincies (godar); later, in c. 965, when the country was divided into quarters and the quarter courts were introduced, three new chieftaincies were established in the Northern Quarter. In order to maintain the balance between the quarters, the Eastern, Southern and Western Quarters each got three ‘additional’ chieftains (sg. godi), who were nominated by the nine chieftains in each of these three quarters. The total number of chieftaincies represented at the General Assembly was thus forty-eight, or twelve from each quarter.
Within each quarter, three chieftains would hold a spring assembly (várþing) together, so that the Western, Southern and Eastern Quarters had three such assemblies each, while the Northern Quarter had four.

The court system consisted of the spring assembly courts (várþingsdómar), the quarter courts and the Fifth Court (fimmþardómr), which was the highest court of the Commonwealth, established around 1005.

All the 48 chieftains (góðar) sat in the Law Council (lygretta), with two assembly men each to advise them. The chieftains and their chosen men thus made up 144 of the members of the Law Council. In addition, the Lawspeaker (lygsgumáðr) and, later, the country’s two bishops brought the total to 147, but only the 48 chieftains had the right to vote. The Law Council had three particular tasks: to make new laws, to interpret the laws when there was disagreement about them and to decide on various kinds of exemption from the laws.

**POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT**

There are two main opinions in the discussion about the political development in Iceland in the period c. 930–1120. The first one, which has dominated the discussion for more than a century, is based on the view that it is the constitutional paragraphs in Grágás, and not the family sagas, which give the most coherent picture of the political system in the period c. 930–1120, that is that the number of chieftaincies were thirty-six to thirty-nine. As a result, the history of the Free State in this period has for the most part been a constitutional history (i.e. Jón Jóhannesson 1956). The second opinion rejects Grágás as a source for the political system, and relies on the ‘picture’ given by the family sagas. According to this view there was at no time a fixed number of chieftains, and moreover that their numbers reduced from about fifty to sixty to about twenty in the period c. 930–1120 (Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1999).

There is however no disagreement among scholars over the main features of political development c. 1120–1262/4. This period is characterised by the concentration of power: in c. 1200 seven families controlled most of the country. By 1220 it is possible to divide the country into ríki, small domains with fairly fixed boundaries (Jón Jóhannesson 1956; Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1999).

After 1220 the Norwegian monarchy started to interfere in the political development of Iceland, and the king’s involvement resulted in the fall of the Free State. After 1238, both of Iceland’s bishops were appointed from Norway, and served partly as agents of the king’s policies. In the power struggle, Icelandích chieftains considered it advantageous to become a member of the king’s hird (‘body of retainers’). The chieftains’ positions in Iceland were strengthened by this, but they had to pay for this support by giving their godord, or their permission to administrate the godord, to the king. Thus, by c. 1250 the king had managed to acquire control over all of the godord in the country except in the Eastern Quarter, which were acquired in 1264. Having taken control over the godord the king started to appoint his own governors and arguably became the country’s leading ‘chieftain’ (Berlin 1909; Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1999). Once this process had started, it was only a matter of time before Iceland became part of the Norwegian kingdom, and in 1262/4 the leading persons in the country swore fealty to the king.

If we return now to the constitution it is worth mentioning that most scholars disregard how the political development eventually influenced it and the fact that most
of the information in the sagas does not support the type of constitution described in Grágás. The spring assemblies were never held regularly, and the number of chieftaincies in the family sagas is significantly higher than is assumed in Grágás, and in the contemporary sagas it is significantly lower (Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1999).

SOCIAL HISTORY

Around 1970 new topics under the influence of cultural history, social history and social anthropology, and inspiration from the works of Michael Ivanovich Steblin Kamenskij (1973), Aaron Ja. Gurevich (1968) and Victor Turner (1971), for example, were introduced into the discussion of Iceland in the Free State period. The most important consequences of these changes were that women were introduced into the history of the Free State. Especially important were the works of Anna Sigurðardóttir (1985, 1988) and Jenny Jochens (1995, 1996), dealing with almost all aspects of women’s lives in this period.

Feuds and settlement of disputes now became important topics. The majority of disputes were settled through arbitration or direct negotiation. The decision was usually acceptable to all parties involved and the likelihood of the case ending there was good. Arbitration and negotiation were the most effective methods of resolving conflicts because the Icelandic Free State had no central authority that could implement sentences. The arbitrators had to find a long-term solution that would satisfy all the parties involved so that they could withdraw from the case with their honour intact. If the conflicting parties did not accept the arbitration decision, they would offend the arbitrators and would not be able to rely on their support in future cases. The same applied to the judges. They had to find a suitable solution or they would insult one of the parties involved and risk a similar decision if their roles were ever reversed (Heusler 1911, 1912; Lúðvik Ingvarsson 1970; Miller 1990; Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1999).

An important consequence of the shift around 1970 was that the source value of the Icelandic family sagas was emphasised. Scholars now started to use the sagas as sources for the period from the middle of the twelfth to the end of the thirteenth century (e.g. Miller 1990). But one major oversight was that the contemporary sagas, which deal with the Icelandic society in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, were forgotten in the heat of the debate. There is a big difference in how these two different types of sources depict the society; for example, in the Icelandic family sagas there are about fifty to sixty named chieftains, but only about six to seven c. 1220 in the contemporary sagas. This approach meant that the picture of the social development was more static than it was in reality.

There is little doubt that the most important social institution in Iceland in the Middle Ages was the commune (breppr), but scholarly discussion has neglected it. The communes were independent geographical units led by five commune leaders, elected for one year at a time (Jón Jóhannesson 1956; Lýður Björnsson 1972; Stein-Wilkeshus 1987). Little is known about when the system of communes was introduced, but its organisation had reached an advanced stage by 1096/7, when tithes were introduced; the communes then received the right to distribute the tithe revenue intended for the poor. In other European countries the Church itself distributed this part of the tithes.

In the Free State, each family was primarily responsible for looking after its own members. If it was unable to do so, or if there were no relatives, this duty fell on the
communes, the spring assembly parish, the Quarters or the country as a whole. It was one of the main duties of the communes to fulfil this task. The leaders of the communes had to distribute the tithes and food to the poor, and organise their movements round the commune.

The communes’ other main task was to arrange mutual insurance between the farmers. They had to jointly pay half the compensation needed for two types of losses: if a farmer lost more than a quarter of his cattle and horses or if parts of his farm, dwelling, outhouse for washing and baking, or food store burned down. This compensation was not to be paid out more than three times to the same farmer and should never constitute more than 1 per cent of the wealth of each farmer, even if it did not cover half the damage.

The chieftains had a strong influence over the communes in the Free State period, but when Iceland became part of the Norwegian kingdom, and especially after the introduction of the legal codes Járnsíða in 1271 and Jónsbók in 1281, the relationship between the chieftains and the farmers changed significantly. The chieftains had been obliged to defend and assist their supporters, but as the king’s servants they had to prosecute and punish those who had formerly been their friends. The chieftains’ power over the communes was reduced, and it can be argued that it was after c. 1271 that the communes took on the function they retained for the rest of the Middle Ages (Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1995).

RELIGION

One of the major themes in Icelandic history is the introduction of Christianity in the year 999 or 1000, and especially the peaceful nature of the process, but also how this change affected the power of the chieftains. The Lawspeaker Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði has been the focal point for much discussion, and his contribution towards the peaceful outcome of the conflict between the heathens and Christians has been underlined (Maurer 1855–6; Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson 1999; Hjalti Hugason 2000).

Around the middle of the nineteenth century the German legal historian Konrad Maurer presented his theory about the sacred origins of the chieftaincy system. He maintained that these chieftains, like other Germanic chieftains, were guardians of religion, but that this function was of secondary importance to their secular duties (Maurer 1874). The strongest argument against Maurer’s thesis is the assertion that it would have been impossible for the chieftaincy system to survive the introduction of Christianity at the General Assembly of 999/1000 if it had been based on sacred–heathen foundations (Ólafur Lárusson 1960: 363–4). However, it has been argued that it was because of the chieftains’ control of the old religion that it was possible to introduce the new one via a resolution at the General Assembly. Discussion about the introduction of Christianity has also failed to take into consideration the chieftains’ leading role in society, or the bonds that tied them and their supporters (vinir) together. In this kind of relationship, the chieftains were dominant and the farmers had to accept their decisions (Jón Viðar Sigurðsson 1999).

In 1056 the bishopric of Skálholt was founded, and in 1106 the see of Hólar, which included the Northern Quarter, was established. Until 1104, Iceland and the rest of Scandinavia belonged to the archdiocese of Hamburg–Bremen, and from 1104 to 1152–3 that of Lund. In 1152–3 the archbishopric in Niðarós, which included Norway
and the Norse settlement on the islands in the west, was founded. An important factor
behind the foundation of the archbishopric in Niðarós was the church reform move-
ment. The aim of the reform was to free the Church from secular influence and place it
under the leadership of the pope.

As soon as Iceland became part of the archbishopric in Niðarós, the archbishop
introduced the universal church demands in Iceland. But to do that successfully he
needed support from the Icelandic bishops. He got support from Þorlákur Þorhallsson
who became bishop in Skálholt in 1178. But after a dispute with Jón Loftsson, the
country’s leading chieftain, Þorlákr relinquished his claims, and did not raise them
again. The main reason for this shift in Þorlák’s policy was a change in the political
situation in Norway. Archbishop Eysteinn was, due to conflicts with the king, forced to
leave Norway in 1180. Without the archbishop’s support there was little Þorlák could
do on his own and he was therefore forced to concede (Jón Jóhannesson 1956; Gunnar
Karlsson 2000; Magnús Stefánsson 2000).

After the death of Bishop Þorlákur in 1193, the chieftains in the Skálholt bishopric
selected Páll Jónsson as his successor. He was a chieftain from the powerful Oddaverja
family, and by choosing Páll as a bishop the chieftains in the Skálholt see could prevent
the archbishop from intervening in ecclesiastical matters in the bishopric.

The chieftains in the Hólar see thought that they had done this when they elected
Guðmundr Arason as a bishop in Hólar in 1201. But this was not the case. Guðmundr
instead became a strong advocate for the church reform programme. Two issues were
at the heart of the disputes between Bishop Guðmundr and the chieftains. The first
one was on the administration of the bishopric at Hólar, where Guðmundr wanted
to be more generous to poor people than the chieftain liked. The second and main
conflict between Guðmundr and the chieftains concerned the judicial status of clergy-
men, whether they should obey church law or the secular law of the country. These
conflicts lasted for decades. It was not until 1234 that Guðmundr was left in peace at
Hólar. The outcome of this dispute was a kind of status quo; the Church gained no new
rights.

Both bishops in Iceland died in 1237. As usual, the chieftains in Iceland elected
candidates and sent them to Niðarós. This time the archbishop rejected the Icelandic
candidates, and appointed two Norwegians as bishops in Iceland. After the archbishop
had gained control of the election of bishops in Iceland, it became easier for him to
influence the ecclesiastical and political developments in the country. Consequently over
the course of the next fifty years he managed to transform the Icelandic Church to a
bishop’s Church which better suited the general ecclesiastical structure that was created
in Europe in the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Magnús Stefánsson 1978;
Gunnar F. Guðmundsson 2000).
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The Faroe Islands are located in the North Atlantic at the latitudes of 62°N and 7°W almost midway between Norway, Iceland and Scotland; the closest neighbour is Shetland, 300 km to the south-east. The Faroes consist of eighteen islands, separated by narrow fjords and sounds, seventeen of which are inhabited. The islands are approximately 14,000 km². The longest distance from north to south is 118 km, and east to west 79 km. The climate can be described as wet, windy and relatively mild, which is caused by the island’s position within the Gulf Stream.

When the first settlers arrived at the islands in the ninth century they were met with a natural vegetation characterised by grasses, sedges and ericaceous shrubs. Woodland – small populations of juniper and tree birch – seem to have been of minor importance. In other words, the landscape has been rather similar to what we see today (Lawson et al. 2005). The topography of the islands has limited the settlements mainly to the coastal strip along the sounds and by the fjords.

SETTLEMENT

The first professional archaeological excavation in the Faroes took place as late as 1941. Through this excavation, remains from the islands’ early history were brought to light for the very first time. Ever since, this site, located in the village of Kvívík on Streymoy, has been regarded as the classic example of a Faroese Viking farm: a longhouse (the dwelling), c. 20 m long with a central hearth and earthen benches along the long curved side walls made of stone and earth; the roof was carried on two rows of posts. Beside the dwelling there was a shorter house, which in a modified version was built as a byre, capable of holding about a dozen cattle in the winter. Stalls were allocated along each side wall and a drain ran down the centre of the structure. A recent reanalysis of the excavation has altered this interpretation (Dahl 1951; Matras 2005). Furthermore, the abundance of artefacts found told about the daily life at the farm and about links to the outside world.

Characteristic for the investigation at Kvívík was that most attention was paid to the oldest phases on the site – the Viking Age. That’s why layers from younger periods were not really taken into account. In Kvívík it was obvious that the Viking layers were
capped by layers from a medieval settlement on the same site. Because of the excavation method, medieval artefacts were found mixed with those from the Viking Age.

The picture we see here is of interest and a good example of the settlement-historical development in the Faroes. Investigations regarding the settlement history during recent years have shown that the localisation of settlements in the Faroes has been fairly stationary: if special circumstances did not cause your removal you stayed where you had settled in the landnám (‘colonisation’) period. The settlement sites where the actual core of the farm was found was a specially defined area called heimrúst. Usually this settlement core was separated from the outlying infield by a stone fence and a geil, a stone-walled cattle path, that connected the settlement core with the outfield (Arge 2005). Since the excavations in Kvívík, Viking settlement remains have been mapped and investigated around the islands both within the infields and in the outfields as well (Arge et al. 2005).

**RECENT INVESTIGATIONS AND RESEARCH**

**Á Toftanesi, Leirvík**

It was not until the excavation of the site of Toftanes (Figure 42.1.1), during 1982–7, that a Viking Age farm was unearthed, which presented a clearer picture of the layout of a Viking farm as well as Viking everyday life, compared to the site in Kvívík. The farm consisted of four buildings. The dwelling structure, a longhouse, was preserved in its c. 20 m length and had an internal width of 5 m. The curved walls were 1 m thick, and were made of an outer and an inner wall of dry-stones, interspersed with turf to give a more windproof structure. In the middle of the western half of the building, a fireplace

---

*Figure 42.1.1*  The Viking farm at Toftanes, Leirvík. (Photo: S.S. Hansen.)
almost 5 m long was recorded. The eastern part of the longhouse may have contained a byre. Added to the southern wall of the longhouse was a small structure with a floor space of c. 12 m². Its western gable end was probably a wooden wall. On the northern side of the long dwelling house, there was a building, 13 m long and 4 m wide. Its walls were constructed from only a single built dry-stone wall and no turf. Its function has preliminarily been interpreted as an outhouse.

A small building, 5 m long and 3 m wide, was located close to the northern side of the longhouse. The side walls were constructed similarly to the walls of the dwelling house, while the gable wall to the west was probably a wooden wall; the eastern end was eroded by a stream. The floor was paved with flat stones, and covered with thick layers of ashes and charcoal, and with a small stone-built ember pit in the eastern end. The building was interpreted as a firehouse (Stummann Hansen 1991).

As in other farmsteads known from this period, the buildings were basically constructed of wood, but had thick insulating outer walls of stone and earth. Even though building timber was scarce, the wooden stave-building tradition based on Norwegian/Scandinavian architecture was employed with modifications to suit local conditions (Stoklund 1984; Stummann Hansen 1999).

The artefact record is of great interest. This consists of a large number of objects of steatite, for example fragments of bowls and saucepans, but also spindle whorls and line- or netsinkers for fishing, as well as hones and querns of schist. As steatite is not a local material these objects must have been imported, apparently from Norway. Only a few artefacts of local material, such as basalt and tufa, were found. There were huge numbers of well-preserved wooden objects such as bowls, spoons and staves from barrels. A large group of the wooden objects consists of cords of twined juniper branches which no doubt were used as handles for the barrels and as ropes for the roof stones. While the aforementioned stone artefacts may have been imported from the east, the artefact record also includes imported goods and jewellery originating from and indicating links to the south, the Irish Sea, for example two ringed pins of Hiberno-Norse type and a jet bracelet (Larsen 1991; Stummann Hansen 1993). The settlement at Toftanes has been dated to the ninth–tenth centuries (Vickers et al. 2005).

Argisbrekka

Among the place names to whose existence philologists paid special attention from early on were names containing the Celtic name-element ærgi. It had possibly become integrated into the Norse language during the ninth century, and it was assumed that the place names meant something like summer grazing pastures or shielings for cattle (Matras 1956). Archaeological surveys of the eighteen localities retaining such place names – all but one situated in the outfield – ascertained that at several of these localities were the remains of small ruins. From the archaeological excavation of one of these localities, Ergidalur on the island of Suðuroy, it was concluded that this was a Viking Age summer or seasonal settlement (Dahl 1970: 362).

Due to the damming of Lake Eiðsísvatn, located in the northernmost part of the island of Eysturoy, extensive archaeological excavations were initiated at the site of Argisbrekka during 1983–7 (Mahler 1991, 1998, 2007). The locality is in the outfield of the village of Eiði, at an altitude of 130 m above sea level. It was possible to divide the archaeological remains on the plain west of Argisbrekka into roughly two settlement
areas. Twenty-two buildings were unearthed, with eight and thirteen in the aforementioned areas respectively. Within these two areas, there were two to three lesser construction areas, which consisted of a residential house and one or two outhouses and storage houses. All were constructed with walls of turf, sand, clay and pebbles. These are all smaller buildings, 7–8 m long and 3–4 m wide, and even smaller. Stratigraphical observations indicate that two shielings were in operation simultaneously during the area’s last active period in the Viking Age. Functionally the Faroe ærgir resemble full-time Norwegian shielings.

The dating indicates that all activity ceased sometime during the middle of the eleventh century. Stratigraphical observations and $^{14}$C dating indicate a commencement of activities in the eastern area sometime during the ninth century. Regarding the artefact assemblage, it’s interesting to note that except for local ceramics the assemblage did not differ much from the one found at the stationary farm. The local ceramics are a distinct category for Faroese archaeology, documented from the late tenth century and into the nineteenth century (Arge 1991, 1997).

We must conclude that in the Viking Age the ærgi and farm were closely intertwined elements, which together characterise the special operational method, also that the traces of these operations are widely dispersed throughout the Faroes. The operational method does however become adjusted to existing local conditions. As the shieling operational method is not mentioned in a special enactment for the Faroes, Seyðibrævið ‘the Sheep Letter’, issued in 1298, which relates to the dominant extensive sheep farming, it is concluded that a combination of a greater emphasis upon fishing and extensive sheep farming led to the disappearance of the Faroe ærgir as part of an outdated operational method (Mahler 2007).

Sandur

Sandur is one of the largest and wealthiest agricultural societies on the islands (Figure 42.1.2). There can be no doubt that ever since the first settlers, who had a farming background, arrived at the islands in the Viking Age, that is, the landnám period, this village must have been among the most prominent in the rural societies of that time (Arge 2001). The local church lies rather isolated from the rest of the habitation, which is not common in the Faroes. But ever since a coin hoard containing ninety-eight eleventh-century silver coins, deriving from what we now know as European and Scandinavian countries, was found in the churchyard by a grave digger in 1863 (Steen Jensen 2004), there have been expectations that something more would turn up.

When the first archaeological excavation in Sandur took place in 1969–70, efforts were focused within the actual church. The results were outstanding and rather unexpected, in that what was found were the remains of five successive churches under the present one, built in 1839. The oldest was a small single-aisled stave-church, as we know them from Norway, and dated to the eleventh century. Thus, all in all six churches have been built one on top of another on this very spot (Krogh 1975).

In 1972 a small-scale excavation in the churchyard revealed the eastern gable of a building with a beautifully stone-paved floor. This structure has been interpreted as part of a boat-shaped longhouse, which may have been the living house at the local farm. It is very likely that the coin hoard was placed below the floor paving in this building by the end of the eleventh century, thus indicating that the building has been in use during the
eleventh century at least (Krogh 1975, 1983). When the churchyard in the 1970s was extended towards the south remains of Viking Age activities were revealed throughout this large c. 3,000 m² area. In 1989 eleven graves were uncovered in this area, of which seven were excavated (Arge and Hartmann 1992). Prior to this the only Viking burial site had been the one in Tjørnuvík unearthed in 1956 (Dahl and Rasmussen 1956). It can be dated to the tenth century both archaeologically as well as by ¹⁴C (Arge 2001).

The burial site in Sandur gives the impression of having been well regulated: it consists of a series of burials placed end to end in a number of more or less parallel rows. All of the graves are aligned east–west and all of the uncovered skeletons lay with their skulls pointing west.

The state of preservation of the skeletal material was fairly poor. However, teeth or rather dental enamel was found preserved in all seven of the excavated graves. The objects recovered from the graves can be classified as personal belongings, for example finger-rings of silver and bronze, pearls of bone, glass and amber and iron knives. Two of

Figure 42.1.2 Sandur, Sandoy. The site of Junkarinsfløttur is central in the photo – in the fields north of the church. (Photo: S.V. Arge.)
those interred had been buried with an iron knife which had thin silver threads entwined around the handle; one of these, a young man, also had a pouch or a purse – possibly a woven pouch containing a leather purse. In this pouch were seven plain lead weights – three pairs, and each pair contained a circular and a rectangular weight. Also a strap-end was found in the grave, ornamented with an animal head; further a bronze fragment was found, which was decorated with an interlaced motif of Irish origin, and some small silver fragments.

In one of the graves was found a clipped Cufic coin, the first and only coin of this type found in the islands so far. This has been identified as a late ninth-century imitation of an Abbasid-style dirham, which may be suggestive for dating the burial to the mid-tenth century (Blackburn 2005; Graham-Campbell 2005).

We must suppose that around AD 1000, at the time when it is commonly supposed that the Faroes were converting to Christianity, there existed a settlement here, important enough to warrant the erection of a church. The activity on the site continued for a period, perhaps until the early thirteenth century, after which the site was abandoned. Only the church and the churchyard remained.

JUNKARINSFLÓTTUR, SANDUR AND THE VIKING ECONOMY

A phosphate survey in 1989 in Junkarinsfløttur, Sandur, to the north of the church site, which has been cultivated for centuries, indicated a large settlement area. Erosion of the cliff just below these fields in 2000 made 2 m deep cultural layers visible, and subsequent archaeological investigations have now revealed an extensive settlement in that area of which we hitherto had no knowledge (Arge 2001) (Figure 42.1.3). The preliminary zooarchaeological analysis of the remains from Junkarinsfløttur – the first of its kind in the Faroes – presents a diverse range of economic practices employed by the Norse settlers at a key time and geographical position in their expansion across the North Atlantic. Their economic strategy appears to have relied heavily upon the exploitation of a broad spectrum of the local wild resources to supplement a mixed agricultural base of animal husbandry and cereal cultivation.

Domestic mammals recovered included sheep, cows and pigs with single bones of goat and dog. Significant numbers of pig bones were recovered throughout the site sequence, indicating sustained pig keeping up to and beyond the thirteenth century, a situation unique compared to Iceland and Greenland. Birds comprised a relatively large proportion of the archaeofauna. The Faroese at Junkarinsfløttur remained dependent upon bird resources, especially puffins, far longer and to a greater degree than any of the other Viking Age settlers of the North Atlantic islands. A wide range of marine resources were also recovered, suggesting the Norse settlers of the Faroes were heavily reliant on natural resources to sustain their economy.

The procurement of wood would have been a major consideration for the Norse in the Faroes. The islands never sustained extensive woodland, and heather and juniper were the only wood resource available on Sandoy at the landnám, though fragments of various coniferous timber species would have arrived as driftwood picked up from the shore. In the archaeological assemblage in Sandur wood charcoal was very rare and consisted of locally derived roundwood, coniferous driftwood and imported oak. Peat and turf were the main fuel sources in the treeless landscape. A hulled six-row barley monoculture was
in place, with small-scale yet intensive cultivation undertaken. Cereal cultivation seems to have played a lesser role in the economy than in other areas of the eastern North Atlantic and some of the barley may have been imported (Church et al. 2005).

The recent excavations at Junkarinsfløttur, Sandoy, represent a key site for investigating early Faroese palaeoeconomy. We must assume that this site is part of an extensive settlement area comprising the church site. The archaeological record from the area leaves us with the impression of a high-status Faroese society, which had strong links with the outside world.
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CHAPTER FORTY-THREE

THE NORSE SETTLEMENTS IN GREENLAND

Jette Arneborg

In the late tenth century Viking settlers moved further west into the North Atlantic. According to early Icelandic history-writing, settlers from Iceland colonised the southern part of the Greenland west coast in the late 980s:

The land which is called Greenland was discovered and settled from Iceland. Eirik the Red was the name of a Breidafjord man who went out there from here and took land in settlement . . . When he began to settle the land, that was fourteen or fifteen years before Christianity came to Iceland.


Greenland is the world’s largest island. However, more than 75 per cent is covered by ice and only the narrow rim between the massive Inland Ice and the sea is inhabitable. The south-west Greenland landscape is mountainous with deep fjords, valleys and rivers draining the water from the Inland Ice into the sea. In general the climate of Greenland is Arctic (the mean temperature of the warmest month of the year is below $+10^\circ$ C): in the protected inner parts of the south-west Greenland fjords (around 60° to 61° N) and the Nuuk hinterland (around 64°N) temperatures in the warmest month crawl up above $+10^\circ$ C. It was here – in subarctic Greenland – that the Icelandic Norse immigrants settled. In the Middle Ages the southernmost settlement area was called the Eastern Settlement and the settlement area around Nuuk the Western Settlement (Figure 43.1).

Contacts with the Norse Greenland settlements broke off during the fifteenth century and almost ever since the fate of the Norse has been discussed in Iceland and in Scandinavia. At the beginning of the eighteenth century contacts with Greenland were re-established and the deserted and collapsed farms spoke for themselves. The last evidence of life in the settlements is the letter written by a Greenland priest testifying a wedding in the Hvalsey fjord church in the Eastern Settlement in 1408.
Figure 43.1 About 500 farms have been recorded in the Norse Eastern Settlement (Mellembygden and Østerbygden on the map). About 100 farms have been recorded in the Western Settlement (Vesterbygden). (Map: Niels Algreen Møller 2004. Copyright © National Museum of Denmark.)
CONDITIONS FOR SETTLEMENT

Geographically the Greenland settlements were several days' sailing from Iceland, and a well-developed ship technology was a prerequisite for navigation in the at times very dangerous North Sea. Several theories have been put forward to explain why the sedentary Norse population settled in an environment that was basically marginal for the pasture economy they brought with them. Among the push factors, overpopulation in Iceland has been put forward (Ólafsson 2000). As pull factors, the uninhabited land and a relative abundance of fish and seal in the sea and caribou on land have been pointed out (Krogh 1982: 66 ff.) as has access to the sought-after Arctic commodities such as walrus ivory, narwhal tusks and polar bear skins (Arneborg 2000, 2002). For the Norse way of life to survive in Greenland, contacts with the homelands were prerequisite. The settlements especially needed supplies of iron from Scandinavia, and the Greenlandic ivory and furs were the main means of trade (Arneborg 2000, 2002; Roesdahl 1995). Already in the Iron Age trade networks were established in Norway that – among other things – included iron, walrus tusk, hides and furs (e.g. Christophersen 1989: 126 ff.), and in the late ninth century the north Norwegian chieftain Ottar went from Hålogaland to Hedeby to sell his Arctic commodities (see Lund 1983: 23 ff.). Although sedentary, the resource utilisation of the Norse settlers was therefore not restricted to the settlement areas. The Norse settlements depended on resources that included most of the west coast of Greenland from Thule in the north to Kap Farvel in the south and also the most southern part of the east coast was their exploitation territory (Arneborg 2004).

FARMS AND SUBSISTENCE

The many well-preserved ruins dating from the Norse settlers that are visible in the south-west Greenland landscape today are from the medieval period, but archaeological excavations indicate that the settlement pattern did not alter from the Viking to the medieval period. From the landnám (landtaking) period the farms were scattered on the moraine plains along the fjords and in the fertile and protected valleys reflecting the pastoral economy of the settlements. A few farms occur on sites with very little pasture-land available. Here especially the seal hunt was decisive for the choice of settlement.

Zooarchaeological analysis of the animal bone collections (McGovern 1985; Enghoff 2003) and isotope analysis (\(^{13}C\)) of human bones (Arneborg et al. 1999) show that subsistence economy was based on the combination of pastoral farming, fishing and hunting. Seal and caribou were the main meat supplies. Cattle, sheep and goats were primarily kept for the secondary products such as milk, cheese and butter. Sheep were also kept for the wool. According to the distribution of animal bones the individual farms were self-sufficient at subsistence level and the exchange of foodstuffs does not seem to have taken place.

The farms were run in an infield–outfield system. In the summer the domestic animals grazed the outfields, while in the growing season to maximise the yields the infields were manured (e.g. Schweger 1998) and at some farms also irrigated (Arneborg 2005). Unlike the cattle that had to be stalled for many months of the year, sheep and goats can survive the winter outside in Greenland. But they may have needed supplementary fodder, and the production of grass was fundamental for the farmers.
Until now about 500 Norse sites have been recorded in the Eastern Settlement and about 100 in the Western Settlement. The average number of inhabitants in Greenland has been estimated as about 1,400 with a peak around the year 1200 of over 2,000 individuals (Lynnerup 1998: 118), and even though not all sites can be regarded as self-sufficient farms it is evident that the recorded farms cannot have been in use simultaneously. Some farms may have been abandoned after years of settlement, and some farms may have been populated periodically, depending on the state of vegetation resources (Figure 43.2).

In spring and autumn either in groups or separately the farmers organised hunting trips to the outer coast of the settlements to hunt the passing migratory seals, and in early summer they went further to the north along the Greenland west coast to hunt walrus, narwhal and polar bear. Some went south and rounded Kap Farvel (Arneborg 2004). On the west coast the southernmost area to hunt walrus today is the Disko Bay about 600 km north of the Western Settlement. Items of Norse origin found at Thule Culture Inuit sites as far north as in Thule and on the Canadian Ellesmere Island show that Norse hunters travelled even that far north (Sutherland 2000; Schledermann 2000).

BUILDING A NEW SOCIETY

Even though the environment differed and the newcomers had to adjust economic strategies to the new realities the adaptation to the new land took place within the social system of the homelands of the settlers, and settlement pattern, farm layout, architecture and economy of the farms reflected the stratified society that the settlers transferred from their homelands.

The quality of the land and the number of buildings at the farms was the visible sign of social and economic status and – in the later periods – so was the layout of the farm buildings. The living house underwent most changes during the settlement period. In the landnám period the setting of domestic life was the longhouse of the Scandinavian

---

**Figure 43.2** The Hvalsey fjord farm was a typical medieval Norse high-status farm. Among the buildings were (1) byre and barn, (6) living houses with a large stone-built celebration hall, (8) church, (9) storehouse and (10) warehouse (after Krogh 1982. Copyright © National Museum of Denmark).
type with a main room furnished with a central long hearth and benches along the long walls (e.g. Vebæk 1993; Albrethsen and Ólafsson 1998). Later the large multifunctional room was divided up into smaller rooms with specific functions (Roussell 1941). At the high-status farms the houses remained dispersed whereas at the lower-status farms, especially in the Western Settlement, living houses, stables, cowsheds, barns and outhouses were moved so close together that from the outside they appeared as one single building, and the inhabitants could move from the living quarters to the other buildings without having to go outside. The two types of layout have been named the longhouse (or the dispersed farm) and the centralised farm (Roussell 1941). The development from the dispersed to the centralised farm has been regarded as a response to climate change whereas the development of the living quarters reflects the changes in social relations between humans that took place in the Middle Ages and which is not specific to Greenland (Poulsen 2003: 39).

Despite their dependence on marine resources, wealth in Greenland was based on the ownership of land. The elite farmers lived on large coastal farms where the yields were best. Even though they were not profitable, the elite farmers owned prestigious cattle, unlike at the ordinary and smaller farms where sheep and goats dominated. As additional signs of status the high-status farms had stone-built warehouses where export commodities were kept until they were shipped to Norway, and they had large celebration halls attached to the churches (Figures 43.2 and 43.3).

Figure 43.3  The celebration hall at the Hvalsey fjord farm. (Photo: J. Arneborg 2004. Copyright © National Museum of Denmark.)
THE CHURCH

No pagan graves have been found in Greenland, and from the initial settlement the leading landnám families may have had Christian churches and burial grounds attached to their farms. In time some churches were demolished while others were enlarged. No doubt as in Iceland the churches were privately owned and formed an important part of the economic and social organisation of the society (Arneborg 1991). Directly contrary to the interests of the Roman Church the system of privately owned churches gave the secular church owners opportunities to gain economic advantages, and the payments to the church may have been a sizeable source of income for the church owners. Thus, the development from many small churches to fewer and larger churches may reflect the concentration of power in Norse Greenland society.

However, despite this development, power in the society never seems to have been monopolised by the few, and the group of elite families seems to have maintained some kind of mutual equilibrium that did not permit one family to gain superiority. In Iceland the family at Skálholt was powerful enough to seize the crosier in the middle of the eleventh century and turn their family farm into the first Icelandic Episcopal residence; contrary to that the bishop’s see in Greenland was established by Norwegian initiative at the beginning of the twelfth century. The bishop of Norse Greenland was never a Greenlanders. The effect was twofold. No Greenland family gained power and position on the basis of the ofﬁce, and the inﬂuence of the Roman Church in Greenland seems to have been restricted during the entire settlement period (Arneborg 1991). The last bishop residing in Greenland died in 1378, which was thirty years before the wedding (mentioned above) took place in the Hvalsey fjord church.

THE GREENLANDERS AND EUROPE

Greenland never adopted a monetary economy. Both external trade and internal exchange were dominated by the exchange of what were considered valuables in Europe and in Greenland. The Greenlanders exported first and foremost walrus ivory, which was considered valuable on the European market in the Viking and early medieval period, and they imported the requisite iron, which they could not produce in Greenland (Buchwald 2001). They also imported other items that were considered luxuries or valuables in Greenland. Trade and internal exchange were organised in a redistributive system with the high-status or elite farmers in the role as distributors. The control of exchange and trade formed part of the position of power of the elite farmers and not only did they organise and proﬁt by the system they also took an active part in acquiring the trade commodities. According to the written accounts of Haukur Erlendsson (d. 1334) the elite farmers owned the ships that went to the hunting grounds, and they also owned the hunting equipment (see Halldórsson 1978: 55).

In the ﬁrst period of settlement the Greenlandic farmers had their own ships to take them and their commodities to the markets in Europe. In the late twelfth century they were among the merchants that traded in Bergen (Magerøy 1993: 34). Less than a century later the Greenlanders depended on Norwegian merchants sailing to Greenland and in 1261 they – as the Icelanders – subjected to the Norwegian king in order to ensure the trafﬁc between Greenland and Norway (Magerøy 1993: 62). The reasons for this development are obscure. One explanation is the lack of sea-going ships; this
however is hardly consistent with the fact that in the same period they had ships to cross the Melville Bay in North Greenland (see below). Another explanation could be the wish of the Norwegian kings – especially King Håkon Håkonsson (1204–63) was successful – to subject the North Atlantic colonies, and an effective means to succeed was to refuse their traders admittance to Norwegian harbours.

Despite the agreement of 1261, the numbers of Norwegians sailing to Greenland declined during the late fourteenth century. The famous late medieval garments from the churchyard at Ikigaat (in Old Norse Herjólfsnes) clearly show that communication between Greenland and Europe lasted at least to the beginning of the fifteenth century (Arneborg 1996; Østergaard 2004); the number of ships that arrived in Greenland is however unknown, and in the later part of the century the official Norwegian sailings to Greenland had stopped completely (Magerøy 1993: 228).

**THE HUNTERS OF THE NORTH**

On their hunting trips to the north the Norse Greenlanders may have met both the late Dorset people and the Thule culture people. The late Dorset Palaeo Eskimos appeared in the Nares Strait/Smith Sound region in the eighth century and the Thule Inuit arrived around 1200. Both people seem to have been in the region in the period 1200–1300: the late Dorset declining; the Thule culture on the rise (Gulløv 2000). The Norse Greenlanders regarded the late Dorset and the Thule people as the same as the Vinland skraelings (weaklings), and most probably the name expresses their opinion of the hunters of the north. Archaeological finds and written sources indicate some interaction between the Dorset, Thule and Norse people; the nature of the contacts is however hardly known, but written sources indicate Norse interest in the skraelings (see Halldórsson 1978: 53 f.) and one explanation could be the exchange of commodities (Arneborg 1997). The Norse may have acquired walrus ivory from the Palaeo Eskimo and Inuit hunters in return for metals. The majority of Norse finds found in Thule culture context are metals (Gulløv 2000: 326).

During the fourteenth century the Thule culture people moved southwards to Greenland’s west coast. They arrived in the Western Settlement region around the middle of the fourteenth century about the same time as the Norse deserted the settlement and they may have lived for a generation or two on the outer coast of the Eastern Settlement region while the Norse were still living on their farms in the inner parts of the fjords. How the relations between the two people developed, as they physically got closer to each other, are unknown but we may guess that the two very different ways of understanding the world may have caused problems.

**DEserted SettlemEnts**

The written and the archaeological record agree that the northernmost Western Settlement was depopulated in the second half of the fourteenth century, and according to the archaeological finds in the Eastern Settlement it is most likely that this settlement was abandoned about 100 years later. For many years the predominant theory pointed to the advancing Thule culture people who were thought to have wiped out the Norse population. The theory was, however, based on one interpretation of the written sources
The basis for settlement in the first place was the natural resources of Greenland and the maintenance of contact with the homelands – and both conditions were vital for the survival of the colonies. Contacts with the homeland declined and the official sailings from Norway terminated at the beginning of the fifteenth century threatening the position of the elite farmers. But the archaeological record does not seem to reflect any changes in the social relations of the society. Simultaneously climate changes most certainly influenced the Norse subsistence economy. *Landnám* took place at the end of the Medieval Warm Period (c. 885–1235); with the beginning of the Little Ice Age around 1200 the climate got colder and drier. In the period up to the beginning of the Little Ice Age the wind increased (Jensen *et al.* 2004: 161; Lassen *et al.* 2004), and either because of the wind, overexploitation of the vegetation resources, or a combination of both, erosion became a serious threat to the Norse farmers (Jakobsen 1991; Mainland 2000). At the same time the sea level rose with the loss of valuable grassland as the result (Kuijpers *et al.* 1999). Isotope $^{13}$C of the human bones and the animal bones indicates a growing dependence on marine resources (Arneborg *et al.* 1999), but the isotope studies also show that the farmers maintained the pasture economy they introduced at *landnám*. For instance, ‘hunger feeding’ of the domesticates with fish refuse did not take place.

Certainly conditions for the Greenlanders deteriorated and with an eye to the supposed number of inhabitants the yearly emigration of a few discontented individuals – as argued by Lynnerup (1998: 115 ff.) – unavoidably would result in the depopulation of the Norse Greenland settlements.
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Viking expansion across the North Atlantic, to the Faroes, Iceland, Greenland and briefly to Newfoundland between the ninth and early eleventh centuries, took a north European farming system to islands which were either previously unoccupied or intermittently utilised by hunter–fisher communities. According to the one near-contemporary source, Dicuil, writing at the court of Charlemagne’s successors in France c. 825, Irish hermits may have been present in the Faroes and possibly Iceland, although they have been singularly difficult to trace in the archaeological and palaeoecological record (Buckland 1992; Buckland et al. 1995; but see Hannon and Bradshaw 2000).

The Landnámsmenn therefore may have found feral sheep on the Faroes (ON Færeyjar, maybe meaning ‘sheep islands’), but they also introduced a regular European set of farm animals – cattle, pig, horse, goat and sheep – and crops – principally barley (ON bygg), to landscapes previously showing little or no human impact (Amorosi et al. 1997; Dugmore et al. 2005). In the late twelfth century Ari Froði wrote of Icelandic landnám – Í þann tíð var Ísland vidi vaxið á milli fjalls og fjóru (Íslendingabók) – and the destruction of the predominantly birch woodland cover is well documented in the pollen record (Einarsson 1961; Hallsdóttir 1987). Subsequent soil loss, largely as a result of over-grazing, has been extensively researched (e.g. Þórarinsson 1961; Dugmore and Buckland 1991; Simpson et al. 2001). A similar pattern is evident in south-west Greenland (Fredskild 1988, 1992), but the absence of woodland in the Faroes leads to difficulties in the pinpointing of landnám (lit. ‘the taking of land’) by palynological means, and the macrofossil record is more precise, if still debatable (cf. Jóhansen 1985; Buckland and Dinnin 1998).

Onto this backdrop, Norse farmers placed a farming system which relied heavily upon secondary products: milk and cheese from sheep, goats and cattle, supplemented by some meat and cereals in the Faroes and Iceland, where cultivation and sporadic imports of grain were possible; as the author of the thirteenth-century Konungs Skuggsjá remarks, the Greenlanders did not know of bread. McGovern and others (2001) have noted how the domestic herbivore package was tailored to each environment – more goats in Greenland, and a higher frequency of pigs in early deposits, until they effectively destroyed their wooded and scrubland landscapes. In the absence of land-based mammals in Iceland, with the exception of the arctic fox, marine resources were early
exploited, with seal, seabird and fish forming a significant component of the diet, and a similar pattern has recently emerged from the Faroese data (Church et al. 2005). In Greenland, fish are remarkably rare in the middens, but reindeer (caribou), particularly in the more northerly Western Settlement, provided an important dietary component, supplemented by seal, seabirds and the occasional stranded whale. The distribution of animal bones on sites shows that all farms contributed to the communal hunt, although dispersal of the results was not always equitable (McGovern et al. 1996).

Iceland plugs early into mainland Europe’s need for stockfish to sustain standing armies and urban growth, supplementing and partly replacing sources in the Lofoten islands of Arctic Norway (Perdikaris 1999), but Greenland’s trade in prestige goods, walrus ivory, its hide for making ropes and the intermittent polar bear (exchanged for a bishop in Einar Sokkasson’s saga) and unicorn horn (narwhal) was always subject to the fluctuating supply from other sources to the east and south, and it was never effectively integrated into the European world system. Survival at a level close to subsistence, however, did not need contact for anything beyond the spiritual, but it did require an ability to provide sufficient fodder to overwinter core domestic stock. Its importance is indicated in the tale of Iceland’s failed first settler, Nadodd, who found the hunting of marine resources so good that he neglected to collect fodder for his animals. Come the winter, natural resources disappeared and a disappointed Nadodd returned to Norway, with a poor report of the new land, which he consequently christened Iceland; Eirik the Red’s sales pitch on Greenland shows a similar concern. The didactic nature of these foundation myths is evident — the neurosis of any northern farmer is whether he has sufficient fodder for his animals for the winter (cf. Jónsson 1877). Archaeological and palaeoecological data provide evidence for the storage of fodder (Amorosi et al. 1998), represented not only by the preservation of seeds in anaerobic conditions on archaeological sites but also by the extensive synanthropic insect faunas, largely species which feed on slime moulds on the decaying hay and their predators, introduced with the first settlers, including many species which are only able to survive in the artificially warmed habitats created by humans in the turf houses of farms and byres and the decaying plant debris in middens (Sadler and Skidmore 1995). Despite extensive burning in both Iceland and Greenland to convert birch and willow woodland and scrub to grassland, twig and leaf hay remained an important element in the diet of much stock, and the larger numbers of goats in Greenland may as much reflect their greater ability to metabolise woody tissue as the fact that woollen cloth (ON vadmál) formed a lesser element in its taxation. At the Gården under Sandet (GUS) site in the Western Settlement in Greenland, the pollen spectra of faecal pellets of sheep or goat contain up to 98 per cent birch, perhaps reflecting spring collection of additional fodder (personal information from Robert Craigie, Dept. of Archaeology, University of Sheffield).

The use of seaweed as animal fodder, and as a source of salt, is evident on sites from Orkney to Greenland, and in organic deposits where the alga itself does not survive, its presence is often indicated by the remains of the marine colonial epizoote Dynamena pumila, which lives attached to it (Buckland et al. 1993). The presence of littoral elements in beetle faunas and puparia of flies which live in the debris thrown up on the tide line in middens and house floors further stresses the supplementation of terrestrial with marine resources, and the marine component of human and animal diet is also evident in the isotope composition of human and animal bone (Arneborg et al. 1999). Charred fragments of wrack are not uncommon even on inland sites (Buckland et al.章43(1): The North Atlantic farm—
1998), and seaweed must have provided a source of essential salts for balancing the Norse diet. That other scourge of humans in Arctic systems, which largely close down for up to six months of the year, scurvy, vitamin C deficiency (e.g. Troup 1987), could be countered by the consumption of sheep and goat milk; the contrast with Inuit diet, where all essential elements were provided by the consumption of raw meat and fish, with a different consequent set of health risks (Hart Hansen et al. 1991), is striking.

Throughout the North Atlantic region, the basic building material for both farm and outbuilding was turf, sometimes on a stone foundation. Without grazing, however, natural turf is poorly matted, and it is probable that the earliest phase of at least Faroese and Icelandic landnám utilised other materials. In Iceland, pit-houses are often the earliest structures on sites (Einarsson 1992; Simpson et al. 1999). The more typical longhouse structure with outshots is illustrated by the farm at Stöng in Þjórsárdalur in Iceland, abandoned after the eruption of Hekla in 1104/58. Since its excavation by the Scandinavian Archaeological Expedition of 1939 (Stenberger 1943), it has become perhaps the most widely reproduced plan in the history of Norse archaeology (e.g. Foote and Wilson 1970; Fitzhugh and Ward 2000). Construction is of turf sods on dry-stone footings with a central fire trench in the main hall, loom and small hearth in the end room. At Stöng, the two outshots have traditionally been interpreted as a larder and communal latrine (Ólafsson and Ágústsson 2003), although Buckland and Perry (1989) have argued that at least one of the barrels set in the floor may have been for the collection and storage of human urine to provide an alkali for cleaning wool rather than for food storage, and that the lined trenches either side of the other room reflect the washing and dyeing of the finished cloth. There is relatively little animal bone from the Þjórsárdalur sites, but the Stöng evidence, which also includes a small cow byre with standing stall slabs, could be interpreted as the remains of a mixed livestock farm with an emphasis on sheep. At Stóraborg on the south coast of Iceland, large numbers of ectoparasites of sheep, both the ked, Melophagus ovinus, and the fleece louse, Damalinia ovis, in a drain beneath a room in the farm reflect residues from the cleaning of wool (Buckland and Perry 1989), and the presence of sheep, or fleeces, in several rooms on many sites is evident in the widespread distribution of the remains of keds; at GUS in Greenland these are supplemented by goat lice, both D. capreae and Linognathus stenopsis (Panagiotakopulu et al. forthcoming).

In both Iceland and Greenland, fly faunas from within the farm buildings and in deposits dumped out onto the middens are dominated by the puparia of Heleomyza borealis and Telomarina flavipes, both breeding in protein-rich material in either faeces or food debris within the rooms. The thermal requirements of the latter would have restricted its life cycle entirely to within buildings (Panagiotakopulu 2004), and Panagiotakopulu and others (2007) have suggested that its high frequency in the terminal stage of the farm at Nipaitsoq in the Western Settlement of Greenland reflects a community under stress. In general, however, the carefully constructed floors of farms on the permafrost in Greenland provide suitable habitats for a wide range of introduced species of insect, from flies to fleas (Buckland and Sadler 1989). Human lice are also present in large numbers, probably both head and body lice (Sveinbjarnardóttir and Buckland 1983), where preservation permits their identification. The large numbers of the human flea, Pulex irritans, from sites in Greenland (Panagiotakopulu 2001) are not matched elsewhere, although it should be stressed that living conditions do not seem to
have differed significantly from contemporary urban Oslo (Kenward 1980), York (Kenward and Hall 1995) or Dublin (Coope 1981).

In Iceland, local crop production was clearly early supplemented by imported cereals, evident in the insect pest faunas of grain weevil, Sitophilus granarius, and saw-toothed grain beetle Oryzaephilus surinamensis. The former is not recorded in the modern fauna of the country, but both appear in the midden at Bessastaðir in the twelfth century (Amorosi et al. 1992), probably having been deposited in human faeces. The relative frequency of this fauna on this site, compared with material from the more extensively sampled lesser farm at Stórarborg on the south coast, is probably an indication of site status. Large numbers of false puparia, probably of the Hessian fly, Mayetiola sp., in a medieval pit within the Stórarborg farm might reflect the difficulty of sieving this important field pest out of imported grain (Buckland et al. 2005). The connection between exported fish and imported grain is particularly evident at the medieval fishing station at Langenes in the Norwegian Arctic, where insect pest faunas are supplemented by accidental import of more southerly beetles (Buckland et al. 2006).
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CHAPTER FORTY-FOUR

THE DISCOVERY OF VINLAND

Birgitta Wallace

In 1837 Carl Christian Rafn published the Vinland sagas in his *Antiquitates Americanae* (Rafn 1837), followed in 1838 by *Discovery of North America* (Rafn 1838), the English translation. Ever since, there has been speculation, on both sides of the Atlantic, as to the location of Vinland and the two other areas of Norse landfalls, Markland and Helluland. Archaeological work at L’Anse aux Meadows, in Newfoundland, in the 1960s and 70s provides compelling evidence that Vinland was, in fact, the Gulf of St Lawrence in eastern Canada. While situations and events described in the sagas have been ritualised, conflated and adjusted for the political biases of their day, the L’Anse aux Meadows site proves that Vinland was indeed a physical reality. The site is Leifshóir-Straumfjarðr, and Vinland itself the coastal region encircling the Gulf of St Lawrence, extending from the Strait of Belle Isle in the north to New Brunswick in the south.

THE NAME VÍNLAND

The name *Vínlend* written and pronounced with a long /iː/, means ‘Land of Wine’. Suggestions that the name should be *Vinland* with a short /i/, translated as ‘Grasslands’ or ‘Land of Pastures’, have never been accepted by philologists. Where intended, there are instances of the long /iː/ in the actual saga manuscripts (Crozier 1998: 39). Theories that the sagas’ *víðber* does not refer to grapes but to other berries, such as cranberries or currants, are untenable since the Norse had specific terms for these berries. Furthermore, none of these theories explains the sagas’ equal emphasis on *vínvíðr* ‘grape trees’. Another notion, that the reference to wine was simply an invention to lend Vinland a paradisiacal quality (Nansen 1911; Keller 2001), is contradicted by archaeological evidence that proves the Norse had indeed visited regions where grapes grew wild.

THE LITERARY EVIDENCE – THE VINLAND MANUSCRIPTS

Although Vinland is mentioned in passing in several sources, the real descriptions of Vinland are to be found in *Grœnlendinga saga* (*The Greenlanders’ Saga*) (hereafter GS) preserved in the larger *Flateyjarbók* (*Flat Island Book*), dated to the first half of the
fourteenth century (Helgi Þorláksson in Wawn and Þórunn Sigurðardóttir 2001: 69), and in Erik’s Saga (AM 544 and 557). Erik’s Saga (hereafter ES) exists in two versions, the Skalholt Book (hereafter SB), dated to the mid- to late thirteenth century, and the Hauk’s Book (hereafter HB), dated to the beginning of the thirteenth century (cf. Gísli Sigurðsson 2004: 265–302).

The Greenlanders’ Saga and Eric’s Saga describe the same events, but with discrepancies. The GS describes four expeditions and a fifth which never reached its goal. The new lands were accidentally discovered around 985 by the Icelander Bjarni Herjólfsson en route to his father in Greenland. They were explored a few years later by Leif Eiríksson, who established a base there, Leifsþúðir (‘Leif’s Booths’). Here he discovered grapes and good lumber, which he brought back to Greenland. The explorations were continued by Leif’s siblings Þórvaldr, Þorsteinn and Freydís, and sister-in-law Guðrøðr, with her husband, the Icelandic trader Þórhall Karlsefni.

In ES all four expeditions have been combined into one single expedition as large as all the others together. The leader of the expedition is Þórhall Karlsefni with his wife Guðrøðr. This saga has two major bases, Straumfjörðr (‘Fjord of Currents’) and Hóp (‘Estuary Lagoon’). Straumfjörðr is a base in northern Vinland from which expeditions leave in the summer to explore in all directions, returning to spend the winter. Hóp is a summer camp in the south where grapes are collected and lumber harvested. Straumfjörðr is described as an attractive place, with tall grass, plenty of game, and offshore islands so covered with seabirds and eggs that there was hardly room to set foot. Although the winter proved difficult because no provisions were laid up and the hunting and fishing failed, it was sufficiently mild for the livestock to go out all winter.

Hóp was a summer camp at a considerable distance south of Straumfjörðr. It derived its name from the many tidal estuary lagoons protected by offshore sandbars. The lagoons were so shallow that ships could be brought in only during high tide. It was a more hospitable area than Straumfjörðr. On the shores there were fields of self-sown wheat, and forests with mausir wood, wood burls and grapevines climbing trees. However, the area was inhabited by large groups of native people, and the Norse feared them.

Frequently, Leifsþúðir, Straumfjörðr and Hóp have been regarded as three separate spots. Leifsþúðir is, however, likely a combination of Straumfjörðr and Hóp. Like Straumfjörðr it is a base for explorations in several directions, but many of its physical characteristics are close to those of Hóp, and both grapes and lumber are harvested there.

The Icelandic saga scholar Ólafur Hálfdórsson has suggested that the purpose of ES was to magnify Guðrøðr’s role to establish antecedents for the canonisation sought c. 1200 for Bishop Björn Gilsson, a direct descendant of Karlsefni and Guðrøðr (Wawn and Þórunn Sigurðardóttir 2001: 47, 50). To magnify the importance of Þórhall Karlsefni and Guðrøðr, ES reduces Leif Eiríksson to the accidental discoverer of Vinland. Karlsefni usurps Leif’s position as leading explorer, combining all the expeditions of the GS into one mega-expedition led by himself. The name Leifsþúðir is accordingly erased and replaced with Straumfjörðr.

### PURPOSE OF THE VINLAND SETTLEMENTS

It is often assumed that the purpose of the Vinland settlements was colonisation. In fact, the chief goal of the Vinland voyages was exploration for resources and exploitation of
these resources so that they could be brought back to Greenland: ‘They did nothing but 
explore the land’ (ES and HB); ‘for the profitable resources’ (ES and HB); ‘Thorvald . . . 
thought that the land had been explored in too small a portion’ (ES and HB); ‘good for 
both property and fame’ (GS). The GS does state that Karlsefni’s expedition ‘took with 
them all sorts of livestock because they intended to settle if they could’ (emphasis added). 
On the other hand, ES asserts that Thorstein took ‘little livestock . . . no more than what 
they took of weapons and provisions’ (ES and SB). The participants in the Vinland 
expeditions were not families but male work crews, hired for a particular voyage for a 
share in the profits. Only a few women were present to handle domestic chores. 
Þorsteinn Eiríksson’s voyage was launched specifically to retrieve the body of his brother 
Þórrvaldr. This would not have been necessary had the site been intended for permanent 
occupation.

The initial buildings were ‘booths’, sod walls roofed over with tent cloth, giving rise 
to the name Leifshúðr. It was only when the expedition decided to spend the winter that 
they built ‘big houses’. No buildings were constructed for livestock, but the animals 
grazed out of doors all winter.

The size of the expeditions varied between 30 and 70 people. Karlsefni’s crew of 160 
is a fictional combination of three separate crews into one. The crews reflected the west 
Norse social stratification. At the top was the leader, in all cases a member of Leifr 
Eiríksson’s family. The leader might be accompanied by his or her spouse. The leader 
could have a business partner, one or more traders with their own ship and crew. The 
crews consisted mostly of hired workers but included some of the leader’s personal staff. 
Slaves such as Tyrkir the German were also included for special chores.

The activities consisted first of exploration. As useful resources were encountered, 
they were collected and brought to the base in order to be carried back to Greenland. 
The resources in question were grapes, lumber, especially ‘grape trees’, and furs. In GS, 
the same settlement was occupied by all the expeditions. There were no aboriginal 
people at Straumfjóðr, but the Norse encountered large groups of native people in both 
Hóp and Markland.

The expeditions took place shortly after the year 1000. Each expedition stayed one to 
three years. In the end, they were given up altogether. The presence of aboriginal people 
was given as the major reason.

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE – THE 
L’ANSE AUX MEADOWS SITE

L’Anse aux Meadows is located on the western side of the northernmost tip of 
Newfoundland’s Northern Peninsula, on the Strait of Belle Isle, facing Labrador 
(Figure 44.1). It is an easily recognisable landmark for any navigator en route from the 
north: at the entrance to a large strait, with distinctive landmarks such as Belle Isle, 
Cape Bauld and Cape Onion, Great and Little Sacred Islands (Figure 44.2). The site 
comprises eight buildings located on a former beach terrace surrounding a sedge peat 
bog. A small brook cuts through the terrace. There are three dwelling complexes, each 
consisting of a large hall and a small hut. One complex also includes a small house. A 
fourth complex, consisting of a charcoal kiln and a hut with furnace for direct-reduction 
iron manufacture is located on the seaside portion of the terrace, at some distance from 
the dwellings (Figure 44.3).
Although L’Anse aux Meadows is unquestionably Norse and of an early eleventh-century date (the date is based on architectural evidence, artefacts and fifty-eight radiocarbon dates), the only site in the Norse world to which it corresponds in structure, function, social organisation and size is Straumfjörðr of ES and, in part, Leifshúðir of GS. What sets L’Anse aux Meadows apart from all other Norse sites is its location, the lack of structures for livestock and its size. The site is much more exposed than usual for an Icelandic or Greenland site. This is in spite of the fact that more sheltered coves and protected harbours could be found short distances to the east and south. Access to the Strait of Belle Isle was definitely the deciding factor for the location of the site. The buildings are almost exclusively dwellings. They are solid, roofed-over dwellings, built for year-round use, not seasonal búðir. There are no barns and byres, or any structures associated with domestic animals otherwise so prominent on all west Norse living sites. If domestic animals were present, they would have been left outside in the winter or consumed before then. The dwellings exhibit the same range in size and type as those found on large estates in Iceland and Greenland, mirroring the full spectrum of social classes in Norse society. Present are two large chieftain’s halls (A and F), of which F is larger and more complex than the other, a more modest hall (D), a smaller one-roomed
house (B), two sunken huts (E and G) and one rounded hut of even simpler construction (C). All huts are equipped with fireplaces indicating human, not animal, use. The size of the buildings and their relationship to each other indicate an organisation with a leader-in-command, a near-equal associate, work crews numbering between about twenty and thirty per dwelling complex, a few women but not regular families, and domestic labour of low status. Some specialisation is discernible within the work crews: carpentry, iron manufacture, smithing and boat repair. Storage spaces within the dwellings are conspicuously large. The total size of the settlement was substantial, anywhere between seventy and ninety people. This is an unusual concentration of people, even for a large estate.

From L’Anse aux Meadows, the Norse made voyages to areas further south. They reached areas of wild grapevines as demonstrated by the presence in the Norse deposits of butternuts, *Juglans cinerea*, a North American species of walnut, and a burl of butternut wood. The northern limit of this species, in the St Lawrence river valley and north-eastern New Brunswick, corresponds to the limit of wild grapes.

Although there was abundant evidence of aboriginal groups on the site, ranging in date from 5000 BC to c. AD 850, and c. AD 1200–1500, no aboriginal people were on the site at the time of the Norse.

The occupation of the settlement was short, only a few years, as indicated by the minute scale of the middens and sparseness of the cultural deposits. Another indication of short occupation is the absence of graves, Christian or pagan.

L’Anse aux Meadows was not a colonising venture. The site resembles winter camps set up in Europe by marauding Vikings as ‘safe havens’ during the winter months when
no pillaging took place. However, unlike the conditions in those winter camps, the L’Anse aux Meadows site served as a port-of-trade, or gateway. It was a safe haven, where goods from remote areas were collected and prepared for shipment back home. It was controlled by a chieftain or king via a deputy. In this case it was controlled by Eiríkr rauði (Erik the Red), and after his death by Leifr. The presence of large storage rooms at L’Anse aux Meadows is consistent with a port-of-trade function.

**CORRELATION OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND LITERARY EVIDENCE**

The function, the structures, the size, the social organisation and the time and length of occupation of L’Anse aux Meadows clearly parallel those of *Straumfjógr*. The climate historian Astrid Ogilvie has shown that in the eleventh century temperatures were warmer, with a special warming peak around the year 1000 (Wawn and Þórunn
Sigurðardóttir 2001: 173–88). Under these circumstances winters would have been snow free, and the livestock could have grazed out of doors all winter.

The very size of the L’Anse aux Meadows settlement makes it certain that it is the site of the Vinland sagas. Calculations of the Greenland population have shown that during the time of the Vinland voyages, the entire Greenland colony had no more than 400 to 500 individuals (Lynnerup 1998: 113, 116–18). Given that it took anywhere between seventy and ninety people to run L’Anse aux Meadows, it is clear that there was not sufficient labour available to build and maintain another settlement of this size. Even if as much as two-thirds of the crew were Icelandic, at least 5 per cent of the Greenland population would have been required to operate L’Anse aux Meadows. Considerable effort had gone into its construction. For the three halls alone, eighty-six trees had been felled and dressed, and this does not include wood required for the large roofs and the smaller structures. A minimum of 1,500 m³ of sod had been cut for the walls and roofs. The construction would have taken sixty men about two months. The small Greenland colony could not have supported another site of this magnitude.

Butternut trees grow in the same areas as wild grapes. Thus we can state with certainty that the Norse encounter with wild grapes is based on fact. In their wild state, grapes grow in stands of deciduous trees, the vines winding themselves up the tree trunks. These are the vínviðr, the grape trees of the sagas. Grapes and butternuts occur in the hardwood forests of New Brunswick, as do large maples and oaks typical of New Brunswick. Such hardwood was more valuable than the small birch and softwood lumber of northern Newfoundland. It would have been a significant cargo to bring back to Greenland.

Wine, and walnuts, were the type of luxury items served during large banquets by chieftains to impress their followers and to gain influence and power. For Leifr and his family, a potential supply of wine would have been a welcome prospect for maintaining their new position as the first family of Greenland.

ES is clear that the grapes and lumber were obtained at Hóp, not at Straumsfjörðr. Hóp means inlet or lagoon, generally at the mouth of a river, a tidal saltwater lake protected from the open sea by sand barriers at the entrance. North-eastern New Brunswick is famous for its warm, shallow, tidal lagoons behind sandbars guarding the estuaries of several large rivers, of which Miramichi is the largest (Figure 44.4). Here, also, are butternuts and grapes. This area was also home to the largest concentration of aboriginal people in Atlantic Canada, the ancestors of the Mi’kmaq. This region is Hóp.

While butternut trees and wild grapes can also be found in New England, skin canoes, a prominent feature associated with the native people of Hóp, were never used there. The Mi’kmaq, on the other hand, did use hide canoes (Wallis and Wallis 1955: 50–1).

Vinland must have been the entire area from the Strait of Belle Isle to the southern shores of the Gulf. L’Anse aux Meadows was the gateway to its riches. Its location on the Strait of Belle Isle and the western shore of Newfoundland’s Northern Peninsula shows that the main traffic south was through the Strait. The Strait is a natural funnel into the Gulf of St Lawrence. The Gulf forms an inland sea, which can be circumnavigated by beginning and ending the voyage in L’Anse aux Meadows. The southern part of the Gulf is marked by large leafy forests, warm waters and great diversity in fauna and flora, including wild grapes and walnuts. It is a rich landscape like that of legendary Vinland but totally unlike that of Iceland, Greenland and Newfoundland.
Given that L’Anse aux Meadows is Leifsbúðir–Straumfjörðr, it follows that Markland is the central forest belt of Labrador, chiefly the area around Hamilton Inlet. It was here that Þórvaldr met his death from an arrow shot fired by aboriginal people.

North of Markland was Helluland, ‘Land of Flat Rocks’. The sagas’ descriptions of this area as one with big glaciers and mountains, and ‘as a slab of rock was everything between the mountains and the sea’ (GS) is an apt description of the area north of 58° latitude north, including Baffin Island.

Vinland was a short-lived venture. This is understandable, considering the size of the Greenland population and the distance to L’Anse aux Meadows and Vinland. By coastal ship, it is 3,000 km to L’Anse aux Meadows, and 4,000 km to north-eastern New Brunswick. This is nearly 2,000 km longer than from south-western Greenland to Bergen in Norway. Given the short sailing season in the western Atlantic, it would have been impossible for the small population in Greenland to maintain regular traffic to two such distant locations, in opposite directions. The traffic with Europe was essential, the one to Vinland was not. Lumber and wine could be obtained in Europe, but so could goods such as metals, spices, exotic textiles and other luxury items. Europe also held personal and political connections. For the small Greenland colony, Vinland remained an impractical paradise.
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When the Norse lived in Greenland between the tenth and fifteenth centuries AD, two distinct aboriginal populations were present in the eastern Arctic: the Dorset Palaeo-Eskimos, descendants of the first inhabitants of Arctic North America, occupied Arctic Canada and far north-western Greenland when the Norse arrived. The Thule Inuit, who were the ancestors of the present-day inhabitants of the area, immigrated to the eastern Arctic from Alaska at some time between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries AD.

Historical accounts of meetings between native groups and the Norse are rare and vague. The earliest mention of Arctic natives appears in the Historia Norwegiae, an Icelandic manuscript which may have been copied from an original dating to the mid-twelfth century. This brief description tells of apparently hostile meetings with natives living beyond Greenland, whom the Norse called Skraelings, and who used tools and weapons made from stone and walrus ivory rather than iron (Jones 1986: 18). This account may refer to either Dorset or Thule people.

The archaeological evidence bearing on the question of Norse–Dorset contact derives from a number of different localities (Figures 44.1.1 and 44.1.2). A fragment of a bronze vessel, of a type made no earlier than the end of the thirteenth century, was found in a Dorset dwelling in the Thule District of north-western Greenland and is interpreted as an indication of direct contact (Appelt et al. 1998). Small pieces of smelted copper have been recovered from two Dorset villages, one on the east coast of Hudson Bay (Harp 1975) and the other on the south coast of Hudson Strait (Plumet 1982). These objects are assumed to be of Norse origin, but probably reached their final locations through native trade routes, and therefore tell us little about the nature of meetings between the two groups or where they occurred. Objects which appear to be consistent with a knowledge of medieval European technologies – whetstones, artefacts of soapstone, fibre and wood – have been recovered from several Dorset sites on Baffin Island and in northern Labrador (Sutherland 2000a). The findings from these sites suggest direct contact and more complex interactions than previously thought.

A few later historical records refer to Arctic natives who were encountered in Greenland. These people were first met in the Norðrsetr, the northern hunting grounds to which the Norse travelled in summer in order to obtain walrus ivory and other
commodities for use in their trade with Europe. The *Norðrstr* is usually considered to be the western coast of Greenland to the north of the Norse farming settlements in the area around Disko Bay, but it may have extended as far north as the Upernavik region at almost 75° latitude. A Norse presence in this region is confirmed by the discovery of a small runestone apparently dating to the latter half of the thirteenth century. A letter written by a Greenlandic priest states that in 1266 a hunting party returned from travelling further north in the *Norðrstr* than ever before, but they had seen native dwellings only at one location, probably on the Nuussuaq Peninsula at the northern boundary of Disko Bay. The church then sent an expedition still further north, perhaps to the Upernavik region or possibly beyond the heavily glaciated coast of Melville Bay and as far as the Thule District of north-western Greenland. The explorers reported an abundance of seals, whales and bears, as well as native dwellings (Jones 1986: 80). Jette Arneborg (1997: 44) argues that this account seems to indicate that the Norse were looking for natives with whom to trade, probably for walrus ivory and hides.

Archaeological evidence suggests that both Dorset Palaeo-Eskimos and Thule Inuit were living in the Thule District at the time of this Norse voyage (Appelt *et al.* 1998), but the dominant occupation of the area, as well as of the adjacent regions of Ellesmere

---

**Figure 44.1.1** Map showing the distribution of objects relating to Norse contact recovered from aboriginal archaeological sites (see p. 615).
Island in Arctic Canada, was that of the Inuit. The dwellings and middens of the Thule people on both sides of Smith Sound have produced a wide variety of objects of Norse origin. In addition to small pieces of metal that have been reworked into blades for Inuit tools and weapons, these finds include ship rivets, fragments of chain mail, the leg of a bronze cooking vessel, woollen cloth, a double comb, chess pieces, a wooden spoon case, wooden box and tub parts, and a carpenter’s plane (Holtved 1944; McCullough 1989; Gulløv 1997; Schledermann 2000). Peter Schledermann (1993) has suggested that the concentration of materials and the nature of the finds indicate a Norse visit to the area, which perhaps ended in shipwreck. Part of a bronze balance of the type used by medieval Norse traders, which was found in a Thule Inuit site on the west coast of Ellesmere Island, likely relates to this event and is suggestive of an intention to engage in trade (Sutherland 2000b).

Objects of European origin, which reached the Inuit through contact with the Norse, are found in association with a number of other sites in Arctic Canada and northern

Figure 44.1.2 Selected artefacts relating to Norse contact recovered from aboriginal archaeological sites in Arctic Canada and adjacent regions of north-western Greenland: (a) squared and tapered whetstone (quartzite) (KdDq-9:618, 5185); (b) fragment of chain mail (SiFk-4:2); (c) leg of bronze vessel (L3.1466); (d) bowl portion of bronze vessel (RbJu-1:269); (e) bowl portion of bronze vessel (KNK 2280 × 613); (f) wooden figurine apparently representing a person in European dress (KeDq-7:325); (g) arm portion of bronze folding balance (SiHq-3:4). (a, b, d, f, g: Canadian Museum of Civilization; c, e: Danish National Museum.)
Greenland. The majority of these objects are small pieces of smelted iron, copper or bronze which were valuable commodities to the Thule Inuit, and would have been widely distributed through native trade routes. Other items include a piece of oak wood incorporated in the frame of an umiak found on the north coast of Greenland (Knuth 1980), and a portion of a bronze vessel found on Devon Island (McGhee 1984), which is similar to that recovered from a Dorset site in north-western Greenland. It is currently impossible to determine whether this scatter of materials may have originated from one contact episode, such as the thirteenth-century event in the Thule District described by Schledermann (1993), or whether it resulted from multiple contacts along the eastern coasts of the Canadian Arctic and Greenland.

The latter interpretation is supported by an archaeological find from the southern coast of Baffin Island: a small wooden carving that appears to represent an individual in European dress (Sabo and Sabo 1978). The figure is typical of Thule Inuit carving of humans, with a blank featureless face and stumpy arms, but the clothing style is European. It would seem unlikely that such an object would have been traded from Inuit who had met Norsemen in north-western Greenland, and more probable that the artist depicted a European encountered in the area which the Norse referred to as Helluland and which they coasted on their way to Markland and Vinland. It is interesting to note that the Thule village from which this carving was recovered is located only a few kilometres from Dorset sites, mentioned earlier, that have produced evidence suggestive of direct contact.

Historical records contain no further mention of Inuit in the regions to the north or west of the Norse colonies. A few confusing and suspect accounts refer to Inuit attacks on the Norse settlements (Gad 1971: 141–57), but no archaeological confirmation of such attacks has been found, and archaeological evidence that Inuit had actually appeared in the area of the settlements prior to Norse abandonment (Gulløv 1997) is inconclusive. Early Inuit sites in western Greenland contain many objects of Norse origin, but it is impossible to assess whether these were obtained by trade or were scavenged from abandoned farms after the Norse settlements disappeared. The oral traditions of the Greenlandic Inuit refer to trade between Norse and Inuit, and of a more complex relationship between the two peoples occupying western Greenland than is suggested by Norse historical accounts (Gad 1971: 158).

A divergence also exists between the historical records and the archaeological evidence from north-western Greenland and the eastern Canadian Arctic. The archaeological finds suggest considerably more interaction than do the historical accounts. Direct contact between the Norse and aboriginal groups appears to have occurred in at least two regions: the High Arctic coasts of Smith Sound, and the area of southern Baffin Island/Hudson Strait. Relationships between these groups probably included cautious trade as well as the hostile encounters mentioned in historical reports, and while most evidence relates to the twelfth to fourteenth centuries, meetings may have taken place throughout the period that the Norse occupied Greenland.
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PART III

SCANDINAVIA ENTERS THE EUROPEAN STAGE
S

Scandinavia was Christianised at more or less the same time as other polities on the European fringe, that is, roughly in the tenth and eleventh centuries. The traditional and political-historical dates for this religious change are: Bohemia c. 970, Hungary c. 1000, Poland c. 1000 etc. There are interesting anomalies, for example Prussia, with a conversion around 1300, and even more so Lithuania, which continued to be a 'pagan state' in nearly all of the Middle Ages, with an official conversion as late as c. 1400. Another polity on the European fringe, Ireland, was on the other hand one of the earliest to convert to the new religion: it was Christianised already in the fifth century. In between the Anglo-Saxons (seventh century), the Frisians (eighth century) and, by military force, the Saxons (c. 800) had become part of the quickly expanding Christian world.

Already at the beginning of this chapter it has to be emphasised that all these dates for 'Christianisation' and 'conversion' relate to certain mainly political events, which in later historical writings were considered as important dates or decisive moments for the religious change. Of course, Christianisation is more of a process, a slow cultural change and an adoption of new ideas.

The new religion probably did not bring any immediate changes to people: the old chieftains and aristocratic families continued to be the social elite, people continued, as a collective, to participate in a communal 'cult', if not at the district's old cult site, so in a church, which was sometimes erected on the old cult site; life continued on the whole as before, with cultivating the land, raising the stock, and probably still being aware of and appeasing the invisible 'small people' living on the farm, the landvættir residing on the farm’s land, the elves and víttorr in the forest and other supernatural powers living among the people. However, in the longer perspective the change to a new religion was very profound, probably the biggest mental and social change Scandinavia has seen in history, that is, concerning policy, society, economy, art, gender relations etc. Gradually the Scandinavians exchanged an entire pre-Christian world system, including constitutional beliefs on life and aftermath, to a new, Christian world-system.

Scandinavians went from an oral society in principle, which used runes on erected stones in order to honour the deceased, to a literacy society, with books and written documents. They transcended into a society based on documents and the written word,
where the scribal technology was in the hands of a new social elite, the clergy. With the establishment of the Church a new hierarchy in society emerged. The Church became the prime mover and the dominant force in Europe in the Middle Ages.

We have a big problem when it comes to the study of the Christianisation of Scandinavia due to the deficiency of reliable—or in fact any—written sources. We have from the critical period—the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries—only a handful of written sources: Vita Angarii, the history of Archbishop Angar and his life in the ninth century, written by the disciple Rimbert, who became the second archbishop in Hamburg–Bremen at Angar’s death in 865. It is believed that Rimbert completed this hagiography sometime before 876. Adam of Bremen’s history of the archdiocese Hamburg–Bremen (Gesta Hammaburgensis ecclesiae pontificum), written c. 1070, and then some scattered notices in Frankish and English annals and chronicles. In addition, we of course have the Old Norse sagas and their tales of what happened a couple of centuries earlier. Every one of these sources is marred by source-critical problems of various kinds; none has of course been written as a historical account on the basis of modern source-critical methods. Hence, the written sources we have to build our reconstruction on are biased in several respects. However, archaeology can provide us with more material to take into account; and comparisons with neighbouring people with more written sources describing their Christianisation process, as with the Anglo-Saxons, also offer interesting parallels.

THE CHRISTIANISATION PROCESS

For many centuries, ever since the early Middle Ages, the historical writings on the conversion have intimately been connected to the activities of certain missionaries in Scandinavia. In principle every province has a tradition of ‘their’ missionary, who is said to have converted people and made them able to see the new light. Iceland had Þangbrandr, Vestlandet in western Norway had St Sunniva, Västmanland in Sweden had St David, Södermanland had St Eskil and St Botvid, Småland had St Sigfrid, Hälsingland had Stenfr or St Staffan. There were more local saints, such as St Elin in the town of Skövde and St Elav in Borgholm. The history of the introduction of the Christian religion in Scandinavia became the history of these holy men and women, who in principle had to give their lives in the religious struggle, but which eventually resulted in a local cult and a canonisation of the one killed. A legend was produced and became part of the history of the early Church.

This traditional view of the Christianisation of Scandinavia can be described as a process which starts at the bottom of society and eventually climbs up on the societal ladder. The missionaries were assumed to have been wandering around among people, just like Jesus did in Palestine, preaching, converting and baptising them, and not least stressed was the importance of Christian slaves, taken abroad. The Christian religion was supposed to successively have permeated society.

Modern research has in a way turned this picture upside-down. Today we stress the importance of kings and chieftains in the Christianisation process, toning down the importance of Christian slaves, furthermore stressing that it was very much a process, stretching over several centuries in time. The Christianisation is looked upon as part of a much larger cultural shift, which has sometimes been termed a ‘Europeanisation’, where Scandinavia adapted to a Continental situation. This culture revolution took place in the
Viking Age, with a consolidation in the early Middle Ages, and is probably the most dynamic period in our history. We are dealing with a ‘top–down’ process, where first kings and chieftains adopted the new religion and Continental culture, which, eventually, trickled down in society over time.

To exemplify we can study the Norwegian kings Óláfr Tryggvason and Óláfr Haraldsson. The former was a youth of royal lineage (of which there were several in Norway at that time). He had been on the Continent and in England and made himself quite a reputation and wealth as a mercenary. He also had been baptised in England. That was the smart way for a pretender to get access to a throne, so that he could come back home and claim power and the kingship. These youngsters had on their journeys of course watched and understood how to be and act as a king by the grace of God, also that the Church was an important ally for a kingdom, and that the document-based church administration was unsurpassed and utterly useful to rule and administer a kingdom. Óláfr Tryggvason returned home to Norway at the end of the 990s and managed to be accepted as king, first in Trøndelag, then in the rest of Norway. In the early historical tradition King Óláfr is considered the one who Christianised Norway. The Icelandic medieval historian Ári fromi wrote in his Íslendingabók that Óláfr Christianised Norway as well as Iceland, and in Ágríp one can read that ‘the five years he carried the king’s name in Norway, he Christianised five countries: Norway and Iceland and Hjáltland [Shetland], Orkney and fifth the Faroes’.

Óláfr Haraldsson had a similar background and journey to the crown. Thus, he had been down to the Continent and offered his services as a warrior to different kings in their battles, and thereby accrued reputation and wealth. Also he was baptised, according to tradition in Rouen in France. After a famous battle at Nesjar, where he defeated Svein jarl and an army from Trøndelag, he could proclaim himself king of Norway. Mirroring the Continental kings, Óláfr had by his side an (probably) English clergyman, Grímkel, who functioned as his court bishop and personal counsellor. In Sweden the situation was probably similar to that in Norway at this period. One example is King Emund the Old, who in the mid-eleventh century had a bishop, Osmund, by his side.

A central figure in the traditional historiography of the Christianisation of Scandinavia is Ansgar, the first archbishop in Hamburg–Bremen’s archdiocese. He has been given the epithet ‘the apostle of Scandinavia’. This monk of the Benedictine order followed in 827 the Danish king Harald Klak to Denmark, an occasion which traditionally is seen as the beginning of the Christianisation of Denmark. However, in Vita Ansgarii we read that Harald, Ansgar and his follower Autbert reached the ‘confina’ of the Danes, hence approximately ‘border zone’ and not ‘country’ or ‘kingdom’, and furthermore that Harald did not dare to be in Denmark due to struggle and fighting there, and therefore he had received the peninsula Rüstringen as a county and ‘asylum’ from Emperor Louis the Pious. Ansgar’s journey seems hence not to have resulted in any deeper religious impact on Danish society. Ansgar was perhaps more successful with the Danish king Horik I, when a church was erected and a priest placed at Hedeby(Haithabu)/Schleswig. Under the reign of King Horik II another church was established in the town of Ribe. It is however to be noted that neither of these kings was willing to be baptised.

Ansgar played a special role in the Swedish Christianisation tradition. According to this, some envoys, sent out by the Swedes, came to Louis the Pious in Germany and said that many people (gentes) among them wished to become Christian (the story has already become improbable here!), and that their king would be glad if priests could be sent to
the Swedes and convert them. The aforementioned monk, Ansgar, was some time in the 820s chosen to go and check if the Swedes really were ready to be converted to Christendom. And after a dramatic journey he arrived in the town of Birka, where he met the Swedish king Björn.

In Birka Ansgar’s most important contact was a man, Hergeirr, who in the *Vita* is called a *praefectus*, hence some kind of chieftain or royal steward. He was the first to convert and to be baptised by Ansgar, and within a short time they built a church on his plot of land (presumably in the town). Rimbert relates several stories of pious people in Birka and of miracles conducted in the town. After Ansgar left Birka, the people are said to have returned to paganism and the Swedes became hostile towards Christians. One story tells about the missionary bishop Gautbert, who was forced to leave Birka, and his follower, Nithard, who became the first Christian to be killed, and hence the first martyr. This sad situation led Ansgar to go on a second journey to Birka in 852. He then met King Olof, and urged him to secure the rights of the Christians in his kingdom.

Of course, this is not a true story, but bears all the signs of having a core of truth that has been amended and ‘improved’, a *vita* of a holy man, the first archbishop of a struggling Hamburg–Bremen archdiocese which laid claim on this northerly province. We don’t know if Ansgar’s journeys on the whole resulted in a Christian community, and traces of the church mentioned by Rimbert have not yet been found in Birka. There are actually reasons to believe that Christians were residing in Birka already before the visits of Ansgar. The early emporia, such as Birka, Hedeby, Ribe etc., were probably cultural melting pots, where people from a wide range of countries and cultures lived. It is more than probable that in Birka people belonging to the eastern Church lived alongside, for example, Frisians belonging to the Catholic Church and so on.

As regards Iceland, we have the paradox that this island was already ‘Christianised’ when the first Norwegian colonisers settled here in the ninth century. According to the written sources these settlers met Irish monks, hermits (‘papar’), who – so typically for the Irish Church – had left Ireland in search of remote islands to live in solitude.

The Christianisation of the Norwegians on Iceland is often mentioned in the Icelandic sagas, perhaps to be understood as a topos, such as Ari Froði’s *Íslendingabók*, Njál’s saga, the large saga of Ólafr Tryggvason, Saint Ólafr’s saga, Kristni saga etc. The story is that a first mission took place at the end of the tenth century, when the archbishop Adaldag of Bremen sent out two missionaries, the Icelander Þorvaldr Kóðransson and a Saxon bishop Frederik, who made themselves unwelcome in Iceland after killing two men. A decade later the Norwegian king, Ólafr Tryggvason, is said to have sent two more missionaries to Iceland, who, however, were similarly violent, destroyed several pagan cult sites, and had to leave.

According to the sagas the conversion of the Icelanders was a significant event. Two expelled Christian Icelanders, Gizzur hvíti and Hjalti Skeggjason, returned to Iceland in the summer of 999 or 1000 and went to the Alþing, and were able to talk at the Lögberg. That year a Christian party stood against a pagan party, and there was a risk that Iceland could be divided as a result of this clash. The Christian goði, Hallr frá Síða, therefore asked the pagan Lawspeaker, Þorgeirr, to work out a compromise, which both parties could agree upon. And according to the sagas the Lawspeaker sat in his thing hut under a cloak and thought all night and in the morning addressed the people saying that if Iceland should continue to be undivided, they had to agree on one law and one faith. And this faith must be the Christian religion, the pagan Þorgeirr concluded. However,
there should be three exemptions: you should still be allowed to eat horsemeat, you
could continue to leave unwelcome newborn children in the outback, and you could
continue to sacrifice to the old, pagan gods as long as you did it in secrecy. This has been
taken as an example of the pragmatic stance regarding the transfer from the old to the
new religion.

How ‘true’ this tradition and story are is a question of debate. Today we know that it
cannot be the whole truth. We know that many settlers who came to Iceland came from
Orkney, Shetland, England, Scotland and Ireland, and several of them were probably
already Christians. Furthermore we know today that not only Norwegians settled on
Iceland, but also many Irish and Scottish, especially Celtic women (recent DNA analyses
suggest). In other words both religions probably already lived side by side from
the beginning in Iceland. The tradition we can read in the Icelandic sagas is – again –
a biased and embellished story, produced by later, Christian authors.

THE EVIDENCE ON THE RUNESTONES

During the eleventh century more than 1,000 runestones were carved and erected in
eastern Sweden. This has been seen in conjunction with strife between Christians and
pagans, where the runestones should be seen as Christian propaganda. This may be the
case. But it is remarkable that there is nothing in the actual runic inscriptions that
supports such a ‘religious war’. Perhaps the transformation was peaceful, and therefore
the erection of runestones has quite another background. Maybe they are to be looked
upon as a kind of regional fashion in eastern Sweden, on which people have manifested
their new Christian faith.

Apart from Christian crosses of various kinds, many runestones have pious Christian
prayers for deceased relatives: ‘He died in Denmark in white baptismal clothes,’ ‘God
help his soul,’ ‘God and God’s mother help his soul and spirit, give him light and
paradise.’

Three runestones are of special interest. On a runestone at Jelling on Jutland in
Denmark, dated to c. 970, one reads: ‘King Harald made these memorials after Gorm,
his father, and after Tyra, his mother, the Harald who won Denmark and the whole of
Norway, and made the Danes Christians.’ This remarkable inscription has been dis-
cussed intensively: is it a lie, bragging, a political ‘statement’ or has it some historical
bearing? One thing is for sure, Harald cannot have converted the Danes. Perhaps his
words are to be seen in a socio-political context, alluding to some political event, when
Denmark ‘officially’ changed religion, in the same way as on Iceland.

On the Frösö runestone, the northernmost in Sweden, one can read: ‘Austman
Gufösta’s son had this stone erected and this bridge built, and he Christianised
Jämtland. Åsbjörn made the bridge. Tryn [Trjönn] and Sten carved these runes.’
Also in this case this statement may be looked upon as a political one, saying that
the Jämtar, perhaps on their thing site, Jamtamö, ‘officially’ had accepted the Christian
religion.

The Kuli runestone stood beside an ancient road in Edøy, Nordmøre in Norway. The
stone has the text: ‘. . . twelve winters had Christendom been in Norway’. The runestone
has obviously been a so-called ‘bridge stone’, and the ‘bridge’ can be dated to 1034.
Therefore it seems plausible to connect the statement to the event when King Ólaf
Haraldsson together with his bishop, Grímkell, declared the first Christian law
(Kristinn réitr) on the island of Moster in 1024, hence again a testimony of a political event.

FROM WHERE DID THE NEW RELIGION COME?

The traditional view has been that Norway was Christianised from England, whereas Denmark and Sweden were mainly from Germany. The reason for focusing on the German Church is of course Rimbert’s Vita Angarii and Adam of Bremen’s Gesta. Both are biased in favour of the Hamburg–Bremen diocese, and both writers obviously have a mission – claim ecclesiastical authority over the northern provinces. Today research instead stresses the importance of the Anglo-Saxon Church especially during the early phase of Christianisation. There is today also a great interest in possible links to the eastern Church. The contacts between Scandinavia and eastern Europe have been extensive, but obvious evidence for a religious impact from the Byzantine Church is more or less lacking.

Traditionally – and for good reasons – a focus in the discussion on the Christianisation of Scandinavia has been on the tenth and eleventh centuries. Today we are more inclined to accept that Christian culture had infiltrated and influenced Scandinavian society for a long time, probably for all of the late Roman and early medieval periods (the Iron Age in Scandinavia). This influence may be seen in a change of cult practice, the emergence of a new kind of nobility, perhaps the emergence of new gods, new burial customs etc., changes not necessarily of a religious kind.

We therefore look upon the Christianisation as a prolonged process, which partly has been a successive influence of a socio-cultural kind over a long period of time, which eventually resulted in a conversion and a change in religion of a more official kind. The real impact and decisive change, however, come when the Church has gained such power that it is possible to organise the Scandinavian provinces and implement the new religion in society with the parish church and parish priest. By then we have reached the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

THE FIRST BISHOPS AND THE ORGANISATION OF THE CHURCH

The first bishops we know of are those who were ordained to some emerging town, a civitas, and then those who functioned as the itinerant king’s counsellor, attached to his personal court. In the 960s the archbishop of Hamburg–Bremen appointed three suffragan bishops to be placed in Hedeby, Ribe and Aarhus, probably as a way of announcing the interest and superiority over the northern province. At least two of these bishops, however, never set foot in Denmark. It seems obvious that there was competition between the German and English Churches in this period, leading to the paradox that up to the mid-eleventh century, Scandinavia from a judicial and administrative point of view belonged to the German Church, but more or less all the bishops came from England. Today there is a tendency to tone down the impact of the Hamburg–Bremen’s diocese even more, changing focus to the archbishopric in Cologne, especially for the tenth century. It seems obvious that the English Church must have had an important role especially during the first part of the eleventh century, when Canute the Great was king over England, Denmark, Norway and parts of Sweden.
In Norway we have a well-known example of a bishop attached to a king’s court, acting as the king’s counsellor, namely the aforementioned Bishop Grímúlfi. He is the one who was decisive for the translation of the dead king Óláfr to Nidaros and the creation of the legend which introduced the first and by far the most important of the Scandinavian saints, St Óláfr, Perpetuus Rex Norvegiae. The early cult of St Óláfr was decisive in the Christianisation process and many churches were dedicated to the Norwegian saint.

In the middle of the eleventh century a consolidation and an expansion of the ecclesiastical organisation took place. With the initiative of the dynamic archbishop Adalberth in Hamburg–Bremen (1043–72) some twenty new bishops were ordained to Scandinavian dioceses, to Hedeby/Schleswig, Ribe, Aarhus, ‘the island of Vendel’, ‘the islands of Fyn and the Faroes’, Roskilde, Dalby and Lund for Denmark, Skara, Sigtuna, ‘Hälsingland’ and Birka for Sweden, the bishops Tholf and Sigvdhr for Norway, a bishop to Orkney and Bishop Ísleifr to Iceland. The letter describing this achievement is problematic in many ways, but it shows that there was a definite interest in the ecclesiastical organising of Scandinavia from Hamburg–Bremen.

A more fundamental organisation of Scandinavia by the Church came later on with the parish formation, but then we have left the Viking Age and entered into the Middle Ages of Scandinavia. This process took place in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

### BIBLIOGRAPHY


During the last decades of the tenth century the Scandinavian runestone tradition went through a major transformation. The erection of the Jelling stone in Denmark by King Harald Bluetooth in the 960s is usually considered the starting point of this transformation, even though the majority of the late Viking Age runestones were produced during the eleventh century. The Jelling stone is unique in many ways, but it contains all of the elements that came to characterise the late Viking Age runestone tradition.

The runic inscription begins with stating who had the stone erected in memory of whom, also clarifying in which way these individuals were related to each other. In this case, King Harald had 'these monuments' made in memory of his father Gorm and his mother Tyra. This introductory memorial phrase constitutes the least denominator on virtually every runestone erected during the eleventh century, and it soon became very formulaic. Many inscriptions then proceed to mention admirable qualities or achievements that characterise the deceased and/or the commemorator, in Harald's case that he had come to reign over both Norway and Denmark and that he converted the Danes. The northernmost stone in Sweden, at Frösön in the province of Jämtland, is in some respects compatible to the Jelling stone (although considerably later), as the inscription goes: 'Östman, Gudfast's son, had this stone raised and this bridge made, and he had Jämtland made Christian . . .'. There is also a Norwegian stone, explicitly mentioning the conversion, the Kuli stone from the province of Møre. The normal memorial sentence is followed by the text 'Twelve winters Christianity has been in Norway.' References to the conversion, and to Christianity in general, were a new addition to the Scandinavian runestone tradition. These references generally occur in the shape of a prayer and/or a centrally placed cross. Nearly 60 per cent of the Swedish runestones have references to Christianity; in Denmark and Norway the percentage is considerably lower. While the ornamentation on the Jelling stone is unique, it signifies the introduction of a regular and more standardised element of ornamentation on the eleventh-century runestones, usually in the shape of zoomorphic rune bands in Scandinavian styles. From a chronological perspective, the standardisation of the memorial phrase and the introduction of references to Christianity preceded the introduction of zoomorphic rune bands by a few decades. Last, but not least, a major difference between the
runestone tradition prior to the Jelling stone and after, is the number of runestones produced. From the end of the tenth century until the beginning of the twelfth about 3,000 runestones were produced in Scandinavia (c. 2,400 in Sweden, c. 400 in Denmark and c. 140 in Norway), gradually transforming a unique event reserved for the absolute elite of society, into a relatively common affair practised by the upper middle classes.

**STYLISTIC GROUNDS FOR A CHRONOLOGY**

Since there are few remaining written sources from this period, the runestones are an invaluable historical source material, and also for the history of mission. A more precise dating for the runestones than just to the eleventh century is therefore most desirable. Over the years, several scholars have presented suggestions for a systematisation of the ornamentation and layout of the runestones as a means of obtaining a more detailed chronology. The grouping of the ornamentation on the Upplandic runestones by Otto von Friesen (1913), based on his linguistic knowledge and the information obtained from the so-called historical inscriptions, was generally accepted until the 1980s. New research then implied that the runological and linguistic variations in the material were caused more by regional variation than chronology (Lagman 1990: 157; Williams 1990: 183), and this caused a sense of pessimism concerning the possibilities of a closer dating of the material.

By this time a Southern and a Central Scandinavian style in the Swedish runestones had already been defined through analyses of the curves and rhythm of the rune bands (Christiansson 1959), largely corresponding to the Mammen–Ringerike style and the Urnes style respectively. The former is characterised by close, hard lines and additive elements, the latter by softly sweeping, continuous lines. The differences between the styles were then seen as caused by regional variation, but have later been proved to originate in the chronological development of the Mammen–Ringerike and Urnes styles respectively. Comparisons between the runestone ornamentation and archaeologically well-dated material have in recent years proved to be a very fruitful way of obtaining a more detailed chronological sequence for the runestone material (Gräslund 1994, 2003). The artists/carvers of the runestones were subjected to the same stylistic ideals as those influencing the rest of society, and consequently well-dated ornamented artefacts can help pinpoint their time of production.

**NON-ZOOMORPHIC CARVINGS**

For the non-zoomorphic (or ‘unornamented’) carvings, a classification into three groups has been suggested which does not necessarily form a chronological sequence: row system, central loop and edge loop (Kinander 1935: 10–11). Most of the unornamented carvings seem to belong to the oldest phase, c. 970–1020, but attention must be paid to the fact that also later stones may be decorated in this style. Elements forming typical parts of the Ringerike style occur rather often on the non-zoomorphic stones, giving a means for dating such carvings to the very end of the tenth, or the first half of the eleventh, century (Gräslund 2002: 149). This is also indicated by the linear rhythm of the carvings.
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ZOOMORPHIC CARVINGS

The Upplandic runestones hold an exceptional position in the Swedish material, above all in number (c. 1,400 out of c. 2,400), but also in ornamentation, with the runes often carved in a band-shaped animal body. A stylistically based system of classification has been suggested for the zoomorphic carvings based on the following criteria: the overall impression, the design of the rune animal’s head, feet and tail, the loops of the snake(s) and the layout of the pattern. A rough sorting of all zoomorphic carvings of Uppland resulted in six distinct groups with different characteristics. The chronological order of these groups was established by comparisons with archaeologically well-dated material and occurrences of genealogically connected runestones (Gräslund 1994, 2003). One of the stylistic groups is characterised by the rune animal’s head seen from above, therefore called ‘Bird’s-eye’s-view’ (B-e-v). The other five groups (called Pr 1–5) show the rune animal’s head seen in profile. These five groups can, very compressedly, only regarding their overall impression, be characterised in the following way:

- **Pr 1**: a compact, close and blunted overall impression. The curves of the rune animal are often angular and the bow line pressed together.
- **Pr 2**: a compact and unresilient impression with angular curves of the rune animal.
- **Pr 3**: a firmly rounded overall impression with moderately sweeping lines.
- **Pr 4**: an elegant overall impression with elongated sweeping bow lines.
- **Pr 5**: a characteristic overall impression of chequer pattern, formed by parallel lines crossing each other at right angles, made up of parts of the loops of the rune animal and a serpent.

The most common variants of the criteria ‘head, tail, feet and union knot’ (common in B-e-v, Pr 1, 2 and 3) of each group are presented in Figure 46.1. Examples of the layout of both non-zoomorphic and zoomorphic carvings are presented in Figure 46.2.

The following approximate dates may be suggested: non-zoomorphic/unornamented stones: c. 970–1020, Bird’s-eye’s-view: c. 1010–50, Pr 1: c. 1010–40, Pr 2: c. 1020–50, Pr 3: c. 1045–75, Pr 4: c. 1070–1100, Pr 5: c. 1100–30. The group ‘B-e-v’ seems to be contemporary with Pr 1 and Pr 2, as there are carvings where rune animal heads typical for these stylistic groups occur together. If this chronology is accepted, it enables us to see a chronological pattern in the production of the runestones, and it also implies that the time of production of some known rune carvers has to be redefined. Of course, the stylistic groups should not be seen as a strictly chronological sequence, instead, large overlaps should be expected. Conscious imitations of earlier stones are also possible. However, the general tendency is clear, and the order of the groups is distinct on the basis of both the stylistic analysis and the examination of the genealogically related stones.

This system of classification seems to be applicable not only for Uppland and the Mälar area, but also for other Swedish provinces (Gräslund 2002: 146–7). Zoomorphic carvings constitute 10 per cent of the late Viking Age carvings of the provinces of Skåne and Småland, 25 per cent of the carvings of Västergötland and Östergötland and as much as 65 per cent of the carvings of Öland. They are also represented to a high degree in Norrland (Gästrikland, Hälsingland, Medelpad and Jämtland) and on Gotland. On the other hand, they occur seldom in Denmark and practically never in Norway. It can
Figure 46.1  Typical details of zoomorphic carving, stylistic groups B-e-v and Pr 1–Pr 5.
(Drawing: Alicja Grenberger.)
be argued that this system of classification puts too much weight on the shapes of specific details. However, they are not arbitrarily formed but instead modelled in a certain style, and it is the combination of specifically formed details that is making up the totality of each style. The importance given to detail also has practical significance, as many runestones are fragmented and have to be dated on the basis of a few remaining details.

Figure 46.2 Examples of the layout of both non-zoomorphic and zoomorphic Swedish runestones. (Drawing: Alicja Grenberger.)
RUNESTONES AND CHRISTIANITY

The connection between runestones and Christianity is clearly witnessed by the large amount of stones decorated with a cross; in Uppland there are crosses on over 50 per cent of the stones. Crosses seem to be more frequent in the earlier style groups, perhaps indicating that it was more important to show one’s Christian faith in the early part of the conversion than towards the end. Many inscriptions are finished by a simple prayer: ‘May God help his/her soul.’ In some cases there are more elaborate prayers like ‘May God and God’s mother help his spirit and soul and grant him light and paradise’ on a stone decorated in Pr 1 or ‘May Christ let Tumme’s soul come into light and paradise and into the world best for Christians,’ on a stone decorated in Pr 4. Pilgrimage is mentioned twice, once on a stone decorated in Pr 2 erected in memory of Östen, grandfather of the famous Jarlabanke: ‘he went out to Jerusalem and died in Greece’. The second pilgrimage inscription, with decoration in Pr 3, tells us that ‘Ingerun, Hård’s daughter, had the runes cut in memory of herself. She wanted to go eastward and out to Jerusalem.’ There are also some inscriptions that mention persons who died in ‘white clothes’, in all probability baptismal gowns.

CHRISTIANITY IN THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

The location of the runestones in the landscape may also give us some information of the Christian connotation. In Uppland there are about seventy-five stones with inscriptions that mention the building of bridges for the soul(s) of the commemorated dead (Gräslund 1989: 228–33). In order to promote the building of roads and bridges the Church had already at an early stage incorporated this in the system of indulgence – in return the Church offered intercession for the soul of the dead and/or absolution. Judging from the location near water or wetlands another approximately seventy-five stones could be added. The female component in these inscriptions (52%) is clearly higher than in the total number of runestones. Women are generally more frequently seen as raisers or commemorated, alone or together with men, in Uppland (39%), than in the rest of Sweden (for example in the province of Småland they make up only 8%). As runestones and bridges should be seen in connection with the conversion, women’s actions in these cases have special significance, an interesting combination along with other testimonies to their active role in the conversion. However, both men and women had runestones raised and bridges built, certainly acts of prestige and therefore worth mentioning. Judging from their ornamentation, bridge stones occur throughout the eleventh century, represented by stylistic groups from ‘unornamented’ to Pr 4. Bridge inscriptions also occur in Denmark and Norway. A famous Norwegian example is the Dynna stone with the inscription ‘Gunvor, Thrydrik’s daughter, made a bridge in memory of Astrid, her daughter. She was the handiest maiden in Hadeland.’ The stone is decorated with scenes from the Christmas gospel and it is a good example of classic Ringerike style. Obviously, the Christmas gospel was reasonably well known in Norway in the first half of the eleventh century.

A study of records left by Swedish researchers of runes from the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries reveals that many runestones were placed in cemeteries, sometimes directly on a mound or in a stone-setting with a shape that allows a dating to the Viking Age (Gräslund 1987: 256–7; 2000: 89). In many cases the graves have
completely disappeared due to extensive cultivation, and only the runestone is left in place. Runestones affiliated with cemeteries are decorated with crosses at an unusually high degree (75 per cent), and these runestones might cast an interesting light on the relationship between pagan cemeteries and Christianity (see e.g. U 661; Figure 46.3). It is possible that these stones served as a consecration of the cemetery or a part of it. Christians could then be buried there until a real churchyard was available. That runestones actually could serve as gravestones is shown by two Pr 5 stones in eastern Uppland with the inscription 'Here lies . . . '. They are both found at church sites, a location that is more frequent for the later stones than for the early. In the province of Öland a unique inscription on a bridge runestone in style Pr 3, raised by a wife to the memory of her husband, ends with ' . . . he is buried in the church'.

Many runestones have been built into the walls of medieval churches, dating from the twelfth to the fourteenth century. There is an ongoing discussion if this should be interpreted as an ideological act – to move the ancestors to the church – or if the runestones were regarded as nice flat stones, ideal to use in the building. The fact that several of the pillars in the chancel of Uppsala Cathedral rest on runestones.

**Figure 46.3** Runestone U 661, Hätuna parish, Uppland. Drawing (from U) from the beginning of the eighteenth century by Peringskiöld. The inscription read: 'Gervi and Gulla raised this stone in memory of Anund, their father. He died in the east with Ingvar. May God help Anund’s spirit.' This is one of the so-called Ingvar stones, raised by two daughters in memory of their father. The stone, placed at a grave-field, is carved in 'Bird’s-eye s-view' style and decorated with a cross.
(Gustavson 1986: 14), indicates a conscious use and speaks in favour of the ideological interpretation.

RUNESTONES AND THE CHRISTIANISATION

The conversion of Scandinavia is a very complicated process with major geographical and chronological differences and fluctuations. To facilitate the analyses of this process it is usually considered as comprised by different periods or phases with different characteristics; a phase of infiltration, a phase of mission and a phase of organisation (Birkeli 1973: 14 ff.). During the phase of infiltration Christian influences reached a region passively through the interaction with Christians in a nearby region or country, or through trade communication with more remote areas. During the phase of mission Christian influences were actively directed towards a region through the efforts of missionaries, and Christian ideas and beliefs were beginning to settle in among a growing part of the population. During the phase of organisation the majority of the population was already converted, and an organised ecclesiastical structure was developing. Even though the conversion as a whole gradually moved from a phase of infiltration towards a phase of organisation, it was not a linear process, and there were setbacks. We have to assume that the conversion advanced at different rates in different regions, and that all of these phases could occur simultaneously in different areas of the same country or region. Using this terminology, the production of runestones can mostly be said to occur during the phase of mission. The tradition seems to have been discouraged in regions where a more organised ecclesiastical structure had developed. There the social, political and economic resources were instead channelled towards the Church and more traditional expressions of Christian faith.

THE PROCESS OF CONVERSION

Christianity came to Scandinavia from Europe, and so did the concept of the Christian cross and its use on Christian monuments. While the majority of the Swedish runestone crosses are uniquely Scandinavian in their overall design, some of their details quite naturally have similarities with cross-shapes found on contemporary European monuments and artefacts. To most parts these similarities can be traced to the British Isles, either as details found on carved stone crosses or on details on imported objects from this area, such as cross-pendants or coins (Lager 2002: 156). These similarities indicate interaction between these areas during the production of the runestones, and hence also during the phase of mission. The impact of British influences in Sweden during this period is further supported by philological analyses of runic inscriptions and early Scandinavian liturgical manuscripts (Thors 1957: 360–1). While words with an English origin seem to have been dominant in the formation of a basic Scandinavian Christian vocabulary, words with German origins can mostly be associated with a more advanced and organised ecclesiastical structure. Based on both art-historical and philological analyses it seems reasonable to assume that contacts with Christians in, and from, the British Isles were very influential in Scandinavia during the initial phases of infiltration and mission. When contacts with this area ceased after the battle of Hastings in 1066, the continued involvement from the German Church led to an increased dependence on a German vocabulary during the phase of organisation. Since most of the remaining
historical sources were written within the realms of the German Church, they generally downplay the impact of British Christianity during the Scandinavian conversion. Although the German mission undisputedly played an important role, the information supplied by the runestones adds to a more nuanced picture.

SCANDINAVIAN CHRISTIANITY AND EUROPE

The phase of mission was a phase of transformation, and the runestones produced during this phase can be considered a transitory phenomenon with a mix of old and new influences, indigenous as well as foreign. The late Viking Age runestones have their origins within the Scandinavian culture and the runestone tradition of previous centuries, but with significant additions through new influences from European Christianity. The combination of visual and ideological elements from both of these cultures makes these runestones into Christian monuments with a very distinct, and uniquely Scandinavian, character. Those who produced and ordered cross-pendants, runestones and other Christian objects in Scandinavia during the later part of the Viking Age, were well acquainted with the European material through travels and imports. Since most of these foreign ornamental influences seem to have been discarded in the indigenous production of artefacts, the Scandinavian characteristics found on these objects were most likely developed and maintained intentionally (Staecker 1999; Lager 2002).

Converting to Christianity implied a change of religious identity. However, by this time Christianity was far more than just a system of religious belief. It was a cultural, political and social institution that defined most of the kingdoms and empires in Europe. From a Scandinavian perspective Christianity was synonymous with ‘the others’, with areas and people that they had spent centuries trading with, but also ravaging and conquering (Lager 2004: 147 ff.). Scandinavia was a powerful region, and it was probably imperative for many Scandinavians that their conversion was not perceived as a sign of cultural or political defeat. Converting to Christianity consequently raised questions about cultural, political and ethnic identity. While many Scandinavians were willing to convert, and change their religious identity, they might not have been equally willing to convert their Scandinavian identity. The conversion had to be done without losing face and with a maintained sense of integrity. Christianity itself had to be, at least seemingly, converted from something that used to define ‘the others’ into something that could also define themselves: as Christian Scandinavians.

The design and concepts behind the late Viking Age runestones, as well as other indigenously produced Christian artefacts, were familiar, yet innovative, ensuring a sense of cultural continuity despite profound changes (Lager 2004: 147 ff.). By carefully combining an eclectic selection of foreign designs with indigenously developed traditional elements and motifs, Christianity was made Scandinavian. This also enabled the Scandinavian culture to function as a mediator or catalyst in understanding and explaining the Christian faith. Metaphorical allusions and comparisons with the traditional worldview, its legends and values, were facilitated by the use of Scandinavian ornamentation. Through this solution, Christianity enriched the Scandinavian culture and identity, instead of depriving it of its fundaments. It was only when these new influences were fully absorbed into the Scandinavian culture that steps towards more orthodox expressions of Christian faith were possible, and the production of runestones ceased.
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CHAPTER FORTY-SIX (1)

THE MATERIAL CULTURE OF THE CHRISTIANISATION

Anne-Sofie Gräslund

Referring to the chapter ‘The material culture of Old Norse religion’ (Gräslund, ch. 18, above), our question must be: is there any evidence of the Christianisation to be seen in the material culture as well? Yes, there is, in at least four different fields: the burial customs, the cult places, the artefacts and the iconography. To this should be added the evidence of the runestones (see Williams, ch. 21, above). If we accept the opinion that the Christianisation was not an event but a process, going on for centuries, there were of course many possibilities for Christian impact on the material culture, especially in the phase of mission, starting at the end of the eighth century. The influences accepted could then be seen as an expression of syncretism, a wish to adapt the new ideas at the same time as a wish to keep the old ones.

BURIAL CUSTOMS

Starting with the burial customs, this is maybe where it is easiest to discern a gradual transition, from pagan cremation graves furnished with rich grave goods, artefacts of various kinds as well as animals, via inhumation graves still with rich grave goods, through oriented inhumation graves without grave goods, culminating with oriented graves in churchyards (Gräslund 2000, 2001). It must be noted, however, that it is very difficult, not to say impossible, to decide whether a specific grave is Christian or not; instead we have to look at the general tendency of a larger number of graves at a certain cemetery. It is necessary to qualify the vague term ‘grave goods’. Objects which the deceased wore or suspended from his/her clothing, including jewellery, often of impressive quality and variety, knives, combs etc. just imply that he or she was buried in his/her dress, a custom that continued for a long time in both high and low social circles. Objects signifying the rank of the deceased could follow him/her into the grave even in Christian contexts. On the other hand, true grave gifts like boxes, vessels of glass, metal, wood or pottery, weapons and tools, intended to be used in the afterlife, must be regarded as conflicting with Christian ideas, as they express a belief in a bodily life with needs for functional objects from our world. In Gotland this is clearly demonstrated by the differences between the so-called churchyard graves from the eleventh century and the contemporary graves in pagan cemeteries: both
categories contain the same type of jewellery, but the pagan graves also contain metal vessels with food.

However, when discussing Christian elements in the burial customs in order to understand the progression of the conversion, we should not forget the remaining pagan traits. The Danish historian of religions Jens Peter Schjødt has expressed it in this way: depending on which aspect we choose to focus on – for example the view of the missionaries or the view of the convert, the official attitude (the king) or the individual (the people), our evaluation of the extent to which something or someone was Christian will vary (Schjødt 1989: 193).

The external structure of Viking Age graves is normally mounds or stone-settings; even flat-graves occur, probably an influence from western Europe. At Viking Age cemeteries in east Sweden there is sometimes a special kind of rectangular stone frame over east–west oriented inhumation graves, datable to the eleventh century. Such rectangular stone frames are often placed close to each other, sharing one side. In all probability, these are the graves of the first Christian generation in the area, those who died before there was access to a consecrated churchyard (Gräslund 2001).

Some of our preserved runic monuments may be the remains of the earliest churchyards. Runestones with the inscription 'Here lies X . . .' found in churchyards may be regarded as real tombstones, with the inscription pointing towards the medieval tombstones. Another indication of an early churchyard is the so-called Eskilstuna sarcophagus, made of limestone or sandstone and consisting of five big slabs, two long walls, a roof or lid and two tall gable ends (Figure 46.1.1). They are richly ornamented with carving in animal art and have runic inscriptions. They were raised on top of graves from the middle of the eleventh century, to judge from the ornamentation, but have normally been disturbed by later burials. They got their name from the first find, at an old churchyard in Eskilstuna, Södermanland, but the largest amount of such monuments – today mainly preserved as fragments – are found in the province of Östergötland. Gotland has its own type of similar monument, a stone coffin, made of four upright slabs with runic inscriptions and pictorial illustrations in relief, standing on top of the grave. Concerning Gotland and the so-called churchyard finds already mentioned: women’s graves from the eleventh century, found to the north of the medieval churches in many parishes (Thunmark-Nylén 1995). The reason why these graves are always female is that sex segregation (women were buried to the north and men to the south of the church) was often practised in the eleventh, twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth centuries, and they are undisturbed because, from the high Middle Ages, the north side of the church was not used for burials, due to superstition.

**CULT PLACES AND CHURCHES**

The topic of cult-site continuity has been vividly discussed for a long time. New archaeological material supports the hypothesis of continuity; the most striking examples are the offering site excavated under the church of Frösö (see Brink 1996 *passim*), and the Danish excavations of Viking Age manors in direct contact with early medieval churches (e.g. at Lisbjerg, see Jeppesen and Madsen 1990). If the pre-Christian cult was performed in the hall of the manor, the chieftain may, after the conversion, have given place for a small private church at the farm. A good example of this seems to be the aforementioned Lisbjerg in Jutland, where the excavation immediately outside the
churchyard wall in 1988 revealed a Viking Age estate with many and unusually large buildings. This farm was encircled by a robust fence, making up an almost square plot. In the centre of this plot the medieval stone church is situated, that probably had a wooden predecessor. This was not just an ordinary manor but rather a royal estate (Jeppesen and Madsen 1990). Similar sites have been excavated at other places in south Scandinavia.

Remains or foundations of older wooden churches have sometimes been found at investigations of medieval stone churches. For Sweden, several examples of this are known from, for example, Gotland, Öland and Östergötland. In Karleby, Västergötland, the remains of two rectangular wooden churches were found in 1986, the younger datable to the first half of the twelfth century, indicating a date for the older church at the end of eleventh century or 1100 at the latest (Vretemark 1998). In Klåstad, Östergötland, the foundations of a stave-church from the second half of the eleventh

Figure 46.1.1 The Eskilstuna sarcophagus (Sö 356), with ornamentation and runic inscriptions on the slabs. (From Sö.)
century were excavated in 2000 (Hedvall 2003). At the churchyard thirty fragments of so-called ‘Eskilstuna sarcophagi’ were found, with ornaments datable to the middle of the eleventh century. One of the monuments was found in situ, placed 60–70 cm on top of the grave of a young woman.

The first certainly documented stone church in Scandinavia was built in Roskilde c. 1027. Its patron was Estrid, the sister of Knútr (Cnut the Great) (Olsen 1992). There are several stone churches from the second half of the eleventh century preserved in Denmark, but in Sweden and Norway they are somewhat later: the earliest ones date to the last decades of the century or even to c. 1100. In Norway the wooden stave-churches were an original contribution to ecclesiastical architecture. There were once hundreds of them, but only about thirty have survived. In Urnes at Sognesjøen in Vestlandet a portal with rich carved animal ornament from the last quarter of the eleventh century, belonging to the oldest stave-church on the site, has been reused in the succeeding stave-church built in the 1130s.

**ARTEFACTS**

Artefacts reflecting the conversion are above all the silver pendant-crosses from graves, settlements and hoards (Staecker 1999). Normally, they do not occur until the tenth century. Pendant-crosses in graves are primarily found in Sweden and Finland, whereas those from hoards occur in all Scandinavian countries. The crosses from the Birka graves are all found in tenth-century female graves; the crosses are simple, cast or cut, with stamped or punched decoration or with filigree. The earliest Scandinavian crucifix is the filigree example from a tenth-century grave at Birka, where the crucifix is one of several amulets, worn by a woman, identified as a **völva** by the presence of an iron staff in the grave (Price 2002). This casts light on the problem of syncretism, a concept with a wide meaning denoting a mixture of religions. A requirement is that the two religions in question have some similarities. Probably there was a long period of influence or even interaction between Old Norse religion and Christianity, and in the literary evidence we can see similarities: the end of the world and Ragnarök, Christ and the good *dis* Balder, the crucifixion of Christ and Balder’s death etc. This also facilitates the phenomenon *interpretatio Christiana*, signifying that a pagan object or feature gets a Christian meaning. An example may be the shield-shaped amulets seen as pagan (see Gräslund, ch. 18, above) Recently a new interpretation was suggested, that they should be seen as symbols of the defenders of the Christian faith (Trotzig 2004). In my view such a transition is exactly what can be expected.

Other Christian amulets are reliquary pendants and pendants with images of saints. There are also *encolpia*, reliquary crosses, originally a Byzantine type. A Scandinavian version was found in Gâtebo in Öland, where the artist has elegantly translated the eastern form into a Scandinavian one, using native Urnes style.

Imported originally probably liturgical vessels should also be mentioned. The so-called Tating-ware jugs, produced in Westphalia, are found on the early trading centres in north-west Europe, including Birka, Hedeby and Kaupang. They have applied tin-foil decoration with equal-armed crosses at the base. The large hanging bowls of insular origin, made of copper alloys, have sometimes fish-shaped escutcheons. Both these categories are found in chamber grave Bj 854 at Birka, together with rich jewellery, a lot of other artefacts and a bronze key, which is another artefact with a
possible Christian connotation. The keys are distributed over north-west Germany and southern England and Scandinavia, and chronologically they fit in well with the progression of the mission. They have been interpreted as the keys of St Peter or the Keys to Heaven. The strange thing is that in Bj 854 a Þórr's hammer ring was also found, lying by the skull of the deceased. This mix may be regarded as an example of syncretism. Further artefacts are coins with Christian symbols, both foreign and native, and pendants of rock crystal with connotations to baptismal symbolism.

ICONOGRAPHY

Finally a few words on iconographical evidence of the Christianisation: the Jelling stone in Denmark, the Dynna stone in Norway and the crucifixes display pictures of Christ. Churches are depicted on two wall hangings, from Överhogdal, Härjedalen and from Skog, Hälsingland (Franzén and Nockert 1992). They have been interpreted as showing both pagan and Christian motifs. The weavings from Överhogdal (tenth century) have recently even been regarded as a complete illustration of Ragnarök (Wikman 1996), but doubtless there are pictures of churches too. A common interpretation of the Skog tapestry (thirteenth century), with the church and the bell-tower in the centre, is that it is illustrating the conflict between Old Norse religion and Christianity. Three giant beings at the left end of the tapestry have been interpreted as Óðinn, Þórr and Freyr, threatening the church. However, today an interpretation of them as the three Scandinavian royal saints, St Óláfr, St Knútr and St Erik is more accepted.
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‘Norway’ was originally a geographical concept. This is particularly conveyed in the English and German name for the country, more clearly than in the modern Scandinavian form (Norge). ‘The way to the north’ was the long sailing route along the Norwegian coast. It began in the Skagerrak–Kattegat area, went round Lindesnes – the country’s southernmost point – and continued northwards to the extent of permanent settlement. In the Viking Age this was represented by the islands around Tromsø.

In 890 or thereabouts a man called Ottar travelled from the very northernmost part of this area, all the way to England. He told King Alfred of the journey he had made, and his account was written down (Lund 1984: 18–22). Ottar said that all the way south he had had ‘the land of the northmen’ (norðmanna land) on his port side. This country was long and narrow. Ottar called it Norwæg. Ottar’s tale is not the only mention of ‘northmen’ (Norwegians) at this time. In a contemporary skaldic poem (Haraldskvæði, see below) we find Harald Finehair called ‘king of the northmen’ (dróttinn norðmanna; Finnur Jónsson 1912: 22). From this we can deduce that names such as ‘Norway’ and ‘northmen’ were in common use in the second half of the ninth century. The terms themselves almost certainly derive from southern Scandinavia, because it is from that perspective that the Norwegian coast and its people lay to the north.

Nothing indicates that ‘Norway’ formed a political unit in the early Viking period, and there are no surviving sources that suggest this even as a possibility. There were also several Norwegian territories (landskaper), probably with roots stretching back into prehistory, that possessed names of their own – for example, Hålogaland, Trøndelag, Møre, Hordaland, Rogaland, Agder, and so on, together with equivalent ethnic or tribal names for their populations (háleygir, þróndir, maerir, byrdrar, rygir, egðir). Similarly when we consider these ‘tribes’ (an area of this kind is called a folkland, ‘people’s land’, in Old Norse), it is likely that this was an identity shaped by geographical proximity and not, for example, a matter of political organisation. A possible exception is Trøndelag, which originally consisted of a tightly populated area around the inner part of the Trondheim fjord. The Trønderne’s collective assembly organisation, with Frosta as a central meeting place, may have its origins in the early Viking Age or even farther back (Sandnes 1967).
In modern times ‘the creation of Norway’ (or rikssamlingen as it is known, literally ‘the unification of the realm’) has taken up a much greater space in Norwegian historiography than the equivalent processes have done in neighbouring countries. In a frequently cited pan-Scandinavian historical encyclopaedia, the Norwegian article on the subject takes up seven entire columns, while the comparative Swedish text spans two and the Danish one (Simensen et al. 1969). This difference depends on several factors. When modern historical science developed around the middle of the nineteenth century, Norwegians – as citizens of a resurgent nation after several centuries in union with Denmark – were active in seeking their historical specificity (Dahl 1990: 43–85). This they claimed to have found, in a Herderian spirit, especially manifest in the creation of the nation and in its earliest history. In addition, we should remember that Norwegians could build such a history on remarkably rich and comprehensive sources: the Old Norse saga literature and above all the kings’ sagas, which treat the Norwegian monarchs in particular.

The thirteenth-century kings’ sagas (building on learned historical enquiry that began on Iceland with Sæmundr fróði 100 years earlier) contained much that could sustain the independence of nineteenth-century Norwegians. Especially important was the saga-writers’ construction of a close connectedness in Norwegian history, right from the first half of the ninth century to the saga-authors’ own time. This connection took the form of a long dynastic line. This began with Halfdan the Black and Harald Finehair around 850, and ended with the kings of the Sverre family in the thirteenth century. In some of the sagas this long lineage was extended further back in time, as far as the legendary Ynglinga kings of Gamla Uppsala (Krag 1991).

Harald Finehair’s significance as a national king and dynastic founder was summarised in the saga called Fagrskinna (c. 1220–30; author unknown):

Harald, son of Halfdan the Black, took the kingdom after his father. He was then a young man reckoned in winters, but had in full measure the manliness that a courtly king should possess. His hair was of a remarkable colour and in this respect could be likened most to silk. He was the most handsome of all men and unusually strong, and as tall as can be seen from the stone on his grave that lies at Haugesund. He was a very wise man, forward-looking and courageous, and he also brought luck with him. He set himself the objective of becoming king over the realm of the Norwegians, and with increasing honour the country has been in the hands of his line even to our own time, and so shall it always be.

(Old Norse text in Bjarni Einarsson 1985: 58–9; trans. Neil Price)

With the exception of a few skaldic verses there is no contemporary source that sheds any light on Harald’s conquest. The most important source, Haraldskvöði (Finnur Jónsson 1912: 22–5), contains information that does not entirely match the picture painted by the sagas. Snorri Sturluson constructed a systematic description of the whole conquest from one region to another, encompassing all of what would become the later kingdom. To him the battle at Hafsfjörð (a little south of Stavanger) that is the focus of the verses, marked the completion of Harald’s conquest. According to Snorri, in this battle Harald’s last opponents, who were kings of the Vestlands in the region south of Bergen (Bjarni Ædalbjarnarson 1979: 114–17), were defeated. But if we work from the verses that are a contemporary source, the situation (not the outcome of the battle)
appears to have been different: here it is Harald in *his* south-west Norwegian kingdom who was attacked by rivals that came from the east, probably with Danish support (von See 1961: 105–11).

This, together with the fact that the royal manors mentioned in connection with Harald and his immediate successors lay in the Vestlands, suggests that the kingdom Harald first took over included the central and southern parts of the Vestland region. From what we know it seems that the starting point for Harald’s conquest was Sogn, where his maternal grandfather was king, and not Vestfold as Snorri writes (Ólaða Einarsdóttir 1971).

In the Nordvestland and further north it appears that Harald had no more than a purely formal overlordship, while jarls who were subordinate only in name in fact possessed the real power. The best known of these jarls are Hákon Grjótgardsson and his successors. Their seat lay at Lade in Trøndelag, but the family came originally from Hålogaland, where they also continued to enjoy considerable influence. Hákon was an expansionist ruler in his own right and in many senses Harald’s equal.

It can hardly be coincidence that the regions that were unified around 900 also formed the ‘north way’. This was a rich trade route that could certainly tempt a would-be conqueror, whether beginning from the south like Harald or from the north like Hákon. Alongside the process of unification, and partly preceding it, we also see a significant inner network being created, sometimes over great distances, by family ties within the highest social strata of chieftains, even though the political structures in the new kingdom were weak.

Viken, that is the coastal region of south-east Norway, was not part of Harald’s kingdom. Here Danish kings had been influential from the beginning of the Viking Age. At the start of the ninth century the Frankish annals mention a certain King Godfred, who was a formidable opponent even for Charlemagne. Concerning his descendants it is written there that for a time they were resident in ‘Vestfold’ – the northernmost part of their kingdom – to quell an uprising (Rau 1968: 102). Throughout the entire tenth century there were petty kings in Viken, who at least in the second half of the century were sub-regents to the Danish kings.

The dynasty of Finehair was a reality insofar as Harald (d. c. 932) was succeeded as king by two of his sons, first Eirik Bloodaxe (r. c. 930–4) and subsequently Hákon the Good (r. c. 934–61). Around the middle of the tenth century the Danish kingdom again became strong, and King Harald Bluetooth (r. c. 958–87) was able to become overking of Norway, including both Viken and the kingdom that Harald Finehair had unified. At first the sons of Eirik Bloodaxe were sub-kings, and afterwards Hákon Sigurðsson Ladejarl (grandson of Hákon Grjótgardsson) ruled the greater part of Norway as the Danish king’s jarl. In the last years of his reign, Hákon (who died in 995) managed to establish more independent control over the coastal area from Lindesnes and northwards.

During the period from c. 950 to 1035 we find that the dominance of the Danish kings was extending over the whole south Scandinavian region. The Danish monarchs were attractive collaborative partners for chieftains elsewhere in the north, because they could offer their allies lucrative participation in the Danish Viking enterprises overseas, especially in England. Jarl Hákon’s son, Eirik jarl (d. c. 1024), revived cooperation with the Danish kings, and ended his career as Knut the Great’s jarl in Northumberland.

Olaf Tryggvason (r. 995–1000) and Olaf Haraldsson (St Olav, r. 1015–28/30) eventually succeeded in breaking the Danish hegemony in Norway. But before their
assumption of the national throne, both of these men had gained power and wealth in England, in connection with the Danish conquest there (Krag 2003: 191–6). Without these resources that they brought home with them, they would hardly have been able to lay the foundations on which to build a kingdom at home. Later saga tradition depicted the two Olafs, both sons of Danish sub-kings of the Viken region, as inheritors of Harald Finehair. For this we find no support in contemporary sources, that is to say the skaldic verses, and it appears to be a later construction (Nielsen 1908; Krag 1989, 2002).

Events that took place later in the eleventh century, from 1035 onwards, meant that the reigns of Olaf Tryggvason and Olaf Haraldsson were not just isolated episodes in Norwegian history. When the Danish Empire of the North Sea disintegrated on the death of Knut the Great in 1035, a genuine Norwegian dynasty could establish itself in their homelands. The first of these kings was the son of Olaf Haraldsson, Magnus the Good (r. 1035–47), and the next was Olaf’s half-brother, Harald Sigurdsson Hardrada (the ‘Hard-Ruler’ or the ‘Ruthless’, r. 1046–66). A few years after his death Olaf Haraldsson was also canonised, and this contributed to the legitimation of his successors’ thrones. The later Norwegian kings of the Middle Ages were all descendants of Harald Hardrada. Under Olaf Haraldsson and Harald Hardrada we also find the Østlands – not merely Viken but also the inner territories – for the first time incorporated in the national kingdom. The skald Ottar the Black tells how Olaf Haraldsson broke down resistance in the interior: all the kings of Hedmark fled, ‘apart from he who sat furthest north, and whose tongue you ordered to be cut out . . . Now you rule over wide-ranging lands, that five kings possessed before, as far east as Eidskog. No king previously had such a kingdom’ (Finnur Jónsson 1912: 271–2).

The shift in religion was equally important. Christianity had already penetrated most parts of the coastal regions by the tenth century (Rolfsen 1981; Solberg 2000: 311–20). Håkon the Good had taken pains to bring English missionaries to the country (Birkeli 1960). It was under Olaf Tryggvason and Olaf Haraldsson that the whole country was converted, and a Norwegian church established (Krag 2003: 196–201). The process of Christianisation met with little resistance. It was not this, but instead his conflicts with Knut the Great, the Lade jarls and the Norwegian coastal aristocracy that led to Olaf Haraldsson’s downfall in 1028–30.

It was after 1035 that the unification of Norway became a continuing process moving in a single direction. A decisive element was the disappearance of the Danish kings as a power in Norway. The same is true for the Lade jarls, whose line died out on the male side in 1029, thereby ending the last princely family that could match itself with the kings. This meant that it was the new Norwegian dynasty, the descendants of Olaf Haraldsson and Harald Hardrada, with whom the local chieftains would have to cooperate if they wished to retain their power and influence.

Collaboration between the kingdom and the chieftains found its organisational expression in the king’s bird and the institution of the lendmann (Krag 2001). The bird was originally the king’s bodyguard and continued to be so. But under a peaceful king such as Olaf Kyrre (r. 1066–93) we see that it to some degree altered in character and began to take on civil functions as a royal court (Andersen 1977: 289–94; Hamre 1961).

While the members of the bird stayed with the king, his lendir menn were set up around the country as his representatives. The actual word lendr maðr refers to the fact that a lendmann had received ‘land’ (i.e. landholdings) in the name of the king. The land symbolised the bond between the two, and meant that the lendmann had the king’s
authority behind him. This connection, and loyalty, stretched equally in the opposite
direction. The lendmann was as a rule a chieftain in his home district, and possessed an
estate of his own that far exceeded in value that which he received from the king. The
support that the kings gained from such men, with their considerable local influence,
was fundamental for the cohesion of the kingdom.

This network also made it possible for the king to assert himself abroad. When
military-minded kings took to the warpath, they brought with them not only their
own bird, but also the lendmenn and their ‘huskarls’. This was the situation during
Magnus the Good’s and Harald Hardrada’s campaigns in Denmark in the 1040s and
1050s (the latter fell at Stamford Bridge in 1066), and under the last ‘Viking’ king
Magnus Barelegs (r. 1093–1103) on his invasion of Scotland and Ireland. We see some-
thing similar in connection with Sigurd Jerusalem-farer’s (r. 1103–30) crusade to the
Holy Land in 1108–11. Sigurd was incidentally the first European king to take up a
crusade.

The parallel development of ecclesiastical organisation was a prerequisite for the
consolidation of the kingdom, and meant simultaneously that Norway took its place
among the European Christian monarchies. The religion itself and its accompanying
ideals supported the notion of a Christian king, as a necessary institution in this
world, ordained by God. Through its preaching and its administration of the sacra-
ment, the Church prepared ordinary people for life in the next world. Christianity in
this way also came to shape popular mentalities and ideas in Norway, as it had
elsewhere. With time the Church became a social institution that in many ways was
more powerful than the throne. The clearest expression of this can be seen around
1300, when 40 per cent of landownership in Norway, measured by value, was in the
hands of the Church, a remarkably high proportion (Andersen 1977: 301–39; Helle

As an institution the Church eventually achieved independence of the king. This
development began with the establishment of permanent bishoprics around 1100
(Trondheim, Bergen, Oslo, later also Stavanger and Hamar), prior to which the bishops
had been part of the royal bird and had accompanied the king on his travels around the
country. An important step was taken in 1152–3, when the archbishopric of Nidaros
was established. In addition, numerous monastic houses had been founded from around
1100 and onwards. Apart from the five Norwegian bishoprics, the Nidaros church
province also included Greenland, Iceland (with two bishoprics), the Faroes, the
Orkneys, and the kingdom of Man and the Isles.

The link between the Church and the monarchy had great practical significance. It
was quite simply decisive for the development of a royal administration that made use
of script, which gradually came into being from the second half of the eleventh century. At
this time the first laws were written down, having previously been passed on through
oral tradition (Helle 2002).

In the eleventh century and the beginning of the twelfth, the kingdom was largely
undeveloped in institutional terms. There were no fixed rules for royal succession. All
the king’s sons – of whom few were born in wedlock – had the right of inheritance. It
was therefore common to find joint kingdoms, in which two or more pretenders shared
the throne, without splitting up the territory, between them. If the kings got on well,
this arrangement could promote peace and stability (Bjørø 1970). However, in the
period 1134–1217 there arose by phases a struggle between various pretenders to
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the throne and their adherents. An especially intense conflict developed between King Magnus Erlingsson (r. 1161–84) and his successors on one side, and on the other Sverre Sigurdsson (r. 1177–1202) and his followers within the party known as the birkisheinar ('Birchlegs'; Helle 2003: 369–76; Gathorne-Hardy 1956). The strife ended when Sverre’s grandson, Hákon Hákonsson (r. 1217–63), managed to consolidate a reunited kingdom, with a strongly personal control of power, and left it to his successors as an uncontested and formalised inherited monarchy.

Throughout the period of civil war the organisational expansion of the Norwegian kingdom continued (Helle 1974). For the state as a whole, it was of especial importance that the local administration became more solid than before. Earlier the lendmenn had shared the king’s interests at a local level together with another group of ‘civil servants’, the so-called årmen ('service-men'), without any formal system. Now the whole country was divided into administrative districts called sýslur, and in each sýsla sat a royal bailiff called sýslumaðr (Andersen 1972). In the second half of the thirteenth century there were forty to fifty such districts.

At this time the bird also changed in nature. It came to embrace not only those birkamenn who always accompanied the king, but also ex-birkamenn who at the conclusion of their service formed a royal network over the whole country. As time passed this was transformed into an ever more formalised aristocratic corporation, in effect a nobility, though with less comprehensive privileges than in neighbouring countries. The lendmenn formed the most senior section of the bird (Hamre 1961).

For most Norwegians the thirteenth century represents their country’s time of grandeur. Several elements have come to characterise this period: political stability, a cultural flowering and a ‘Pax Norvegica’ that drew to itself vast areas – from the Gota River to Greenland, from the Irish Sea to Finnmark – and laid them under the Norwegian Crown (Helle 2003: 385–91). Three generations of kings, all of them Sverre’s descendants, reigned in this period. Hákon Hákonsson was the dominant figure of the century because of the length of his reign. On his death he was succeeded by his son Magnus Lagabøte (r. 1263–80), who was in turn followed by his sons – first Eirík Magnusson (r. 1280–99) and thereafter Hákon Magnusson (r. 1299–1319).

While Hákon Hákonsson completed the territorial expansion which brought both Greenland and Iceland under Norwegian dominion (in respectively 1261 and 1262), Magnus Lagabøte devoted most of his energies to the inner consolidation of the realm. In 1274 the National Legal Code (Landsloven) replaced the earlier provincial laws, and Norway was thereby among the first European countries to have a single law. This occurred seventy years earlier than in Sweden, whose national law followed the Norwegian model, and all of 400 years before the same happened in Denmark. The king’s personal power was also far greater in Norway than in its neighbours.

Magnus Lagabøte pursued a peaceful foreign policy. He recognised that it was impossible for the Norwegian king to maintain long-term possession of the Hebrides and Man, and relinquished these territories at the Peace of Perth in 1266, ceding them to the Scottish king Alexander III. At the same time there occurred a reorientation of foreign policy, away from those regions that were colonised by Norwegians in the Viking Age and towards a greater concentration on Scandinavian affairs. Parallel with this, however, the Norwegian kingdom was let down by generally poor military and economic development during this period (Bjørko 1995: 95). In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries this made Norway the underdog of the Scandinavian collective that
grew into being at this time. From 1450, Norway was part of a durable union with Denmark that lasted until 1814.
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CHAPTER FORTY-EIGHT

THE EMERGENCE OF DENMARK AND THE REIGN OF HARALD BLUETOOTH

Else Roesdahl

On the great runestone at Jelling, King Harald Bluetooth (r. c. 958–87) mentions among his deeds that he had ‘won the whole of Denmark for himself’ (særan Tanmaerk ala; Moltke 1985: 207). This is sometimes understood today as meaning that he unified the kingdom. However, in concrete terms the inscription tells us that he took power in all of Denmark, which implies that ‘Denmark’ signified a polity that was already recognised. It is not known exactly when Denmark became unified. For the early Danish chroniclers of the 1100s, this had already happened in the remote age of stories, when their tales began. No historically known king was famed for having unified the country that from the second half of the tenth century clearly appears as one realm under a single monarch.

It comprised the southernmost part of Scandinavia (Figure 48.1): the Jutland peninsula as far as the Ejder River (in what is now northern Germany), the islands of Fyn and Sjælland with nearby islets, together with Skåne and Halland (in modern south Sweden). Apart from areas of Blekinge (now also in southern Sweden) and the island of Bornholm, which both became part of the kingdom after the Viking period, and Viken (the area around the Oslo fjord) which at times was also included, this region marked the limits of Denmark throughout the Middle Ages. The kingdom was bound together by the sea, and good ships were a prerequisite for its unity. The sea also opened up the potential for contact – both hostile and friendly – with many neighbouring countries and peoples to the north, east and west. The marine link between western Europe and the Baltic region also passed through the Danish belts and sounds: Denmark was the gateway, and could control access.

To the east the great forests and bogs of Småland formed a natural border between Skåne and the Swedish lands. To the south, at the foot of Jutland, was a narrow connection to the European mainland. Around the year 700 an impressive boundary wall was erected here, the Danevirke (Figure 48.2), that was later rebuilt many times (Andersen 1998) and also marked a cultural and linguistic border. South of it lived the Saxons and Frisians, who during the eighth century found themselves incorporated into the Carolingian Empire, along with the Slavic Obodrites whose lands lay in the western Baltic. Over time there were many confrontations, but also shifting alliances between Denmark and the Slavic territories, as Denmark was pressured by the powerful
Figure 48.1 Map of Viking Age Denmark. (Drawing: Louise Hilmar.)
Carolingian Empire and later the German realm. Denmark’s location in southern Scandinavia meant that many European influences reached the region first, seen for example in the unification of the country and the introduction of Christianity.

But when did Denmark come into being? (The question is discussed in, among other works, Christensen 1969: 25–32; Skovgaard-Petersen 1977: 23–44, 88–96; Albrechtsen 1994; Näsman 1999; Olsen 1999: 23–37; cf. Sawyer 1988: 11–48; Lund 1991). The matter can be illuminated from written sources, but today archaeology also provides us with considerable information, not least because of the precise dendrochronological dating of the great military and politically loaded engineering projects that can help us understand these developments (Roesdahl 1994).

The oldest mention of Denmark (Dænemark) as the name of a geographic area comes from around 890 and can be found in two accounts given to Alfred the Great, king of the southern English realm of Wessex. Among other things, the north Norwegian chieftain Ohthere provided him with a short description of his sailing route from Kaupang in southern Norway to Hedeby at the southern Danish border. Jutland and possibly also Sjælland are mentioned. The merchant Wulfstan, who sailed from Hedeby to the eastern Baltic region, mentions the southern Danish islands of Langeland, Lolland and Falster, together with Skåne, as part of Denmark.

The terms ‘Danes’ and ‘king of the Danes’ (rex danorum) are in fact known from as far back as the sixth century, and at that time the Danes must have been a leading tribe.
in what later became the kingdom. From the end of the eighth century, when the Carolingians’ northern expansion and the Danish Viking raids on the empire resulted in mutual political and military confrontation, the ‘king of the Danes’ is often mentioned – and named – in Frankish sources. Among them was Charlemagne’s opponent Godfred, about whom is written among other things that in 808 he ordered a wall to be raised across the border at the base of Jutland. This must have been an expansion of the Danevirke, but this phase has not yet been archaeologically identified. Even though no other king than that of the ‘Danes’ is mentioned in the Frankish sources, it has been debated whether he and many of his successors reigned over the area that we now know as Denmark, or perhaps only Jutland.

However, archaeological analyses of developments in the eighth century strongly suggest that Denmark was a single kingdom at this time, under the ‘king of the Danes’ (especially Olsen 1999: 23–37; Näsmann 1999, 2000). Among these developments were increased production and major new trading networks, making possible greater exchange and surplus. Impressive building projects around the year 700 and in the decades following enabled the control of large areas of land (the oldest phases of the Danevirke) and of the inner Danish waterways (the Kanhave canal built on Samsø in 726), in addition to the seventh–eighth-century development of sailing vessels that made possible the efficient control of the sea and a kingdom with many islands.

The unification of the kingdom was undoubtedly a long process (Näsmann 1999, 2000), which probably followed a pattern from originally independent tribes through growing tribal federations with an overking from the leading tribe, and finally to a single kingdom with a single ruler. This took place under pressure from the south in connection with decisive socio-economic changes, and also through war. The process was almost certainly uneven and dramatic, accelerating in the later Roman Iron Age and resulting – prior to the Viking Age, perhaps around 700 – in the unification of a number of ‘lands’ (lande) within the Denmark that we now recognise. During and after the Viking period the nature of royal power, its duties and prerogatives, and the governance of the kingdom changed many times. There are instances of several kings reigning simultaneously, and also cases when the kingdom was periodically divided between a number of kings and then subsequently reunited again.

There were still many very considerable regional differences that were politically centred on the ‘lands’. In the twelfth century, when we have written sources, the larger ‘lands’ of Jutland, Sjælland and Skåne each had their assembly at which kings would be elected and important decisions and laws made. The interaction between kings and magnates was of decisive importance. Through the earliest surviving literature and historical writings we glimpse the powerbrokers’ construction of traditions around the kingdom as a legitimate unit of great antiquity and with an identity linked to a royal line that led back far into the past. These traditions are probably very old. Great pains and expense were taken to visually mark the power and success of kings – prestige banquets, halls and decoration together with large public monuments and memorials. The latter reached their zenith under Harald Bluetooth.

Over the course of the ninth and the beginning of the tenth century the Danish kings and conditions in Denmark can be followed sporadically through written sources, especially in their relation to the Frankish and German empires (e.g. Christensen 1969: 115–222; Skovgaard-Petersen 1977: 148–64; Sawyer 1988: 103–30, 213–19). By their nature these frequently discuss confrontations, but also several missions, normally at the
behest of the Carolingian and German emperors and kings. The Frankish missionary Ansgar thus visited the country around 830 and 850, and on the latter occasion was given permission from King Horik to build churches and ring bells in Hedeby and Ribe. These were international market towns with a great many foreign visitors, places that were particularly suitable for mission work. Ansgar’s mission was hardly significant at the time, but laid a modest foundation for the conversion a century later. This took place after Danes had become gradually acquainted with Christianity abroad over a 150-year period, about 30 years after the Danish king Gnupa had been forcibly converted following defeat at the hands of the German king, and about 20 years after we hear of German bishops installed in the towns of Schleswig (Hedeby), Ribe and Århus.

THE REIGN OF HARALD BLUETOOTH

The mid- to late tenth century formed in many ways an end of one era and the beginning of another, especially after the official shift of religion around 965. But it was also a time of upheaval in economic, cultural, social and political terms, as Denmark was increasingly affected by Christian Europe. Among the examples of this is the introduction of special cargo ships in contrast to warships and personal transport vessels, undoubtedly as a result of increased trade; towns grew and others were established; comparatively cheap wares were paid for in silver by weight, in the form of coins or parts of them – most often foreign issues, but Danish mints became more frequent and increased production; the traditional Nordic female dress with its particular jewellery was abandoned; a new decorative form, the Mammen style, developed; large royal monuments were built as never before, with a focus on the king himself; the erection of runestones underwent a boom, and so on (summarised with references in Roesdahl 2002). All this took place or began in the time of Harald Bluetooth, and the change of religion is a part of this.

The image of Harald and his policies can today be illuminated through a combination of different sources. His reign was a shifting one, and questions of continuity and schism, traditions and innovation are central (Christensen 1969: 223–40; Skovgaard-Petersen 1977: 164–78; Sawyer 1988: 221–45; Albrechtsen 1994; Roesdahl 2002). He succeeded his father Gorm, who probably died in 958/9 and who was one of the first kings in a new dynasty. For about twenty years Harald was the greatest king in the north, who apart from ruling over Denmark also held power over part of Norway. From there he gained both troops and tribute, undoubtedly in the form of typical Norwegian products such as furs, falcons, iron, soapstone vessels and whetstones, all of which were sought after and could be redistributed. Through successful politics he secured the country against the German Empire, with the help of an expanded Danevirke and alliances with Slavic princes. He also married Tove, the daughter of the Obodrite ruler Mistivoj. The raising or enlargement of the defensive walls around the three Jutland towns is also part of this picture.

The conversion was one of Harald’s great achievements. He ‘made the Danes Christian’, as it says on the great Jelling stone, though as in Iceland in the year 1000 this undoubtedly occurred with the assent of the kingdom’s magnates, the acceptance of the regional assemblies and with a few exceptions made to Christian rules. The new religion was no stranger to the country. Its teachings would have appealed to many, its hierarchical structure could support a central power and the real transition took place
...gradually. According to the Saxon Widukind, who also described Harald as ‘eager to listen but late to speak’, the cleric Poppo played a decisive role by proving the truth of the Christian faith through an ordeal of iron. However, the conversion was probably also a countermeasure against the emperor Otto I’s expansionist mission policy (cf. Wamers 2000: 156 ff.). There seem to have been earlier pagan reactions against Christianity’s inroads, and a focus on the reinforcement of Nordic cultural traditions (Roesdahl 2005), expressed in various ways. These included aristocratic burial ritual and a revived monumentalisation of memorials and other sites of a religious character from earlier times, such as mounds and ship settings, together with the practical reuse of ancient monuments. Many of these traditions, including those relating to mortuary behaviour, continued for a time after the conversion, though probably in a moderated form. These soon died out, however, and around the year 1000 we find for example that Christian crosses have completely replaced pagan Þórr’s hammers as personal religious symbols.

In 974 Harald was defeated at the Danevirke by the German emperor Otto II, and Schleswig/Hedeby was taken. At the same time dominion in Norway was lost together with its concomitant soldiery and income. At around this period economic conditions also shifted in that the traditional flow of silver from the Orient to the north, via Russia, suddenly ceased due to a changing situation out east. Silver and honour were prerequisites for a king’s success, and this loss of military and political prestige (and not least income, including the profits from Hedeby) must have altered the configuration of power in Denmark. In 983 a combined Slavic–Danish force made a successful attack on northern Germany, laying waste Hamburg among other places, but only a few years later in 987 King Harald was driven out and killed in a rebellion led by his son and heir, Svein Forkbeard.

**JELLING**

Harald Bluetooth also raised a remarkable series of large, innovative buildings and memorials, and he is the first Nordic king whose name can with certainty be associated with surviving monuments. The most spectacular and important are situated at Jelling (Figures 48.3 and 48.4). They mark the zenith of his power and at the same time give us an insight into his political and cultural programme, as well as the period’s architecture and art of power. These are large, dynastic monuments with a focus on power, identity, tradition and continuity spanning the change of religion, as well as on Harald himself, his deeds and his parents. At the same time they are the central monuments of the conversion itself, in that a major pagan site was developed into an even bigger and more complex Christian memorial. It is notable that all of these things had Nordic roots, apart from the Church, and that everything was done on a royal scale. Together with an undoubtedly impressive royal manor, whose location and appearance are unknown, the monuments provided the physical framework for the exercising of power, religion and (probably) law.

The monuments are connected to Harald and his parents by the inscriptions on two runestones. The text on the older and smaller stone, whose original position is unknown, reads: ‘King Gorm made this monument in memory of Thorvi [Thyre], his wife, Denmark’s adornment.’ The inscription on the larger runestone (Figure 48.4), which stands on its original spot exactly between two great mounds, reads: ‘King Harald commanded this monument to be made in memory of Gorm, his father, and in memory
of Thorvi [Thyre], his mother – that Harald who won the whole of Denmark for himself, and Norway and made the Danes Christian. Apart from the inscription the stone is decorated with large pictures of an animal interlaced with a snake, and an image of Christ. On both stones we find the word *kubl*, in the plural form. This has been interpreted as meaning a monument, of a kind that could have multiple component parts (Moltke 1985: 206–16).

The Jelling monuments were probably constructed over three decades and in three phases, from the 940s to the 970s. They are situated prominently in the landscape and in each phase form a coherent, planned whole built along the same axis. This is monumental architecture of turf, stone and wood and must have demanded an extraordinary investment of labour, probably carried out by men seconded to do so. All the most important monument types of the Viking Age are found here writ large. Today the site is bounded by the two great mounds around the church and the runestones (Kornerup 1875; Krogh 1982, 1993; Krogh and Olsen 1993; Roesdahl 2005).

The first phase originally took the form of a stone alignment c. 170 m long, probably a ship setting (the largest in the north), which at its northern end adjoined a small Bronze Age mound. It was a pagan monument, whose real function is unknown – perhaps the ship setting formed the stage for cultic performances. It was probably built
by King Gorm, perhaps as a memorial to Queen Thyre. We do not know where she was buried.

In the second phase the site was enlarged by the construction of the North Mound, Denmark’s largest barrow. It covered the Bronze Age mound and the northern point of the ship setting. The runic inscriptions, the dating of the burial chamber (958/9), the remains of the funerary objects found inside and the scale of the work in itself all combine to suggest that the mound was the grave and memorial for King Gorm, raised in a pagan country for a pagan king, by his son and heir, King Harald. It was a royal version of the magnate graves of the time and a dramatic pagan manifestation.
The third and last phase was the major expansion in association with the change of religion, which took place five to seven years after Gorm’s death, around 965. There was clearly a coordinated plan for the whole site, but the construction of the South Mound was begun c. 970 at the earliest. The work thus probably continued in stages over ten years or so, most likely with the larger runestone and the great wooden church (under the present stone one) as its first elements. The church was probably a baptismal foundation dedicated to John the Baptist. At the same time King Gorm was probably ‘Christianised’ by the translation of his remains from the North Mound to a chamber grave in the church, for here lay the reburied bones of a man, packed in gold-threaded textiles with costly mounts in the same style as objects found in the North Mound. The South Mound, which is even bigger than its northern counterpart, covered the southern end of the ship setting and thereby destroyed this pagan monument. The South Mound did not contain a grave, and its real function has been debated. Perhaps it was a memorial for King Harald himself, or maybe for his mother. It may also have been built as an assembly mound – on its flat summit legal proceedings could be publicly conducted in a prominent space connected to religion, as we find in many other places.

The Jelling memorials were in every phase a national monument focusing on royal power, legitimacy, religion and the kings themselves, Gorm and Harald. In the final, Christian phase we might also see a message that, despite the new religion, Harald wished to follow custom and respect tradition. At the same time his success as a politician and warrior was underlined, an important demarcation in relation to the German Empire that generated the main political, cultural and religious movements of the age.

The location of the monuments in Jelling may partly be explained by its proximity to the Hærvej (literally ‘army-road’), the great communication route through Jutland, not far from the southern border of the kingdom that was then the political focus. It may also be understood through the presence of a large royal manor, where the leading people of the realm could be gathered for important meetings and councils, conflict resolutions or great banquets – a context which undoubtedly suits the monuments. But Jelling’s golden age was short-lived and no noteworthy memorials were raised here after Harald’s time. The centre of power shifted, which is why so much has survived intact. The monuments have, however, always been known and admired. The larger runestone also provided inspiration to the images on several of the following generations’ runestones, and the great beast of the stone, whose exact symbolism is unknown, became the prototype for half a century of similar images (Wilson and Klindt-Jensen 1966: 119–22 and passim).

THE RAVNING ENGE BRIDGE AND THE TRELLEBORGS
The Ravning Enge bridge and the four Trelleborgs (Figures 48.1 and 48.5) date to a few years after the Jelling monuments but share many of their characteristics: they are large, resource-intensive, prestige-oriented, innovative and very short-lived. The Trelleborgs were constructed c. 980 and the bridge is either contemporary with them or perhaps a few years later. They must have been built by Harald Bluetooth in the last years of his monarchy, both for a specific purpose and also as national monuments and memorials. Their use-life does not extend much, if at all, beyond the end of his reign.
The bridge lay not far to the south of Jelling. It was made of wood, c. 760 m long and over 5 m wide (Schou Jørgensen 1997; for exact dating see Christensen 2003). It is the oldest known bridge in Denmark and by far the largest from the Nordic Viking Age. There is no doubt of its practical function in providing a comfortable passage across the wide Vejle river valley and therewith a good approach to Jelling from the south. If this

Figure 48.5  Reconstructed plans of three of King Harald Bluetooth’s circular fortresses: Aggersborg, Fyrkat and Trelleborg. Their inner diameter was 240 m, 136 m and 120 m respectively. The building materials were timber, turf and earth. All had a circular rampart with gates at the four points of the compass linked by roads. The inner space was divided into four quarters, each with four buildings, c. 30 m long (at Aggersborg there were twelve buildings in each quarter). Trelleborg had an outer ward with fifteen buildings and a cemetery. A cemetery was also excavated at Fyrkat, while none has been identified at Aggersborg and Nonnebacken. All fortresses were built c. 980, undoubtedly as a response to a specific political situation. They lasted only a few years. (Drawing: Holger Schmidt.)
impressive bridge is seen in relation to Jelling as a slightly later follow-up to those kumler that, according to the runestone, King Harald had made for his mother and father, then it may have been viewed as a ‘bridge of souls’ that could ease the way to Paradise for the pagan spirits of his parents. Bridges of this kind are mentioned on several slightly later Swedish and a couple of Norwegian runestones (Roesdahl 1990; cf. Gräslund 1988; Peterson 1991).

The Trelleborgs are distributed around the country: Trelleborg in western Sjælland, Nonnebakken on Fyn, Fyrkat in north-east Jutland and Aggersborg in northern Jutland by the Limfjord (Olsen and Schmidt 1977; Roesdahl 1977, 1987, 1996; Olsen 1999: ch. 6). They have the same unique ground plan and are Denmark’s oldest royal fortresses. Borgeby in Skåne, north of Malmö, might also belong to the group (Svanberg and Söderberg 1999). The Trelleborgs undoubtedly had practical military functions as permanent strongpoints for the king and as royal manors in stressful times. With their special, consistent layout and the large numbers of major structures (that must have been rather impractical to live and work in), they were clearly also prestige foundations and symbols of power. The design with a circular rampart pierced by gates at the cardinal points was probably inspired by earlier Flemish fortresses, and details may have been adopted from Ottonian imperial residences. But the location of the houses within the fortified space is unique, and both the structural types and the building materials (principally timber and turf) are of a domestic nature. This type of fortress is known only from Denmark and must have originated there. It combines both innovation and tradition, but was ultimately a failure.

For comparison (Roesdahl 2002) we can consider Sigtuna in central Sweden, founded at the same time as the Trelleborgs by the Svear king Erik Segersal but along quite different lines – it developed into a bishop’s seat and into a town. Other royal manors from the late 900s also became towns and ecclesiastical centres around 1000, such as Roskilde and Lund in Denmark and Trondheim in Norway. At the same time important former pagan cult centres and royal manors declined in significance, as was the case with Tissø in western Sjælland, Lejre near Roskilde and Uppåkra near Lund.

Harald Bluetooth’s religious conversion, politics and great engineering projects have a firm place among the major achievements of the Viking Age. The former was successful but the building works had only a short lifespan – they were created under special conditions and as expressions of his new concepts of royal power, but did not succeed, perhaps not least due to the burdens that they placed on his people. With Svein Forkbeard came different times. There appears to have been a militarisation of society, and after the consolidation of his power the king’s energies were directed outward, concentrating on Viking expeditions against England which was conquered in 1013. Svein died the following year, and two years after that the country was retaken by his young son Knut, who both in England and Denmark was known as ‘the Great’. He too focused his powers on England. Probably deterred by precedent, neither Svein nor Knut challenged the traditional division of power in Denmark or raised major royal memorials there.
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CHAPTER FORTY-EIGHT (1)

CNUT THE GREAT AND HIS EMPIRE

Niels Lund

In a letter of 1027 Cnut (Eng. Canute, ON Knútr) styles himself ‘king of all England, and Denmark, and the Norwegians, and part of the Swedes’. He appears, by then, to have restored the power his father had at his death. When he died in February 1014 Sven Forkbeard was king of England and Denmark and overlord of Norway and Sweden. Cnut, however, could not take over his father’s position immediately. He was outlawed from England when the witan (the king’s council) chose to recall Æthelred from Normandy to resume power, in Denmark his elder brother Harald succeeded their father; in Norway the earls of Lade, Erik and Sven Hakonsson, who had acknowledged Sven’s overlordship, were driven out by Olav Haraldsson, returning from England, and in Sweden Sven’s stepson Olof Skötkonung took the opportunity to assert his independence.

Cnut was therefore reduced to a landless viking leader and had to start all over again. He recruited a fresh army in Scandinavia, including Swedes and Norwegians as well as Danes, and attacked England again in 1015. His first battles were not particularly successful but his campaign took a lucky turn at Assandun in Essex on 18 October 1016. After this Edmund Ironside, who had succeeded Æthelred in April of that year, and Cnut agreed to share England. After Edmund’s death on 30 November Cnut succeeded to all England. He divided it into four large earldoms, giving Northumbria to Erik Hakonsson, Mercia to Eadric Streona – who was, however, killed soon after – and East Anglia to Thorkel the Tall, while taking over Wessex for himself. His position as king of England was agreed with the English magnates in Oxford in 1018. This involved royal promises and legislation resembling a coronation charter.

Cnut’s elder brother Harald is probably the Danish king about whom least is known. His reign has left practically no record. Even his death was not recorded and we can only guess that Cnut paid his visit to Denmark in 1019 in order to succeed his brother. Very little is known also about how Denmark was ruled in the rest of Cnut’s reign. According to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle Cnut outlawed Thorkel the Tall in 1021; they were reconciled in 1023 and Thorkel immediately given custody of Denmark and Cnut’s son Harthacnut. This is, however, the very last thing heard of Thorkel, he disappears from history and Harthacnut remained in England for the time. A few years later Cnut’s brother-in-law Earl Ulf appears to have been viceroy in Denmark. He was killed in
Roskilde for conspiring with King Anund Jakob of Sweden and St Olav of Norway to overthrow Cnut in Denmark and replace him by Harthacnut. They failed in the battle of the Holy River (probably not the Helgeå in Skåne), after which Cnut was able to go to Rome to attend the imperial coronation of Konrad II in the Easter of 1027, but had to return to Denmark to negotiate a settlement with his adversaries. After these events Harthacnut, still a young boy, may have taken over; coins were apparently struck in his name before 1030 and certainly before Cnut’s death in 1035.

Cnut tried to introduce a Danish coinage modelled on the English system by which types were centrally controlled and exchanged at regular intervals. The main mint appears to have been in Lund but, as in England, a number of mints were in operation, evenly distributed across the country.

Cnut made little effort to unite his kingdoms politically or administratively. He did, however, draw on the English Church for clergymen to work in Denmark, and very likely he was planning to raise the see of Roskilde to archiepiscopal status, subordinated to Canterbury in the same way as York was. This brought him on a collision course with the archsee of Hamburg–Bremen, keen to protect its position in Scandinavia. Almost 200 years after its foundation the archsee still did not have the suffragans in Scandinavia needed to justify its existence. Archbishop Unwan of Hamburg went to the length of capturing newly appointed Gerbrand of Roskilde and holding him prisoner till he promised to acknowledge him as his proper head. This problem was probably settled when Cnut and Konrad met in 1027.

Cnut’s grandfather Harald Bluetooth claimed on his runic monument in Jelling (c. 970) (Figure 48.4) that he had conquered Norway, and Sven Forkbeard maintained Danish overlordship over Norway for most of his reign; his position was challenged, with English support, by Olav Tryggvason, who was killed in the battle of Svold in 999 (or 1000). There was a long tradition, certainly going back to the beginning of the ninth century, of Danish rule in south-eastern Norway and for attempts to control the rest through native earls. After Sven’s death, however, Olav Haraldsson, who had been campaigning in England with Thorkel the Tall and been in the service of Æthelred with Thorkel, returned from England with Æthelred’s support and possessed himself of Norway at the expense of the earls of Lade. Erik joined Cnut in England and Sven was beaten in the battle of Nesjar.

Cnut probably never meant to give up traditional Danish claims to overlordship over Norway and before 1023 styled himself king of Norway. Only in 1028, however, did he send a force to Norway, before which Olav Haraldsson yielded without a battle and went to Russia. Cnut now appointed Hakon Eriksson, whose father was earl of Northumbria, to rule Norway. When he was drowned on his way to take up this position, Olav Haraldsson returned from Russia and made a new bid for power but was beaten and killed by the Norwegian magnates at Stiklestad on 29 July 1030. Perhaps short of suitable Norwegian candidates Cnut then sent his concubine Ælfgifu of Northampton and their son Sven to rule Norway. They quickly became very unpopular, apparently because they tried to introduce English habits of administration and taxation. Christmas presents became particularly unpopular, being a tax to be paid at Christmas. ‘Alfiva’s time’ is remembered in Norway as a period of harsh rule. In 1034 Ælfgifu and Sven had to leave England, and before Cnut’s death Magnus, the young son of Olav Haraldsson, was brought back from Novgorod and proclaimed king of Norway.

Cnut’s claim to be king of part of the Swedes is less straightforward. After the death
of his stepfather Sven Forkbeard, whom he had acknowledged as his overlord, Olof Skötkonung began to pursue a more independent policy towards the Danes. He married a daughter to Olav Haraldsson and he requested a bishop for the see of Skara in Västergötland from the archsee of Hamburg–Bremen; Thorgut, who had himself attended the consecration of Unwan as archbishop in 1013, was consecrated to this see by Unwan. According to John of Worcester, Cnut sent the sons of Edmund Ironside, Edward and Edmund, to the king of Sweden to have them killed by him, clearly expecting the Swedish king to obey his orders, but Olof refused to do so and sent the boys to Hungary. He also included Jaroslav, prince of Novgorod, who married a daughter of Olof in 1019, in his anti-Danish alliance with Olav of Norway.

Olof’s successor Anund Jacob continued his hostility to Cnut and joined Olav Haraldsson and Ulf Jarl in an attack on Denmark in 1026. The outcome of this battle is uncertain but it certainly was not any subjugation of the Swedes by Cnut. A series of coins struck in Sigtuna in the name of Cnut has been regarded as evidence of his rule in Sweden, but these coins are more likely to be imitations of Cnut’s English coins than coins struck in Sweden for Cnut. The reality of Cnut’s claim to be king of part of the Swedes probably is that in an extremely decentralised land a number of Swedes had recognised Cnut as their lord, and had probably helped him conquer England in 1015–16. They appear in a number of runic inscriptions commemorating ‘thegns’ and ‘drengs’.

Cnut, thus, had a hard job trying to recreate the sort of control that his father had in Scandinavia and England. He was immediate lord of only England and Denmark, and his only attempts to unite his possessions in any sense was his plan to subordinate the Danish Church to Canterbury. He never held joint meetings of the magnates of his realms, neither does he seem to have appointed English officials to serve in Denmark, or Danes to serve in England on any noticeable scale. His plan seems rather to have been to leave a kingdom for each of his three sons. At his death Norway was already lost, and seven years later, after the death of Harthacnut, the old West Saxon dynasty was reinstated in England, and a Norwegian king was accepted in Denmark.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


In 1442 the second version of the law code of the realm of Sweden was officially promulgated by King Christopher (Sw Kristoffers landslag). It was initially stated that the kingdom of Sweden had once originated from a heathen world, from a Svea and a Göta rike (realm). The view that Sweden emerged through a union of two realms or ‘kingdoms’ is actually a statement about a great and profound transformation. From a ‘heathen world’ Sweden had been Christianised and Sweden had been united of two different parts: Svealand ‘the land of the Svear’ and Götaland ‘the land of the Götar’. It the late Middle Ages this idea of a national origin of Sweden as a kingdom was invented and articulated.

The conversion and the making of a Christian monarchy were the great transformations in the breaking up from a Viking to a medieval world; but how and when all this took place in Sweden has been much debated.

In modern research it is now stressed that the emergence of Sweden was a very long and gradual process. Earlier scholarly reconstructions of a political and military conquest of a Svea rike over a Göta rike in the sixth century, based upon archaeological evidence and imaginative readings of the Icelandic Ynglingatal and the Anglo-Saxon Beowulf are now more or less rejected (Stjerna 1905; Behre 1968; Gahrn 1988). It has also been suggested that it was about the year 1000 that Sweden existed as a kingdom; then there was a Christian king who can be connected to both Svealand and Götaland (Weibull 1921). But Sweden was far from a coherent political unit with a more or less undisputed kingship on the eve of the second millennium.

The making of a Christian monarchy is a later and more unclear and incomprehensible process in Sweden than in Denmark and Norway. In Sweden there never developed the great high medieval history-writing like Saxo for Denmark and Snorri for Norway that has served as the great narratives for later interpretations of the making of kingdoms. The source material is sparse and open to many interpretations. (Concerning the discussion of the origins of Sweden and the early medieval political history, see Sawyer 1989, Hyenstrand 1996 and Lindkvist 2003.)

The emergence of Sweden was the establishment of Christian and royal institutions and organisations, as well as the emergence of a new economic and social structure. These transformations meant a form of Europeanisation. Sweden, as well as the other
Scandinavian kingdoms, became integrated into the wider cultural and political community of western Christianity. New forms of lordship, new economic and social structures, new cultural concepts emerged and were introduced, but also adapted to existing structures. The political transformation differed, however, regionally in Sweden.

The main element of this Europeanisation was of course Christianisation. The first missionary to visit present Sweden was Ansgar in 829 or 830 at Birka, also with the intent to establish relations between Emperor Louis the Pious and a king of the Svear. But Ansgar and the foundation of an ephemeral congregation were but an incident in the Christianisation. For a long period Christianity was brought to Sweden by Swedes through contacts. Missionaries, mostly from the British Isles and in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, are known through later saints’ legends. From an organisational point of view the emerging ecclesiastical organisation was under the supervision and hegemony of the archbishopric of Hamburg and Bremen, until the archbishopric of Lund was founded in 1103 and exercised a Danish hegemony for more than half a century.

The assumption is often that Sweden became Sweden when the two main provinces, Svealand and Götaland, were under the same political rule and order. But that emerged gradually during the Middle Ages and without any direct military conquest. Medieval Sweden remained a very confederate kingdom, consisting of different provinces (Sw land sg., länner pl.). There were great regional variances concerning the monetary system, land measurements, tax systems etc. The structures of new overlordships of Church and kingdom were the results of different regional developments. There were diverse ways in the emerging of Sweden.

The Svear and the Götar are elusive terms and not to be understood exclusively as ethnic terms, or as tribes, but are also functional and political. The Svear were often mentioned as seafarers and as warriors. As such they were probably more known and notorious than the Götar. The Götar are in some sources from the ninth century onwards a separate ‘people’, but also a subdivision or branch of the Svear. From the Middle Ages the two terms distinctly denoted the inhabitants in the two main regions of Sweden.

Rulers of petty kingdoms are known long before Christianisation and the political organisation can be discussed using archaeological evidence, although we have but rudimentary glimpses of lords’ and kings’ position and functions. The kings at Birka, recorded through the mission of Ansgar, were for example dependent on an assembly. The pre-Christian kingdom or kingdoms in central Sweden (ON Svíþjóð) seems to have had a rather highly structured political organisation. Gamla (Old) Uppsala is especially in the Old Norse literary tradition, not least in the Ynglingasaga of Snorri Sturluson, associated with kings and kingship; Uppsala was known as the political, royal and religious, cultic centre. There is hardly any evidence of a similar kingship in the Götaland provinces (cf. Larsson 2002).

The kingdom of the Svear was a loose and partly seaborne empire (Lönnroth 1977: 7–16). According to Wulfstan in his description of a sea voyage in the ninth century from Hedeby to Truso, the lands Blekinge, Møre, Öland and Gotland belonged to the Svear (to Sweon). Evidently the Svear exercised a form of seaborne hegemony in the Baltic Sea, with some territorial control. In the ninth century we know, for example, that the Svear demanded and took tributes from the inhabitants of Curonia. The kings were often war leaders. The power structure was based on warfare, pillage and demanding tribute.
Such activities are also connected with Erik Segersäll (‘the Victorious’) at the end of the tenth century. About him we have more records than any previous king in Sweden. He was partly a typical seafaring Viking king, with plundering and predatory activities in foreign areas. Erik is also connected with Uppland. He was probably the king that founded Sigtuna as a royal residence around 975. Erik was baptised while in Denmark. He also allowed missionaries in his realm, but was also blamed by the Christian chronicler Adam of Bremen for having relapsed into paganism at home. He was, however, married to a Christian woman, the daughter of the Polish prince Mieszko.

Erik’s son was Olof, often later called OSw Skot-/Skötkonunger (Sw Skötkonung). He is known as the first Christian king in Sweden. According to a late tradition he was baptised at Husaby in Västergötland. During his reign we find the first coinage with a mint house at Sigtuna. The minting was extensive and the coinage has to be interpreted as a demonstration of royal power. Inscriptions and symbols testified to the intent to promote Christianity (Malmer 1996). Olof is also connected with the promotion of the bishopric at Skara in Västergötland. Although there is but a small number of sources, Olof was a king who strove for a new form of kingship, legitimised through Christianity.

After Olof his sons Anund Jakob and Emund followed as kings. In the middle of the 1020s Anund Jakob was defeated by King Canute the Great of Denmark, who for a period was in control over Sigtuna. After Emund a new dynasty emerged. A Stenkil was c. 1060 recognised as king. In the sources he is mostly associated with Västergötland. His origin is unknown, but evidently he legitimised his title through marriage to a daughter of Emund. Four of Stenkil’s sons are known to have followed him as kings. The kingdom was fragile and contested and co-regency between brothers evidently occurred. In the 1070s a certain King Häkon is, however, known to have exercised power in at least the province of Västergötland.

Even if there were kings with ambition to be rulers of Sweden, they seldom held power over the two main parts of Sweden. A dynastic principle prevailed, although the kingship was elective. Sweden was throughout the Middle Ages an electoral monarchy.

The election was often more or less formal, but it also implied a weak monarchy. In the electoral procedures, at least as they were formalised in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, the influence of a political elite, the bishops and the law speakers (Sw lagmän), was great and the authority of the king was restricted. An election of a king was not just formal, but implied the possibility of the aristocracy restricting royal authority.

The 1120s in particular seem to have been a period when internal struggles culminated. No king was recognised for the whole realm of the Sweor, but possibly local kings were to be found in some regions. A consolidation of royal power started from c. 1130. Sverker I was evidently an aristocrat who became recognised as king. His position was partly legitimised through marriage with the widowed queen of King Inge II. With the active support of Sverker and Queen Ulfhild the Cistercians were established in Sweden. This was the great introduction of monasticism in Sweden. One of the great spiritual and cultural organisations thus gained a foothold in Sweden. The connections between the royal power and the Cistercian houses were close. The collaboration between the kingship and the Church, especially the bishopric of Linköping, and hereby the papacy as well, was good in Sverker’s days.

King Sverker was murdered in 1156 and after him an Erik became king. His ancestry is unknown, but he represented another dynasty. From the middle of the twelfth century
there were dynastic competitions mainly between the descendants of King Sverker I and King Erik until the beginning of the thirteenth century. King Erik was shortly after his death in 1160 during dynastic struggles promoted as a saint. The cult was mainly supported by his dynasty and by Uppsala Cathedral, and St Erik never gained the unquestioned role as a national patron that his Norwegian counterpart, St Olav, had.

After Erik’s death, Karl Sverkersson was recognised as king, but was murdered in 1167 by Knut, son of Erik. Knut Eriksson reigned for a long period. After his natural death in 1195 or 1196 a son of Sverker, Karl Sverkersson, became king, but was defeated in a battle at Lena in 1208 and fell two years later. After him the Eriks, represented by Knut’s son, Erik Knutsson, ruled until his death in 1216. He was followed by Johan Sverkersson, who, when he died in 1222, was the last of his dynasty. He was followed by the last of the descendants of Erik, Erik Eriksson. During a short period (1229–34), Knut Lång of the Folkung fraction was in power, while King Erik Eriksson was in exile in Denmark.

In spite of the inter-dynastic struggles kingship and kingdom became more stabilised. In 1164, when the archbishopric of Uppsala was founded, the king of Sweden was addressed by the pope as king of the Svear and the Götar. It was the first time that title was used. The making of a Swedish ecclesiastical province; and the breaking up of the Danish archdiocese of Lund, also contributed to making Sweden definitely recognised as one of the independent, European and Christian monarchies and as such was recognised by the papacy. In the reign of Knut Eriksson we have the first traces of a written royal administration. The earliest preserved royal charters are from his reign. King Knut was the first known king who had more substantial control over both Svealand and Götaland and thus created a further step in the emergence of a Sweden.

In the process of the emergence of Sweden there were great regional differences. The tendencies towards Europeanisation of the institutions and organisations took place earlier in Östergötland and Västergötland. Christianisation developed earlier in the Götaland provinces, especially in Västergötland. An ecclesiastical organisation developed earlier and stone churches were built earlier there. Skara in Västergötland was the first bishop’s see in the eleventh century. Linköping in Östergötland was a see at least at the beginning of the twelfth century. Sigtuna, the royal town on the shore of Lake Mälaren, was the see of a bishop between the 1070s and 1130s, but evidently vacant for certain periods. In his chronicle Adam of Bremen juxtaposes a pagan – or supposed pagan Uppsala – to a Christian Sigtuna.

The early Christian monarchy was mostly based in the Götaland provinces. The Sverker dynasty had its origins in Östergötland; the Erik dynasty seems to have had its ancestral estates in Västergötland, while the often fractioning Folkungar had their base in Uppland (Lönnroth 1959: 13–29). The first monasteries were founded in Götaland. Alvastra monastery was the sepulchral church of the Sverker kings, Varnhem monastery of most of the Erik dynasty.

When taxes were introduced, mainly in the thirteenth century, they originated in Götaland in the burdens of the peasantry to support the king during his itineraries. It was there kingship was exercised through physical presence. A small castle on Visingsö, the small island in Lake Vättern between Västergötland and Östergötland, was a frequent royal residence in the twelfth century.

In the Svealand the permanent taxes were mainly replacements of the military obligation of the peasantry to provide ships, victuals and men to the royal naval organisation,
called the *ledung*. The *ledung* was described in a legal sense in the late thirteenth century as the fleet under royal command and had its origins in the old ability of local aristocrats to muster a maritime retinue. In the thirteenth century the king got control over the *ledung*, which was transformed into a fiscal duty (Lönnroth 1940: 57–136).

In Svealand there were tendencies of opposition or reluctance towards the making of a Christian monarchy. ‘Pagan’ uprisings are recorded as having taken place around 1080 and 1120. In the 1080s, according to the Icelandic *Hervararsaga*, the Christian king Ingge was overthrown, when he refused to perform pagan rites in Sviariki (probably at Uppsala), by the supposed pagan king Blot-Sven for three years.

Adam of Bremen portrays Uppsala as a pagan centre, especially in locating and describing a ‘pagan’ temple there. A later saint legend and other sources describe a revitalising of pagan rituals in Svealand in the first and second decades of the twelfth century. These trends of opposition are in the sources described as pagan, as the opposite of Christianity, but could also, and more precisely, be understood as opposition to the monarchy and the ecclesiastical ideals and organisation supporting it (see discussion in Hultgård 1997).

The area around Lake Mälaren and the plain areas in Östergötland and Västergötland were the central political areas and the most prosperous agrarian regions. They were the homelands of the old aristocracy, the social elite. Peripheries outside these areas became gradually integrated into the political community of the kingdom; initially through the expansion of an ecclesiastical organisation and administration. Present Finland became an integrated part of Sweden during the high Middle Ages. A colonisation from Sweden in the coastal areas from around the beginning of the twelfth century and onwards took place. This colonisation was carried out by peasant communities. According to the legend of St Erik, the king and the missionary, Bishop Henry, carried out a conversion crusade to Finland, probably in the middle of the 1150s. But there is no contemporary historical evidence of a Swedish military conquest. Through the establishment of an ecclesiastical organisation, including the making of Turku (Åbo) as a bishopric under the archbishop of Uppsala, and a later royal administration, Finland became part of the Swedish realm (Sjöstrand 1994; Ivars and Huldén 2002).

Gotland had an autonomous position in relation to the king of Sweden and the Swedish bishop of Linköping. According to the *Gutasaga*, written in the late thirteenth century, a tributary relationship to the Swedish king had once been established. An overlordship was recognised, but the community of the island was less integrated into the kingdom than many other parts.

*Jarl* or earl was a title that at least from the late twelfth century appears for politically powerful men alongside the king. There was no evident splitting up of functions, but *jarls* were often engaged in warfare. Jarl Birger brosa had a powerful position in the late twelfth century. Birger Magnusson, *jarl* from c. 1246 until his death in 1266, was for a long period the most powerful person; when King Erik Eriksson died in 1250, Birger’s son, Valdemar, was elected king. But Birger ruled all but in name as a king until his death. During his reign the first legislative activity concerning the whole realm took place. Revolts of the opposing aristocratic fraction of the *Folkungar* were crushed. In Birger’s time, the kingdom obtained more significant and substantial control in the Lake Mälaren region. During the middle and second half of the thirteenth century Svealand became more of the political centre. Eastern Sweden also became a more dynamic economic region with, for example, growing urbanisation.
In Birger’s and his son’s reigns, especially Magnus Birgersson’s (1275–90), the political structure became more stabilised and institutionalised. Permanent taxes were introduced, an incipient administration began, castles were built, not least for control of land and people, and the royal council emerged gradually as more or less a permanent political institution. Offices or permanent more or less specialised functions beside the king emerged. Birger Magnusson upheld good relations with the papacy and the Swedish bishops (Harrison 2002; Schück 2003).

The emergence of Sweden also meant the gradual transformation of the economy. Slavery faded away. A variant of a manorial economy emerged, partly initiated by the Church and monasteries. The peasantry became burdened with innovative demands: taxes, fines, different kinds of leases and fees were introduced. A European social order based mainly on control and appropriation of agrarian produce gained ground, although acclimatised to existing social and economic structures.

In the second half of the thirteenth century many of the formal and legal frameworks of the general social and political order of the Europeanised Christian monarchy became settled. With the synod of Skänninge in 1248 vital parts of the canonical law were introduced. The chapters of the cathedrals were introduced and established. An autonomous position of the Church was hereby strengthened.

The privileges of the aristocracy and the Church became settled in around 1280. According to the statutes of Alsnö in 1280 all men serving the king with a knight and mounted horse were exempted from the permanent royal taxes and duties. And the collaboration between the king and the Church resulted in a general privilege with comprehensive exemption of royal duties and levies. The clergy and the aristocracy became separate and privileged groups (Rosén 1952; Andræ 1960: 146–71).

The first great achievement in literacy in the vernacular – and with Latin script – was the provincial law codes. The oldest is the first version of Västgötalagen (the provincial law of Västergötland) from probably the 1220s. It reflected very much the interests of the provincial aristocracy. The great volume of laws comes, however, from the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. Upplandslagen from 1296 was promulgated in the name of the minor king Birger Magnusson. The influence of Church and of canonical law in this legislation is nowadays considered to be great. It was probably not, as has been suggested, entirely a result of a reception of foreign law, but they were all mainly in the interests of the secular and spiritual aristocracy. But in many respects, a new, Europeanised social order is found there, not least concerning the rights of land, property and marriage (Sjöholm 1990; Lindkvist 1997).

With the election of Valdemar Birgersson the royal title was confined within one family, but it was far from uncontested within the royal family. The late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries were characterised by internal and intensive struggles between royal brothers. During the late thirteenth century there was a mighty aristocracy, secular and spiritual, that in many respects formulated the new political culture in Sweden. The internal inter- and intra-dynastic struggles paved a way for a very aristocratic monarchy. The charter issued in 1319 when the infant Magnus Eriksson was elected king after inter-dynastic disastrous conflicts circumscribed the rights of the king. And it was the identical group of leading aristocrats, the law speakers, who swore the oath on behalf of the king; and then swore the loyalty of the different provincial communities (land) to the king. The position of the political elite, the council with the bishops and the law speakers, was confirmed, the possibilities for the king of
taxation and using the material resources were formalised and restricted (Rosén 1939: 331–43; Schück 2003). Sweden was then in many respects a European monarchy. It was, however, the clergy and the Europeanised aristocracy who essentially set the rules of the political game.
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OLD-NORSE LETTERS: Þ, þ is a voiceless th, pronounced as in thing. ð, ð is a voiced dh, pronounced as in these. Ø, ø is a vowel derived from a-mutation (a-Umlaut; vowel fronting) of an a (e.g. spr f. < waru-), probably pronounced as /œ/ in Old Icelandic (in modern Icelandic developed to /œ/, spelt ö).

SPELLING: In this volume several different spellings are to be found (mainly English, Old Norse, Icelandic, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish forms) for rulers and places, such as Sven, Svein, Sveinn, Swen; Eric, Erik, Eirik, Eiríkr; Knut, Knut, Knute; Haithabu, Hedebu; Scania, Skåne; Jutland, Jylland; Zealand, Sjælland; Borgarfjörður, Borgarfjörður etc.

ALPHABET: The index is alphabetised accordingly: a/ā/ä/æ/á, b, c, d (ð=th), e/é, f, g, h, i/i/, j, k, l, m, n, o/ö/ø/ó, o˚, p, q, r, s, t (þ=th), u/u, v, w, x, y/y, z.

NOTE: The frequently occurring geographical entities, England, Sweden, Denmark and Norway, are not in the Index. (Page numbers where the main discussion of a word or a name is found are italicized.)

13C analysis 266, 590, 595
‘river’ 217
Aarhus, Denmark 85, 152, 626–7, 656
Abbas, one of the prophet Muhammad’s uncles 462
Abbasid caliphate 153, 162, 462–4, 467, 496–7
Abbasid coins 146, 162, 165
Abbasid dirham(s) 165, 584
Abbasid silver 496
‘Abd al-Malik, caliph 162
‘Abd al-Rahman 463
‘Abd al-Rahman ii, emir 464, 467, 557, 561
‘Abd al-Rahman iii, emir 467, 559
Abu Dulaf al-Khazraji 553
Abu Hamid 544
Abu Zayd al-Balkhi, philosopher 555
Åbyh, Hamräng, Gästrikland, Sweden 547
á cire perdue technique 473
Adalberth, archbishop in Hamburg–Bremen 627
Adalbert of Trier, chronicler 502–3
Adaldag of Bremen, bishop 624
Adalvard the younger, bishop 143
Adelsö, Lake Mälaren, Sweden 53, 87, 94, 141, 673
administrative centre(s) 84, 124, 372, 406, 470, 489
administrative district(s) 62, 375, 650
aDNA 266
Adventure Tales 319–21
Adwick-le-Street, Yorkshire, England 370
Afghanistan 558
Agder, Norway 279, 645
Aggersborg, Denmark 661–2
Angerdörfer 72
Ångermanland, Sweden 36
Anglo-Saxon art 330
Anglo-Saxon coinage 98, 163
animal-head brooch(es) 133, 521
animal husbandry 572, 584
animal mask(s) 350
animal style 13, 18, 323–6
Anmagasaki, Co. Louth, Ireland 436
Annales Cambriæ 358, 360, 363, 401–2
Annales Bertiniani 429
The Annals of St Bertin 342, 463, 465
The Annals of St Neots 356
The Annals of Tigernach 362
Ansgar, archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen 87, 126, 622–4, 656, 669
antler(s) 37, 135, 187–8, 204, 266, 382, 386, 415, 420–1, 444, 465, 520
antlerworking 382, 520
anthropogony 238
Anund Jakob (r. 1022–50), Swedish king 143, 666, 670
Apuolé, Lithuania 480, 492
Appetot, Normandy, France 456
apples 227–8, 391, 394, 456
Applebie, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland 394
år 217
år ok frír 217, 224
Arab invasion 462
Arabic coins 81, 91, 98, 146, 151, 476, 485, 487–8, 543, 545–6
Arabic silver 189
Ardrbcas, Ireland 431
Ardre, Gotland, Sweden 325
Ardre picture stone 325–6
Are the wise, see Ari fróði
Arfon, Wales 404
Arhus, Denmark 85, 152, 626–7, 656
ærgi 581–2
Argisbrekka, Faroes 581
Argyll, Scotland 411, 415, 417–8
Arhus, see Aarhus
Ari fróði 305, 563, 566–7, 571, 598, 623–4
Arles, France 466
Armagh, Ireland 429, 431
ármær (pl. ármenn) 26, 650
Armenia 551
Armes Prydein Vawr, Welsh poem 345, 402
armour 179, 197, 204, 207, 247, 444, 447
Arnabost, Coll, Hebrides 398
Arno, river, Italy 466
Arnór Dóðarson 296
arrow(s) 35–7, 79, 81, 182, 204, 206–8, 482, 611
arrowhead(s) 35, 37, 79, 81, 206–8, 447, 492, 521, 529, 535
ar-Rus (ar-Rūs) 543–4
art style 13, 263, 323–36, 377, 445
Ásborningar 43
Ashby (several places), England 391
Asilah, Morocco 464
Aska, Hagebyhöga, Östergötland, Sweden 546
Åsekärr, Västergötland, Sweden 176
Åsekärr ship 176
askr/Askr 214–5, 391
Askwith, Yorkshire, England 393
Asmundr Káráson, rune carver 287
*Ásmundar saga flagðagefú 319
Ásólfr alskik, Irish hermit 564
Aspatria, Cumbria, England 370
áss (pl. ásir) 16, 213, 216, 221, 236–7, 257, 309, 642
Assandun, Essex, England 665
Asselby, Yorkshire, England 392
assembly 16, 24–7, 29, 40, 63, 113, 154, 216, 292, 312, 332, 390, 393, 455, 565, 572–5, 645, 655–6, 660, 669
Asser 341, 350, 355
Asser, Welsh writer 402
assimilation 341, 368, 532, 534
Asturias, kingdom, Spain 462–3, 465
ástvinnur 213
asylum 28, 217, 623
Æthelflæd of Mercia 344
Æthelred II the Unready, king 133, 163, 194, 346, 353, 359, 375–6, 665–6
Æthelred, king of Mercia 344
Borgeby, Skåne, Sweden 148, 662
Boris, Bulgarian tsar 503
Bornish, South Uist, Hebrides 415
Bósá saga 319
Bornholm, Denmark 12, 17, 163, 285, 449–50, 652
Borr 214
Borre, Vestfold, Norway 17–18, 326, 330
Borre animal 326–8
Borre style 145, 325–8, 330, 371, 388, 525, 528–9
Broerstoun, Caithness, Scotland 398
Bosporos 501, 508
Bothnic ski 480
Bornhann, Troms, Norway 206
Bottarve, Gotland, Sweden 134
Bousd, Coll, Hebrides 398
Bousta, Orkney and Shetland 397
bow(s) 34, 36, 179, 182, 204, 206, 482, 535
Bowthorpe, Norfolk, England 393
Braye, river in Leinster, Ireland 429, 436
Braith, Isle of Man 388–9
bracelets 35, 189, 519, 528, 532, 581
Bradan Relice 404
Bragi 221
Brakanepeith, Dumfriesshire, Scotland 395
bracteates 14
brass 152, 406, 547
brass bars 152
Brattahlið, Greenland 566–7
Bravost, Isle of Man 398
breast pins 491
Brega, kingdom, Ireland 431
Breidafjarðr, Iceland 564, 566
Brenhinoaed y Saeson 358, 363, 401
Bressay, Shetland 396
Bretland (Great Britain) 401
Bretto, Shetland 396
Brian Bóruma 361
briberet 164
brick weaving 188
Bricquebec, Normandy, France 456
bridge(s) 77, 105, 198, 261, 266, 278, 332, 380, 392, 625, 629, 634–5, 660–2
bridle (mounts) 79, 323, 385, 447, 521
Bristol, England 403–4
broadsword(s) 509
Brompton, Yorkshire, England 370, 395
Brisingamen 237
Brittany, France 3, 265, 350, 352, 361, 407, 458–60, 463
Broa, Gotland, Sweden 323
Břókar-Audr 47
bronze casting 127, 154
bronze cauldron 268
bronze smith 335
bronze vessel(s) 189, 546, 613, 615–6
brooch(es) 14, 35, 77–8, 81, 90, 114, 132–3, 146, 181–3, 189, 255, 324, 328, 330–1, 335–6, 371, 382, 386, 441, 445, 448, 474–5, 477–8, 490, 520, 522, 525, 528, 530
Brough of Birsay, Orkney 415, 418–9, 422
Brunanburh, Northumberland, England 344
brunnr 393
Bruno of Querfurt, missionary bishop and saint 508
Brut y Tywysogyon 401
Brws (Prussians) 558
Bryggen, Bergen, Norway 293
bryggestein 123
Bryli, Belarus 520
bryti 52–55
-bster, Orkney 397
bucket(s) 386, 521
buckle(s) 189, 254, 335, 386, 490, 521
Buckquoy, Orkney 418, 421–2
Bukhara, Samanid emirate, Uzbekistan 546, 553, 560
Bulgar, capital of the Volga Bulgars 523, 533, 544, 547
Bulgaria 529, 534
Bulgarians 503, 505, 508–9
Bulgars 162, 508, 532, 535, 543–5, 547, 554–555
bullion economy 91, 371, 405–7
bullion silver 368, 405
Buntus sea (Caspian Sea) 532
burbs 152, 199, 372, 376
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Búri 214
burial gift(s) 128
burial rites (rituals) 108, 208, 254, 263–4, 386, 417, 530, 657
Burry Holms, South Wales 404
Burtas 555
Busbie, (several places) England and Scotland 394
Busby, (several places) England and Scotland 394
bushels
-bust, Orkney 397
Busta, Orkney 397
butternut(s) (*Juglans cinerea*) 568, 608, 610
butternut burl 568
Bwbarry (Ireland) 551
-by/-bø (-bý/-bœ) 58–9, 391–2, 404
Bycheva, Ukraine 528
bygd/bygð 61–3
bygdehövdingar 49
byname(s) 286
Byzantine coins 476
bønd 213

Cádiz, Spain 464–5
Caer Gybi, monastery, Anglesey, Wales 402
Caerwent, Monmouthshire, Wales 406
Cairo, Egypt 467
Cairston, Orkney 397
Caithness, Scotland 279, 397
Caldy, Wales 404
The Caliphate 96, 98, 132, 153, 162, 165, 462, 464, 467, 496, 543, 547, 551, 559
Camargue, France 466
Camp de Péran Brittany, France 459
Canary Islands 567
Canisbay, Caithness, Scotland 397
cannabis 245
Canon Law 15, 24–5, 673
Canterbury, England 104, 666
Canute the great, Æthelstan the great
Cape Finisterre, Spain 463
capitals 208
cargo vessel(s) 103, 155, 176, 179
caribou 590, 599
Carlatton, Cumbria, England 393
Carleton (several places), England 393
Carlingford Lough, lake, Ireland 436
Carlus, son of Amlaib 430
carnelian (crystal) (beads) 132, 190, 548
Carolingian empire 151, 153, 195, 437, 439–40, 442–6, 448–9, 462, 652, 654
Carolingian coins 81, 165, 441
Carolingians 16, 81, 146, 385, 458–9, 467, 656
carpenter 187, 615
carpentry 90, 607
carpeting 186
Carquebut, Normandy, France 456
case(s) (gram.) 275
Caspian Sea 532, 545, 550, 555–6
Castledermot, Co. Kildare, Ireland 430
Castilla y León, region in Spain 463
Castillo de Azaguac, Spain 464
Cattaby, Orkney 397
cattle (breeding) 53, 55, 73, 154, 176, 188, 572, 575, 579, 581, 590, 592, 598
Caux, Normandy, France 454–5
cavalry 444, 447, 504, 509, 533
The Cave Monastery, Kiev 534–5
celibacy 42
censer 547
Cenhedloedd 401
central long hearth 592
central place 11, 15–16, 62, 86–7, 140, 145, 148, 153, 252
central-place complex 62
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debasement 162
decapitation 265–6, 332
De Cerimoniis 502
Dee, river, England and Wales 372, 385
Deepdale (several places), England 393
deer antler 444, 465
definite article 274
deigja 52, 53, 55
denar(s) 165, 488
dendrochronology 103, 105, 176, 324, 328, 336, 419, 654
dene 354
denemearce 357
derby, England 372
derevlians, Slav tribe 501, 504
desna, river, Ukraine 520, 524–6
devoN Island, Canada 616
diadem(s) 182
diamond twill 182
dicaull (Dicuil) the Geographer 428, 563, 598
dirhamS 146, 151, 160–2, 164–6, 476, 488, 497, 504, 545, 584
diarmit u Briain, king of Dublin 403
disablót 240
disc-brooch(es) 335, 371
disir 213, 236, 240
disko Bay, Greenland 591, 614
distaff(s) 245, 247
divelinestaynes 382
DNA 34, 265, 413, 571, 625
dnieper (Dnepr), river 498–501, 503–4, 508–10, 520–1, 526, 528–9, 535, 552–3
dnieper rapids 500, 509
doirf Cashen, Isle of Man 389
dobrynia 509
dog(s) 205, 250, 253, 255, 268, 369, 444, 460, 584
domesday book 377, 391, 393, 395, 413
Domesticus Bardas Phocas 557
Don, river, Russia 524–5, 556
Donaghpatrick, Ireland 431
Donegal, Ireland 428, 430
dorestad, the Netherlands 5, 94, 150, 155, 198, 440–1
dorf 60
dorset culture 594, 613–4, 616
dotted runes 283

douro, region, Portugal 467
dovre, Norway 36–7
down 184
drangar, Hornstrandir, Iceland 566
drummuna 239
Draupnir 227, 237
drengdr 667
drenested, Jutland, Denmark 16
dress 16, 36, 97–8, 181–3, 245, 260, 265, 268, 324, 386, 444, 446, 448, 473–5, 478, 491, 522, 535, 558, 615–6, 639, 656
Driffield, Yorkshire, England 371
drinking horn(s) 256
drót 6
dróttinn 24
dróttkvætt 286, 296–7
drugs 245
drug(s) 217
Duala7 Mac-Fuirbis, Irish chronicler 466
dub 355
dubgh-einte 401
Dubgenti 358
Dubgall 5, 354
Dubh Linn, see Dublin
Dudo of Saint-Quentin 453
Duero, region in Portugal/Spain 463
Dulane, Ireland 431
Dumore Cave, Co. Kilkenny, Ireland 437
Duna, river, Latvia 478
Dunadd, royal seat and hillfort, Argyll, Scotland 418
Dunamase, fortification, Ireland 429
Duncansby, Caithness, Scotland 397–8
Dunrally, Co. Laois, Ireland 435–7
Durham, England 341
Dunkeld, Scotland 431
Durness, Scotland 398
dvergr (pl. dvergar) 213, 236
dvina, river 472, 520, 528
dwarfs 236
Dybåck, Skåne, Sweden 205
dyeing 184
Dyfed 402
Dynna, Hadeland, Norway 23, 276, 634, 643
Dynna runestone 276, 278, 634, 643
dønsk tunga 354
eagle 239, 241, 254, 398
Eadred, king of Wessex 345
Eadric Streona, earl of Mercia 665
Ealdgyth, queen 403
East Anglia 12, 17, 342–4, 375–7, 391, 393, 665
Eastern Settlement, Greenland 279, 566–7, 588–9, 591, 594
Eboracum (York) 379
Ebro, river 462
ecclesiastical administration 5, 447, 623, 649, 672
Eckersholl runestone, Småland, Sweden 284
Éculleville, Normandy, France 456
Edda, see the Poetic Edda
Eddic poetry 242, 267, 293, 295, 297, 299–300, 305, 311
Edgar, king 345–6, 376, 385, 390
Edgar Ætheling 347
Edington, England 197, 342
Edmund, king of East Anglia 342
Edmund II Ironside, king 346, 353, 432, 665, 667
Edward the Confessor, king 346–7, 403
Edward the elder, king 344, 376
Edward the Martyr, king 359
egøir 645
Egil Skallagrímsson 26, 34, 47, 238, 306, 311–2
Egill Skalla-Grímssonar saga 26, 34, 237, 314, 317, 380, 564
Egypt 467
Eiði, Eysturoy, Faroes 581
Eiðisvatn, lake, Eysturoy, Faroes 581
Eidsborg hones 151, 415
Einar Þverætingr 313
einvígi 27
Eiríkr Blöðaxe, see Eiríkr blöðax
Eiríkr blöðax, (r. Norway: c. 931–c.33), king of York 159, 237, 344, 358, 380, 647
Eiríkr Hákonarson, jarl 665
Eiríkr jarl, earl in Northumberland 647
Eiríkr rauði (the Red) 564, 566–8, 599, 609
Eiríks saga rauða 316, 605
Eiríksstaðir, Haukadalr, Iceland 566
Ejder, river, Germany 652
Eke 65
Ekeby 58
Ekêtei, Lithuania 489
Eketorp, Öland, Sweden 329
Eketorp coin hoard 329
Ekhammar, Sweden 302
Elbe, river 448, 460
Elbląg, Poland 531
Elets, Voronezh region, Russia 525
Eletskij, monastery, Ukraine 525
elk 37, 188, 266, 480, 482
Ellerbeek, Yorkshire, England 393
Ellesmere Island, Canada 591, 615
Ellibister, Orkney 397
Ellóavatn, Iceland 27
elves 236–7
Emajõgi, river, Estonia 485
Embla 214–5
emigration 595
emissaries 497, 508, 533
emporium (pl. emporia) 5, 16, 81, 101, 103, 109, 131, 134, 150, 153, 155, 440, 447, 507, 510, 624
Emsger, Pembrokeshire, Wales 404
Emund the Old (r. 1050–60), Swedish king 623, 670
Emundr, lawman 26
encampment 369
enclosure(s) 70, 72–3, 77, 115, 432, 437, 443, 445, 459
encolpion (pl. encolpia) 145, 642
Enerum, Öland, Sweden 72
eng 397
envoy(s) 497–8, 502, 532–3, 561, 623
Eforwic (York) 372, 379
epi 391
Eppleby, North Yorkshire, England 391
equal-armed brooches 146, 441, 521, 523, 525
Ergidalur, Suðuroy, Faroes 580
Eric Blood-axe, see Eiríkr blöðax
Erik Eriksson (r. c. 1122–29 and 1234–50), Swedish king 671
Erik (the Saint) (r. c. 1150–60), Swedish king 670–1
Erik Knutsson (r. 1208–16), Swedish king 671
Erik the Victorious (Segersäll) (r. c. 970–95), Swedish king 140, 670
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fornyr 208
Fjölnir 228
Fladdabister, Shetland 397
flat graves 35, 114, 387, 517, 640
Flat Holm, Bristol Channel 404
Flateyjarbók 300, 604
flati 397
fleece 183, 369, 600
Flixton (several places), England 393
Flóamanna saga 317
folc 354
Fold 58
fölgsnarjarl 313
folk 62, 237
folkland 645
folklore 394
forge 79, 135, 191, 326
forging 15, 81, 138
forging pits 189
Formentera, Spain 466
formaldarsögur 233, 242, 304–6, 308–9, 315, 319–21
forn síðr 235
Fornsgituna, Uppland, Sweden 141
fornyrðislag 286, 291–4, 301–2
Forsa, Hålsingland, Sweden 27, 281
Forsa rune ring 27, 28, 281
fortification(s) 2, 129, 140, 198, 155, 359, 369, 385, 429, 459, 467, 525, 531, 654
fortified bridges 198
fortified settlement 406, 508, 525
fortress(es) 68, 148, 261, 327, 343, 379–81, 429, 431, 434, 436–7, 459, 467, 501, 556–7, 661–2
Foss, river, Yorkshire, England 379–82
fostra, fostrí 53, 55
Foteviken ship, Skåne, Sweden 176
fox(es) 37, 91, 98, 545, 552, 555, 598
Fragmentary Annals of Ireland 342
Frakkaster, Shetland 397
Frankish chronicles 195
Frankish coins 165
Frankish sword(s) 128, 189
Franks 556
Frederik, Saxon bishop 624
Frederiksborg gold hoard, Sjælland, Denmark 335
Fredshøj, Lejre, Sjælland, Denmark 121–3
Freeprose theory 305
Freyja 63, 221, 237, 240, 245–6
Freyr 14, 62–3, 216, 221, 225, 227–8, 240, 250, 253, 255, 282, 369, 643
Frida 376
Frigg 63
Frisia 194, 198, 439–8, 621
Frisian cloth 182
Frisians 5, 84, 89, 129, 150, 153, 182, 274, 440–2, 624, 652
Fröjel, Gotland, Sweden 1, 64, 87, 131–4
Frölund, Sweden 253
Frösåker, Sweden 65
Frøshov, Østfold, Norway 64
Fröslunda, Sweden 62, 65
Frösön, Jämtland, Sweden 23, 253, 629, 640
Frösö runestone 23, 625
Frosta, Trøndelag, Norway 645
Frostathing Law 207
Fryele, Småland, Sweden 64
Fryton, Yorkshire, England 393
Fulford, Yorkshire, England 380
Fulham, England 342
fulltrúi 213
Funen, see Fyn
fur trade 36, 91, 98, 151, 481, 496, 500, 522
fur(s) 16, 34–7, 91, 94, 96, 98, 152, 182, 441, 449, 471, 481–2, 485, 496–8, 504, 533, 545, 547, 551, 555, 559, 590, 606, 656
Furzton, Pembrokeshire, Wales 404
Futhark 282
fylgja (pl. fylgjur) 13, 239–40, 309, 317
fylki 26, 62
fylkishaugr 24
Fyn, Denmark 12, 148, 174, 207, 224, 627, 652, 662
fyrd 199, 354–5
Fyrkat, Jutland, Denmark 68, 254, 661–2
gaetie 36
gæfa 239, 309
Gaill 355, 360
Gainsborough, Lincolnshire, England 346
gadr 235, 245
Galicia, kingdom, Spain 462–3, 465, 467
Gallehus gold horns 291
Gall-Gaedil 355, 358
Galloway, Scotland 394, 402, 431
Gålston, Lewis, Hebrides 398
Galtung runestone, Aust-Agder, Norway 286
Gambleby, Cumbria, England 394
gaming-pieces 460, 521
Gamla Uppsala, Sweden 16, 17, 18, 143, 190, 216, 249–51, 302, 646
Gandr 245
García, king of Pamplona 466
Gård under Sandet (GUS), see The Farm under the Sand
Gärdstånga, Skåne, Sweden 6
Garonne, river, France 463
Garraubost, Lewis, Hebrides 398
gás 397
Gasar, Eyjafjörður, Iceland 565
Gästrikland, Sweden 61–2, 283, 547, 631
-Gate 380
Gätebo, Öland, Sweden 642
Gathholm, Pembrokeshire, Wales 404
Gauja, river, Latvia 485, 489, 493
Gaul 171, 355
Gautbert, bishop 624
Gautr 12
gil 580
Geirmundar saga heljarskinns 47
geld(s) 141, 165, 193–4, 196
gender 1, 36, 45–6, 186, 275, 281, 571
gender relation(s) 186, 621
General Assembly, see Alþingi
-genetic studies 564
gen (pl. gentes) 23, 355, 623
gen(n)iti 355
Gerbrand, bishop in Roskilde 666
Gerðr 227–8, 250, 255
Gerdrup, Sjælland, Denmark 266
gerfalcons 34
Germania 237, 360
Germiston, Orkney 397
Gesta Danorum 17, 214, 233, 320
Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum 126, 216, 219, 225, 622, 626
Getica 23
giant(s) 213–4, 216, 220–1, 227–9, 236, 308–9, 643
giantess(es) 2, 213, 227–30, 250
Gibraltar 464–6, 468
Giselin sword(s) 476
giele 36
gift(s) 14, 50, 91, 128, 150, 206–7, 219, 227, 232, 312, 491, 497, 502, 545–8, 553, 639
gift economy 159
gift exchange 208, 545, 547
gift-giving 14, 16, 159, 164, 408, 441
gil 397
gilding 189, 328
Giljón, Asturias, Spain 463
*gill 62
gille 62
Gillberga, Sweden 62
Gillsbreck, Shetland 394
Gillsbrek, Shetland 394
Gillberga, Sweden 397
Gunnungagap 214
George Cedrenus, Byzantine historian 533
gipta 239, 309
Girlsta, Shetland 397
Girsby, North Yorkshire, England 391
Gísl Bergsson 44
Gísla saga Súrssonar 41, 47, 52, 317, 545
Gíslí Súrsson 565
Gisur Porvaldssson 43, 46
Gistad, Östergötland, Sweden 58
Gizzur hvíti Teitsson 624
Gizurr Porvaldssson 313
gíá 396
Gjermundbu burial, Ringerike, Norway 207, 447
Glasha, river, Ireland 436
Glamorgan, Wales 403
-glass 81, 90–1, 96, 103, 115, 127, 132–3, 135, 146, 150–1, 190, 252, 270, 382, 386, 441, 443, 471, 520–1, 583, 639
glass beads 90–1, 96, 127–8, 132, 135, 151, 520
glass-bead production 90, 115, 127, 190
-glass beaker(s) 150, 443, 446
glass bowl(s) 146, 252
glass cup(s) 521
glass production 105, 127, 190, 382, 441, 471
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Glavendrup runestone, Fyn, Denmark 224
Glendalough, Ireland 431
Gloucester, England 372
glow tong(s) 547
Glümir Geirason 231
Gnevzovo (Gnězdovo), Russia 262, 329, 478, 503, 520, 526–7, 531, 533–5
Gnupa, Danish king 656
goat(s) 35, 50, 188, 221, 253, 566, 572, 584, 590, 592, 598–600
goddess(es) 2, 36, 63, 213, 221, 227–8, 237, 245
Godfred, Danish king 647, 655
goði (pl. goðar) 27, 217, 223–4, 302, 565, 571, 573, 624
goðord 224, 312, 565, 572–3
Godred Crovan 395
Godwine, moneyer 163
Godwine, earl of Wessex 346
Gog 554
gói 216
Gökstad runestone, Åker, Södermanland, Sweden 332
Gokstad, Norway 112, 172–7, 264, 329
Gokstad ship 172–4, 207, 264
gold bracelet(s) 528
gold coins 509
golden apples 227
Golden Horn, Constantinople 499
gold-foil figures (guldgubbargullgubber) 146, 224, 250, 255
gold hoard(s) 11, 14–5
gold horn(s) 291
gold neck-ring(s) 77
gold pendant(s) 78
gold ring(s) 521
goldsmith(s) 90, 191
gold-threaded textiles 660
Golspie, Sutherland, Scotland 397
Goltho, Lincolnshire, England 371
Gonalston, Nottinghamshire, England 393
Gonneville, Normandy, France 456
Gorm the Old (r. c.900–c.940), king 269, 277, 328, 625, 629, 656–60
Gorodischa, see Riurikivoko Gorodishche
Gorduk, Russia 520
Gosforth cross, Cumbria, England 370
Goster, Shetland 397
Götaland, Sweden 17, 69, 668–9, 671
Göta River (älv), Sweden 176, 650
Götar 60, 668
Gothenburg (Göteborg), Sweden 176
Goths 23, 204, 462, 557
Gotlandic picture stones 171, 250, 255–6, 479
OHG *gato 223
Goulthrop, Pembrokeshire, Wales 404
Govan, Scotland 415
Gräfeldardrápa 231
Grágás 27, 235, 572–4
Grani 333
Grænlendinga saga 316, 604
grannii 23, 58
grape(s) 568, 604–6, 608, 610–11
grapevine(s) 605, 608
Grasholm, Wales 404
grave-field(s) 73, 94, 97, 101–11, 107, 118, 121, 128, 132–4, 143, 217, 262, 265, 325, 635
grave-robbing 269, 473
Gredstedbro, Jutland, Denmark 171
Greece 488, 532, 634
Greek Fire 464, 501–2, 504
Greeks 182, 213, 215, 496–8, 501–9, 532–3, 553, 557, 560
Gregory the Great 301
Grenland, Norway 23
Grettis saga 264, 317
Griff, Yorkshire, England 393
Grimblethorpe, Lincolnshire, England 392
Grimeston, Orkney 397
Grimista, Shetland 397
Grímkel, bishop 623, 625, 627
Grímnismál 214, 240, 302
Grimsetter, Shetland 397
gripping-beast style 323, 325–6, 445
gríss 391, 393
Gristhorpe, Yorkshire, England 393
Grobin 531
Gru, Orkney and Shetland 488, 490, 492, 517–8,
531–2
Groundwater, Orkney and Shetland 396
grove(s) 58, 62, 65, 213, 216–7, 227, 250, 252–3,
393, 456, 565
Gru, Orkney and Shetland 396
Gruffudd ap Cynan, king of Gwynedd 403
Gruffudd ap Llywelyn, king of Gwynedd 403
Gruinard, Ross, Scotland 398
Grydehøj, Lejre, Sjælland, Denmark 121
Grymesetter, Orkney 397
Guadalquivir, river, Spain 464
Gudby, Uppland, Sweden 224
Gudh, see god(s)
guði 224
Guðir 223
Gudingsårkarna, Gotland, Sweden 209
Goth, gudja 223
Gudme, Fyn, Denmark 12, 16, 86, 148
Guðmundr Arason, bishop in Hólar 311–2, 576
Guðrœð Porþjarnardóttir 568
Guðrœðr, king of Man and the Isles 346, 406–7
Guðrœðr Hreinsßdóttir 43
Guðrœðr Ósvifursdóttir 41, 46, 47
Gujarat, India 548
guldgubbar/gullgubber, see gold-foil figures
guild(s) 155, 187, 442
Gula thing 26
Gulathing Law 52, 207
Gulbischhe, Chernigov 525
Gulf of Bothnia 472
Gulf of St Lawrence, Canada 568–9, 604, 611
Gunnar (the Burgundian), Germanic saga hero 256,
294
Gunnar of Hlíðarendi 261, 264
Gunnlœð 220
Gunnrauðr, Viking leader 467
gunwale 171
Gurganji 559
Guta Law 216
Guta saga 216, 488, 672
Guthrum 342–3, 375–6
Gwent, Welsh kingdom 403
Gwynedd 401–3, 406, 408
gyðja 224
Gylfaginning 233, 237–8, 313
Gytha, countess 404
Hablengbo, Gotland, Sweden 6
hack-silver 81, 152, 163, 368, 405–7, 437
Hadddebyr Noor, Schleswig, Germany 101
Hadeland, Norway 23, 32, 634
hædene 355
Hafrsfjørð, south of Stavanger, Norway 646
Hage, Normandy, France 455
Hagnesta, Södermanland, Sweden 58
Haithabu, see Hedeby
Hákon (Swedish?), king 670
Hákon Adalsteinnföstri (Hákon góði Haraldsson) (r.
934–61), Norwegian king 647
Hákon Eiriksson, jarl 666
Hákon galinn, jarl 312
Hákon Grjotgarsson, jarl 647
Hákon Hákonarson (r. 1217–63), Norwegian king
311, 594, 650
Hákon Sigurðarson Hláðjarl 224, 647
Hákonar saga ins gíða 216, 224
háleygir 645
 Háleygjatal 228
Hálfdan, ruler in Northumbria 342, 344
Hálfdan the Black (Hálfdan svarti), Norwegian
king 646
Hálfs saga ok Hálfrekkra 320–1
Hálke, Sweden 65
Halland, Sweden 58, 65, 652
Halleby Å, Sjælland, Denmark 77, 78
hallin 58
hall(s) 16, 54, 65, 78, 88, 113, 118, 121–3, 216–7,
249–51, 263, 302, 371, 443, 472, 497, 508, 566
Halldœr Snorrason 307
Hallr frá Síða 624
Hallfreðar saga 317
Hallfreðr Vandræðaskáld 306
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Hallveig Ormsdóttir 43, 312–3
Hålogaland (ON Hålogaland), Norway 34, 61, 112, 472, 590, 645, 647
Hälsinge Law 27
Hälsinge runes 282
Hälsingland, Sweden 28–9, 58, 281, 332, 622, 627, 631, 643
-häm 392
Hamar, Norway 16, 164, 649
Hamburg 126, 657
Hamburg–Bremen, archdiocese 250, 575, 622–4, 626–7, 666–7, 669
Häme (Tavastia), Finland 470, 473, 477, 480–1
Häme Ox Road 480
hamhleypa 241
hamninga 230, 239–40, 309
hammerlets 503
Hammavoe, Orkney 396
hamr 13, 241–2
hamrammr 242
Hamränge, Gästrikland, Sweden 547
hamstolinn 241
Hamwic, Southampton 5–6, 150, 372
handicraft 1, 98–9, 122, 146, 148, 179, 182, 186–91, 237, 247, 480, 488–9, 544
hanging 250–1, 253, 255, 266
Hanko, peninsula, southern Finland 478
Hansa organisation 447
Haqan (cf. kagan and Khaqan), Rus’ leader 532
hær, herr ‘army, warband’ 62
herrað 62–3
Harald Bluetooth (r. c.958–c.86), Danish king 124, 263, 277, 328, 447, 505, 629, 647, 652, 653–8, 660–2, 666
Harald Fairhair (or Finehair), see Haraldr hárfagri
Haraldr gráfeldr (r. 961–76), Norwegian king 232
Haraldr Hardradi (Hardrade), see Haraldr Sigurðarson harðráði
Haraldr klak (r. 812–14 and 819–27), Danish king 623
Haraldr Maddadarson, earl of Orkney 411
Haraldr hárfagri (r. 872–930), Norwegian king 36, 286, 412, 645–8
Harald the hardruler, see Haraldr hárfagri
Haraldskvæði 645–6
Hárbarðsljóð 301–2
Harðar saga 317
harg, see hörgr
Harg 65
Hargh– 223
Härdedalen, Sweden 32, 35–7, 326, 643
Härlingstorp, Västergotland, Sweden 6
Hærn 63
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Stenkl (r. c.1060–6), Swedish king 143, 670
Stenness, Orkney 396
Stentinget, Jutland, Denmark 16
Steapan Relice 404
stern 171
stern rudder 179
Stiklestad, Trøndelag, Norway 648, 666
stirrups 385, 447
stoc 392
Stokesby, Norfolk, England 392
stone cross(es) 345, 370, 385, 387, 636
stone-setting(s) 35, 261, 264, 460, 519, 634, 640
stoneworking 187
Stöng, Þjórsárdalur, Iceland 600
Stóraborg, Iceland 600–1
stór-bóndi 44
Storhaug, Avaldsnes, Norway 171
Strangford, Ireland 398
strangling 266
strap-ends 329, 386, 519, 584
strap-end-shaped brooches 445
straps 188
Straußendorfer 72
Strathclyde, Scotland 411, 415, 430–1
Strait of Belle Isle, Canada 604
Strait of Kerch, connects the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov 501, 505
Struempfingr, Vinland 604–5
strike-a-light 81, 386, 479, 521, 523, 530
stockfish 599
strong inflexion (gram.) 274
stone stele 517
Stoney Stratford, Buckinghamshire, England 343
Strathclyde, Scotland 401
Strontium isotope analysis 370
sturprunor 282
sturgeon 455
Sturla Sighvatsson 42–4, 46, 313–4
Sturla Þórarson 46, 304, 311
Sturlu saga 321
Sturlung Age 47, 304, 309, 311
Sturlunga saga 40, 44–47, 314, 319
stycas 371
Styrmir Kárason 311
sūrvegr 61
suffix(es) 274, 276
Suhrab, Arab writer 551
Sula, river, Ukraine 509
Sulby, Isle of Man 395
Sullom, Shetland 396
Sumarlíði 354
sunken-featured buildings 450
supernatural being(s) 113, 213, 217, 225, 231, 236, 245, 249, 319, 621
Supruty hoard 524
Sutton Hoo, East Anglia, England 12, 17, 171, 174, 302
Svarfdæla saga 317
svartálfar 236
Svási, funn-king 36
Svealand, Sweden 17, 528, 668
Svear 17, 25–6, 32, 60, 98, 143, 250, 662,
668–71
-sved 60
Sveinaby 62
sveinn 32, 62, 54
Sveinn Hákonarson, jarl 510, 663
Sveinn Haraldsson tjúguskegg (r. c.997–1014),
Danish king 159, 162, 196, 199, 336, 359, 380,
657, 662, 665–7
Sveinn Úlfsson (or Ástríðarson), see Sven Estridson
Sven Estridson (or Estridsson) (r. 1047–c.76),
Danish king 5, 159, 164, 250, 360
Sven (or Sweyn or Svein) Forkbeard, see Sveinn Haraldsson tjúguskegg
Svenkel, Rus commander 504
Svenneby, Sweden 62
Sverker 1 (r. 1130–56), Swedish king 670
Sverrir Sigurðarson (r. 1177–1202), king of Norway 312, 650
Sverris saga 306
Svíáríki 60, 672
Sviatoslav (Svyatoslav), son of Igor 501, 503–5, 509, 559
Svinets, river, Russia 526
Svíþjóð 60
svin 397
Svir, river, Russia 478
Svolde, see Battle of Svold(er)
Swanse, Wales 404
Swarthawke, Isle of Man 398
Swedish runes 282
Swedo-Norwegian runes 282
Swinister, Shetland 397
sword(s) 14, 36, 77–9, 81, 128, 181, 183, 189, 204–9, 266, 332, 369, 382–3, 387, 406, 437, 444–5, 459, 476–7, 481, 497, 509, 517, 519, 523, 525–6, 528–33, 543, 551, 560
sword hilt(s) 444, 531
sword mount(s) 128, 445
syncop 275
syncop period 275
syncretism 212, 333, 639, 642–3
Syria 181–2, 463
sýsla (pl. sýslur) 650
sýslumaðr 650
tabby 184
Tablada, Andalucía, Spain 464
Täby, Uppland, Sweden 62
Tácitus 58, 221, 237–8
Talacre, Flintshire, Wales 404, 406
Tällberg, Dalarna, Sweden 72
Tällin, Estonia 485
Talou, Normandy, France 454
Tanberg, Ringerike, Norway 331
tar 565
Tarbat Ness, Scotland 296
Tartu, Estonia 485, 492
Tassilo chalice style 445
Tating-ware jug 521–2, 642
Tavastland (Häme), Finland 284
taxation 159, 164, 482, 599, 666, 674
tax(es) 34, 91, 433, 532, 543, 555, 666, 669, 671, 673
Tegeingl, Wales 404
Tegeyney, Sweden 62
Tenby, Pembrokeshire, Wales 404
tense(s) (gram.) 274–5
Tettenhall, Staffordshire, England 344
textile(s) 1, 35–6, 136, 150, 152, 154, 181–4, 186–8, 250, 260–1, 263, 265, 326, 330, 380, 386, 441, 545, 547, 611, 660
textile production 90, 96, 115, 135–6, 181–4, 188, 260, 382
Tharlesthorpe, Yorkshire, England 392
thegn(s), see þegn
Theoderic the Great (Theodric) 294, 306
Theophilos, Byzantine emperor 497, 532, 561
theophoric place names 253
Thetford, Cambridgeshire, England 377
theustes 25, 58
Thietmar von Merseburg, bishop 123, 216
thing, see þing
Thingoe, Suffolk, England 393
Thirkleby, Yorkshire, England 392
Tholf, bishop 627
Tholthorpe, Yorkshire, England 392
Thor, see Þórr
Thorngny, lawman 25–6
Thorkel the Tall 665–6
Thorniethwaite, Dumfriesshire, Scotland 395
-thorp 392
Thor(Thorpe) 392
Thorvi (Thyre, Tyra, ON Pórví), queen 277, 657–9
thrall(s), see þrell
thralldom 49
three-aisled house 67–9
three-foil brooches 146, 445
thric 392
Thrigby, Norfolk, England 392
Thrintoft, Yorkshire, England 392
throp 392
Le Thuit, Normandy, France 456
Thule (culture), Greenland 590–1, 594–5, 613–16
thunder 220
Thurcaston, Leicestershire, England 393
Thurgarton, Nottinghamshire, England 393
-thveit, see þveit
Thwaite, Yorkshire, England 393
Thwly (Thule) 393
Thwyl (Thule) 551, 556
Thyre, see Thorvi
Tiddington, Buckinghamshire, England 376
Timerévo, archaeological complex, Russia 523, 531
Le Tingland, Normandy, France 455
tin-thread work 183
Tissø, Sjælland, Denmark 16, 70, 77–81, 86, 116–8, 167, 217, 254–5, 497
Tjälling, Vestfold, Norway 112
Tjörn, island, Sweden 58
Tjørnuvik, Faroes 583
Tjøistad, Småland, Sweden 23
toe-rings 245
-toft 145
Toftanes, Faroes 80
Toftegård, Sjælland, Denmark 16
tools 15, 36, 77, 81, 97–8, 176, 178, 187–9, 206, 245, 247, 260, 326, 332, 449, 476, 520, 522, 530, 565, 613, 615, 639
Tønsberg, Norway 85
toponymy 2, 15, 24, 57, 65, 212, 358
toponyms 179, 489
Torastan, Coll, Hebrides 398
Torksey, Lincolnshire, England 377
-torp 59, 60
Le Torp, Normandy, France 456
Torrisdale, Strathnaver, Scotland 397
Torsåker, Sweden 62, 65, 253
Torshälla, Södermanland, Sweden 65
Torslunda, Sweden 65
Torslunda, Öland, Sweden 256, 302
Torstuna, Uppland, Sweden 62
Tostig, earl of Northumbria 403
touffréciale, Normandy, France 456
Tournerot, Normandy, France 456
town law 26
township 155
town wall 124
trade (trading) centres 106, 186, 190–1, 196, 198, 276–7, 470, 477, 489, 517, 519–20, 523, 531, 642, 656
trade route(s) 85, 153, 166, 186, 471, 477, 489–90, 503, 505, 522, 613, 616, 647
trading networks 84, 150, 152, 154–5, 181, 371, 382, 447, 485, 655
trading place (site) 6, 16, 115, 124, 134, 147–8, 153–5, 183, 328, 372, 403, 440–1, 443, 449, 486, 491, 509
train-oil 37
Trans, Brittany, France 459
trapping pits 37, 482
treaty 54, 182, 343, 375–6, 411, 446, 453, 499–502, 533
Treaty of Perth 411, 650
Treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte 453
Treaty of Verdun 446
Trelleborg, Sjælland, Denmark 68, 662
Trelleborg, Skåne, Sweden 148
Trelleborg, ring forts 190, 660–2
‘Trelleborg house’ 68
Trenaby, Orkney 397
Trent, river, Derbyshire, England 369
treuddar 261
tribute(s) 34, 35, 91, 159, 164–5, 194, 196, 198, 346, 361, 402, 406, 428, 430, 432, 496, 498, 500–1, 503–5, 508–9, 531, 656, 669
tribute taking 198, 406
triclinium 216
trickster 220
trefoil brooches 445
Trolle Geo, Orkney and Shetland 396
trolls 235–6, 308–9
Troms, Norway 35
Tromsø, Norway 645
Trøndelag, Norway 59, 61, 224, 228, 250, 254, 279, 623, 645, 647
Trondheim, Norway 16, 85, 140, 164, 313, 370
trouw 566
Trouville, Normandy, France 456
Troy 233
Truso, Poland 150–1, 669
Tsentalnoe, hill fort, Russia 526
tuath 24
Tui, Spain 467
Tullstorp runestones, Skåne, Sweden 331
-tuna/Tuna 59, 62, 140
Tuna, Alise, Uppland 265
Tune, Østfold, Norway 172–4, 264, 291
Tune runestone 291
Tune ship 172–4, 264
tunstall 67
Tuquoy, Orkney 415
Turk(s) 550, 554, 559–60
Turkestan 546
Turkey 182
Turkic runes 496
Turku (Åbo), Finland 672
Turov, Belarus 504
Tury at Turov, Rus prince 504
Tusker, Wales 404
Tuukkala cemetery, Mikkeli, Savo, Finland 475
Twart, Orkney and Shetland 393
tweezers 183–4
twill weaves 184
Tynwald, Isle of Man 390
Týr 14, 16, 63–4, 77, 221
Tyra, see Thorvi
Tywyn, monastery, Gwynedd, Wales 402

Þangbrandr 622
þátr (pl. þættir) 27, 238, 300, 308
þegn 62, 224, 667
þegnaby 62
þéow(en) 53
þeuwu 53
þingberg 24
þingbrekka 24
þinglot 24
þingmaðr (pl. -menn) 575
þingmót 24
Þingnes, Iceland 27
þingring 26
þingstræð 26
þingtak 26
þingvall/völlr 24
Þingvellir, Iceland 565, 572
þius 53
þiwan 53
þiwi 53
þjá 53
þjóð 60
þjóðalyng, see Tjalling
þjóðarmál 24
þjóðarlyng 24
þjóðhúldr 564, 566
þjóðhild’s church 564, 566
þjóðólfr or Hvini 228
þjóðstefn 24
þjónn 52
Þóðar saga hreðu 317
Þóðís Snorradóttir 46
Þórðr Bödvarsson 43
Þórðr in huglausi 52
Þórðr Sturluson 43
Þorfinn Karlsefni 568, 605
Þorfinnsdrápa 296
Þorgeir Ljósvetningagoði, Lawspeaker 573, 624
Þorgeirr Egilsdóttir 47
Þorgils saga ok Hafiða 321
Þorgils skarði 46
Þórólfr 223
Þorlákr Þórhallsson, bishop in Skálholt 46, 576
Þorólfr 224
Þorólfr Kveldulfsson 34
Þórr’s hammer 81, 146, 237, 250, 253–4, 369, 383, 521, 533, 546, 567, 643, 657
Þórr’s hammer pendant(s) 369, 521
Þórr’s hammer ring 146, 254, 533, 643
Þorsfæðinga saga 317
Þórsnes (assembly), Iceland 224, 572
Þorsteinn Eiríksson 606
Þorsteinn Ingólfsson 27
Þorvaldr Kóðarson 624
Þórvi, see Thorvi
þræll (pl. þraelar) 1, 49–55
þrændir 645
Þrymskviða 295
Þulr 217, 224
–veit 58, 395, 456
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vættir 240
vé/vi/væ 16, 28, 63, 65, 217, 253
véðr 26
veðr 391, 394
Veje Å, river, Jutland, Denmark 661
Veleda 218
Velekla 224
Velikaya, river, Russia 485, 523
Ven, island 58
Vendel, Uppland, Sweden 12, 16, 17, 254, 263, 265, 517
venison 443
Verðandi 238
Ves 560
*véseti 224
Vestfjord, Norway 17, 84, 112, 160, 195, 264, 270, 326, 647
vestvøgr 61
vés valdr 224
*Vettrir/Vitrir 113
Vi/Væ 62–3
Vi- 223
Vi, Gästrikland, Sweden 62
Viatichi, Slavic tribe 496
Viborg, Denmark 164
vicas 6
*vífill 224
Viga-Glúms saga 239, 317
Vigdis Gísldóttir 44
Víglundar saga 317
vika 6
vik 6
Viken, Norway 6, 118, 647–8, 652
Viking/viking, ON vikingr 3, 5–7, 193
The Viking Age 5
Viking armies 165, 195–9
Viking art 323–36
Viking-age chronology 97
vikja 6
*Víklingr, Hälsingland, Sweden 58
Viljandi, Estonia 485
villa 456
-vin 58, 60
Vinland 316, 563, 566–9, 594, 604–11, 616
vínvör 604, 610
Vire, river, France 454
Visby, Gotland, Sweden 491
Visigothic kingdom 462
Visingsö, island, Sweden 671
Viskan, river, Sweden 58
Vita Ansgaríi 87–8, 95, 177, 492, 622–3, 626
Vitebsk, Belarus 520
vittror 621
Vivallen, Härjedalen, Sweden 35–7
Vladimir, son of Sviatoslav 504–5, 508–10
Vladimir, Russia 523
volcanic eruption 567, 571
Volga, river 253, 260, 264, 267, 500, 508, 520, 522–4, 544, 550, 552–3, 555–6, 559
Volga-Bulgar dirhams 165
Volga Bulg(h)ars 162, 523, 543–5, 547, 553, 555–8, 560
Volga Rus 552–3
Volga trade route 522
Volkhov, river, Russia 454
Volos, Slav god of herds 505
Vonsild, Jutland, Denmark 65
Vorbasse, Jutland, Denmark 71
Vörtsjärv, lake, Estonia 485
vrá 397
Vyshgorod, Ukraine 528
Voši 240
Vošunga saga 306, 320–1, 442
Vołund 256
Vołuspá 213–5, 217, 236, 238, 295
völva (pl. völur) 217–8, 238, 240, 245–7, 254–5, 642
Wadbister, Shetland 397
wagon(s) 188, 262
Waldhufendürfer 72
Wales 2, 53, 328, 359–61, 391, 395, 398, 401–8
Wallingford, Oxfordshire, England 372
Wallonia, Belgium 53
walnut(s) 608, 610–11
walrus(es) 35, 188, 545, 591
walrus ivory 132, 590, 593–4, 599, 613–14
walrus tusks 34, 545, 590
Waltham Abbey, Essex, England 371
Wantage, Berkshire, England 375–6
wapentake(s) 26, 375
Warank (Varangians) 550, 560
warband(s) 62, 199, 346, 419, 450, 509
war-charms 247
war god 16, 77, 97
warlord(s), war leader(s) 12, 196, 411, 498, 501, 669
warrior culture 184
warrior elite 13–4, 18
warrior ideology 242
warrior society 17, 401
washing board(s) 188
Waterford, Ireland 432, 434–7
water jug(s) 547
water mill 445
Wath, Yorkshire, England 393
Watling Street, England 343, 375–6
wattle and daub 67, 143
wattlework 127
wax 473, 481, 498, 532, 545, 555, 565
waxed wooden tablets 509
Wayland myth 442
weak inflexion (gram.) 274
OE wealh (pl. wealas) 53
weapon grave(s) 205, 208
weather-vanes 332
weaver(s) 15
weaving 96, 183–4, 188, 191, 238, 415, 520, 643
Weddersbie, Fife, Scotland 394
week 6
weight (-money) system 92, 152, 377, 547
weight(s) 35, 81, 92, 98, 104, 135–6, 146, 152, 162, 167, 184, 188, 406, 437, 474, 521, 547, 584, 656
weight economy 35, 98, 152, 166–7, 547
wehi 223
West Heslerton, Yorkshire, England 372
Western Settlement, Greenland 567, 588–9, 591–2, 594, 599–600
Westphalia 642
Wetherby, Yorkshire, England 391
Wexford, Ireland 432, 434
whale(s) 37, 188, 455, 599, 614
whalebone(s) 98, 127, 188, 415
whalers 455
Wharram Percy, Yorkshire, England 370–1
whetstone(s) 112, 127, 135, 187, 382, 471, 567, 613, 615, 656
Whinbourgh, Norfolk, England 393
Whiteness, Orkney and Shetland 396
White Sea 472
Whithorn, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland 406
wic(s) 6, 150, 372
wicing(as) 6, 193, 355
Widukind of Corbeay, Saxon chronicler 657
Wiking 354
William the Conqueror, duke of Normandy 347, 380, 403
William Longsword 454, 457
Wilton, Wiltshire, England 372
Winchcombe Psalter 333
Winchester, England 166, 372
Winchester style 330, 333
windmill 123
wine 270, 382, 443, 510, 532, 566, 568, 604, 610
winja 58
winter solstice 123
Wirral, England 377, 401, 404
Wiskiauten (or Kaap), Prussia 517–19, 531
Wisla, river, Poland 150, 274
witan 665
Witherlough 27
wolf(s) 239, 254, 482
Wolf’s Castle, Pembrokeshire, Wales 404
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